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GRENADA DOCUMENTS:
AN OVERVIEW AND SELECTION
INTRODUCTION
BY MICHAEL LEDEEN AND HERBERT ROMERSTEIN

The military action by the United States and the members of the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) in October 1983 brought to a close the four-year rule of the New Jewel Movement (NJM) on the island of Grenada. During their stay on Grenada, the combined forces found a considerable body of documents, constituting an extensive archive of the NJM regime. There were roughly 35,000 pounds of material, ranging from official government treaties, orders, minutes, and correspondence to personal diaries, telexes to and from many foreign countries, and bank documents concerning the finances of government and party leaders. Rarely has such a complete documentary picture of a Communist state been available to Western students. The entire lot is being made available to scholars and other interested parties through the National Archives in Washington.

Pending completion of the Grenada archive, we were asked to assemble a cross-section of documents to give a preliminary picture of Grenada during the rule of Maurice Bishop and the NJM, from April 1979 to October 1983. It was a daunting task, for the richness of the material made selection difficult. The collection presented here could easily have been replaced almost in its entirety by other, equally significant material. Nonetheless, we have striven to provide representative samples from areas likely to be of interest to students of communism and of international relations. We expect that in the future other scholars will produce more detailed studies using the substantial documentation in the archive. We judged the area we selected to be most important for a first look at the Grenada documents. To these we added some material dealing with life on the island during the NJM period, particularly documents illustrating human rights abuses by the Bishop regime. These include reports of treatment of prisoners and legal proceedings, as well as the attempts by the regime—with the help of its international allies—to deal with political opponents, particularly the churches.

Finally, while this work was authorized and paid for by the Government of the United States [Ledeen worked as a consultant to the Department of State; Romerstein is an official of the United States Information Agency], we are entirely responsible for the selection of the documents and for the introductory material. We did our work without any pressure from anyone, except insofar as we were urged to work as fast as was reasonably possible. We are grateful for freedom to make the selections we deemed most representative and for the patient support throughout the many months we worked on the documents. We are grateful above all to the two senior officials who authorized the project: the then Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs, Lawrence Eagleburger, and the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, Fred Ikle.
We believe that the documents in this collection give an accurate albeit incomplete picture of Grenada under the NJM. In choosing a few hundred pages out of tens of thousands, the best that can be hoped for is that the selection was done fairly, with an eye to understanding. We believe that we have done this.
THE NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT

The revolution that overthrew the Gairy regime in Grenada in April 1979 was designed to create a Communist society and bring Grenada into the Soviet orbit. While the leaders of the New Jewel Movement recognized that they needed to feign respect for political pluralism and a desire for good relations with all neighboring countries (above all the United States), the actual direction that Maurice Bishop and his NJM colleagues wished to take was clear from the outset. The close working relations the regime established with the Government of Cuba—both in Grenada and in Cuba itself—showed that Bishop intended to model his revolution on that of the Soviet Union and, more immediately, of Cuba. The attention shown to delegations from the Soviet bloc and from such radical regimes as Qaddafi's Libya and Kim-il Sung's North Korea, along with the lack of exchanges with traditional friends such as Great Britain, indicated the NJM's real intentions.

By September 1982, Bishop could give an extended "now it can be told" speech to the leaders of the Party and the Government, aptly entitled "Line of March for the Party" (Document 1). In that key presentation, Bishop flatly stated that the goal of the NJM was to "ensure the leading role of the working class through its Marxist/Leninist Party backed by some form of the dictatorship of the proletariat." Copies of the "Line of March" were closely held; each copy was marked confidential and consecutively numbered by hand. Many had been read, marked, and dog-eared, then returned. The minutes of the NJM Political Bureau reflect the use of the "Line of March" document in study classes attended by every member and candidate for membership.

The "Line of March" contains Bishop's reflections on the tactics he adopted shortly after seizing power. People from all social strata were included in the original ruling council and, according to Bishop, "this was done deliberately so that imperialism won't get too excited and would say 'well they have some nice fellas in that thing; everything alright.'" This little deception was abandoned by the time of Bishop's speech, when the NJM was in complete control, and Bishop was quite explicit about the way in which control was exercised:

Consider how people get detained in this country. We don't go and call for no votes. You get detained when I sign an order after discussing it with the National Security Committee of the Party or with a higher Party body. Once I sign it—like it or don't like it—it's up the hill for them.

Candidates for "the hill" were identified through a clandestine system that monitored the population and foreign visitors (even the predominantly American student body at the medical school). The Special Branch (Secret Police) divided the island into regions for
surveillance; potential opponents of the regime were identified (generally on a class or religious basis) and closely watched. In addition, major institutions were targeted for surveillance: the government, the trade union, the police, the medical school, and the churches. That this represented a departure from previous practices is indicated by a statement made by the head of the Special Branch, Michael Roberts, in a May 1980 report to the Prime Minister and the Minister of National Security (Document 9): "the old MI 5 (British counterintelligence) methods of work, after experimentation, have proven to be not effective enough."

**THE CHURCHES**

Church leaders were subjected to particularly close surveillance, and the Grenadians received considerable help from the Cubans and Nicaraguans in counteracting religious activities. In a document outlining the basic counterintelligence operations of the Interior Ministry (Document 9), the scope of the NJM's concern with the churches is evident from a list of duties of the Special Branch which included:

-- "Monitoring all sermons by the various parish priests and preachers in the society;"
-- "The controlling of all hierarchy [sic] meeting of the church in particular the Catholic and Anglicans;"
-- "Controlling all elements of the society that pay visits to the hierarchy [sic];"
-- "Tapping of the hierarchy [sic] of all the leading counter churches phones."

("Counter" was used as shorthand for "counterrevolutionary" by virtually all Grenadians.)

The NJM took these security measures against church leaders because they believed that all major religious institutions on the island were opposed to the revolution. In a top secret report written in March 1983 (Document 4), Michael Roberts of the Special Branch stated that the Roman Catholic, Anglican, Methodist, and Seventh Day Adventist churches were all hostile to the NJM, and that the Catholic Church was the most important because of its size and internal discipline. Roberts was concerned about the Catholics' use of the Jerusalem Bible because "this bible is written as a novel and is very easy to understand not being written in old English... This means that the Church in understanding the struggle... has 'revolutionized' is [sic] main ideological weapon—the bible."

Moreover, the Church distributed the Pope's New Year's message, and Roberts considered it to be "the Church's foreign policy document and no doubt will be used to criticize our foreign policy."

Similar concerns were expressed about the other churches; to the point where, by July 1983, Interior Minister Keith Roberts could write that "in the medium term, if serious measures are not taken,
we can find ourselves faced with a Poland situation. . . . we see the Church in the immediate period as being the most dangerous sector for the development of internal counter revolution" (Document 5).

But perhaps most indicative of the great concern about the churches was the interest shown by the Cuban Communist Party (PCC). The Americas Department of the Cuban Communist Party prepared an extensive analysis of "the religious situation in the country, and the contacts for further cooperation between the PCC and the NJM regarding the question" (Document 2).

The Cubans concurred that the churches were "in harmony with the campaigns carried out by the reactionary governments in the Caribbean" and were distressed at the lack of effective action by the NJM. For example, the Cubans lamented that the Grenadans had not infiltrated the churches ("there are no signs of systematic progressive projections within the Grenadian clergy"), and, as of the time of the report (August 1982), the Grenadans had not even appointed a person to take charge of religious questions. This was remedied forthwith, as Selwyn Strachan was named to this position, and was supposed to spend nearly three weeks training in Cuba before starting work. The Cubans foresaw that Strachan's job would "basically include the information work at the beginning and regular contacts with collaborators from Christian organizations." In other words, he would place agents inside the churches, and then attempt to manipulate them from within.

The other main Cuban suggestion was to bring Grenadian religious leaders and laypersons into contact with Nicaraguan church figures "and other Latin American circles linked to the theology of liberation and, in general, to the idea of a church committed to the revolutionary positions."

THE SOVIET CONNECTION

From the beginning, Bishop and the other NJM leaders sought to bring Grenada into the Soviet orbit, and there are thousands of documents showing the intimate relationship that developed between the USSR and Grenada. Sometimes relations were embodied in formal treaties between Grenada and Soviet bloc countries, and such Soviet proxies as Cuba, Vietnam, and North Korea. On other occasions there were secret agreements, such as those for providing counter-intelligence or surveillance equipment, training for agents, and so forth. We have included several of the treaties and party-to-party agreements that gave Grenada a vast quantity of armaments as well as military and political training. Thousands of weapons, far more than could have been required for the security requirements of the tiny island, were shipped by the Soviet Union and Communist-bloc countries. Overall, the documents (samples of which can be found in
this book) showed that the Soviet, Cuban, North Korean, and
Czechoslovakian agreements included the following items, which were
to have been delivered by 1986:

- Approximately 10,000 assault and other rifles;
- More than 4,500 submachine guns and machine guns;
- More than 11.5 million rounds of 7.62 mm ammunition;
- 294 portable rocket launchers with more than 16,000 rockets;
- 84 82 mm mortars with more than 4,800 mortar shells;
- 12 75 mm cannon with 600 cannon shells;
- 15,000 hand grenades, 7,000 land mines, 60 armored personnel
carriers and patrol vehicles;
- More than 150 radio transmitters, 160 field telephone sets,
approximately 23,000 uniforms, and tents for about 7,700
persons.

By U.S. Department of Defense estimates, equipment found on the
island (not all of it had arrived) would have been sufficient to
equip a fighting force of roughly 10,000 men. Furthermore, there
evidently were some plans for special forces, since the Soviets
promised to provide an airplane capable of transporting 39
paratroopers, as well as other special equipment.

All of this made Grenada a real military threat to its
neighbors, most of whom had only local constabularies rather than
standing armies. And there was little question that the airport was
going to be used for military purposes, since General Hudson
Austin's deputy, Liam James, reported in his notebook on March 22,
1980, "The Revo has been able to crush Counter-Revolution
internationally, airport will be used for Cuban and Soviet military"
(Document 23). This apparently reflected a decision of the NJM
leadership.

The Soviets appreciated the geopolitical significance of
acquiring another proxy in the Western Hemisphere, as can be seen
from the picturesque account of a meeting between Major Einstein
Louison, Chief of Staff of the Grenadian Army (who had gone to Moscow
for military training), and his Soviet counterpart, Marshal N.V.
Ogarkov. According to the Grenadan notes on the meeting (Document
24), Ogarkov told Louison, "over two decades ago, there was only
Cuba in Latin America, today there are Nicaragua, Grenada and a
serious battle is going on in El Salvador." The Grenadians saw
themselves as Soviet proxies. Their Ambassador to Moscow, W.
Richard Jacobs, reminded his comrades in Grenada that their
importance to the Soviets would eventually depend on their success
in exporting revolution: "To the extent that we can take credit for
bringing any other country into the progressive fold, our prestige
and influence would be greatly enhanced [sic]" (Document 26).
Jacobs felt that the first such project should be Suriname.
There was no lack of Soviet support for Grenadan intelligence and counterintelligence operations. A draft letter dated February 17, 1982, from General Hudson Austin to Yuri Andropov, then the chief of the KGB, requested training courses for three Grenadans in counterintelligence and one in intelligence work. Austin thanked Andropov for the "tremendous assistance which our armed forces have received from your party and government in the past" (Document 27).

Perhaps the most intensive Soviet assistance to Grenada was in the field of indoctrination, for it was necessary to train a new, Communist generation on the island. The Soviets participated in some of the "ideological crash courses" that are referred to in the minutes of several meetings of the Politbureau and the Central Committee, and they also invited Grenada to send students to the highest level Soviet training school for foreign Communists, the Lenin School in Moscow. The Lenin School, in operation since the 1920s, has trained the leading Communists of almost every country of the world. The NJM students there reported on their training, including courses in "social psychology and propaganda" and "party organization--intelligence/security" (Document 28). The Cubans also assisted in courses in mass manipulation, offering training in journalism, crowd control, propaganda, billboard painting, newspaper and cartoon writing and drawing. A secret agreement between the Cuban Communist Party (PCC) and the NJM provided for training of Grenadans in Cuba and Grenada (Document 17). The document was signed for Cuba by Manuel Pineiro, the former head of Cuban intelligence (the DGI), and currently the head of the Americas Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba, the covert action arm of the Castro regime.

Twenty Grenadans were invited to Vietnam to study anti-chemical warfare, anti-radioactivity warfare, "reeducation of anti-social and counterrevolutionary elements," and "yankee tactics and the weapons used in Vietnam" (Document 18). Others were invited to Czechoslovakia, Libya, East Germany, and North Korea. We do not know whether the invitations were accepted, but the proposals show how thoroughly Grenada was integrated into the Soviet world.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

The leaders of the Grenadan Government and the New Jewel Movement consistently regarded the United States with hostility. There were several contacts between the NJM and the Communist Party U.S.A., both to raise money for Grenada and to coordinate propaganda and public relations strategies in the United States. There was also guidance from the Cubans provided by Gail Reed Rizo, the U.S.-born wife of the Cuban Ambassador to Grenada, Julian Torres Rizo. Gail Reed had been active in American radical organizations, including the Venceremos Brigade, during the 1970s. Prior to the
trip of Prime Minister Bishop to the United States in 1983, Mrs. Rizo gave him detailed suggestions on how he should conduct himself in his contacts with American officials, and recommendations on which Americans he should meet (Document 31). She also reminded him that Sanchez Parodi of the Cuban Interests Section in Washington would be available to him if needed.

Most helpful to an understanding of the NJM's attitude toward the United States are the handwritten notes, evidently written by a Grenadan participant in the conversation, describing Bishop's meeting with National Security Adviser William Clark (Document 32). The notes reveal the NJM perception of American concern about the ideological direction of the Bishop regime (Clark at one point purportedly stressed the U.S. desire that Grenada remain within a Western legal framework), and that the main obstacle to better relations between the two countries was not political, but geopolitical. According to the notes, Washington was worried about the large numbers of Cubans and Russians on Grenada. Clark, Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth Dam, and U.S. Ambassador to the Organization of American States William Middendorf stressed that the U.S. Government wanted actions, not mere declarations of good intentions from the Grenadians. The notes indicate that Bishop was "encouraged by [Judge Clark's] response."

In their efforts to persuade the United States to switch from perceived hostility to support, the Grenadans exerted considerable effort to create a lobby in Washington and to organize a propaganda network throughout the country. They carefully monitored the American media (with help from the Cubans, especially Ambassador Julian Torres Rizo and Gail Reed Rizo), and responded vigorously to criticisms, attempted to identify correspondents and television producers sympathetic to their point of view, and even discussed with the Communist Party U.S.A. the possibility of starting a new radio station in New York City. (These themes are found throughout the minutes of the Politbureau and the Central Committee. See, for example, minutes for Politbureau of 13 May 1982, for their preoccupation with a CBS broadcast they did not like.) A public relations firm in New York was hired to monitor less important publications.

Finally, Grenada coordinated its efforts with those of Soviet-bloc countries and international Soviet-front organizations in supporting and encouraging a worldwide "peace" movement, and in turning against U.S. policy. In April 1981, an NJM representative attended a World Peace Council Congress in Havana, and met with his counterparts from the USSR, Bulgaria, East Germany, Hungary, and the National Committee of Quebec. He reported that assistance would soon be forthcoming from the Soviets, the Hungarians, and the East Germans (Document 45).
THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL

The Declaration of the Socialist International (SI) adopted in Oslo in June 1962, states that the Communist "one-party dictatorships represent in fact tyranny, denying those freedoms of speech, religion, criticism, voluntary organization and contacts with the outside world which are the essence of a democratic society." (See Declarations of the Socialist International, London, 1978, p. 13.) The SI was therefore a natural target for the Communists, and some of the Grenada documents show that "Active Measures"* were conducted against the SI by Grenadans and others acting under the direction of the Americas Department of the Central Committee of the Cuban Communist Party. To further the objective of subverting the SI, a "Secret Regional Caucus" was formed by the Nicaraguan Sandinistas, the Grenadan NJM, and some parties in the Latin American Committee of the SI (Document 39). The NJM had sent observers to SI meetings even before its successful revolution, and in late 1979 Bishop applied for membership in the Socialist International. The application was accepted in November 1980 at the SI Congress in Madrid.

The Grenadans, taking their cue from the Cubans and from the Soviets, viewed the Socialist International as a potential enemy, and one unsigned document (Document 38)—apparently from the 1980-81 period—defended the decision to join the SI, but made clear that it was not because of belief in the SI's principles. Membership was supported on two grounds:

*"Active Measures" is an expression used by the Soviets for their influence operations. Soviet Active Measures are coordinated by the International Department of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (ID), which engages in both overt and semi-overt activities. The KGB conducts the covert Active Measures in coordination with the ID.

Covert Active Measures include forgeries, agents of influence, placement of false stories in the press, and so forth.

Some Soviet Active Measures are carried out through surrogates (usually the intelligence service of another Communist-bloc country). In the Western Hemisphere, the Cuban Communist Party's Americas Department conducts Active Measures on behalf of the Soviet Union. The Americas Department combines both overt and covert Active Measures by having officers of the Cuban Intelligence Service (the DGI) operate on behalf of the Department. For more details, see hearings of the U.S. House of Representatives, Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Soviet Covert Action, 1980 and Soviet Active Measures, 1982.
1. It provided access to international movements which could be persuaded to support New Jewel Movement policies.

2. The New Jewel Movement could use its membership in the SI to "express organized support for the progressive struggles in Southern Africa, the Western Sahara, Palestine, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and other parts of Latin America, etc."

There was evidently some concern within the government of Grenada that the NJM might be violating its own principles by being a member of a social democratic organization. The author of the document responded that the Socialist International was "sufficiently flexible to permit dissention [sic]" and therefore "membership in the SI should be retained. It has proved useful and if Grenada's foreign policy initiatives are strengthened it can prove even more useful in the future."

The most detailed documents concerning the Socialist International were apparently not written by Grenadians, but rather by Cubans. Two documents found stapled together appear to have been written by a Cuban and then translated into English. (The language is stilted and the author writes from a vantage point outside the SI. We believe they were written by the same person who wrote Document 37A, definitely a Cuban.) They contain sophisticated analyses of the SI from a Marxist/Leninist perspective. One of them—Document 35—is a report on the 15th Congress of the Socialist International held in Madrid in November 1980. The report refers to international documents that had been circulated confidentially among the members of the SI Bureau. These confidential documents showed that there were internal conflicts on a number of questions. The author of the report complained that the "rightist and conservative sectors of the International" (who, as we shall see, included persons who are now the heads of government in Italy, Spain, and Portugal) had succeeded in including in a draft resolution references to "the Afghan problem; events in Poland...[and] the USSR's alleged arms-race policy."

The nature of the conflict between communism and democratic socialism was spelled out in detail in the other document (Document 36): "in the main contradiction of our times between capitalism and socialism, led by U.S. imperialism and the USSR respectively, Social Democrats as a whole are on the imperialist side up to now." Thus the social democrats were enemies of the Communists, and efforts by the SI to exert influence on Latin America were to be resisted:

We see a dual nature in the projection of social democracy in Latin America and the Caribbean. On the one hand, it does represent a permanent enemy of the essential objectives of the communist and left movements in that this trend intends to prevent the triumph of socialist revolutions and the
materialization of the communist ideal. On the other hand, it is obvious that certain political positions of the social democracy can be used by the revolutionary and progressive forces of the continent at given junctures of the struggle against a repressive and fascist military regime and of the confrontation with U.S. imperialism. Hence, in our view, while ideological struggle is necessary, we should implement ways and methods of case-by-case treatment of the parties related to social democracy whose positions coincide with certain tactical objectives [sic] of the Latin American revolutionary movement (Document 36, page 14).

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS VERSUS THE MARXIST/LENINISTS

Unison Whiteman, minister of external relations of the Bishop Government, attended a two-day emergency SI meeting on Latin America and the Caribbean in Panama on February 28 and March 1, 1981. Whiteman had a dispute over El Salvador with former President Carlos Andres Perez of the Venezuelan Democratic Action Party, who insisted that if the SI meeting was going to condemn the United States for supplying arms to the Salvadorean Government, the Cubans and the Soviets should also be condemned for arming the guerrillas. Whiteman responded that "the U.S. supply of arms to the Junta is a notorious fact, that the U.S. officially and publicly stated this; that SI should not speculate on where the freedom fighters are getting arms from; that in any event we should not equate arms for the oppressors with weapons to defend the people in their just struggle." Whiteman worked for a compromise resolution that named no names, and he implied that the tone of the resolution was hostile only to the United States (Document 41).

Whiteman's position was that of the Cubans. In this regard, an illuminating document is a Spanish-language report on an SI committee meeting held in Nicaragua on June 25, 1981 (Document 33). The report was signed by Manuel Pineiro Losada, head of the Americas Department of the Cuban Communist Party. In this document, Pineiro complained of efforts by the democratic socialists to urge the Nicaraguan regime to move in a more moderate direction. Pineiro was particularly upset with the actions of Carlos Andres Perez and Felipe Gonzales, the head of the Spanish Socialist Party (PSOE) and now the Prime Minister of Spain. Attached to Pineiro's report were two documents: an account in Spanish of the discussion between Bayardo Arce (a member of the Sandinista National Directorate in Nicaragua) and Felipe Gonzales and Carlos Andres Perez for the SI; and an apparently intercepted telex from Hans Eberhard of the German Social Democratic Party to Walter Hacker, the International Secretary of the Austrian Social Democratic
Party. There was also a poor English translation (we have made a fresh translation, included here as Document 33A). Evidently, the Cubans' distrust of the Social Democrats was so intense that they carefully watched the behavior of their principal enemies within the SI.

Conflicts between the democrats and the Communists within the Socialist International emerged at virtually every meeting of which the Grenadans had a record. At a meeting in Bonn on April 1 and 2, 1982 (Document 37), for example, NJM representative Fennis Augustine found that while there was considerable support for Grenada within SI ranks, "some have reservations on what they see as a Marxist thrust of the NJM. I believe that close relationship with Cuba will continue. Nicaragua's position is a little more difficult, although there was a great degree of understanding and sympathy for them by the time the meeting was finished" (Document 37). Augustine noted that some of the social democratic parties were worried about the actions of the Sandinistas, and cited in particular Carlos Andres Perez' party's criticisms of the Nicaraguans. Augustine was also disturbed to encounter SI support for greater democracy in Nicaragua, including elections, a two-party system, human rights, freedom of religion, and freedom of speech and press.

The same meeting was the subject of another report, this one unsigned (Document 37a). Internal evidence (a reference to Cuba as "us") suggests that it was written by a Cuban, and it is quite similar to Documents 35 and 36. It would not be surprising to have a Cuban report of an SI meeting, since the Cubans were almost always present at the site of such meetings, even though they were not permitted to attend. But they gave instructions to the Grenadans (and perhaps also to the Nicaraguans), and were thus able to get detailed reports on what transpired. In any event, the author of the report, while disturbed that the democratic socialists were attempting to neutralize the "revolutionary" countries in the region so as to limit Cuban influence, boasted that the "right-wing" forces within the SI (identified as Felipe Gonzales of Spain, Mario Soares of Portugal, and Carlos Andres Perez of Venezuela, two of whom are now prime ministers and one a former president of their respective countries) were effectively neutralized.

But Cuban and Grenadan optimism turned out to be misplaced. At a meeting of the Socialist International European Bureau in Basle, Switzerland, on November 3 and 4, 1982, there was outspoken criticism of both the NJM and the Sandinista regime in Nicaragua. According to a report of the meeting submitted by Chris DeRiggs, a member of the NJM Central Committee and Minister of Health, there was strong opposition to a resolution expressing solidarity with Grenada and Nicaragua. Leading critics included Mario Soares, Bettino Craxi of the Italian Socialist Party, and Rita Freedman of Social Democrats USA. According to DeRiggs, "their major line of attack was that Grenada was a one-party state and, therefore, could not be considered a democracy" (Document 40, page 4).
Both DeRiggs and Paul Miller of the Peoples National Party (PNP) of Jamaica tried to justify the lack of an opposition party in Grenada, but apparently their rhetoric was not convincing, and so they pondered ways in which the Socialist International could be turned to their own purposes. DeRiggs suggested that the forces of the Latin American left within the SI could be used to lobby the European Socialists, and he observed that Guillermo Ungo of the Salvadoran National Revolutionary Movement (MNR)--affiliated with the Revolutionary Democratic Front (FDR), the political wing of the guerrilla movement--had achieved a certain degree of success along those lines. Thus, in DeRiggs's words, "it is felt that similar efforts from other SI members in the region can help to exploit contradictions existing even within the membership of SI parties like the Socialist Party of Portugal" (Document 40, page 8). In other words, it was necessary to work within the member parties to produce a shift in outlook. By January of 1983, these ideas had taken a more concrete form.

**THE "SECRET REGIONAL CAUCUS"**

January 6-7, 1983, a Secret Regional Caucus was held in Managua, consisting of five parties affiliated with the Socialist International, and the Communist Party of Cuba (See Document 39). The five SI parties were:

--The FSLN of Nicaragua, represented by Antonio Jarquin (misspelled as Marguin and Marguin in the document), the chairman of the meeting;

--The Salvadoran MNR, represented by Hector Oqueli (this party is one of the groups composing the guerrilla movement, and Oqueli is the Secretary of the Socialist International Committee for Latin America and the Caribbean, which has given a patina of respectability to the Salvadoran insurgents);

--The Chilean Radical Party, represented by "Freda" (the leadership of the party later denied that it had sent a representative);

--The Jamaican PNP, represented by Paul Miller;

--The New Jewel Movement, represented by Chris DeRiggs.

The Socialist International was the main topic of the meeting. In DeRiggs's words, they considered "initiatives to neutralize forces within SI that are against us." And what were these forces? "Our principal enemies are to be found among the parties of Soares and Horgo [sic, Pietro Longo, the leader of the Italian Social Democratic Party] in Portugal and Italy respectively--the Social Democrats of the USA are also our sworn enemies." DeRiggs boasted that of the 14 members of the SI Committee for Latin America and the Caribbean, "there are seven parties that are generally progressive and some within a Marxist-Leninist trend." The Secret Regional Caucus report shows that a resolution on Latin America and the
Caribbean drafted by Hector Oqueli of the Salvadoran MNR, subsequently submitted to the SI, was actually based on guidelines laid down at the meeting. A decision was made to maintain the Secret Regional Caucus, and to "review membership in the future."

This document shows that the NJM was fundamentally opposed to the democratic ideals of the Socialist International, that the Grenadans, along with others in the region, worked in lockstep with the Cubans to undermine the SI's effectiveness, and that the Grenadans' greatest objection to the SI was its insistence on democratic institutions and democratic elections. In fact, on February 3, 1982, Benny Langaigne, the permanent secretary in Maurice Bishop's office, showed the Prime Minister a draft letter addressed to the official magazine of the SI, Socialist Affairs (Document 42). The letter protested a story in the magazine stating that Grenada would have elections in the near future. In fact, the NJM had no such intention.

CONCLUSION

The documents selected for this volume constitute, in our opinion, a representative sample of the total archive. We believe that those who take the time to study them will find a remarkable consistency, a single-minded dedication to the NJM's objective of creating, over time, a Communist society on the Soviet model.

Bishop and his colleagues not only wished to establish communism in Grenada; they wanted to be active members of the Soviet Empire. To this end, they sought ways to curry favor with the Soviets and other bloc countries, and loyally followed the instructions that came to them through Cubans. Thus, on both the domestic and international levels, the Grenadans emulated the USSR and tied their destiny to the Kremlin.

Nonetheless, and despite considerable assistance from the USSR and its proxies, the People's Revolutionary Government was a failure, and the failure led to intense internal conflict, and eventually to the overthrow and murder of Bishop.

The several documents that recount the internal crisis that led to the fall and murder of Maurice Bishop in the autumn of 1983 do not indicate any strong divergence of views between Bishop and those who replaced him; rather, the struggle appears to have been almost exclusively personal. The complaints against Bishop involved inefficiency, insufficient ideological coherence, and lack of strong leadership and guidance, not political deviation or betrayal of the goals of the revolution. We saw no evidence that Bishop was removed because the Cubans or the Soviets were dissatisfied with his political orientation; as far as we have been able to discover,
there is no reason to think that his conversation with Judge Clark and other American officials earlier in the year led his colleagues to believe that he was "soft on imperialism."

An archive of the dimensions and richness of this one from Grenada will provide scholars with a wealth of information about Communist activities in the Caribbean, Soviet and Cuban foreign policy, and the problems encountered by Soviet-oriented Communists in their attempts to mold a new generation of Grenadians who had had little contact with Marxism/Leninism before the NJM took power. Of particular interest is the material related to international organizations, including negotiations with the International Monetary Fund and attempts to manipulate the Socialist International. We have given here only a brief overview of a few of the themes that most interested us. We will be pleased if this serves to whet the appetites of a wide audience for this collection of documents, and for the many documents that will be made accessible to the public with the opening of the Grenada archive.

Washington, D.C.
September 1984
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14. Top Secret Agreement between Grenada and the USSR, 1982
15. Protocol to 1980 Agreement
17. Secret Cooperation and Exchange Plan, Grenada-Cuba, 1983
18. Note from Grenadan Ambassador to Cuba on Vietnamese assistance
20. Agreement between Grenada and North Korea, April 1983
21. Notes on Meeting between Bishop and Soviet Ambassador, May 1983
22. Bill of lading on shipment of rocket warheads from Prague to Grenada via Havana, Cuba
23. Page from notebook of Liam James referring to military use of airport
24. Louison-Ogarkov meeting in Moscow, March 1983
25. Louison's graduation certificate from Soviet Defense Ministry
26. Report from Grenadan Embassy in Moscow on relations with USSR
27. Draft letter from General Austin to Yuri Andropov, head of KGB
28. Report from NJM Collective, at the Lenin School in Moscow, Nov. 1982 to May 1983
29. Report to Bishop from Moscow Embassy, June 1982
31. Letter to Bishop from Gail Reed Rizo, wife of Cuban Ambassador
32. Notes on Bishop's meeting in Washington with Judge Clark, et al.
33. Cuban document on Socialist International written by Manuel Pineiro
33A. English translation of #33
34. Report by an NJM delegate to a Congress in Libya, June 1982
35. Analysis of the 1980 Socialist International Congress in Madrid (probably written by a Cuban)
36. Analysis of Social Democracy in Latin America and the Caribbean (probably written by a Cuban)
37. Report on Socialist International meeting in Bonn, April 1982
37A. Report by a Cuban on the same meeting
38. Grenadan analysis of Socialist International
40. Report on Socialist International Bureau meeting in Basle, Nov. 1982
41. Report on SI meeting in Panama, March 1981
42. Draft letter to SI magazine Socialist Affairs
43. Report on SI meeting in the Dominican Republic, Feb. 1983
44. Report on SI meeting, Aug. 1983

SECTION THREE: MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU and CENTRAL COMMITTEE

Political Bureau

46. Dec. 8, 1980
47. Apr. 22, 1981
48. Apr. 25, 1981
49. Apr. 29, 1981
50. May 6, 1981 (2 sessions)
51. May 13, 1981
52. May 20, 1981
53. May 27, 1981
54. June 3, 1981
55. June 10, 1981
56. June 17, 1981
57. June 24, 1981
58. July 1, 1981
59. July 8, 1981
60. July 29, 1981
62. Aug. 12, 1981
63. Aug. 19, 1981
64. Aug. 26, 1981
66. Sept. 9, 1981
68. Sept. 30, 1981
70. Oct. 21, 1981
71. Report to Political Bureau on meeting of World Conference of Women and Women's International Democratic Federation (WIDF), Oct. 3-30, 1981
72. Nov. 4, 1981
73. Nov. 11, 1981
74. Nov. 18, 1981
75. Dec. 9, 1981
76. Dec. 28, 1981
77. Apr. 7, 1982
78. Apr. 14, 1982
79. Report from Women's Committee, May 11, 1982
80. Sept. 15, 1982
81. Sept. 22, 1982
82. Sept. 29, 1982
83. Oct. 27, 1982
84. Nov. 3, 1982
85. Nov. 17, 1982
86. Dec. 22, 1982
87. Dec. 29, 1982
88. Jan. 5, 1983
89. Jan. 12, 1983
90. Feb. 23, 1983
91. Apr. 20, 1983
92. Apr. 27, 1983
93. May 4, 1983

Central Committee

94. Apr. 26, 1981
95. May 27, 1981
96. Resolutions of Central Committee
97. June 24, 1981
98. Resolution to Central Committee from study groups
100. Aug. 19, 1981
102. Apr. 21, 1982
103. June 26, 1982
104. Aug. 27, 1982
106. Foreign Relations Report to Central Committee
107. List of countries with which Grenada does not wish to develop close relations
108. Grenada's membership in international and regional organizations
109. Draft Resolution, Mar. 21, 1983
111. Emergency Meeting, Aug. 26, 1983
113. Extra-ordinary General Meeting, Sept. 25, 1983
NOTE: The material relating to the international crisis of the NJM and the People's Revolutionary Government, including the fall and death of Maurice Bishop, is found in Oct. 1982 to Sept. 1983 documents covering Central Committee meetings.
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Comrades of the Political Bureau and Central Committee of the Party, Comrades of the Party.

I will like to join with Comrade Strachan to say on behalf of the Central Committee that we are very happy to have all the comrades here this afternoon. As Comrade Selwyn has pointed out, essentially what we want to do today is to deal with the proposed line of march as examined by the C.C. of the Party in the last few weeks.

In our view the line of march needs to take into account four specific features:

Firstly, the present character and stage of the Revolution. We regard that as fundamentally important. We must decide what exactly is a correct characterisation of the present stage of the Revolution.

Secondly, the line of march must address in a serious way the question of the main tasks facing the Party and Revolution at this time.

Thirdly, we must determine a correct prioritisation of those tasks; we must establish priorities bearing in mind particularly, the comments, criticisms, suggestions, proposals etc. which have been made by Party members and, of course, taking into account the totality of the objective and subjective situation.

The fourth and final factor is the need to emphasise the further development of the subjective factor, the need to place great emphasis and importance on the further development of the subjective factor, that is to say, the Party. In other words, we must look at the Party itself, review the history of the Party very briefly and deal with the question of criteria for membership into the Party and for remaining as members of the Party.
Comrades, in terms of the character of the Revolution, the first aspect to the line of march, we believe it is important for us to look at this question at this time for several reasons.

Firstly and obviously, because we must as a Party know where we are. As Party members, candidate members and applicants we have to face the broad masses out there; we have to answer questions about where we are, what we are trying to do and so on and therefore we must be able to answer those questions in precise terms. We believe further that there is some confusion on this question, that it has not been sufficiently dealt with in the past and therefore we want today to look at it that much more carefully. It is extremely important for us to get a better understanding of where we are, of what we are trying to build and of how we will be able to build it. That is why we feel that this whole question of what exactly is the present stage is so important.

Before looking at that, a few words on the question of where we have come from, in other words, the inheritance of the Revolution. All comrades know of course that we inherited a backward, undeveloped economy, with a very low level - one can say in fact, a primitive level, of technological and economic development in the country. There was a very low level, and there is still a low level of development of the productive forces, that is, of living human labour, objects of labour and instruments of labour. This low level of development of the productive forces in turn resulted in very underdeveloped class formations.
What we have in Grenada primarily of course, is a very large petit bourgeoisie, particularly a large peasantry—the rural petit bourgeoisie—small farmers who own small means of production and who must therefore work as they cannot live off their own plot of land alone. Some of them employ labour; some do not. So a large peasantry or bulk of our rural petit bourgeoisie.

Then there is the urban petit bourgeoisie in terms of shopkeepers, garage owners, craftsmen, small restaurant owners and such like. The whole range of the petit bourgeoisie in our country. That of course is by far the largest class formation in the country.

We also have a working class which is very small and made up of agricultural workers based mainly in the rural areas, transport and communication workers on the docks, in telephone, electricity, etc., manufacturing and industrial workers (the smallest section of all) who produce garments, cokes, beer, that sort of thing. Some sections of the working class are employed by Government—garbagemen, the lowest clerical workers, the daily paid workers and so on. And of course we also have the commercial workers. Some of these comrades of the working class are also small owners of the means of production, but do not rely on that to support themselves—at least not as their main means of support.

In terms of the inheritance I also want to emphasise the low cultural level of our population at large as part of that inheritance and in particular the lack of technical skills and technical expertise of the working people. We must emphasise also the 19th century type of capitalist that we have in the country, capitalists 4/ engaged........
engaged primarily in comprador activity, in other words largely in the importation and thereafter distribution of goods. This is a particularly parasitic type of capitalist in the full time service of international capitalism on which they must depend for the manufactured goods which give them their profits. They produce nothing and the vast majority of them engage in no form of manufacturing or industrial activity at all.

As part of the inheritance too, we must also note the very low level of infrastructural development of our country. Further, very backward agricultural development is also part of our inheritance and has relevance to the present stage of the Revolution. This inheritance of ours does have negative implications for the road that we are travelling on, for our objective to build Socialism in our country.

First of all, having a small working class is a very serious disadvantage because only the working class can build Socialism. We know this is so because the working class is the class that is always growing; in fact, it has been historically, and it still is part of capitalist development that the working class gets larger and larger. Again, it is the working class that is most prepared for organisation and discipline because of having to work every day, having to arrive on time, having to engage in collective organisation and collective bargaining in their trade unions and so on. The working class too owns no means of production, in fact owns nothing except their labour and therefore they are the ones who most of all have to fight to end the oppression that comes about as a result of the private ownership of the means of production which of course......
course enslaves them and ensures that their own development is stultified and, finally the working class does have the key role in building socialism because of their role in production.

This inheritance is a problem also because of the large bourgeoisie that it has left us. We of course have that number of petit bourgeoisie in our country precisely because of economic under-development, precisely because capitalist production was so undeveloped that they did not need much labour and therefore people were by large forced to try to make a living however they could and wherever they could. But because the petit bourgeoisie is a vacillating class it is more difficult to build Socialism when there is such a large amount of petit bourgeoisie in the country, precisely because they are in the middle and you have to fight hard to win them. Many of them of course have bourgeois aspirations, many more are deluded and driven by bourgeois ideology and propaganda and therefore the struggle to win the petit bourgeoisie has historically been a very serious intense struggle in all countries that have embarked upon a path of Socialist transformation.

The question we must now pose comrades is whether a society such as ours with their primitiveness, with so little infrastructure, with so little development of productive forces, with such a small working class can really build socialism. This is a question that many other countries before us have posed and many other countries in the future will continue to pose. Of course, this question arises because socialism requires a good level of development of the productive forces, it requires infrastructural development, it
requires agricultural development, it requires industrialisation, it requires a high level of cultural development of the people, it requires an even higher level of political development and political consciousness, it requires central planning of the economy and society as a whole, it requires a serious Marxist Leninist vanguard Party leading, guiding and directing the whole process. All of these things are prerequisites for the building of Socialism, and, of course, the vast majority of these either do not exist at all or are at a very low level of development, at this time. Nonetheless, the answer is yes, it is possible for a country like ours to build Socialism. That of course we all know. It is possible, but the question is how and we think that this can be seen if we examine some of the possibilities or models for economic development in our country.

We believe that there are four main possibilities for economic development of Grenada and countries like Grenada. The first of these is a total private sector free enterprise system of economic development, your Seaga of Jamaica or your Puerto Rico model of development, where free enterprise is given full rein, where the private sector is able to rule uncontrolled. The second model is a total state sector approach where just about anything important is owned by the State, where the State owns virtually everything that matters. The third type is a mixed economy, but with a private sector dominant, and of course, that is the model that we have chosen in Grenada, the mixed economy - state sector dominant type model. But even after having said that, there are still questions of why

7/ we have.......
we have chosen that form and the question of precisely how will that form assist us to build socialism are two such questions that come to mind. Obviously, if we are speaking of building Socialism and we are, then it is clear that our objective as Marxist-Leninist must in the first instance be to construct socialism as rapidly, but scientifically as possible. That being so, clearly we cannot choose the path of capitalism. We cannot choose the path of a total private sector free enterprise model because that will be inconsistent with what we believe in and what we have been and are struggling for. We could not likewise choose that path of the mixed economy, with the private sector dominant because that will have tremendous dangers for the successful construction of Socialism and will have us without the effective possibility of guiding and regulating economic development through the imposition of taxes, the granting of credits and concessions and the use of all arms of the State apparatus. This must necessarily be so because it is, as we know, the objective material basis of the economy that determines and directs the political, social and cultural development of the society as a whole.

Equally, we cannot opt for the total state sector model as the state does not have the necessary material of financial resources, management and skills resources, access to markets, international contacts and so on. All of this should be obvious, but for those who have any doubts, please reflect on the tremendous difficulties that we have in finding the dollars necessary to pay the downpayment to the British Company - Flessey's - that will be installing the
radar, communications and navigational equipment for our new international airport, or reflect on how difficult it has been to find guaranteed markets for our primary products and our agro-industrial products, or how difficult it is to find engineers or architects or science teachers or managers - and note I did not even say good managers, I just said managers. No, it would be impossible at this time for the state on its own to build Grenada.

That, of course, means that an alliance is necessary, an alliance in the first place between the working class and the petty bourgeoisie, in particular the rural peasantry, and in the second place an alliance with those elements of the upper petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie who, for different reasons, are willing to be involved in building the economy and the country at this time.
DEFINITION OF PRESENT STAGE OF GRENA DA REVOLUTION

And this leads me at long last to the answer to the question - what is a correct characterisation of the present stage of development of the Grenada Revolution? And the answer of course, as we all know, is that the Grenada Revolution is a national-democratic, anti-imperialist Revolution, involving the alliance of many classes including sections of the small bourgeoisie but under the leadership and with the dominant role being played by the working people and particularly the working class, through their vanguard Party the NJM.

That is how we define the present stage of the Grenada Revolution today. Obviously National Democratic, anti-imperialist means what it says. I did not say a socialist revolution as some comrades like to keep pretending that we have. Obviously we do not have a socialist revolution and it is not socialist precisely because:

1. The low level of development of the productive forces. You cannot have a socialist revolution with this low level development.

2. Our working class is too small and too politically underdeveloped.

For these primary reasons we cannot proceed straight away to the building of socialism but must first pass through a stage where we lay the basis, where we create the conditions, including the socio-economic and political conditions, for the building of socialism and the creation of the socialist revolution, that is, for the full coming
to power of the working class. In other words, comrades, what we are into now (this national democratic stage) really means two things. What we are speaking about now is not socialist construction, not the socialist revolution, we are speaking about the national democratic revolution, we are speaking about socialist orientation. So the important things to contradistinguish here are socialist construction the second stage versus socialist orientation the first stage, which is the stage we are in at this time.

Comrades, these two things are completely different and it is very important for us to grasp that difference, because the experience of the C.C. and study guides in the Party is that it is an area of tremendous confusion and an area that has proven hard to grasp. In some countries around the world it is of course possible to go straight to socialism. That would have been possible, for example the French in 1789 at the time of their bourgeois-democratic Revolution. They could have gone straight to socialism because the necessary objective material bases and conditions were present. Or if tomorrow morning a revolution takes place in the United States or one of the industrialised countries of Western Europe they too can go straight to socialism, because they have a large working class, because the objective material basis in terms of infrastructure, high economic development, high level of development of productive forces etc, etc are present, so once there is a correct scientific political leadership it is possible for them to proceed to socialism straight away, but for us it is impossible. It really is important for this first concept to be fully grasped.
On Saturday when we were doing the same presentation for the Applicants, there was a particular example I gave which I want to repeat for the Members and Candidate Members and ask for the apologies of the promoted Applicants.

What we gave for - e.g. - if there were two different people in Grenada who owned two separate plots of lands; let us say one person owning land in Grand Anse and another in Grenville, St. Andrew's. Both of them own plots of land, both of them want to build a house on their respective plots of lands. In the case of the man in Grand Anse, his land is flat, his land already has the necessary attachments for telephone, water, electricity, he has a concrete base, there is already some kind of access road to his plot of land - therefore all he has to do is put up his house.

In the case of the man in Grenville, what he has is a rough piece of land, the land is hilly, the land has a lot of bush, a lot of trees, a lot of stone. There are no water pipes near to this man's plot of land; there are no telephone poles near to this man's plot of land, no electricity poles, no access road - he has to go through a dirt track. The second man cannot just go and put up his house. First of all he has to cut a piece of road to the house to get the materials there; then he has to level the land and he has to do all the necessary earth work; and civil works; he has to put down his concrete base and only then can he begin to talk about building his house.

The first man, the man in St. George's, he is ready for socialist construction.

The second man, the one in Grenville with the rough hilly land who has to do all the necessary preliminary works is the kind of man like us here in Grenada who can't go straight to socialism. He has to first lay the basis
and the foundations. We have to cut the land, cut the road, make sure the telephone poles are laid, the pipe borne water is available and so on before we can build the house.

That is the difference, comrades, between socialist orientation and socialist construction and that is the stage we are at, the first stage - the stage of socialist orientation.

Comrades, we speak of the national democratic anti-imperialist revolution and each of those words, of course, has a meaning. The national democratic anti-imperialist revolution is national because it arose from a national liberation struggle that was aimed to do away with the political, economic and ideological domination of an oppressive ruling elite that of Gairy, imperialism and their allies. It is national because it involved, and still involves, a vast majority of the people - that is why the national democratic Revolution is national.

It is democratic because it aims to give or restore rights and freedoms to the majority of the people. Under the Gairy dictatorship of course, many of the rights of the working people were taken away. The February 1976 Essential Services Act took away the right to strike from eleven of the most important categories of workers. The Public Order Act, 1974, prohibited political parties and even individuals from using loudspeakers, without police permission. The 1975 Newspaper Act made it impossible to publish a newspaper that was political and opposed to Gairy. These rights, as comrades know, have been restored. We have all created new rights because part of this national democratic path is the need to readily expand
democracy and the democratic participation of the poor and working people in the country. That is why we have brought more democratic rights through the establishment of zonal councils, workers parish councils, farmers, women and youth councils - all of the organs of popular democracy.

The Revolution is also anti-imperialist because it is opposed to foreign domination and the exploitation of our country and its resources by the transnational co-operations. Of course, this looks only at the economic essence of imperialism for that is what I am trying to focus on at this time. The political, cultural and ideological aspects of imperialism are not what we are dealing with here, though they will also be struggles at this anti-imperialist stage.

We want to point out too, comrades, that the national democratic anti-imperialist stage can be led not just by the working class, not just by the petty bourgeoisie, but even by the bourgeoisie. It can be led by the bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie or the working class - any of these class forces can lead the Revolution. If it is led by the bourgeoisie, obviously, it could never go on to build socialism - that will be an impossibility; no bourgeoisie can build socialism. If it is led by the petty bourgeoisie, the only basis on which it can build socialism is if the petty bourgeoisie leadership in the course of the class struggle is transformed into a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist leadership and therefore develops a Marxist-Leninist Party that then guides and directs the process. Without that transformation, it would also be impossible.

Therefore, obviously it is only the working class that can build socialism. It is only under the leadership
of the working class, led by a Marxist-Leninist vanguard Party that the process can be completed and we can go on to socialist construction. That is the only time it is possible.

That again, comrades, needs to be understood by us because of its tremendous relevance to the nature of the alliance we have and what we need to do from here on.

This national democratic stage of the revolution has, broadly speaking, two main components – a political aspect and an economic aspect.

**POLITICAL ESSENCE OF THE NATIONAL - DEMOCRATIC PARTY**

In terms of the political aspect, the essence of that political aspect is the dictatorship of the working people, dictatorship of rule of the working people – that is the essence. This essence implies a change in the balance of forces that presently exists, a change in the balance of forces that will usually be involved in the anti-imperialist struggle of the national liberation movements. In other words, in your Angolas, Mozambique, etc., what you would normally find happening is that there is a class alliance involved in the fight to end colonialism. And that class alliance will involve the bourgeoisie, the petty-bourgeoisie and the proletariat (the working class) – all three.

And in countries like ours, after independence, just like in Grenada today, what you usually find happening is that state power is wielded by an alliance of the bourgeoisie, the petty-bourgeoisie and the working class through a particular Party or combination of Parties, and usually comrades, as you know, the situation is that it is the bourgeoisie and the petty-
bourgeoisie that is pre-dominant, the combined bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie that is pre-dominant, and the working class is the minority influence. That is the usual situation in countries like ours even after independence. That is what is happening right now. Right through the English-speaking Caribbean - in all of them - you can see that the bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie are ruling and that working class representation is very small.

But when countries start to move to develop this essence I was talking about - the dictatorship (or rule) of the working people - is that in the course of class struggle, the bourgeoisie begins to become subordinated and the influence of the petty-bourgeoisie and working class together becomes pre-dominant. In other words a drift begins to take place, at first imperceptible, but gradually observable and at a certain moment when quantity becomes quality, that shift becomes very clear and very noticeable. And at that time, the bourgeoisie becomes the minority force and the petty bourgeoisie and proletariat begin to rule. And when that happens, it becomes the first time at which it is possible to shift the country away from the path of capitalist development, because a combination of bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie pre-dominant necessarily means that the emphasis will be on capitalist development. And equally, once the shift takes place then the potential is there for the first time to begin to move along the path of socialist orientation and away from the path of capitalist development. That comrades, is our situation in Grenada, and that was the situation when we took power on March 13th, 1975.

When we took power on March 13th 1975, as comrades know, we did not take power as an alliance - we took power as
NJM. But within the first few hours of taking power, we tried to build an alliance and we begun to build that alliance for two main reasons:— Firstly to hold on to power in the first few seconds, minutes, hours, "vs and weeks. And the second reason was to defeat imperialism, in the months and years thereafter, because defeating imperialism is a complex process, that requires a political orientation and an economic transformation that involves crushing the rule of the monopolies and of big business in your country, that involves taking control of the commanding heights of the economy and so on. And we cannot do that on our own and that is why the alliance was and is needed.

But comrades, we have to be very clear that it was the Party and the Party alone that took power. GNP didn't help us; there was no UPP, there was no alliance with any upper petty-bourgeoisie or any national bourgeoisie in seizing power. In fact, most of these elements might have run from the prospect of having to go down to True Blue barr to take power. NJM took power on its own, but NJM then decided — correctly — that an alliance was needed to hold power. We understood the reasons for that because we knew we could not do it on our own. The leadership of the Party and the Party itself had a working class ideology and therefore an understanding of what was required to ensure that the working class will eventually take power. But we were way ahead and we still are way, way ahead ideologically of the masses of our people in general and also of our national bourgeoisie. We are much more politically and ideologically developed than them, we have a much deeper class consciousness then them.

So we have the objective to build socialism. We know that objective could only be achieved if we built an alliance......
alliance but not all of our masses know that and in fact the vast majority still have no scientific understanding of this need for an alliance. So what we did, we did in their interest and acting in their name, even though they did not necessarily understand why we were doing what we were doing. And it is very significant Comrades that from the start, from the very first second of the Grenada Revolution (let us say 4.30 a.m. on March 13th 1979) from the very first second of the Grenada Revolution, what was established was a dictatorship of the entire working people. In its operationalisation; in its initial concretisation; it took the form of the anti-Gairy poor and working people, in other words, those people who were opposed to Gairy were the ones who appeared to be in the vanguard. And that is true, they were in the vanguard. But right from the start, the effective dictatorship was not only of the anti-Gairy working people. It was a dictatorship of the entire working people with the anti-Gairy working people initially being in the operational vanguard of that dictatorship. It is a very important concept for us to grasp and to agree on.

As the Revolution deepened and strengthened and consolidated, as the Gairyite working people came to see that the Revolution was also in their interest, that we were not victimising them, that, in fact, we were bringing benefits to them, then they too joined the Revolution, and today, a majority of them support the Revolution. But right from the start the rule that was established by the NJM on behalf of the working class, was rule of the entire working people. It's a very important conceptual point.
From the start too, comrades, we had an alliance with sections of the upper petty bourgeoisie and national bourgeoisie right from the word GO. Within the first few hours of the Revolution, we began to put that alliance in place. I can remember all of us making phone calls to different sections of the Petty-bourgeoisie and the National bourgeoisie, inviting them to come down to Radio Free Grenada and in some cases beginning to feel them out as to whether or not they were willing to serve on the ruling council of the People's Revolutionary Government.

I can remember very well that the first set of names we announced for the ruling council was fourteen (14), not twenty-three (23). And these fourteen names were made up mainly (outside of the immediate leadership), of the petty-bourgeoisie, the upper petty-bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie. You remember that? Simon Charles and Sydney Ambrose - peasantry, Bernard Gittens - professional middle strata, Lloyd Noel - professional middle strata; Palm Buxo and Norris Bain - middle capitalists; Lyden Ramdhanny - big capitalist; that is who the People's Revolutionary Government was. And this was done deliberately so that imperialism won't get too excited and would say "well they have some nice fellas in that thing; everything alright." And as a result wouldn't think about sending in troops.

That was the mistake, for example, the comrades in Gambia made a few months ago. Remember the Gambia Coup R'tat a few months ago? What was the first thing those comrades did? They say "we are Marxist-Leninists and we have just had a Marxist-Leninist Revolution and we go wipe out the bourgeoisie." The same day they
overthrow them - same day, they didn't even give them three days. So fortunately, NJM had a little more sense than that. And like I said comrades, the first fourteen names were bourgeoisie, big capitalist, petty-bourgeoisie, middle capitalist, peasantry and professional middle strata - that is who made up the People's Revolutionary Government. It is only after about a week and a half (if I recall correctly), when we held the Party General meeting in Radio Free Grenada's studio (and some comrades here would have been present at that meeting) that we finally got around to pulling some more Party comrades. You all remember that meeting down in Radio Free Grenada studio. It was then we chose nine more comrades to make up the twenty-three. But the first set of names were Lyden, Pam Buxo, Norris Bain, Lloyd Noel and so on. That is what I mean by saying that the alliance began from the first few hours and the first few days. And that alliance was and is extremely important.

From our point of view comrades, why do we need the alliance?

We need the alliance firstly, as we pointed out already, to hold power in the first few days and weeks.

We need the alliance, secondly, to consolidate and build the revolution and to ensure the defeat of imperialism. This time we can't do this effectively without the alliance.

We need the alliance, comrades, because we don't have enough managers, because we don't have enough capital, because we don't have enough international contacts, because we don't have enough markets. For all of these reasons, we need the alliance.
If we were the State that owned the flour mill in Tempe and not Geddes Grant, we won't be able to sell that flour so easily to Jamaica and the others in Caricom. If it were the State that owned the Gament Factory in True Blue and not Hadeed, we won't be able to sell garments to Barbados and Trinidad so easily. The capitalist prefers to deal with the capitalist and capitalist Governments allows other capitalists to come in, even when their Government is a socialist oriented Government like our Government in Grenada. It is very important for us to see that.

And why does the bourgeoisie need the alliance?

They need the alliance first of all because they have contradictions with imperialism. Imperialism especially at this time because of the deep capitalist crisis, has been putting the squeeze on the national bourgeoisie. They can't always get letters of credit, every month the banks make the terms for the letters of credit more difficult instead of three month repayment, it becomes one month. Sometimes they get not even one day. Also they can't get the kinds of loans they want. And when they do get loans, they have to pay high interest rates. And overall, of course, the fact of the recession - the capitalist crisis makes it more difficult for them to develop in the way in which they would like. This is so because the capitalist crisis affects Grenada and helps to squeeze our economy because their demand for our goods - cocoa, banana, nutmegs - has fallen. And when we can't sell cocoa, banana, nutmegs, then it means the standard of living falls because there is less money floating around. So a lot of the capitalists are vexed with imperialism. That is the first point.
The second point is that they have been watching the Revolution and they are now convinced that the Revolution gives them new possibilities for making profits, new possibilities for expanding their businesses and moving on. They have watched the growth of infrastructure - the new International Airport, the coming Sandino Plant, the Emulsion Plant, the Quarry and Asphalt Plant, the new East Coast Road, the Feeder Roads, the West Coast road to come, the new Telephone system to come, the new Electricity system to come, the new Storage Farm to come, the 40% more water in people's homes. They have watched all of that and understand that it represents the necessary basis for them to develop their business and to make profits. In other words they see the Revolution as providing them with the possibility of developing and expanding.

And don't forget that we have been encouraging them through holding many consultations with them. When we have a National Conference on the Economy with the mass organisations (as we did on 26th January), two weeks later, we held a National Conference with the Private Sector, and we are sitting down with them just like we did with the masses.

Now we are settling with their participation a Tourism Code and an Investment Code. And Cde Coard, as the Minister of Finance, has been meeting with them very regularly and giving them incentives, giving them concessions, helping them to develop the confidence that the state is not going to crush them. And all of this has now had a qualitative effect on the National Bourgeoisie.

A third factor, comrades, and it's a factor we sometimes forget, is that the National Bourgeoisie has
Here is the un-patriotic capitalist and there is the patriotic one, and it is the patriotic ones who will form the alliance with us. The un-patriotic ones will sell out and go abroad or will try to engage in sabotage. So the reality of patriotism is something that must not be overlooked.

And fourthly and finally, it is important to remember that part of the reason we can form the alliance with them is because of their own low level of class consciousness. Therefore, they don't really fully understand what it is we are doing. It comes over in a million things they say from time to time. They are not really; and they are still hoping that what we are building is not socialism, but no one of them puts it socialist capitalism or capitalist socialism — whatever that means.

So, there is that area of confusion. But comrades a few more words on the nature of the alliance that we have with these sections. First of all, it is important to understand that the alliance we have gives full, total complete control to the Party and the working people. The party and the working people have hegemony. A monopoly will mean total power, hegemony will mean total control, and that is the distinction we are drawing between hegemony and monopoly.

But there is absolutely no doubt that we have a hegemonic control on power and over all the capital areas of the State. We can see this in several different ways. If you consider the question Cabinet. The Cabinet of our country has ten (10) ministers and nine of these ten ministers are members of the Party; the only non-member of the Party is Morris Bain. If you look at the ruling
council of the People's Revolutionary Government, you will see it no longer has twenty-three people because Lloyd Noel is in detention, Pam Ruxo is out of the country, Lyle Bullen is no longer involved. These are three people who are out, there are now twenty (20) people who are in the P.R.G. And if you look at the Party and Cabinet and you analyse them carefully, you will discover an over 50% direct control by the Party of the ruling council of the P.R.G. and Cabinet.

Secondly, to see further this hegemony or control I am talking about comrades, look at the composition of our army and militia. We don't have any upper petty-bourgeoisie or bourgeoisie in our army or militia. When you look at the officers in the army it is Working Class comrades or petty-bourgeois revolutionary democrats or communists who are the officers in the army - that's the situation in our army.

Thirdly comrades, consider our Zonal Councils and our Workers Councils and so on. The bourgeoisie is not invited deliberately and consciously, so they don't have the opportunity to come and try to confuse people inside the councils. When we're having a Zonal Council in this building or a Workers Parish Council, we send out the invitations, we decide who we want to invite and we live the bourgeoisie out deliberately and consciously.

Consider the trade unions in our country, five of the eight leading trade unions are under the direct leadership and control of full members, candidate members and applicants of our Party. There is no doubt about it; what we have is hegemony; we have full control.
I want to think of another area. Just consider, comrades, how laws are made in this country. Laws are made in this country when Cabinet agrees and when I sign a document on behalf of Cabinet. And then that is what everybody in the country - like it or don't like it - has to follow. Or consider how people get detained in this country. We don't go and call for no votes. You get detained when I sign an order after discussing it with the National Security Committee of the Party or with a higher Party body. Once I sign it - like it or don't like it - it's up the hill for them.

It is also important to note comrades, that while we are in an alliance with sections of the bourgeoisie and upper petty-bourgeoisie, they are not part of our dictatorship. They are not part of our rule and control - they are not part of it. We bring them in for what we want to bring them in for. They are not part of our dictatorship because when they try to hold public meetings and we don't want that, the masses shut down the meeting. When we want to hold Zonal Councils and we don't want them there, we keep them out. When they want to put out newspaper and we don't want that, we close it down. When they want freedom of expression to attack the Government or to link up with the CIA and we don't want that, we crush them and jail them. They are not part of the dictatorship. In fact, if the truth is told, they have been repressed by the dictatorship. They have lost some of the rights they used to have. Now it is the working people who have these rights, not the bourgeoisie. When the working people want to hold a public meeting, we don't stop them. When the working people want to go and hold a picket, we don't stop them. When they want to Picket Bata, that is good, but if Bata want to picket workers we jail Bata. The workers could Picket Bata, but Bata...
cannot picket no workers. When Torchlight workers want to take over the company, we support them, not publicly and through making noise because that would not be in our interest. We pretend we don't know what's happening and let the trade unionists do it. But if the Torchlight owners try to crush the workers, we jail the Torchlight owners.

The point is all rights are not for them, all freedoms are not for them, but all rights and freedoms are now for the majority who are no longer oppressed and repressed by a tiny minority. That is very important to understand because that is what dictatorship or rule means. And that is how every state operates. That is why the state came about in the first case; so that there would be a dictatorship and a minority, in the case of the capitalist state, would crush and oppress the majority. In the case of the Socialist State, the majority will crush, oppress and repress the recalcitrant minority. That is what it is, and that is what the nature of the dictatorship is, so they are not part of that. And that is very important for us to understand.

Comrades, as we see it, this political essence - this dictatorship of the working people - is what we have to continue to develop and to build rapidly if we are to make substantial progress in building the national democratic anti-imperialist phase of the Revolution. And I would say, there are six (6) things to watch and to emphasize in terms of the political essence.

First, it means control by the Party and the working people. So we have to be guided by that at all times. The Party and the working people; the Party acting in the name of the working people and particularly, of course, the working class must control, guide and direct the process - must rule.
Secondly, it means an alliance has to continue to be maintained, firstly, with the peasantry and other elements of the petty-bourgeoisie, and secondly with sections of the upper petty-bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie. That also means comrades, when we do work plans when we have particular actions we want to take or are about to take, we always have to be conscious of this alliance. In other words, comrades in St. Andrew's area for example, who historically have given extra ordinary trouble in their dealings with Norris Bain, Minister of Housing and member of the ruling FRG Council must be very careful. Over and over again, there would be activities, where there is no reason why the comrade can not be present, and they won't invite him. So we have him coming to us and complaining about all kinds of unnecessary problems because of stupidity. On the way in which some comrades choose to relate to, let's say a Lyden Ramdhanny or a Bernard Gittens. The fact is that we have an alliance and the alliance is important. And the same applies to the patriotic businessmen with whom we are developing joint ventures and whom we are encouraging to invest. We can't meet them and curse them or get on arrogantly with them for no good reason. Obviously, a trade-union struggle is one kind of thing. But what I am saying is that for as long as the alliance is there, it calls for a certain kind of political maturity at the level of our behaviour in dealing with those with whom we are building an alliance. That is very important for us to watch.

The third thing, comrades, the question of our people; their education (political and academic); the development of further democratic mechanisms and organisations and means and methods of getting them to be involved and to participate and so on; The need for greater training in democracy for them. In other words, the
preparation for them to rule. That, of course, primarily refers to the working class but it applies in general to the working people and also to the broad masses in terms of the development of democracy, in terms of the involvement in mass organisations, in terms of participation in the organs of popular power.

The fourth point, the necessary emphasis we have to give at all times to the working class (we are going to come back to that so I don't want to say too much on it). But for this political section, it has to be emphasised.

And the fifth point, the building of the Party, because again it is the Party that has to be at the head of this process, acting as representatives of the working people and in particular the working class. That is the only way it can be because the working class does not have the ideological development or experience to build socialism on its own. The Party has to be there to ensure that the necessary steps and measures are taken. And it is our primary responsibility to prepare and train the working class for what their historic mission will be later on down the road. That is why the Party has to be built and built rapidly, through bringing in the first sons and daughters of the working class.

And finally comrades, the need always for firmness and inflexibility on political questions that affect the building of socialism. On the economic front, you can have a lot of flexibility; on the political front the flexibility must be very little. We have to be firm because we are walking a real tight rope. On the one hand, you have to give encouragements and incentives and build the confidence of the bourgeoisie. But on the other hand, when they start out of line, we still have to crush them. So it's that kind of tight-rope that has to be walked.
ECONOMIC ESSENCE OF THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC PATH

I want to come comrades, to the economic essence in the non-capitalist path, or more precisely the path of socialist orientation. That is what the economic essence of this national democratic business is—the non-capitalist path of economic development, the path of socialist orientation. That involves in particular building the state sector along particular lines which I now want to describe quickly.

Firstly, the state sector must be built to be the dominant sector. As comrades know, that's happening already. Last year over 50% of all investments in this country were by the public sector, by the state and at this time the controls about a quarter of the total economy. Building the state sector to be the dominant sector means a number of things:-

(a) We must assume total control of all financial institutions over a period of time. I did not say total control tomorrow morning or next year, but equally over a period—that must happen:

(b) We must assume total control of all foreign trade and also of some aspects of internal trade. The MNIF, of course, is helping us in that area already. This year, the MNIB will have a turnover of $20m. Right now MNIC has $35m in stocks (quite a staggering figure). Right now, MNIC is buying over 70 agricultural items from the farmers in Grenada. Right now, one in every ten farmers is selling his produce to MNIB. Right now, the three main depots for the MNIB (Young Street, Hillborough Carriacou, and Petit Martinique), in January, February, March of this year together, sold something like 300,000 lbs of produce. And I'll give you something that's 25/ even .........
even more staggering than that which was told to me by the Manager of the MNIB depot in Petit Martinique - Linus Belmar. Belmar told us that the Petit Martinique depot has a monthly turnover of $60,000 - a quite staggering figure. The role of the MNIB, both in the area of imports and exports, will have to be stepped up in the coming period.

(c) We must assume total control of all Public Utilities - electricity, telephone, water, National Transport Service. And here again, as comrades know, we already in fact control those four. The missing one for us now is Cable and Wireless and the Satellite Dish from the Soviet Union will be one aspect of the timing in relation to Cable and Wireless.

(d) We must continue the building of the infrastructure - air port, sea ports, roads etc. - all aspects of infrastructure.

(e) We must ensure the further development of tourism, of the manufacturing and industrial sectors; of the agricultural sector; of the agro-industrial sector; of fisheries. In other words, all of the main pillars of the economy - agriculture, agro-industries, fisheries, tourism, manufacturing and light industry.

(f) We must develop central planning mechanisms for the economy and the society as a whole. But first of all we must start with the economy. In terms of the development of the economy comrades, over the next 10 - 15 years; as we see it, the next 5 years - emphasis will undoubtedly be tourism. That is not to say that we like tourism, That is because we have no choice. Tourism is
the sector that has the greatest potential for giving us the profits to invest in the areas we really want to invest in - agriculture, agro industries, fisheries, and non-agro industrialisation generally. That's really where we will like to go, but those cannot produce the money at this time, while tourism can. We estimate that we will spend about $350m in just tourism alone over the next couple of years, including the cost of the New International Air-port.

The question is how to control that tourist development? And the plan there as you know is the Tourism Code, the Investment Code in general, and of course, a very, very careful policy and the development of careful guidelines at every stage to ensure that the negative social effects of tourism are at all times curbed. For example, take prostitution, if you catch local prostitutes - lock them up and rehabilitate them. If you catch foreign prostitutes coming in - deport them. So we will have to develop a very careful set of rules and guidelines to ensure that tourism doesn't get out of hand. But at the same time, unfortunately for us is the way I will put it, tourism has to be the key for the immediate short term period.

For one thing, there is no way we can ever pay back for that International Air-port in a short or medium term if we don't have tourism developed. So that's where it's at for the next five years or so. The next five years after that - agriculture with a lot more emphasis then too on Agro-Industries and Fisheries. But of course, in this first five-year period we also have to continue to do a lot of work on agriculture, agro industries and fisheries, so don't misunderstand what I am saying. I am talking about emphasis and where the dollar bills will have to go because we

31/ don't have .........
don't have many dollars. But the fact of the matter is that all of these phases I am describing we will have to continue to work on all fronts. But we are not going to be able to make the kind of returns we need on Agro, Agriculture or Fisheries in the upcoming period. Hence the importance of tourism.

And in terms of agriculture comrades, the Youth Employment Programme assumes predominant emphasis right now in this first period.

In the third five year period (that is in ten years time), light industry, especially non-agro based industry and manufacturing will become more and more predominant, more and more important.

It is important to observe comrades that all of this lays the basis for the development of capitalism. And that of course is a major problem because it means that if we are not careful capitalism rather than socialism will be the the end product, just like when Lenin had formulated NEP right after the Great October Socialist Revolution, the Bolsheviks too had that same problem and concern.

Simultaneously we will be nurturing the shoots of capitalism and the shoots of socialism and the question is which one becomes predominant and how you control and ensure that socialism is what comes out and not capitalism. We have the same problem as the young Soviet State faced but a million times more difficult, because our state sector is much smaller and does not have the potential in this immediate period for providing the profits to build the economy and the country. And of course, we have a much smaller and

32/ less...
less ideologically developed working class. On top of that we have this massive petty bourgeoisie; you have this low level of development of class consciousness; you have this total backwardness and primitiveness in the economy. In other words comrades, we have a tight rope that we have to monitor very carefully as we walk it - every single day, understanding clearly that all of this infrastructural development, and all of this activity we are describing not only can build socialism but also capitalism.

What this means is that our primary task must be to sink the ideas of Marxism/Leninism amongst the working people so that their own ideological level can advance and they can begin to better understand what we are trying to do and why their class consciousness can be raised in this way. Secondly, of course we can control the development of capitalism through the use of laws and regulations; because one thing we do have is political control (and we have that firmly) so we can decide on how much taxes to charge, we can decide who get credits, we can decide who gets concessions and pioneer incentives, we can decide what of Laws to pass and when, we can decide who to “manners” and when. In other words, we can use the apparatus of the State in order to effect those controls. But it is a tight rope and we just need to be careful and understand what we are involved in.

TASKS OF THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC STAGE

Comrades, the tasks of this national democratic stage can perhaps be summarised in ten points; and I want to just quickly list them.

(1) Ensure the leading role of the working class through its Marxist/Leninist Party backed by
some form of the dictatorship of the proletariat. But please note that I said some form of the dictatorship of the proletariat, because obviously at this stage we cannot have the dictatorship of the proletariat or the working class, but the form we would have at this first stage is the dictatorship of the working people.

(2) Build the alliance between the working class and mass of the working people; in other words, the alliance between the working class and the urban and rural bourgeoisie. At the same time, we must also build an alliance with those patriotic sections of the upper petty bourgeoisie and national bourgeoisie who are willing to help develop the country.

(3) Ensure over a period, public ownership of the means of production. In other words, build the state sector.

(4) Work towards the gradual transformation of agriculture along socialist lines through development of voluntary co-operative farms and state farms.

(5) Plan the development of the economy in order to lay the basis for the building of socialism and to raise living standards.

(6) Begin the implementation of the cultural revolution. And this cultural revolution, as all of us know, is one of the four revolutions we are building at the same time - the political, economic, scientific and technological and the cultural. And in the context of the cultural revolution, I want to emphasise three main points - the spreading of the socialist ideology, the wiping out of illiteracy and the building of a new patriotic and revolutionary-
democratic intelligentsia!

(7) Build the defence capacity of the country so as to protect it and to protect the revolution from internal and external enemies. Comrades, the applicants on Saturday in one of the six workshops came back reporting that they were very concerned about the fact that there were so many non-party comrades who were leading the militia; and that is an area of concern that we share very strongly. We have to get more party comrades into the leadership of the militia. Just in terms of the means that we have here right now, we are short by over one fifth of the comrades that we need to operate them. Just in terms of what we have, I am not talking about what is to come. So if comrades are not prepared to come out and learn to use those means, then it means that other comrades out there, hopefully supporters and strong sympathisers would be the ones using them, which means that at the appropriate time we won't even have the guarantee that the guns can't be turned back on us. So I really hope comrades will take that comment from the workshop seriously.

(8) Develop proletarian internationalism. As representatives of the working class in Grenada, we have to ensure that our working class and the working people always demonstrate maximum solidarity with all international working class struggles. That is a fundamental responsibility.

(9) Develop equal and friendly relations with all governments in the world, except the fascist military dictatorship and apartheid types. That is why comrades, we have been making trips to different countries in Latin America like Mexico,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Panama and so on. That is why in a few days time we leave for France to another state visit. We must develop relations with all different kinds of countries - some of them revolutionary-democratic, some of them social-democratic, some of them, like in the case of many in CARICOM, straight pro-capitalist and pro-imperialist in outlook.

(10) Build rapidly our links with the Socialist World, especially the Soviet Union. And here I should hardly need to say more; we have just come back from an important visit to the land of Lenin, the Soviets in the last two days have arrived, nine of them including the Ambassador and their Embassy is about to be opened and so on. So these links and relations are building reasonably satisfactory.

FOR THE PRESENT PERIOD

Coming out of all of this comrades, what are the tasks as seen by the Central Committee?

The first task is sinking the ideas of Marxism/Leninism among the working class and the working people. The main vehicle for this comrades is socialism classes. The Central Committee feels very strongly that this is the Number One task. And of course, there can be only one Number One task, and this the Central Committee regards as Number One - sinking the ideas of Marxism - Leninism among the working class and the working people. The fact of the matter is that a national democratic revolution can be turned back easily. For example in the case of Nasser's Egypt, not withstanding the years of hard work put in by Nasser and his party into trying to build the national democratic revolution in Egypt, After his death it took only a few years to roll back...
all that had been accomplished. And there were several 
reasons. One, the party was not in fact built along 
Leninist vanguard lines and secondly, because the ideas 
of Marxism/Leninism had not taken root, there was no 
deep class consciousness in Egypt. We know that in many 
of these national democratic revolutions - in Iraq, 
Somalia, Algeria and so on - the fact is that the ideas 
of Marxism/Leninism were and are not being spread. And 
therefore, with the ideological work being weak, at a 
certain point it becomes easy for forces opposed to 
revolutionary transformation to overturn what had been 
accomplished.

2. The second task, comrades, the organisation of the 
working class and the working people through their trade 
unions, their organs for popular power, their mass 
organisations and through sports and culture - the 
Organisation of the working class and the working 
people.

3. Thirdly, comrades, strengthening the Leninist character 
of the party by bringing in the best elements of the 
working people and in particular the working class, and 
through building the internal organisation of the Party.

4. Fourthly comrades, building the economy along the path 
of socialist orientation, thus providing more material 
benefits for the masses and laying the basis for the 
construction of socialism.

5. The fifth task, developing the defence capacity of the 
country through building the militia both quantitatively 
and qualitatively by strengthening the influence of the 
Party in the militia.

We believe very firmly, comrades, that the tasks have been 
put in the correct order of priority by the Central 
Committee. Unless the party as a whole feels very strongly 1 - 37
about this, and we decide to change this criticism, these priorities in the order outlined will stand as 1.2.3.4. and 5. You can't have two number ones and you can't have three number twos. One is one and two is two. So we have to look at our workplans and committees and look at the programmes that we are into and revise them to make sure that they are in line with the line of march set by the Central Committee. One is one, Two is two, Three is three, Four is four and Five is five. Because, comrades, as you know another historic weakness of ours has been to set priorities one day and then the very next day to break the priorities that we have set; so we really need this time to take a very strong and firm position on this question.

THE SUBJECTIVE FACTOR - THE PARTY

Comrades I want to close, but what I want to close by saying will take another fifteen minutes or so. I want to close by going into the question of the subjective factor, in other words the party, a very brief history of the party's development and the criteria for Party membership at this time.

Over the past nine and a half years, our Party has passed through many stages of development; all of us know that. We have analysed recently that there have been six major stages that the Party has gone through. The first stage began on the 11th March, 1973, with the merger, when came NJM out of JEWEL and MAP led by f Illigotsia and rural petty-bourgeoisie. The Strategy adopted was one of mass mobilisation with seizure of power coming through mass mobilisation, general strike, street marches and thereafter insurrection. Mistakes were made, a deep class approach was not taken. No attempt was made to build
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a Leninist Party, there was an over-reliance on spontaneity and the possibilities of crowd politics. That period, comrades, March '73 to April '74 is the period of mass mobilisation in action. Using the issue of Gairy's incorrect approach to the question of independence as a base we went around the country agitating the masses for popular insurrection. During that same period in fact, within the first two months of the Party being formed, we liberated 51 rifles from Gairy. It is true we did not hold them for as long as we would have liked; we had them for one year and then Belmar took them back, but in fact we stole 51 rifles as part of that preparation.

During this period of mass mobilisation, we held the People's Convention on Independence and the massively attended People's Congress where five historic, but nonetheless ultra-leftist, decisions were taken. You remember the decisions? Firstly, we tried Gairy, found him guilty of 27 crimes and gave him two weeks to resign. We suggested that a National Unity Council should be elected and a National Unity Council was elected and we said it would have the task of supervising the orderly transition to power of the new regime. We also decided that the people would take steps to remove the Gairy dictatorship if he did not resign within 2 weeks. So undoubtedly, this was ultra-leftism in action. Nonetheless the major weakness of this period was the subjective factor, the fact that a Leninist approach to party building and to strategy and tactics were not adopted; and this is notwithstanding the notable achievements of the period, including the publication of our Manifesto.

After the defeat in January '74 the Party held its first major evaluation in April 1974, we were then
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exactly one year and one month old. We spent a few days, a whole week-end, looking at the Party and trying to decide where we went wrong and what corrective action was needed. That is when we decided in theory and in principle that we should build a Leninist Party. That decision was taken in April '74 but in practice that decision was not implemented for many years. In fact, there was a constant struggle within the Party to get Leninist principles, in practice and in a concrete way going but it was always an uphill struggle, particularly on the need for collective study. In this second period, that is from April '74 to June '77, the Party was very much going through its period of early childhood, though our contesting of the 1976 General Elections and our policy on Alliances were evidence of a developing political and ideological maturity.

In the time period, July '77 to August '78, the party did make a qualitative leap forward in terms of Leninist standards and principles. That is the period when we stepped up our work among the working class, the work was not sufficiently deep, but at least it was starting. We tried to organise the agricultural working class but did not get very far because of Gairy's use of repression in protecting his base among the agricultural working class. But we did some work during that period with the urban working class and with sections of the rural petty bourgeoisie - the farmers and the fishermen. That is the period too when the Organising Committee of the Party was formed, thus taking some of the strain off the Political Bureau and leaving matters of discipline, party organisation and so on, for the Organising Committee to handle - a critical step forward.
And then we came to the next period, the fourth period from August '78 to March '79, when the Party really moved into top gear. The timing was fortuitous for us because at the exact moment that a revolutionary situation was developing a number of key work committees of the Party began to function. Inner party democracy was also being strengthened; party study was going on, and a mass scientific approach to organisation was beginning to develop.

And from March '79 to this period, the fifth (5th) we have had a lot of mass activity. It is the period when we broadened and deepened our links with the working people and the masses in general, through the mass organisations - women, youth, pioneers -; through the organs of popular power - workers, parish and zonal councils -; through the socialism classes, very critically and also through our greatly expanded work in the trade unions. In this period, we have considerably deepened, broadened and expanded our links with the working people and the broad masses in general. This is the period too when the Party began to develop a number of critical new structures and committees, including the C.C. itself, PCR's and a Committee on the economy for the first time. They have not all done well as we would have liked but the fact is that important new structures have been set up and have begun to function.

During this period too, the Party has also been involved in supervising many aspects of the State Apparatus and in running the state generally. The party is involved in all the key programmes of the Revolution, the Centre for Popular Education Programme, the Land Reform Programme, Youth Employment Programme, and recently in the
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discussions around the Budget and the Economy. So this is a period that has seen a number of new mechanisms, new structures and new work committees and greatly expanded work in dozens of different areas at the same time.

But we believe very strongly, comrades, that as from now, September '82 the Party is definitely entering a new stage of the revolution and of our Party's development. We feel that because of the growing internal and external complexity of this period, because of the growing quantity of work required of the Party and in order to cope with the new complexities that once again we have to change gears and step up the pace. This year we have a major role to play in the development of the Economy because this is the essential basis for progressing on our path of socialist orientation. Furthermore, the question of the Armed Forces, especially the militia and of the Party assuming leadership of the key positions there is something that we have to be involved in a lot more this year. The question of increasing the quantity and quality of our socialism classes, as our priorities demand is also, something that we must take much more seriously. The CEP Programme, in its second phase, must also get a lot of attention this year. The Youth Employment Programme and the Land Reform Programme are central to agricultural and overall Economic development.

In other words, we are required to work on a dozen critical fronts at the same time, and that is going to require a lot more application of Leninist standards of discipline, consistency and seriousness. All of this, comrades, means that our ideological and organisational level as a Party will have to rise considerably. It is clear that if we had not insisted 42/ on higher....
higher standards we would not have reached where we have reached. But it is equally clear, comrades, that holding power is much more difficult than taking power. There is no doubt that the Party can be built more rapidly on the basis of lower standards but this will mean that the tasks we have set ourselves, including our historical task of building socialism, would not be accomplished. As Lenin told us a long time ago "better fewer but better", immortal words that we must never forget.

During the Party's history, there are members who have dropped out; some for opportunist reasons; others because they were not willing to make the sacrifices required in the particular period; in other cases, as the Party's ideological outlook developed, they came to realise that they did not share the desire to develop socialism; some others just could not take the level of discipline, of organisation, of strain, of hard work, of sacrifice. But no one is a member for life in the serious Leninist Party and, at this point, the Central Committee would like to enumerate the criteria for party membership and to go into some details as to the qualities required for promotion in the Party.

**REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERSHIP**

The four basic requirements for party membership are:

(1) Regular collective ideological study organised by the Party.

(2) Engage in consistent political work under the guidance of an organ of the Party.

(3) Consistent payment of party dues fixed at 5% of gross salary. And comrades, gross means gross, it doesn't mean net - after you pay tax, or after you take out money to give to some member of the family.
So, if your salary is $800 per month and you're paying $60 tax, that is not the Party's business; it is 5% of the $800, so you have to pay $40. Unemployed comrades and students must pay $1.00 a month. I don't know how many unemployed comrades the Party has left, but we certainly have students.

(4) Understanding, accepting and implementing the principles and programme of the Party. This last requirement includes a complete willingness to accept Party discipline in many, many areas of one's personal life, not just political life. To fully accept and really implement the principles and programme of the party requires you to let the Party decide when you can get vacation and sometimes even what kind of activities you can be involved in. In other words, even our personal life is under security to some extent.

POTENTIAL APPLICANTS

Comrades, we developed a new category called Potential Applicants after the Revolution, so as to ensure that opportunists, careerists, self-seekers and other elements like that who want to come into the Party because it seems easy, or because the new conditions mean that they don't have to get "bull-pistil" if they join the Party now or because the Party seems like a badge and passport to fame and prestige, are not allowed to enter the Party as applicants before they go through a tight screening process. And what we have been trying to do in choosing Potential Applicants is essentially to look for people with four main qualities and characteristics. Firstly, comrades with a genuinely revolutionary democratic outlook; secondly, comrades who engage in disciplined political work in a particular area; thirdly, comrades who are basically honest and not opportunist in character; and fourthly...
Comrades whose relations to private property do not involve them in the exploitation of labour.

POTENTIAL APPLICANTS TO APPLICANTS

From our experience, comrades, these are the people who are most likely to move to Marxism/Leninism. These comrades are then invited to join classes where they are tested to see whether they are hostile to, or accepting of the ideas of Marxism Leninism. If they are not anti-communist, and if they continue to work well and show an honest approach, they are admitted as Applicants. And as all comrades know the period of appaincy is one year. That gives both the Party and the applicant the time to judge whether the applicant really accepts the science of Marxism/Leninism and is willing to make the sacrifices necessary to become a Party member.

APPLICANTS TO CANDIDATE MEMBERS

When assessing an applicant for promotion to Candidate Member the following five points are looked at:

(1) Whether the applicant accepts the principles of Marxism Leninism and shows willingness to continue to develop.

(2) Whether the applicant has been working consistently and effectively in his/her field of political work and developing in terms of organisational skills.

(3) Whether the applicant has in practice accepted party discipline, in practice.

(4) Whether the applicant has good relations with the masses, including party members and non-party members with whom he works in his Union, Mass Organisation, Army, Workplace etc.
(5) Whether the Applicant continues to be of good character so as to present an example to the masses he/she comes in contact with; whether certain petty bourgeois traits such as individualism, hostility to criticism, arrogance, indiscipline and so on are being eroded; and whether proletarian qualities such as respect for the working class, co-operativeness and co-operation, discipline, modesty, self criticism are being built. If accepted as a Candidate member, another year would now elapse before the comrade is eligible for consideration for full membership.

CANDIDATE MEMBERS TO MEMBERS

At this stage, the stage of moving from Candidate Member to Member, the Party looks for the fullest possible development of six factors.

(1) Ideological development as seen in a development of the ability to analyse and cope well with many different situations and to correctly apply strategy and tactics - the essence of correct Marxism/ Leninism Leadership.

(2) The development of correct leadership. A professional approach to his/her political work, expressing Leninist organisational standards in all aspects of the work.

(3) The development of an ability to supervise and guide the work of junior party comrades.

(4) The removal of petty bourgeois character faults and the development of a character which provides
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an outstanding example to other party comrades and the masses alike.

(5) The development of very good relations with the masses and other party comrades.

(6) The development of the technical and professional skills needed by the comrade in his or her job.

Comrades, some comrades feel that it takes too long to become a full member in our Party. Some comrades feel it is rough enough to have applicants, then candidate members and then members so that on top of that to have Potential Applicants is really just pushing the pace too much. And yet the truth is that some comrades in the Party are right now proposing another new category of not just Potential Applicants but of Prospective Potential Applicant, to make it even more difficult to gain entry. The fact is, comrades, that we feel it is correct in our situation for us to have this long process of what, at one level, can be seen as probation before comrades can become full members. We think it is important because at the level of party leadership we want to keep the number down; in fact at the level of the Central Committee of the Party, our anxiety and concern is to see the Party lifted in terms of quantity and quality in the shortest possible time. But we also know from experience that this whole question of coming to accept full membership in the party and really internationalism and operationalising in a serious way party discipline and party duties is something that does take time to really sink home. Sometimes comrades might last two or three years but then on a certain issue when the class struggle is really heightened they break and then leave the Party.

The truth is that it is not really a case of the Party Leadership laying down harsh conditions; it is real
life and the demand of the struggle that make it necessary for us to have these difficult conditions and for us to ensure that comrades who are full members, and also candidate members, are truly the finest representatives of the working class and the most steeled in struggle, in discipline, in dedication, in commitment and in total commitment for the working class and their interests. That is not the C.C. laying laws down, that is real life laying the laws down. And that is why comrades, we feel very strongly that these criteria are critical and necessary.

We believe it must become more and more difficult for comrades to become full members and candidate members and it must become more difficult for new comrades to remain as members and candidate members; and those who are unwilling to live up to the demands of this membership would have to be moved. We believe comrades that this stage of our process requires this. Being a Communist, comrades means becoming a different kind of person. Our society is deeply petty bourgeois and this means the majority of our people are deeply individualistic, ill-disciplined, disorganised, un-proletarian, hostile to criticism and so on. Many in the middle strata and intelligentsia often find it difficult to relate as equals with the working people while at the same time many working people lack confidence in dealing with certain types of people. It takes time for a new proletarian person to be built. It takes time for a Communist to be built. So in reality, comrades, promotion is not decided on by the Party but by the development of comrades themselves.

On behalf of the Central Committee of our Party, I want to congratulate all the comrades who have been
recently promoted from applicants to candidate members who are here with us today for the first time in that capacity, and who as a result of that new status have assumed new rights, duties and responsibilities. I also want to congratulate in advance those comrades in this room who will shortly be promoted from candidate members to full members. Comrades now know the basis on which they have been promoted. Those comrades who have not been promoted at this time will also, we hope, understand and accept the reasons why they have not been promoted.

We believe comrades, that this line of march will equip us to go into the field and to move rapidly to ensure that this first stage of the path we are on - the socialist orientation stage - is rapidly built. We believe that we have correctly defined the new tasks required to handle the new situation that has developed. We believe that as Party, individually and collectively, we must now develop ourselves into becoming more professional, more disciplined, more Leninist so that we would be able to meet the demands of this period. We also believe firmly that the path we have chosen is the ONLY correct one. We believe that this path would certainly bring us to our second major historical objective to seeing socialism, of seeing socialist construction achieved in our country, thus ensuring that the working class in Grenada would assume their rightful role and become fully emancipated for the first time.

LONG LIVE THE NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT!
LONG LIVE THE MEMBERS, CANDIDATE MEMBERS AND APPLICANTS OF OUR PARTY!
LONG LIVE THE REVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF OUR PARTY!
LONG LIVE THE WORKING CLASS OF GRENADA!
LONG LIVE THE INTERNATIONAL WORKING CLASS!
LONG LIVE PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM!
LONG LIVE THE GRENADE REVOLUTION!
FORWARD FROM SOCIALIST ORIENTATION TO SOCIALIST CONSTRUCTION!

FORWARD! EVER! BACKWARD NEVER!

**** ****
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DELEGATION: Cde. Aurelio Alonso Tejada
DATE: August 13-24, 1982
This report was handed in on October 14, 1982,
"YEAR 24 OF THE REVOLUTION"
INTRODUCTORY NOTE

This report is the result of an initial ten days stay which, as it coincided with holidays, could not be used to the greatest advantage.

Two more difficulties must be taken into account: firstly, the total lack of informative or unofficial documentation by the NJM* comrade, which resulted in the need to find sources through our visit to the public library, the national museum, and religious bookstores; secondly, the absence of Judy Williams, the most important person among the Christian lay people that actively cooperate with the NJM who, in addition to her personal testimonies, should have arranged our contacts with other positive elements within the laity. This situation caused our interviews to be limited to representatives of the ecclesiastical institutions.

In spite of these difficulties, it can be considered that the work showed useful results so that the thought-out objectives were satisfactorily reached.

We received a decisive support by the revolutionary leadership through Cde. Selwyn Strachan, member of the Political Bureau of the NJK and Minister of National Mobilization, whom we met on three occasions. During the first interview, Cde. Strachan summarized the recent aggressive positions adopted by the Church against the revolutionary leadership and we, on our part, explained the concrete aims we had set for the visit. Cde. Strachan showed interest in receiving a written version. After working out a detailed project starting from the general plan we had thought out, we handed it in at a second meeting. On this occasion, arrangements were made for the interviews. At the same time, we had begun to work in the tracking down of written sources. We met Minister Strachan again at the end of our stay and gave him a brief account of the results of the contacts and tracking down of sources (some of which were supplied to him) and expressed our concerns about the educational

* New Jewel Movement
reform issue and about the mechanisms of response to the recent summons to the Church. We told Cde. Strachan that the report on the visit would be sent to him not before the second fortnight of September.

The constant, efficient, diligent support by Cde. Gastón Díaz, our Embassy’s First Secretary who at the time was head of the Mission, played an important role in the positive results we might have achieved in this visit. We left him in charge of finding and sending two important informative sources: the *Handbook of Caribbean Churches, 1982*, to be bought in Barbados, and the book written by Raymund Devas in 1932, which in case of not being obtained from P. Martin Simmonds, efforts should be made to borrow it from the public library so as to photocopy it.

The documents that make up the report are ordered in the following way:

* CONCLUSIONS
* RECOMMENDATIONS
* REVIEW OF THE RELIGIOUS SITUATION IN GRENADA
  1. Characterization of the churches and religiosity in Grenada.
  2. Positions of the Church in the face of the revolutionary transformation.
* ANNEXES:
  I. Outline for the study of religion in Grenada.
  II. Summaries of interviews held and of observation carried out at the churches in St. George’s.
  III. Articles from *Caribbean Contact*, August and September, 1962.
  IV. Bibliography
CONCLUSIONS

The religious situation in Grenada shows a series of characteristics which can be summarized as follows:

1) Since the revolutionary triumph in 1979, the diocese showed signs of reservation and started to insist on the holding of elections. During the three years of revolutionary government, the Catholic hierarchy has added to its electoral claim a position of mediation in favor of the 1979 pro-Gairy prisoners and of advocate of the "freedom of the press" in the face of governmental measures to stop counterrevolutionary propaganda. The emphasis of the Church is in harmony with the campaigns carried out by the reactionary governments in the Caribbean against Grenada's PRG and now has an institutional argument formalized in the pastoral of the Caribbean Catholic bishops in February this year. This pastoral marks a new reference, which goes backward in comparison with that of 1975, and starting from it, political sectors in the area have promoted the summons to the Church for a confrontation of forces with the PRG of Grenada.

2) For the Grenadian Church (particularly the Catholic one) the moment can be described as one of definitions. It cannot be said yet (in our opinion) that the hierarchy has decided on an open confrontation. Although the pressure from the reactionary forces in the region within and outside the Church is aimed at confrontation, the position of the diocese seems to lean towards a combination of the pastoral attacks with repeated reference to the disposition to dialogue and the insistence upon the fact that their position towards the PRG is not uncompromising.

3) There are reasons to think that there is a potential contradiction between the foreign clergy (mainly the British and the Irish) and the West Indian minority. That majority, whom the vicar of the cathedral himself think is alien and inadaptable to the local realities, is at

* People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada.
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first sight the most active counterpart of the oppositionist dynamics brought about by the February pastoral and by the provocations of reactionary forces in the region.

4) There are no signs of systematic progressive projections within the Grenadian clergy. It seems that within the institution there is not a trend in the theological and social line sympathetic to the revolutionary project, and there are no indications of a community organization of this kind at the grass roots. However, some believers belonging to Catholic organizations, who gather around the Pope Paul Camp (with whom we could not get in touch during this visit) and who actively collaborate with the NJM, can constitute a ferment in this direction.

5) The strong point of the Grenadian churches (both the Catholic and traditional Protestant ones) regarding their social influence is the educational sector. The religious schools are, at a very high percent, in charge of elementary and secondary education because throughout the colonial period the State traditionally neglected this sector. The PRG does not have a public educational system. In our opinion, the teaching centers are the stronghold of the ecclesiastical institutions and the possibility of a reform that should bring about their exclusion is their main concern.

6) The incorporation of the Catholic churches of the Caribbean to the Conference of Caribbean Churches (CCC), which also includes over 20 Protestant churches since its creation in 1973, besides being an exceptional characteristic of ecumenism, establishes an associational link among the Christian institutions that admits a game of influences in their projection: the Grenada Catholic diocese is a member of the Conference of Churches of Grenada (CCG) and with its positions it can influence on the Protestant churches, and the other way around; at the same time, the fact that the Catholic Church belongs to the CCC means a similar game of influences at the regional level. In this interaction, the most positive positions of the CCC act as a restraining factor to the behaviour of the Catholic Church at the local (and regional) level. However, the CCG is not a homogeneous body and the
possibility of a reversal of its positions should not be underestimated, which would be in harmony with the tone of the criticisms to the PRG by the Grenadian churches (see diagram in page 4).

7) The estimated believing population is over 80 percent, made up mainly by Catholics (59 percent), Protestant from the historical churches (Anglicans, Presbyterians and Methodists), and a number of sects among which the Rastafarians seem to be widely disseminated. The level of participation observed in the Sunday service is high. There does not seem to exist a significant difference in the degree of religiosity among Protestants and Catholics. The Charismatic Catholic movement has expanded and it is thought to reach no less than a quarter of Catholics. The African roots and their possible syncretic expressions should be studied.

8) The Catholic Church is organized in a diocese with 20 parish churches. It has one Bishop and 22 priests, with a rate of one priest for every 2,950 Catholics (baptized). Sixteen of the priests are religious and 6 are diocesan; 16 are English, Irish, and American; 4 are from other West Indian countries and 2 from Grenada; 15 are white and 7 are mestizo or black. Thus, because of their origin and race this is a clergy with characteristics that alienate them from the problems of the Island.

9) The diocese is suffragan to the archdiocese of Castries (St. Lucia) and belongs to the Episcopal Conference of the West Indies, whose main seats are Jamaica and Trinidad-Tobago. Thus the ecclesiastical organization takes on a supranational character and the projection of the Grenadian Church is linked to the strategy carried out by the West Indian body. (Regarding the framework of institutional relationship of dependence, see the following diagram.)
DIAGRAM OF RELATIONS OF DEPENDENCE AND ASSOCIATION IN THE RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS OF TRINIDAD
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. We underline the importance of the fact that a comrade responsible for the attention to the religious problems be appointed by the New Jewel Movement. This activity would basically include the information work at the beginning and regular contacts with collaborators from Christian organizations. If it is thought to be relevant, this can also include contacts with the clergy. We repeat the recommendation that the person to be appointed should spend 15-20 days in Cuba so as to be able to know our experiences, be trained in the tasks of systematic information on the subject, and exchange ideas on the most controversial aspects of the work. Comrade Strachan expressed his agreement on this proposal.

2. It would be advisable to study the possibility of formally creating a Register of Associations (or a similar mechanism) attached to the corresponding governmental body. Such a body could be legally established on the basis of the public need to make an inventory of the existing associations in the country and their activities (this would not only include the religious institutions, but the Chamber of Commerce, associations of professionals, clubs such as the Rotarians, the Lions, etc.). This would enable the counting of members, posts, premises, etc., the knowledge on special and regular activities, the means of financing of activities, etc. Both the terms of the resolution or law and the concrete contents of the register and modus operandi would be defined according to the specific conditions. This proposal is based on the need to regularize the access by the FRG to systematic factual information on the religious institutions and their activities. Our recommendation does not dismiss the fact that the responsibility regarding the register could be closely linked to the above-mentioned proposal.

3. To promote contacts among clergymen and members of the laity from Nicaragua and other Latin American circles linked to the theology of liberation and, in general, to the idea of a church committed to the
revolutionary positions, and the Christian sectors in Grenada through the Pope Paul Camp and maybe through talks with religious clergymen from a same order, particularly the Dominicans. These contacts should positively influence the Christian sectors of Grenada.

4. To consider the possibility of the Matanzas Evangelical Seminary inviting pastors from the Grenadian Protestant churches belonging to the Conference of Caribbean Churches (CCC), of which the Conference of Evangelical Churches of Cuba is a member, to short or annual courses. The language problem would be solved here.

5. To promote the invitation of Grenadian members of the laity and clergymen, through the appropriate channels, to visit Cuba. In my opinion, it would be useful to immediately invite P. Cyril Lamontagne, Vicar of the Cathedral of St. George's (second figure in the diocese), who in our interview expressed his willingness to visit Cuba and was interested in knowing how he could be invited. Afterwards, I think arrangements should be made for a visit of P. Martin Simmonds, superior of the Order of the Dominicans in the British West Indies, in case the trip he told us he was planning to make to Havana from Jamaica early next October would not take place. In case he would travel in October, we should be kept informed on his visit so as to organize activities that should help to positively influence his positions. P. Simmonds is the only clergymen who, in spite of his institutional responsibility, enjoys a positive reputation in the revolutionary circles of the Island. I think that after a new inquiry in Grenada we should assess the advisability of continuing this program of visits with other West Indian priests of the diocese.

6. The result of this visit ratifies an existing proposal in the sense of regularizing a reciprocal information link and an exchange of criteria on the strategy and tactics of the Church and the mechanisms of prevention and response. The action of the Church - particularly the Catholic one - has its origin in the policy of the Vatican towards
Central America and the Caribbean, and therefore, entails the existence of mechanisms of combined action within the institution. The exchange on our part should comprise two levels: a regular one with a NJM-PCC bilateral character, and another one with a trilateral character in which the PSLN of Nicaragua would also participate.

7. I think it is indispensable to make a second brief visit within a short time (if possible within the present year) with a view to widen and deepen the gathering of testimonial information and to carry out tasks of observation which were not possible to undertake during the first visit and that are essential both to complete the characterization of the phenomenon and to propose effective measures. I summarize below the main concrete aims which have been left for a second visit:

a) Interviews with Christian collaborators with the NJM (initially, Judy Williams, Annette Campbell and Susan Berkley) and visits to the Pope Paul Camp.

b) Interviews with Mons. Sidney Charles, Catholic Bishop; Rev. John Withington, Superintendent of the Methodist Church; and Rev. Hoskins Huggins, Archdeacon of the Anglican Church. According to the first contacts established, these interviews seem feasible and would result in direct assessments by the local hierarchies.

c) Visit to Catholic communities with F. Martin Simmonds. This was proposed by F. Simmonds during the interview with him, and it would give us a series of worthy elements.

d) Interview with officials of the PRG and leaders of the NJM who could contribute with criteria on the religious phenomenon in Grenada.

e) To keep active the contacts with F. Lemontagne and Deacon Lucky Bernard, for whose optimum preparation there are good possibilities.

NOTE:
We repeat what was stated in the outline presented to Cde. Strachan (Annex 1) regarding the provisional character both of the conclusions and recommendations of the present report.
ANALYSIS ON THE RELIGIOUS SITUATION IN GRENADA

1. Characteristics of the churches and religious in Grenada.

1.1. Geography of the main churches and cults

Although the credibility of the numerical references within our reach is relative, by late 1978 out of a population of 110,000 inhabitants, a total of 65,000 was estimated to be Catholic, which makes 59% of the total (1). The 1981 Pontifical Yearbook estimates 70,000, which makes 62% (2).

In any case, it is necessary to remember that the Catholic sources only take into account the amount of baptized people, that is why the actual number of believers is always inferior. The Anglican Church (official religion under the English Crown since 1795) follows Catholicism as to the amount of believers, and in smaller amounts, other traditional Protestant cults (Presbyterian and Methodist) and Apocalyptic sects (mainly Adventist and Pentecostal, followed by a score of smaller denominations). The Rastafarian sect, of Jamaican origin, seems to be widely disseminated, identified by the testimonies obtained in pre-criminal environments. Although in the first visit we did not achieve other statistical references than the ones mentioned regarding Catholicism, the criteria obtained shows that the believing population in the country is of no less than 80%.

Though the number of Catholics is predominant, the proportion of Protestant cults is relatively high. As to the beliefs of African origin, there are references to the survival of elements of the Yoruba pantheon, particularly Shango, which were supposed to enter the Island in the 19th century, with the trade of freedmen as salaried labor for the plantations after the abolition of slavery. (3)

Likewise we have heard about witchcraft practices under the rite of African origin called "Obeah". We still do not have references which
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analyse Afro-Christian syncretisms, a question which should be taken into account. Neither we are in conditions to assess the specific weight of the Rastafarian sect in the framework of the most disseminated religions; for this reason, I have limited myself to indicate its existence.

In a summarized way, the study of Epica(4) recognizes that the institutionalized religions existing today in Grenada are the Catholic, Anglican, Presbyterian-, and Methodist ones, the Salvation Army, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, the Church of God, three Baptist denominations, Berians, Pentecostals and Seventh Day Adventists, the Rastafarians, the Muslims, and the Bahaists. It does not mention, however, other religions also present, such as the Church of the Nazarenes, and some literalist sects whose temples I was able to see.

Regarding the Jehovah Witnesses, their presence was mentioned in some interviews, but it was described as insignificant. It should be noted that some sects are distributing pamphlets in Spanish in the streets, which seems to be purposely aimed at our internationalist workers.

1.2. Historical reference

In the British West Indies, Grenada seems to be the only one where the most disseminated religion is the Catholic one. In St. Vincent, Barbados, Antigua and the rest of the British West Indies the Anglican and Methodist Churches have greater influence, while in the French West Indies the Catholics are predominant.

This majority of Catholics in Grenada is explained starting from the colonization of the Island by the French Crown. The first Catholic missionaries arrived in 1651 from France. Under the British domination, the Anglican Church was introduced, which became the official religion, and likewise other Protestant cults were introduced. The status of official religion gave the Anglican Church certain privileges over other religions. With the substitution of the French institutions by

the British ones, the Catholic Church, which struggled for a successful survival, also became British: since 1795 on and throughout a century Irish secular priests predominated in the Island, and since the beginning of this century, the Dominicans from the English province have made up most of the Catholic clergy.

It is worth noting the historical weight which the order of the Dominicans has had in the ecclesiastical government in the Island and the sub-region. The diocese of the West Indies was created in 1813 and since 1863 to 1930 (at least) it was led by Dominican bishops. The Catholic historian E. Devas listed 202 Catholic priests in the history of Grenada up to 1930, all of them foreigners, out of whom 52 have been Dominicans. Likewise the absence of Jesuits in this list is significant. (5)

The year 1956 marked the creation of the diocese of St. George's, in Grenada, suffragant to the archdiocese of Port-of-Spain up to 1974, when Castries (St. Lucia) acquired the rank of archdiocese, with Grenada subordinated to it. The Benedictine Patrick Webster, Bishop of Grenada since 1970, was appointed Archbishop in Castries in 1974, and then the diocesan priest Sidney A. Charles, from Trinidad, was appointed Bishop of the Grenada diocese, a post he still holds.

The moving of Bishop Webster to Castries was considered in the Epica study as a maneuver of the Vatican due to his position on the side of the Conference of Churches of Grenada in the face of the repression by the Gairy regime after the 1973 Bloody Sunday. Webster definitively retired last year and is living in Paris.

The coming into the Island of the Adventist, Pentecostal and other sects is described as a phenomenon of the second post-war period and as having a typically American influence. Even more recent is the arrival of the Rastafarian sect, which took place in the second half

of the '60s and was linked to the "Black Power" boom in the United States, and which also had another aspect of political influence in the Island and in other West Indian countries.

1.3, The Catholic Church: Composition, structure and dependence relationship.

Grenada is a small diocese, made up by one Bishop and 22 priests (23 in 1979, 27 in 1972, according to various sources) (6), which represents a rate of one priest for every 2,950 believers, approximately.

Out of the 22 priests, 16 belong to religious orders and there are only 6 diocesan, the majority of them being Dominicans and the Irish Fathers of St. Patrick (Kiltegan). The Dominicans, who evidently play a predominant role in the Grenadian Church, also have four brothers who make up a small community of a dozen religious, who includes the regional Superior of the Order (F. Martin Simmonds) for the British West Indies. In relation to the nationality of the clergy, only two of them are Grenadians, four others come from other West Indian countries, and sixteen are missioners of European origin (13), and Americans (3).

Consequently, the clergy is mostly religious, foreign and white. The members of the institution are completed with 24 nuns, 2 permanent deacons, 8 lay missioners and 4 seminarists (out of the country).

The two largest seminaries in the region, which depend on the West Indian Episcopal Conference, are: one in Trinidad, with about 20 seminarists, and another one in Jamaica with another 10 students. Both are diocesan and their teaching level is ratified by the University of the West Indies, with seat in Kingston.

The Catholic institution has 20 parish churches and another 33 missionary facilities and chapels without resident priests.

In the framework of the social activity, the action of the Church focuses on education. They have 6 secondary education institutions, headed by 23 religious and with 52 lay teachers and around 1,400 students. The source reports likewise 30 elementary schools with 11,141 students. In 1925 there was a total of 58 elementary schools in the Island, out of which 10 were public and 48 religious (27 Catholic and 21 Protestant). The work of the churches in education has historically prevailed in the country and even today it is advocated by the clergy as a contribution to the Grenadian society. F. Simmonds insisted upon this aspect, showing the intention of the Church to safeguard the continuity of the religious orientation through teaching.

The diocese in Grenada is subordinated to Mons. Kelvin Felix, Archbishop of Castries (St. Lucia), one of the four archdioceses integrating the Episcopal Conference of the West Indies. At present, the Conference is headed by Mons. Anthony Pantin, Archbishop of Port-of-Spain since 1979. This structure, which divides the region into four archdioceses with 13 suffragant dioceses, exists since 1975. With this organization, the country is a Catholic province which is articulated within a West Indian Episcopal body out of the national demarcation. This is one of the most significant structural characteristics of the Grenadian Church. One cannot speak about autonomy regarding the national Episcopate, because the Episcopate has a regional character.

The second characteristic to be taken into consideration is that, unlike Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Puerto Rico, and the rest of the continent, the so-called "Lesser Antilles" are considered territory of mission and answer to the supervision of the Congregation for the Evangelization and Propagation of the Faith, like the African

or Asiatc provinces. The explanation given by F. Lamontagne is that this dependence assures the West Indian churches the economic subsidy by the Vatican. It remains to be clarified the differences that could exist in their links with CELAM.

A third characteristic to be taken into consideration is that the Catholic Episcopal Conference is part of the Conference of Caribbean Churches (CCC), which has an ecumenical character. In no other part of the continent has the Catholic Church accepted to integrate the corresponding conferences of churches, which group the most representative part of the Protestant churches.

Finally, the relationship with the Holy See equally adopt supranational features. Between 1977 and 1979 Trinidad-Tobago, Barbados, Grenada, Jamaica and Bahamas initiated diplomatic relations with the Vatican, thus establishing the nunciature of the Caribbean with seat in Port-of-Spain and Archbishop Paul Tabet was appointed Internuncio.

1.4. Elements on religiosity

The rigorous characterization of religiosity requires data and tests which have not been carried out. However, at the risk of being neglectful, it is indispensable that we organize some assessments of these first contacts.

a) In the first place, the features of the present Christian religiosity have to be considered in the framework of cultural patterns of Anglo-Saxon origin; there seems to be little difference between Catholic and Protestant religiosity. It is the view of F. Lamontagne that there is no difference between the Protestant and the Catholic cults as to the proportion of participants in Sunday mass and in lay organizations within the total of the believers; he considers this proportion low, although he does not dare to estimate it in percentage.

b) In spite of Lamontagne's assessment, we counted around 200 attendants to Catholic mass and some 130 to Anglican mass, in both cases during the first session (between 7 and 9 in the morning). Throughout that Sunday we could observe a significant movement in around
a dozen halls and temples of diverse denominations. In sum, we got the impression that the attendance to Sunday mass is high, if we take into account that St. George's is a city of around 20,000 inhabitants. Attendance to mass maintains all the characteristics not only of a religious but also of a social celebration, attention being drawn to the care of Sunday clothes.

c) The Charismatic movement is considerably disseminated within the Catholic Church. Having arrived in the country in the early '70s, interviewed priests estimate that today no less than 25% of the Catholics belong to Charismatic groups. These are attended to by priests. In November 1976, the Conference of Bishops of the West Indies declared in an official document the legitimacy of the Catholic Charismatic renewal. This movement has gained followers mainly in the humblest sectors.

d) In some of the information received the presence of elements of African origin was mentioned, but we could neither observe nor obtain concrete written or testimonial references to syncretism with African elements, which require deeper research.

e) In conclusion, the first impression received is that of a Christian parish which constitutes a considerable percentage of the population and presents a degree of participation in the cult which can be described as high.

2. The positions of the churches with regard to the revolutionary transformations.

After the meeting held in Martinica, in November, 1975, the Episcopal Conference of the West Indies then headed by the Archbishop of Kingston, Mons. Samuel Carter, S.J., issued a pastoral entitled "Justice and Peace in a New Caribbean". (8)

2.1. The 1975 Pastoral.

This document declared itself to be in harmony with the Report of the Opening Assembly of the Conference of Caribbean Churches (1973) in the praising of social justice, describing itself (the Church) as "being identified with the poor and the oppressed, making their struggle its own". It started from a strong self-criticism: "Our Church is also to be blamed on occasions for acts of racial discrimination and of perpetuation of social and class divisions". The Bishops go far enough to state here that "the Catholic Church does not indiscriminately condemn all forms of Socialism". (9)

The text differentiated Marxism as unacceptable for Christianism for being a Atheistic doctrine, and conditioned the Christian support to movements or parties carrying out Socialist programs to their links with materialist positions.

This pastoral, which indicates the adaptational shift of the Catholic Church when an epoch of definitions takes place in the Caribbean, is particularly important for measuring the orientation of the Caribbean Church after the germination and triumph of the people's revolution headed by the New Jewel Movement in Grenada. In it, after differentiating and conditioning the Christian positions around Socialism, the Bishops concentrate their attention on the rights of the individual, especially those referring to suffrage, the possibility of public dissent, and equal protection before the law. No mention is made here to the right to work, survival, education, and health.

So the document presents a shift which begins by assuring an ethical cover which denotes a sense of guilt and by looking for an opportunity to make clear its rejection to atheism and to end by defending the constitutions in force to prevent the revolutionary transformation as elitist displacements. Likewise it formulates a reinforcement of the pastoral tactics towards family life and, what is much more interesting...

(9) Although there is a Spanish version, in this case we use direct translation from the original in English.
politically, it openly criticizes racism.

Even with these ambiguities, one has to note that it is a highly tinged document, with statements which fragmentarily contain much more realistic references than most of the official ecclesiastic texts, which has caused it to be described as a document of a progressive cut in various analyses on the region. (10)

2.2. The 1982 Pastoral

Last February the West Indian Bishops issued a new Pastoral entitled "True Liberty and Development in the Caribbean". This new document presents explicit connections with the most recent encyclical of John Paul II, Laborem Exercens, which is quoted on 10 occasions.

In the papacy line, it intends, since its first pages, to place itself over Capitalism and Socialism, adopting an equally critical attitude towards both regimes.

Here the Bishops reiterate the considerations around the possibility of a Socialism "without atheism" and without total abolition of private property (they admit the legitimacy of nationalization of key productive sectors).

But the main issue of this document is expressed in the next to last epigraph under the title "Political Coups". It begins with a reflection on the vulnerability of the West Indian governments, and leads to a decisive criticism of violence, noting that "frequently the political coups simply substitute one tyranny for another". It underscores that the coup does not legitimize the government and subordinates all such legitimization to the rights of the individual.

The epigraph ends sanctioning that although in the Caribbean the "traditional pacific means of political change through elections" have been forced, "these are the only adequate ones even when they do not guarantee a good government".

This second pastoral contains, therefore, a tacit allusion to the people's revolution in Grenada, and the consequent warning as to what are the values that the Church is willing to defend and advo-
cate. Surely this document was made public from the pulpit during the Sunday mass in the Grenadian churches, giving rise to the corresponding uneasiness among the Catholic parishioners.

Both pastorals show a high level of politicization in their wordings. That of 1975 since its initial lines warns that "in reading this letter some will argue that the Church is once more meddling in politics". In the second letter there is no longer the need to prevent in spite of the fact that it has statements such as the following: "There are still strong efforts to submit our region to noxious foreign influences which threaten our peace"; followed by: "There are attempts to impose the ideology of atheistic Marxism on our peoples". After these affirmations, a brief critical mention to Capitalist exploitation, as a moderate counterweight, clearly shows what the Bishops are emphasizing as preeminent danger.

We have not heard — between February and the present time — about any document of the Conference of Caribbean Churches (CCC), which gathers both Catholics and Protestants, and whose positions are more open because they even admit complete progressive expressions.

2.3. The recent provocations

Under the enunciation on human rights, the Caribbean reaction has strengthened a campaign against the PRG of Grenada regarding a hundred of Gairy followers who are kept in jail since the arrests in 1979.

In this campaign the Church, which internally has functioned as mediator, can even become an open opposition factor, which is the aspiration of the reactionary forces in the subregion.

Last July the annual convention of the ruling party of Dominica served as framework for this campaign. In an allocution by the journalist of Grenadian origin, Alister Hughes, linked to political positions in the previous regime, the Church is reproached for its moderation and its action is demanded to move the public opinion against the PRG, taking advantage of its sensitivity to people's pressure.
The New Jewel Movement answered the provocation in two separate statements. The first one rejects the interference of the ruling party of Dominica in the Grenada internal affairs and characterizes the reactionary positions of that government. The second one places Hughes in his alignment with the Caribbean reaction and alerts the Grenadian people as to the call issued to the Church for them to join the positions of the Counterrevolution. (11)

The Church, which has interceded with the PRG regarding the question of the people kept in jail since 1979, has not pronounced itself on Hughes' summons. To a certain extent, it can consider that the response of the NJM tacitly frees it from that necessity.

In an interview with the Vicar of the Cathedral, P. Cyril Lamontagne, the question of the people imprisoned in 1979 was mentioned as a point of fundamental disagreement of the Church with the PRG. However, Lamontagne condemned Hughes' pronouncement in Dominica and expressed his disagreement in that the Church be taken as opposition instrument. He recognizes that the Church has to adapt itself to the new social situation existing in the country and says that its greatest difficulty is to move from being a Church that rules to one which is destined to serve.

In the interview P. Lamontagne underscores the differences between the positions of the Church and those of the foreign clergy, which cannot manage to understand the social situation. He raises objections to the PRG in that these positions be understood as those of the institution. He, however, admits that the inadaptation of a British or Irish clergy is an objective factor which has an unfavorable bearing on the understanding with the Government.

After our return, in its September 1982 edition the monthly publication of the CCC has published an article entitled "Church-State Relations in Grenada", which contains the points of view of Archdeacon

(11) Enclosed is a photocopy of the texts published in Caribbean Contact, August, 1982.
Hosking: Huggins, Chief of the Anglican Church and President of the Christian Conference of Grenada (CCG). Huggins expressly answered on behalf of the CCG, confirming the existing complete freedom of cult, the recognition of the achievements of the PRG, and the willingness of the churches to cooperate. At the same time, it lists the disagreements ("areas of concern") with the revolutionary government: 1) the referendum on the imprisonments in 1979; 2) the lack of elections; 3) the delay of working permission for clergymen; 4) restrictions to the local ecclesiastic publications; 5) an administrative contentious affair regarding the acquisition of a building; 6) difficulties to meet with the ministers of the Government.

The contributor includes afterwards answers given by the Prime Minister's office to all the points, as well as a rejoinder by Rev. Huggins limiting itself to the dispute around the building. (12)

In conclusion, I think it can be said that the position of the churches has become tense, but that it cannot be affirmed that it has reached a critical point because it is not expressed in the level of open confrontation. The tactics of the CCG seems more inclined to tone down the contentious problems with favourable statements, as the above article shows. There is a difference between the level of pressure against the PRG demanded by the West Indian reaction from the churches and that which the CCG is in a position to exert.

(12) Enclosed is a photocopy of the text from the Caribbean Contact, September, 1982.
ANNEX 2

SUMMARIES OF INTERVIEWS HELD AND OF OBSERVATION CARRIED OUT IN

THE CHURCHES OF ST. GEORGE'S
F. CYRIL LAMONTAGNE.

* Was born in St Lucia; 55 years old - diocesan with around 16 years in Grenada - General Vicar of the diocese.

* He explains that in St. Vincent, Barbados, and Antigua most of the believers belong to the Anglican and Methodist Churches, while in the French West Indies, as in the Spanish ones, the majority are Catholic. Grenada keeps the Catholic predominance of the colonial period under France, which has also culturally left other marks.

* He establishes a difference between the massive level of participation, which includes attendance to Sunday mass, and the intense participation, which is by a minority. His view is that in Grenada the levels of attendance to the historical Protestant churches are close to those of Catholicism: more intense during the festivities - Christmas, Holy Week, Lent.

* As to the liturgy, he says that there are several priests trying to assimilate the reforms of the Vatican II.

* On being asked about his opinion regarding the theology of liberation, and in general regarding this renewed line of thought, he answered that Grenada is not a country with a large concentration of wealth; that there are neither the very rich nor the extremely poor; that there is a predominance of a poverty characterized by a low standard of living, but not by misery (only in unusual cases); he adds that attendance to church is representative of this composition, and that he thinks this specific fact makes a theology of liberation that would adjust to other realities to be less adequate in the country. These observations follow his doubts about the strictly theological character of these theories.

* Composition of the clergy by countries: at present there are only 2 Grenadian priests and another four from the West Indies; there are 16 Irish, British, Canadians and Americans, which complete the present 22 priests.
* In the '70s three priests were brought from Nigeria with the aim of increasing the proportion of blacks, but he says this experience was a failure because they did not have a good adaptation and that 2 of them left, and the third one will soon go back to Nigeria. They chose Nigeria because of the experience and contacts of the Kiltegan friars there.

* On assessing negative reactions on the part of the clergy to social change in Grenada, he puts them down to the difficulties of the transition from a church that rules to a church that serves. He centers the problems on the European clergy whom he thinks should proportionally decrease in years ahead in favour of an indigenous clergy from the region.

* The Catholic Episcopal Conference (West Indies) has two major seminaries: one in Trinidad and another in Jamaica. Both seminaries are diocesan and the former now has around 20 seminarists, while the latter has around 10. They are affiliated to the University of the West Indies (UWI) so that their level would fit to that which is taught there and the degree conferred would be correspondent.

* He explains the dependence of the West Indian dioceses on the Congregation for the Evangelization of the Peoples and the Propagation of the Faith instead of on the Congregation of Bishops, like in the rest of America, due to financial reasons. The Caribbean Church is not able to finance itself and subordination to the above Congregation assures its /financing as the region is considered a territory of Mission.

* He points out that the relations Church-State under Gairy were not easy, but that the Church managed to keep its status because the government knew its social influence. He adds that the Church has to show its capacity to carry out its mission beyond the ideologies being predominant in society.
He said that at present the Church does not object the changes by the FRG, but that it has critical appraisals. He understands that there have been mistakes both by the FRG leadership and the Church. In the Church the foreign clergy is not as able as to understand the internal questions and reacts hastily, adopting wrong positions. The FRG has interpreted these positions as being those of the Church, but it has been made clear that those manifestations do not express the position of the Church.

In spite of maintaining these criteria, he admitted that the statement by the journalist Alister Hughes in the Congress of the DPP of Dominica, summoning the Church to exert pressure on the public opinion around this question, was not an appropriate channel; and he says that this is not the Church's position. He recognizes that out of the 400 initial prisoners, over 75% have been set free, and that this shows that the FRG has not acted intransigently in this sense.

He is interested in knowing whether Marxism necessarily assumes atheism, and whether we understand the building of Socialism as conditioned by atheistic positions. He has the opinion that in the Island (I think he means the political leadership without expressly affirming it) there is the view that religious faith and Socialism are not compatible and that they are willing to accept Socialism as long as one does not start from this criterion of incompatibility. He stresses that he is, above all and first of all, a man of the Church and that he will always react as such, but that he is willing to accept, within this framework, a Socialist transformation. That the Church would also have to facilitate the assimilation of these changes for the believers.

He asks questions on Cuba, the Church, the training of the clergy (whether there is a major seminary, whether it is integrated to the higher education system, etc.). He says he is interested in visiting Cuba, but that he does not know in what way this visit could take place.
OPINION:

Lamontagne is, as he said, a man of the Church, representative of the positions of the institution. In my opinion, he cannot be evaluated as a progressive clergyman, but as one who could assimilate a Church within the framework of radical social transformations. I think that his willingness to visit Cuba and his interest in doing so should not be underestimated because his visit could contribute, on the one hand, to counteract the effects of propaganda schemes; on the other, it would help in differentiating his situation within the clergy of the diocese.
F. MARTIN SIMMONDS

* The Jamaican F. Martin, with around 30 years or more living in Grenada, is around 60 years old, and he is the SUPERIOR OF THE DOMINICANS for the BWI region within the English province of the order. He is known as the most sympathetic person towards the PRG within the clergy.

* He considers that Grenada is a country which presents a high degree of religiosity: that in the people's base the Christian faith is deeply rooted. The Catholic religiosity is the most generalized in the grass-roots. The religious practices and attendance to cult are significant, although they are not in correspondence, certainly, with the whole of the believers.

* He considers that the Grenadian Church is not traditionalist (but F. Martin himself wore white full-length soutane of the order when he visited me at the hotel), that on the contrary, there exists a spirit of renewal and of popular commitment in the institution. He regrets my rapid departure and invites me to visit with him the communities he attends to, and to be present at some liturgical activities.

* He says he is familiarized with Gustavo Gutiérrez's texts and that he had likewise read Friar Betto's, but does not completely share these positions, that they are not really theologians; he recognizes that they are interesting and that there should be access to those readings in the ecclesiastic circles. He considers that the clergy residing in Grenada is interested in knowing these positions.

* He considers as a difficulty that a considerable part of the clergy in the country is of European origin, which does not facilitate the comprehension of the reality in the region. He does not formulate, however, any criticism regarding the behaviour of the clergy.

* With respect to the relations with the PRG, he recognizes that the comprehension from the churches is insufficient. Although he considers that there have been errors on the part of the government, he thinks
that "it is the first honest Government in the history of Grenada", and in this way he states it within the Church whenever any disagreement is brought to the fore.

* He thinks that the Church plays a social role in Grenada, mainly distinguished in the field of education. The religious schools are, in his view, of capital importance within the general education. School is paid for, although he stresses that the fee is very low and that it has a wide range as to the possibilities of the population. The State subsidizes the religious schools.

* The Charismatic movement within Catholicism goes back to the beginning of the '70s in Grenada. He himself attends to a Charismatic community. This movement covers at present, according to his estimates, over a quarter of the Catholic population.

* When asked about the Rastafarians, he expressed that in Grenada it has been a way of covering a pre-criminal behaviour: vagrancy, easy way of earning money, drug addiction (ganja), etc., are the features of the Grenadian Rastafarians. He insists on differentiating the local situation from that in Jamaica, where he says—such belief presents other features which deserve respect, and whose leaders refuse to be identified with the Rastafarians in Grenada.

* F. Martin was recently removed from the parish in Grenville to the Church of St. Paul in St. George's.

* He will visit Havana between the end of September and early October. I consider we should program for him activities which will allow him to know the achievements of the Revolution mainly in education.

OPINION:

F. Martin (as he is known by) has the reputation of being a priest — closer to the revolutionary process than the rest of the clergy. His expressions indicate a willingness to understanding, but not progressive positions. His position should not be compared to that of the clergy—
men and theologians who promote the conception of the "people's church" in Central America. Martin is a leader of an order and expresses himself as a voice of the institution no less than Vicar Lamontagne, although with better knowledge and preparation than the latter.
Lucky Bernard

* Catholic lay deacon – Second Chief of the Police: he already had this post under Gairy, and the PRG has maintained the policy of not removing the police apparatus as long as it does not have a connection of repressive commitment with the Gairy regime.

* He has a middle level education, deeply committed with the ecclesiastic structure.

* He thinks that before the triumph of the NJM the politicians maintained a position of respect to the CC because of its rootedness in the population of the Island, but that they did not completely trust it.

* He considers that around the '40s about 90% of the population in the Island was Catholic, that this percentage decreased due to conversions to other churches, mainly to Adventism and Baptism. He believes that the JW are very few and that they lack influence, and that the Pentecostals are not significant, although they are more in number.

* He thinks that the main Protestant churches, as to the number of believers and influence in the population, are the Anglican, the Methodist, and the Presbyterian.

* Regarding the social composition of the parishioners, he sees the merchant bourgeoisie in the Island agglutinated mainly in the Anglican Church, whereas the Catholic Church is made up by humbler sectors, which include the small farmers and the workers in general.

* He sees no difference between religiosity in the Protestant churches and the Catholic ones. He considers that although not all of the believers regularly attend mass, the participation is high, and similar in proportion to the participation within the Protestant churches.

* He refers to Charismatic Catholics as a very important part of the total number of Catholics. They indistinctly participate in the ordinary activities with the traditionalist Catholics (with no other difference than the diversity in meaning of the cult). At the same time,
they maintain the separation of the Charismatic celebrations, in many cases with sacerdotal orientation. He himself used to be a Charismatic during some years in the '70s. He thinks that the movement was brought from Europe in the early '70s.

* Regarding the presence of syncretic elements in religiosity, he says that there exist disperse superstitions inserted in the Catholic faith. He mentions three rituals of African origin:

1. SARAHA: He describes it as an African cult in the process of extinction.

2. OBEAH: Is characterized by fortune-telling through a glass of water; it is maintained as a practice inserted among Christians.

3. African dance: It seems to be a dancing ritual which, according to him, is revitalized with young people because it brings a recreational motivation.

* He states that the Catholic Church is made up by a foreign clergy, mainly Irish (he does not know the amount of people), that it does not understand the process, and that it would like everybody to develop according to its points of view. He considers that the Grenadian presence in the clergy should be reinforced.

* The PRG means an important step for the country; he thinks that in its action there are "errors", but that the intentions are good. The foreigners in the clergy do not understand. He assesses his personal contribution in making the foreign priests understand that they should be intransigent with the "errors" of the PRG, and that they should accept them in their exact dimension, realizing the positive value of the action.
OPINION:

A man of the Church who, at the same time, seeks to maintain his social status before the PRG. He asks about the possibility of travelling to Cuba to receive medical care for a chronic disease which has maintained him away from work during the last two months. Attention and continuity should be given to him for combining the presence in the Church — with a responsibility in the Administration, but he gives no indication of possibilities for progress in his positions.
NONSTRUCTURED OBSERVATION (SUMMARY)

Sunday mass in the Catholic, Anglican, and Presbyterian cathedrals, from 7:30 am to 9:30 am, Sunday, August 22. The observations in this regard are the following:

- In the Catholic cathedral there were 200 hundred persons of different ages; in the Anglican, between 120 and 150; and in the Presbyterian, around 20 persons.

- The composition observed among the believers: as to social position, the clothes they wore indicated a higher standard of living among Presbyterians and Anglicans than among Catholics, although all of them were dressed as for a festivity. From the racial point of view, in the Presbyterian Church the proportion of whites was higher than in the other two.

- Throughout that Sunday we observed that the flow of people attending religious services is high in the temples of different denominations, which are numerous in St. George's.

- There are neither credible statistics nor a register of associations which would allow an inventory of the religious institutions and of the numbers of believers they have, but undoubtedly the degree of denominationalism is very high and there is a considerable amount of participants.

- Informal talks with Anglican, Presbyterian, and Pentecostal believers show some elements to be taken into account:

1) The Anglican Church is considered in connection with the British colonial State, with emphasis in the fact that it belongs to the Commonwealth, as well as in the presence of other cultural signs of Anglo-Saxon character.
2) In the framework of Protestantism, the sectarian movement (Adventist and others) is more identified with an American influence, not only because of its origin, but also because of the way of thinking induced in the believers.

3) Catholicism, originating from the French colonial period, but with a historical change towards an English-speaking environment (Irish and British clergy) since the beginning of the 19th Century, has sought to maintain an image of independent creed, beyond the specific influences of either metropolises.
A series of publications are being put out by the Catholic Church. Most of those published so far are aimed at showing that Communism is atheistic and should be feared and that the party is Communist. The articles aim at creating fear in the minds of the religious.

So far five have been published in the series - the first three being the small leaflets of track size. NO. 4 was Civic Freedoms NO. 5 some notes on Marx - Leninism. The sixth publication in in the making but no definite date has been given as to when it will be out.

The typing of the 5th publication was done by an Irish teacher at St. John's Christian Secondary School.

Father Bernard Kadlec of Czechoslovakia is one of the writers. Father Austin is another. (I don't know which).

Publication is done by Mc Kie's Brintery, and Torchlight Printery. (A track size publication Brown writing is now being printed in St. Lucia.)

Further information could not be had: the Priest was in a haste to leave for St. George's.

However, the Priest said that whenever he publishes any of these things he always send one to the Prime Minister.

He seems to have a hunch that the PRG will clamp down on these publications. I told him to to ensure me a copy of each of his publications when he replied yes with a statement to this effect.

Father Bernard was the writer of Civic Freedoms, but I have not found out who is the author of the 5th publication.

The Priest is also afraid of these leaving the hands of the IRA soldiers for fear they may lose their jobs.

And so fear to give it to soldiers.
TO: MAJOR KEITH ROBERTS

FROM: O/CDT. MICHAEL ROBERTS

ANALYSIS - THE CHURCH IN GRENADA

This report will seek to analyse the main churches against whom our work is directed and also a general view of the other churches. The main churches are:

(a) The Roman Catholic Church
(b) The Anglican Church
(C) The Methodist Church
(d) The Seventh Day Adventist Church

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

This organisation continues to be hostile towards the Grenada Revolution and is now placing emphasis on two (2) main areas. They are 1. Control of Catholic Youth Groups and 2. Education of priests through materials about the teachings of Marxism/Leninism and offering Christianity as the only way to solve societies problems.

At present there are eighteen (18) Roman Catholic priests in Grenada. They serve in forty (40) places of worship throughout Grenada and Carriacou. There are two main religious orders in this Church in Grenada (a) KILTEGEANS and (b) DOMINICANS. Other lesser orders are Diocesan Priest priests and curial priests. These priests are in the main either conservative or outright reactionary with the most dangerous priests being FRS. TOM LUCY, OLIVER AVY, PETER CLARKE, GILBERT COXHEAD, CYRIL LAMONTAGNE and BISHOP SYDNEY ARLES.

Though all reactionary and conservative the Bishop does not have the control over the priests that he would like, this is because of the exclusivity of the two aforementioned orders, to which he does not belong, thus giving him limited control. These orders are totally loyal to their Superiors firstly and secondly to the Bishop. The Kiltegeans are headed by FR. OLIVER AVY and the Dominicans by FR. MARTIN SIMMONS. Thus the tendency is for the shop, who is very popular among the church goers, to ensure strict and rect control of the Diocesan priests and Organisations of Youth. Hence the thrust to control the Catholic Youth Organisations. Significantly also, the fact that the Advisory Body to the Bishop is made up of Lay People;

15th March 1983
his Body is called the Diocesan Pastoral Council and is Chaired by Danny LILYMAN - a noted reactionary. This Body advises the Bishop on all matters on Sex tp Politics. Also worthy of note is the little heard of Public statements Committee which is headed by the Bishop and comprises such element e Willie REDHEAD. Also the Finance Committee which is accountable ONLY to Bishop.

therefore can be seen from the fore going that the Bishop understanding at he is not popular with his priests (his colour is another reason for lack of popularity) has moved to control key Church Organisations to stain his power. He understands that he is not ever invited to the meet- s of the Orders and does not see their minutes. These meetings are used only to review the work of the Orders but to come out with a common line ch they want the Bishop to adopt at the monthly general meeting of all the -stas. So by sheer weight of numbers at voting time the Bishop is easily ipulated to take certain actions or to make certain statements on the l of the Church while the real authors remain hidden.

ever this Church remains considerably strong in Grenada and it will take t of work to erode their influence. Particularly strong among the middle and older people in the state.

 plan to reorganise the Catholic Youth Organisations which began since member 1982 has gone along very smoothly on paper. This plan is allegedly "Combat the challenge faced by the Church in 1983". The Main decision ing body will be the Diocesan Youth Commission which is headed for the ent by the Bishop. But indications are that as soon as all the plans are lized DOLLING HAYNES will take the Chairmanship. This Commission, made up reactionary elements will be the overall controlling body of all Catholic th, a function previously held by the Catholic Youth Congress which the hop sees as too Political, too pro-PFG. The CYC'S function will now be ried out by the catholic Diocesan Youth Council which will comprise two resentatives from each Youth Organisation, thus by the numbers alone the ce of the CYC will be silenced.

ow circulated for ALL priests to study is a document called "MARXISM, HUMI- SM AND CHRISTIANITY ". Originating from Zambia Episcopal Conference and ed August 1979. This document was in Grenada in 1981, but not circulating.
among the priests to study as an "answer" to Scientific Socialism. This document is Anti-Scientific Socialism, anti-Communism and in general distorts the teaching of Marx and Lenin. The Bishop sees this document as important material to combat the "Challenge" to the Church. This "Challenge" obviously the Bishops view will come from the Government. In fact on the 2nd January 3 while addressing an indoor rally of the St. Vincent DePaul Society (a holic Organisation which helps the poor) held at the Pierdumontemps R.C ool the Bishop said "The Church is facing it's greatest Challenge, and, for 3 the Church will be looking on the youth to be more committed to the Church a ever, there are people who want to dictate to the Church what to do and 1983 will even see attempts to CRUSH the Church". This veiled statement is arly directed against the Revolution and the PRG.

ne Bishop left Grenada on the 20th. February 1983 to attend a meeting of the hops of the Antilles which was held in Cayenne. He returned to Grenada on ch 11th. 1983. No doubt he used this forum to "report" on the Grenada situ-

v in Grenada is a new priest, Fr. SHEAN, who is attached to Grand Roy R.C rch. He is an Irishman and belongs to the Kiltegeans Order. He has worked Africa and England before coming to Grenada. This is in keeping with the hop's view to recruit priests who have worked in similar conditions as now exist in Grenada. This is also to face the "Challenge".

so in keeping with the need to face the "challenge" the Church has brought 4,365 copies of the Jerusalem Bible; This bible is written as a novel and very easy to understand not being written in old English. This bible is d in Trinidad to train priests. Now on sale over the island at a cost of ollars each. This means that the Church in understanding the struggle for "revolutionized" is main ideological weapon - the bible.

- Pope's new year message is also now in the hands of the priests study. This is the Church's foreign policy document and no doubt will be ed to criticize our foreign policy.

CONCLUSIONS: From the foregoing it is abundantly clear that the Roman Catholic Church is gearing up for confrontation with Government. Although not really on the facts perviously outlined indicate the following - (a) Planning - Constant evaluation of it's power base and influence in the Society.
nd (c) Counter measures against State in a most skillful way.

as Regards point (a) The explanation must be the new type of bibles, intro-
duction of new priests, control of the Catholic Youths,- this as a counter
attack against the NYO who has eroded a number of their Organisations-, new
rives to evangelism to attract more youths to the Church, circulation of the
pe's message, the paper on "Marxism, Humanism and Christianity" to prepare
tests to combat, from a Christian stand point, the ideas of Marxism Lenin-
m now being defused in the masses as part of the year of Political and
ademic Education.

int (b) The emphasis on Youth placed by the Bishop. Almost 50 per cent of
rch goers are Youth (Below 30Yrs) therefore to lose even a part of
s percentage is to drastically erode the Church's power base and if unchec-
d can cause the Church to crumble. Something it will fight against at all
sts.

int (c) Exposing the so-called "Challenge" but not naming names the Church
in fact laying the basis for it's Counter Revolutionary activities and
ipping up feelings of sympathy among it's followers. By hinting that the
rch will be persecuted in christ's name, any action taken against the
rch will be seen by the followers as "prophecy". We must remember that
 churches strive best in created conditions of persecution. Therefore
we are up against is an experienced and skillful Counter Revolutionary
organisation.

ENGLISH CHURCH

his Church is experiencing a number of internal problems foremost being the
of priests to carry out its work and to expand it's influence in the
ty. It is also in direct contradiction with the Roman Catholic Church
use of that Church's historical control in Grenada. However the Anglican
rch now carries the common "Challenge" line although not in the same words
the Roman Catholic Church.

December 24th, 1982, Archdeacon Hoskins Huggins, the leader of the Anglican
rch in Grenada told a Congregation at the St. George's Church to "Guard
right to freedom of worship, and to do all in their power to ensure this
it be always a part of the People". He also claimed that "for 1983 freedom
worship may not exist and that this a grave challenge to us as a freedom
ving people". This clearly is only a variation of the "challenge" line
pressed by the Bishop of the Roman Catholic Church. With the departure of
Everán WEEKES (he left Grenada for good on 17th December 1982) who was
ponsible for servicing the West Coast, the Church now has to rely on Lay
ople to preach sermons, and, has not been able to train more people to
so this work precisely because of this shortage of priests. Thus Archdeacon
is becoming more and more critical against the Revolution.

He is backed by a host of reactionary elements who dominate all the Church's
organisations (men's league, Advisory Councils etc.). Prominent among them is
le Hosten who is Church Lawyer, Church Chancellor and Advisor to the Arch-
deacon.

CLUSION: Not as influential in the State as the Roman Catholic Church
at still a major threat to the Revolution. This is because both churches
are a common outlook on the Grenada Revolution. No indications of concrete
anming just yet but it is my opinion this Church will go along with the
Church in its general line if only from the position that the Anglican
urch is a member of the Conference of Churches of Grenada, an Organisation
which the RC Church dominates. I do not foresee immediately any independent
ition like what is being carried out by the RC Church.

2 SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH

is Church is for the moment content to be the "Busyness Church" of Grenada
at this period confines its efforts mainly to its "Ingathering" Pro-
ramme. This is a programme which is designed to reach money goals set for
ery church in the State. This Church is divided into six Districts. There
twenty four (24) main churches in Grenada and four (4) smaller ones called
panies.

CLUSION: This Church is hostile towards the Revolution, but does nothing
only. Now has its own Mission and Executive because of Currency restrict-
is; previously administered by the East Carribbean Conference of the Seventh
Adventist Church. At present indicated internal contradictions among the
ership being investigated.

HE METHODIST CHURCH

is Church, like the Anglican, is experiencing some difficulties with priest-
ership. In fact Church services are being held over the island by Lay
ple. In St. John's by Fred Grant, in St. George's by Eileen Byer, Lennox
SECRET

Phillip and Elliot Gittens (they take turns). National membership is very small.

Of the above named group of people Eileen Byer is the most reactionary and clearly anti-PRG. In fact on the 30th January 1983, she told a congregation in St. George's that the Church had applications sent to Government for two work permits for priests but up to now there has been no response. This statement taken in the light of the Ledson case is tantamount to selling the Congregation that Government is wilfully and deliberately locking and hampering the work of the Methodist church. This is also a variation to the "Challenge" line by both the Catholic and Anglican Churches.

CONCLUSION: This Church will not take independent actions not positions because of its social base in the Society, historically a "town Church" and has no real broad social support. But will definitely go along with the position of the Conference of Churches of Grenada of which Eileen Byer is the Secretary.

OTHER CHURCHES

Generally the other Churches - Berean, Jehovah's Witnesses, Baptists, Church of the Open Bible, Pentecostal, Garden of Prayer, Church of Christ - are very quiet. The Baptist and Church of the Open Bible are on the increase in numbers. These Churches also oppose the Revolution from the position that it is teaching "Atheism and turning away from God", but these Churches do not consistently attack the Revolution. Generally pre-occupied in the process of "winning souls" and attacking the Catholic Church in order to build their numbers. In my opinion the most reactionary of the lesser Churches are (1) The Jehovah's Witnesses (2) The Church of the Open Bible and (3) The Baptists.

SUBMITTED AS REQUESTED.

Michael D. Roberts

MICHAEL D. ROBERTS
TO: MAJOR KEITH ROBERTS

OK: O/CDT. MICHAEL ROBERTS

ANALYSIS - THE CHURCH IN GRENADA

This report will seek to analyse the Main Churches against whom our work is directed and also a general view of the other Churches. The Main Churches are:

(a) The Roman Catholic Church
(b) The Anglican Church
(c) The Methodist Church
(d) The Seventh Day Adventist Church

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

is organisation continues to be hostile towards the Grenada Revolution and is now placing emphasis on two (2) main areas. They are 1. Control of Catholic Youth Groups and 2. Education of priests through materials stating the teachings of Marxism/Leninism and offering Christianity as the only way to solve societies problems.

At present there are eighteen (18) Roman Catholic priests in Grenada. They serve in forty (40) places of worship throughout Grenada and Carriacou.

There are two main Religious Orders in this Church in Grenada (a) KILTEGEANS and (b) DOMINICANS, other lesser orders are Diocesan PRIESTS priests and secular priests. These priests are in the main either conservative or outright reactionary with the most dangerous priests being FRS. TOL. LUCY, OLIVER AVY, PETER CLARKE, GILBERT COXHEAD, CYRIL LAMONTAGNE and BISHOP SYDNEY ARLES.

Though all reactionary and conservative the Bishop does not have the control over the priests that he would like, this is because of the exclusiveness of the two aforementioned Orders, to which he does not belong, thus giving him limited control. These Orders are totally loyal to their Superiors; firstly and secondly to the Bishop. The Kiltegeans are headed by Fr. OLIVER AVY and the Dominicans by Fr. MARTIN SIMMONS. Thus the tendency is for the shop, who is very popular among the church goers, to ensure strict and rect control of the Diocesan priests and Organisations of Youth. Hence the threat to control the Catholic Youth Organisations. Significantly also is the fact that the Advisory Body to the Bishop is made up of Lay People;
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His body is called the Diocesan Pastoral Council and is chaired by Danny
Willie REDHEAD. Also the Finance Committee which is accountable only to
the Bishop.

Therefore can be seen from the foregoing that the Bishop understands
that he is not popular with his priests (his colour is another reason for
lack of popularity) has moved to control key Church Organisations to
maintain his power. He understands that he is not ever invited to the meet-
gings of the Orders and does not see their minutes. These meetings are used
only to review the work of the Orders but to come out with a common line
they want the Bishop to adopt at the monthly general meeting of all the
Orders. So by sheer weight of numbers at voting time the Bishop is easily
manipulated to take certain actions or to make certain statements on the
life of the Church while the real authors remain hidden.

Never this Church remains considerably strong in Grenada and it will take
work to erode their influence. Particularly strong among the middle
and older people in the state.

The plan to reorganise the Catholic Youth Organisations which began since
September 1982 has gone along very smoothly on paper. This plan is allegedly
"Combat the challenge faced by the Church in 1983". The main decision-
ing body will be the Diocesan Youth Commission which is headed by the
Bishop. But indications are that as soon as all the plans are
realised DOMINIC HAYNES will take the Chairmanship. This Commission, made up
reactionary elements will be the overall controlling body of all Catholic
Youth, a function previously held by the Catholic Youth Congress which the
Bishop sees as too Political, too pro-PRG. The CYC'S function will now be
ried out by the Diocesan Youth Council which will comprise two
representatives from each Youth Organisation, thus by the numbers alone the
ce of the CYC will be silenced.

Circulated for all priests to study is a document called "MARXISM, HUMANISM AND CHRISTIANITY". Originating from Zambia Episcopal Conference and
ed August 1979. This document was in Grenada in 1981, but not circulated
among the priests to study as an "answer" to Scientific Socialism. This document is Anti-Scientific Socialism, anti-Communism and in general distorts teaching of Marx and Lenin. The Bishop sees this document as important material to combat the "Challenge" to the Church. This "Challenge" obviously the Bishops view will come from the Government. In fact on the 2nd January 3 while addressing an indoor rally of the St. Vincent DePaul Society (a holic Organisation which help the poor) held at the Piersmontempe R.C cool the Bishop said "The Church is facing it's greatest Challenge, and, for 3 the Church will be looking on the youth to be more committed to the Church ever, there are people who want to dictate to the Church what to do and 1983 will even see attempts to CRUSH the Church". This veiled statement is urly directed against the Revolution and the PRG.

The Bishop left Grenada on the 20th February 1983 to attend a meeting of the bps of the Antilles which was held in Cayenne. He returned to Grenada on ch 11th, 1983. No doubt he used this forum to "report" on the Grenada situation.

In Grenada is a new priest, Fr. SHEAN, who is attached to Grand Roy R.C church. He is an Irishman and belongs to the Kiltegeans Order. He has worked Africa and England before coming to Grenada. This is in keeping with the top's view to recruit priests who have worked in simlar conditions as now at in Grenada. This is also to face the "Challenge".

So in keeping with the need to face the "challenge" the Church has brought 4,365 copies of the Jerusalem Bible; This bible is written as a novel and very easy to understand not being written in old English. This bible is d in Trinidad to train priests. Now on sale over the island at a cost ofollars each. This means that the Church in understanding the struggle for has "revolutionized" is main ideological weapon - the bible.

Pope's new year message is also now in the hands of the priests study. This is the Church's foreign policy document and no doubt will be ad to criticize our foreign policy.

Inclusions: From the foregoing it is abundantly clear that the Roman Catholic Church is gearing up for confrontation with Government. Although not really in the facts perviously outlined indicate the following - (a) Planning Constant evaluation of it's power base and influence in the Society
and (c) Counter measures against State in a most skillful way.

Regarding point (a) The explanation must be the new type of bibles, introduction of new priests, control of the Catholic Youths, this as a counter attack against the NYO who has eroded a number of their organisations, new lines to evangelism to attract more youths to the Church, circulation of the paper on "Marxism, Humanism and Christianity" to prepare youth to combat, from a Christian stand point, the ideas of Marxism Leninist now being defused in the masses as part of the year of Political and Academic Education.

int (b) The emphasis on Youth placed by the Bishop. Almost 50 per cent of churchgoers are Youth (Below 30Yrs) therefore to lose even a part of this percentage is to drastically erode the Church's power base and if unchecked can cause the Church to crumble. Something it will fight against at all costs.

int (c) Exposing the so-called "Challenge" but not naming names the Church in fact laying the basis for it's Counter Revolutionary activities and whipping up feelings of sympathy among it's followers. By hinting that the arch will be persecuted in Christ's name, any action taken against the arch will be seen by the followers as "prophecy". We must remember that 1 churches strive best in created conditions of persecution. Therefore at we are up against is an experienced and skillful Counter Revolutionary organisation.

E ANGLICAN CHURCH

This Church is experiencing a number of internal problems foremost being the of priests to carry out its work and to expand its influence in the city. It is also in direct contradiction with the Roman Catholic Church ause of that Church's historical control in Grenada. However the Anglican arch now carries the common "Challenge" line although not in the same words the Roman Catholic Church.

December 24th, 1982, Archdeacon Hoskins Ruggins, the leader of the Anglican arch in Grenada told a Congregation at the St. George's Church to "Guard the right to freedom of worship, and to do all in their power to ensure this it be always a part of the People". He also claimed that "for 1983 freedom worship may not exist and that this a grave challenge to us as a freedom loving people". This clearly is only a variation of the "challenge" line
pushed by the Bishop of the Roman Catholic Church. With the departure of
Evertón WEXES (he left Grenada for good on 17th. December 1982) who was
responsible for servicing the West Coast, the Church now has to rely on Lay
people to preach sermons, and, has not been able to train more people to
do this work precisely because of this shortage of priests. Thus Archdeacon
is becoming more and more critical against the Revolution.
He is backed by a host of reactionary elements who dominate all the Church's
organisations (men's league, Advisory Councils etc.). Prominent among them is
the Hosten who is Church Lawyer, Church Chancellor and Advisor to the Arch-
deacon.
CONCLUSION: Not as influential in the State as the Roman Catholic Church
is still a major threat to the Revolution. This is because the both churches
are a common outlook on the Grenada Revolution. No indications of concrete
action just yet but it is my opinion this Church will go along with the
Church in its general line if only from the position that the Anglican
Church is a member of the Conference of Churches of Grenada, an Organisation
which the RC Church dominates. I do not foresee immediately any independent
action like what is being carried out by the RC Church.

3 SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH
is Church is for the moment content to be the "Busines Church" of Grenada
that this period confines it's efforts mainly to it's "Ingathering" Pro-
gramme. This is a programme which is designed to reach money goals set for
very church in the State. This Church is divided into six Districts. There
are twenty-four (24) main churches in Grenada and four (4) smaller ones called
panies.
CONCLUSION: This Church is hostile towards the Revolution, but does nothing
only. Now has it's own Mission and Executive because of Currency restrict-
is; previously administered by the East Caribbean Conference of the Seventh
Adventist Church. At present indicated internal contradictions among the
leadership being investigated.

4 METHODIST CHURCH
is Church, like the Anglican, is experiencing some difficulties with priest-
dership. In fact Church services are being held over the island by Lay
ple. In St. John's by Fred Grant, in St. George's by Eileen Byer, Lennox
SECRET

Phillip and Elliot Gittens (they take turns). National membership is very small.

Of the above named group of people Eileen Byer is the most reactionary and clearly anti-PRG. In fact on the 30th January 1983, she told a congregation in St. George’s that the Church had applications sent to Government for two work permits for priests but up to now there has been no response. This statement taken in the light of the Ledson case is tantamount to telling the Congregation that Government is wilfully and deliberately locking and hampering the work of the Methodist church. This is also a variation to the "Challenge" line by both Max Catholic and Anglican Churches.

CONCLUSION: This Church will not take independent actions not positions because of its social base in the Society, historically a "town Church" and has no real broad social support. But will definitely go along with the position of the Conference of Churches of Grenada of which Eileen Byer is the Secretary.

OTHER CHURCHES

Generally the other Churches – Berman, Jehovah's Witnesses, Baptists, Church of the Open Bible, Pentecostal, Garden of Prayer, Church of Christ – are very quiet. The Baptist and Church of the Open Bible are on the increase in numbers. These Churches also oppose the Revolution from the position that it is teaching "Atheism and turning away from God", but these Churches do not consistently attack the Revolution. Generally pre-occupied in the process of "winning souls" and attacking the Catholic Church in order to build their numbers. In my opinion the most reactionary of the lesser Churches are (1) The Jehovah's Witnesses (2) The Church of the Open Bible and (3) The Baptists.

Submitted as requested.

[Signature]

Michael D. Roberts
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ANALYSIS OF THE CHURCH IN GRENADA

(1) A BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW:

The real history of the Church in Grenada can be said to have begun with the coming of Columbus to the island and the subsequent attempts by the different religious sects to "christianize" the inhabitants.

With the changing of the balance of power by the constant squabbles between the Colonial powers and the subsequent changing of ownership of the island of the religious institutions of those powers were extended to Grenada; first the English Anglican Church, then the Roman Catholic Church, Methodist and Presbyterian Churches.

All these Churches served the interests of the ruling classes and helped to strengthen the position of the Colonial Governments. While helping the ruling class, these Churches also played a key role in uniting different sections of our society. For example, the Anglican Church traditionally comprised the elite of Grenadian Society while the Roman Catholic Church drew its members from the poor and oppressed classes. This serves, today, to explain why the Roman Catholic Church is the most powerful in Grenada with approximately 70,000 baptised members.

Poor living conditions, poverty and despair during the era of Colonialism served to strengthen the position of the Church among the broad masses of our country because the Church is strongest where there exists poverty, illiteracy and an educational system designed to suit the interests of the Church, where religious knowledge was compulsory at schools controlled by the Church, served to entrench further a deep idealism among our people which today, is one of the main reasons for our people's deep and strong religious feelings.

To compound matters more a flood of new-fangled religious sects and denominations came to Grenada just after the Second World War. These are the Non-Traditional American types. This flood continues even to this day. Thus, the bases of the traditional religions have been somewhat eroded and the social composition of Grenadian society further subdivided into a multitude of various sects of different shades and creeds.
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In conclusion, we can say that the Church, although at periods in it's history, sometimes played a progressive role if even in it's own interest is nothing but a fetter to our development.

2) THE CHURCH AS A THREAT TO THE REVOLUTION

March 13, 1979 forced all Churches in Grenada to take a new look at themselves and to analyse their role in a Revolutionary society. At first they played a wait and see game, but, when it became clear where the Revolution was going and what it stood for, they took up a clear position. It is safe, here, to say that there is no clear "left" religion in Grenada, but, since our Revolution enjoys popular support, then the broad mass of Church goers are to varying extents supporters of the Grenada Revolution. This cannot be said about the Leaders of the Churches in Grenada and I contend that we have no support among them, all are to different degrees hostile to the Revolution. This is true even though some are less vocal than others. The following analysis of events taken at different periods up to the present time will suffice to here identify the Church as the main potential source of major internal counterrevolution.

1980 - 1981 - The main line pushed for this period by the Traditional Churches was the question of the Detainees at Richmond Hill and the holding of elections. The Roman Catholic Church in particular used every forum to push this line. This Church organised retreats, seminars and conferences and at every one of these activities, hostile statements were hurled against the Grenada Revolution on so-called violation of Human rights. Every Sunday at one Church or another priests were heard to ask people to "pray for the detainees" whose rights have been denied.

While the Traditional religious were on the human rights/election line, non-traditional religions were on a different line. They were preaching a so-called "last days doctrine" and saying that "man has turned away from god" a subtle attack on our ideological positions. This line was particularly strong among the Baptists and the Open Bible Churches.

1980-1981 period saw the Catholic Church making efforts to obtain "best versed in the knowledge of submitting our ideological position, and also saw the Roman Catholic Priests begin to print pamphlets on "civic and man Rights" and "notes on Marxism". In reality anti-Marxism/Leninism.

1982 - The first half of the year was relatively quiet as the Churches started to plan new strategy and tactics. In November 1982 the Roman Catholic Church emerged as the No. 1 antagonist of the Revolution.

5 - 2
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The Bishop, Sydney Charles, began to push the line that the Church will face its biggest "challenge" in 1983. A new strategy was developed that of re-organization of all Catholic Youth under the direct control of the Bishop. Two new organizations were formed for this purpose (a) the Diocesan Youth Commission and (b) the Diocesan Youth Council. The latter organization whose chairman is appointed by the Bishop, replaces the Catholic Youth Congress (CYC) whom the Bishop saw as "too political".

On 10th December, 1982, 4,365 copies of the Jerusalem Bible arrived in Grenada for the Catholic Church. A very simple bible it is written in novel form so as to make it easier for the church masses to read. This indicates the Church's understanding of the ideological struggle. The call by A. Huges for the church to voice its opinion on matters of human rights, and the statement that it is the main hope at this time. The Bishop speaks of the "challenge" to the Church in 1983 in his Christmas Message.

The situation took on a new turn when Methodist Minister Ledson refused to officiate at the burial of Cde. Demo Grant and had to be kicked out of Grenada. All the traditional Churches saw this as "persecution" and hardened their position against the FRG and Revolution.

In December of the same year, in his Christmas sermon, Arch Deacon Huggins of the Anglican Church, spoke of the need to safeguard the right to worship, and acted in a way that would make anyone feel that this right was about to be taken away.

3. 1983 - Upsurge in open air crusades, house to house and tract giving by the non-traditional religions. More house to house work done by Jehovah's Witnesses. There seem to be a frenzied drive by these churches to win new members. This process is continuing now. There has also been a number of visits to Grenada by pastors and preachers from abroad to "beef up" the work in "evangelization".

The Roman Catholic Clergy, for the first time, has instituted a rescheduled list of meetings led by the Bishop for the year. Nine (9) in 11. Three (3) have been held so far, all at different venues. The fourth session will take place on 12th July, 1983 at the Grand Roy Presbytery. This activity indicates that the Clergy is becoming more and more organized under the leadership of the Bishop.

The organization of the youths continue at an accelerated rate, with ages included in this drive. The Bishop, at a meeting of all Catholic youths leaders in May, said that the enemy was organized and that it was
necessary that the church organise also to combat the enemy. At an early meeting in April, the Bishop again spoke of a subtle form of destabilization against the church. The Anglican Church has started to re-organize its Youth Groups after a lapse of three (3) years. This year was the first time the Anglican and Catholic Churches had a joint Corpus Christi Procession.

Based on these developments and the knowledge of the large percentage of Grenadians who have very deep trust in the church and also taking into account the weakness in all our mass organizations and, therefore, our influence over the masses, we see this development as a very dangerous one. We think that in the medium term, if serious measures are not taken, we can find ourselves faced with a Poland situation. In this light, we see the church in the immediate period as being the most dangerous sector for the development of internal counter-revolution.

FUTURE TRENDS

1) We foresee the continuation of the organization of all Youths by the Catholic and Anglican Churches.
2) We foresee stronger unity among all G.C.C. churches.
3) We think that the unity among Catholic Clergy will grow steadily.
4) Infiltration of anti-Marxist/Leninist from outside.
5) The Bishop becoming bolder in his attacks against the Revolution.
6) The Catholic Church overall hardening its position against the Revolution.
7) More and more foreign Pastors and Preachers of non-traditional religious will want to come to Grenada to work and hold crusades.

RECOMMENDATIONS

a) Ensuring that Michael Roberts continue a permanent and full time way to be in charge of church work.

b) Obtaining a second person to work in this area in order to control all churches, their leadership, membership and their activities.

The establishment of a register of association including churches and all other organizations e.g. Jaycee, Unions, Association of Professional etc. which will make it necessary when registering to give some basic fact about the Associations or churches e.g. the knowledge on special and regular activities, counting of members, different posts within the organizations, means of financing activities, etc.

Continuing to develop the co-operation in this area with the Cuban Comrades at the level of Party to Party.

5 - 4
Ensuring that C.P.E. get a majority of working people involved in its classes.

Build the Mass Organizations - Pioneers, N.Y.U., N.W.O., P.P.U., Militia, to incorporate a majority of working people.

Organize the community work in the different areas more efficiently, start on time, and actively mobilize to bring out the masses to participate.

Removing from Primary Schools, all deeply religious head teachers by whatever means most suitable, replacing them with more progressive elements. This should be done no later than the end of this month.

Introduce Polical Education as that or Social studies in every classroom in the Primary and Secondary Schools from this September, use the most progressive teachers within the school system (chosen by teachers committee) to teach these classes. Use Kerle Hodge and Didicus to write up the materials for the courses.

Political Education for all teachers by this September.

Strengthen Science Education - theory and practical - in every school and in the community through C.P.E. and Film shows.

Cut back on all religious programmes on R.F.G. Substitute on Sunday morning voice cast of the masses on the progress of the projects.

To promote contacts among Clergymen and members of Laity from Nicaragua and other Latin American countries linked to the theology of liberation and, in general, to the idea of a church committed to Revolutionary positions.

To implement the visits of Pastors from the Grenada Protestant Churches belonging to the Caribbean Conference of Churches (CCC) of which the Evangelical Churches of Cuban in a number, to short annual course, in light that the comrades can solve the language question.

More dialogue with West Indian Priests, Nuns and Brothers in the Church and schools by the Leadership.

Opening up M-L Bookshop in different parishes of the country.

Getting M-L literature into all schools by September.

Explore possibility of getting Father Martin and La Montague to visit Cuba.

Step up the systematic monitoring of all Religious manifestation in the state, and position being taken as regard the work permit of way-side Preachers entering the country to preach, and immigration position on these way-side preachers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>NAMES</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NORMAN DESOUZA</td>
<td>LABORIE, ST. GEO.</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OLIVER RAEBURN</td>
<td>SAUTEURS, ST. PAT.</td>
<td>14.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>OSCBERT JAMES</td>
<td>MAMMA CANNES, ST. AND.</td>
<td>15.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RAYMOND DESOUZA</td>
<td>LABORIE, ST. GEO.</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CLINTY SAMUEL</td>
<td>ST. PATRICK'S</td>
<td>15.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>KINGSTON BAPTISTE</td>
<td>GOUTAVE</td>
<td>14.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TARNIL CLARKE</td>
<td>ST. JOHN'S</td>
<td>14.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DENNIS RUSH</td>
<td>ST. ANDREW'S</td>
<td>17.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DONNALLY PATRICK</td>
<td>HAPPY HILL</td>
<td>23.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TERRANCE JONES</td>
<td>BYELANDS</td>
<td>23.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NOBLE PHILLIP</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>25.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>STEADMAN PATRICK</td>
<td>HERMITAGE</td>
<td>25.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DÀLTON POPE</td>
<td>SAUTEURS</td>
<td>25.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>LESTER DESOUZA</td>
<td>LABORIE</td>
<td>30.7.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ANTONIO LANGLEON</td>
<td>HAPPY HILL</td>
<td>15.8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>FRANCIS JONES</td>
<td>WESTERHALL</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>TEDDY VICTOR</td>
<td>VINCENNES</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>ANTHONY MITCHELL</td>
<td>VINCENNES</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>JAMES ANTOINE</td>
<td>WINDSOR FOREST</td>
<td>15/10/79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>WINSTON WHYTE</td>
<td>GRAND ANSE</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>LESLIE PHILLIP</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>HAYES JAMES</td>
<td>CHANTIMELLE</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>GOSLYN JONES</td>
<td>MARLI, ST. PAT.</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>JOHN THOMAS</td>
<td>GRAND ROY</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>ERIC CHARLES</td>
<td>GRAND ROY</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>JOSEPH PEETERS</td>
<td>MT. GRANDBY</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>CONROY PARAYAC</td>
<td>RIVER ROAD</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>WAYNE LEIT</td>
<td>GRAND ANSE</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>JAMES MODESTE</td>
<td>GRAND ROY</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>STEPHEN CUFFLE</td>
<td>GRAND ANSE</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>MATTHEW ANTOINE</td>
<td>GRAND ANSE</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>TWISTLETON PATTERSON</td>
<td>TEMPE, ST. GEO.</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>WILTON DRAVENIERRE</td>
<td>POMME ROSE</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>BENEDICT GEORGE</td>
<td>MT. CARMEL, ST. AND.</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>JAMES BOWEN</td>
<td>WESTERHALL</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>JEROME ROMAIN</td>
<td>BELMONT</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>ANTHONY BUCKMIRE</td>
<td>RIVER ROAD</td>
<td>6.3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>KENNEDY BULHLAL</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>29.4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>DENNIS CHARLES</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>29.4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>VINCENT REUBEN</td>
<td>TEMPE</td>
<td>30.4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PETER LASHLEY</td>
<td>CARENAGE</td>
<td>5.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Names</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>IVAN BHLA</td>
<td>RIVER ANTOINE</td>
<td>8.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>MAURICE PATTERTON</td>
<td>LUCAS STREET</td>
<td>12.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>RAPHAEL ROBERTS</td>
<td>ST. APULS</td>
<td>17.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>NORRIS WALKER</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>ROLAND JOSEPH</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>BENEDICT HENRY</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>BRENDA J. PHILLIP</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>22.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>RONNIE NYAHA</td>
<td>LAFELLITTE</td>
<td>8.5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>JACQUELINE JOSEPH</td>
<td>HERMITAGE</td>
<td>29.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>THERESA PETERS</td>
<td>LAPOTERIE</td>
<td>29.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>CLARIBELLA WACHS</td>
<td>TOP HILL ST. AND.</td>
<td>4.7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>MAUDILYN JOHNSON</td>
<td>CHANTIMELLE</td>
<td>21.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>ADRIAN ROBERTS</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>JONVILLE NECKLES</td>
<td>PROSPECT, ST. PAT.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>JOSEPH JACOB</td>
<td>PIEDMONTENPS</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>GLEN BILAS</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>MICHAEL MARK</td>
<td>MT. REUTL</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>WINSTON SIMON</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>GODFRED WILLYAMS</td>
<td>LAPOTERIE</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>LEON CALLISTE</td>
<td>LAPOTERIE</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>FRANCIS ABERDEEN</td>
<td>HERCROVE</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>DAVID STANISLAUS</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>JIMMY JULIEN</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>ALROY BELKIN</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>RICHARD PASCAL</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>DENZIL RICHARDSON</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>ISAAC JAMES</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>EMIL CITTIN</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>TERRANCE BERNARD</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>ADRIAN ALEXIS</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>MATTHEW PASCAL</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>ETHELBERT JOHN</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>DAVE RICHARDSON</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>NAULYN ROTHBOY</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>HELEN PASCAL</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>CATHERINE PASCAL</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>CATHERINE FLEMING</td>
<td>MT. ROSE</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>ANNES PASCAL</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>SELVIN FLEMING</td>
<td>MT. REUTL</td>
<td>14.9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>KEPIN FRANCIS</td>
<td>MT. REUTL</td>
<td>21.11.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>NAMES</td>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>KELLY RUDY</td>
<td>SNEUHL HALL</td>
<td>21.11.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>ALSTON ROBERTS</td>
<td>MUNICH</td>
<td>23.12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>DENNIS AUGUSTINE</td>
<td>HERMITAGE</td>
<td>29.6.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>ANDREON-HEMBLEFE</td>
<td>BEAUCLAIR</td>
<td>6.1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>LAWRENCE SIMON</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>23.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>RIBBERH-ROTHMANN</td>
<td>WOODLANDS</td>
<td>23.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>EDWIN CHARLES</td>
<td>FONTENOY</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>LYLE ST. BERNARD</td>
<td>ST. PAULS</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>HUGH ST. BERNARD</td>
<td>ST. PAULS</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>EMMANUEL CHARLES</td>
<td>SAUTEURS</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>JENSON O'TTWAY</td>
<td>ST. PAULS</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>KENNY CHITAN</td>
<td>MOYAH</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>GROFTON CHITAN</td>
<td>MOYAH</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>RAYMOND ALEXIS</td>
<td>MUNCHEN</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>CHARLES FLEMING</td>
<td>MONTREUIL</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>HERBERT JOHN</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>BARRY JOSEPH</td>
<td>MT. GAY</td>
<td>26.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>DENNIS PARRIER</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>COSMOS MCINTYRE</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>STEPHEN SCOTT</td>
<td>MT. GAY</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Raymond Staille</td>
<td>Monte Jalousie</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Rondolf Charles</td>
<td>RIVER ROAD</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>DAVID AIRD</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>CARLYLE PHILLIP</td>
<td>RIVER ROAD</td>
<td>9.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>SAMUEL BONAPARTE</td>
<td>ST. DAVID'S</td>
<td>11.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>FABIAN LEWIS</td>
<td>CARENADE</td>
<td>11.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>IRIE CALLISTE</td>
<td>ST. DAVID'S</td>
<td>12.3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>THOMAS GILBERT</td>
<td>ST. DAVID'S</td>
<td>24.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>WILFRED DERAVENERRE</td>
<td>POMME ROSE</td>
<td>13.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>PAUL EDWARDS</td>
<td>LA TANTE</td>
<td>13.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>ALEXANDER NOEL</td>
<td>HERMITAGE</td>
<td>29.6.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>JARDIN REUBEN</td>
<td>POMME ROSE</td>
<td>11.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>LESLIE PIERRE</td>
<td>FORT JEUDY</td>
<td>11.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>STANLEY ROBERTS</td>
<td>PIEDMONTENMP</td>
<td>11.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>MARTIN FLETCHER</td>
<td>SAN SOUCI</td>
<td>25.2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>WORREL LEWIS</td>
<td>HIRCHGROVE</td>
<td>3.9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>RONALD MCWEEN</td>
<td>ST. DAVIDS</td>
<td>13.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>BERNARD PATRICK</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>11.9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>DUNCAN CHARLES</td>
<td>LAPOTERIE</td>
<td>14.8.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>LLOYD NOEL</td>
<td>ST. JOHN'S</td>
<td>13.7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>NAMES</td>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>TILLMAN THOMAS</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>13. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>WINSTON CROWE</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>13. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>EMMANUEL TOUSSAINT</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>19. 3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>ROONEY NELSON</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>6.  3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>VAUGHN NOEL</td>
<td>WALKER</td>
<td>15. 3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>STEPHEN LEWIS</td>
<td>LAPOTERIE</td>
<td>22. 6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>RONALD LEWIS</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>22. 6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>LOXLEY LOGUE</td>
<td>ST. PATRICK'S</td>
<td>26. 6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>JERVIS LAURENCE</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>26. 6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>MICHAEL ANDREWS</td>
<td>ST. PAULS</td>
<td>13. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>FABIAN TELESPORD</td>
<td>WINDSOR FOREST</td>
<td>20.12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>DAVID GREENE</td>
<td>WINDSOR FOREST</td>
<td>20.12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>RAPHAEL BOYKE</td>
<td>GRANDANSE</td>
<td>23.12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>CLARENCE BERNARD</td>
<td>ST. PATRICK'S</td>
<td>26. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>DESMOND FREDERICK</td>
<td>HERITAGE</td>
<td>27. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>DOMINIC HAMLET</td>
<td>MADERAS, ST. PAT.</td>
<td>25. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>DERICK GOODING</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>27. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>KENT BAIN</td>
<td>BELMONT</td>
<td>29. 4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>LEROY CHARLES</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>27. 6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>ERROL CHARLES</td>
<td>BELMONT, ST. GEO.</td>
<td>6.  3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>STEVE RICHARDSON</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>25. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>REGINALD PHILLIP</td>
<td>MT. PARNASSUS</td>
<td>6.  3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>KENNETH WILLIAMS</td>
<td>HERITAGE</td>
<td>26. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>MARTIN BERROTTA</td>
<td>MT. GAY, ST. GEO.</td>
<td>9.  3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>CLAUDE SIMON</td>
<td>ST. PATRICK'S</td>
<td>26. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>CLIFTON AUGUSTINE</td>
<td>ST. DAVID'S</td>
<td>11. 3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>HESLYN PHILLIP</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>25. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>MILTON ALEXANDER</td>
<td>BYELANDS</td>
<td>12. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>LAWRENCE WILLIAMS</td>
<td>GRAND ROY</td>
<td>12. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>EDMUND CHARLES</td>
<td>MOYAH</td>
<td>12. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>EDWIN JALDOO</td>
<td>MOYAH</td>
<td>12. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>KADE LAYNE</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>6.  3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>FRANCIS WILLIAMS</td>
<td>LAPOTERIE</td>
<td>22. 8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>ROONEY GARRAWAY</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>7.  3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>HAROLD LEWIS</td>
<td>HERITAGE</td>
<td>26. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>SYDNEY BARTOLOME</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>19. 3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>OUTLY HUSTON</td>
<td>MOYAH</td>
<td>13. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>CHESTER PAUL</td>
<td>HAPPY HILL</td>
<td>13. 7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>BENEDICT CHARLES</td>
<td>TIVOLI</td>
<td>27. 6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>VAUGHN THOMAS</td>
<td>LAFELLITTE</td>
<td>12. 7.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DETAINEE LIST CONTINUED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>COLVILLE PROSPER</td>
<td>PARADISE</td>
<td>12.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>ROY ALBERT</td>
<td>PARADISE</td>
<td>12.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>CLETUS ALEXANDER</td>
<td>MT. REUIL</td>
<td>12.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>DAVID CLARKE</td>
<td>MIRABEAU</td>
<td>31.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>GODFREY NAPOLSTE</td>
<td>HERMITAGE</td>
<td>29.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>KENNETH CLARKE</td>
<td>IRIS'S DALS.</td>
<td>12.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>RUPERT CHARLES</td>
<td>MIRABEAU</td>
<td>12.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>TERRY HOUSTON</td>
<td>SOUTHESE ST. AND.</td>
<td>31.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>NICODIMUS TAYLOR</td>
<td>VICTORIA</td>
<td>26.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>KEITH PAUL</td>
<td>VICTORIA</td>
<td>26.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>GABRIEL JULIEN</td>
<td>VICTORIA</td>
<td>26.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>FITZROY SICK</td>
<td>PIEDMONTTEMPS</td>
<td>15.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>ISIAH HENRY</td>
<td>HARFORD'S VILLAGE</td>
<td>9.7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>WARRIL NEED</td>
<td>HERMITAGE</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>MATTHEW FLEMING</td>
<td>MT. RICH</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>EDDIE RICHARDSON</td>
<td>TOP HILL, ST. AND.</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>VAUGHN JOSEPH</td>
<td>SHELL HALL</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>WINSTON JAMES</td>
<td>ST. PATRICK'S</td>
<td>27.6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>HARRY DALEY</td>
<td>ST. ANDREW'S</td>
<td>27.6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>CUTHBERT JOHN</td>
<td>ST. GEORGE'S</td>
<td>9.3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>SIMON ANTOINE</td>
<td>ST. DAVID'S</td>
<td>13.12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>DUNBAR SAMUEL</td>
<td>WESTERHALL BELLEU</td>
<td>13.12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>DESMOND OTTS</td>
<td>TOWN HALL FOREST ST. MARKS</td>
<td>13.12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Date Admitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Hugh O'Keith St. Bernard</td>
<td>St. Paul's</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Emmanuel Charles</td>
<td>Sautiers</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Worrel Nedd</td>
<td>Hermitage</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Matthew Fleming</td>
<td>Mt. Reuil</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Jenson Otway</td>
<td>St. Paul's</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Kenny Christian</td>
<td>Moyor, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Crofton</td>
<td>Moyor, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Raymond Alexis</td>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Eddy Richardson</td>
<td>Top Hill St. Pat.</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Charles Fleming</td>
<td>Mt. Reuil</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Herbut John</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>26.2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Denis Ferrier</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
<td>9.3.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Cosmas McIntyre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Martin Berrotte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Stephen Scott</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Raymond Steele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Sylvester Haitland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Ronald Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Phillip Donald</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Jeffrey Marryshow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. David Aird</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Cuthbert John</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Carlyle Phillip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Samuel Bonaparte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Fabian Lewis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Clifton Augustine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Irie Calliste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Clifton Marryshow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Winston Hinds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. James Modeste</td>
<td>Grand Roy</td>
<td>18.12.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMES</td>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>DATE ADMITTED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75. Ronald Lewis</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'6. Vanrick Joseph</td>
<td>La Poterie/Shell Hall</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77. Glenn Beggs</td>
<td>Conference, St.And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. Winston Simon</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79. Michael Mark alias</td>
<td>Battle Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mt.Reuil, St. Pat.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. Edward Nurse</td>
<td>Birch Grove</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. Godfrey Williams</td>
<td>La Poterie, St.And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82. Leon Calliste</td>
<td>La Poterie, St.And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83. Francis Aberdeen</td>
<td>Birch Grove, St.And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84. Michael Charles</td>
<td>Sautours, St.Pat.</td>
<td>33.6.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85. Stephen Lewis</td>
<td>La Poterie, St.Andrew's</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86. Grace Augustine</td>
<td>(charge for murder)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(charged for murder)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. Raphael Phillip</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St.Pat.</td>
<td>46.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89. David Stanislaus</td>
<td>Mt. Rich</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93. Denis Richardson</td>
<td>Mt. Rich</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95. Carol Griffith</td>
<td>Mt. Rich</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97. Adrian Alexis</td>
<td>Mt. Rich</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99. Matthew Jeremiah</td>
<td>Crouhu, St.And.</td>
<td>16.12.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0. Ethelbert John</td>
<td>Mt. Rich</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Madlyn Roderique</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Catherine Fleming</td>
<td>Mt. Rose</td>
<td>16.12.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Francis Williams</td>
<td>La Poterie, St.And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Philmore Williams</td>
<td>Conference, St.And.</td>
<td>18.11.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alias Mucain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Parish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godwin Charles</td>
<td>Sautours</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Parayag</td>
<td>River Rd.</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Lett</td>
<td>Grand Anse</td>
<td>16.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cuffie</td>
<td>Grand Anse</td>
<td>16.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Antoine</td>
<td>Grand Anse</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twistleton Patterson</td>
<td>Tempe</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilton DeRavineere</td>
<td>Fome Rose</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict George</td>
<td>Mt.Carmel, St. And.</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bowen</td>
<td>Westerhall</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome Rosain</td>
<td>Belmont</td>
<td>18.12.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kade Layne</td>
<td>Belmont</td>
<td>6.3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errol Charles</td>
<td>Belmont</td>
<td>6.3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Buckmire</td>
<td>River Rd.</td>
<td>6.3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reginald Phillip</td>
<td>Mt. Parnassus</td>
<td>6.3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodcley Garrawey</td>
<td>Spingts</td>
<td>7.3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Shualall</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>29.4.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Charles</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>29.4.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Reuden</td>
<td>Tempe</td>
<td>30.4.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Leshley</td>
<td>Carenage</td>
<td>5.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Bain</td>
<td>Belmont</td>
<td>29.4.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Shola</td>
<td>River Antoine</td>
<td>8.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodney Nelson</td>
<td>Tivoli7</td>
<td>8.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice Patterson</td>
<td>Lucas St.</td>
<td>12.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan Noel</td>
<td>Walker, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>15.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raphael Roberts</td>
<td>St. Paul's</td>
<td>17.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris Walker</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Toussaint</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland Joseph</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Bartholomew</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict Henry</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>19.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda J.E. Phillip</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
<td>22.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Thompson</td>
<td>Tempe</td>
<td>21.7.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronnie Nyick</td>
<td>La Fillette (convicted)</td>
<td>8.5.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Joseph</td>
<td>Hermitage, St.Pat.</td>
<td>29.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Peters</td>
<td>La Poterie, St. And.</td>
<td>26.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarabella Wells</td>
<td>TopHill, St. Pat.</td>
<td>4.7.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maudlyn John</td>
<td>Chantimelle, St.Pat.</td>
<td>21.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Forrester</td>
<td>Brich Grove</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Roberts</td>
<td>Conference, St. And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donville Neckles</td>
<td>Prospect, St.And.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Jacobs</td>
<td>Paudmontems, St.Geo.</td>
<td>22.6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Grenada Prison Service

**Richmond Hill**

**St. George's**

25th March, 1981.

**LIST OF DETAINES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAMES</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DATE ADMITTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Freudhomme</td>
<td>Abhibald Av. St. Geo.</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman DeSouza</td>
<td>La Borie</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton Noel</td>
<td>Westerhall, St. David's</td>
<td>5.4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Raeburn</td>
<td>Sauteurs, St. Pat.</td>
<td>14.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbert James</td>
<td>Mamma Cannes, St. And.</td>
<td>15.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond DeSouza</td>
<td>La Borie</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinty Samuel</td>
<td>St. Patrick's</td>
<td>15.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Coosansingh</td>
<td>St. David's</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston Baptiste</td>
<td>Gouyave</td>
<td>14.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Church</td>
<td>Grand Anse</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannil Clarke</td>
<td>St. John's</td>
<td>14.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Rush</td>
<td>Grenville</td>
<td>17.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darnally Patrick</td>
<td>Happy Hill</td>
<td>23.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrence Jones</td>
<td>Byelands</td>
<td>23.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble Phillip</td>
<td>Mt. Ritch, St. Pat.</td>
<td>25.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steadman Patrick</td>
<td>Hermitage</td>
<td>25.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton Pope</td>
<td>Sauteurs</td>
<td>25.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dephney Baptiste</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
<td>4.7.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lester DeSouza</td>
<td>Laborie</td>
<td>30.7.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Langdon</td>
<td>Happy Hill</td>
<td>15.8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Jones</td>
<td>Westerhall</td>
<td>13.3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teddy Victor</td>
<td>Vincennes</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Mitchell</td>
<td>Vincennes</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Antoine</td>
<td>Windsor Forest</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasta Nang Nang</td>
<td>River Rd.</td>
<td>14.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston Whyte</td>
<td>Grand Anse</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny Lalsingh</td>
<td>Sauteurs</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Phillip</td>
<td>Mt. Ritch, St. Pat.</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Jâmes</td>
<td>Chantimelle</td>
<td>15.10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goslyn Jones</td>
<td>Marli, St. Pat.</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Thomas</td>
<td>Grand Roy</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Charles</td>
<td>Grand Roy</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Peters</td>
<td>Mt. Gramby</td>
<td>17.12.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INVESTIGATIONS DEPARTMENT
MINISTRY OF NATIONAL SECURITY
ST. GEORGE'S,

16th December 1980.

TO: THE COMMISSIONER OF PRISONS
GRENADA PRISON SERVICE
RICHMOND HILL
ST. GEORGE'S,

SUBJECT: ADVICE OF RELEASES FROM PREVENTIVE DETENTION.

Comrade Commissioner:

You are hereby formally advised that the following named persons were taken into Preventive Detention and released on the dates indicated. Detention Orders were accordingly issued and copies of such orders, are in your possession:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Date Detained</th>
<th>Released Date</th>
<th>Place Released</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALVIN JOHN</td>
<td>Montrose, St. And.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICOLAUEN FORTEAU</td>
<td>River Hall, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERNAND CHARLES</td>
<td>Rivoli, St. And.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIZABETH FLANDERS</td>
<td>Mayah, St. And.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERO VENDOUR</td>
<td>Conference, St. And.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACHEL EDSTON</td>
<td>Seaview, St. And.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUMAIY JOSEPH</td>
<td>Windsor Forest, St. Dav.</td>
<td>14-9-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Port Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANKLIN LEE</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENICE ROGERS</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHLEY ALEXANDER</td>
<td>Snell Hall, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN JONES</td>
<td>Snell Hall, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH FRANCIS</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENISE MURRAY</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOAN FRANCIS</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCIS RICHARDS</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARK PAUL</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD REYNARD</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCKETT PHILLIP</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILFRED SMITH</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERBERT PAUL</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINIC RICHARDS</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH ST. CLAIR</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERNICE PAUL</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YVONNE FRANCIS</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILMA MARIE</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Pat.</td>
<td>23-12-80</td>
<td>9th Dec. 1980</td>
<td>Sainteure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above advice is forwarded for your information and guidance.

[Signature]

Victor Rashid
Special Investigator

6 - 10
I meet with the 23 Detainees at 10.00hrs. this morning and spoke to them on the following Subjects:

(1) Restriction Order and what is entailed.
(2) The Progress of the Revolution.
(3) Released by goodwill of the P. R. G.
(4) Report at 10.00hrs. on the 15th. and end of month.
(5) Abstain from any activities.
(6) Heard complaints.

COMPLAINTS:

(1) Simon Charles, Grand Anse, working with a contractor day work but loose pay day.
(2) Garvin Patrice, reason for not working is gas lines taken away and not returned and damaged to the propeller.
(3) Kade Layne, wants work and somewhere to stay.
(4) Conroy Parayag, not working would like to get something to do. He request to get his passport to get it renewed.
(5) Matthew Antoine, not working have four (4) children mother and father crippled.
(6) Anthony Buckmire - Not working constantly, would like to get a constant job.
(7) Reginald Phillip - Staying with his uncle, would like to get a job.
(8) Ashley Griffith - Wants to continue his job trafficking between Grenada and Trinidad.
(9) Raphael Boyke - Request to get some materials to fix his home. Empty boxes will do from the Airport site.
(10) Rodney Garraway - Wants a Job at the Mental Hospital.

They all listened attentively but did not ask me any question.
I must commend the CID. for keeping a Register of attendance, each signs his name, Address, and Restriction Order. Each Detainee has to sign in the presence of Lt. Bedeau.
SECRET

PADDOCK

ANALYSIS OF THE AREA:

Paddock is a small area and it is the nearest village to the town of St. Georges. There is many housewives in the area and also state workers.

Before the Revolution the area was a strong base for the N.J.W Party and was fully anti-gairy, moreso the youths. The residential lives of the people was a stable one, but moved to a petty bourgeoisie character made up of the people from the middle strata. At that time the ones that support Gairy was much more vocal and active as for political work was concern. It was very easy during that period to rally around the youths, around the issues that were confronting them, because they were able to identify some of the problem.

But following the period after the Revolution things began to change some what. Some of the people who was living in the area then began to move out, being replaced by new comers, who really never settle down for any long time and this is the pattern up to this present time, leaving a small percentage of the people who actually grow up in the area. Presently they seem to moved with the tide, however things may go. They are very difficult to organised into groups and mass organisations, but the majority support the Revolution in what ever way.

PRESENT AND PAST COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:

Nil

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:

15 - regular attendance
22 - highest at one time
ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
Ottway's Esso Servicenter Station (private)
France Restaurant & Bar (private)
Grenada General Workshop (Allan Louis)
Ministry of Agriculture, Tourism etc
8 private shops

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
Regal Cinema
Botanical Gardens

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
None

POPULATION:
Paddock - Tanteen = 476

CHURCHES:
None

ENEMY FORCES:
Fred Taith and the woman he lives with in the house
Dangerous - Worker.
David Ottway - Petty Bourg - Dangerous
Charlie Francis - Petty Bourg - Less Dangerous
Sonny Collins - Worker - Less Dangerous

OUR FORCES:
1 N.W.O - 9 - 11 persons
P.S.G - 9 persons

CONTACTS:
7 - 2
Patrick James
Lennox Adonis
Vincent Jackman
Harley
ANALYSIS:

Before the Revolution, the Springs area was a strong Gairy area. When the G.U.L.P. won its first election, the G.N.P. had only 5-10 supporters to Gairy 150-200 supporters. The last election which was in 1976, Selwyn Stranchan won his seat in the area. This proved that the number of supporter just before the Revolution had increase for the N.J.M party.

After the Revolution the support for the Party and Govt. has increase. There is some benefits that reached the people in the area such as Milk feeding programme, and house repair programme. But most people in the area felt that the area is neglected by the present Government. This is felt so, because there is no group in the area to organise activities. Groups formation, most times, fail to be organised and to function.

The majority of people in the area could be classified as Agricultural workers, farmers and some commercial workers.

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:

7 shops (private)

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:

South St. George' Govt. School
Springs field
Springs Post Office
Grenada Baptiste Dental Clinic.

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:

None

POPULATION:

563 people

CHURCHES:

Grenada Baptiste Church - Pastor James -
St. George's Evangelical Church -
Open Bible Church - Pastor Hood -
Baptiste Church - Edmond Gilbert -
SECRET

ENEMY FORCES:

Roy Charles - Petty Bourg - Dangerous
Joseph Neckles - Petty Bourg - Very dangerous (Big Joe)
       Dominique - Dangerous - Petty Bourg
Karan Pascal - Dangerous - Petty Bourg (Pastor)
Wilfred Thomas - Dangerous - Petty Bourg
Vendor at Charlie David Gas station - Very dangerous - Petty Bour
Mrs. Checkle - Dangerous - Bour
George Worm - Very Dangerous - Worker

OUR FORCES:

Parish Council members of over 30 persons

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:

None

PAST AND PRESENT COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:

None

CONTACTS:

Mr. Benioth
Maria Celestine
Krs. Benioth
Saga
ANALYSIS:

Belmont is one of the largest area in the south. Most families earn a living due to the father or the male in the house being a Dock worker. There is some commercial workers and agricultural workers.

Belmont before the Revolution was a Gariy strong area. Gariy had organise the Dock workers around him resulting in a strong base for his Government. The former government had a strong support base among the elderly people. Due to these facts there was still some conflict among the Dock workers and some of the elderly people that was supporting his Government, because there was constant clashes between the Mongoose Gang and the Belmont Dock workers during the reign of his Government. Although these clashes, some of the Dock workers still remain loyal to the Gariy Government. During the latter years of Gariy ruling the middle class section of the people in the area was anti Gariy, but there is a few middle class elements who still loyal to Gariy.

After the Revolution the area have benefit from the programmes being put out by the P.R.G. In the beginning of the Revolution period many people came out in support of the overthrow, mainly the youths. The majority of these youths still give full support to the Revolution. The majority of mass activities organise by the P.R.G, there is always a large turn out to these activities.

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:

Butler House
Ministry of Agro Industries
Bryden and Minors (Lagoon Rd)
Grenada Yacht Service (Lagoon Rd)
Genreal Control (Lagoon Rd)
Gleans Garage (Lagoon Rd)
Grenada Tyre Service Lagoon Rd
Mc Intyre Bros. (Lagoon Rd)
Patio Bar (Lagoon Rd)
Ross Combine Workshop (Lagoon Rd)
Universal Supplies (Lagoon Rd)
The Ware House (Jean Anglias)
Maitland Garage
Papaty Garage
8 private shops
St. Ann Guest House
Skyline " "
Cresent Inn
SECRET

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
- International Mediation Society
- Robertson Convalescent Home
- Mrs. Black Pre-Primary School
- Picker Patch Pasture (Lagoon Rd)
- Reservoir (Jean Anglais)
- Pandy Community Center
- Belmont Society Hall

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
- Ministry of Interior Unit

POPULATION:
- 1,863 people

CHURCHES:
- Grenade Baptist Church - Pastor James
- Catholic Church now under construction

ENEMY FORCES:
- Vernon Edwards - Worker - Very Dangerous
  - Mr. Maitland (Lagoon Rd) - Petty Boug - Dangerous
  - Linclon Ross - - Petty Boug - Less Dangerous
  - Primstey St. Louis - Petty Bous - Dangerous

OUR FORCES:
- Pioneer Group - 1
- N.Y.O Group - 1
- N.W.O Group - 1
- Parish Council members - over 50 members

CONTACTS:
- Ian Wilson
- Isaiah Trail
- Kelvin Howell
- Sharon Coutain
- Brian Birzan
- Nickolas St. John
- Mrs. Beryl Coutain
- James Eddie

PRESENT AND PAST COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:
ANALYSIS:

Before the Revolution, the Grand Anse area was a Gariy strong hold. The people relied mostly on the Tourist Trade in the area, due to so many Tourist Vendors. The others were made up of Hotels workers.

In that area Gariy had his Green Beast army, his personal business places, where most of his night life was spent. Gariy had organised the Community Builders Movement, which had key persons in it, such as Dowson Calliste, Phillis Taith, the Mc Intyres excluding Jesse. Gariy had the largest percentage of unionise workers living in the area and there was a union office situated in the area. The Tourist vendors and hotel workers base in his union.

The army and police used to carry out regular checks and patrol in the area and made search in homes of the strongest supporters of the N.J.M party, one such example is Ambrose Phillip. Besides these roughnecks, Gariy also had many informers in the area. About 65% of the people support went to Gariy.

Grand Anse was one of the area that Gariy was determine to carry out Operation Boothstrap. He used to bring his supporters into the area to do the work. In the area of sports Gariy again organised the Grand Anse women, such as the Mc Intyres and many of the youths. A sporting complex built in the area also. The main people who control the sporting activities in the Grand Anse area are still the Mc Intyres.

A housing Scheme was also built in the area in which most of his supporters, his Green Beast men, Secret Policemen and policemen who obtain houses. In the area many of the Gariy supporters were armed, mainly in the Mt. Hartman area.

After the Revolution many of the Gariy supporters became inactive, due to the absent of the firm Gariy supporters, such as "Sparrow". The initial respond to the Revolution by the youths in the area was good, because at the beginning most of these youths picked up gun when their were told to come out. The work done by the Revolutionaries among the Gariy supporters was able to moved them to the Revolution side (house repair, milk distribution programme, the drain project in the Mt. Hartman area and other programmes of the Revolution). The strength of the Revolution mobilisation manifested itself in the clean up drive during the first Festival of the Revolution. Gariy had difficulty in mobilising the people.

The manners being put on the counters in the country prevented the most backward of the Gariy ites to keep calm. The Cubans presence in the area helped the Gariy supporters in organising maroons and helped out the people in general. The personal relationship some of the Cubans build the Gariy supporters also moved them to the Revolution side.

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:

Sheep and Pig Farm (Mt. Hartman)
ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES CON'T:
- Carib Factory
- Guy Furniture
- Cuban Airline Service
- Carin Travel Service
- Cocanut Grove
- The Sugar Mill Disco
- The Grand Anse Shopping Center
- Maffakins Inn
- Palm Court
- South Winds
- Agro Industries Plant
- Hubbards Warehouses
- Southern Const. Ltd
- Govt. Warehouse and Stored Room
- Grand Anse Service Ltd
- Wave Crest
- Sliver Sands
- Rivera
- Spice Inn Hotel
- Cimmon Hill
- Flying Dutchman
- Flambouyant
- Carifta Cottages
- Apple Inn
- The Coffee Shop
- Hibiscus Inn
- Blue Horizon
- Grenada Property Management Ltd (Golf Land)
- P.R.A Garage

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
- The Dome
- The Day Nursery
- School for the Mental Handicapped (limes)
- Grand Anse Post Office
- " R.C. School
- Upper Grand Anse Pre- Primary School
- Lower Grand Anse " " "
- Universal School of Med.
- Grand Anse Community Center
- The Grand Anse Sporting Complex
- The Golf Course or Club
- Grenada Union Corporation

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
- South St. George Police Station
- Camp Boney
- The Logistics Center (True Blue)

CHURCHES:
- GRAND ANSE R C Church - Revrent Laventine -
- Grand Anse Berean Bible Church - Pastor Briggs -
- Jehovah Witness (not yet establish) -
- Church of God (meet in the Community center)-
SECRET

ENEMY FORCES CONT'ED:

- Knight - Petty Bourg - Dangerous (George)
- Raymond Anson - Petty Bourg - Less Dangerous
- Mrs. Ines - Working Class - Less Dangerous
- Lela Mc Intyre - Working Class - Dangerous
- Emison Mc Intyre - Working Class - Less Dangerous
- Clovis More - Working Class
- Mrs. Frank - (baby) - Working Class - Less dangerous

OUR FORCES:

- 2 - N.F.O
- 2 - N.W.O
- Parish Council members over 70

PSB

COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:

None

PRESENT COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:

None

CONTACTS:

- Elisha St Louis
- Lennox Maximay
- Brian Beggs
- Ralph James
- Martin Calliste
- Vincent Nathan

POULATION:

- 2,335
- 83 Golf Course
- 208 Frequent

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:

Average of 15 - 20
ANALYSIS OF THE AREA:

Before the Revolution the Marian area was a fairly strong hole as the other villages in the south. The area is made up of many religious elements. The area is also a very backward area. Many of the older heads are farmers in which Sugar Cane is the main crop.

Since the Revolution, some benefits had reach the people in the Marian area. Due to those benefits the Revolution and the N.J.L Party have gain many support from the masses.

Although there is strong support from the masses in the area of Marian, there is some setbacks in the area when it comes community work in the area. Because of the large percentage of religious elements and persons that are going to church community projects in the area is very low, an example of such project is the building of the Community Center which is a on going project for over two or more years. The people who come out to do the work, are always a few members of the P.S.G (Party Support Group).

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:

Evelyn Sugar Mill
3 private shops

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:

Community Center
1 private school

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:

Nil

POPULATION:

526 people

CHURCHES:

Pentecostal Church -
Baptiste Church -

ENEMY FORCES:

7 - 10 Nil
SECRET

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:
15 comrades

PAST AND PRESENT COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:
Nil

CONTACTS:
Ivy Bain
Elliot Bishop
SECRET

CALIVIGNY

ANALYSIS OF THE AREA:

The Calivigny area is made up mainly of small farmers, some peasants and public workers. The area is also very religious as the Marian area. Before the Revolution, generally the area was a Gairy area. Gairy had the most support among the elderly people, to be more correct, the peasants and farmers, many of them still believed that Gairy will extend politics again in Grenada.

Youth before the Revolution was fully in support of the party in their struggle against the Dictatorship regime, and for a change just around the 1979 period and did support the Revolution when it came.

After the Revolution, because of the programmes of the Revolution such as milk feeding programme, house repair and other programme being put out, the majority of these youths are still supporting the Revolution.

The area is very quiet and some of the people are very selfish. Due to this fact, the people come out in large numbers to participate in whatever the P.A.G organise or the community organise.

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:

2 Garages
6 private shops

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:

Nil

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:

Camp Fedon

POPULATION:

477 people

CHURCHES:

Calivigny Emmanuel Baptiste Church - Pastor Green - Gospel Hall -

ENEMY FORCES:

7 - 12 Wilfred Ross - Less dangerous - Petty bourg
Ranfield - Less dangerous - Bourg (Preacher)
SECRET

PAST AND PRESENT COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES:
Nil

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:
5 - 9 members

CONTACTS:
Perron Lowe
Kenny James
Edwin Frank
J B
SECRET

KORNE ROUGE Con't

PRESENT ENEMY ACTIVITIES:

Nil

OTHER SOCIAL OBJECTIVES IN THE SOUTH:

1 NTS from town to Calliste
1 NTS from town to Grand Anse and around Morne Rouge stretch
1 NTS from Morne Jaloux through Marian back to town
1 NTS from town through Springs to Woodlands and Woburn back to town.
SECRET

POINT SALINE Con't:

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
Point Saline Light House

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
Cuban Mission

POPULATION:
39 people

MORNE ROUGE

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
Carifita Cottages  Spice Inn Hotel
African Night Club  Blue Horizon
Flying Dutchman  Hibiscus Inn
B.B.C Night Club  Cinnamon Hill
Flambouyant

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
Consulate Of The Netherlands
Radio Free Grenada
St. George's School Of Medicine
US Navy

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
Camp Boney
South Police Station

POPULATION:
270

PAST ENEMY ACTIVITIES:
SECRET

LANSE AUX EPINES

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
Lense Aux Epines Cottages
Steven's & Co Ltd
Spice Island Charters (G/da)

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
1 Playing Field

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
None

POPULATION:
494

TRUE BLUE

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
Fishing School

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
Selwyn Stranchan home
St. George's University School Of Medicine

POPULATION:
66 people

POINT SALINE

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
SECRET

CALLISTE

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
Three (3) private shops
International Airport Site

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:
Calliste Government School
Calliste Medical Center
Old Transmitting Station

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:
None

POPULATION:
495 people

CHURCHES:
Berean Bible Church - Mr. Miller -

ENEMY FORCES:

OUR FORCES:
1 N.Y.O
1 N.W.O
P.S.G

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:

ENEMY ACTIVITIES, PAST AND PRESENT:
None

CONTACTS:
SECRET

ANALYSIS OF THE AREA:

The political outlook and social outlook of the people and the area before the Revolution was a very backward one. The people were hostile towards the New Jewel Movement at the beginning. The area before the Revolution was a strong hole for government.

The livelihood of the people are made up mainly small-cane farmers, some fishermen and small section involved in services with the majority engage in farming.

Just before the Revolution there was about 55% anti-gajrty people in the area, but since the Revolution support for the Revolution and the Government has drop, due to the problem of political backwardness and some reactionary elements which makes it impossible for proper mobilization in the different activities organise by the P.R.G.

In the village there is no kind of facilities to carry out any social function, which as a result, maybe, the main reason for the high level of backwardness. However, inspite of the political outlook of the people there is no real signs of counter-revolutionary threat.
SECRET

WOODLANDS

ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:

The Grenada Sugar Factory
Three (3) private shops

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES:

Water Pump (behind the Sugar Factory)

MILITARY OBJECTIVES:

None

POPULATION:

611 People

CHURCHES:

Bereen Chapel - Wilmus Neptune - 30
A.M.E Baptiste Church - Gladys Clarence -
Woodlands Baptiste Church - Shirley Bowen -
St. Philomena Church - Claris Peterkin -
New Testament - Phillip Bonaparte - 15

ENEMY FORCES:

Cosmos Fitz Roy Williams - Petty Bourg - Very dangerous
Lloyd Griffith - Worker - Dangerous

OUR FORCES:

1 N.Y.O - 28 - 30 persons
1 N.W.O - 8 - 10 persons

ENEMY ACTIVITIES, PAST AND PRESENT:

None

STRENGTH OF THE MILITIA:

10 - Persons

CONTACTS:
Subject: Movements of Visiting Nationals

In January, February, March and April of 1930 a total of 519, 510, 450 and 350 visiting American Nationals, visited our country. The majority of whom came on vacation. This of course does not include Medical Students.

In the four above mentioned months a number of 200, 237, 175 and 230 British Nationals visited our shores, with the majority of whom came on vacation.

With respect to the Medical Students, studying at the St. George's University School of Medicine, a number of 220, students arrived in the month of January. As for February, March and April, some of the same students reported on private business for a short period. Also a small number of professors and students came for short periods to lecture and study. For the Regionals, there were a number of 420 Trinidadians arriving here for the month of April, while we had 100 Barbadian Nationals, the majority of whom came on vacation.

COLLEGEN: For the month of April there was a considerable drop in the number of visiting American Nationals to our shores especially at the early stages of the month. However, there was a rise towards the end of the month. Also there was a rise in the amount of visiting British Nationals for the month of April, as compared with the other months.

P.S. I suggest for your information:

[Signature]
John Jerome

[Date] 7/5/30

DOCUMENT 8
8 - 1
Setting up of command post comprising Major Keith Roberts, Cpt. H. Romain, Lt. B. Pivotte.

Responsible for analysing all information that are coming in, in order to pass on to members of the Central Committees.

- Also, one Comrade who we can send to verify situations and incidents that have been reported.
- Recorder of all the information coming into the Centre.

MONITORING REGIONALLY - ST. GEORGE'S

City - three (3) Officers
Dock, Carenage - one (1) Officer
St. Paul's - two (2) Officers

ST. JOHN'S

One (1) Officer plus Party Cadres - Valdon

ST. PATRICK'S

Reports from Jan

T. ANDREW'S

Jo (2) Officers plus Party Cadres - Re Gill

Regular hourly report from all officers and Party Cadres being ed for this purpose.

Figure

Monitoring of Possessions and Diplomats in this period
(ii) To control the movements of all diplomats, with the purpose of revealing the links with possible counter elements.

(iii) Stop any possibility of them actively using this period to create disturbances and confusion and any counter-actions.

(iv) Monitoring of all visitors who have been in Granada for four weeks and more.

(v) Study the incoming visitors of the various counters to see the composition of visitors.

(vi) Checking and controlling the key middle class elements who have links with diplomats, and influence in some section of the society.

(vii) Check the hotels to see if visitors are leaving before their scheduled time or the booking question.

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Monitor all students during this period.
Check the mood and movements of the school hierarchy and professors during this period.

CHURCH

Monitor all sermons by the various parish priests and preachers in the society.
The controlling of all hierarchy meeting of the church in particular the Catholic and Anglicans.
Controlling all elements of the society that pay visits to the hierarchy.
Tapping of the hierarchy of all the leading counter churches phones.

ESSENTIAL SERVICES

Physical protection of the key installations against sabotage.
Weekly screening of confidence people to ensure that any signs of may be identified.
Getting a general operative picture of the area in which the key installations are located.

Checking of mails of dangerous elements.

Tapping and disconnection of dangerous elements phones.

Check all Heads of Ministries to see if they have any important documents which needs to be secured.

Special control over technicians who are not very firm and cannot be replaced.

COAST GUARD

Establish communication with watch towers.

Boat patrols on a nightly basis.

Documentation of all telephone calls and security reports from various regions.
Special Branch Office,  
St. George's,  
May 21, 1950.

From: Head Special Branch  
To: Minister of National Security, Comrade Prime Minister.  
Subject: Special Branch Areas of Work

The old IB 5 methods of work, after experimentation, have proved to be not effective enough. It consisted of speaking to 'Confident Persons' and General 'Patrols'. The use of the agent was not sufficiently developed and utilized. Therefore upon the completion of my instructions with Comrade JAMIL and BRINO, I did the following:

(a) Cut up the island into intelligence districts and assigning officers to same.  
(b) Lectured to officers on the use and control of agents.  
(c) Appoint a chief of Operations (which was not in effect before my time).  
(d) Organise areas of concentration.  
(e) Hold regular meetings with my officers on work, progress etc.  
(f) Because of our limited transport resources allowed officers in the out districts to operate from their homes, instead, as was the custom, coming to St. George's every day and doing 'patrols'.

Apart from these Intelligence Districts I have assigned officers to deal with specific areas.

Hereunder are the areas:

(a) Government Departments
( 2 )

(b) Trade Unions
(c) The Police
(d) School of Medicine
(e) The Churches

We are also requested by Cabinet, from time to time, to do Character Investigation on applicants who desire citizenship. The Immigration Department links directly with Special Branch into matters of issue of passports to certain persons and on matters of deportations, that we might have to carry out from time to time.

CONTRACTS: Submitted for your information.

[Signature]

O.C. F.H. File
L. James
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>NAMES</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Kinstien Louison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Basil Gehegan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Chris Stroude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lt.</td>
<td>Cecil Prins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Chris Parks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>Lester Redhead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>George Cherebin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lt.</td>
<td>Julien Andrews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Crispin Hapolite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Lennox Taylor</td>
<td>Studies USSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>Carl Hycinthis</td>
<td>Studies USSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lt. Col.</td>
<td>Ewart Layne</td>
<td>Studies USSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Allan Lowe</td>
<td>Studies USSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Adrian Dewsbury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>O/CDF</td>
<td>David Francis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Daniel Franklyn</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Alistair John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Dorset Peters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Norril Richards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Aden Alexander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Richard Browne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Micheal Bridgeman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>WO1</td>
<td>Vincent Richards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Wendell Redhead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Benedict Bubb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Pte</td>
<td>Winston Knight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>John Oliver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Leroy Mc Sween</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Micheal Donald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cde.</td>
<td>Bernadette Gittens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Vernon Francis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Keith Phillip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Joshua Beggs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Colley Bubb</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Pte</td>
<td>Rodney Langdon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Joseph Mc Donlad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>WO1</td>
<td>Samuel Mignon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Joseph Philbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANK</td>
<td>NAMES</td>
<td>REMARKS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Lenard Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Yvonne Thomas</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Allen Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>WO1</td>
<td>Morgan Gabriel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Kenneth Gilbert</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Kenrick Fraser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Thomas Alexander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Jimmy Abraham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Stephen Kingston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>O/CDT</td>
<td>Rudolph Charles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>Pte</td>
<td>Stephen Cadore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Raeburn Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Ainsley Baptiste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Anthony Whiteman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Danley Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Danley Alexander</td>
<td>By April '84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Raymond Charles</td>
<td>By April '84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Ian Jones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Marrast Paul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Winston Francis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Ian Joseph</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Eric Lambert</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Vernon Gabriel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Godwin Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>George Noel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Osbert Felix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Christopher Andrews</td>
<td>By April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>P.F.C.</td>
<td>Charlie Surallie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>WO2</td>
<td>Leslie Noel</td>
<td>Studies USSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>WO1</td>
<td>Rudolph Philbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Alston Francis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Nicholas John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Vincent Joseph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>WO1</td>
<td>Clyde Francis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Joseph Pavy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Charles Richards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Theophilus Walters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Byron Cameron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Wo2</td>
<td>Llewellyn Archibald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>2Lt.</td>
<td>Junior Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>James Hazzard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>L/Cpl</td>
<td>Cleveroy Lessey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Cpl</td>
<td>Layne La Mothe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Sgt.</td>
<td>Jude St.Bernard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Confidential

Read Special Branch (2)

32 St. George's,
May 7, 1960.

Subject: Movements of Visiting Nationals

In January, February, March and April of 1960 a total of 519, 510, 450 and 300 visiting American Nationals, visited our country. The majority of whom came on vacation. This of course does not include Medical Students.

In the four above mentioned months a number of 208, 237, 175 and 230 British Nationals visited our shores, again the majority of whom came on vacation.

With respect to the Medical Students, studying at the St. George's University School of Medicine, a number of 520, students arrived in the month of January. As for February, March and April, some of the same students departed on private business for a short period. Also a small number of professors and students came for short periods to lecture and study. For the Regionals, there was a number of 420 Trinidadians arriving here for the month of April, while we had 100 Barbadian Nationals, the majority of whom came on vacation.

COMMENTS: For the month of April there was a considerable drop in the number of visiting American Nationals to our shores especially at the early stages of the month. However, there was a rise towards the ending of the month. Also there was a rise in the amount of visiting British Nationals for the month of April, as compared with the other months.

Sincerely,

Submitter for Your Information:

[Signature]

[Date: 5/1/60]

John Jerome
GOVERNMENT OF GRENADA

FROM: ..................................................  PRISON SERGEANT, AGRICULTURAL PRISON.  PRISONER no. 30
FILE NO. ..................................................

TO: MINISTER, PRIME MINISTER  ..................................  DATE: 26/1/82

SUBJECT: DETAINEES

List of Detailees currently charged before the Courts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Teddy Victor</td>
<td>Possession of Explosive Substance (Section 6 Terrorism Prevention Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Wilton De Ravinere</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit acts of terrorism (April 26th Plot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Raphael Roberts</td>
<td>Attempting to escape lawful custody (Section 30 Preventive Detention Regulations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Keith St. Bernard</td>
<td>Failing to disclose information about terrorists (Section 13 Terrorism Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Adrian Roberts</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit acts of terrorism (June 1981) (Section 10 Terrorism Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Jimmy Julien</td>
<td>Causing death by explosive substance (Section 13 Terrorism Law) (Nov. 17th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Richard Pascall</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit acts of terrorism (Section 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Desril Richardson</td>
<td>Possession of Explosive Substance (Section 6 Terrorism Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Terrance Bernard</td>
<td>Assaulting Prison Officer (Section 52 Prison Act)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Terral Hitchen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Kent Bain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Reginald Phillip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Rodney Garryway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Anthony Backeley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B46
Detainees who have been referred to the Police for charges to be laid.

1. Raphael Boye — Harbouring escapee (S.3 Preventive Detention Regulations)
2. Sherry Houston
3. Kade Layne
4. Rodney Garraway
5. Errol Charles
6. Martin Bennet

Escaped Custody

The following detainees have recently been convicted of Escaping Lawful Custody and sentenced to one year imprisonment:

1. Emmanuel Charles
2. Derek Rossin
3. Hudson Himblette
4. [Name]

The following detainees have been committed to stand trial at the Assizes:

1. Teddy Victor
2. Antonio Langdon
3. Winston Crowe

Langston Sibblies,
Director of Public Prosecutions.
# List of Persons in Detention

**As of 22nd July 1941**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Date Detained</th>
<th>Place Detained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MURCIA ALEXANDER</td>
<td>Saga, Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>29-6-41</td>
<td>Santeurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BARTY BAYLEY</td>
<td>Cultures, Tivoli, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>27-6-41</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RENNER FREDERICK</td>
<td>Jah Leon, Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>27-6-41</td>
<td>Hermitage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PHILIP THOMAS</td>
<td>Neck, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>27-6-41</td>
<td>Neckrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DOMINIC RAMLETT</td>
<td>Eusta, Eusta, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>24-6-41</td>
<td>Eusta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RICHARD ROBINS</td>
<td>Baytall, Tivoli, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>27-6-41</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ALLAN MITCHELL</td>
<td>Bagga, Coeyne, St. John's</td>
<td>26-6-41</td>
<td>Coeyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ERIC CHANCE</td>
<td>I Trae, Eusta, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>27-6-41</td>
<td>Eusta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>WILKIE JOSEPH</td>
<td>Beldiz, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>26-6-41</td>
<td>Beldiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DAVE RICHARDSON</td>
<td>Go Coel, Mr. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>29-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>LAWRENCE PHILLIPS</td>
<td>Mr. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>25-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>RICHARD WILLS</td>
<td>Euston, Eusta, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-41</td>
<td>Eusta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DANIEL RICHARD</td>
<td>Eusta, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>WILKIE JONES</td>
<td>Euston, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>25-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CLARET PAUL</td>
<td>Mr. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>25-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>MARTIN FRANCIS</td>
<td>Euston, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>25-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ERIC PHILLIPS</td>
<td>Euston, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>25-6-41</td>
<td>Mr. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER DELVES</td>
<td>Chris, Belmont, St. George's</td>
<td>4-7-41</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>TREVOR BROWN</td>
<td>Conference, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>12-7-41</td>
<td>Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>LINDON ALEXANDER</td>
<td>Ayland, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>12-7-41</td>
<td>Ayland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>LAWRENCE WILLIAMS</td>
<td>Grant, St. John's</td>
<td>13-7-41</td>
<td>Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>EDMUND CHARLES</td>
<td>Noyah, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>12-7-41</td>
<td>Noyah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>ENFIELD CUMMINGS</td>
<td>La Trenca, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>13-7-41</td>
<td>La Trenca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>ENFIELD JACOBO</td>
<td>Noyah, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>12-7-41</td>
<td>Noyah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>PHILIP CHANCEY</td>
<td>Bassa Coma, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Bassa Coma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>WILFRED DE RAVENELL</td>
<td>Colt, Femes, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Femes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>EDWARD SPARKES</td>
<td>Femes, La Trenca, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>La Trenca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>GORDON HUNTER</td>
<td>Femes, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Femes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ROBERT ROSS</td>
<td>Smalls, Fiedmonte, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Fiedmonte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>GEORGE VIOLET</td>
<td>Femes, Fiedmonte, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Fiedmonte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>JEREMY MCDONALD</td>
<td>Guy Fox, Femes, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Femes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>ANDREW RAYES</td>
<td>Femes, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Femes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>VICTOR HADLEY</td>
<td>Femes, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Femes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>PAUL EDWARDS</td>
<td>La Trenca, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>La Trenca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>THOMAS GLADWIN</td>
<td>&quot;Squares&quot;, Wadesor Forest, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-41</td>
<td>Wadesor Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>JOSHDUBON HARRIS</td>
<td>Gaty I, Noyah, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>15-7-41</td>
<td>Noyah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>CHARLES PAUL</td>
<td>I Far, Happy Hill, St. George's</td>
<td>13-7-41</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>ERIC MUTCH CHANCEY</td>
<td>I Drops, Tivoli, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>27-6-41</td>
<td>Tivoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>FRANCIS CHARLES</td>
<td>I Man, Harford Village, St. And.</td>
<td>15-7-41</td>
<td>Harford Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>JOSHDUBON HARRIS</td>
<td>I Far I, Harford Village, St. And.</td>
<td>9-7-41</td>
<td>Harford Village</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## GENERAL POLICE STATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Policing Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GERMAN FELTZEN</td>
<td>Cattle, St. George's</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MICHAEL GOARD</td>
<td>Bosco</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HARPOLD KELLY</td>
<td>River Road, St. George's</td>
<td>11-6-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GLEN BEAUDO</td>
<td>Markham Gras, St. Pauls</td>
<td>3-6-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>REX KOTTELAIRD</td>
<td>Belmont, St. George's</td>
<td>19-7-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PORT RUPERT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Policing Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>STANLEY ROBERTS</td>
<td>Piedmonte Pits, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>Piedmonte Pits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VINCENT CLINE</td>
<td>St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>St. David's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RONALD ROBERTS</td>
<td>One La La</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>Piedmonte Pits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ROBERT GORDON</td>
<td>Boshong Gras, River Road, St. George's</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TILMAN HOWES</td>
<td>Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>LLOYD KEEL</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>St. John's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LESLIE PIERCE</td>
<td>Fort Jenny, St. David's</td>
<td>11-7-81</td>
<td>Fort Jenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>MICHAEL JOSEPH</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>3-6-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>THOMAS BUTLER</td>
<td>Grand Mal, St. George's</td>
<td>3-6-81</td>
<td>St. George's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FRED DEAN</td>
<td>Floodgate</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ROBERT CLARK</td>
<td>Grand Gras, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td>Grand Gras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GILLESSE PROSEY</td>
<td>Mount</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td>Paradise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TOUGER CHARLES</td>
<td>Jah I Love</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td>Mirabeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>VAN THOMAS</td>
<td>I Jah Ras</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td>La Filette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>RAY ALBERT</td>
<td>Roots I</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td>Paradise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CLINTON ALEXANDER</td>
<td>Rye Shire Bright</td>
<td>12-7-81</td>
<td>Mt. Revel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Of the above total of 61 Detainees, Thirty Three (33) have declared themselves unacquainted with Rastafarians while there are about six (6) others sporting "Grand Locs" but disclaim any connections with Rastafarians.

Five (5) persons wearing grand locks have elected to cut their hair since detention and have been released while the other four (4) is still in detention. Signed volun-
tary requests were taken from each person.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Date Detained</th>
<th>Date Released</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Edward George</td>
<td>Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>21st July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Francis Francois</td>
<td>Grand Acre, St. George's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>14th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Peter Lewis</td>
<td>Grand Acre, St. George's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>14th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Terence Murray</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>23-6-61</td>
<td>8th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Donald Phillip</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>23-6-61</td>
<td>8th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tony Fleming</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>23-6-61</td>
<td>8th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anthony Richards</td>
<td>Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>21st July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Michael Rattone</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>23-6-61</td>
<td>8th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Frank Thomas</td>
<td>Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>21st July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lennox Lewis</td>
<td>Mt. Basil, St Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>8th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Wilson Baptiste</td>
<td>Tivoli, St. Andrew's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>21st July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Leroy George</td>
<td>Hermitage, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>21st July 1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Central Police Station**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Date Detained</th>
<th>Date Released</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Roy Murray</td>
<td>Mt. Rich, St. Patrick's</td>
<td>26-6-61</td>
<td>3rd July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Albert Andrew</td>
<td>Haupy Hill, St. George's</td>
<td>12-7-61</td>
<td>20th July 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vernon Richmond</td>
<td>La Made, St. George's</td>
<td>13-7-61</td>
<td>20th July 1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS
BULLEIN HOUSE
BELMONT
ST. GEORGE'S.

29th September 1981.

TO: THE PRIME MINISTER AND MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR AND DEFENCE.

Comrade Prime Minister,

The Task Force appointed by the Prime Minister, Comrade Maurice Bishop, a few months ago, with specific responsibility to deal with "Detainees Affairs" met yesterday afternoon in the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions.

The Task Force is composed of Comrades Miles Fitzpatrick, Legal Consultant in the Ministry of Legal Affairs, Langston Sibblies, Director of Public Prosecutions, Pat McLeish, Commissioner of Prisons and Victor Husband, Special Investigator.

In view of the following factors: (1) the overcrowded population of the Prisons which now stand at 333 with detainees at Richmond Hill Prison alone accounting for some 161 while at Hope Vale there are 46; (2) the attendant high costs of maintenance and (3) the passing of an Amendment to the Preventive Detention Regulations (Peoples Law No.21 of 1979) providing for a Restriction Order which may be imposed upon a released Detained with severe penalties for infringement (vide Peoples Law No.29 of 1981), the Task Force has taken a unanimous decision to recommend the release of a number of Detainees in the first instance, who if released, are no longer threats to the Security of the State, nor to Public Safety and Order.

Accordingly, I have been delegated to prepare the following report and to forward same to you for your consideration.

In the light of the provisions of the Restriction Order referred to above, a copy of which is attached for your perusal, it is recommended that the following named Detainees, regarded as common criminals whose specific crimes are burglary and housebreaking and who were originally detained to preserve Public Safety during the Festival of the Revolution on the recommendations of the Police, be released.

Since their detention was not occasioned by involvement in subversive and/or counter revolutionary activities, their release is recommended under the imposition of a Restriction Order compelling them to report to the Police Station in their district or the nearest such Station, twice per month for a period of two (2) years:

1. EANE LAINE (6-3-80) Belmont, St. George's.
2. ANTHONY BUCKLE (6-3-80) River Road, St. George's.
3. DENIS FARRER (9-3-81) St. George's.
4. COSMAS NG WETER (9-3-81) St. George's.
5. STEPHEN SCOTT (9-3-81) Mt. Gay, St. George's.
6. DAVID ALEX (9-3-81) St. George's.
7. ERIC JONES (9-3-81) Tempe, St. George's.
8. FABIAN LAST (11-3-81) Karenage, St. George's.
9. ERIC CALLISTE (12-3-81) St. David's.
10. RONALD CHARLES (9-3-81) River Road, St. George's.
11. ERIC CHARLES (6-3-80) Belmont, St. George's.
12. RICHARD PHILLIPS (6-3-80) Mt. Parham, St. George's.
13. ROCKET GARAWAY (7-3-80) Springs, St. George's.
14. MARTIN BRISCOE (9-3-80) Mt. Gay, St. George's.
15. RAYMOND WEBER (9-3-81) Morne Jalous, St. George's.
16. CARLILL PHILLIPS (9-3-81) River Road, St. George's.
17. SAMUEL ROMAPARA (11-3-81) St. David's.
18. CLINTON ADOLPHE (11-3-81) St. David's.
19. ERIC BAIN (29-4-80) Belmont, St. George's.

(Racketed dates indicate dates detained)

Detained since in the early stages of the Revolution, the following Detainees are recommended for release based on the following factors: (1) That they are no longer regarded as threats to the National Security; (2) Their good behaviour

...while in
while in detention, (3) Their decision to stay out of politics and most importantly (4) The difficulty in collecting sufficient evidence to bring charges successfully against them in the Court. They are to be released under the imposition of a Restriction Order as indicated:

1. **Herbert Pembroke** (13-3-79)
   Archibald Avenue, St. Geo.

   His movements to be restricted to the Town and Parish of St. George's excluding Happy Hill, Arisman, Willys and New Hampshire, for a period of five (5) years.

2. **Oliver Birkett** (14-3-79)
   Nadeys, St. Patrick's

   His movements to be restricted to the Parish of St. Patrick's for a period of five (5) years.

3. **Horace Noel** (5-4-79)
   Westerhall, St. David's

   His movements to be restricted to the Parish of St. David's for a period of three years, and provided further, he signs the conveyance for the Property bought from the previous Govt.

4. **Ashley Church** (13-3-79)
   Grand Anse, St. Geo.

   His movements to be restricted to the Parish of St. George's for a period of three years.

5. **Jerome Jones** (23-3-79)
   Bylands, St. Andrew's

   To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years.

6. **Dalton Pope** (25-3-79)
   Santeurs, St. Patrick's

   To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

7. **Simpson Bartholomew** (19-5-80)
   Tivoli, St. Andrew's

   To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

8. **Rahale Thompson** (19-6-80)
   Tempe, St. George's

   (Mainly on account of his failing health) To report to the Police Station in his district for a period of two years.

9. **David Coomanshee** (13-3-79)
   St. David's

   To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

10. **Peter Laslett** (5-5-80)
    Carenage, St. George's

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

11. **Hapeny Baptiste** (4-7-79)
    St. George's

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years.

12. **Maurice Patterson** (12-5-80)
    St. George's.

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

13. **Dennis Alexander** (13-6-80)
    Corinth, St. David's.

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years. Also, must give a firm undertaking for repayment of the sum of $253.37 advanced through Overseas telephone calls, while working as Prison Officer at the Richmond Hill Prisons.

14. **Tawili Clarke** (14-3-79)
    Conaco, St. John's

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

15. **Donal Patrice** (23-3-79)
    Happy Hill, St. George's

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

16. **Kingston Baptiste** (14-3-79)

    To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.
17. JOHN FORREST (19-6-80)  
Birchgrove, St. Andrew's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years

18. FRANCIS ABDULLAH (19-6-80)  
Birchgrove, St. Andrew's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years

19. EDWARD MUHLE (19-6-80)  
Birchgrove, St. Andrew's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years

The following named Detainees whose release is also recommended, were detained in November 1979 for alleged involvement in the November 1979 plot. There is absolutely no evidence of an incriminating nature available and it is therefore difficult to lay charges against them. The accusations of their involvement cannot be firmly and factually established. Their release is recommended under the imposition of a Restriction Order as indicated:

1. JOHN THOMAS (17-12-79)  
Grand Bay, St. John's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years

2. CURTIS PINDER (18-12-79)  
River Road, St. George's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years

3. STEPHEN CUFFEE (18-12-79)  
Grand Anse, St. George's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of one year in the first instance. See Note below.

4. JAMES MOONIE (18-12-79)  
Grand Bay, St. John's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years.

5. JOSIAH PETERS (17-12-79)  
Mt. Granby, St. John's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years.

6. GODFREY CHARLES (17-12-79)  
Sainte Urs, St. Patrick's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years.

7. RAYMOND GEORGE (18-12-79)  
Mt. Carmel, St. Andrew's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of three years.

8. MATTHEW JEROME (16-12-80)  
Cordm, St. Andrew's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years.

9. KENNY LALBANE (15-10-79)  
Sainte Urs, St. Patrick's  
To report to the Police Station in his district twice monthly for a period of two years and also, his movements to be restricted to the Parish of St. Patrick's for a similar period.

10. JEROME Romain (18-12-79)  
Belmont, St. George's  
His movements to be restricted to the Town and Parish of St. George's for a period of two years.

NOTE: Stephen Cuffee, an Ex Policeman, is a Vincentian by birth. His release had been sanctioned a few months ago on the basis of representations made by the St. Vincent Government and the Grenada Conference of Churches but due to the fact that he complained in a written statement, that he was subjected to torture and ill-treatment while held on Fort Rupert, it was decided to stay his release in the interests of unfavourable propaganda. His release was sanctioned at the time on the condition that he be deported to St. Vincent. It is suggested that he be released and allowed to remain in the country for at least one year after which time he may be deported. This might serve to counter any desire on his part to publicise the treatment he received on the Fort.
SECTION TWO:
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
AGREEMENT

between the Government of Grenada and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on deliveries from the Union of SSR to Grenada of special and other equipment

The Government of Grenada and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

guided by aspirations for developing and strengthening friendly relations between both countries on the principles of equality, mutual respect of sovereignty and non-interference into internal affairs,

proceeding from the desire to promote strengthening the independence of Grenada

and in connection with the request of the Government of Grenada

Have agreed upon the following:

Article 1

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall ensure in 1980-1981 free of charge the delivery to the Government of Grenada of special and other equipment in nomenclature and quantity according to the Annex to the present Agreement to the amount of 4,400,000 Roubles.
Article 2

The delivery of the equipment listed in the Annex to the present Agreement shall be effected by the Soviet Party by sea, at the port of the Republic of Cuba. The order of the further delivery of the above equipment from the Republic of Cuba shall be agreed upon between the Grenadian and Cuban Parties.

Article 3

The Government of the Union of SSR at the request of the Government of Grenada shall ensure rendering technical assistance in mastering of the equipment delivered under the present Agreement by receiving Grenadian servicemen for training in the USSR. The Grenadian servicemen shall be deputed for training in the USSR without their families.

The expenses connected with the Grenadian servicemen's training, upkeep, meals, and equipment in the Soviet military educational establishments as well as with their travel fare from Grenada to the USSR and back shall be borne by the Soviet Party.

Article 4

The Government of the Union of SSR shall ensure free of charge the transfer to the Government of Grenada of necessary technical descriptions, instructions and manuals in standard composition on operation of the special equipment delivered under the present Agreement.
Article 5

The appropriate Grenadian and Soviet organizations shall conclude contracts in which there shall be stipulated the detailed terms and conditions of receiving for training Grenadian servicemen and other services connected with the implementation of the present Agreement.

Article 6

The Government of Grenada shall not without the consent of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics sell or transfer, formally or actually, the special equipment, delivered under the present Agreement, the relevant documentation and information or give permission to use the equipment and documentation by a third party or any physical or legal persons but the officials and specialists of the citizenship of Grenada being in the service with the Government of Grenada.

The Government of Grenada and the Government of the Union of SSR shall take all the necessary measures to ensure keeping in secret the terms and conditions of the deliveries, all the correspondence and information connected with the implementation of the present Agreement.

Article 7

The present Agreement comes into force on the date it is signed on.

The Annex is an integral part of the present Agreement.

Done in Havana on October "27", 1980 in two original, each in the English and Russian languages, both texts being equally valid.

FOR AND ON BEHALF
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF GRENADE

FOR AND ON BEHALF
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
ANNEX

to Agreement of October "57", 1980

LIST

of special material to be delivered
to Grenada from the Soviet Union in
1980-1981 /free of charge/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Years of delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artillery and small arms armament</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-mm mortars, used reconditioned</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPG-7V antitank hand grenade-launchers</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of spare parts /1:9/ to RPG-7V grenade-launchers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm PKM machine-guns</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group set of spare parts /1:50/ to PKM machine-guns</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm AK submachine-guns, used reconditioned</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm carbines, model 1944, used reconditioned</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antiaircraft armament</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-mm ZU-23 antiaircraft mounts</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of spare parts /1:6/ to ZU-23 mounts</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair set of spare parts /1:18/ to ZU-23 mounts</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Communication means**

**Radio stations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-105M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-108M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-109M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vehicles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAZ-66-05</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAZ-469B</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ammunition**

**62-mm mortar rounds with fragmentation shell**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With fragmentation</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With incendiary projectile</td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PG-7V rounds to RPG-7V grenade-launchers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23-mm rounds to ZU-23 antiaircraft mounts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With fragmentation, high explosive, incendiary projectile</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>162,0</td>
<td>54,0</td>
<td>108,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With armour-piercing, incendiary, tracer, projectile</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>54,0</td>
<td>18,0</td>
<td>36,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**7.62-mm rifle cartridges with steel-core bullet in clips**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>675,0</td>
<td>675,0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**7.62-mm rifle cartridges without clips:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With steel-core bullet</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>416,0</td>
<td></td>
<td>416,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td>75,0</td>
<td></td>
<td>75,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with 8-22 bullet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel cartridge case</td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with T-46 bullet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td>97,2</td>
<td>97,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm cartridges,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 1943, without clips:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel-core bullet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td>600,0</td>
<td>400,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tracer bullet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td>300,0</td>
<td>200,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dummy logistic equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td>75,0</td>
<td>75,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' camp tents for 10 men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spare parts, auxiliary and training equipment on specifications of the Soviet Party to the amount of up to 430,000 Roubles.
СОГЛАШЕНИЕ
междунПравительством Гренады и Правительством
Союза Советских Социалистических Республик о
поставках из Союза ССР в Гренаду специального
и другого имущества

Правительство Гренады и Правительство Союза Советских Социалистических Республик,

руководствуясь стремлением к развитию и укреплению дружественных отношений между обеими странами на основе полного равноправия, взаимного уважения суверенитета и независимости во внутренние дела,

исходя из желания содействовать укреплению независимости Гренады,

и в связи с обращением Правительства Гренады,

согласились о нижеследующем:

Статья 1

Правительство Союза Советских Социалистических Республик обеспечит в 1980-1981 годах безвозмездную поставку Правительству Гренады специального и другого имущества в коменклатуре и количестве согласно Приложению к настоящему Соглашению на сумму 4,400,000 рублей.
Статья 2

Поставка перечисленного в Приложении к настоящему Соглашению имущества будет произведена Советской Стороной морем в порт Республики Куба. Порядок дальнейшей доставки указанного имущества из Республики Куба к месту назначения в Гренаде будет согласован между Кубинской и Гренадской Сторонами.

Статья 3

Правительство Союза ССР по просьбе Правительства Гренады обеспечит оказание технического содействия в освоении эксплуатации поставляемого по настоящему Соглашению имущества путем приема на обучение в СССР гренадских военнослужащих.

Гренадские военнослужащие направляются для обучения в СССР без семей.

Расходы, связанные с обучением, содержанием, питанием и обмундированием гренадских военнослужащих в советских военных учебных заведениях, а также с их проездом из Гренады в СССР и обратно, Советская Сторона принимает на себя.

Статья 4

Правительство Союза ССР обеспечит безвозмездно передачу Правительству Гренады в установленной комплектации необходимых технических описания, инструкции и наставления по эксплуатации поставляемого по настоящему Соглашению специального имущества.
Статья 5

Соответствующие гренадские и советские организации заключат между собой контракты, в которых будут установлены подробные условия приема на обучение гренадских всенослужащих и других услуг, связанных с выполнением настоящего Соглашения.

Статья 6

Правительство Гренады не будет без согласия Правительства Союза Советских Социалистических Республик продавать или пере- давать, формально или фактически, поставляемое в связи с настоящим Соглашением специальное имущество, документацию и информацию по ним или разрешать пользоваться этим имуществом и докумен- тацией третьей стороне и каким бы то ни было физическим или юри- дическим лицам, кроме должностных лиц и специалистов из граждан Гренады, находящихся на службе у Правительства Гренады.

Правительство Гренады и Правительство Союза ССР придут все зависящие от них меры, которые обеспечат сохранение и тайну ус- ловия поставок, всей переписки и информации, связанных с выполне- нием настоящего Соглашения.

Статья 7

Настоящее Соглашение вступает в силу со дня его подписания. Приложение к Соглашению является его неотъемлемой частью.

Совершено в Гаване 27 октября 1980 года в двух подлинных экземплярах, каждый на английском и русском языках, причем оба текста имеют одинаковую силу.

по уполномочию
ПРАВИТЕЛЬСТВА ГРЕНАДЫ

по уполномочию
ПРАВИТЕЛЬСТВА СОЮЗА СОВЕТСКИХ
СОЦИАЛИСТИЧЕСКИХ РЕСПУБЛИК
ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ
к Соглашению от "27" октября 1980 года

ПЕРЕЧЕНЬ
специального имущества, поставляемого Гренаде
из Советского Союза в 1980-1981 годах
/безвозмездно/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Стрелково-артиллерийское вооружение</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-мм минометы, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ручные противотанковые гранатометы РПГ-7В</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплекты ЗИПа к гранатометам РПГ-7В /1:9/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм пулеметы ПКМ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЗИПа к пулеметам ПКМ /1:50/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм автоматы АК, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм карабины образца 1944 г., бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Зенитное вооружение</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3У-23</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплекты ЗИПа к установкам 3У-23 /1:6/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество</td>
<td>Годы поставки</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремонтный комплект ЗИПа к установкам ЗУ-23 1/1:18/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Средства связи**

**Радиостанции:**

- Р-105М комплект 12 12 -
- Р-108М комплект 4 4 -
- Р-109М комплект 4 4 -

**Автомобильная техника**

- Автомобили ГАЗ-66-05 штука 28 6 22
- Автомобили УАЗ-4695 штука 5 - 5

**Боеприпасы**

- 82-мм минометные выстрелы с осколочной миной тыс.штук 4,5 - 4,5
- Выстрелы ПГ-7В к гранатометам РГГ-7В тыс.штук 2,4 2,4 -

23-мм выстрелы к зенитным установкам ЗУ-23:

- с осколочно-фугасно-зажигательным снарядом тыс.штук 162,0 54,0 108,0
- с боевым боекомплектом-травмирующим снарядом тыс.штук 54,0 18,0 36,0

7,62-мм винтовочные патроны с пулей со стальным сердечником в обоймах тыс.штук 675,0 675,0 -

7,62-мм винтовочные патроны без обойм:

- с пулей со стальным сердечником тыс.штук 416,0 - 416,0
- для холодной стрельбы тыс.штук 75,0 - 75,0

13 - 11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>Количество 1980</th>
<th>Количество 1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>С пулев 5-32 со стальной гильзой</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td>27,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>С пулев 7-46</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>97,2</td>
<td>97,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Патроны 7,62-мм патрон образца 1943г. без остоем:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>С пулев со стальной сердечником</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>600,0</td>
<td>400,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>С трассирующей пулей</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>300,0</td>
<td>200,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Для холодной стрельбы</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>75,0</td>
<td>75,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Палатки лагерные солдатские 10-местные</td>
<td>штук</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Запасные части, учебное и вспомогательное имущество по спецификациям Советской Стороны на сумму до 400000 рублей.
AGREEMENT

between the Government of Grenada and the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics on deliveries from
the Union of SSR to Grenada of special
and other equipment

The Government of Grenada and the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics,

guided by aspirations for developing and strengthening
friendly relations between both countries on the principles of
equality, mutual respect of sovereignty and non-interference in-
to internal affairs,

proceeding from the desire to promote strengthening the in-
dependence of Grenada

and in connection with the request of the Government of
Grenada

have agreed upon the following:

Article 1

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
shall ensure in 1982-1985 free of charge the delivery to the
Government of Grenada of special and civil equipment in nomen-
ciature and quantity according to Annexes 1 and 2 to the present
Agreement to the amount of 10,000,000 Roubles.
Article 2

The delivery of the equipment listed in Annexes 1 and 2 to the present Agreement shall be effected by the Soviet Party by sea, at the port of the Republic of Cuba.

The order of the further delivery of the above equipment from the Republic of Cuba shall be agreed upon between the Grenadian and Cuban Parties.

Article 3

The Government of the Union of SSR at the request of the Government of Grenada shall ensure rendering technical assistance in mastering of the equipment under delivery by receiving in the USSR Grenadian servicemen for training in the operation, use and maintenance of the special equipment as well as by sending Soviet specialists to Grenada for these purposes.

The Grenadian servicemen shall be sent to the USSR for training without their families.

The expenses connected with the Grenadian servicemen's training, upkeep, meals in the Soviet military educational establishments as well as with their travel fare from Grenada to the USSR and back shall be borne by the Soviet Party.

The Government of Grenada shall provide at its own expense the Soviet specialists and interpreters with comfortable furnished living accommodation with all the municipal utilities, medical service and transport facilities for the execution of their duties and shall ensure their having meals at reasonable prices at the places of their residence.

The Soviet specialists and interpreters shall not be imposed by any taxes and duties on entering or leaving Grenada and during their stay there. All other expenses connected with deputation of the Soviet specialists to Grenada shall be borne by the Soviet Party.
Article 4

The Soviet Party in periods to be agreed upon between the parties shall depute a group of Soviet specialists to Grenada to determine expediency, opportunity and scope of rendering technical assistance in the creation of the stationary shop for repair of the special equipment and transport, commanding staff trainer school, training facilities for Armed Forces as well as the deliveries of missing building materials for construction of the storehouses and road.

The deputation of a group of Soviet specialists shall be effected on the terms and conditions of Article 3 of the present Agreement.

Article 5

The Government of the Union of SSR shall ensure free of charge the transfer to the Government of Grenada of necessary technical descriptions, instructions and manuals in standard composition on operation of the special equipment delivered under the present Agreement.

Article 6

The appropriate Grenadian and Soviet organizations shall conclude contracts in which there shall be stipulated the detailed terms and conditions of deputing Soviet specialists, receiving for training Grenadian servicemen and other services connected with the implementation of the present Agreement.

Article 7

The Government of Grenada shall not without the consent of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics sell or transfer, formally or actually, the special equipment, delivered under the present Agreement, the relevant documentation and information or give permission to use the equipment and documentation by a third party or any physical or legal persons but the officials and specialists of the citizenship of Grenada being in the service with the Government of Grenada.
The Government of the Union of SSR and the Government of Grenada shall take all the necessary measures to ensure keeping in secret the terms and conditions of the deliveries, all the correspondence and information connected with the implementation of the present Agreement.

Article 8

The present Agreement comes into force on the date it is signed on.

Annexes 1 and 2 are an integral part of the present Agreement.

Done in Moscow on July 27, 1982 in two originals, each in the English and Russian languages, both texts being equally valid.

FOR AND ON BEHALF

OF THE GOVERNMENT OF GRENADA

FOR AND ON BEHALF

OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

[Signatures]
ANNEX I

to Agreement of July "27", 1982

LIST

of special equipment to be delivered to the Army of Grenada,
from the Soviet Union in 1983-1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Years of delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armoured materiel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTR-152V1 armoured personnel carriers, used, repaired</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm rifle cartridges without clips:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel core bullet</td>
<td>thou. pieces</td>
<td>100,5</td>
<td>60,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with B-32 armour-piercing-incendiary bullet and steel case</td>
<td>thou. pieces</td>
<td>37,5</td>
<td>22,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with T-46 tracer bullet</td>
<td>thou. pieces</td>
<td>49,5</td>
<td>29,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery armament and ammunition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-mm ZIS-3 guns, used, repaired</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-mm rounds:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with fragmentation and high-explosive-fragmentation grenade</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>9,3</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with armour-piercing-tracer shell</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with sub-calibre armour-piercing shell</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hollow charge shell</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-mm ZIS-7 anti-tank guns, used, repaired</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-mm rounds:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with fragmentation grenade</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td>3,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with armour-piercing-tracer shell</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>2,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with sub-calibre armour-piercing shell</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity (total)</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Grad-P&quot; /9P132/ portable launchers</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of SPTA /114/ for &quot;Grad-P&quot; launchers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair sets of SPTA /118/ for &quot;Grad-P&quot; launchers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122-mm 9M22M fragmentation-high-explosive set projectiles in sets with packs of &quot;Grad-P&quot; launchers</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,5-mm 2GU-1 AA mountain mounts</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of SPTA /1110/ for 2GU-1 mounts</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair sets of SPTA /1150/ for 2GU-1 mounts</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,5-mm cartridges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with N-32 armour-piercing-incendiary bullet</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>180,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with P2T armour-piercing-incendiary-tracer bullet</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>180,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-mm DM mortars, used, repaired</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm SVDN-1 sniper's rifles</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group set of SPTA 1/1:10 for SVDN-1 sniper's rifles</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm sniper's rifles of 1991/1930 model, used, repaired</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-mm sniper's cartridges without clips</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-mm PM pistols</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group set of SPTA 1/1:100 for PM pistols</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-mm cartridges for PM pistols</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand grenades:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGD-5</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training grenades with fuses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URG</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URG-N</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-mm rounds for BM mortars:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with fragmentation mine</td>
<td>pieces</td>
<td>21,6</td>
<td>10,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with inert charge mine</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small arms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RPG-7V light anti-tank grenade launchers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of SPTA /1:9/ for RPG-7V grenade launchers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair sets of SPTA /1:01/ for RPG-7V grenade launchers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RPG-7VM rounds for RPG-7V grenade launchers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group set of SPTA /1:50/ for PKH machine guns</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.62-mm PKM machine guns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group set of SPTA /1:50/ for PKM machine guns</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity total</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62-mm DP, DPM machine guns, used, repaired</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7.62-mm rifle cartridges without clips:  
  with steel core bullet | thous. pieces | 919.5 | 432.0 | 308.7 | 178.8 |
|  
  with R-32 armour-piercing-incendiary bullet with steel case | thous. pieces | 45.4 | 21.9 | 14.0 | 9.5 |
|  
  with T-46 tracer bullet | thous. pieces | 213.8 | 101.6 | 69.3 | 42.9 |
| 7.62-mm AK sub-machine guns, used, repaired | thous. pieces | 2.0 | 1.0 | 1.0 | - |
| 7.62-mm cartridges of 1943 model without clips:  
  with steel core bullet | mill. pieces | 1.44 | 0.7 | 0.74 | - |
|  
  with T-45 tracer bullet | thous. pieces | 324.0 | 162.0 | 162.0 | - |
|  
  for blank firing | thous. pieces | 120.0 | 60.0 | 60.0 | - |
<p>| 7.62-mm carbines of 1938/1944 model, used, repaired | thous. pieces | 1.0 | 1.0 | - | - |
| 7.62-mm rifle cartridges with steel core bullet in clips | thous. pieces | 60.0 | 60.0 | - | - |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mines:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHN</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM-57</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication means</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-104AM3</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-105</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-109M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-57 telephone sets</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-193M switchboards</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-274M two-wire field cable</td>
<td>kilometre</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK-2 reels</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineer matériel and workshops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZ-5 refuellers</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity-total</td>
<td>Year of delivery</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP workshop</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRS-OR workshop</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD-10V5/230 power plant</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other equipment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-place tents</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium soldier flasks</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flask case</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sets of soldier uniform</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1.4(x/)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH-60 steel helmets</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPTs5 8x30 field-glasses</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spare parts, auxiliary and training equipment by the specifications of the Soviet Party to the amount of 600000-00 Roubles

\(x/\) Set composition: panama - 1, field shirt - 1, trousers - 1, sleeveless cest - 2, shorts - 2, socks - 2 pairs, boots - 1 pair, waist-belt - 1.
ANNEX 2
to the Agreement of "07 July 1982

LIST
of special material and civilian equipment to be supplied for the Ministry of the Interior of Grenada from the Soviet Union in 1982-1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1982</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small arms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light antitank rocket launchers RPG-7V</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of SPTA /1:9/ to rocket launchers RPG-7V</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair set of spares /1:81/ to rocket launchers RPG-7V</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockets PG-7VM to rocket launchers RPG-7V</td>
<td>thous.pieces</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-mm machine guns PKM</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group set of SPTA /1:50/ to machine guns PKM</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7,62-mm rifle cartridges without clips:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel core bullet</td>
<td>thou.s. pieces</td>
<td>115,5</td>
<td>115,5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with armour piercing-incendiary bullet H-32 with steel casing</td>
<td>thou.s. pieces</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tracer bullet T-46</td>
<td>thou.s. pieces</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7,62-mm submachine guns AK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7,62-mm cartridges, model 1943, without clips:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel core bullet</td>
<td>thou.s. pieces</td>
<td>40,0</td>
<td>40,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tracer bullet T-45</td>
<td>thou.s. pieces</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7,62-mm sniper's rifles SVD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5 x/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group set of SPTA/1:18/ to SVD rifles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7,62-mm sniper's cartridges to SVD rifles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9-mm pistols PM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group sets of SPTA/1:100/ to PM pistols</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*x/* Used, repaired.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Years of delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repair set of SPTA /1:500/ to PM pistols</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-mm cartridges to PM pistols</td>
<td>thous.pieces</td>
<td>44,7</td>
<td>5,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special instrumentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Pobedit-M&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-4</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Moshka-MZ&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Moshka-MV&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Mlava&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Nylon&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Nylon-ZU&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo cutter to &quot;Nylon&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo cuvette to &quot;Nylon&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumentation:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Luza-2-Lakmus&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Bridge&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared viewers &quot;Kustarnik&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step-and-repeat machine ER-11K1</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalling systems &quot;Rubin-3&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TV systems &quot;PTU-47&quot;</strong></td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment of general civilian use</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videotape recorders &quot;Electronika-video&quot;</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape recorders &quot;Mayak&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo cameras:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Zenit-TTL&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Zenit-E&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure meters &quot;Leningrad-6&quot;</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-and-white film &quot;FED&quot;</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour reversible film, 35-mm</td>
<td>meter</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various kinds of photographic paper and chemical agents /developer and fixer/</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1x/</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safes with key locks</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal cabinets</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-stand tables</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clothing and equipment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton khaki tunics with trousers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers' equipment /belts and shoulder straps/</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kersey high boots</td>
<td>pair</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaki kapi</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers' capes</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[x/\] To be supplied to specifications of Soviet Party.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Years of delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Vehicles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Years of delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Sets of spares for vehicles:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Years of delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAZ-66</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>$1^x/1$</td>
<td>1982 1983 1984 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAZ-469B</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>$1^x/1$</td>
<td>1982 1983 1984 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAZ-2106</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>$1^x/1$</td>
<td>1982 1983 1984 1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spare parts, auxiliary and training equipment to specifications of Soviet Party for a sum up to 100000 roubles

$x/$

To be supplied to specifications of Soviet Party.

L.J.  \[\text{signature}\]  L.C.
СОГЛАШЕНИЕ

между Правительством Гренады и Правительством
Советских Социалистических Республик о
поставках из Союза ССР в Гренаду специального
и другого имущества

Правительство Гренады и Правительство Советских Социалистических Республик,

руководствуясь стремлением к развитию и укреплению дружественных отношений между обеими странами на основе полного равноправия, взаимного уважения суверенитета и независимости во внутренние дела,

исходя из желания содействовать укреплению независимости Гренады,

и в связи с обращением Правительства Гренады,

согласились о нижеследующем:

Статья 1

Правительство Советских Социалистических Республик обеспечит в 1962-1963 годах безвозмездно поставку Правительству Гренады специального имущества и имущества общегражданского назначения в номенклатуре и количестве согласно Приложениям I и 2 к настоящему Соглашению на сумму 10.000.000 рублей.

Статья 2

Поставка перечисленного в Приложениях I и 2 к настоящему Соглашению имущества будет произведена Советской Стороной: коренное в порт Республики Куба. Порядок дальнейшей доставки указанного имущества из Республики Куба к месту назначения в Гренаде будет согласован между Кубинской и Гренадской Сторонами.
Статья 3

Правительство Союза ССР по просьбе Правительства Гренады обеспечит оказание технического содействия в освоении поставляемого имущества путем приема в Советском Союзе гренадских военнослужащих для обучения эксплуатации, применению и ремонту специального имущества, а также командирование для этих целей советских специалистов в Гренаду.

Гренадские военнослужащие будут направляться на обучение в СССР без семей.

Расходы, связанные с обучением, содержанием, питанием и оснуждением гренадских военнослужащих в советских военных учебных заведениях, а также с их проездом из Гренады в СССР и обратно, Советская Сторона принимает на себя.

Правительство Гренады обеспечит за свой счет советских специалистов и переводчиков блаустроенным местами жильем, обеспечивающим нормальные условия их проживания, медицинским обслуживанием и транспортными средствами для служебных целей, а также организует предоставление советским специалистам и переводчикам питания за умеренную плату в местах их расположения.

Советские специалисты и переводчики не будут осплачиваться каки-либо налоги и сборы при въезде, выезде и во время их пребывания в Гренаде.

Все остальные расходы, связанные с командированием советских специалистов в Гренаду, Советская Сторона принимает на себя.

Статья 4

Советская Сторона в сроки по согласованию Сторон командирует в Гренаду группу советских специалистов для определения целесообразности, возможности и объемов оказания технического содействия в создании стационарной мастерской для ремонта специального имущества и транспортных средств, школы для подготовки командиров и специалистов, учебной базы для Вооруженных Сил, а также поставки недостающих строительных материалов для создания хранилищ и дороги.

Командирование указанной группы советских специалистов будет произведено на условиях статьи 3 настоящего Соглашения.
Статья 5

Правительство Союза ССР обеспечит безвозмездно передачу Правительству Гренады в установленной комплектации необходимых технических описаний, инструкций и наставлений по эксплуатации поставляемого по настоящему Соглашению специального имущества.

Статья 6

Соответствующие гренадские и советские организации заключат между собой контракты, в которых будут установлены подробные условия командирования советских специалистов, приема на обучение гренадских военнослужащих и оказания других услуг, связанных с выполнением настоящего Соглашения.

Статья 7

Правительство Гренады не будет без согласия Правительства Союза Советских Социалистических Республик продавать или передавать, формально или фактически, поставляемое в связи с настоящим Соглашением специальное имущество, документацию и информацию по ним или разрешать пользоваться этими имуществом и документацией третьей стороне и каким бы то ни было физическим или юридическим лицам, кроме должностных лиц и специалистов из граждан Гренады, находящихся на службе у Правительства Гренады.

Правительство Гренады и Правительство Союза ССР примут все зависящие от них меры, которые обеспечат сохранение в тайне условий поставок, всей переписки и информации, связанных с выполнением настоящего Соглашения.
Статья 8

Настоящее Соглашение вступает в силу со дня его подписания. Приложения I и 2 к Соглашению являются его неотъемлемой частью. Совершено в Москве "27 " июля 1932 года в двух подлинных экземплярах, каждый на английском и русском языках, причем оба текста имеют одинаковую силу.

По уполномочию
Правительства Гренады

По уполномочию
Правительства Союза Советских Социалистических Республик

[Подписи]
Совершенно секретно

ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ I
к Соглашению от "24" июля 1982 года

ПЕРЕЧЕНЬ
специального имущества, поставляемого для армии Гренад из Советского Союза в 1983-1985 годах

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>Количество всего</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Бронетанковая техника</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бронетранспортеры БТР-152М1, броня и эксплуатация, отремонтированная</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм пистолетные патроны без оболочки:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулевой со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>100,5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60,3</td>
<td>40,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-зажигательной пулей Б-32 со стальной гильзой</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>37,5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22,5</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с трассирующей пулей Т-46</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>49,5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29,7</td>
<td>19,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество всего</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Артиллерийское вооружение и боеприпасы</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-мм пушки ЗИС-3, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированы</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-мм выстрелы:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с осколочной и осколочно-фугасной гранатой</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>9,3</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>3,7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-трассирующим снарядом</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-подкалиберным снарядом</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с кумулятивным снарядом</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-мм противотанковые пушки ЗИС-2, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированы</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-мм выстрелы:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с осколочной гранатой</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-трассирующим снарядом</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>1,6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-подкалиберным снарядом</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>0,8</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Переносные ракетные установки: &quot;Град-П&quot; /9П132/</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплексы ЗИПд /1:4/ к установкам &quot;Град-П&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество всего</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремонтно komplekti ЗИПа /I:8/ к установкам &quot;Град-П&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122-мм реактивные осколочно-фугасные снаряды 9М22М в комплекте с выжигами к установкам &quot;Град-П&quot;</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,5-мм зенитные горизонты установки ЗГУ-І</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплекты ЗИПа /I:10/ к установкам ЗГУ-І</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремонтный комплект ЗИПа /I:50/ к установкам ЗГУ-І</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,5-мм патроны:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-зажигательной пульой 6-32</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>180,0</td>
<td></td>
<td>180,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-зажигательно-трассирующей пульой 6ЭТ</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>180,0</td>
<td></td>
<td>180,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-мм минометы БМ, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-мм выстрелы к минометам БМ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с осколочной миной</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>21,6</td>
<td>10,8</td>
<td>10,8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с осколочной миной в инертном снаряжении</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количественно</td>
<td>Из того числа по годам</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>всего</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Стрелковое вооружение</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ручные противотанковые гранатометы РПГ-7Б</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплекты ЗИПа /I:9/ к гранатометам РПГ-7Б</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремонтный комплект ЗИПа /I:8I/ к гранатометам РПГ-7Б</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Выстрели ПГ-7ВМ к гранатометам РПГ-7В</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм пулеметы PKM</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЗИПа /I:50/ к пулеметам PKM</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм пулеметы PKM-1</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЗИПа /I:50/ к пулеметам PKM-1</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм пулеметы DP,DPM, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм винтовочные патроны без обойм</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулей со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>919,5</td>
<td>432,0</td>
<td>308,7</td>
<td>178,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-зажигательной пулей Б-32 со стальной гильзой</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>45,4</td>
<td>21,9</td>
<td>14,0</td>
<td>9,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с трассирующей пулей Т-46</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>213,8</td>
<td>101,6</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>42,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество всего</td>
<td>В том числе по годам</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм автомат АК, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>1,0 1,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм патроны образца 1943 года без обойм:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулям со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>млн.штук</td>
<td>1,44</td>
<td>0,7 0,74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с трассирующей пулей Т-45</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>324,0</td>
<td>162,0 162,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>для холостой стрельбы</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>120,0</td>
<td>60,0 60,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм карабин образца 1938, 1944 годов, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм штатнические патроны с пулям со стальным сердечником в обоймах</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>60,0</td>
<td>60,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм снайперские винтовки СПДН-I</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>- 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЭПА /1:18/ к снайперским винтовкам СПДН-I</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>- 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм снайперские винтовки образца 1891/30 годов, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм снайперские патроны без обойм</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>2,7</td>
<td>- 2,7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-мм пистолеты ПМ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>- 150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество в целом</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЗИПа /1:100/ к пистолетам ПМ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-мм патроны к пистолетам ПМ</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>10,8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10,8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ручные гранаты:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ф-1</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>РГД-5</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Учебные гранаты в комплекте с запалами:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>УГГ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>УГГ-Н</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Мины:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ПМII</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ТМ-57</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Средства связи:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Радиостанции:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-104АКЗ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-105</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-109М</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Телефонные аппараты ТА-57</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Показания всего</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Телефонные коммутаторы П-193М</td>
<td>штукә</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кабель полюсной П-274М в двухжильном исчислении</td>
<td>километр</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Катушки ТК-2</td>
<td>штукә</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инженерное имущество и мастерские</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Топливозаправщики ТЗ-5</td>
<td>штукә</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Мастерская ОП</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Мастерская МРС-ОР</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Электростанция ЭСД-10ВС/230</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Прочее имущество</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Палатки 10-местные</td>
<td>штукә</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Флаги алюминиевые солдатские</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Чехлы к флагам</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Комплекты солдатского обмундирования</td>
<td>тыс.комплектов</td>
<td>1,4x</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Состав комплекта: панама - 1, гимнастерка - 1, брюки - 1, майки - 2, трусы - 2, носки - 2 пары, ботинки - 1 пара, брючный ремень - 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>Количество всего</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Шлемы стальные СШ-60</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бинокли БПИ5 8х30</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Запасные части, учебное и вспомогательное имущество по спецификациям Советской Стороны на сумму до 600000-00 рублей.

Л.И.

Л.С.
ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 2
к Соглашению от "27" июля 1982 года.

ПЕРЕЧЕНЬ
специального имущества и имущества общегражданского назначения, поставляемых для Министерства внутренних дел ПГА по Украине из Советского Союза в 1982-1985 годах

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Средств оружие</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ручное противотанковое оружие</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>РПГ-7В</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплексы ЭППа 10/9 к гранатометам РПГ-7В</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Гранаты 10/8/1 к гранатометам РПГ-7В</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Выстрелы ПГ-70М к гранатометам РПГ-7В</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм пулеметы ПУМ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЗИПа /1:50/ к пулеметам ПНМ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм винтовочные патроны без обойм:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулей со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>115,5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>115,5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с бронебойно-зажигательной пулей Б-32 со стальной гильзой</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с трассирующей пулей Т-46</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм автоматы АК</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>50/х</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм патроны образца 1943 года без обойм:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулей со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>40,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40,0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с трассирующей пулей Т-45</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм снайперские винтовки СВД</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5/х</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповой комплект ЗИПа /1:10/ к винтовкам СВД</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм снайперские патроны к винтовкам СВД</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>4,4</td>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-мм пистолеты ПМ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>50/х</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* /х/ Бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплекты ЭИПа /1:100/ к пистолетам ПМ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремонтный комплект ЭИПа /1:500/ к пистолетам ПМ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-мм патроны к пистолетам ПМ</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>44,7</td>
<td>5,1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39,6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Специальная аппаратура

Изделия:

"Победит-М"
- штука
  - 20
  - 20
  - -

B-2
- штука
  - 5
  - 5
  - -

B-4
- штука
  - 5
  - 5
  - -

"Мощна-МЭ"
- комплект
  - 30
  - 5
  - 15
  - 10

"Мощна-МП"
- комплект
  - 20
  - 5
  - 10
  - 5

"Булавка"
- комплект
  - 5
  - 5
  - -

"Паялон"
- комплект
  - 10
  - 10
  - -

"Паялон-3У"
- комплект
  - 1
  - 1
  - -

Фоторезак к изделию "Паялон"
- штука
  - 1
  - 1
  - -

Фотобачок к изделию "Паялон"
- штука
  - 1
  - 1
  - -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Аппаратура:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Луза-2-Лакмус&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Бридж&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Приборы ночного видения &quot;Кустарник&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Копировально-ножительная машина ЭР-11К1</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Системы сигнализации &quot;Рубин-3&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Телевизионные системы &quot;ПТУ-47&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Имущество общегражданского назначения</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Видеомагнитофон &quot;Электроника-видео&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Магнитофоны &quot;Мали&quot;</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фотоаппараты:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Зенит-ТТЛ&quot;</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Зенит-Е&quot;</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество всего</td>
<td>В том числе по годам</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фотоэксопостри &quot;Ленинград-6&quot;</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фотоувеличители &quot;Попа-3М&quot;</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фотопленка черно-белая &quot;ФЭД&quot;</td>
<td>кассета</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фотопленка обрабатываемая цветная 35-мм</td>
<td>мотр</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фотобумага разная и химические реактивы /проявитель и закрепитель/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>Ix/</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Сейфы с замками под ключ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Шкафы металлические</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Однотуманные столы</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Обмуздирование**

| Комплект | 600 | - | 600 | - | - |
|[right] Снабжение офсетными /резиной и портуен/ | комплект | 1500 | - | 1500 | - | - |

Поставляется по спецификациям Советской Стороны.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>Количество в целом</th>
<th>1902</th>
<th>1903</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Сапоги кирзовые</td>
<td>пара</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кепи защитного цвета</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Плащ-накидки офицерские</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Носки хлопчатобумажные, черного цвета</td>
<td>пара</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Всёольные мешки</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Автомобильная техника**

**Автомобили:**

- ГАЗ-66: штука 4 4 - - -
- УАЗ-469Б: штука 6 6 - - -
- ВАЗ-2106: штука 3 3 - - -

**Комплекты запасных частей для автомобилей:**

- ГАЗ-66: комплект 1/1 - - -

Поставляется по спецификациям Советской Стороны.

"X"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>Количество всего</th>
<th>В том числе по годам</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ВАЭ-2106</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>I⁷/</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Запасные части, учебное и вспомогательное имущество по спецификациям Советской Стороны на сумму до 100000-00 рублей

Поставляется по спецификациям Советской Стороны.

Л. Й.
PROTOCOL

to the Agreement between the Government of Grenada and the Government of the USSR of October 27, 1980 on deliveries from the USSR to Grenada of special and other equipment

The Government of Grenada and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

have agreed upon the following:

Article 1

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall ensure free of charge the delivery in 1981-1983 to the Government of Grenada of special and other equipment in nomenclature and quantity according to the Annex to the present Agreement to the amount of 5,000,000 Roubles.

Article 2

In all other respects the Parties will be guided by the provisions of the Agreement between the Government of Grenada and the Government of the USSR of October 27, 1980 on deliveries from the USSR to Grenada of special and other equipment.
Article 3

The present Protocol comes into force on the date of its signing.

The Annex is an integral part of the present Protocol.

Done in Havana on February "9", 1981 in two originals, each in the English and Russian languages, both texts being equally valid.

FOR AND ON BEHALF
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF GRENADA

Basil H. Ragesan

FOR AND ON BEHALF
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

[Signature]
ANNEX

to Protocol of "q" February, 1981

LIST

of special equipment and vehicles to be delivered to Grenada from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1981-1983

/free of charge/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Quantity of</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>1981</th>
<th>1982</th>
<th>1983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Armour</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR-60PB armoured personnel carriers</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRDM-2 armoured reconnaissance and patrol vehicles</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,5-mm cartridges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with B-32 bullet</td>
<td>thous.</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with BZT bullet</td>
<td>thous.</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-mm rifle cartridges without clips:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel core bullet</td>
<td>thous.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with B-32 bullet and steel case</td>
<td>thous.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with T-46 bullet</td>
<td>thous.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 - 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Total Quantity</th>
<th>Years of Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of Quantity</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAZ-49B engines</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAZ-41 engines</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armament and munitions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-mm AK submachine guns, reconditioned</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-mm cartridges of 1943 model without clips:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with steel core bullet</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with T-45 tracer bullet</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-mm PM pistols</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group sets of spare parts /1:100/ to PM pistols</td>
<td>set</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair set of spare parts /1:500/ to PM pistols</td>
<td>set</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-mm cartridges to PM pistols</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-mm SPSh-2 signal pistols</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-mm signal cartridges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-mm illuminating cartridges</td>
<td>thou.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZK-2 commander's periscopes</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-8s/s binoculars</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of Measure</td>
<td>Total Quantity</td>
<td>Years of Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrianov compasses</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1 grenades</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGD-5 grenades</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering equipment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-305V universal excavator</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4561A crane</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ-109 bulldozer</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD-30-VA/230 diesel power stations</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-30-T/230:M2 diesel power stations</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB-2-VO gasoline lighting power supply stations</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF induction mine detectors</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30-mm signal cartridges</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30-mm illuminating cartridges</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSO-M portable firing range equipment</strong></td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTK company tactical set</strong></td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication means</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiostations:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-104 UM</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-105M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 - 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of Measure</th>
<th>Total Quantity</th>
<th>Years of Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-108M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-109M</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-129, used, reconditioned</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-130M, used, reconditioned</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-57 telephone sets</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-194M1 switch boards</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-3M2 mobile signal workshop</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-274M two-wire field cable</td>
<td>kilometer</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-10-u-1,3 batteries</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK-2 reels for military field cable</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport means, special vehicles and workshops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAZ-66 vehicles</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAZ-469B jeeps</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAZ-452-A ambulances</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-5 refueling vehicles</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM-90M automobile light-beacon stations for landing</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTO-AT technical maintenance workshop</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-2-A storage-batteries repair and charging station</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic matériel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMKh mobile mechanized bakery plant</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKS-2M mobile kitchen-messes</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP-12SM vehicle-towed field kitchens</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDA-66 disinfection shower installations</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP-2 sterilisation and distillation units on trailers</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDV-100 reservoirs</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum flasks:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of 12 litres</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of 36 litres</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-1 sterilized bandage sets</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual bandage packets</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA-56 tents with fittings</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp tents for 10-persons</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKT-T camouflage nets</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uniform articles and clothing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1981</th>
<th>1982</th>
<th>1983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' field cotton olive-coloured shirts, without belts</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' field cotton olive-coloured trousers</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' cotton khaki-coloured shelter-halves</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' cotton olive-coloured field caps</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White cotton shorts</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knitted white undershirts</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive-coloured socks without rubbers</td>
<td>thous. paires</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' tarpaulin waist-belts with brown coating and plain zinc-covered buckles</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' khaki-coloured tarpaulin waist-belts with plain zinc-covered buckles</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarpaulin shoulder-belts with brown coating</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaki-coloured cotton knapsacks</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel helmets</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High leather boots with rubber soles</td>
<td>thous. paires</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planelette blankets</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse calico bed sheets, 214x126 cm</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse calico outer pillow-cases, 60x50 cm</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner cotton pillow-cases, 60x50 cm</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit of measure</td>
<td>Total quantity</td>
<td>Years of delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton mattress-cases, 220x77 cm</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam plastic mattresses, 105x70x4 cm</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam plastic pillows, 80x50x4 cm</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' aluminium water flasks</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers for soldiers' water flasks</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers' aluminium pots</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers' capes</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer cotton work-suits</td>
<td>thous. pieces</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers' box-calf leather shoes with leather soles</td>
<td>pair</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers' field bags of artificial leather</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spare parts, training equipment and auxiliary equipment as per specifications of the Soviet Party to the amount of up to 0.9 mln. roubles
Совершенно секретно

ПРОТОКОЛ

к Соглашению между Правительством Гренады и Правительством СССР от 27 октября 1980 года о поставках из СССР в Гренаду специального и другого имущества

Правительство Гренады и Правительство Союза Советских Социалистических Республик

dоговорились о нижеследующем:

Статья 1

Правительство Союза Советских Социалистических Республик обеспечит в 1981-1983 годах безвозмездно поставку Правительству Гренады специального и другого имущества в номенклатуре и количестве согласно Приложению к настоящему Протоколу на сумму 5000000 рублей.

Статья 2

Во всем остальном Стороны будут руководствоваться положениями Соглашения между Правительством Гренады и Правительством СССР от 27 октября 1980 года о поставках из СССР в Гренаду специального и другого имущества.

Статья 3

Настоящий Протокол вступает в силу со дня его подписания. Приложение является неотъемлемой частью настоящего Протокола.

Совершено в Гатане, "q" февраля 1981 года в двух подлинных экземплярах, каждый на русском и английском языках, причем оба текста имеют одинаковую силу.

ПО УПОЛНОМОЧИЮ

ПРАВИТЕЛЬСТВА
ГРЕНАДЫ

По УПОЛНОМОЧИЮ

ПРАВИТЕЛЬСТВА СОЮЗА
СОВЕТСКИХ СОЦИАЛИСТИЧЕСКИХ
РЕСПУБЛИК
Приложение
к Протоколу от "__" февраля 1981 года

Перечень
специального имущества и автомобилей, поставляемых
Гранада из Советского Союза в 1981-1983 годах

/безвозмездно/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица</th>
<th>Количе-</th>
<th>Годы поставки</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>измерения</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бронетанковая техника</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бронетранспортеры БТР-60ПВ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бронированные разведывательно-дозорные машины БРДМ-2</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,5-мм патроны</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулевой В-32</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулевой БЗТ</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм звятовочные патроны без обоян</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулевой со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулевой Б-32 со стальной гильзой</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулевой Т-46</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Двигатели ГАЗ-49В</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Двигатели ГАЗ-41</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>НАИМЕНОВАНИЕ</td>
<td>ЕДИНИЦА ИЗМЕРЕНИЯ</td>
<td>КОЛИЧЕСТВО</td>
<td>ГОДЫ ПОСТАВКИ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ВООРУЖЕНИЕ И БОЕПРИПАСЫ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм автоматы АК, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,62-мм патроны образца 1943 года без обойм:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с пулей со стальным сердечником</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>с трассирующей пулей Т-45</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-мм пистолеты ПМ</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Групповые комплекты ЗИПа к пистолетам ПМ /1:100/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремонтный комплект ЗИПа к пистолетам ПМ /1:500/</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-мм патроны к пистолетам ПМ</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-мм сигнальные пистолеты СШ-2</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-мм сигнальные патроны</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>красного огня</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>зеленого огня</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>желтого огня</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-мм осветительные патроны</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Трубы зенитные командирские ТЗК-2</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Емкости Б-8с/с</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Компасы Адмиралова</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Гранаты Ф-1</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Гранаты РГД-5</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество</td>
<td>Годы поставки</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инженерное вооружение</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Экскаватор универсальный 9-305Э</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кран КС-4561А</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бульдозер ДЭ-109</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Электростанции силовые, дизельные ЭСД-30-ВС/230</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Агрегаты питания дизельные АД-30-Т/230М2</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Электростанции бензиновые осветительные ЭСБ-2-ВО</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Индукционные минометы ИМП</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-мм сигнальные патроны:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>красного огня</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>зеленого огня</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-мм осветительные патроны</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Переносное стрелковое оборудование ПСО-Н</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ротный тактический комплект РТК</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Средства связи</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Радиостанции:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-104УМ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-105М</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-108Н</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-109Н</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-129, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные комплект</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р-130Н, бывшие в эксплуатации, отремонтированные комплект</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 - 13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица</th>
<th>Количество</th>
<th>Годы поставки</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Телефонные аппараты ТА-57</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Компьютеры П-194М1</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Подвижная мастерская связь М-ЭМ2</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кабель полевой П-274М в двухжильном исчислении</td>
<td>километр</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Батареи ТГ-10-у-1,3</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Катушки ТК-2 для военно-полевого кабеля</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Транспортные средства, специальные автомобили и мастерские</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Автомобили ГАЗ-66</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Автомобили УА-4695</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Санитарные автомобили ГАЗ-452-А</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Топливозаправщики ТЗ-5</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Автомобильные посадочные светофорные станции АЛМ-90М</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Мастерская технического обслуживания МТО-АТ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Станция ремонтно-зарядная аккумуляторная СРЗ-А</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Имущество тыла</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Полезный механизированный хлебозавод ПМХ</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Полезные кухни-столовые ПКС-2М комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кухни походные автотриспичные КП-125М</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Дезинфекционно-душевые тановки ДДА-66</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количественный показатель</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Стерилизационно-дистилляционные установки СДН-2 на автоприцепах</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Резервуары РДВ-100</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Термосы:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-литровые</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-литровые</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Комплекты Б-1 /перевязочные стерильные</td>
<td>комплект</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Пакеты индивидуальные перевязочные</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Палатки УСБ-56 с тахелажем</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Палатки лагерные 10-местные</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Маскировочные сети МКЯ-Т</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Обмундирование и вещевое имущество | | |
| Рубашки верхние солдатские полевые без пояса оливкового цвета из хлопчатобумажной ткани | тыс.штук | 12,6 | 12,6 |
| Брюки называк солдатские полевые оливкового цвета из хлопчатобумажной ткани | тыс.штук | 12,6 | 12,6 |
| Плащ-палатки солдатские защитного цвета из хлопчатобумажной ткани | тыс.штук | 6,3 | 6,3 |
| Фуражки солдатские полевые оливкового цвета из хлопчатобумажной ткани | тыс.штук | 12,6 | 12,6 |
| Трусы белого цвета из хлопчатобумажной ткани | тыс.штук | 12,6 | 12,6 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Единица измерения</th>
<th>Количества</th>
<th>Годы поставки</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Майки трикотажные белого цвета</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Носки без резинок оливкового цвета</td>
<td>тыс. пар</td>
<td>25,2</td>
<td>25,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремни полсные солдатские тесьмые с покрытием коричневого цвета с пряжки оцинкованными, гладкими</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ремни пожные солдатские тесьмые защитного цвета с пряжки оцинкованными, гладкими</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Дымки плечевые тесьмые с покрытием коричневого цвета</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Недели вещевые из хлопчатобумажной ткани защитного цвета</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Шлемы стальные</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ботинки с высокими берцами, штевневые на резиновой подошве</td>
<td>тыс. пар</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Одежда байковая</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Простыни размером 214x126 см из бязи</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наволочки подушечные верхние размером 60x50 см из бязи</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>12,6</td>
<td>12,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наволочки подушечные нижние размером 60x50 см из хлопчатобумажной ткани</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наволочки тюфячные размером 220x77 см из хлопчатобумажной ткани</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Матрацы поролоновые</td>
<td>тыс. штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Наименование</td>
<td>Единица измерения</td>
<td>Количество</td>
<td>Годы поставки</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Подушки поролоновые размером 80х50х4 см</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Опятьки алюминиевые солдатские</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Чехлы к солдатским флягам</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Котелки алюминиевые солдатские</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>6,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Плаш-накидки офицерские</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Комбинезоны рабочие летние из хлопчатобумажной ткани</td>
<td>тыс.штук</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Полуботинки хромовые офицерские на кожаной подошве</td>
<td>пара</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Сумки полевые офицерские из искусственной кожи</td>
<td>штука</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Запасные части, учебное и вспомогательное имущество по спецификациям Советской Стороны на сумму до 0,9 млн. рублей.

Я.П.
PROTOCOL
OF THE MILITARY COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF CUBA AND THE PEOPLE'S REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT
OF GRENADA

The Government of the Republic of Cuba and People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada, in full exercise of their sovereign right as free and independent State, based on the fraternal relations existing between both countries with the aim of making a contribution to the strengthening of the defensive capacity of Grenada, have agreed upon the following:

ARTICLE I

The Government of the Republic of Cuba in agreement with the request formulated by the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada, will maintain Cuban Military specialists in that country in quantities and specialists established in Annex No. 1 of this document. (Protocol).

ARTICLE II

The Military specialists from Cuba in behalf of strengthening the military capacity of the Armed Forces will assist grenadian military men on the questions of Organization of the Organic Structure, Organization of the Instruction and combative and campaign training of the troops and staffs in the preparation of cadres and minor specialists, and in the elaboration of the operative and mobilization plans for the defense of the country.

ARTICLE III

The Government of the Republic of Cuba will grant scholarships to military personnel of Grenada in the Military Training Centres of the Revolutionary Armed Forces with the quantities and specialist with the requirements that will be established in Annex No. 3 which will be elaborated afterwards.
ARTICLE IV

The Government of the Republic of Cuba has the pleasure of receiving during 1982 four delegations of the Armed Forces of up to three members each, of the following specialities:

- Engineering, (the fourth-three months period)
- Communication, (the first three-months period)
- Logistics, (the first three-month period)
- Exploration, (the fourth three-month period)

The dates in which these delegations should travel to Cuba will be communicated to the grenadian side, by the cuban side twenty days in advance.

ARTICLE V

In order to lead the activities of the Cuban Military Specialists, the post of chief of the Cuban Military Specialists is established who will develop functions in the Ministry of Defense.

ARTICLE VI

The Cuban side according to the plans approved by its governments will carry out the systematic change of Cuban Military specialists in the quantities foreseen in the present Protocol.

ARTICLE VII

The People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada will give facilities to the chief of the Cuban Military specialists in the work places and for using the communication means existing in the country in order to assure the direction of his activities of Technical Military assistance to the Armed Forces.

ARTICLE VIII

The Cuban and grenadian Military specialists who in virtue of the present Protocol are in the Republic of Cuba or in Grenada will respect the sovereignty and customs and will observe the laws.
ARTICLE IX

The People's Revolutionary Government will give facilities to the Ministry of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of the Republic of Cuba to check the work of the Cuban Military Specialists.

ARTICLE X

The medical, technical and material assurance and the expenses as a result of the permanency of the Cuban Military Specialists on the Grenadian territory will be implemented according to the time period established in Annex No. 2 of this Protocol.

ARTICLE XI

The People's Revolutionary Government will pay the expenses of the Custom-House and fees of the consuls sent to the Cuban Military specialists, by sea and by air.

ARTICLE XII

The Government of the Republic of Cuba and the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada, will take all measures depending on them in order to assure the secrecy of the permanency of the military personnel in both states and the character of the activities, as well as the mail and information related to the present Protocol.

ARTICLE XIII

Any kind of situation that comes out in respect to the present Protocol or its accomplishment, it will be solved by friendly conversations between representatives of both sides in Havana City or in the City St. George's.

Any charges or additions to the Present Protocol will only be effective in case they are elaborated in a written way and signed by authorized personnel of both sides.

ARTICLE XIV

Annex No. 3 of the Protocol of Military Collaboration on scholar
ships to the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada will be included in the present Protocol, by means of a written request through the chief of the Group of Military Specialists—after having finished the studies that will be carried out.

ARTICLE XV

The present Protocol will be put into effect from the date of signature and it will be effective until December 31st, 1984.

The Annexes No. 1, 2 and 3 are part of this Protocol.

Written up in two copies, original, in Spanish and English,—both texts are valid and signed in the City of [city], on the ___ days of ___________ of 19_____.

By the Government of the Republic of Cuba

By the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada
ANNEX No. 1

PROTOCOL OF THE MILITARY-COLLABORATION ABOUT THE LEVELS OF WORK OF THE CUBAN MILITARY SPECIALISTS IN THE PERMANENT ARMED FORCES.

The Government of the Republic of Cuba will maintain military specialists in Grenada whose composition will be as follows:

1. Permanent Specialists
   a) In the General Staff of the Armed Forces.
      - Chief of the Military Specialists 1
      - Specialists 8
   b) In the Military Region.
      - Specialists 3
   c) In the Permanent Company.
      - Specialist 1
   d) Internal Assurance Groups of the Military Specialists.
      - Officers, Sergeants and soldiers 16
      TOTAL 27

2. Specialists for short periods and for 2-6 month periods
   a) In the General Staff.
      - Specialists 6
   b) In the assurance units.
      - Techniciens 3
   c) Transport Repairing Brigades 3-4
      TOTAL 12-13
ANNEX No. 2

PROTOCOL OF THE MILITARY COLLABORATION: ABOUT THE MATERIAL MEANS, SERVICE AND ASSURING PERSONNEL.

The Government of the Republic of Cuba and the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada agree to guarantee the material, technical and medical assurance of the Cuban Military Specialists according to the time period mentioned below:

CLAUSE No. 1

The People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada will guarantee the material means, equipments and the following services:

a) Maintenance of furniture and properties sent and constructed by Cuba and those given by the country to the Cuban military personnel.

b) Equipment and office material for the usage of the Cuban military specialists.

c) Fresh food-stuff for the feeding of the Cuban Military personnel.

d) The necessary transport means for the development of their functions inside the Armed Forces, guaranteeing the fuel and lubricants, its maintenance and repair.

e) Armament and ammunition for the Cuban Military specialists.

f) Qualified medical assistance in the Hospital of the country as well as the necessary medicines for disease prevention and the maintenance of health of the Cuban Military Specialists.

g) Means of personnel hygiene of every kind.

h) National transportation required for the accomplishment of the service activities.

i) Public Services (water, electricity, telephones and others)

j) A small stipendium for the personal expenses of every member equivalent to (30) U.S. Dollars.
k) Entrance visa and Identification Documents which accredit them for the civilian and military authorities of the country.

1) Personnel that guarantee the driving and usage of the transport techniques, the elaboration of food, washing and ironing of the clothes, the cleaning of furniture and properties and the security of the house.

11) Other means and services non-specified which are required for the development of the work of the Cuban Military personnel.

**Clause No. 2**

The Government of the Republic of Cuba will guarantee the means, equipment and services we mention as follows:

a) The sending of technical personnel, material means and necessary furnitures for the construction of the necessary installation for the living-conditions and work of the Cuban Military Personnel.

b) Dried foodstuffs of every kind for the feeding of the Cuban Military Personnel.

c) The trip clothes of the Cuban Military Specialists.

d) The necessary consultive material for the execution of the functions of the Cuban Military Specialists.

e) The salary in Cuba of the Military Personnel.
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COOPERATION AND EXCHANGE PLAN BETWEEN THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CUBA AND THE NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT OF GRENADA, FOR THE 1983 PERIOD.

INTRODUCTION

The Communist Party of Cuba and the New Jewel Movement, brotherly united by the same ideals of struggle in their respective countries, as well as of active solidarity in favor of the peoples that struggle for national liberation, and likewise, sharing the same convictions against imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, Zionism, and racism, become aware of the need to unite efforts and coordinate actions of cooperation in the different activities within their scope.

Both Parties, on agreeing that the many-sided relations of cooperation be governed by the widest and justest spirit of cooperation, solidarity, and internationalism, reach agreement on the following:

CHAPTER I

a) The CPC and the NJM will exchange delegations for the mutual study of the experiences in the different fields of Party work, according to agreements and needs that will be established between the parties. To this end, they will carry out regular meetings and exchange of experiences between the different departments and secretaries of both Parties, whose agreements and commitments will be annexed to this protocol.
2.

b) The CPC expresses its willingness to send, according to the requests formulated by the NJM in this sense, technical advisers for the organization of public meetings and propaganda of the Party in Grenada.

c) Regarding the political upgrading and professional assistance, the NJM and the CPC express their willingness to receive, at the "Nico López" School, the NJM cadres that will be decided on mutual agreement.

d) The CPC and the NJM of Grenada will exchange information of mutual interest, both on the field of the development of the two revolutions and their experiences, as well as on the international situation and, fundamentally, that of the Caribbean in its struggle against imperialism, neocolonialism, racism and Zionism. Likewise, they will exchange information on the liberation movements as well as coordinate actions and positions of mutual interest to be adopted at events, conferences, and other Party activities of an international character, with special emphasis on the problems in the Caribbean.

e) Both organizations, vanguard of the peoples of Cuba and Grenada, express their mutual solidarity in the struggle against imperialism, and they are committed to struggle and make sure that they develop to the utmost the mutual solidarity and understanding of the International Revolutionary Movement regarding both revolutions.

f) Both Parties will exchange information and join efforts in strengthening their relationship with the socialist and
SECRET

3.
progressive countries, and in favor of the peoples that struggle for their liberation, particularly within the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries.

CHAPTER II

On political and mass organizations:

Both Parties agree on developing to the utmost the cooperation and assistance in the development and strengthening of the mass organizations of Cuba and Grenada.

In this sense, the CPC and the NJM will promote, according to the needs of the NJM and its mass organizations, a work plan of the Workers' Central Union of Cuba, the Cuban Women's Federation, the Association of Small Farmers and the Young Communist Organization, with their counterparts in Grenada, both for the exchange of delegations, advice, and collaboration in their different fields, and for receiving cadres from those Grenadian organizations in the schools and courses of the Cuban organizations which are arranged and agreed to these purposes.

These agreements on cooperation will include exchange of information, publications, and expertise built up by them.

Likewise, they will coordinate their positions at international events and conferences, by mutually advising each other on the common interests of both Parties.

CHAPTER III

On the exchange and cooperation between both Parties:

The CPC and the NJM of Grenada will approve, control, and en-
4.

Sure the fulfillment of the understandings and agreements of cooperation and exchange to be established at state level, for which they will create the mechanisms and controls that they consider relevant.

Similarly, both Parties will periodically oversee the development of the cooperation and exchange between both governments, formulating the readjustments that become necessary for practical purposes.

The CPC and the NJM will coordinate the positions of the governments of Cuba and Grenada at international events, conferences, and agencies where they participate, in attention to the political, economic and social interests of both Parties.

Besides, both Parties, through their state apparatus, will propitiate the exchange of information, publications, research, and scientific and propaganda works related to their political interests.

CHAPTER IV

On their fulfillment:

The CPC and the NJM commit themselves to inform the counterpart, in due time, the implementation of the agreed exchange plans. Also, both Parties will approve the agreements to be established among the above mentioned political and mass organizations, making sure that they are fulfilled.

The agreements adopted in the different fields of Party life, as well as those to be concluded among the Cuban and Grenadian political and mass organizations, will be incorporated as annexes to this protocol in force until December 31, 1983.
5.

1983 PLAN

The New Jewel Movement of Grenada and the Communist Party of Cuba, ratified the general lines established in the Cooperation and Exchange Plan between both Parties, and pursuant to the spirit of such Agreement, they establish the following plan for 1983:

1. The Cuban Party will receive in 1983:

   a) Five comrades with secondary educational level to study at the "Nico López" School, for one year.
   b) Two technicians in drawing for specialization in making billboards and posters.
   c) Two comrades for specialization in sound equipment for public meetings.
   d) A press photographer for training in Cuba.
   e) Training of a technician in microfilm for the press.
   f) A newspaper librarian, for training in Cuba.
   g) Training of a press cartoonist.
   h) Training of a technician in general graphic arts.
   i) Two comrades linked to the work on religion for exchanging experiences and coordinating regional and international work.
   j) Two comrades linked to the work on the Socialist International for exchanging experiences and criteria on this aspect.
k) A delegation made up of three comrades of the Ministry of Mobilization who have to do with the work of Foreign Affairs, fundamentally with the Caribbean, for exchanging experiences, criteria, and coordination in the region.

l) A delegation made up of a Member of the Political Bureau and two other persons for exchanging experience on the work of organization, internal education and propaganda of the Party.

m) Two Members of the Political Bureau and two other persons, each one for one week of rest in Cuba.

n) Two Members of the Central Committee for one week of rest in Cuba.

II. The Grenadian party will receive in 1983:

a) Two technicians in sound equipment for public meetings, to train and increase the level of their counterparts in Grenada.

b) Two technicians in billboards and posters for exchanging experience and increasing the technical level of the Grenadian comrades.

c) A delegation of two comrades from the Department of Organization for exchanging experience on the organization work of the Party.
7.

d) A specialist in the work with the religious people for exchanging experiences in the work of the Party on this sector.

e) A specialist in internal education plans of the Party.
The Communist Party of Cuba and the New Jewel Movement of Grenada, satisfied by the discussed and agreed aspects, which fully correspond with the fraternal relations between both Parties, underwrite this document in the City of Havana, Cuba, June 29th, 1983.

[Signatures]

The Communist Party of Cuba

The New Jewel Movement
EMBAJADA DE GRANADA EN CUBA

In accordance with the requests put forward at the 2nd Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba by the Prime Minister, the Vietnamese Ambassador has reported the following:
1. The Ministry of Defence and Interior is ready to receive from Grenada starting in April 1982 twenty appropriately qualified people to train in the following:
   a) anti-chemical warfare
   b) anti-radiation warfare
   c) re-education of anti-social and counter-revolutionary elements
   d) Yankee tactics and the weapons used in Vietnam
2. The Government of Vietnam is not in a position to send people to Grenada nor are they in a position to train pilots.
3. I enquired as to who will pay the passages for these people. The Ambassador promised to check on this question but pointed out that it was unlikely that Vietnam would be able to pay. He suggested that we approach a friendly country which has airline facilities.

[Signature]
18/2/82

Write in:
We need to decide who and how many.
Yours keep this copy.

DOCUMENT 18
18 - 1
"YEAR OF POLITICAL AND ACADEMIC EDUCATION"

SUMMATION OF THE WORK AND DECISIONS OF GENERAL MEETING - NJM
(CUBA)

1. The General meeting of the New Jewell Movement (NJN) branch in Cuba was held on Saturday 7th May 1983 at 9.30 am in Santa Clara according to the decision of the previous GM.

2. In attendance were 28 comrades. The meeting heard excuse for the absence of Cde. James Clarkson but could not account for Cde. Augustine Vesprey's absence. Comrades Cleitus St. Paul and John Houston (Lion) were welcomed by the GM.

3. The meeting re-elected Cde. Springle as recording secretary and adopted the following agenda:
   a) Report on decisions and tasks of last GM.
   b) Report and discussion on party work in the institutions
   c) Proposal on cultural activity.
   d) Discussion on collective assessment of comrades.
   e) A C B

4. The GM reviewed all the decisions that were taken at its last session. In all cases (24 cases) a responsible attitude was taken to implement the decisions. The results are as follows:

DOCUMENT 19
19 - 1
a. Travel arrangement for 97 students return from Cuba for August vacation including all the economic students who have been requested by the Ministry of Finance has been arranged with Aero Caribbean as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. June 25th or July 9th for Econ. students</td>
<td>August 25th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. July 11th</td>
<td>August 27th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. July 13th</td>
<td>August 29th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. July 24th</td>
<td>August 31st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All monies for buying tickets to be sent in bulk to the Embassy via Ministry of Education. The Ministry already informed of this.

b. Emulation plan for national emulation for period September 1983 to March 1984 already prepared and discussed with students. It was noted that students are looking forward for this.

c. Discussion on pregnancy and birth control in progress - to date no report on pregnancy among Grenadian students.

d. Celebration of 10th anniversary of NJM & 4th anniversary of Revolution held in provinces and were successful.
e. Discussion on transfer of students in progress although several modifications are being made based on the desire of the students and the availability of their specialty in the particular province.

f. Discussion on holiday plan for students remaining in Cuba held. The main difficulty with this has to be resolved by the FEU.

g. Efforts have been made to resolve the academic problem of Laurie Frederick. He still experiences difficulties but the school is prepared to give him another chance.

h. The problem of Allan Benjamin was frankly taken up with him. Over the last 3 months there has been marked improvement.

i. A study of OPPF completed by all except the Havana applicants.

j. More attention is being given to the middle level students in the respective party group.

Some now have study material (report on 1982 economic performance), although this was only done recently. Study material is being prepared for September.
1. Collective assessment was held in all party groups.

5. During the report on decisions of last CW, matters arose on which decisions were taken, namely,
   a. that the embassy must have a direct hand in the placement of students in the future,
   b. that it be suggested to Grenada that career weeks be held with students about to leave school so they can better appreciate what they want to study and/or what they should study in relation to national development.
   c. need for a common approach to members, candidates and applicants study in different provinces and how this can be achieved.

6. The Central meeting heard reports on the work of the party groups in Havana, Santiago de Cuba and Camagüey as well as Cde. Allan Roberts work in Santa Clara. It was noted that the work in Santiago de Cuba had significantly improved since last CW. The applicants completed study and the NYO group organised quite a number of political, cultural and social activities as well as attended several political activities of other student bodies. It was however, stressed that the situation was not yet consolidated and several students still show political indifference thus the need to focus more attention there. In Camagüey the work is still good with the applicants and NYO completing their study. The NYO are and they were reporting more than the NYO.
group held several political, cultural (for the first time) and social activities which were successful. However, a slight drop in attendance and punctuality was beginning to develop. In Havana the work is satisfactory. The applicants are completing their study, the M-A-CH are now on chapter 4 of political economy. With the NYO several activities were realised – political, cultural and social that were all very successful. It was however, noted that the failure to provide study material to NYO affects all the groups. The NYO which was recently started held several successful activities and is proving to be a step forward for all the sisters. In Santa Clara the NYO is operating and held some successful activities. The group however has some disciplinary problems which must be resolved urgently. The group takes part in all activities that other students bodies hold.

7. A general problem of all the groups which was identified was that of information from Granada. It was noted that a more consistent centralised and responsible approach must be taken by Granada on this problem.

8. The general meeting heard a proposal from the Havana party group and approved it. The proposal is for the students returning home on holidays to hold 3 cultural shows in Granada the proceeds of which would be all given to the defense of the homeland. Various tasks were distributed to three provinces and they would immediately begin preparations. It was
decided that the C1 be contacted on this to get the organisational help of the party.

9. The results of the collective assessment were given. It was noted that there was some timidity in the assessment, however, the C1 agreed that this exercise is very fundamental and as such must be continued but greater attention must be paid to frank, open and objective assessments with comradely criticism and advice given.

10. The C1 looked at other matters such as the problem of the French students which has been referred numerous times to the Ministry of Education (Cda); the problem being created by the boastful attitude of the economic students in relation to their trip to Grenada; the problem of the monthly newsletter as a result of no one to type it; the need for Grenadian students to more actively participate in voluntary productive work in Cuba.

The C1 ended at 5 pm after deciding on the date and place of its next meeting - 5th November in Camagüey. The meeting was carried out in a disciplined and businesslike manner.

General Meeting - NJM branch (Cuba) May 7th 1983
AGREEMENT


For the purposes of further cementing and developing the friendship and solidarity between the peoples and armies of the two countries established in the common struggle to oppose against imperialism, consolidate the national sovereignty and safeguard independence, and strengthening the national defence power of Grenada, the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada and the Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea have agreed as follows:

Article 1

The Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea shall give, in 1963-1964, the free military assistance
subject to weapons and ammunitions covering US $ 12,000,000 indicated in Annex to this Agreement.

Article 2

The Grenadan side shall be responsible for the transport of weapons and ammunitions to be rendered to the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

Article 3

Both sides shall strictly keep the secrecy of the military assistance to be executed according to this Agreement and have an obligation not to hand over any matters of this Agreement to the third country.

Article 4

This Agreement shall come into force on the day of its signing.
This Agreement has been prepared in duplicate in the Korean and English languages and signed in Pyongyang on April 14, 1963, two original equally authentic.

By the authority of the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada.

By the authority of the Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.
A F I X

of agreement on the free offer of military assistance to the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand flares</td>
<td>200 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition for hand flares</td>
<td>4,000 rds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62mm automatic rifle</td>
<td>1,000 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62mm light machine gun</td>
<td>50 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition for 7.62mm auto. rifle</td>
<td>360,000 rds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62mm blanks</td>
<td>300,000 ris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62mm heavy machine gun</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition for heavy machine gun</td>
<td>60,000 rds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPG-7 launcher</td>
<td>50 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPG-7</td>
<td>500 rds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand grenade</td>
<td>200 rds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction hand grenade</td>
<td>20 ris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binoculars (8 x)</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-gas masks</td>
<td>1,000 pcs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sirens 50 pcs
Tactical drawing instruments 15 sets
Coast guard 2 boats
Uniforms 6,000 suits
Knapsacks 6,000 pcs
Camouflage nets 50 pcs
Ultrashort waves wireless set ( rá -3) 3 pcs
Ultrashort waves wireless set ( rá -4) 3 pcs
조선민주주의인민공화국과 그리니덜만 헌법정부에
무상으로 군사연조를 통일 미한 그리니덜만 인민
정부와 조선민주주의인민공화국 정부 사이의
협 약

그리니덜만 헌법정부와 조선민주주의인민공화국 정부는 평화주의
을 발ekyll하고 나라의 평화를 공고히 하여 주요성을 용호하기 위한
공동목표에에 담겨있고 무 자국 인민독과 군사연 조리의 인신과 단
결을 더욱 강화함으로써 이의 평화적 보장과 목적으로
다음과 같이 약의한다.

제 1 조

조선민주주의인민공화국 정부는 그리니덜만 헌법정부가 이 협
정문합자에 지정된 1200만 이상의 이민자와 방위부대의
1983년도부터 무상으로 군사연조를 준다.
제 2 조

조선민주주의인민공화국이 그 대네이버인민혁명당에 추상으로 군사
진조하는 부기와 반박물에 대한 수습은 그 대네이버특이
제정된다.

제 3 조

상한은 이 법정에 의하여 진조되는 군사적법에 관한 비밀을 엄격히
지키며 그 여권문제도 제3조에 넘지 못치 않음에 대한 의무를 지닌다.

제 4 조

이 법정은 수포할자로부터 요구를 가진다.

이 법정은 1983년 4월 14일 정부에서 서명되었으며 조선
이외 정치의 자작 2부의 작성된 두 신문은 같은 요구를 가진다

Mannes Bilor

그 대네이버인민혁명 정부의 조선민주주의인민공화국 정부의
취임에 의하여 취임에 의하여

의 증

20 - 7
프신부추천인인증증명서 그대로 여기인증방문부재
부상으로 순사장포름 돌자. 역량 직장임원로

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>명목</th>
<th>금액</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>소생선호증류</td>
<td>200천</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>소생선호증류안</td>
<td>4,000만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6.2미취항보수</td>
<td>1,000만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6.2미취항기판수</td>
<td>50천</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6.2미취항보수안</td>
<td>360,000만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6.2미취항</td>
<td>300,000만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6.2미취항기판수</td>
<td>60,000만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7조발사판</td>
<td>50천</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7조발사판안</td>
<td>500만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>수블수</td>
<td>200만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>총</td>
<td>20만</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>물품명</td>
<td>数</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>장 안 경 (8미)</td>
<td>30개</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>방 북 면</td>
<td>1,000개</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>외 이 면</td>
<td>50개</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>저도석 입용 도구</td>
<td>15조</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>정 비 지</td>
<td>2식</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>군 북</td>
<td>6,000벌</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>배 남</td>
<td>6,000개</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>위 장 방</td>
<td>50개</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>△ 당복 부성기 주-3</td>
<td>3척</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>△ 당복 부성기 주-4</td>
<td>3척</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Ambassador reported that on his last trip to Venezuela, he met with the Ambassadors from the Socialist Community and raised with them the fact that, since his eight month stay in Trinidad, none of them had visited.

He explained that he had spoken with the General Secretary of the Venezuelan Communist Party and among other things, had raised the question of the level of counter-revolutionary activities in Venezuela. The General Secretary explained that there was, he thought, contact between the Venezuelan Government and the counter-revolutionaries and that, but wasn’t sure, that the President knew of it. The Ambassador asked him to work on it and send more precise information.

The Prime Minister thanked him and pointed out that the General Secretary had never been to Grenada... kept contact with the Grenada Embassy in Caracas.

The Ambassador added that the International Relations Secretary of the Venezuelan Communist Party said he is coming to Grenada.

The Ambassador gave to the Prime Minister, copies of articles on Grenada published in the Soviet press.

The Ambassador reported that special equipment, 2 Coast Guard patrol boats and foodstuff were being sent direct to Grenada. This included 3,000 military uniforms in 1984 and 2,000 spades in 1985.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flour</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Meat</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Fish</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable Oil</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubricants</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Type Pick Up J82 21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Jeeps J42</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks 3A2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Engines</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ambassador indicated that the supply of the vehicles and the fire-engines was based on the inter-governmental protocol of 11th July, 1980. The conditions were:

1. 10% within 1 year of date of delivery;
2. 50% over 10 years from date of delivery in equal half-yearly payments with the first to be made 3 years after date of delivery;
3. 4.5% interest rate.

This, the Ambassador said are the most favourable conditions given to any body of the Foreign Trade Division of the U.S. Trade Mission can conduct and sign any of these.

Prime Minister promised reply before the Ambassador leaves on 1st June, 1985 for vacation in Moscow.

Ambassador informed the General Chief of Staff, Minister of Defence, that he reported that 12,000 rounds supply of 14,5mm shells for 34 armed combat vehicles delivered to Cuba in January 1985. Another 30,000 will be supplied this year through Havana. 35,000 rounds in spare parts can be delivered in the 3rd quarter of 1983. After letter of credit comes from Havana, Soviet trade representative now in Havana, can discuss this. The rest promised to have someone contact him.

Ambassador said agreement reached to exchange 2,000 pairs of boots for larger sizes (43-45); Grenada to follow up with the Jabbans who have already been contacted and agreed to principle.
10 copies of Soviet Military Review coming in May 1983.

Jde. Layan had made requests on these two things and... is to check him to follow up.

J.C. of J.C.J.C. has agreed to receive 5 numbers of leadership for rest and treatment; Jde. Strahan had given name if Jde. Jacob, wife and three kids.

On P.S.’s request, Ambassador will clarify whether this will account for the five places. However, Ambassador explained that in event of necessity, a request can still be made.

Aircraft to be supplied to Senate will be delivered to JCCB. Can seat 20 paratroopers and hold 6 tons of cargo. Has 4,000 flight hours capacity and 4,000 landings. If used properly can last four years without repair. Can be assembled in 10 days and will be done in June. Has been designed with JCCB’s and air space and can accommodate 10-12 under those conditions.

P.S. explained that plane can be used for a dual purpose with the other being a 40-mile/week program. He explained that the car will not be used as it can have negative political repercussions. He also pointed out that the kind of plane, a military plane, can pose problems landing in the more reactionary countries in the region as civilian make up will not have those problems.

Fifteen specialists will travel from Moscow to Warsaw to work on the aircrafts. An additional engine and spare parts enough for five planes will be attached. All spare parts will be left in 115 under supervision of specialists from the J.C.C.B. who will do all warranty services.

The Ambassador said that they will prefer Russian-built to use in electrical equipment for starting. The engine will be supplied to JCCB. Russian must indicate that color, engines, service number are to be put on the plane.

The Ambassador pointed out that technicians will be sent to ... develop the socio-economic plan for 1985-87. The specialists and the interpreter can arrive September/October for three months.

He reported that equipment had been sent to J.C.J.C. from RSS Agency.
The Ambassador provided the P.I. with an overview of Venezuela's Foreign Minister, Zambrano's, visit to Moscow 25-30, 4, 83 and gave him a document on it.

The Ambassador informed that some projects for assistance to Grenada had been drafted but were done without taking into consideration the specific conditions on Grenada, therefore, he needs to know Grenada's position on these. They included:

(a) Technical and economic feasibility for sea-port project;
(b) Fifteen teachers coming to Grenada.

The P.I. pointed out he was glad the Ambassador raised this as he was going to raise a number of things:

(1) more sales of nutmeg and cocoa,
(2) gratuitous supply of 20,000 tons of fertiliser over 5 years (4,000 per year); (Ambassador explained that fertiliser is only product never granted - will still explore the possibility);
(3) Cement Plant;
(4) Satellite Station;
(5) East Coast Harbour;
(6) I.P.E.
(7) Steel.

The P.I. suggested the Ambassador meet with Jde. Strachan or Jde. Léonisson before departing.

The Ambassador pointed that they have received no names from the Ministry of Education for scholarships granted - 20 per year.

The P.I. reminded the Ambassador about a request made to Jde. Bronyks for EC 15,000 for International Airport; Ambassador promised to raise again.

The P.I. then gave the Ambassador, on request, an overview on the situation of the imperialist threat to Grenada.

The Ambassador thus pointed out that the state section was strengthening; he was concerned about the newspaper not being published for three weeks and about the level of propaganda and ideological activity by the mass media.

He offered to consider assistance to the media and requested an outline of what the problems were and what assistance was required.
The F.I. told him about the imminent closing down of Transmitter, and explained that the problem was the Transmitter which would no longer be required and a new one could not be sold. He promised to arrange to have the media get the outline of the problems and assistance need to the Ambassador before leaving.

The Ambassador indicated that Specialist can come to look at the problem of the F.I.

He F. asked the Ambassador to express his greetings to Khrushchev, Andropov, Pichonov, Arvydis and the J.I. of the F.I. and to indicate his satisfaction on the progress in the development of the relation and anticipation for even more deepen relations.

1. Supply of special equipment, floastuff, carbid, etc.
   - Include in agreement possible from the Soviet side to sell in Moscow, promised reply to Ambassador before he leaves - 1.6.83.

2. Delegate someone to meet with Soviet trade representative now in demand re spare parts for 35,000 roadless to be delivered third quarter in 1983.

3. Check if Soviet trade re (i) example of - 10 2500 cases for larger sizes through June, and (ii) 15 copies of Soviet military order similar for July 1.

4. Inform J.C. personnel to meet with Ambassador question of whether Mr. Bond's five (wife and kids and himself) takes part of five agreed to for rest in treatment or just one place.

5. Be sure that colours, emblems and service names should be placed on plane.

6. Final document on ambassador's visit to Moscow in light of ambassador's group position on Central officer as part of their evaluation for... trip.

7. Ensure ambassador's position on project for Transmitter from J25K is prepared in time for trip by Soviet J.I. officer.

8. Call to Minister of Education re scholarship to - - 20 per cent to be under government issue.

9. Arrange for Dr. Strauss or Sullivan to meet with the Ambassador before he leave and give answer on question.

10. Arrange for specialists in the media to prepare outline of their department's problems and assistance necessary, and provide same to Ambassador before he leaves.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of</th>
<th>2110054/D</th>
<th>1.250</th>
<th>1.250/1-1.250</th>
<th>32.500</th>
<th>72.29%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.H.</td>
<td>KARDELJEVO</td>
<td>HAVANA</td>
<td>Cases explosive ammunition (warheads, rocket)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CZECHOSLOVAK OCEAN SHIPING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CZECHOSLOVAKIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CZECHOFRAKT PRAHA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref: 144/806664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEDERAL MINISTRY OF FOREIGN TRADE T.D. PRAHA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref: 121/0839</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Freight prepaid
- Document 22
- 22 - 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1985</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubricants</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Type Pick Up L12 21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Jeeps L12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks S42</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Engines</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ambassador indicated that the supply of the vehicles and the fire-engines was based on the inter-governmental protocol of 11th July, 1980. The conditions were:

1. 15% within 1 year of date of delivery;
2. 50% over 10 years from date of delivery in equal half-yearly payments with the first to be made 3 years after date of delivery;
3. 4.5% interest rate.

This, the ambassador said are the most favourable conditions given to any body of the Foreign Trade Division of the U.S.....

Talks and agreements can be conducted and signed in Moscow.

Prime minister promised reply before the ambassador leaves on 1st June, 1985 for vacation in Moscow.

Ambassador informed that General Chief of Staff, A.G. Serebrov, will like appointment with Ode. Andrei Gerasimov. He reported that 12,000 rounds supply of 14.5m shells for BDM machine guns delivered to Cuba in January 1985. Another 10,000 will be supplied this year through Havana. 35,000 rounds in spare parts can be delivered in the 3rd quarter of 1983 after letter of credit comes from Moscow. Soviet trade representative now in Havana can discuss this. The above promised to have someone contact him.

Ambassador said agreement reached to exchange 2,000 pairs of boots for larger sizes (43-45); Grenada to follow up with the Japans who have already been contacted and agreed to principle.
Ole Murphy - 12/3/80

Present: B, Kavanagh, Eoin, Brian, Tony, Ger, Flanagan, Dan, Paddy, Chele, Eoin, Finbarr, Seán, Padraic, Brian, Jim, Mr. Michael O'Brien.

Ginger: @ Present Michael O'Brien
- We are going to bring the boy.

- The boys are in Connaught, threat to the revolution
- Survival of Sinn Féin
- Meth. of Connacht, compromise from a union threat to internment
- Return of Peadar in the army
- Cent of young of the staff
- Eoin in Kildare not for former union
- Compromise as in Connaught

- Nationalism, unionism, republicanism, republicanism.

- The Irish have been left to crack.

- Connacht, Connacht in Connacht, but the cause for Connacht and Southern NI.

- With some Peace - St. Patrick's

- Peace in Kerry - former man.

- Don't believe the stories. St. Patrick was not born in Abbe.

- Popularity of the revolutionary in a main almost ready for the demands.

- Former man of Connacht because in Kerry because in Connacht.

- Patrick Thomas, actually engaged in getting Connacht for the unionists.

- Sí an tráth an lae, bá!

- Eoin told Eoin later how he is doing in but complete lads.
MEETING BETWEEN CHIEFS OF GENERAL STAFF OF SOVIET
ARMED FORCES AND PEOPLE'S REVOLUTIONARY ARMED FORCES
OF GRENADA

DATE: Thursday 10 March 1983 (4.00pm)

Representing the Soviet side were:
1. Marshal of the Soviet Union Ogarkov N.V. - Chief of Staff
2. Colonel General N.A. Zutov - 10th Department
3. Lt.-General G.A. Borisov - Foreign Relations Department
4. Colonel Soloviev - 10th Department
5. Captain M. Globenko - Foreign Relations Department.

Present on the Grenada side were:
1. Major Einstein Louison - Chief of Staff
2. Bernard Bourne - Minister-Counsellor

The meeting commenced promptly by Marshal Ogarkov who extended
a warm welcome to Major Louison. In doing so, Marshal Ogarkov
enquired whether Major Louison was having any problems with his
studies and living conditions.

Major Louison expressed thanks for the words of welcome and
explained that he had no difficulty with studies and thought
that he was making progress because there was no report to the
contrary from the professors at the school.

Speaking about the Grenada Revolution Major Louison pointed
out that the economy had grown by 5.5% (percent) in 1982 and
living standards by 3 percent. He explained that the United
States continues with its plans to destabilize the revolution,
undermine tourism, linking our international airport with military
potential and training of mercenaries in Venezuela. in addition
to the United States itself. Major Louison then emphasized that the Grenada Revolution got around these problems and still continued to make advances. He also informed Marshal Ogarkov that at the Seventh Non-Aligned Summit Grenada was again elected to the coordinating Bureau of the Movement.

At that moment Marshal Ogarkov said that he was glad for the information on Grenada. About the situation in the world Marshal Ogarkov pointed out that the United States would try now and in the future to make things difficult for progressive changes in all regions and continents. The Marshal said that over two decades ago, there was only Cuba in Latin America, today there are Nicaragua, Grenada and a serious battle is going on in El Salvador. The Marshal of the Soviet Union then stressed that United States imperialism would try to prevent progress but that there were no prospects for imperialism to turn back history.

Moreover, Marshal Ogarkov emphasized that in an aggressive climate the military people have tasks to do. He explained that since Grenada was located close to US imperialism and was not developed militarily the Grenada Revolution would have to be specifically vigilant at all times. Furthermore, the Marshal declared that once the masses have a burning desire for progress the leadership should move ahead decisively and firmly. On that point Marshal Ogarkov assured Major Louison that the plans outlined by Prime Minister Maurice Bishop during his visit to the Soviet Union in 1982 were good and had the support of the Grenadian people.

Further still, the Marshal of the Soviet Union reminded Major Louison that the Soviet Union would contribute to raising the combat readiness and preparedness of the Armed Forces of Grenada.
He informed the Grenada Chief of Staff that according to the agreement signed in July 1982, one-third of the means for 1983 were already supplied and the rest would be delivered during this year.

In response Major Louison expressed his gratitude for the supplies sent to Grenada and mentioned that he was confident that more deliveries would be sent to Grenada in the future.

However, Major Louison explained that he wished to introduce another matter for discussion which was not included in the protocol. The Chief of Staff of Grenada explained that he was referring to the text of a letter from Prime Minister Bishop addressed to Prime Minister Tikhonov dated 28th July 1982. Major Louison said that in the letter, Grenada was requesting additional assistance in: food, fuel, spare parts, transportation, engineering kits, uniforms and others. He disclosed that the greatest part of the budget was used for food and fuel and that spare parts were also of serious concern because many vehicles were grounded since the basic spare parts were unavailable.

Marshal Ogarkov replied rather jokingly that students should be concerned with studies, but that Major Louison who would graduate on 10th May was also concerned about the problems of his soldiers. Nevertheless, the Marshal indicated that he was aware of such requests, but hastened to assure Major Louison that all items contained in the protocol would be delivered. Marshal Ogarkov further assured Major Louison that the requests contained in the letter to P.M. Tikhonov were presently under consideration and that even though they were handled by GKS and Ministry of Foreign Trade, the Ministry of Defence would exercise some control on the solution. He said, with confidence, that his Ministry would participate in the settlement of these requests.
Further still, the Marshal disclosed that there was a possibility that some of the main questions would be solved and as soon as a decision was taken, the Ministry of Defence through Col-General Zutov would inform the Embassy.

Additionally, referring to the question of deputation of Soviet specialists to Grenada to conduct studies related to the construction of military projects the Marshal informed the Grenadian side that the team of specialists would be sent in one month's time and that they await an indication from Grenada confirming readiness to accommodate the specialists.

Finally, towards the end of the meeting the Marshal of the Soviet Union and Chief of Staff of the Soviet Armed Forces proposed a toast 'from the bottom of our hearts'- in his words- to Major Louison on the eve of the 10th Anniversary of the New JEWEL Movement and the fourth Anniversary of the Grenada Revolution.

In his turn, Major Louison expressed thanks and appreciation to the Marshal for kind words about the Grenada Revolution; Major Louison also expressed thanks for the assistance to the Armed Forces of Grenada and then raised a toast towards the strengthening of relations between the two countries, parties, people's, and their armed forces.

Marshal Ogarkov was thankful for the warm meeting and reinforced both toasts by raising a final toast for the growth and further strengthening of the relations between the Soviet Armed Forces and the People's Revolutionary Armed Forces of Grenada.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that the entire meeting was conducted in an atmosphere of warmth, friendliness, simplicity and unpretentiousness.
The meeting ended with warm embraces.

Bernard Bourne

Minister-Counsellor.
МИНИСТЕРСТВО ОБОРОНЫ СССР

СВИДЕТЕЛЬСТВО

АН № 46207

Настоящее свидетельство выдано
майору
Луису Эйнштейну
в том, что он в декабре 1982 г. поступил
и в мае 1982 г. окончил
действительные курсы
по специальности
каскадная наступательная
сотрудническая война
на должностях
по специальности.

Настоящее свидетельство дает право на
самостоятельное выполнение работ, связанных
с его специальностью.
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Typed personally by W. Richard Jacobs.

Distribution as follows:  
Minister Ulison Whitman  
PH.
Deputy PH. Consul  
PB Member Dewart Layne who is in the US.

11th July 1993
Grenada’s relations with the USSR

Our relations with the USSR are influenced by a number of inter-connecting factors. Among the more important are:
1. Perceived ideological direction of the NJM Party and the USSR.
2. The management of state affairs.
3. The development of state to state relations.
4. Grenada’s role in the world (region).
5. Our relationship with other members of the socialist community.
6. Relationship between the NJM and USSR.
7. Our activity in international organisations.

Perceived ideological direction — FXX PXX

Grenada is regarded as being on the path of socialist orientation. There is a general acceptance among Soviet authorities that we are at the national democratic, anti-imperialist stage of socialist orientation. The USSR assigns a special place to these types of countries in its foreign policy. This is, of course, also the case with other socialist countries. In terms of their priorities, the countries of socialist orientation come right after the socialist community. Therefore, whatever, the internal debate, it is important that we continue to maintain our public assessment of our stage of development as the national democratic, anti-imperialist stage of socialist orientation. After all the PM himself made that assessment when he was here in Moscow as well as during his visit to Berlin. This has recently been reinforced by the Foreign Minister during his visit to Vietnam, Kampuchea and Laos. So it seems to be an absolutely necessary that we maintain this line. This is made all the more important by the very high priority that is placed on consistency of analysis here.

— NJM

The Comrades responsible for Grenada in the International Section, have told me that they operate on the basis that the NJM is a “communist party”. Given the relatively low level of these comrades (Nichols etc.) one is not too sure about the authoritativeness of this statement though, I doubt that they would make a statement like that without the necessary authority. In any event, my clear impression is that we are being treated as a fraternal party — ie a N-L Party. My impression too, is that the CPSU delegation that visited in March expressed a positive impression of the work of the NJM and have communicated that impression. The CPSU is in a position to know almost everything about the NJM — its size, programme, objectives, orientation etc. and they cannot fail to recognize and accept the authenticity of our credentials. The problem of protocol — the proper level at which our leaders should be met etc. remains. This could perhaps be explained on two levels: 1. They sometimes adopt an over-protective attitude towards us and argue that if we meet at too high a level the USA would use this as an excuse to further squeeze Grenada. (This is one of the explanations floated as to why the PM did not meet with Andropov in April) 2. Although we are regarded as a fraternal party we are not in the “inner group” of members of the socialist community — their highest party officials are reserved for these kinds of encounters. Their answer as to why Nicaragua is treated differently — and at a higher level — would presumably be that Nicaragua is already under direct US attack and it is necessary for them to openly show solidarity. They would like Grenada to avoid that direct attack. The core of the matter however, is that they regard Grenada as a small distant country and they are only prepared to make commitments to the extent of their capacity to fulfill, and if necessary, defend their commitment. (I recall on one occasion explaining the situation in St. Vincent to the Party comrades. Their response was that this is all very interesting but St. Vincent is so far away!!)
Recommendations

1. The Soviets have a correct perception of our ideological line both at the Government and Party levels. We should continue along these lines.

2. The problem of "protocol" has to be solved but it must be handled gently. At the diplomatic level, we could keep on insisting that counterparts meet. To the extent that this is not achieved, the principals would mention it in passing - not a substantive point, just in passing. We must not fail to mention the matter to their Ambassador at social activities. Gestures are also important - cutting conversations short with junior people etc. Receptivity is also important. Deputy Ministers should not be easily available to low-ranking Soviet officials on visits. As a rule, the FA in particular, and I would also say the Deputy FA should only entertain courtesy calls not exceeding 15 to 30 minutes.

The management of state affairs

The Soviets have been burnt quite often in the past by giving support to Governments which have either squandered that support, or turned around and become agents of imperialism, or lost power. One is reminded of Egypt, Somaliland, Ghana and Peru. They are therefore very careful, and for us sometimes needlessly slow, in making up their minds about who to support. They have decided to support us for two main reasons. 1. Cuba has strongly championed our cause. 2. They are genuinely impressed with our management of the economy and state affairs in general. They are impressed with our commitment to planning, the absence of corruption, the ethic of hard work among the leadership, the ability of the leadership to spread this ethic among the population, the willingness to sacrifice. They are also impressed with the policy on the communication media, the close links with the masses, the practice of popular democracy and the implementation of the policy of democratic centralism as a guiding principle and not a dogma. Also of importance is the stability of our leadership.

Recommendation

The Soviets are very impressed with our management of state power. We should continue along this line with a continuing emphasis on the "step by step" approach.

Development of State to State Relations

The principal item here is the implementation of the Agreements signed in July 1982. In the area of Trade and Collaboration - this is generally being implemented in accordance with the agreements. Some collaboration agreements however, have been delayed as a result of procrastination on our part. In particular, the satellite dish agreement has not yet been signed by our side. As far as the Soviets are concerned, this is the centerpiece of our July agreements. The only negotiable items in it are how we house and transport the technicians, and how we pay them in local currency. The other items are fixed. The credit for this project cannot be utilized for any other project. We really need to get on with this matter. The same holds true for the Fifteen Teachers project. In any event, the reasons for not signing these agreements promptly could be routinely communicated to the Embassy. We are not infrequently faced with the question as to what is the state of affairs on this or that project and we are placed in the very embarrassing position of not being able to answer. Meanwhile, our Soviet colleagues who ask these questions often know the answer because their Embassy in Grenada has informed them. But even with these shortcomings, I would say that we are OK in this area of trade and collaboration.

State to state relations are also fundamentally influenced by the development of relations in other fields as well. We have a good record of collaboration at the military and trade union levels. These are positive factors in the development of our state to state relations. A lot more could be done at the NGO and Peace levels. It is important always to remember that plans for visits and interchanges should be made at least one year in advance. The NYO level is developing satisfactorily.

One of the most difficult areas is at the University and Technical education levels. As in all the above, the Soviets assess the level of state to state relations by, among other things, extent to which we are willing to share our experiences with them, and learn from their experiences. When trade unionists, youth, women and pioneers come to study in the USSR, we are in effect signaling
to them that we recognize that we can learn from their experiences and thereby sending the correct ideological message as well. The same holds true for our University and technical students. The presence of ten of our top planners has made a very favourable impact on the development of our state to state relations. But the same is not true in the area of the University and technical education. We have accepted eighteen (18) of which two of our students have given up the course. Of the remaining sixteen (16) at least eight (8) do not have the minimum requirements for entry to the level of education they expect to receive upon leaving Grenada. This, it seems to me, is requesting more than we know that we can absorb. It is much better to ask for five scholarships and fill four than to ask for 40 and send only four people. This gives the impression, false as it may be, that our students prefer not to study in the USSR. It introduces a certain question mark and works in a negative way on state to state relations. Of course, it need hardly be mentioned that the behaviour of our students can also have an effect on state to state relations, and we must therefore be careful to select highly motivated students.

The establishment of the Grenada-Soviet Friendship society has a positive effect on our relations. It is now critical that this organization function.

State to state relations are very seriously affected by the use that is made of the aid and assistance rendered to Grenada at the material and technical levels. In the case of technicians, it is important that proper provisions be made for their stay in Grenada and they be fully utilized for the entire time of their stay in Grenada. In general we have received very good feed-back on this aspect and the technicians are full of praise for the enthusiasm and commitment of their Grenadian hosts.

In the case of the use of materials, the feedback has also been generally good. But there have evidently been some lapses, and we must always take care to ensure that we order the correct items with full information and specifications for everything associated with its use. The case of the first set of tractors which arrived without the necessary attachments simply because the Soviets did not know what "attachments" we were talking about; the case of waterpumps going unused because of no hose; and the case of military vehicles without spare-parts in part because of poor specifications on our part — all contribute to a negative impression. There seems to have been some slip-up also in relation to the Mi-26. The information needed for certification should certainly have been requested before the completion of the assembly of the plane. The Soviets have serious concerns about the operation and maintenance of the Mi-26. We have assured them that we have a suitable stand-by agreement with the Cubans on this one, but it is urgent that we select and dispatch as soon as possible ten (10) people — at least — to be trained for the operation and maintenance of this aircraft.

An important aspect of the development of state to state relations in the operation and functioning of the Embassy. All countries use the quality and quantity of personnel assigned as diplomatic staff to particular embassies as an indication of the nature of a country's priorities in domestic and international affairs. The Soviet Union is no exception in this regard. Their own Embassy in Grenada is not only an indication of their resource base, but equally a reflection of the fact that they have considerable interest in the development of relations with Grenada.

I have on a previous occasion pointed out that for any Embassy to operate efficiently, the following officers are absolutely essential: Ambassador, Deputy (at the level of 1st. Secretary or above) Secretary to the Ambassador, Accountant. This is emphasized even more in the case of the Embassy in Moscow by the fact that the Ambassador is accredited to nine other countries — GDR, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Poland, and Afghanistan. Such a fact — and at least the first five plus the USSR are countries with which we have some serious relations. This means that the job requires a lot of travel. Both inside and outside of the USSR. I would say that about 60% of the Ambassador's work is representational. This responsibility requires two essential elements: 1. Information from Grenada 2. Sophisticated analysis of the information available from each country. The first one is lacking but I am confident that a political decision can correct this situation. The second requires a person of high cultural level with some formal training and/or experience in international
relations. Equally, we need someone with the appropriate training to undertake the task associated with the maintenance and development of our trading relations with the socialist community. Because of the structure of the diplomatic corps, in the USSR both of these people need to be at the level of a First Secretary or above. We have a mountain of experience in the proper selection of these people. The fact is that a trained person can absorb and apply the experience to which he is exposed in a creative way. An untrained person can be little more than a messenger, and length of service becomes a repetitive experience. It is important too, to recognize that particularly in the socialist community, training is highly valued and contributes to the development of the kind of prestige necessary to achieve our objectives.

All members of our leadership with whom I have raised this matter of staffing agree that we need additional staff at the Embassy in Moscow. This matter should be given the most urgent attention. Inadequate staffing prevents this Embassy from developing state to state relations to the level necessary to preserve and advance our interests.

I mentioned earlier about the representational role of the Ambassador and the need for information for this task to be properly performed. I wish to draw on the example of the PM's recent mission to the USA. I was in the GDR at the time of the mission and I happened to hear on VOA a report of the PM's mission just before a meeting with the Foreign Affairs Ministry. The PM's mission turned out to be the main item on the agenda. I was able to handle the issue because as a part of the information package on the March mobilization, the FS (Foreign Affairs) had sent an up-to-date package on our relations with the USA. When I returned to Moscow, the issue was raised by Kazimirov — Director of the First Latin American Department who handles Grenada's affairs in the Foreign Ministry. Basically, he wanted to know what was the nature of the meeting with Clark. I told him that for our relations with the USA could break our code if they wanted to. Kazimirov told me that he first read of the visit in the newspapers and that he first heard that the PM had a meeting with Clark when the Canadian Ambassador, who was on a visit to his office, mentioned it to him. I feel sure that either his Ambassador in Grenada or USA would have informed him of this but the basic point that he was making is that he would have expected the information to come from me.

The other piece of information which is really crucial for our state to state relations, is the INF loan that I understand that we are negotiating on with the USA. Now, when the PM raised the possibility of a US$6 million with Cromyko in April he made the point that we could get the money nowhere else. I have been monitoring the response here and the latest thing that they told me is that we may get a reply by mid July. I assume that the INF loan has nothing to do with the airport project and therefore we are still going ahead with the US$6 million which is strictly for the airport. But this is only an educated guess, but I have no hard information, and it would have been appropriate to let the Soviets know through our Embassy here that we were about to apply for the loan. Of course, as I understand it, they have no problem with us going to the INF. But the communication of this kind of information adds to a stable, reliable friendly state to state relations atmosphere. And equally important, it develops an expectation of reciprocal reciprocity — they will give us information in the future.

Recommendations

1. We should make every effort to implement all collaboration and personnel-exchange agreements. In the case of personnel exchange, when it is not possible for the Grenada party to fulfill the agreement, the Embassy must be promptly informed. No individual should arrive in the USSR without previously informing the Embassy.

2. Both the Embassy and an appropriate Unit in the Ministry of Trade should monitor the implementation of trade agreements on a monthly basis and exchange this information. The Embassy and the Ministry of Planning should do the same
with other collaboration agreements. (I have in the past received such a
monitoring report from the Macro-Planning Unit. But only on one occasion.)
3. We should as a matter of principle never request materials and opportunities
that we are not in a position to utilize within a defined period.
4. A political decision should be immediately communicated to the International
Department of the Party or the FSI (Foreign Affairs) to keep the Embassy informed
on all important issues.
5. Urgent steps be taken to recruit three new members of the diplomatic staff
for the USSR Embassy with the appropriate qualifications.

Grenada's role in the world (region)

By itself, Grenada's distance from the USSR, and its small size, would mean
that we would figure in a very minute way in the USSR's global relationships.
Our revolution has been viewed as a world-wide process with its original roots
in the Great October Revolution. For Grenada to assume a position of increasingly
greater importance, we have to be seen as influencing at least regional events.
We have to establish ourselves as the authority on events in at least the
English-speaking Caribbean, and be the sponsor of revolutionary activity and
progressive developments in this region at least. At the same time, we have to
develop and maintain normal state to state relations with our neighbours and
concretely operationalise our good-neighbourliness policy. The twice per year
meetings with the progressive and revolutionary parties in the region is therefore
critical to the development of closer relations with the USSR. In order to keep
the Embassy and the Soviets informed of the outcome of such meetings, perhaps
a good model would be for a member of the GG to pay a visit to the USSR after
each such meeting. The mission of such a person could without difficulty be mixed
with other activities. We must ensure though that we become the principal point
of access to the USSR for all these groups even to the point of having our
Embassy serve as their representative while in the USSR.

Equally important is our relationship with those neighbours who the Soviets
regard as our potential adversaries. We have not been making a big deal of the
Regional Defence Force but the Soviets never fail to mention that to their
mind this is one of the most serious future dangers that we face. It is perhaps
possible to use the GG on some kind of good-will mission to the other islands
as a preliminary to the signing of some type of treaty of Friendship and Co-
operation with them. It seems to me too, that we need to maintain a high diplomatic
profile in these islands.

Of all the regional possibilities, the most likely candidate for special
attention is Suriname. If we can be an overwhelming influence on Suriname's
international behaviour, then our importance in the Soviet scheme of things
will be greatly enhanced. To the extent that we can take credit for bringing any
other country into the progressive fold, our prestige and influence would be greatly
enhanced. Another candidate is Belize. I think that we need to do some more work
in that country.

Recommendations
1. Establish a system of informing the Soviets of the outcome of the meetings
between GJM and the progressive parties in the region.
2. Maintain these party to party meetings.
3. Examine the possibility of concluding formal treaties of Friendship and Co-
operation with our neighbours.
4. Explore ways and means of influencing the international behaviour (voting at
UN etc) of Suriname and Belize.

Our relationship with other members of the socialist community

It is well to remember that there is a constant and very detailed consultative
process that takes place between members of the socialist community. For example,
on my recent mission to the GDR (June 1983) they made it very clear to me that
they had been briefed on the PN's discussions with Urmayko, and this is to be
expected. As a result, our performance in various aspects of our relations with
members of the socialist community directly affects our relations with the USSR —
not to mention the fact that it directly determines the relationship between Grenada
and the country involved.

There have been some positive points that has promoted our image throughout;
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socialist community. Among the most recent are: 1. The excellent to very good performance of our students who went to the USSR Party school - this has become generally known. 2. The excellent contribution made by comrades DeRiggs and the generally good impression made by the Grenada delegation at the Berlin Conference on Karl Marx - this is a constant cause of congratulations in various countries. (Incidentally, as a further indication of the communication problem, it is worth noting that I have not yet received a copy of this presentation which I am sure will serve as a good guide of policy.) 3. The fact that I have been presenting credentials and participating in the important occasions of the states involved. But there have also been negative factors. I think chief among them is the very slow process of implementing the agreements signed between Grenada and Bulgaria and GDR. This is very bad for our relations with the countries involved as well as for the USSR because they not only look at the process of implementation of our bi-lateral agreements with them, but also with the rest of the community.

In particular, the GDR has floated the view with me that we appear to want to rewrite a solemn agreement agreed to by their President and our PM. (This refers principally to the method for paying for the bananas.) This, to them, is entirely inconceivable. My own view is that once the agreement is signed at that level, there is no going back and even if it is disadvantageous to us we just have to implement it. It is impossible to be seen as wanting to reانise agreement arrived by the two Heads of Government. I have no evidence that this view is shared regarding our apparent desire to rewrite a solemn agreement has been communicated to other members of the community, but I would be very surprised if it has not. In any event, I have not formed the impression that there is any such generalized view within the community and it is of course in our interest to ensure that we retain the reputation as honest brokers who keep their word regardless. It is worth noting also that any effort to revise an agreement signed by the two Heads of Government below the level of Heads of Government will be next to impossible and could only serve to undermine the prestige and authority of the office of the Prime Minister.

As far as the relations with the other socialist countries are concerned, it is useful to have our people visit there as frequently as possible as well as to have our officials visit us as frequently as possible. I think that officials who travel to Eastern Europe should as a matter of policy include on their itinyary, at least one other socialist country in a planned and rotational way so that we get to touch as many bases as possible. If we are informed of such visits at least ten days in advance, we can get the host country, I am sure, to stand most of the costs. The benefits to us will be very great. As a rule, our officials have made a very favorable positive impression on their hosts.

Recommendations

1. Continue high profile, well prepared participation in important events of the socialist community e.g. Karl Marx Conference and World Peace Council.
2. Implement agreements between Grenada and other members of the socialist community promptly and faithfully.
3. Encourage officials to visit at least two countries in Eastern Europe during official missions to this part of the world.

Party to Party relations

In the socialist community, it has emerged that there is a very close inter-relationship between party to party and state to state relations. Many of the things that the Party was able to arrange in Cuba (eg airline tickets and special considerations of several kinds) are passed on to the state here. Further, as we discovered during the PM's mission and after, there is such an intimate linkage between the party and state at all levels, and notably at the highest levels that the distinctions that we have been inclined to make are not applicable in the socialist community.

One of the direct consequences of this is that the perception of party to party relations is fundamentally influenced by the nature of state to state relations and it is important to constantly keep this in mind.

Of course the implementation of the party to party agreements is paramount. By and large, we have implemented these agreements faithfully. Our first batch of party school students, although they were some two years late, have made a very good impression. Our implementation of the rest and recreation agreements have
have been good for our relations, but there are a number of negative points. I think the most telling is the fact that Comrade Strachan undertook during his mission here to encourage us to send a team of party mobilizers to the USSR for a couple of weeks, to experience the Soviet experience. As is known, these people were not sent. This did some damage which could have been minimized if we had received some instructions to explain to the CPSU comrades that this undertaking was not possible at the moment. As it is, they cancelled it when the time ran out. Another example, has to do with the Public address system. We said that we needed it urgent for March 15th. 1963. They rushed it down by air to Cuba at the end of January, as promised, and the P.A. system stayed in Cuba for a very long time. I am not even sure if it has arrived at all. They have brought this matter to our attention on a number of occasions, we have sent messages to Cuba and Grenada to try and co-ordinate our excuses by we have received no response.

We have to insist too that they stick to their agreements. For example, they agreed with Comrade Strachan to send down to Grenada "a high level delegation" - in March 1963 - you know of course, the very low level that was sent. They also agreed to send two people for rest and recreation in 1963, and we must make sure that they stick by their agreement. They have also fallen down in relation to their understandings to supply books, magazines, newspapers, films and projection equipment for the political education programme. We have to stick them to their word. I can raise it here at the diplomatic level but it will be twice as effective when it is repeated at the party political level.

The problem of what might be called counterpart protocol remains, that is, we have never been able to meet with our strict counterparts at the party level when we have our leaders here. On 27th June, I had a very frank and friendly discussion with Soyko Dimitrov - the former Bulgarian ambassador to Grenada and is now Director of International Relations in the Party. He told me that even Bulgaria sometimes faces this problem and that Grenada has to face the reality that it is a question of size, distance and priorities. I think that he is correct, but we have to deal with these realities, in order to elevate our priority in the socialist scheme of things, the recommendations contained in the section dealing with our role in the world (region) becomes all the more relevant. In addition, we have to raise and discuss with the highest authorities, global and regional issues rather than parochial or national issues. In other words, our legitimate begging operations have to be cast in the larger world context. We have in fact done this in the past quite successfully, linking our national requests to a global analysis, what we used to do now? It seems to me, to become the spokesman for a broader constituency - perhaps the countries of socialist orientation. In this context that I have prepared the attached paper dealing with a task of last resort sponsored by the socialist community for countries for socialist orientation. This will give us an opportunity to discuss the highest issues of policy both with the countries of socialist orientation and with the socialist community, lift our profile, and tighten our priority. Here we can clearly see the close link between party to party and state to state relations.

All that is said about the CPSU holds true for the other party as well. We have a very sympathetic hearing in Bulgaria with Soyko Dimitrov and we should probably draw even closer to the Bulgarian party.

In the GND, we also have a great impression and there is great sympathy there for the GND. Four comrades will be coming for rest and recreation in 1963.

I doubt that we will encounter the protocol problems that we have found in the CPSU. But we must at all cost continue to regard relations with the CPSU as the highest priority.

**Recommendations**

1. Strictly implement all agreements and insist on implementation on the other side as well.
2. Send prompt explanations when it is not possible to implement an agreement.
3. Seek to become spokesman for the countries of socialist orientation.
4. Develop ever stronger relations with the Bulgarian and GDR parties by sending delegations etc.
International activity

From the point of view of our relations with the USSR, our international activity is important from the following perspectives:

1. The consistency of our political line.
2. The influence of Grenada in the international community.
3. The degree of support offered to the positions taken by the USSR.

Our performance is assessed at the following levels:

1. The United Nations and its agencies - UNESCO, UNCTAD etc.
2. Organization of American States
3. Non-aligned Movement
4. Missions in various countries (embassies).

It is very difficult for me to assess our view of our performance in the UN, its agencies and the OAS because, we receive only the minimum of information on our voting and performance etc. But during the period of the threats etc. in March 1983, they advised us to play a more active role in the UN especially at the Security Council and spoke approvingly of Nicaragua's performance at the Security Council. But I suspect that we need a bigger staff at the UN to do the kind of job that would impress internationally. The same probably holds true for the OAS. They have however, maximally praised our role in the Zone of Peace resolution and activity.

At the non-aligned movement, they have a high valuation of our role. You will recall that before the New Delhi Conference they gave me a detailed briefing on their positions and when and Dr. Thomas visited afterwards they expressed admiration for our performance. I think however, that we must insist that we form the inner circle of the advisers to Mrs. Gandhi in line with our leading role in New Delhi especially in regard to the New International Economic Order and the Small States Conference.

We have an excellent case - especially since Guyana did not participate when they were invited to in May 1983 in New Delhi. The Guyana Ambassador here tells me that the Foreign Minister decided that the Heads of Mission meeting then taking place in Guyana was more important.

As far as our embassies are concerned, the most important thing is that they carry the same line on all matters - economic and political, internal and external. To do this successfully, we need to have a common fund of information. Obviously, each mission would have its special area of specialty and would have more information on that area than any other Embassy. But a regular series of directives, instructions and information from the Party or the Foreign Ministry would ensure that a common line is maintained throughout.

As far as the role of the mission in the USSR is concerned, the reality of what came to me very early in the game. It is therefore necessary to establish one's influence in the corps by making strategic associations and alliances. Latin America - our natural constituency - lacks cohesion and leadership. The Dean of the Latin American Group - Venezuela is lazy and uninterested in leadership. The Cuban Ambassador is not very out-going. So I have tried to maintain individual relationships especially with Cuba, Nicaragua and Mexico. Equador is also a good man. The African group is much more cohesive and influential in Moscow. They have also been very welcoming. By informal inclusion in the Group has raised Grenada's profile and influence in the corps as a whole.

The socialist countries to which I am accredited are a major area of interest. Of these, Bulgaria is the Dean and has little time for socio-political interaction. Checoslovakia, GDR and Romania have been particularly warm. We have it as a high priority to establish and maintain the closest personal and official relations with these countries. And although the Korean Ambassador for example, is regarded as a recluse, I have had him over to dinner and he has reciprocated, as is the case with many of the others.

On the whole, I have formed the view that the USSR is satisfied with the degree of support that they receive from Grenada. Indeed, I would say that they have every reason to be satisfied especially if our own on Afghanistan for example, is recognized as one of two Latin American votes (the other being Cuba) in that favour. Considering the risks that we have taken on this and other matters, it might be fair to say that their support for us is actually below our support for them. We must therefore work to establish a balance of interests. This might best be done by gentle reminders at critical stages by members of our leadership. We might also seek to develop our links with what has been called the "middle" countries.
like Yugoslavia and Greece for example and strengthen our links with "off centre" countries like Korea, and Hungary. But these calculations have to be done very carefully and in a very sophisticated way. We have to think them out very carefully.

Recommendations
1. Continue our international support for the Soviet line.
2. Strengthen our political efforts in the UN and OAS and their agencies.
3. Seek a more critical role in the non-aligned movement.
4. Examine the desirability, ways and means of developing relations with the "middle" and "off centre" countries.
5. Provide all missions with a regular common fund of knowledge so that there can be a guarantee that a common line is being pursued on all matters.
TO: Commander Andropov  
    Chairman of the Committee of State Security  
    Member of Politburo  
FROM: General of the Army Hudson Austin  

Dear Comrade,  

Warmest revolutionary greetings to you, the Communist Party of Soviet Union and all Soviet people, from the Political Bureau of the New Jewel Movement, Government, Armed Forces and all the Grenadian people.  

Let me first of all extend our deepest sympathies to your Party and people on the passing away of comrade Suslov, a true Bolshevik and hero of revolutionary people worldwide,  

I WRITE AT THIS TIME TO Secondly, I write this letter in the form of a request for assistance in the strengthening of our Ministry of Interior. This request stems from discussions held between Cde. Vladimir Klimentov, then attached to the Soviet Embassy in Jamaica, during the course of these discussions with Cde. Maurice Bishop, Chairman of the Central Committee of our Party the New Jewel Movement, Prime Minister and Minister of Defence and Interior of the People's Revolutionary Government, and Cde. Liam James, Member of the Central Committee of our Party and Head of the Ministry of Interior and myself.
I request the following training courses for four (4) comrades:

a) Basic course in Counter Intelligence for the period of one (1) year - three (3) comrades.

b) Basic course in Intelligence for a period of one (1) year - one (1) comrade.

We thank you once again for the tremendous assistance which our Armed Forces have received from your Party and Government in the past. We recognise the tremendous internationalist obligations of your people, yet we sincerely hope that these courses will be made available to our comrades in 1982, given the pressing needs in our Ministry and the continuing threat being posed to the Grenada Revolution by United States Imperialism.

I close by once again extending our greatest warmth and embrace to you and your Party - Sons and Daughters of the heroic Lenin. I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours Fraternally,

General Hudson Austin
Member of the Political Bureau of NJM
Secretary of Defence and Interior.
The course was divided into two aspects, theoretical and practical. The theory included the following subjects:

1) Social Psychology and propaganda.
2) Philosophy.
3) Theory and tactics of the International Working Class Movement.
4) Political Economy.
5) The Historical Experience of the CPUC.
7) General Lectures which covered a wide range of topics.

The practical aspect involved being assigned

(1) To a textile factory - The October Factory, from which we gained real work experience in the days of Subbotnik - i.e. voluntary work days; one on Dec 18th, 1982 in honour of the 60th Anniversary of the formation of the USSR; and the other on April 16th, 1983, in honour of Lenin's 113th Birthday. We created 66 Roubles in the first Subbotnik and received a Certificate for that service. For the second day we were not informed about the Roubles created. At the factory we were given an explanation on how cost accounting is implemented in the factory.

(2) Visiting places of historic importance e.g. museums and monuments, exhibitions etc. This was done mostly on afternoons and Sundays.

(3) Visit to three places outside of Moscow - Leningrad in the Russian Federation; Kiev in the Ukraine and Velgorod in the Russian Federation. In each place one week was spent. The whole Collective visited Leningrad and Kiev but only two were invited to Velgorad. Andrei In Bourg and Fabian Otraus were chosen by our Collective to go to Velgorad.
The course also involved Symposia and Theoretical Conferences.

Our Collective took part in the Latin American Symposium at which we were given a special chance to present seven papers in five days. Others' Collectives had a maximum of five (5) papers, however, none of the countries presented their five papers. The following persons presented our papers:

- Rita, Spencer, Glenn, Yabian, Samuel, Superville and Derrick.

We were also invited by the chair of theory and tactics to speak on behalf of Latin America at the African Symposium. Ian Lambert presented that paper.

- For the Theoretical Conference which was to mark the 165th Birthday of Karl Marx, Ian Lambert presented a paper on the Social psychology and propaganda section, and Analem De Bourg on the Theory and tactics section.
- All the presentations made are available for reference.

During the course students were given a chance to meet and have discussions with important persons from parties of foreign countries including General Secretaries of Communist & Workers parties.

The various parties present at the institute also celebrated their party's day with an exhibition of what's happening in their various countries. That was very informative and we learnt a great deal from them. Few Collectives also held celebration meetings which we attended.

There were also other extra curricula activities which included cultural activities and sports. Our Collective took part in them and did well. The activities included carnival, festival of political songs etc. All sports like athletics and football. The sports report will give the details.
On our own we celebrated and commemorated our historic days.

(1) March 11th & 13th.
(2) Bloody Sunday Nov 18th.
(3) Independence Day Feb 7th.
(4) Harold Strachan 27th Dec.
(5) Jeremiah Richardson April 1st.
(6) Lenin's Birthday 22nd April.
(7) A round table solidarity conference of Latin American countries at the time of the threat of invasion of Grenada.

Items (1), (2) and (7) were public events whereas the others were internal, either with our own Collective only or with the party branch in Moscow.

For March 11th & 13th the 10th Anniversary of the KPV and the 4th anniversary of the Revolution, this was organised by our March 13th Committee, headed by Cde. F. Spooner. The celebration involved three aspects:

(1) Political aspect / Formal Meeting.
(2) Exhibition / propaganda.
(3) Redoption.

The formal meeting was chaired byennie Spooner. The Deputy Rector gave a speech on behalf of the Institute. Cde. Ambassador Richard Jacobs was the main speaker. The El Salvador Collective gave a solidarity message on behalf of the students of the Institute and Hita Joseph closing, made the speech of the Session on behalf of the Grenada Collective. It was well received by all present - Students, Staff and Officials.

The exhibition which turned out to be very impressive was prepared by all members of the Collective. In fact the Studies department requested the materials for resource as well as to use as an example for other collectives doing exhibitions.
The reception was also very well organized and well-attended. It gave us and our Cde. Ambassador a chance to tell more about the process in Grenada as well as learn about other countries. Our Senior Professor remarked to us that it was the best they had in ten years.

Because of the threat of invasion of our homeland Grenada, our Co-Collective undertook the task of alerting the staff and students of our situation and therefore organized with the help of the Social psychology & propaganda department, a round table solidarity conference with Latin America. Taking part were Grenada, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, giving our countries position at that time and representatives from Canada and Argentina expressed solidarity. That took place as a T.V. programme, which was viewed by students of the Institute.

Bloody Sunday was convenerated at which we invited representatives of all collectives present at our section of the Institute and the Rector of the branch.

Our relation ship with other collectives developed throughout the course. We held formal bilaterals with Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala, Tanzania and other informal sessions with Greece, Zambia, Portugal. Other social sessions were also held with Tanzania, Zambia, Nicaragua etc. Our collective held send-off get togethers for Tanzania, Zambia, Chile and Nicaragua. An informal send-off was also held for our department by Guyana, Jamaica, Canada, South Africa among others.

Bilateral were requested by East Berlin and Ethiopia which we did not fulfil because of our impromptu notice to leave Moscow.

The Collective internal structure was developed as the necessity arose.
First the leadership of four as appointed by the OC. – Rita Joseph, Anselm De Pourg, Gordon Raeburn and Ronnie Spooner, and later i–

- The Secretary – Derrick James
- Education / Study ctttee – Chaired by Ian Lambert
- Propaganda ctttee – Fabian Oram
- Cultural ctttee. – Ian Lambert
- Emulation ctttee. – Ronnie Spooner
- Sports personnel – Derrick James
- District – Patrick Superville
- Financial Secretary. – Samuel ___-____ __________
- March 13th ctttee – Ronnie Spooner
- A different Ctttee for each important day that was celebrated.

Meetings were held regularly on Sundays from 8-10 p.m. The agenda was timed and always included criticism & self criticism and the singing of the International. The various ctttees reported on a regular basis.

The discipline of the Collective grew as the course went on. Our Social psychology course was particularly helpful to us in learning how to deal with the problems which turned up. However, there were few exceptions. As reported earlier, Patrick Superville found problems in adjusting to the demands of being a member of such a Collective. He reported that he lost confidence in the leadership and throughout the whole course the leadership and the collective had to struggle with him in an effort to help him to adjust and to understand what is required of him. Incidents kept repeating themselves until the matter was referred to the party branch leadership in Moscow.

After constant struggle with the Comrade by the branch leadership he admitted that he acted incorrectly, that he had repeated his mistake and that he pledged to comply with the norms of party life. He promised to do a report to be presented to Cdes. Bourne concerning his behaviour.
All other disciplinary matters were dealt with by the collective with satisfactory results. It should be noted however, that the collective had to struggle with Cds. William St. Louis and Roy Cooper, but they responded better to criticism. However it must be noted that when the collective experienced some unexpected difficulties in Cuba on our way home, Cds. William St. Louis displayed shockingly ill disciplined behaviour. After serious criticism by the entire collective present, he accepted his criticism and pledged never to behave that way again. Cds. Roy Cooper also displayed unaccepted behaviour. He too was criticised. He however insisted that he would not change his position that "the living conditions were worse than in prison" but that he would tolerate it until he left Cuba.

Criticism and self criticism was a norm in the development of the collective and every member of the collective was criticised at some point or another. This exercise certainly helped our collective to emerge successfully.

The collective was faced with problems which included:

(1) Late arrival for the course which partly caused us to have to do a six months course instead of 10 months. The 10 months course offers International relations normally and Economic Management if requested also other topics and were indepth study of the regular subjects.

Late arrival also caused our collective to be deprived of the photography and driving courses.

(2) The low cultural level of four of our Comrades. To a greater extent Mr. Fred Burke, William St. Louis and Roy Cooper and a lesser extent Gordon Raeburn. This of course caused them some frustration and low level of achievements.
(3) Inadequate means of communication re: propaganda - newspapers etc. Despite repeated efforts of our propagandaattice.

(4) Cde. Harris was sick throughout the course and had to be hospitalized on two occasions. Also Cde. Andre Inc. Queen was hospitalized for almost three months March 5th to May 25th. These two Comrades did not do the final exams. They were still both ill at the time.

Other Comrades William St. Louis, Rita Joseph and Anelum De Fourg were also hospitalized but it did not affect their study greatly.

Overall one can say that the strength of the Collective lies in its high level of co-operation and collective spirit coupled with its level of organization and serious sense of purpose of the collective. Despite limitations of some members all Comrades took the course seriously. For example Cde. Roy Cooper stuck at his books tenaciously.

The various committees were very helpful in bringing up the collective; in particular the study and emulation committees.

However the collective experienced some weaknesses. The leadership sometimes "dropped its feet in dealing with certain issues", e.g. ill discipline; doing bilaterals with each member of the collective to discover personal problems. This was requested by the Collective.

The CCL Party branch to which our collective belonged was very helpful also in helping to deal with the disciplinary problem of Patrick Superville. At the branch we engaged in party study and general discussion on the present situation at home in Grenada.

At a dinner hosted by Cde. Ambassador Richard Jacobs and his wife June Jacobs, the Deputy Sector and all our professors and two members of the International Department of the party were present. Speeches were made by all of them and they all expressed their satisfaction with the collective of Grenada and its Leader.
The Deputy Rector also commended our Cde. Richard for consistently showing interest in the progress of the students. This he said was done by very few other Ambassadors who had students there.

- Each Committee will be presenting a report on its work as we think it necessary for other collectives to learn from our experience.

- Each reader will also be doing a personal evaluation of the course.

Recommendations:

(1) That the new group be sent up on time for beginning of September.

(2) That our CC decide whether they will study for 4 - 10 mins. and communicate their decision to the CC-CCCC.

(3) That all comrades chosen for the course be of a similar cultural level and high level. The course is meant for developed comrades in the party.

(4) The new group should carry documents of the NWM party and gifts and tokens for visits to party committees etc.

(5) They should also travel with songs. - Political songs of Grenada.

(6) That William St. Lewis and Roy Cooper and Patrick Superville be a seen by the D.C. of the party.

Rita D. Joseph,
Leader of Collective.
EMBASSY OF GRENADE IN THE U.S.S.R.

TO: COMRADE MAURICE BISHOP, CHAIRMAN OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT.
FROM: COMRADE RENARD BOURNE

I wish to express my warmest, militant regards to the Central Committee of our Party, the NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT and to you personally.

Allow me comrade, to use this opportunity to raise a matter which, in my opinion, is a necessary and urgent one. This matter concerns my area of work while operating as Minister Counsellor in the Embassy of Grenada in the Soviet Union. The fact that I have been appointed by the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the New Jewel Movement to be the Minister Counsellor is clear to me, even though I have not received a letter of appointment nor have the guidelines, terms and conditions of work been brought to my attention six months later.

Nevertheless, what concerns me and I wish to add, what bothers me from time to time, is the fact that while in Grenada I considered myself to be a senior member of the Party as I was a member of one of the leading arms of the Party – the Organising Committee and yet, neither the Political Bureau, the Central Committee nor the Secretariat has ever informed me as to whether as part of my diplomatic work I am supposed to be additionally responsible for the co-ordination of the work of the Embassy with the CPSU, Komsomol, TU, etc., etc.

In my view, the diplomatic work is two-fold: STATE TO STATE and PARTY TO PARTY and MAIN ORGANISATIONS. I will appreciate it and be gratified if the exact situation is made clear to me as soon as possible and in writing preferably. Additionally, and until such time that a Military Attache is appointed, it is my suggestion that security and military matters should be handled by me.

Furthermore, all that this entails concretely when it comes to the question of reports to Grenada is two reports: one to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the other to the Party.

Please comrade, could you or the Party clarify these points for the benefit of the diplomatic staff of the Embassy and for better organisation of our work at the soonest possible time.

In the meantime however, I wish to report on the Party Political work of the Embassy during the last two to three months. In this report, the following points will be discussed:
1. Meetings with North American and English-speaking Caribbean Department of the CPSU;
2. Upcoming State and Party Visit;
3. Party Work of Party Members;
1. MEETINGS WITH CPSU

During the last two months comrade Ambassador and myself held three meetings with representatives of the CPSU responsible for our area. The meetings were held on April 22, May 7 and June 9. In the meetings we discussed a wide range of issues, some of which are included in this report. These points are as follows:

i. Nature of our Party;
   ii. 60th Anniversary of the formation of the USSR;
   iii. Rest and Familiarisation;
   iv. Party School;
   v. Party Headquarters.

During our first meeting the nature of our Party was raised by the Soviet side. They said that in their view NNJ is a Communist Party, but what they do not understand clearly is our membership in the Socialist International. We had to point out that NNJ's membership in the SI is a tactic which depends on the peculiar conditions faced by Grenada under the Gairy dictatorship and the nature of the governments in the region.

Our assessment is that our Party is not fully known; the Soviet comrades are gathering information about NNJ and the peculiar conditions of the region and that is why they are dealing with us cautiously and sometimes skeptically.

However, we think that this matter would be settled during the upcoming STATE and PARTY VISIT.

ii. This year is the 60th anniversary of the formation of the USSR and this occasion will be celebrated in December. The Soviet comrades informed us that NNJ would be invited to participate in this big activity. Other parties from the Eastern Caribbean, like UPM, have asked for invitations. The final decision on these invitations will be taken by the CPSU after consultations with NNJ via the Embassy.

iii. With reference to an existing agreement between the CPSU and NNJ, the comrades have asked us for details from Grenada of Central Committee comrades who will come for rest and familiarisation this year, 1982. It is possible for us under the agreement to send leading members of our MASS ORGANISATIONS for rest and familiarisation.

Additionally, we recommend that the CPSU should create the possibilities for comrades of the Left Parties in the region to enjoy similar facilities. To this the Soviet comrades think that it is necessary and will like to take the final decisions only after getting all necessary information from NNJ.

In our assessment, our Embassy will also serve as a bridge between the CPSU and the LEFT PARTIES in the English-Speaking Caribbean. We will be decisive in their work by being able to give details of the situation in each of these countries. In that way, we are certain to develop good working relations and become a trustworthy ally of the CPSU. It goes without saying, therefore, that we will have to be supplied with details of analyses and assessments by the CC NNJ and information on developments at home and in the region.
iv. On the question of attending the CPSU Party School, we were informed that ten (10) of our cadres can attend the school; they are waiting on us. The system is such that if students begin classes in September, the course will be for 9 months. Also, there are three and six months courses which begin in January and it depends on us to decide how we are to utilize the scholarships.

The comrades are pressing us to take up the scholarships. At our last meeting I promised the comrades that as of this September we will take up the offers.

(NOTE: It is my opinion and also that of other comrades that in order for the CPSU to have greater confidence, trust and reassurance in our Party and our process it is absolutely necessary that we should take up these offers and attend the Party School courses. It is important for the image of our Party, the JEWEL MOVEMENT.)

v. This question of Party Headquarters was discussed during our first and second meetings. The comrades were bewildered to learn that no work had begun on the construction of our Party Headquarters. Even more so, they were shocked to hear that the Cuban comrades, including PB members, did not know about the agreement to construct JNM Party Headquarters.

The Soviet Ambassadors in Havana and Kingston were to convey the decision to JNM which was done. The present problem lies in the fact that the decision was not conveyed - so it seems - to the Cubans. This is the main problem; the FJP claimed that it was not informed on any decision to provide all materials to Grenada (JNM) which will be compensated for by the CPSU.

Furthermore, the comrades of the CPSU told us that they were ready to send the materials but they hadn't any details from our side. Comrade Jacobs informed them that the details were presented to the Soviet Embassy in Cuba.

On this matter, however, there are two outstanding points to be clarified:

a. That the FJP be contacted on decision;
b. That we follow up details of materials needed to the CPSU.

Finally, in our first meeting with the CPSU, we presented to the comrades a letter from Comrade Chalkis, on behalf of the CC JNM, thanking them for the literature which they have been sending us. We also gave them the list of materials received them and copies of 'US FREEDOM WE MAKING', REPORT ON THE 1981 ECONOMY ...' and 'GRENADA IS NOT ALONE.' They were grateful for the little gift.

2. URGENT STATE AND PARTY VISIT

On this subject the document on the proposed agenda for meeting with the CPSU during the visit was handed over to the Chief of the Department for North America and the English-speaking Caribbean, comrade Nikolai. With reference to Party to Party collaboration we would have to prepare beforehand written documents and hand over to the CPSU.

Additionally, we conveyed your desire to meet with the General Secretary, Comrade Brezhnev and asked for confirmation on all three occasions. Up to now there is no final word on that score. However, we were told that comrade Boris Ponomaryov will be present during the Party to Party discussions.

3. PARTY WORK OF PARTY MEMBERS

At present, the Grenadian staff of the Embassy are all within the Party. The comrades are Richard Jacobs, Earlene Bourne and Bernard Bourne.
Today only two of us are working in the Embassy, and in order to organise the work of the Embassy efficiently, we held Party Meetings — only three such meetings were held.

The other area of Party work is STUDY. Other Party cadres who are in Moscow can attend Study sessions which take place on Sundays from 9 to 12 noon. So far five (5) sessions were held, and all during the month of May. The material which we have been studying is the 'REPORT ON THE 1961 ECONOMY AND PROSPECTS FOR 1962.' We chose this material because we did not get a chance to participate in the discussions at home and we believe that it is necessary for us to be familiar with our Economy — 2nd Pillar of the Revolution. Further, we have decided to write up a report, which has some recommendations coming out of our studies. This report is an appendix to this note.

Finally, I wish to reiterate my desire to have greater clarity on my area of responsibility while in Moscow in the nearest future. Maybe, with such clarity, future Party reports will be sent to the relevant structure — the International Department of the Party.

With A FIRM EMBRACE,
Comrade Bernard Bourne
30th June, 1962.

[Signature]
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MEETING WITH THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

DATE: 24th November 1982

Present at the meeting were:

Colonel Petrov-Chief for preparing Students for Military
High School;

Colonel Germark-Responsible for Grenadian Military Students;

Bernard Bourne-Minister-Counsellor.

For the purpose of information, Colonel Astremsky is overall
Head of Department of all Foreign Students; he was absent.

There were two (2) points on the Agenda:
1. Grenadian Students in/expected in the Soviet Union;

Grenadian Students

At present there are fifteen (15) students pursuing courses in
three cities of the Soviet Union:

a. Ten students are at the High School for Infantry in Odessa;
b. Two students are in Simferopol; and

* Three students are in Volsk.

These 15 students will complete their training on 1 February, 1983.

Additionally, ten (10) more students, including officers, are
expected to come to the Soviet Union within the next seven months.

i. On December 1-two officers are expected to arrive to study in
   the city of Solnechnogorsky at the Vystrel
   Institute;

ii. On January 1—three more officers are expected to pursue
    studies at the same Institute;

iii. On March 1—three comrades will arrive, one will study
    in the Political Academy and two will be trained
    as communication experts in Ulyanovsk;

iv. June 1—Two officers will arrive for studies.
All courses will be of five (5) months duration and it is expected that the names of these students would be communicated to the Ministry one full month in advance. This last point is necessary to observe in order to avoid problems at the airport.

Recognising that 2 officers are due to arrive by Wednesday, 1 December, I promised to try to get the names and flight details of the men within two days.*

Further, on this point, Colonel Petrov mentioned that if we are thinking of increasing the number of students to pursue Military courses in the Soviet Union in 1983 then the Commander-in-Chief should send a letter to the Ministry of Defence on this matter not later than January 1, 1983.

Under this item, I asked the Colonels about the possibility of visiting our Military students. The comrades responded that that was possible and necessary in order to ensure that the students are properly taken care of. However, the Colonels explained that if it is decided that we visit the students, the Ministry of Defence should be informed 5 to 10 days in advance in order that it can render necessary assistance. Such letters should mention the flight or train details. This information is necessary so that the Ministry of Defence can inform the school, arrange to meet the visitor on the airport, arrange meetings and to carry the visitor to the hotel.

It is possible to visit the students as a tourist but the tourist would have to make all the arrangements personally.

**MILITARY PROJECTS**

Two departments are involved in Military Projects: Main Technical Department (GTU) and Main Engineering Department, both attached to the State Committee for Foreign Economic Relations.

It was agreed that a meeting should be organised with GTU which is the Department connected with Military Projects. Colonel Petrov suggested that we contact comrade Bogomolov of GTU to arrange such a meeting.

The meeting was later arranged for Friday 26 November.

* A telex was sent to Col Bishop the same day, but no response was received by Sat 27 November.

Bernard Bourne
Gunnar Bourne
Minister-Counsellor

CC Ewart Layne
MEETING WITH STATE COMMITTEE FOR FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS (GKS)

DATE: FRIDAY 29TH APRIL 1983 (9.15 A.M.)

Representing the GKS were:

1. Colonel General M.A. Sergeichik - First Deputy Chairman of the USSR State Committee for Foreign Economic Relations (GKS)

2. Rear Admiral V.A. Vlassov - Deputy Chief of the General Engineering Department of GKS

3. Colonel V.P. Evtsev - Chief of Section of the General Engineering Department


Present on the Grenada side was:

Comrade Bernard Bourne - Minister-Counsellor.

At the commencement of the meeting comrade Bourne expressed his appreciation for the speed in which the meeting was arranged (less than twenty-four hours) and that he was thankful to be received by Colonel General Sergeichik at short notice.

Moreover, comrade Bourne explained that the fraternal relations existing between the Soviet Union and Grenada were developing impressively, that the Grenada Government was happy about the development of the bilateral relations and was grateful for all assistance rendered, including the means delivered already in 1983.

Furthermore, Bourne pointed out that at present the United States imperialists were posing a serious threat to the Grenada Revolution and that the Party, Government and people were fully prepared to respond to any United States inspired invasion of Grenada. Comrade Bourne explained that although the people of Grenada were ready to rebuff any intervention, the People's Revolutionary Armed Forces
were having serious difficulties at home, namely, that some 27
trucks were out of action because of lack of basic spare parts
and tyres and that fuel and food for the Armed Forces were pro-
viding a strain on the national budget.

Bourne pointed out that at present the People's Revolutionary
Government was focusing on the need to build up the defence
potential of the Revolution by putting everything in order. At
that moment cde Bourne explained that the PRG had instructed him
to meet with the relevant Soviet officials in order to get an
urgent response to the various requests for spare parts and tyres;
fuel; food; transport; engineering means etc. which were made in
letters in 1982. The opportunity was used to present copies of two
letters recently sent to the Ministry of Defence (one from General
Austin; the other requesting six rifles or 0.22 rifles).

After comrade Bourne's presentation Colonel General Sergeichik com-
mmented by saying that the General Engineering Department (GTU) of
the GKSN was responsible for questions of arms and that the
Ministry of Foreign Trade was responsible for the questions of
transport, food, fuel, spare parts. Additionally, Col. General
pointed out that some proposals on spare parts were handed over to
the Government of Grenada through the Soviet Trade Representative
in Havana and was not certain if the proposals were signed. The
Colonel General also said that some quantities of spare parts were
delivered to Grenada from the Soviet Ministry of Defence and that
the copies of the latest letters would be carefully studied and the
results conveyed in the future.

As for the Inter-Governmental Agreement signed in July 1982, Col.
General Sergeichuk explained that everything contained in the
agreement would be delivered and the greater part for 1983 had al-
ready been delivered. He pointed out further that another shipment
of arms was being prepared; this shipment would include all sub-
machine guns, carbines, sniper rifles, mortars, anti-tank guns,
mines, ammunition; small arms and vehicles for the Ministry of
Interior.
Moreover, Deputy Chairman of GKS, Col. General Sergeichik informed the Grenada side that the Soviet Government had positively considered the additional requests from Grenada Government and the results were conveyed to Ambassador Sezhenev who was charged to visit Prime Minister Maurice Bishop to inform him of the decisions. However, in general terms, Colonel General pointed out that on April 22 the decision was taken to deliver to Grenada: automobiles; foodstuffs; fuel and lubricants; two patrol boats; 3000 units of uniform; soldiers' spades etc.

On all these matters, Col. General Sergeichik explained that the Soviet Government would like to know the response of the People's Revolutionary Government of Grenada to the proposals for supplying the above-mentioned things. This was necessary before a contract could be signed, he pointed out. Colonel General also mentioned that the Soviet Government had proposed to the PRG that talks on these questions be held in Moscow and that the contract be signed too in Moscow.

Finally, comrade Bourne asked that the GTU kindly arrange a meeting with the Ministry of Foreign Trade in the nearest future to discuss the relevant questions. The Soviet side agreed and promised to inform the Embassy on the date of the meeting.

The meeting ended by exchanging kind words of appreciation on the success of the meeting.

CDE. Bernard Bourne

Minister-Counsellor.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of Students</th>
<th>Real Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Achebe</td>
<td>Derrick James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gill</td>
<td>Sam Braithwaite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Lorainey</td>
<td>Fabian Outman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Jordan</td>
<td>Anselm DaBourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Che</td>
<td>Glen Noel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadine Peters</td>
<td>Rita Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Allen</td>
<td>Ian Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Gordon</td>
<td>Andre Mc. Queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Franklyn</td>
<td>Ronnie Spooner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gordon Baeburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roy Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patrick Superville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fred Burris</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Report of meeting with Acting Rector of the CPSU party school, 23rd May 1983

The meeting between the Acting Rector and the Ambassador was arranged at the request of the Ambassador to receive a confidential assessment of the performance of our students during the six-month course just completed.

The Acting Rector informed the Ambassador that normally, it is necessary to apply to the International Department of the CPSU in order to receive an official report of the performance of the students. However, in this case, since this was the first batch of Grenadians students he would be prepared to make available to the Party (NJH) the confidential assessments of their teachers as well as to communicate to the Ambassador in a confidential manner, the general opinion of the teachers regarding the overall performance of our students. The Ambassador thanked the Acting Director for his cooperation in this matter and pointed out that he will also request an official report from the CPSU.

The Acting Director reported that since this was the first group of Grenadians to attend the school, it was the policy of the administrators and teachers to pay very close and careful attention to the performance and behaviour of the students. After a collective assessment of the students, he could inform the Ambassador that he was expressing the unanimous opinion of the teachers and administrators of the school.

The students fully covered the syllabus of the six month course. It was the view of the school however, that the students would have benefited more from a one year course.

As a whole the students were well disciplined and oriented towards collective work. Minor evidences of indiscipline were never repeated once they had been identified and explained.

The internal relations of the group were generally good. Friction was kept to a minimum, problems were resolved in time, and due to the excellent leadership of Rita Joseph, the collective maintained a very united position throughout the course. Comrade Joseph was greatly helped in the exercise of her responsibility and authority by the following Comrades: Gordon Baeburn, Ronnie Spooner, Ian Lambert and Fabian Outten.

Comradely relations between members of the group steadily improved over the period of six months.

Attendance at classes was excellent, but punctuality was occasionally weak.

All comrades displayed a conscientious attitude towards their work.

With the sole exception of Fred Burris, our students actively participated in classroom discussions. They always adopted a very serious attitude towards the work, asked relevant questions and all except Burris have been assessed as having achieved good to excellent knowledge. Burris was satisfactory.

All the students made consistent efforts to link up the theoretical points with the tasks to which they have been assigned by the NJH. This was particularly true of Ian Lambert, Rita Joseph and Roy Cooper.

There was a marked difference in cultural levels of the students as well as in levels of health. Both Fred Burris and Andre McQueen (David Gordon) were ill for long periods. A Report on McQueen's illness is enclosed.

The group took several good initiatives, and undertook the responsibilities associated with these initiatives. Three examples: Celebration of the 10th anniversary of the NJH, 4th Anniversary of the Revolution, Round table solidarity Conference of the Americas.

As part of their practical work, the group had a permanent link with the CPSU Party committee of the October factory. They went to the factory on several occasions, participated in voluntary work on two occasions and had a lecture on the cost accounting procedures of the factory. The management of the factory was pleased with the students' performance and the students were satisfied with their
experience.

The two most outstanding students were Rita Joseph and Ian Lambert. The weakest student was Fred Burris. The teachers considered that Burris would be well placed in an area of work requiring inter-personal relations with non-intellectual workers. He can carry out instructions and is very tenacious in his determination to implement agreed procedures, but he is neither an intellectual nor initiator.

The Acting Director said that the performance of our students demonstrate a real thirst for knowledge and he recommended that the Nkh think very seriously about the establishment of a Party School as a top priority. He pointed out that there were very positive achievements as a result of the establishment of the Party School in Yemen, Afghanistan, Angola, Mozambique and very soon Ethiopia. In this context he suggested that the Nkh might think of sending students who could qualify as teachers in the future Party School.

In closing the Acting Director said that he would like to emphasize that the teachers and administrators had come to develop great respect for the abilities of Rita Joseph as a leader. In the beginning they were a bit apprehensive about her ability to manage thirteen men and she was a bit shaky in the beginning, but as time went on, it emerged that she was a wise decision.

[Signature]

W. Richard Jacobs
Dear Maurice,

I've given some thought to what you said over the phone, and come up with a couple of ideas, although without the general picture of what the trip looks like and perspective you have on it -- a big limitation. But, for what it's worth:

1) I think it might be a pressure to coming up with a major announcement, declaration, etc., or even a gimmick along these lines. It's a bit of a trap. (Corrected)

With all due respect to the power of the U.S. media, once you've got their attention, the agenda must be yours, not theirs. Although I haven't been in the States recently, certain things don't change: the U.S. media go after violence, and when there's no war, controversy will come just as well -- especially in an election year. I would say they're most interested in the visit as it fits in to their idea of a "face-off" with Reagan and his administration, in the midst of the election campaign. But, of course, Grenada's interests are far different. And it seems to me the best idea is to stick with those interests and objectives, and use the media as far as possible to advance them, not without getting "cornered".
3. Why the visit? (Of course, you've given the answer to this one more thought than I.) But for the media, how does this sound: "Bermuda and the United States have a long history of relations -- many Bermudians live in the United States, their work contributing to the development of that country; many thousands of U.S. citizens travel to Bermuda to enjoy its hospitality and natural beauty; cultural similarities unite Bermuda with cultural currents in the U.S.; other economic links, etc., etc. The purpose of the visit is to reaffirm and develop these ties at as many levels as possible, and by so doing to help lessen the tensions that have cropped up at one of these levels: the current White House administration (alleged of ignoring the Black Caucus another governmental level) and Teapot Dome invitations -- as important in themselves leaving open the possibility of meeting with the Reagan administration, it was so important. I think any suggestion that accepting these invitations is really a "cover" for another (larger) purpose (such as a meeting with Reagan) needs to be denied flatly and strongly. After all, what is contained in the suggestion, besides the implication that
the PRO is opportunist is the racket and anti-popular exploitation — "Why would he come here just because a bunch of Black folks invited him?"

The story answer is that of course it is legitimate — in its own right — to speak directly to the people, to other levels of their government, etc. That is what the PRO is all about.

3) I still think it might be a good idea to launch the organizing of the "US-Grenada Friendship Flight" (or some such better name), the inaugural flight direct to All Saints, Grenada's new international airport for March 13th. Beyond a tourism boost, I think it would go a long way to promote the "openness" of Grenada and its airport to U.S. citizens, as well as the idea that the airport is a normal one, a good thing for U.S. travelers too. Over time, the flight itself could be a focus for publicity — of the important figures that will be on board, the Grenadians going home ( Wouldn't the medical school like to donate cash for a few seats so "prize trips" could be awarded, let's say, to a couple from New York, a trade unionist from Detroit? — Anyway, that's just a thought for the future).
4) On the specific meetings, I think I'm too out of touch to be helpful. Actually Parodi from the Cuban Interests Section will be the single most clear person on this whole question. (Only comment: I think the contact until this table is important.)

Reading this over, it's pretty rambling, but I hope of some use.

By the way - the ABC interview was beautiful!

Take care of yourself.

Warm regards,

Sail
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No much protest the meeting not occur as we were led to believe. (Holds}

= long delay =

- Mitterand, the chief host.

- Clark, Dean, Mitterand, Bosack, Bruns.

My - Glad for writing, been requesting it for some time.

Need to talk on the long list

of good people to people relations

(2) Bottom line, dialogue & normal relations.

- Commission: 1. Discuss, debate
  2. Discuss corpora

Clarka - No problems with dialogue, more interested in summit.

- Concerned with Soviet influence among our neighbours.

- Soviet influence in Spain is not acceptable.

- Care communicate to your own reg to your proposals.

- Agreed to do the record meeting, a summit meeting, in a very open
  way.

- Note only to refer to this meeting expect change in situation in
  future.
There is some common ground, but little legal practice. Hope this can lead to great progress.

Mr. Enormous by his response, that they are willing to accept talks on the normalization of relations.

- The main language (careful) should be noted.

- Ton of attacks must be muted.

Clarke: "My preference is to sit around the table & discuss, rather than public attacks.

- Referred to the morning session of the School, but for this conference.
- Hope that we return to the basic form of govt. rather than model of Euro.

Judge's Departure

Mr. Time for perspective to reply to our proposal.

Dean: "Key thing is, can't win unilaterally."
- Need to see some change in conditions before this agreement.

Mr. "We have to look at Euro Debt, IMF, etc."
- Tension in the attacks.

- We can explain any range of issues and give fullest assurance that we constitute no threat to the US."
Dear - Interested in assurance

"Thank you for coming to meet
us Judge Clarke."

- Be realistic versus
- Length of time truly stayed
- Points we made
- Tone / atmosphere
- State Dept. component (Dan)
- Meaning of the press / press state
A continuación, le traslado algunas informaciones y apreciaciones sobre la reunión del Comité de la Internacional Socialista para la Defensa de la Revolución en Nicaragua, efectuada el 25 del presente mes de junio en Managua.

Esta reunión es la segunda que celebra el Comité. La primera se efectuó en Washington el 6 de diciembre de 1980.

El Comité fue creado oficialmente por iniciativa de Willy Brandt, en el XV Congreso de la Internacional Socialista celebrado en Madrid en noviembre pasado; quedó integrado por los siguientes miembros: Willy Brandt, Bernt Carlsson, Bettino Craxi, Michael Foot, Felipe González, Michael Harrington, Anker Joergensen, Bruno Kreisky, Michael Hanley, Francois Hitterrand, Olof Palme, José Francisco Peña Gómez, Carlos Andrés Pérez, Michel Rocard, Pierre Schori, Lario Soares, Kálevi Sorsa, Joop den Uyl y Hans-Juergen Wischniewski.

Esta reunión es la segunda que efectúa el Comité; la primera se celebró en Washington el 6 de diciembre de 1980.

Entre las personalidades que asistieron a esta reunión en Managua, se encontraban Bernt Carlsson, Secretario General de la I.S.; Felipe González, presidente del Comité; Carlos Andrés Pérez de A. Democrática, 
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Pierre Schori, del Partido Socialdemócrata Sueco y Michael Harrington del PPC de EUA, todos miembros del Comité.

Resultó muy significativa la ausencia de los germanooccidentales en la reunión, hecho que sin duda revela la intención del SPD de moderar su actuación frente a la situación centroamericana e imprimirle a su gestión latinoamericana dentro la I.S. un perfil bajo y de menor compromiso con los procesos que en esa zona se desarrollan. Se adjunta carta enviada por el Secretario Internacional del SPD al Secretario Internacional de Partido Socialdemócrata Austríaco presente en el evento, en ocasión de esta reunión.

Las presiones centroamericanas y la difícil situación interna por la que atraviesa el SPD, explican en buena medida la cautela germanooccidental frente a la Revolución Nicaragüense.

A partir de los contactos bilaterales que se desarrollaron con los participantes, el documento que se aprobó y el propio desarrollo de la reunión, consideramos:

1) Se observaron en general, dos tendencias entre los participantes. Una, encabezada por Felipe González y Carlos Andrés, con abiertos objetivos neutralizadores, asumiendo posiciones de relativa presión interesados en dejar claramente expresado los límites de la "solidaridad de la I.S." con Nicaragua, y subrayando que el apoyo de la "I.S. es al "proyecto político democrático y pluralista". Este sector reflejó temores por el curso que a su juicio estaba tomando el proceso, y en especial por el asunto de lo que llamaron el suminis-
tro de armas de Cuba y la USSR; en síntesis, preocupados por la ---
"cubanización" y "soviétización" del proceso.

Esta tendencia, en términos cuantitativos era minoritaria, pero --
cualitativamente es la de mayor peso.

El otro sector, no hizo de estas consideraciones el centro de su ---
atención, y en general mostraron comprensión e interés por conocer
objetivamente las dificultades del proceso, coincidiendo en censu-
rar a Somoza como el máximo responsable de la situación por la que
atraviesa Nicaragua y denunciando los peligros que acechan el pro-
ceso.

Y en esta línea se ubicaba Pierre Schori, Jim Fulton, del Nuevo Par-
tido Democrático de Canadá, Antonio Blanca, del Partido Socialista
Francés, entre otros.

2) Desde el punto de vista de los objetivos que el FSM se propuso con
la reunión, a nuestro juicio se obtuvieron; se reconoció en la De-
claración aprobada por el Comité, los peligros y amenazas sobre el
proceso y se ratificó el apoyo de la I.O. al proyecto "políticos ---
democrático y pluralista que tiene lugar en Nicaragua". Por otra ---
parte, las declaraciones públicas formuladas por la mayoría de los
participantes, fueron en general positivas en la actual coyuntura---
para el proceso, pero muestran en alguna medida, las aprehensiones
de algunos sectores con el actual rumbo del proceso.

3) Se evidenciaron las contradicciones y tendencias en el seno de la ---
I.O. en cuanto a cómo encarar la política frente a Nicaragua y en ---
general la actitud a asumir frente a la problemática latinoamericana. Las presiones de los EE.UU. sobre la I.S. y los partidos que la integran, la difícil y compleja situación internacional y el curso que van tomando los procesos en la región, determinan que los sectores más derechistas en el seno de la I.S., adopten una posición de cierto repliegue y moderación, y se propongan evitar que la I.S. continúe comprometiéndose como hasta el momento, sin que ello signifique renunciar a los objetivos estratégicos de incidir en el rumbo de los procesos centroamericanos y en particular nicaragüenses, con claros propósitos neutralizadores.

4) Con esta reunión, la I.S., ha dejado expuestos los límites de la "solidaridad" con Nicaragua, y de hecho sus sectores de derecha se proponen ejercer presión e incidir directamente en el curso de la Revolución. No se trata de que la I.S. varíe estratégicamente su política frente a Nicaragua, pero sí mostrará en lo adelante mayor cautela y discreción, y estará muy atenta a los próximos pasos de la Revolución.

Finalmente, le adjuntamos una versión de la entrevista que sostuvo Daryo Arce con Felipe González y Carlos Andrés, antes de iniciarse la reunión, y que refleja nítidamente la óptica de los posicionamientos de derecha en la I.S.

"Con saludos revolucionarios,

Manuel Piñeiro Rosada"
tanques.

Diieron a Bayardo que ellos quisieran tener una reunión con toda la Dirección Nacional, para abordar todos estos temas y otros que no se pueden tratar en el marco de la reunión de la I.C.

Bayardo resumió las dificultades y problemas que confrontaban, subrayando que ellos (los sandinistas) no eran los que cerraban las puertas, y que si todos los caminos se les cerraban a la Revolución, ellos tenían que acudir donde se les brindara la ayuda; que la revolución tiene que garantizar su derecho a subsistir y defenderse.

Respecto a los tanques y el armamento, Bayardo revirtió el problema, cuestionando por qué se hacía tanto ruido con ese problema, y nadie hablaba de los tanques ingleses que estaban entrando en Honduras. En síntesis no negó categoricamente el asunto, pero tampoco lo afirmó.

Refiriéndose a la aludida presencia cubana, Bayardo se preguntó de qué presencia cubana se trataba, agregando que acababa de venir de la Habana donde fue a convocar a Fidel para que se reponga en un plazo breve el contingente de maestros que saldrá próximamente, porque 60,000 niños se quedarían sin maestros, y ellos necesitaban 2,000, y hasta ahora nadie, ningún país se había ofrecido a enviárseles excepto Cuba. En esta línea, Bayardo argumentó todo el plan de colaboración de Cuba con Nicaragua.

Dijo además, que los sandinistas entendían perfectamente la situación que confrontaba la socialdemocracia y que incluso comprenderían que en un momento determinado, los socialdemócratas dejaran de apoyar la revo-
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lución; pero también podía se acercar a cuál era la alternativa en el proceso tenía ante sí.

En cuanto a la reunión que solicitaron con la Dirección Nacional en plumo, Hayardo evadió el asunto, argumentando razones de carga de trabajo. Aunque, en una de las sesiones de la reunión, los participantes tuvieron la posibilidad de sostener un intercambio directo con los miembros de la Comisión Política (Hayardo, Humberto Ortega y Weelock).
CARTA ENVIADA POR WILLY BRANDT, SECRETARIO INTERNACIONAL DEL PARTIDO SOCIALDEMÓCRATA AUSTRIACO, A SU HOMOLOGO WALTER HACKER, DEL PARTIDO SOCIALDEMOCRATA DE AUSTRIA, Y REPRESENTANTE DE NARINO REVOLUTION EN LA REUNION DEL COMITE.

Bonn, 19 de junio de 1981

Profesor Walter Hacker
Secretario Internacional del Partido Socialdemócrata Austriaco.

Estimado Walter:

Con respecto a Nicaragua tengo que informarle que ni Willy Brandt ni Hans Jürgen Wischmoeck podrán asistir a la reunión del comité de la IS para la defensa de la revolución de Nicaragua que se celebrará en Managua el 25 de junio. Desafortunadamente tampoco podremos asistir Klaus Lindenber y yo. Explicaremos esto directamente a los amigos nicaragüenses. De todos modos, hemos pedido a nuestro colega Lutherbach que actúe como observador en las discusiones y reuniones.

Willy Brandt le escribió a Felipe González y le expresó sus opiniones y las presiones con respecto a ciertos acontecimientos que han tenido lugar en Nicaragua. Usted también debía leer esta carta.

Espero que usted está de acuerdo conmigo en que nuestra solidaridad con la revolución no puede ser interpretada por algunos colegas sandinistas como un tipo de carta blanca para cualquier acción que lleven a cabo. Por muchas razones nuestra asistencia tanto en lo político como en lo moral no puede ser interpretada como si fuera en una sola dirección.

Supongo que conoce de la última lucha interna en el movimiento sandinista, con los hermanos Ñuca en una batalla desesperada contra los que practican la política de "mano dura" que muchos consideran que respaldados por Arce, Wheelock y Borge.

Con más interés que el de costumbre, deseo leer su informe, deseo saber si no debo ir a Estocolmo o debo encontrarme con usted a mitad del camino después de su regreso de Managua.
Con relación al viaje de nuestro amigo Marten Van Tras y otros a Uruguay y Argentina considero que todo marcha bien.

Le escribí a Marten y le pedí que fuera precavido y prudente porque la situación real de Argentina está llena de complejidades; algunos círculos del gobierno seguramente agradecerían que se llevara a cabo cierto diálogo con nuestras fuerzas políticas en Europa siempre que no turbemos su orgullo nacional.

Con respecto a la reunión del Comité de la ILS sobre América Latina y el Caribe que se celebrará el 25 de julio en Granada dudamos, por razones obvias, la razón y decisión de celebrar esta reunión en esa isla, podría ser interpretada por algunos como una provocación. Sin embargo que nuestros amigos salvadoreños no serán los que más sufrirán por esto.

Saludos,

Hans Uberhard.
lieber walter-
nachstehend übermittel ich dir, was ich an pierre shori und
marter van traat zu nikaragua, argentiner und gr Grenada
geschrieben habe. elena flores hat auch kenntnis davor:

1. with regard to nicaragua i have to inform you that neither
willy brandt nor hans-juergen wischnewski will be able to
attend the meeting of the si committe for the defence of the
revolution in nicaragua at managua on june 25th. unfortunately
klaus lindenberg as well as myself are unable to come either.
we shall explain this directly to the nicaraguan friends. anyhow
we have asked our colleague lutterbach to act as an observer
to the discussions and gatherings.

willy brandt has written to felipe gonzales and expressed some of
his or our feelings concerning certain developments in nicaragua.
you should read that letter too.

i hope you will agree with me that our solidarity with the
revolution cannot be interpreted by some of the sandinista
...for many reasons. It is not possible to... not be undertaken on a one-way road.

...and we know of the most important in the Argentine... event, with the ortega brothers being in a desperate battle... against the "gardliners" who may think to be backed by are... the loco and bore.

...it is more than the usual interest. I am looking forward to... report. I am wondering if I should not come over to Stockholm... meet you halfway after your return... from managua.

...as regards the trip of our friend van trée and... others to uruguay and argentine I do hope that everything goes... well.

...have written to marten and asked him to use his caution and...udence the actual situation in argentine is full of... complexities, some circles within the government would certainly... appreciate a certain dialogue with our political forces in... europe provided we donnot stumble over their national pride.

... with regard to the meeting of the si committee on latin... america and the carribean on july 25th at creneada we doubt... or obvious reasons, "the reason and the wisdom of that decision... to have me ve the meeting on that island. some might regard it... a provocation. I do hope that our salvadorian friends will... be those who will suffer most from that."

...bes gute und viel glück fuer die reise... ehrlichst

...ein

...ans--eberhard

...ndör

...14198 spzent a
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I transfer to you below some information and appreciations about the meeting of the Socialist International Committee for the Defense of the Nicaraguan Revolution in Nicaragua, held on June 25 in Managua.

This is the second meeting the Committee celebrate. The first one took place in Washington on December 6, 1980.

The Committee was officially created by initiative of Willy Brandt, in the XV Congress of the Socialist International held in Madrid on November 23rd. It was integraded by the following members: Willy Brandt, Bernt Carlsson, Bettino Craxi, Michael Foot, Felipe González, Michael Harrington, Inger Jorgensen, Bruno Kreisky, Michael Manley, Cándido Mitterrand, Olof Palme, José Francisco Gómez, Carlos Andrés Pérez, Michel Rocard, Willy Schori, Mario Soares, Kalevi Sorsa, Joop den Uyl and Hans-Jürgen Wischnewski.

This meeting is the second one prior held by the Committee. The first one took place in Washington on December 6, 1980.

Among the personalities who attended his meeting in Managua were Bernt Carlsson, Secretary General of the S.I.; Felipe González, President of the Committee; Carlos Andrés Pérez from Democratic Germany, Pierre Schori, of the Swedish Social Democratic Party and Michael Harrington from the DSOC of the U.S., all members of the Committee.

It was very significant the absence of Western German representatives to the meeting, what undoubtedly reveals the intention of the PD to moderate its activities before the Central American situation and give its Latin Ame
ICAN NEGOTIATION WITHIN THE S.I., A LOW OUTLINE LESS COMMITTED TO THE PROCESSES TAKING PLACE IN THAT ZONE. WE ENCLOSE LETTER SENT BY INTERNATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE SPO TO THE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE AUSTRIAN SOCIAL DEMOCRAT PARTY PRESENT IN THE EVENT, ON THE OCCASION OF THIS MEETING.

THE NORTH AMERICAN PRESSURES AND THE DIFFICULT INTERNAL SITUATION THE SPO GOES THROUGH, EXPLAIN TO A GOOD EXTENT THE WESTERN GERMAN AVERSION TOWARDS THE NICARAGUAN REVOLUTION.

STARTING FROM THE NECESSITY, BILATERAL CONTACTS DEVELOPED AMONG PARTICIPATORS, THE DOCUMENT PREVAIL AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MEETING ITSELF, WE CONSIDER:


THIS TENDENCY, WAS INFERENCE IN TERMS OF QUANTITY BUT QUALITATIVELY IT HAS MORE WEIGHT. THE OTHER SECTOR, DID NOT BECOME THESE CONSIDERATIONS, THE CENTRE OF ITS ATTENTION,
AND IN GENERAL, DEMONSTRATED COMPREHENSION AND INTEREST TO KNOW, OBJECTIVELY, THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE PROCESS, COINCIDING IN CENSURING THE US AS MAXIMUM RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SITUATION NICARAGUA GOES THROUGH AND DENOUNCING THE DANGER THAT THREATENS THE PROCESS.

In this line were ubicado Pierre Schori, Jim Follin, from the NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF CANADA, Antoine Béland of the FRENCH SOCIALIST PARTY, among others.


are taking, determine that the most rightist sectors within the S.I., adopt a position of certain convolution and moderation, and propose themselves to avoid that the S.I. continue to commit itself as it has done so far, without implying the renunciation to the strategic objectives of impeding in the direction of the Central American processes, and in particular on Nicaragua, with clear neutralizing objectives.

4) With this meeting, the S.I. expressed the limits of the "solidarity" with Nicaragua, and in fact its rightist sectors have set forward to exert pressure and impinge directly on the course of the Revolution. It is not that the S.I. strategically changes its policy toward Nicaragua, but it will demonstrate from now on more caution and discussion, and will be more attentive to the next steps of the Revolution.

Finally, we enclose a version of the interview maintained by Sayaroc Pece with Felipe González and Carlos Andrés, before starting the meeting and that clearly reflects the view of the position of right in the S.I.

With revolutionary greetings

Manuel Pintirot Losada
Bayardo Arce talks with Carlos Andrade and Fidel Guevara

Carlos Andrade and Fidel Guevara, indicated that they were absolutely convinced of the dangers, threats and pressure being exerted on Nicaragua, mainly by the U.S., and the difficult situation the process is facing. That precisely what the U.S. want is to harass Nicaragua, push it to a radicalization of the process, as to have pretext and evidence to implement the military aggression.

Both showed their concern that the Sandinist direction might fall into a snare and suit the U.S., and build to their opinion, they were falling in the snare, therefore it is necessary that Sandinists take that reality into account and not allow themselves to be provoked. So it is quite indispensable that the revolutionary process is maintained within the framework of democratic and pluralist framework, and that this was a condition to maintain the support of the S.I. They pointed out that they (the Social Democrats) were in a very difficult situation, receiving strong and continuing attacks and pressures from the U.S., They added that the absence of the German to the meeting was a clear example of that difficult situation.

They emphasized that it was an urgent need to outline a minimum platform that safeguards relations of the social democracy with the Nicaraguan process and to achieve an understanding that in case of continuation of the tendency of approximation to the Soviet bloc, it would be very difficult for them to bear the
In reference to some measures that could be taken by the Sandinistas, Carlos Andrés suggested to diminish the Cuban presence. Boin mentioned their concern about the Soviet presence particularly the tanks.

They asked Bayardo that they would like to have a meeting with the entire national direction, to approach all these topics and others we cannot oral with in the meeting of the 5th.

Bayardo summarized the difficulties and problems being faced, underlining that they (the Sandinistas) are not the ones who close the doors, and that if all the paths are closed to the revolution, they would have to go to where aid is given. That the revolution has to guarantee its right to survive and defend itself.

In respect to the tanks and armament, Bayardo reverted the problem, questioning why so much noise was made around this problem, and adding that the English tanks that were being sent were not theirs. In synthesis, he did not deny the matter categorically, but he did not affirm it neither.

In connection with the alluded Cuban presence, Bayardo asked himself what Cuban presence was that, adding that he had just come from Havana where he tried to convince Fidel about replacing as soon as possible the contingent of teachers that will depart in short, because 60,000 children would be left without teachers, and they needed 2,000 and so far nobody, no country had offered them that even.
In this point, Bayardo argued all the collaboration plan Cuba-Nicaragua.

In addition, he said, that the Sandinists understand perfectly well the situation social democracy faces and they would even understand that in a determined moment, social democrats would stop supporting the revolution, but he also asked to assimilate where the alternative - the process had before itself.

In respect to the meeting they requested with the whole National Direction, Bayardo argued the point, arguing reasons of excessive work, although, in a session of the meeting, participants had the possibility of having a direct exchange with the members of the Political Commission (Bayardo, Humberto Ortega and wet look).
Second Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba

Letter sent by Hans Eberhard, International Secretary of the German Social Democratic Party to his colleague Walter Hacker, of the Austrian Social Democratic Party and representative of Bruno Kreisky in the meeting of the committee.

Bonn, June 19, 1981

Professor Walter Hacker
International Secretary of the Austrian Social Democratic Party.

Esteemed Walter,

In connection with Nicaragua I have to inform you that neither Willy Brandt nor Hans Jurek Wschumieski will be able to attend the meeting of the S.I. Committee for the Defense of the Nicaraguan Revolution to be held in Managua on June 25. Unfortunately neither Klaus Lindemeyer nor me can attend. We'll explain this directly to our Nicaraguan friends. Anyway, we have asked our colleague Ruttenbach to act as observer in the discussions and meetings.

Willy Brandt wrote to Felipe Gonzalez and expressed his opinions and ours in respect to certain events that have taken place in Nicaragua. You should also read that letter.

I hope you agree with me in that our solidarity with the revolution can not be interpreted by some Sandinista colleagues as a kind of white candy for any action they carry out. We have many reasons our assistance both in politics and
Morality cannot be interpreted as if it were in only one direction.

I suppose that the last internal struggle in the Sandinist movement, with the brothers Ortega devoted to a desperate struggle against those who practice the policy of "hard hand" that many consider is endorsed by KMT, Whelock and Berlé.

With more interest than usually, I want to read your report, I want to know if I should not go to Stockholm or I must meet you in the middle of the way in your return from Managua.

In relation to the trip of our friend Martín van Trapp and others to Uruguay and Argentine, I consider everything is going ok.

I wrote Martín and asked him to be careful and prudent because the real situation of Argentine is full of complexities. Some ruling circles would surely think to have a dialogue with our political forces in Europe provided we don't affect their national pride.

In respect to the meeting of the committee the SI on Latin America and the Caribbean to be held in July 29 in Germany, we doubt, due to obvious reasons, the reason and decision to hold this meeting in that island, could be interpreted by someone as a provocation. I hope our Salvadorian friends are not the ones who suffer the most as a result.

Greetings,

Hans Eislerhard
The following is a transcription of some notes on the meeting of the Socialist International Committee for the Defense of the Revolution in Nicaragua, held the 25th of this month of June in Managua. This meeting is the second held by the Committee. The first took place on December 6, 1980 in Washington.

The Committee was officially created on the initiative of Willy Brandt, at the XV Congress of the Socialist International held in Madrid last November; it consisted of the following members: Willy Brandt, Bernt Carlsson, Bottino Craxi, Michael Foot, Felipe Gonzalez, Michael Barrington, Anker Joergensen, Bruno Kreisky, Michael Manley, Francois Mitterrand, Olof Palme, Jose Francisco, Pena Gomez, Carlos Andres Perez, Michel Rocard, Pierre Schori, Mario Soares, Malevi Sorsa, Joop den Uyl, and Hans-Juergen Wischniewski.

Attendees at this meeting in Managua included Bernt Carlsson, Secretary General of the Socialist International; Felipe Gonzalez, chairman of the Committee; Carlos Andres Perez of Accion Democrats; Pierre Schori of the Swedish Social Democratic Party; and Michael Harrington of the DSCC of the United States, all members of the Committee. The absence of one of the West Germans proved to be very significant, since it undoubtedly reveals the intention of the SPD to moderate its actions vis a vis the Central American situation and to give its Latin American administration within S.I. a low and less conspicuous profile with developments in that region. Attached is a letter sent by the International Secretary of the SPD to International Secretary of the Austrian Social Democratic Party on the occasion of this meeting.

U.S. pressures and the difficult domestic situation experienced by the SPD explains in good part the West German caution toward the Nicaraguan Revolution. From the bilateral contacts developed with the participants, the document which was approved, and the development itself of the meeting, we considered:

1) In general, two tendencies were observed among the participants. One, led by Felipe Gonzalez and Carlos Andres, with open, neutralizing objectives, assuming positions of relative pressure interested in clearly expressing the limits of "S.I.'s solidarity" with Nicaragua, and stressing that the support of S.I. is to the democratic and pluralist political project. This faction reflected fears of the course which, in their judgment, the process was taking, and especially of what they called the supply of Cuban and Soviet arms; in short, concern over the "Cubanization" and "Sovietization" of the process. This tendency, quantitatively, was in the minority, but, qualitatively, carries the most weight. The other faction did not give much attention to these considerations.
and in general showed understanding and interest in getting to know objectively the difficulties of the process, joining in censuring the U.S. as the most responsible for the situation in Nicaragua and denouncing the lurking dangers in the process. On this side could be found Pierre Schori, Jim Fulton, of the New Democratic Party of Canada, Antonie Blanca, of the French Socialist Party, among others.

2) From the point of view of the objectives that the FSND proposed for the meeting, in our opinion, they were accomplished. The dangers and risks of the process were recognized in the Declaration approved by the Committee and S.I. support was voted for the "Nicaraguan democratic and pluralist policy" project. On the other hand, the public declarations formulated by the majority of the participants were generally positive, but showed to some degree the apprehensions of some factions with the current direction of the process.

3) The contradictions and tendencies within S.I. were highlighted insofar as how to deal with the policy toward Nicaragua and, in general, the attitude to assume toward the Latin American situation. U.S. pressures on the S.I. and its parties, the difficult and complex international situation and the course being followed by the processes in the region, determine that the most right-wing factions in the heart of the S.I. adopt a position of conciliation and moderation, and propose to avoid that the S.I. continue to behave as it has been up until now, without renouncing the strategic objectives of influencing the direction of the Central American and, in particular, the Nicaraguan processes with clear neutralizing proposals.

4) With this meeting the S.I. has made clear the limits of its "solidarity" with Nicaragua, and in fact its right-wing factions proposed to exert pressure and direct influence on the course of the Revolution. This is not a case of the S.I. strategically varying from its policy toward Nicaragua, but rather demonstrates, to the highest degree possible, caution and discretion, and it will watch very closely the next steps in the Revolution. Finally, we attach a copy of the interview that Bayardo Arce had with Felipe Gonzalez and Carlos Andres, before the meeting started, which clearly reflects the viewpoint of the right-wing positions in the S.I.

With revolutionary best wishes
(signed)
Manuel Pineiro Losada
Conversation Between Bayardo and Carlos Andres and Felipe Gonzalez

Carlos Andres and Felipe indicated that they were absolutely convinced of the dangers, threats, and pressures which were being exerted on Nicaragua, principally by the U.S., and the difficult situation which the process is experiencing. That precisely what the U.S. wants to do is harass Nicaragua, pushing it into a radicalization of the process, and thus giving itself a pretext and evidence for implementing military aggression.

Both were worried that the Sandinista junta would fall into this trap and play into the hands of the U.S. and that, in their judgment, it was already doing so; therefore, the Sandinistas must take into account that reality and not let themselves be provoked. So it becomes absolutely indispensable that the revolutionary project be kept within the democratic and pluralistic guidelines, and that this was the condition for maintaining the support of S.I. They indicated that they (the social democrats) were in a very difficult situation, undergoing strong and continuous attacks and pressures from the U.S.; they added that the absence of the Germans at the meeting was a clear example of that difficult situation.

They stressed that it was urgent that a minimal platform be drawn up which protects the relationship of social democracy with the Nicaraguan process and that they come to some understanding. That to continue the trend toward closeness with the Soviet bloc, it would be very difficult to sustain the present position of solidarity.

Referring to steps which could be taken by the Sandinistas, Carlos Andres suggested a decrease in the Cuban presence. Both mentioned the concern over the Soviet presence and in particular the tanks. They requested that Bayardo set up a meeting for them with the whole National Junta to bring up all of these questions and as well as others outside the framework of the meeting of the S.I.

Bayardo summarized the difficulties and problems which they faced, emphasizing that they (the Sandinistas) were not the ones who had closed doors, and that if all the roads were closed to the Revolution, they would have to go where they could get help; that the revolution has to guarantee its right to continue to exist and defend itself.

Regarding the tanks and weapons, Bayardo went over the problem, questioning why so much was being made of that problem when nobody was saying anything about the English tanks which were entering Honduras. In sum, he did not categorically deny the matter, but neither did he confirm it.
Referring to the previously alluded to Cuban presence, Bayardo wondered what Cuban presence was being talked about, adding that he had just returned from Havana where he went to convince Fidel to quickly replace the contingent of teachers which will soon leave since 60,000 children will be left teacherless, and 2,000 are needed, although up until now no one, no country has offered to send any except Cuba. Bayardo argues the plan of Cuban operation with Nicaragua along these same lines.

He also said that the Sandinistas understood perfectly the situation faced by social democracy and even understood that at a given point in time the social democrats would cease to support the revolution; but he also asked that the alternatives be considered.

Insofar as the meeting that was requested with the full National Junta, Bayardo evaded the issue, citing reasons of workload, although, in one of the meeting’s sessions, participants had the opportunity to engage in a direct interchange with the members of the Policy/Political (?) Commission (Bayardo, Humberto Ortega, and Wheelock).

Letter Sent By Hans Eberhard, International Secretary of the German Social Democrat Party, to his Counterpart Walter Hacker, of the Austrian Social Democrat Party and Representatives of Bruno Kreisky in the Committee Meeting

Bonn, June 19, 1981
Professor Walter Hacker
International Secretary of the Austrian Social Democrat Party

Dear Walter:

Regarding Nicaragua, I have to inform you that neither Willy Brandt nor Hans-Juergen Wischniewski will be able to attend the meeting of the S.I. committee for the defense of the Nicaraguan revolution to be held in Managua on June 25. Neither, unfortunately, will Klaus Lindenbarg nor I. We will explain this directly to our Nicaraguan friends. At any rate, we have asked our colleague Butterbach to act as an observer in the discussions and meetings.

Willy Brandt wrote Felipe Gonzalez and gave him his and our opinions on certain things which have taken place in Nicaragua. You should also read this letter.
I hope that you agree with me that our solidarity with the revolution cannot be interpreted by some Sandinista colleagues as carte blanche for whatever they do. For many reasons our assistance not only politically but also morally cannot be interpreted as if it were in only one direction.

I suppose you know of the last internal struggle in the Sandinista movement, with the Ortega brothers enmeshed in a desperate battle against those who advocate the hard-line policy considered by many to be supported by Arce, Wheelock and Borge.

With more than normal interest, I would like to read your report and to know if I should go to Stockholm or meet you halfway on your return from Managua.

With respect to the trip of our friend Marten Van Traa and others to Uruguay and Argentina, I expect that everything is going well. I wrote to Marten and asked him to be careful and prudent because the real Argentinian situation is full of complications; some government circles will certainly be thankful that a dialogue has been started with our political forces in Europe as long as we do not upset their national pride.

Regarding the meeting of the S.I. Committee on Latin America and the Caribbean to be held July 25 in Grenada, we question, for obvious reasons, the rationale and decision to hold this meeting on that island; it could be interpreted by some as a provocation. I hope that our Salvadoran friends are not the ones to suffer most because of this.

Best Wishes
Hans Eberhard
REPORT ON THE GENERAL CONGRESS OF THE WORLD CENTER FOR THE
RESISTANCE OF IMPERIALISM, ZIONISM, RACISM AND REACTION.

FROM: The N.J.M. Delegate
TO: The Central Committee of the N.J.M.
DATE: June 26th, 1982.

Comrades, I left Grenada on June 11th to attend what I was informed to be a Conference in Solidarity with El Salvador. It was only on my arrival in Cuba, together with delegates from other Caribbean Revolutionary and Democratic Parties and Organisations that I learnt the true character of the Conference in Libya.

On Saturday June 12th the Caribbean Delegates met with Cde Phinera, a member of the Central Committee of the P.C.C. in charge of American Affairs. He explained to us the nature of the Conference and put forward key guidelines for our approach to the major issues of the meeting.

(1) That we should avoid giving support for the idea of Libya being the center of the World anti-imperialist struggle and its military implications of a rapid Deployment force against imperialism.

(2) That we should only give solidarity expressions for the proposed World Center.

(3) That the Secretariat of the World Center should include Latin American and Caribbean Revolutionary Forces, he also said that Cuba will be participating as Ospal in the Congress and that they would be leaving that very night for Libya.

After the meeting with Cde Phinera the Caribbean Delegates continued to meet to analyse the new information and to take some common positions. The full implications of Cuba's participation in the Congress as Ospal and not as the PCC suddenly dawned on us and was a source of great concern but this did not prevent us from taking common decisions ie:

(1) That the English speaking Caribbean take a multi-lateral approach to:
Material assistance from the Libyans for the different Organisations and Parties, as compared to the Bi-lateral approach which can give range for organisations requesting arms, and its possible repercussions in terms of imperialist reaction.

(2) The tentative decision that N.J.M. should speak on behalf of the Caribbean, because there were other Caribbean Delegates who took another route to Libya, because they also received invitations from the Libyan Embassy in Guyana, and therefore would have to be consulted with, on the decisions.

N.J.M. agreed to speak on behalf of the Caribbean but pointed out its concern over the level of Cuba's participation in the conference, The fact that they were not attending as the PCC indicates the low profile being taken by the Cubans and that it is of concern to us since Cuba is the leader of the Revolutionary Movement in this part of the world. We should therefore express our concern about this to Cde Otto Harreno.
W.P.J. response was that it seems that N.J.M. is implying, taking a low profile if Cuba is doing the same and since they are the two parties with State Power, therefore in that case the other Organisations should not speak and instead we should go underground.

The Libyans met with us on Monday June 14th and apologised for not getting in contact with us earlier. We left Cuba that day and arrived in Libya on Tuesday 15th June. We were driven to the Congress from the Airport. There were Delegates from over 80 States and 240 Organisations at the Congress.

The opening session of the General Congress included a welcoming address by the Congress Chairman, the feature address by the Libyan Leader and Solidarity statements. The Leader's address was adopted as a Working Paper of the Congress Papers.

The second day of the General Congress included a Morning session of Solidarity Statements. During the latter part of the morning session, the second item of the Congress was introduced. The draft Charter of the World Center or the World Sanctuary was presented verbally to the Congress. None of the Delegates had a written copy of the draft, but sometime later copies of the draft Charter was brought to the Congress Center while it was still being read.

After all delegates received copies of the draft, it was suggested that since the document was not studied before, the Congress should break for lunch so that delegates could study it. On resumption the draft was discussed and amendments were called for in the documents. A redrafting Committee was set up, and delegations submitted their amendments in writing to the Congress. The third Day of the General Congress was Characterised by Solidarity Statements.

The closing session of the General Congress focused on three Major issues, i.e. (1) The ratification of the Charter, (2) The ratification of the Decalogue Declaration, (3) The setting up of the organs of the Sanctuary Comprising The General Secretariat of the Congress and the selection of the Secretary General.

The New Draft was ratified after much comments and criticism about it. At one time it appeared as if the Congress would break up in confusion and disarray. Criticism flew across the hall at the Latin American Delegates from Arab and African Delegates generally. The Latin Americans called for amendments to the Charter and a break in the meeting so that they can meet among themselves first, and with the Libyans and the redrafting Committee after. The Chairman called for all amendments to be in writing. It was clear that the Arab Delegations and African Delegations like, Benin, Ghana, Senegal and Uganda comprised the Core of the forces which wanted the Charter ratified as presented by the redrafting Committee.
There were expressions from several delegations of the fact that they were invited to Libya to attend a Conference in Solidarity with El Salvador and now being confronted with the real nature of the Conference, they cannot concretely commit themselves to the center because they have no mandate from their organisations to do so. They suggested bringing back the documents home so that their organisations can study them.

The question of the membership of the Soviet Union in the Center was raised. It was pointed out that the Center is for the small Countries of the world, The Third World Countries, not for the big Countries. One or Two delegations also pointed out that the Latin Americans were trying to prevent the ratification of the Charter because the Soviet Union was excluded from membership. This charge was denied by the Latins saying, that all they wanted were some amendments to the New draft Charter.

The Congress adjourned for 30 minutes at the request of the Latins. On resumption the Latins put forward their proposed amendments i.e.:
(1) That all reference to the United Nations be removed from the draft.
(2) That the word 'Unified' be removed from objective Two of the Charter.
(3) That the word 'Weapon' be deleted from the Charter.

The Congress accepted the amendments and the Charter was ratified.

The second item the Tripoli Declaration was discussed. Suggestions were made on adding some details to the declaration and it was also ratified. The Chairman of the Congress presented the third item of the closing session. The item included the setting up of the General Secretariat and the Secretary General. The Congress agreed that the Secretariat be composed of the representatives of 18 Countries and Organisations. There were proposals for membership of the Secretariat of a number of Countries.

PROPOSALS FOR MEMBERSHIP


Grenada was proposed for membership by W.P.J. Zimbabwe and Vietnam were also proposed for membership. El Salvador and Nicaragua withdrew from proposed membership in the Secretariat and suggested Guatemala.

Grenada was proposed for membership again by Seychelles. Other Countries proposed themselves for membership.

Bolivia took the floor and told the congress Chairman that Grenada has been proposed again and again and that he was not responding to the proposal, therefore she would like to propose Grenada for membership again.
The entire Congress showed its approval by exploding into loud applause. The Chairman said that we had agreed on 18 members which we now have, but it seems that you want it to be 19; more loud applause, Grenada was accepted as a member of the Secretariat. The Secretary General of the General Secretariat was bestowed on Libya.

The Secretariat met at 12 noon on Saturday June 19th. Cuba was not informed in time of the meeting, so that the Leader of the P.C.C. delegation Cde. Fumord and other top members had already left Libya. Only Cde. Luis was in Libya and he represented Cuba at the meeting only as an observer.

I, and the rest of the Caribbean delegation left the Hotel at 11 a.m. to attend a meeting at the International Green Book Center, up to that time I was not informed of the Secretariat Meeting, but I met with the Cuban Delegate Cde Luis who brought me up to date on the meeting. He said that the meeting of the Secretariat was a complicated one. Some countries did not understand changes in the names of members of the Secretariat. Nicaraguan El Salvador membership was a major issue. The Arabs suggested translation problems as reason for the issue. The Libyans want a meeting with Nicaragua and El Salvador to find out why they do not want to be members of the Secretariat.

Some members of the Secretariat were concerned about the Latin Americans behaviour. The Libyans suggested outside pressure from the Soviet Union through Cuba on the other Latin Countries.

The question of Grenada membership was not challenged.

Cuba was proposed a member of the Executive Committee in the meeting along with Benin, Iran, Syria, and Libya.

Secretariat to meet in six (60) months again.

Based on this report and the attached documents, and detailed analysis of the global situation, our party will have to decide whether Grenada should participate in the World Center for resistance to Imperialism, Zionism, Racism and Reaction.

Gaddam Hafez...
THE CARIBBEAN DELEGATION

The Caribbean Delegation Comprised the following Representatives.

ANTIGUA - TIM HECTOR - A.C.L.K.
BAHAMAS - LIONEL CAREY - VANGUARD
BARBADOS - FRANCIS BELLE - MONALI
DOMINICA - BILL RIVIERE - D.L.M.
- PIERRE CHARLES - D.L.M.
GRENADE - GODWIN HORSFORD - N.J.M.
GUYANA - MICHAEL CHAN - P.P.P.
- ROHIT WILLIAMS - P.P.P.
JAMAICA - ELEAN THOMAS - W.F.J.
- MAXINE HENRY - P.N.P.
ST. LUCIA - GEORGE ODLUM - P.L.P.
- MIKE PILGRIM - P.L.P.
- EARL BOSQUET - W.R.N.
ST. VINCENT SIMEON GREENE - U.P.M.
TRINIDAD/TOBAGO - MICHAEL ABDUDEEN - P.P.M.

There were sharp differences in views among delegates from the Caribbean on issues regarding a Common approach to material assistance from the Libyans and also who should speak on behalf of the Caribbean. N.J.M., W.F.J., W.R.N. and P.P.P. generally carried a common position on these two issues and generally had a common outlook on most issues.

There was a line that Cuba was using Grenada to influence the other Caribbean parties and organisations. The reason I believed that this line developed was the fact that Cuba was always keeping in touch with Grenada. Cuba always contacted Grenada to invite the Caribbean to the Latin American and Caribbean meeting, and generally made Grenada aware of the behind the scenes issues involved in the Congress and what is their position and general guidelines for us to follow.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS:

1. The 15th Congress of the S.I. held in Madrid and conceived as the programmatic grounds for the projection of the so-called democratic socialism in the 80's, could not implement the political basis for the offensive initially conceived by that international organization.

2. Various concurring factors in the field of international relations, the election of Ronald Reagan, the world's economy and East-West relations contained in the text of this report affected this.

3. The Congress could rather be defined as the expression of a policy of expectation and of partial tactical retreat of the S.I.

4. Despite the aforementioned, it should be stressed that the S.I. maintained, in essence, its basic global positions set forth at the Geneva and Vancouver Congresses which opened a new stage in the international organization's political life.

5. It can be stated that the policy toward Latin America became the central issue and the probatory touchstone of the S.I.'s opening to the Third World and of its will to confront the new Republican Administration.

Undoubtedly, the contradictory nature of the actions of international Social Democracy lies in its very roots. In its Latin American projection, obviously without loosing its feature of being a permanent adversary of the left and of the revolutionary forces it becomes a tactical ally of the latter; an important ally in the peoples' democratic and anti-imperialist struggle.
The effective use of the tactical space offered by the forces of social reformism in this juncture, will depend greatly on the left's ability and capability to project it to serve its own objectives in the struggle; a clear proof of which has precisely been the scenario of the Congress.

On the other hand, it should be borne in mind that the Social Democrat's reformist project — in the face of the harsh socioeconomic reality of our continent, characterized by a deepening of the system's structural crisis and a growing polarization of the class struggle — has, objectively, no cristalization prospects whatsoever in most of our countries.

6. In spite of these restrictive circumstances, the Congress fully ratified Western Europe's will to practice an independent policy with respect to the United States in all vital matters of international life.

This is evidenced in the:

- Petition of the ratification of SALT-II

- Adherence to the convening of the Pan European Conference on Disarmament.

- Support to the proposed moratorium or to the non-stationing of new intermediate range missiles in the area.

7. In the Congress, judgements were passed on the problems of Afghanistan, Cambodia and Poland, as well as on the arms race with expressions which, although of anti-Soviet content, differed in emphasis.

8. In the item or chapter devoted to African problems, an underlying political reference is made of our country concerning that region, although in a general context it implies other nations.
9. The existence of multiple trends and nuances within the attending Social Democratic parties and personalities became manifest in the Congress, which reiterates our criteria on the heterogeneity of the reformist movement in our times.

10. The S.I.'s social reformist theoretical basis became manifest in issues such as the economic crisis, North-South Dialogue, problems of employment, etc., although the progressive nature of some of its central approaches on these matters should be acknowledged.

11. In our view, the Congress as a whole ratified the convenience of maintaining a line of access to the S.I.'s political information sources and of frequent relations with its activities, specially under the circumstances of the Republican Party's rise to power in the presidency of the United States.
REPORT ON THE 15TH CONGRESS OF THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL - MADRID,

The purpose of this report is to make a global political
assessment of the results of the S.I.'s Congress and of the agreements
contained in its General Resolution, the only document adopted at
the meeting. References on the most significant activities that took
place within the framework of the Congress that permitted, through
different channels, the knowledge of important political situations
in the Social Democracy's leadership and in many of its component
factors are also included. This report excludes the minutes of the
working sessions, the analysis of the delegations' speeches, press
conferences and other activities which, due to their lengthy nature,
would require a different treatment.

The preparatory work for this Congress and the direction given
to it at various previous meetings of the Bureau of the International,
as well as the documents and reference available to us, clearly
indicate that the objective of the S.I. leadership was to turn the
Madrid Congress into a new important offensive in the worldwide
political strategy of Social Democracy, stressing that this Congress
was to substantiate and make a breakdown of the so-called "projection
of the S.I. in the 80's".

In other words, the attempt was to strengthen S.I.'s activities
and to arrive at political statements that would mean an important
step forward in the implementation of the three main objectives
As is known, they are: to expand East-West cooperation; a plan of
measures for the solution of the North-South conflict and to promote
human rights. Coinciding with said goals, the Third World phase or phase of rupture with Eurocentrism that continued developing in subsequent years, was opened. As foreseen, the new political objectives of the International were to be contained in a new programmatic platform whose drafting project was entrusted to a working group presided over by Felipe González and made up by Vice Presidents Reulf Steen and Karel van Hiert of Norway and the Flemish Socialist Party (Belgium) respectively. The idea was to elaborate a set of doctrines of the S.I. or declaration of principles, structurally similar to the one adopted at Frankfurt in 1951 but that would basically underlie the political tasks that constitute the S.I.'s present profile and to express its main present political goals in a more invigorated way.

As is known, the preparatory work of S.I.'s Congress covers a lengthy period to plan their activities, in which the Bureau of the international body establishes various tasks related to the preparation of the reports and proposals that will be debated within the framework of the Congress. In order to have more information available concerning the preparatory stages of the Madrid Congress and of the aims we have referred to, at the end of this report there is a list of the main documents to be consulted as references.

Unquestionably, the international junctures which occurred during the last months of the preparatory stage of the Congress, critically affected the plans of the International to turn the Congress into a new basis for the projection of its worldwide political activity. In our view, among the most relevant facts in this regard, the following can be mentioned: Ronald Reagan's election as President of the United States; the suspension of the Conference on European Cooperation and Security in Madrid; the events in Poland; the Iraq-Iran
war and its repercussions in the region; the sharpening of the
international economic crisis and particularly its effects on the
industrialized countries of the West.

We believe that the impact of these situations can be clearly
observed, with respect to the Congress, by examining two of its
documents:

1. Opening speech of the Congress, delivered by the President
   of the S.I., Willy Brandt.

2. The introductory speech on the Declaration of Principles by
   Felipe González, where reference is made to the inconvenience
   of presenting at the Madrid Congress a new programmatic
   basis, postponing its elaboration for the next Congress, using
   various pretexts.

If to all the aforementioned elements we add the information about
the strong pressures exerted on the S.I.'s leadership and on Brandt
himself by the US State Department of which we learned through Latin
American delegations' sources, one understands even more clearly
the political context within which the S.I. leadership had to work
in its Congress. The main US pressures that we learned of were:

1. A personal letter of Secretary of State Edmund Muskie
   addressed to Willy Brandt, about which he reported
   of the Bureau to stress the pressures being exerted on him.

2. Various documents of the State Department itself where
   concrete demands are made on the treatment of the situation
   in El Salvador and Central America. (see annexed list).
Due to the aforementioned, one can understand that the frustration of the S.I.'s initial plans and the difficult political circumstances in which the Congress was held, made Brandt himself ask publicly the following in his opening speech. "I don't know what will be the fate of mankind in the 80's: How would I know will be that of the S.I.?"

The verification of the aforementioned political circumstances led us to state, in different messages sent during the initial days of the Congress, that attitudes of retreat were being observed in the S.I. in the face of the new situations. We believe that the final results introduced some alternative elements, specially concerning Latin America which we shall later on discuss, that would indicate that the strategy adopted before the existing difficulties by the leadership of the S.I. could be defined more accurately as a "waiting stage" or as a policy of expectation and restrain awaiting for the development of international events.

We shall now break down the main formulations of the text of the Final Resolution adopted, using as reference the draft prepared by the already mentioned working group (Circular 89/80) and the different versions containing the modifications resulting from the political debate during the Congress. In our comments, we shall refer to the confidential information and political circumstances that allow us to make assessments of some of the problems put forth.
The aforementioned draft presented as a basis for discussion and forwarded to the members of the Bureau on September 17, 1980 was elaborated by the Resolutions Committee that met in Bad Neuenahr, FRG, on September 14. The Committee was presided over by Hans-Jürgen Wischnewski, Vice Chairman of the SPD and the following affiliated parties:

- British Labour Party
- New Democratic Party of Canada
- Radical Party of Chile
- French Socialist Party
- Social Democratic Party of Germany
- Labour Party of Israel
- Social Democratic Party of Italy
- Social Party of Japan
- Socialist Party of Senegal
- Workers' Socialist Party of Spain (WSPS)
- Social Democratic Party of Sweden
- UISY

In our opinion, the text is deliberately moderate and extremely cautious in its political statements. It could be said that, by omission, it was poor and weak. The reasons for this were, undoubtedly, the heterogeneity of the Drafting Committee on the one hand, and the purpose
for the document to serve exclusively as basis for the debate in the Congress on the other.

It should be pointed out that Latin America was dealt with in an obscure and indiscriminate fashion, and that the global approach on Latin America proved hollow, politically weak and negligent.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the draft contained two issues of major importance to measure the S.I.'s political position:

- Support to the French-Polish idea favoring a European Conference on Disarmament, which undoubtedly was a bridge with the socialist countries.

- Petition of the immediate ratification of SALT-II, which naturally clashed with the election of the Republican candidate in the United States.

Since the first working day of the Congress (November 13), the efforts of the rightist and conservative sectors of the International aimed at depriving the text of the previously mentioned positive features and at introducing wordings denoting anti-Sovietism and enhancing the ideological values of Social Democratic reformism became manifest. Through various friendly sources worth mentioning -- some Latin-American delegations, Pierre Schori and members of the WSPS participating in the organizational work -- we learned of the passionate debate on this issue in the Bureau meeting.

On the 14th, a second draft General Resolution -- which we obtained through the same sources -- also circulated confidentially among the members of the Bureau. As can be seen in this text, the debate within the Bureau resulted in the inclusion of various issues: the Afghan problem;
events in Poland; charge on the USSR's alleged arms-race policy; and to
restrain the formulation of economic problems only to monetary and commercial
matters. As to Latin American matters, the text reflected, however, some
of the main problems of the region, although still in a weak and insufficient
manner.

Saturday evening (November 14 to 15) a very lengthy session of the
Bureau was held — also reported to us by the same sources — which resulted
in the formulation of a third draft General Resolution. In general, this
was the text finally adopted by the plenary on Sunday 16th with the addition
of three topics proposed by the delegations of the countries concerned:
Cyprus, Malta and Grenada, aimed at highlighting, of course, the political
objectives of their respective S.I. member parties (EDK, consultative
party; Labor Party of Malta, full member; and New Jewel, admitted as full
member during this Congress).

In its introduction, the document describes the present international
situation by the aggravation of the economic crisis, the speeding up of the
arms race, the deepening of the North-South gap, and the increasing
violation of human rights. As can be noted, all these assertions oppose
the S.I. programmatic objectives. It goes on affirming that "peace is
threatened more seriously than at any other moment in the past ten years
and relations among the great powers have worsened considerably". We
believe that the S.I. deliberately starts with such a statement to conceal
the sharp differences in the political atmosphere of the Madrid Congress and
the previous Geneva and Vancouver Congresses, where the atmosphere was of
relative success.

Additionally, — and this can be considered undoubtedly as a victory of
the progressive positions and of the will to oppose the future Republican
Administration — the International calls for the ratification of SALT-II,
although in a subtle manner backs the beginning of the SALT-III negotiations soon. In this chapter of the text, a formulation remained — which, in our opinion, is the most important concession of the Congress to US interests — stating that should negotiations on the limitation of strategic weapons be suspended, this "could lead to the USSR's greater accumulation of new missiles". It should be understood that in spite of the negative content of this formulation, it does not fail to reveal also a pressing intention on the United States.

Another element contained in the introduction is the Iran-Iraq conflict. After referring to its dangerous nature, the document cautiously speaks of the actions Olof Palme had just initiated, by making his success lie on "the commitment of non-interference by the great powers and the nations of the region". According to our knowledge, it seems that Palme's actions were preceded by a commitment expressed in the form of a declaration of intentions by the factors potentially involved in the conflict favoring the actions and refraining from any material implications in the confrontation between the two countries.

Following the introduction, the Polish issue is dealt with also in cautious terms although reiterating the reformist S.I.'s traditional stand on the organized labor movement to be found also in Brandt's opening speech.

Another significant element is the insistence on the need to safeguard the continuation of the Madrid Conference on European Security and cooperation. It should be stressed that this formulation becomes particularly important if we take into consideration that the atmosphere in Madrid and the general political assessments concerning the Conference seemed to indicate then a general blocking of its possibilities to go beyond the formal opening on November 11. Without doubt, the strong support given by the S.I. to the Conference was aimed at highlighting a constructive position as opposed to the situation prevailing then.
It is also particularly important that, although limitedly, the introduction contains support to the holding of a European Conference on Disarmament. We believe it reveals the interest of the International to please the positions of the French, the SDP and of a group of major European social democratic parties, and also constitutes a political gesture towards the socialist countries, particularly the USSR.

Immediately, the Resolution approaches a chapter on the economic crisis, stressing its aggravation and stating that it is "the proof of the existing economic order's inability to achieve a more just distribution of wealth". Analyzing this paragraph within S.I.'s characteristic approach, we believe that it presents more advanced theoretical formulations than those agreed upon in the Geneva and Vancouver Congresses, since, although the International naturally stresses its false distribution solution as a remedy for economic exploitation and insists on the formula of productivity and purchasing power increases as miraculous panaceas, it is also true that the need for reform in the international economic order is clearly established and opposition to the thesis on the solutions through free market economies is formulated, which undoubtedly constitutes a direct attack against the US Republican Party's policy.

Then comes an extremely brief chapter on Europe that reflects caution and care in its formulation. It contains, however, two very significant aspects:

a) Reiteration of S.I. support to all measures contributing to the withdrawal or non-stationing of new intermediate-range missiles in Central Europe, which is an endorsement of the idea of a moratorium promoted by the FRG.
b) Reiteration of the need for Western Europe to express and publicize its own interests and responsibilities concerning the problems of world peace, even by opposing them to the United States.

Both issues without doubt reveal two basic aspects of S.I.'s political objectives in Europe and, in its broader sense, in East-West relations, and clearly emphasize the will of not yielding before the new US Administration. In a conversation with Francois Mitterand at a reception given at the Ayuntamiento de Madrid, he said that the inclusion of these two issues in the Resolution meant a face-to-face confrontation with the United States and embodied the will of the S.I. to persevere in its objectives.

Concerning the Middle East, the most relevant element was the decisive and full support given to the efforts of the Labor Party of Israel to return to the government of that country. It is noteworthy to stress that the leadership of the S.I. undoubtedly took two bold measures that reveal its degree of commitment in this connection. On the one hand, Brandt, Kreisky and Felipe González, among others, signed a joint document together with the Egyptian Foreign minister Boutros Ghali and Shimon Peres himself -- which was afterwards mentioned in the Resolution only in terms of "noting", thus revealing the degree of internal debate aroused. In this connection, we were able to learn that in the Bureau meeting where this topic was dealt with, a sharp confrontation aroused in which the position that intended to make the Congress adopt a more direct support to the content of the Declaration in its Resolution was defeated by 14 votes against 5.

Moreover, the Congress decided to acknowledge consultative status to the MAPAM Party of Israel, inviting it to make up a joint representation with the existing member party.

The position adopted on the Middle East became one of the most vulnerable points and a critical factor for Brandt himself, who was blamed on several
ocassions during the press conference held at the closing of the meeting, as can be seen in the Memoires published.
Moreover, as can be seen in the Resolution, the formulation on the Palestinian problem actually does not go beyond the Camp David Agreements established by the governments of Israel and the United States.

We believe that a relevant element in the chapter devoted to the Middle East is the recognition of Malta's new policy of Neutrality; this position of the S.I. should lead us to a closer examination of the present actions of the government of Malta — which has recently adopted firm stands on issues as important as Italian-Maltese and Libyan-Maltese relations — and Malta's position at the Belgrade Conference on the European Security and Cooperation Conference, which was further stressed in the present round of negotiations in Madrid. This topic is interesting when determining the degree of Yugoslav influence in Malta's policy.

In the chapter devoted to Asia two central elements should be pointed out:

1. The position on China
2. The treatment of the Cambodia and Afghanistan problems.

As for China, the strategy adopted by the S.I. clearly favors the position of the US, enhancing the new Chinese policy of broader "international dialogue". It is significant that the Resolution also denotes interest in the development of events in China.

It should be pointed out that in spite of our inquiries in this respect, we could not learn of the presence on any Chinese officials in the Congress with any capacity.

Concerning the Cambodian and Afghan problems, the Resolution calls for a "reconciliation of the Cambodian people to guarantee its neutrality".
And although no reference is made on Vietnam or on any specific claims — which are expressed in connection with the situation in Eastern Timor and the presence of Indonesian troops there — undoubtedly, the nature of the demand is negative.

In the case of Afghanistan, it should be pointed out that the S.I. adopted an overtly aggressive style in stating "that it is terrified and deceived" because the USSR has not yet withdrawn its troops from Afghanistan, and concludes saying that it "supports the resistance of the Afghan people to the occupation of the country". In a conversation held with many journalists attending the Congress and in the speeches delivered by most speakers at the Congress, an extraordinary insistence on the Afghan problem as an element of denunciation of the USSR became manifest. These circumstances should be taken into consideration when evaluating this part of the text.

Lastly, in connection with Asia, India's position as a decisive force in the Non-Aligned Movement is stressed, but no further mention of the Movement itself or its policies is made.

As for the chapter devoted to Africa it is also extremely brief, and is dealt with very conventionally, as usual in S.I.'s congresses and conferences. Its main considerations refer to the denunciation of the South African regime and the struggle against apartheid. The S.I. seems to consider that the phenomena of class exploitation, neocolonialism and military dictatorships in the region do not exist.

We wish to stress that this Congress Resolution contained an entirely new formulation which constitutes an implicit attack against demanding the withdrawal of foreign troops from the African Horn conflict "and others".
The only positive element to be stressed in this chapter is the actual recognition of the POLISARIO Front within the context of the reaffirmation of the right of the Saharan people to self-determination.

The analytical section of the Resolution that refers to Latin America and the Caribbean is specially significant both for its content and for its length, when compared with the rest of the Resolution. An assessment of the document reveals a sharp contrast between the chapter devoted to Latin American problems and the treatment of other topics such as détente, disarmament, the Middle East, Africa, and others. The chapter devoted to Latin America is undoubtedly the most positive and advanced in the document.

The most important issues in the analysis of the Latin American situation were:

- Central America, particularly El Salvador
- Latin America policy of the new US Republican Administration
- Nicaragua

It is enlightening to note the positions contained in the Resolution that show the positive trend we have already referred to:

a) "The Socialist International challenges the US government to put an end to its political and military support to the present Salvadorean Junta and to admit its inability to prevent more bloodshed. We reject the thesis of the Salvadorean problem is that of a Junta fighting against an extreme right or an extreme left. It is rather that of a despotic regime whose actions have led to a state of civil war".
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b) "We believe that the victory and achievements of the Nicaraguan revolution reflect the expectations for social change in the entire region. We reiterate our support for the Sandinista National Liberation Front".

c) "The Socialist International voices its solidarity with the people of Grenada and our new affiliated party, the New JEWEL Movement. The International will never admit foreign interference in the economic or military affairs of Grenada".

d) "The Socialist International seriously warns against any attempt from foreign powers at interfering in the internal affairs of Latin American and Caribbean countries".

e) "We are concerned about some remarks of the then Republican candidate to the presidency of the United States on Latin America, particularly his expressions of support to the dictatorial regimes of El Salvador and Guatemala, and his attacks against Grenada and Nicaragua. We hope that our fears be groundless. We will await for the political statements of the new Administration before passing judgement. But we see the attitude of the new Administration towards Latin America and the Caribbean as a sample of its stand towards the whole world".

To sum up, the position of the S.I in the Final Resolution on El Salvador represented a defeat for the United States and Latin American center-right sectors, who could not impose their thesis.

From the point of view of the progressive and left forces, the analytical chapter on Latin America is in essence — given the present international juncture — undoubtedly positive and to a great extent meets the objectives pursued in this context.
Suffice it to reiterate that the first draft Resolution represented a setback not only when compared with the results of the Santo Domingo Conference but also with what was stated at the previous Vancouver Congress; it was simply hollow, full of rhetorics, and avoided any definition on the most burning and relevant problems of the continent.

In this positive evolution of the Resolution concerning Latin American issues, the action of the delegates from MNR and FDR of El Salvador and the Nicaraguan delegation headed by Commander Bayardo Arce was most influential.

The behavior of the three key elements in the analysis of the Latin American situation — the Europeans, the Latin American group and the actions of the US State Department — gives an approximate picture of the contradictions and trends dealing with the treatment of the Latin American issue in the Congress.
a) The Europeans

In general, the position of European parties on the Latin America reality was good; this was reflected both in public addresses in the plenary and in the Bureau meetings and bilateral conversations and contacts. The Spanish, Swedes, English Laborites, Dutch, Finns, Belgians, French, Canadians, among others, were part of this trend.

To give an example: the drafting of the paragraph where the S.I. challenges the United States to put an end to its political and military support to the present Junta in El Salvador, was proposed by Jenny Little from the British Labour Party, when Willy Brandt was presiding over one of the Bureau sessions. It was also she, who, together with the PNP delegation from Jamaica, defeated a motion presented by Panny Simon from the US Social Democratic Party against Cuba, which received only one vote in favor, from said party.

The German Social Democratic Party which was divided into two main trends on the Latin American problem deserves special mention: one trend was led by SPD Vice Chairman, Hans Jürgen Wischnewski with more conservative positions and more susceptible to US influences, and the other led Willy Brandt with a realistic and receptive attitude towards the positions of the most progressive and radical sectors of the Latin American group.

It must be taken into account that Wischnewski has been leading the conversations of the SPD with the State Department on S.I.'s positions on Latin America.

In his opening and closing speeches, Brandt ratified S.I.'s line of solidarity with the Nicaraguan Revolution and of support for the struggle
in El Salvador, which means to reject U.S. strong pressures to change the situation. It was precisely at the second Bureau meeting where the wording of the Latin American chapter was discussed, that Brandt sarcastically revealed that he had received a letter from Secretary of State, Muskie, stating that the positions of the S.I. Congress on El Salvador should be strictly moderate.

b) The Latin American group

In the Latin American group, differences were more clearly defined:

- The center right sector, led by Carlos Andrés Pérez, Daniel Oduber and the Panamanian representation led by Blandón. The main objective of this sector was to make the S.I. change positions on Central American realities, particularly on El Salvador, attempting to receive support for an alleged immediate political or negotiated solution of the Salvadorian conflict and for this to be included in the Congress Resolution on those terms. They cited the military weakness of the revolutionary forces in El Salvador and their incapability to defeat the army, stating that negotiations were the sole solution—which would in essence entail the capitulation of the revolutionary forces and the implementation of a formula acceptable by the United States. Basically, this position agrees with the alternatives the State Department is planning for El Salvador.

- The center left sector, made up by Peña Gómez, Anselmo Sule and Jorge Arturo Reyna, did not speak in favor of the positions of the center right sector but maintained an eclectic attitude and showed little activity, reflected ups and downs and attempted to conciliate the formulations of the most progressive and left sectors.
- The sector of progressive and revolutionary forces, made up by the Salvadorian representatives (DEU, PDR and MNR), Commander Bayardo Arce of the PSLN, Jamaica's PNP, the New JEWEL of Grenada, and others. The positive role played by Manuel Ungo and Hector Oqueli of the MNR should be stressed, as well as the work done by Commander Bayardo Arce. The main objective of these forces was to thwart the maneuvers of the center right, strongly stimulated by the Panamanians, and avoid a setback of S.I. positions on Latin America and the Caribbean.

To this end, a plan of action was scheduled to held meetings and contacts with the main European and Latin American leaders, the results of which were positive.

c) Actions of the US State Department

After the Santo Domingo Conference, the State Department intensified its efforts and activities to change the policy the S.I. was following toward Latin America and the Caribbean which, as is known, shows important signs of friction with the Latin American projection of Carter's Administration.

Contacts and meetings took place before the holding of the Congress among State Department officials and Social Democracy leaders. The main interest for the US government remained unchanged: to avoid the S.I.'s condemnation of the Junta in El Salvador and actually to promote its support, and to prevent criticisms on the policy of the United States toward Latin America and the Caribbean.

As stated before in this report, during the Congress we learned of four documents that had been distributed by the State Department and the US Embassy in Madrid, in which the basic issue demanded was for the "Socialist International to condemn the use of violence whatever its
origin, making an appeal to all those involved in the conflict of El Salvador to stop the violence and accept the mediating offers of the bishops.

It was also learned, on the other hand, that the State Department sent a large group of officials for lobbying, including Roy Prosterman, who is well known for his participation in setting up the "strategic villages" in Vietnam and for his being at present an adviser in the implementation of the agrarian reform intended for El Salvador. Also present, and on the same job, was Rey Prendes, the Major of San Salvador, who was sent by the Americans.

The continued presence of the US Ambassador to Madrid, Terence Todman in the Congress halls was also common.

In making a comparative analysis of this Congress' section on Latin America and the Caribbean with the previous Congress, one clearly observes important progress. The formulations adopted relate to the most important issues of the region's political life at present and to a large extent meet the objectives that the progressive and revolutionary forces aspired to have reflected in the document, although when compared with the Santo Domingo Conference, there are important elements that are not contained in the Resolution of the Congress:

- Support to the struggle of the people of Puerto Rico for their independence, an itchy issue for the United States, that brought about strong reactions on the part of the State Department.

- The recognition of the "legitimacy of the use of violence when other paths to attain the peoples' objectives of liberty and social justice are closed".
In this regard, it is significant that no reference was made about the Santo Domingo Declaration, while only satisfaction was expressed on the September 13, 1980 Declaration of the Latin American Parties meeting in Caracas. This was, undoubtedly, a concession to the United States.

On the other hand, one should not forget that due to this forum's hierarchy, the weight and significance of the statements on Latin America contained in the Resolution of the Congress relevantly go beyond the scope of the Declaration of Santo Domingo, which was a regional meeting.

In our view, the reasons that explain the positive projection of the position on Latin America adopted by the 15th Congress of the S.I. are the following:

1. Since the early part of this decade, the S.I. started to make a turn in its relations with the so-called Third World and specially with our region. This change takes place within a period of deepening of the structural crisis of State monopoly capitalism, which imposes new demands on the main European countries. The collapse of the system of colonial domination, the blows dealt to the traditional structure of neo-colonial domination beginning with the change in the international correlation of forces and the economic attraction the countries of the region offer, are basic elements behind the actions of the Socialist International.

2. Undoubtedly, Latin America is a touchstone of the political opening of the S.I. to the so-called Third World. There are factors of greater socio-economic development and of the region's socio-classist structure among others, that offer Social Democrats better possibilities of influence when compared to other areas of the underdeveloped world.
3. On the other hand, we cannot lose sight of the existence of interimperialist contradictions, mainly between the FRG and the United States. West Germans are aware of the changes occurring in the continent and of the transformations that will undoubtedly take place in the future; they also know that this reality is affecting and will affect US hegemony to a great extent. Their aspiration, in the face of this displacement, is to guarantee space and influence that, to be efficient, must count on the credibility and acceptance of the democratic, progressive and even left forces of the area.

4. The way the Congress dealt with Nicaragua is truly illustrative. The Nicaraguan Revolution is, without doubt, a trial test for the S.I. policy toward Latin America. The establishment of an International Committee for the Defense of the Nicaraguan Revolution and the support of the S.I. to the Sandinista Front is an unmistakable proof of its interest to continue making efforts to influence this process, which is decisive for their influence work in the area and specially in Central America.

5. In the Congress, therefore, a set back in the positive formulations the S.I. had maintained on Latin America and the Caribbean until then, would have meant the failure and collapse of a policy that represents the main achievement Social Democracy can show in its Third World projection; and an open defeat of its efforts to neutralize revolutionary processes in the continent.

6. The prospect for the new Republican Administration's Latin American policy has aroused fear and almost the conviction of important sectors of the European Social Democracy that Reagan will militarily attack Latin America. In our view, that assumption favored the
receptive attitude of most European Social Democratic Parties in the Congress before the positions adopted on the area. From their point of view, it is a matter of warning the new Administration to act persuasively in the future policy to be implemented by the US Government.

The last part of the General Resolution contains, in various sections, the main problems for the 80's from the S.I. point of view. Undoubtedly, what was most significant was the statement contained in the second paragraph of this chapter in the sense that "The political pendulum has moved to the right in certain parts of the world".

The treatment given to the remaining items, through having once again a bearing on the Social Democrats' theoretical ground, shows some formulations that are more positive than others in past Congresses and Conferences. This is particularly significant concerning the:

- Treatment of the role of transnationals, while underlining the need of their subordination to the "peoples' interests".
- Deep reforms, not only in the international monetary system, but also in its institutions.
- Formulation of a thesis on the overcoming of the economic crisis in the developed world that rejects the unilateral interpretation of its inflationary origin and proposes a world-wide social solution in the search for employment sources.
- Adoption of the postulates of the Report of the Brandt Commission, which basically implies the ratification of its most positive considerations.
Presentation: Social Democracy in Latin America and the Caribbean (until 197

In this presentation we intend to examine how Social Democracy has become ever more active in Latin America and the Caribbean in the past few years, which are the objectives and characteristics that make up its projection in the area, which are the elements that have conditioned it and the true possibilities Social Democrats count on to develop their strategy in the continent.

In the past five years, the international Social Democracy has intensified its activities in the so-called Third World, specially in Latin America and the Caribbean, showing particular interest in expanding its political space and influence in this region.

It is timely to recall, --in order to evaluate the true dimensions of this offensive -- that Social Democracy as a political trend had, until then, expressed itself basically as a European phenomenon. This does not mean, nevertheless, that our sub-continent was marginalized within the framework of the strategic interests of certain European Social Democratic parties such as the German Social Democratic Party that -- as an expression of West German monopoly interests and through the "renowned" Friedrich Ebert Foundation -- created the basis for its work of systematic and long-term penetration in the area. The establishment of the Latin American Institute for Social Research (ILDIS) in Chile (1966) and of the Center for Democratic Studies on Latin America (CEDAL) (1968) proves this.

Although it is true that since the 70's the SI maintained relations with some Latin American parties such as the Socialist Party of Uruguay, the MNR of Bolivia, APRA in Peru, amongst others, these relations were very weak and lacked true prospects.

On the other hand, Latin America's political history does not record the existence of a significant movement which could be defined as Social
Democrat -- in view of its goals, programs and structures, if we use as
point of reference the European Social Democratic pattern, -- except in the
English-Speaking region of the Caribbean, where they emerged under the
protection and incentive of the colonial bonds with the British Labour
Party.

In our opinion, many elements condition and explain to a great extent the
deployment of the SD's efforts to plant itself in the so-called Third
World countries, particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean.

1.- One of the basic reasons are the new demands and pressures on the
main European countries originated by the deep structural crisis of
State monopoly capital -- in the form it had in the 40's and the 50's.
The collapse of the system of colonial domination, the blows dealt
against the traditional structure of neo-colonial domination that started
with the changes that occurred in the world's correlation of forces,
greatly affecting the so-called Third World, demand actions from State
monopoly capital to overcome the crisis.

2.- For European Social Democracy -- especially for parties in power -- the
economic attraction of the so-called Third World countries becomes greatly
important: market possibilities for their products; the transfer of
processing industries; cheaper labor and, above all, the revaluation of
raw materials as a relevant element in the productive process.

The following data concerning the FRC-Latin American relations are
illustrative in this respect.

According to official 1978 reports, Latin America is the most important
recipient country of the FRC's goods and capital when compared with
Asia and Africa. The FRC is the main commercial partner of Latin America
of the capitalist European countries.
In the field of capital investments, an accelerated increase of West German presence is observed; in the past 10 years, investments have multiplied by five. In 1978, West German investments in Latin America represented 63.3% of their total investments in the so-called Third World and 13.5% of the total direct investments of the FRG abroad.

3.- On the other hand, the estimates of the Social Democracy concerning Latin America take into account the existence of historical and cultural bonds and similarities of the latter with the Old Continent and the most favorable conditions offered by the area's dependent capitalist development (when compared with Africa and Asia) in terms of class structure and of more appropriate socio-economic conditions when compared with the rest of the underdeveloped world to implement the Social Democratic project.

Seen from a different prospect, this SD offensive is launched in a period of development of military dictatorships and of the establishment of fascist regimes in the continent as a result of the deep crisis in the representative democratic-bourgeois system and of the development of the revolutionary and democratic forces; in this manner, Social Democracy presents itself as an "alternative to save the system" by offering an alleged path that would exclude both fascism and socialist revolutions.

The following statements by some of the most outstanding European Social Democratic leaders, contained in an exchange of letters between Willy Brandt, Olaf Palme and Bruno Kreich from 1972 to 1975 are truly eloquent.

In one of these letters, Olaf Palme states: "The talks I have had during the past few years with representatives from Third World countries have indicated that those countries are searching for their own path in a world like today's, subject to a clear polarization of forces... Most Third World countries reject both Soviet communism and US capitalism and do not accept
any of those systems as valid development models. The strength and value of Social Democracy lies in the fact that it does not constitute a political threat for these countries at all.

Palme goes on saying: "What we do want is to have close and open contacts with these countries and discuss with them the problems that the world's progressive forces are faced with. Our International cannot become an exclusively European organization. We must find responsible and non-bureaucratic formulas to make of the International a forum open for debates and the cooperation of representatives from all over the world. To do this, the basic thing is not that we all fully agree on all ideological matters."

On his part, Willy Brandt stated: "We should not end this exchange of views without clarifying our criteria on which is the best way to improve cooperation among Social Democrats and other forces of similar ideology throughout the world. In order to efficiently carry out this task, our International is quite limited. We must attain a flexible and non-schematic cooperation with political forces from other parts of the world that somehow coincide with our parties although with different starting points."

Brandt goes on saying: "Let us take Central America as an example. There are various parties there that come very close to what we understand as democratic socialism, but these parties do not fit within a framework as rigid and conditioned by traditions as the Socialist International. Therefore, some form of exchange of views among our parties and theirs would have to be found...We should speak of fundamental theoretical matters, but also of basically practical topics. We should be flexible enough to establish contacts with these forces and find common fields of action in spite of possible differences. This is an important goal for all European Social Democrats."
The 13th Congress of the SI, held in Geneva in 1976, considered the new changes that were taking place in the projection and relations of Social Democracy with the so-called Third World, specially Latin America and the Caribbean; it planned the SI's interest to overcome its Eurocentrism and expand its political space; a special resolution on Latin America was adopted for the first time, denouncing the military dictatorships and existing repression in various countries of the continent; the Dominican Revolutionary Party and Costa Rica's PLN were added to the list of SI's member parties and Acción Democrática and Movimiento Electoral del Pueblo, both from Venezuela, and Paraguay's Partido Revolucionario Fabriista were given consultative status, thus making up a total of 5 new full member parties and 3 with consultative status. Daniel Oduber of the PLN of Costa Rica and Anselmo Sule of the Partido Radical de Chile were elected vice-chairmen of the organization, which is significant if we take into account that Latin Americans had access to those positions for the first time.

It should be stressed that the documents adopted did not contain the traditional formulations of obstinate anti-communism of the times of the "cold war" that had characterized SI's stand, which, naturally, does not mean it has abandoned the anti-communist objectives that inspire the organization, nor the negative references to socialist countries.

Besides, the so-called "democratic socialism", expression of the doctrines of contemporary bourgeois reformism, was not stressed as an "alternative project" between capitalism and communism; a certain flexibility of the stubborn stand concerning relations with other communist parties and progressive forces took place.

Since the 13th Congress of the SI was held up to now, the activities and actions of the SI concerning Latin America have multiplied: holding of international meetings, visits of delegations of the organization and of
its main leaders to various countries of the continent have taken place, such as those of Willy Brandt, Mario Soarez, Al Herand and Felipe Gonzalez; added to this is the fact that at all ordinary meetings of the SI Bureau, the Latin American issue has been relevant.

These actions of the SI have included denunciations of the military and fascist dictatorships of the area in such terms, the ceasing of repression, the need to make democratic changes and the promotion of the so-called "democratic socialism" as a feasible alternative for the countries of the continent in the face of decaying capitalism and "totalitarian socialism".

To this one must add the meetings and reunions that have been held on various occasions and that had not been officially convened by the SI, that is, not organically committed to it and that counted with a large participation of Latin American parties, including some of the left. This type of informal meetings are part of the SI's policy of dialogue and rapprochement with the progressive and left forces of the area, outside of its organizational framework, using for this purpose somewhat powerful parties such as Mexico's PRI, Venezuela's AN and Portugal's PS, amongst others.

In general, the agreements and resolutions of this type of meeting have had a marked progressive content, even to the point of denouncing the US for its policy on the area.

The international Social Democratic organization showed particular activity concerning the struggle of the Nicaraguan people against Somoza, waging an international solidarity campaign with their struggle and speaking in favor of the armed line as an exception in the case of Nicaragua, as stated by Willy Brandt at the 15th Vancouver Congress held in November last year.
Representatives of over twenty parties and political organizations of Latin America attended this meeting and two resolutions signed by them were adopted, a general one on Latin America and another one supporting the independence of Puerto Rico, which were basically more progressive than the one officially passed by the Congress on the area. Besides, four Latin Americans were elected as Vice-chairmen of the SI, two other parties of the area joined the organization and the establishment of a Committee of the SI on Latin America was proposed.

Let us now briefly examine, strictly from the Latin American perspective, the real forces Social Democracy counts with in the region.

At present, there are 10 Latin American parties organizationally linked to the SI. As full members we have: Partido Socialista de Argentina, Barbados Labour Party, Partido Radical de Chile, Partido Liberacion Nacional de Costa Rica, Partido Revolucionario Dominicano, El Salvador's Movimiento Nacional Revolucionario, Jamaica's Peoples National Party and with consultative status: Partido Revolucionario Febrerista de Paraguay, Acción Democrática and Movimiento Electoral del Pueblo, both of Venezuela.

Undoubtedly, in spite of its heterogeneity in classist terms, these ten parties are a political expression of the interests of sectors of the bourgeoisie in their respective countries; this general classist framework does not, of course, exclude the difference in the class compositions of the parties, a circumstance that, among others, gives each party a more or less liberal or progressive, or more or less conservative orientation.

On the other hand, we should add that some of these parties, like the Partido Revolucionario Dominicano, Jamaica's FNP and Costa Rica's FLN to a lesser degree, represent important forces of the small and middle bourgeoisie and, above all, the former one, whose influence reaches somewhat large sectors of the people, counting with leaders of the charisma of Francisco Peña Gómez, Secretary General of the PRD.
Besides, it should be stated that out of these parties, there are four with a specifically important influence in the political life of their respective countries:

- in Santo Domingo, the PRD won the past elections and is, without doubt, the main political force of the nation,
- the PNP of Jamaica was elected to government by a majority support.
- Venezuela’s AD and Costa Rica’s FMLN continue being, in spite of having lost the majority in the past elections, the most important political forces in their respective countries.

There is another group of organizations and parties in the sub-continent which, although presently lacking organizational bonds with the SI, have relations and contacts of relative importance with said organization, or move within the sphere of influence of the "Social Democratic trend", or if anything, flirt with it.

Among the main forces of this category, we have the following organizations:

- Partido Revolucionario Hondureño
- Frente Unido de la Revolución de Guatemala (FUR)
- Partido Socialista Democrático de Guatemala
- Partido Revolucionario Institucional de México (PRI)
- Partido Liberal de Colombia
- Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario de Izquierda de Bolivia (MNR-I)
- Izquierda Democrática de Ecuador
- Unión Cívica Radical de Argentina
- Partido Revolucionario Democrático de Panamá
- Partido Intransigente de Argentina
- Partido Socialista Unificado de Argentina
- APRA de Peru
- Partido Traballista Brasileño
- Partido Democrático de Curazao
- Partido Independentista de Puerto Rico

These organizations have attended the activities, seminars and meetings sponsored by the S.I. or the West German SDF, and most of them have declared their ideological adherence to the Social Democratic trend.

The differences in the programmatic formulations, national projections, composition and actual political force in their respective countries among the parties listed above are unquestionable. However all these parties establish their political projects and actions within the framework of the capitalist system and in line with representative democracy.

There is another group of parties and movements, a minority indeed, which has maintained irregular and peripheral contacts with the S.I. or some major European social democratic parties. We are referring to the Montoneros, the Partido Socialista Uruguayo, the Partido Socialista Revolucionario del Peru, sectors within the Partido Socialista of Chile and the FMLN, among others.

These revolutionary and left forces affirm that they have nothing to do with social democracy ideologically -- in some cases we have no doubts --, and that they simply use these contacts circumstantially to promote their objectives in the struggle, in terms of requesting solidarity for their causes, denouncing fascist regimes, and so on.

The parties organically linked to the S.I. -- which we have mentioned -- declare with varied approaches, their basic programmatic goal to be the so-called democratic socialism based on the theoretical and ideological bequest of Bernstein's revisionism of the Second International which Lenin brilliantly defined and rejected in his struggle against this trend.
To this we must add that these parties vindicate, to a greater or lesser degree, the alleged solutions offered by European Social Democracy to the serious problems the countries of the area face. In the socio-economic field they favor a just redistribution of income, the creation of stable sources of employment for all, demand fair treatment in international economic relations, more advantageous prices on raw materials, and so on; in the political sphere they demand a democratic opening, the elimination of military and fascist regimes, respect for individual freedom, and others.

In analyzing the past six years of European Social Democracy's activity it is imperative to record an objective fact: in 1973 European Social Democrats had more or less stable links with 8 or 10 related organizations in the area, while at present more than 24 parties are linked with Social Democracy.

Let us now review how do other mechanisms of the European Social Democracy — specifically West German as predominant force in the S.I. — operate in the continent, to do its penetration work in the area in order to promote its strategic objectives.

We are referring to the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, a tool of the German Social Democratic Party and, to be exact, of West German monopoly capital.

The essential objectives of this institution in the area can be briefly described as follows:

- to create favorable conditions for West German capital penetration and the promotion of its economic interests in the region,
- to curb and/or neutralize the revolutionary movement by encouraging the development of the political forces related to Social Democracy,

- to subtly nurture anti-communism and hostile activities against the socialist camp.

These aims, of course, are not manifest nor evident in the activities carried out by the foundation. An outstanding feature of its work is its subtle and refined methods and practices.

For this purpose, its relies on training and research institutions covering almost all countries of the area, such as the Costa Rica-based Center for Democratic Studies on Latin America, and the Latin America Institute for Social Research with branches in Caracas and Quito. It also has experts and advisors on different matters in charge of representation offices in various countries of the continent.

Through all these means it organizes numerous international seminars and training courses for trade union, peasant, business, youth, political party leaders and others.

Moreover, it provides material and financial support to political parties and movements that favor the Social Democratic trend.

CEDAL alone organizes some 65 to 70 varied annual seminars in which approximately 2000 persons participate every year. It is estimated that CEDAL operates on a 2-2.5 million dollar annual budget.

It is appropriate to recall, as an example, the holding of an International Seminar in Solidarity with Nicaragua convened last April.
by CEDAL to assess the situation in Nicaragua and agree upon concrete solidarity actions with the PSIN, the Patriotic Front and the Group of Twelve, as was publicly announced.

Apart from the representatives of the main Nicaraguan groupings that fought against Somoza, this meeting was attended by 19 parties and organizations from 13 countries linked with the Social Democracy.

The following significant formulations in the resolutions of this event are worth mentioning:

- the denunciation of US policy of intervention in Latin America and the Caribbean, specially Carter Administration's abetment of Somoza's regime. Imperialism was condemned and denounced by name;

- recognition of the need for unity of the left in every country and in Central America; therefore, a proposal was advanced for launching a campaign to resolutely struggle against anti-communist and anti-socialist mentality;

- the Central American projection of the struggle that was then being waged against Somoza was stressed, and it was literally stated that: "Nicaragua's liberation trascends to the freedom of other Latin American peoples such as Guatemala and El Salvador, and that the will to support Nicaragua's liberation, will mean the promotion of freedom for the Guatemalan and Salvadorian peoples."

An overall assessment of the results of the event we have referred to should inevitably include the following:
First, it was an international meeting of Social Democracy-related parties but not binding on the S.I. organically since it was held outside of its structure.

Second, the positive formulations and decisions made passed the filter of coined phrases — also included in the document — such as "changes only in democracy and freedom", "social justice in freedom" and others obviously intended to differentiate them from the achievements of real socialism.

Third, in the case of Nicaragua, European Social Democracy knew well that the struggle waged against Somoza was irreversible. On the one hand, they tried to prevent that process from becoming a true revolution of socialist nature while searching for a possibility to obtain political and economic benefits in a Somoza-free Nicaragua. In this respect, PRG's intention to compete with the US is evidenced in its clear purposes of appearing as "alternative partner", taking advantage of the anti-US sentiments and positions of a majority of the Nicaraguan opposition forces.

Lastly, we must not lose sight of the positive role played in the Seminar by Jamaica's FNP, Guatemala's FUR and PSD, El Salvador's MNR and by most representatives of the Group of Twelve, the Patriotic Front and the PSLN.

To sum up we would like to conclude with the following considerations on the abovementioned items:
1. We see a dual nature in the projection of Social Democracy in Latin American and the Caribbean. On the one hand, it does represent a permanent enemy of the essential objectives of the communist and left movements in that this trend intends to prevent the triumph of socialist revolutions and the materialization of the communist ideal. On the other, it is obvious that certain political positions of the Social Democracy can be used by the revolutionary and progressive forces of the continent at given junctures of the struggle against the repressive and fascist military regimes and of the confrontation with US imperialism.

2. Hence, in our view, while ideological struggle against this trend is necessary, we should implement ways and methods of case-by-case treatment of the parties related to Social Democracy whose positions coincide with certain tactical objectives of the Latin American revolutionary movement.

3. On the other hand, we must bear in mind that, although in the main contradiction of our times between capitalism and socialism, led by US imperialism and the USSR respectively, Social Democrats as a whole are on the imperialist side up to now, is not always from a position of more satellites, since inter-imperialist contradictions also affect social democracy. This is the case of West German Social Democracy—representative, in essence, of German financial capital—which is at present one of the leading contenders of US imperialism, although remaining as its partner in the struggle against socialism, the USSR and the socialist camp with compromising and often contradictory policies.

4. In this sense, the demagogic policy of "human rights" and of encouragement of "democratic openings in the countries ruled by
repressive military regimes, insistently promoted by Carter's Administration in its early years in power, favored the deployment of Social Democratic policies in the region. To this we must add that it is extremely difficult to conceive of the development of this overall Social Democratic offensive without the consent and encouragement, or at least the implicit tolerance of US imperialism, including a certain degree of political agreement on basic aspects.

Nevertheless, recently, and beginning with the reactivation of Christian Democracy in the area with the victory of COPRI in Venezuela and the defeat of the PLN in Costa Rica by a coalition in which Christian Democracy holds a prominent place, there are signs that the US is favoring the projects of Christian Democracy more than those of Social Democracy, considering, among other things, that the first is a more moderate force and less dangerous to its interest than Social Democracy.

5. As for the strategy of the international Social Democracy on Latin America and the Caribbean, in our opinion, it points to the following directions:

- to oppose the "model of democratic socialism" to scientific socialism in an attempt to recover the essential values of the bourgeois representative democracy system

- to deviate and neutralize the revolutionary and progressive movement, that is to prevent the victory of new socialist revolutions

- to undermine the influence and progress of the socialist camp, particularly of Cuba and the USSR.
To this end:

- it tries to secure its presence in countries ruled by military dictatorships or fascist regimes in case of an eventual "opening". This has been the case in Santo Domingo, Bolivia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and lately in El Salvador.

- it strengthens its bonds with those countries related member parties and implements a recruitment policy -- including revolutionary movements -- with those organizations capable of becoming suitable counterparts for its policy in the area.

6. Finally, we would like to stress that, -- irrespective of the repercussion and propagandizing impact of the activation of Social Democracy in the area in recent years -- the real effects of this policy so far show that, in spite of the circumstantial or eventual successes Social Democracy may have achieved in given countries by contributing to implement opportunistic openings its medium -- and long-term historic prospects are doomed to failure.

The continent's harsh socio-economic reality and the degree of polarization of the class struggle make the "solutions" being fostered by Social Democracy actually precarious.
To: Cde. Unison Whitman, Foreign Minister

From: Cde. Fennis Augustine, High Commissioner

Report on Meeting of the Praesidium of Socialist International held in Bonn, West Germany on 1-2 April 1982

I arrived at the Tulpenfeld Hotel, Bonn where most of the delegates were staying at about 4.00 p.m. Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain accommodation at that hotel. Arrangements were subsequently made for me at Astoria Hotel, a reasonable distance away from Tulpenfeld.

After settling in, I returned to Tulpenfeld. There was a meeting with the Cuban delegation, the Nicaraguan delegation, the British delegation which was headed by Michael Foot, leader of the Labour Party, the Guatemalan delegation, the Venezuelan delegation headed by Carlos Ovidios Perez, a member of the Swedish delegation and Guillermo Lingo of the El Salvador delegation.

Before these meetings I spoke to representatives and later on Bernt Carlsson Secretary General of the Socialist International seeking observer status for Grenada at the meeting. The decision was firm that only members of the Praesidium is; President, General Secretary, six Honorary Presidents, and twenty-one Vice Presidents).

ISSUES:

The special meeting of the Praesidium was called because of the confusion existing in S.I. over a number of issues, one delegate said to me that if nothing is done about the present situation S.I. would lose credibility.

(a) The most immediate was the cancellation of the Bureau meeting which was to take place in Venezuela, when the party Democratic Action bowed to American pressure and refused to invite Nicaragua. It was cancelled on the personal intervention of Bernt Carlsson and Willy Brandt.

(b) The declaration by Nicaragua of a state of emergency, seen in the context of the debate taking place within S.I. as to the principles involved in Social Democracy i.e. elections, two party system, human rights questions, freedom of religion, freedom of speech (free press).

(c) Disarmament - The recent visit of the S.I. disarmament committee to the Soviet Union within the context of world disarmament.

(d) The East - West conflict as it is seen being aggravated by Poland, Afghanistan and the debate about the relationship with Cuba.

The meeting started at 09.45 on the 1st April, although a number of delegations had not yet arrived. Some of the late arrivals were, French delegation, Israeli delegation, Austrian delegation, Jamaican delegation (only Michael Manley attended Cde. Paul Miller did not attend), Danish delegation and the Netherland delegation and the Chilean delegation Radical Party (Cde. Anselmo Sulle was the only delegate attending)

Central America and the Caribbean was down for discussion in the afternoon session (see agenda attached) it generated the most interest.
My information is that the discussion on Central America and the Caribbean went very well, this is substantiated by the fact that:-

(a) There appear to be some dissatisfaction with Felipe González's report on Nicaragua - one delegate referred to the report as somewhat vague.

(b) A committee was appointed to draft resolution on the area (resolution attached) the composition of the committee was Ed Broadbent, Canada; Carlos Perez, Venezuelan; Michael Manley, Jamaica; and later on Consuelmo Sule was coopted.

(c) A decision was taken that Willy Brandt should appoint a committee to visit the area and report back (I asked Brent Carlsson that Grenada be included in the itinerary of the committee).

(d) It was decided that the S.I. Secretariat will continue to invite Nicaragua to attend its meeting, implication being disapproval with Democratic Action of Venezuela over its decision to exclude Nicaragua from the Bureau meeting in November.

I had a short discussion with Michael Manley - his stay was extremely short - he advised that based on the letter he received from Maurice, Grenada's case was put firmly by him. My understanding is that this was so, although there appear to be some confusion on the invitation. In a follow up discussion, Brent Carlsson informed me that N.J.K. will have to send our individual invitations to Sister Parties.

On the East/West question - it appears that the meeting supported West Germany's position on Ostpolitik and to press for constructive dialogue on disarmament.

Contents

Most sister parties seemed well disposed towards Grenada, although some have reservations on what they see as the Marxist thrust of the N.J.K. I believe that close relationship with Cuba will continue. Nicaragua's position is a little more difficult, although there was a great degree of understanding and sympathy for them by the time the meeting was finished.

N.B. Carlos Perez informed me that he may be visiting Grenada in May next year.

Had meetings with Chile Radical Party, Consuelmo Sule and the delegation from Panama who was lobbying for admittance to S.I.

Fennis Augustine
1) To fully and objectively evaluate the results of the Bonn meeting, the following background must be kept in mind:

Calling off the meeting in Caracas was undoubtedly the first significant setback for the SI on the Latin American scene. It revealed more clearly than ever the existing internal contradictions in the organization, the pressures being exerted in this regard and the aim of the conservative sector to negatively modify SI's Latin American policy and to recall its support for the Nicaraguan Revolution.

The decision by Brandt and by the vast majority of the social-democratic parties of Europe, to refuse to bow to the demands of the right-wing forces, reaffirmed the interests of the most pragmatic and realistic circles of the SI, oriented towards continuing their neutralization strategy based on penetration of and influence on the political processes in the area. In this situation the rivalry between Western Europe and the US also comes to the fore, as well as the aim of European monopoly capitalist circles to dispute actively but without confrontation terrain which falls in the area of the US. Brandt's decision to cancel the Caracas meeting reveals his conviction that of the interests he represents to refuse to sacrifice strategic objectives for momentary situations which may present themselves.

The consultations carried out by Felipe González in the region last December, which ended in January with the meeting he held with Haig in Washington, had negative results for the SI, in that, as seen by various European and Latin American parties, primarily the SPD of West Germany, Felipe didn't handle adequately the various situations he found himself in; he tried to monopolize the handling of the SI's policy towards Central America; and he contributed to stirring up the crisis he confronted in the SI by stimulating anti-Sandinista attitudes and positions and helping to spread opinions and confusion about the direction of the Nicaraguan process.

Brandt's designation of Joaquín to accompany Felipe on the consultations in the region after the Caracas cancellation showed his aim of compensating for the wavering and negative positions of Felipe with a more realistic point of view, such as that of PSF. Felipe is playing his own game, aspiring to the presidency of Spain, for which he needs the nod from the US and from the Spanish right-wing policy-makers and military.

Carlos Andrés Pérez—for various reasons, from the internal pressures in his own party, to pressures brought to bear by the US, and to the inconsistencies in his own demagogic positions—became the main spokesman for the anti-Sandinista attitudes.

With the virtual failure of the overtures made by Felipe González and the cancellation of the Caracas meeting, the SI lost ground in the region, which was largely gained by the Mexican initiative, strongly reinforced by Lopéz Portillo's visit to Managua, his proposals for a solution in Central America and the efforts being made to implement them. The COPAL meeting held in Managua February 19-20 was an important step forward for PRI in terms of its intent to play a primary role in regional developments.

2) Regarding both its organizational structure and its content, the Bonn meeting was prepared by its hosts so that its results would confirm the continuity of the positions which the SI has been adopting towards Latin America and the Caribbean, foreseeing and controlling all those elements or factors that were potentially risky, and which could have blocked this objective. The
right-wing positions were isolated or neutralized. No one ques-
tioned the SI's continued support for the Nicaraguan Revolution,
and what's more, no one objected to Brandt's proposal that the
FMLN be invited to the Bureau's next meeting in Helsinki. The
subject of Nicaragua—the most conflictive problem debated—
and the situation in El Salvador, were treated positively.

3) As far as the SI's stand on Latin American issues is con-
cerned, the results of the meeting were generally positive.
In addition to the resolution on Central America and the Carib-
bean, a commission was approved including Wieschewsky (vice-
president of the SPD), Ed Broadbent (vice-president of the SI
and president of the NDP of Canada) and Carlos Andrés Pérez
(from Acción Democrática) which would travel to the region,
including to Cuba and the United States, with the mandate to
hold conversations to promote a political solution to the ten-
sions in Central America and the Caribbean. This commission
will present a report on the results of its work to the SI
Bureau meeting next May in Helsinki.

4) The tone of the document approved on Central America is
moderate, cautious, without adjectives, but expresses clear
positions on basic problems of the area:

-Notes that the so-called elections in El Salvador are no 'solution'
at all, and opts for a global negotiated settlement that
would include all political sectors, specifying the inclusion
of the FMLN.

-Says that the Sandinista government of Nicaragua should receive
support for its commitment to pluralism, social justice, demo-
cracy and non-alignment; and condemns all attempts at destabil-
ization and interference against its sovereignty.

-Emphasizes the importance of a total regional negotiation pro-
cess that would include the countries of the region, and in
particular the United States and Cuba. This is an essential
aspect, in that it constitutes pressure on the US for nego-
tiations.

-Adopts the proposals formulated by López Portillo and other
regional leaders as the basis for achieving a solution for
regional security, peace and cooperation.

5) Nevertheless, proceeding from the social-democratic view-
point of not provoking the United States and of facilitating
a channel of communication to the Administration, the resolu-
tion makes no reference to the US responsibility for the situ-
ation the region finds itself in, nor to the dangers of its
interventionist actions. The resolution limits itself to under-
lining the importance of the suspension of any intervention by
one state in the affairs of another.

6) Negative aspects of the document are: its unilateral and
self-seeking mention of the subject of elections in Grenada;
and on the other hand, the formulation on Guatemala, that while
general and vague, contributed to creating favorable expecta-
tions of the military coup recently carried off there.

7) In summary, the net results of the meeting were positive;
it represented a blow against the policies of the present
US Administration towards the region and a setback for its aims
of changing the Latin American policy of the SI. The US Govern-
ment's reaction against the results of the meeting was immediate,
reflected in a State Department communiqué dated April 6, which
strongly attacks the SI for its positions regarding Nicaragua and
El Salvador.
8) Internally, the SI managed to control and neutralize the actions of the conservative and right-wing sectors. Felipe González was excluded from the commission to be sent to the region; Carlos Andías Pérez outdid himself to demonstrate that his position had not changed, and that he continued to support Nicaragua; Mario Soares did not participate in the debate, and publicly stated that he fully subscribed to the resolution adopted; the PNM sent no representative to the meeting, so as not to commit itself, aware beforehand of the correlation of forces.

9) Together with the objective factors that shaped the results of the meeting, the actions and speeches of Michael Manley, Ed Broadbent, Claf Palme, Anselmo Sule and Ruij Steen played a very important role.

10) It can be stated that the positive positions of the SI towards the area, which correspond to its strategic interests, were strengthened. In the context of the present world situation, faced with the aggressive policies of US imperialism and the polarisation of political forces especially within the region, socialism sees its possibilities strengthened to act as an intermediate alternative and to increase its role as a neutralizer against the radicalization of the revolutionary processes in the region. And they also include Cuba in this perspective, thinking to compromise in a negotiation process with the US our incidence in regional developments, or as they see it, "tying our hands and limiting our influence."

11) On the other hand, it can't be forgotten that posed against the US, the influence and terrain gained by social democracy in Latin America are resources and possibilities it has for negotiating global problems with the United States, with which, apart from strategic questions uniting the two, the SI maintains tactical differences of importance in the present situation.
BACKGROUND

1. Many claim for the Socialist International a history dating back to more than a century. It would appear that initially the name was the First International.

2. This International was born out of the rise of Socialist thought in Europe, the workers struggle in that continent and the internationalisation of Capital and social and economic problems which many socialists felt demanded an internationally organised response.

3. Born in Europe at the historical epoch when vast areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America were yet colonised by Europe the Socialist International was a European organisation. However, since the second world war and the subsequent decolonisation process which saw the emergence of numerous nation-states, and since the heightened class struggle and formation of progressive nationalist and socialist parties in the newly independent nations, the horizon of Socialist International has widened considerably, stretching beyond Europe.

4. Thus, today only 20 of the 48 full member parties of the Socialist International are European. From Latin America and the Caribbean there are eleven (11) parties enjoying full membership.

5. Because of this widening of the Socialist International (SI) the concerns of the organisation have advanced beyond mere European ones and today reflect to a certain extent, truly international concerns which progressive, democratic forces must confront.

PRINCIPLES AND IDEOLOGICAL ORIENTATION

6. The SI has sought to commit itself to the principles of "Peace, Freedom and Solidarity". This is its broad banner.

7. More specific principles are reportedly contained in two documents: the Frankfurt and Oslo declarations of principles. The Frankfurt declaration was forged in 1951 and the Oslo declaration in 1962.
8. It is said that the Frankfurt 1951 document presented
the Socialist doctrine mainly
as a permanent human liberation movement,
aiming at a fully democratic organisation of
society, spreading from the political to the
Economic, social, Cultural and International
Fields."

9. Democracy was seen "as the Synthesis of Freedom and
equality whereby economic and social exploitation as
well as political and Cultural enslavement of men
by men and people by people is rendered impossible."

10. Recently the SI set up a Working Group on a New Declaration
of Principles. To the Norwegian Labour Party was assigned
the task of analysing the current situation from the point
of view of Democratic Socialism exposed by the SI.

11. One of the findings of the Norwegian Labour Party was that:
"Democratic Socialists disagree, on the one hand
with the point of view that Social evolution should
ideally be coordinated by an invisible hand as is
justified by the liberal theory of the market; on the
other hand, we do not agree that power should be
concentrated in one hand as justified in leninist
theories of absolutism. One solution divests the people
of power; the other establishes power over the people."

12. The Norwegian conclusion continues:
"According to one theory, power is decentralised and
left at the doors of the market; according to the
other it is completely concentrated in the Central
Committee. In one the perfect society is identified
with the perfect market; in the other, with the
perfect leaders. In the one, the freely competitive
market, no one holds power; in the other:
the dictatorship of the proletariat degenerates into a
dictatorship over the proletariat. In the other,
people are made impotent by the economy; in the other,
by the police. Democratic Socialists reject the."
13. Advocating these principles and coming from such a philosophical orientation, the SI can be viewed as wanting to form a sort of third bloc or third force between the two main opposing poles of politics: Capitalism and Socialism. Thus, in Foreign Policy SI would repudiate both the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. and would blame both for international tensions and the cold war. For some of the Europeans the principles and ideological orientation of the SI is a means of escaping US hegemony over Europe while not attaching Europe to the U.S.S.R. Thus, Europe would, in this way, be back on the road to global supremacy.

14. However, the establishment of a New declaration of principles can prove a very torturous undertaking particularly as the SI is no longer monopolised by Europe but is now a fairly heterogenous body. And as President Willy Brandt put it "the European Concept of democracy cannot be exported to other regions on the earth."

15. Thus, as the "other regions" assert their sovereignty and their definitions of democracy and socialism the SI can become even more diverse. This has been recognised by Felipe Gonzalez of the Socialist Workers Party of Spain which hosted the last SI Congress. Gonzalez pointed out that "the risk of a new declaration of principles which is a letter of introduction of our identity, in which present and future members of the SI must be able to recognise themselves, is great."

16. Developing the point Gonzalez continued:

"We could fall into the temptation of preserving the principles of identity of European Socialism, excluding the others, thereby not giving an answer to the new problems..... Alternatively, we could be guilty of the fault of making a declaration so vague that, while including everybody, would satisfy no-one, even minimally, and which in consequence would not differentiate us from liberals or Christian democrats,....."
17. This then is the dilemma confronting the SI as it attempts to forge a new declaration of principles. A possible way out as one perceives it will be to agree on certain basic and broad ideological foundations and to create a body of ideas which condenses the SI position on fundamental world problems and issues.

18. In this manner some real harmony can be established between the parties; between a party like the Izquierda Democrata (Democratic Left) of Ecuador which rejects the concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat because, it says, the concept produces a new elite which usurps the power of the proletariat, a party which rejects a single class party and wants a mass party; and between movements like the FSLN of Nicaragua, the National Revolutionary Movement of El Salvador and the N.J.M. of Grenada which believe that the party in one which only the most serious and conscious elements can join. This divergence in views shows up the underlying fundamental contradiction between revolutionary socialists and democratic socialists.

19. However, in the SI a working relationship can be established between the democratic socialists who assume a middle ground position between socialism and capitalism and the revolutionary socialists who are committed to the application of marxist-leninist principles in the construction of scientific socialism. One thinks the strategy is to agree on very broad principles and take a SI position on world issues on which there exists a consensus.

POSITION ON MAJOR ISSUES

20. The SI on most of the major problems and issues today assumes/liberal progressive position, on others it takes a position equidistant from both the USA and the USSR,

21. Evidences of the SI, position of equidistance is its categorisation of the USA and the USSR as superpowers both seeking global dominance.

22. On the questions of the arms race, disarmament and international tension the SI attributes blame to both the USA and the USSR. Thus on disarmament the SI makes representation to both nations on an identical basis.
In May 1979 the SI sent its Study Group on Disarmament to discuss with Carter, Mondale and U.S. Government experts. In November 1979 the same Group went to the Soviet Union and talked with Brezhnev, the Soviet Government, the CPSU and other institutions.

23. The SI blames both the USA and the USSR for international tension and the set back to detente. SI cites: (i) the Cuban brigade crisis of late August 1979; (ii) U.S. reluctance to ratify SALT II; (iii) NATO decision on eurostrategic missiles as the main causes and is convinced that the situation was exacerbated by (i) the Soviet decision to deploy the SS-20; (ii) the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.

24. In Poland the SI Congress Resolution coming out of the last Congress held in Spain on November 13-16, 1980 states:

"As the democratic socialists committed to the right of workers to organise free and independent trade unions, we welcome the recognition of these rights in Poland. We regard this as an importance advance for economic and civil rights. We salute the courage shown by the leadership of Solidarity. We welcome the pragmatic and realistic approach taken by the Government so far.

Our solidarity with the struggle for trade unions rights is clear. We recognise these advances as achievements of the Polish Workers and believe that any further progress will be made only by them."

25. SI takes no side in the Iran/Iraq war but views it as "a serious blow to stability in the Middle East and to Security internationally." SI appeal to both to cease hostilities and to take part in mediation efforts.

26. On the Kampuchean question SI Congress Resolution takes a broad position. It says: "We express our great concern and deep sorrow at the tragedy of the people of Cambodia. The SI reminds all Government's of their responsibility to help heal the effects of this terrible genocide.

The unity and integrity of Colombia must be respected. We support any initiatives towards a solution which will secure a reconciliation of the Cambodian people and its neutrality status."
27. The SI position on Southern Africa is firm. It states in part: "We condemn the continued aggression by South Africa against independent Angola."

28. It also undertakes the commitment to continue working "with all elements of the South African resistance, especially the ANC and SWAPO." and demanded the release of Nelson Mandela and Herman Toivo Ja Toivo.

29. On the Palestinian question the SI is somewhat split. Some parties are supportive of the Camp while others see the PLO as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people and think that the PLO must be included in the negotiation of any solution.

30. The SI is soft on Morocco, though not supportive of it, on the Western Sahara issue. The SI; however, recognises the Polisario Front and thinks that the Polisario Front and thinks that the Polisario Front/Mauritania peace accord can be a model by which the problem of the Western Sahara can be resolved.

POSITION ON LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

31. The SI has been following developments in Latin America, particularly in the Central America and the Caribbean sub-region, very keenly. The progressive struggles unfolding in this troubled region, long dominated by European colonialism and, later, U.S. imperialism, have earned the support of the SI.

32. Thus, in the Congress Resolution the SI extended support for the Panama Canal treaties, for the valiant struggle by Michael Manley and the FNPF in the face of numerous adverse odds, for the Nicaraguan resolution and the FSLN, for the Grenadian revolution and the NEW JEWEL Movement and for the exemplary struggle of the people of El Salvador led by the Frente Democracia Revolucionaria (FDR). The SI rejected the imperialist line that the Junta is a "moderate" one "fighting the extreme right or left." The SI declares:
"It is rather a despotic regime whose activities have led to a state of Civil War."

33. The SI supports independence for Belize "secure within its present borders."

34. The SI has repudiated the so-called "referendum" conducted by Pinochet in Chile and also the so-called "new constitution and "Join(s) with the people of Chile in their ongoing resistance to the military Junta."

35. A similar stand is taken on Bolivia which is ruled "by a vicious military dictatorship."
   Full support from the SI goes to the people and the National Unity Government led by Hernan Siles Zuazo and Jaime Paz Zamora.

36. The Frente Democratico Contra la Represion (Democratic Front Against Repression) (FDCR), the body which united all the progressive and democratic forces in Guatemala opposing the bloody dictatorship led by Romeo Lucas Garcia, enjoy the full solidarity of the SI.

37. The SI has frequently resolutely condemned the dictatorships in Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay.

38. In sum then the SI policy in Latin America indicates firm support for the struggles unfolding in that region.

N.J.M. AND THE SI.

39. The NEW JEWEL Movement became a full member party of the SI at the last Congress of the SI in Madrid, Spain. Previously, for a brief period, the N.J.M. had observer status.

40. The question of whether the N.J.M. - Grenada ought to be a member of SI has arisen. It is opportune that it has arisen at a time when the Ministry of External Affairs decided to assess Grenada's membership in all international bodies.

41. Now it has been established beyond dispute that the Grenada Revolution of March 13th faces grave threats from imperialism, mercenaries and external reaction.
Given this, one of the ongoing objectives of Grenada's Foreign Policy has to be: to harness moral political, economic and other support from the international community so as to stave off and combat external aggression and subversion.

42. One of the means of achieving this objective is through forging broad alliances internationally; through becoming a part of the international organisations which condemn firmly, militantly, imperialism and its aggressive manoeuvres and benchmen. The SI is such an organisation; thus, Grenada N.J.M., is correctly a member.

43. As Grenada seeks this international support, and as one fundamental aspect of the N.J.M's ideological orientation is internationalism, another objective of the foreign policy is: to support the struggles of oppressed people.

44. Through membership in the SI Grenada can express organised support for the progressive struggles; in Southern Africa, the Western Sahara, Palestine, El Salvador, Nicaragua and other parts of Latin America etc. Thus, the objective is realised; thus, N.J.M. is correctly a member of SI.

45. Some would argue yes, these are your objectives, yes, they are realised through membership in SI. But what about principles? The ideology of the SI is Democratic Socialism. The Grenadian revolution aspires to advance beyond democratic socialism. Thus, there are differences between the N.J.M. (Grenada) and the SI.

46. Of course there are differences. There exist fundamental contradictions between revolutionary socialists and democratic socialists. But this does not mean that the two cannot strike a working relationship under certain conditions when the objectives are sufficiently broad.

47. There is a world of difference between the mildly reformist Social Democratic Parties in Europe, the Accion Democratico (AD) of Venezuela and the Labour Party, on the one hand, and the N.J.M. of Nicaragua on the other. However, on certain broad issues a progressive consensus can be effected. Thus, N.J.M. in the SI is not a contradiction of its states objectives and philosophical orientation.
In paragraphs 20-30 of this paper the SI Position on Major issues was outlined. A comparison with Grenada's position reveals that there exist a tangible coincidence of views on many issues. The SI fully supports the struggle in Southern Africa, condemns strongly apartheid and racism, is in firm solidarity with the FDR in El Salvador, the FDC in Guatemala, the FSLN in Nicaragua and generally takes a very progressive position on Latin American issues. Those views and positions are identical to Grenada's. Thus, a working relationship, membership, is quite in order.

On issues where there exist a difference of views - Afghanistan, the two Superpowers, two imperialisms thesis, Kampuchea, the structure of the SI is sufficiently flexible to permit dissension. Thus, Grenada's sovereignty and principles are not compromised by being in the SI.

One can also point out to critics that if states like Vietnam, Oman, Zambia, Saudi Arabia, Cuba, Libya, Iran, whose economic, political and social philosophy is so enormously divergent, if these states can cooperate and agree in the Non Aligned Movement on very sensitive issues, then there is no reason why Grenada cannot effect some relationship with the Democratic Socialism of the SI. The fact is that the international situation demands that bodies with divergent views cooperate, discuss and agree on some broad and sensitive issues.

The U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. represent two fundamentally opposing poles of world politics, yet they sit together, take joint decisions, agree on a number of issues at the United Nations, its Security Council and other bodies. Grenada and the Social Democratic parties can do the same in the SI.

In sum then Grenada's membership in the SI is quite consistent with its principles and objectives. Differences exist but they do not compromise the Revolution, its goals and tenets. As a matter of fact given Grenada's near isolation in the Caribbean sub-region, its best defence might be a broad stretch of Foreign relations. The SI can be a useful element in that stretch.
53. Already Grenada has achieved statements of support from the SI. This must be consolidated.

54. The SI has mobilised economic support for Nicaragua. Grenada can approach the SI with a request for obtaining economic assistance. Grenada should point out to the SI (i) Grenada's particular economic constraints as a small island; (ii) the attitude of the British and the Americans over the question of aid through WINGRAN for banana rehabilitation must be revealed to the SI with a view to showing the urgent need for assistance and to obtain an SI condemnation of this economic aggression on the part of Britain and the U.S.A.

55. Now that the Social Democratic Party (SPD) of West Germany is in office, Grenada should initiate some dialogue with West Germany with a view to obtaining economic assistance. The possibility of trade should also be raised particularly as our traditional markets are in the hostile U.S.A. and Great Britain. In the event of an economic blockade by these two the West German Market might be an alternative. The SPD is a leading member of SI with Willy Brandt being the President. Its Government in Bonn might be more cordial to Grenada than the conservative Christian Democrats. Also, now that West Germany has an Ambassador accredited to Grenada it will be easier to communicate with Bonn.

56. Finally, membership in the SI should be retained. It has proved useful and if Grenada's foreign policy initiatives are strengthened it can prove even more useful in the future.
The following Organizations were represented:

F.S.L.N. - Nicaragua - Antonio Marguin
M.N.R. - El Salvador - Hector Oquelí
R.P. - Chile - Freda
F.N.P. - Jamaica - Paul Miller
P.C.C. - Cuba - Silva
N.J.M. - Grenada - Chris DeRiggs

The following items constituted the agenda:

(1) An analysis of the balance of forces within the Socialist International -
    - the Regional situation.
    - the International situation.

(2) Initiatives to be taken to strengthen the position of progressive forces of Latin America and the Caribbean within the organization.

(3) Initiatives to neutralize forces within S.I. that are against us.

(4) Upcoming activities of S.I. - Regionally and Internationally.

(5) Activities of Copaal - combining S.I. work with Copaal work.

(6) Conference on non-intervention and peace in Central America.

(7) Political character of projected growth of S.I.
    - Conference of African S.I.

(8) Structure of S.I.
    - Chairmanship of Regional Committee.
    - Proposed Regional Executive Secretary.
(9) Proposed Institute of Economic and Political studies.

(I0) ALDHU - Latin American Human Rights Organization.

(II) Work of Social Democracy in the Region.

The meeting was organized for the purpose of deepening the process of co-ordination among the most progressive S.I. forces of Latin America and the Caribbean with a view towards expanding the influence of the Region as a whole in the Organization and outlining a number of concrete initiatives related to the upcoming Congress of S.I. in Sydney, Australia.

The meeting was chaired by Antonio Harguin of the International Relations department of the F.S.L.N.

I. ANALYSIS

1) Regional Situation - the progressive forces are in control.

a) There are fourteen members of the S.I. Committee for Latin America and the Caribbean.

Of these fourteen, there are seven parties that are generally progressive and some within a Marxist-Leninist trend.

There are three (3) new parties that have recently gained consultative observer status in S.I. They are:

(i) Puerto Rico.
(ii) W.P.A. - Guyana
(iii) P.L.P. - St. Lucia

The presence of these parties will help to strengthen the influence of the progressive forces within the Regional Committee. These parties can, in effect, function like full members of the organization. We must always consult with them and keep them informed.

2. EUROPE IN RELATION TO LATIN AMERICA

a) There are sharp divisions among the European parties in their outlook on Latin America.
b) Our friends in this area are prepared to accept the Latin American Revolutionary process as being palatable if restricted to the Latin American context.

c) There is a great amount of misunderstanding about Latin America both among our friends and our enemies - some amount of fear and uncertainty.

d) Many of the European S.I. parties expect us to understand the concept of "the Soviet Menace".

e) Some European parties are concerned that, by the Latin American presence in S.I., they have let in a

f) Many European Parties are willing to hold discussions with us at levels which indicate the contradictions among themselves - the difference between Kryski of Austria and Braudl of Germany on the F.L.O. question.

g) Our strongest allies in Europe are the Nordic S.I. parties and that of Holland. There is also good potential with the U.D.P. of Canada.

h) Our principal enemies are to be found among the parties of Soares and Horgo in Portugal and Italy respectively - the Social Democrats of the U.S.A. are also our sworn enemies.

i) The reason why the European parties did not allow W.P.S. and P.L.P. to get beyond the consultative membership status is because of their fear of the growth of membership with parties that they do not control.

j) A Mission to Europe comprising of our most trusted forces in Latin America and the Caribbean can be strategically valuable before the Sydney Congress. It can help to assure our friends and confuse our enemies.

DECISIONS

1) The next meeting of the Broad Latin America Region S.I. Committee will be in any one of the following places:
Las Paz - Bolivia
Mexico
Caracas
Canada

Michael Manley of P.N.P. and Auselmo Sule of P.R. will co-ordinate with H. Carlson of the S.I. Secretariat on this matter. Member parties will be informed accordingly.

2. A broad resolution on the Latin American and Caribbean situation will be passed at the meeting of the Regional Committee.

Agenda for this meeting will include:

a) Analysis of current political situation.
b) Attitudes to S.I. in Latin America.
c) Issues for Sydney:
   i) New situation
   ii) Expansion of S.I.
d) S.I. Latin America Committee:
   i) Structure
   ii) Staff
   iii) Officers
e) Christian Democracy in Latin America.
f) Actions to strengthen ALDHU.
g) Sydney Resolutions.

3. Hector Oquel of M.N.R. of El Salvador will draft a Resolution on Latin America and the Caribbean by 31st January, 1983. This Resolution will be specifically for the Sydney Congress and will address only the most major issues.

The following guidelines will be the basis for the Resolution:-

(a) The Bale Resolution - including such themes like Peace and Non-Intervention, Anti-Militarisation in the Region, Anti-dictatorship, the settlement of disputes, etc.
(c) A limited number of other key issues in the Region.
(d) The creation of a platform and frame of reference in S.I. for the approach on the Latin America and Caribbean Region until the next Congress in Belgium (in the subsequent 2 years).

4. Subject to the approval of N.J.M., the next meeting of the Secret Regional Caucus of progressive S.I. parties will be in Grenada around the 13th and 14th March. This meeting will have strategic value in that it will provide the opportunity to:
   i) assess the results of the tour of Europe by the selected parties, and
   ii) conduct a final assessment on issues related to the Sydney Congress - questions of tactics and levels of co-ordination can also be discussed.

6. Grenada should consider inviting a few key S.I. personalities to March 13th celebrations.

7. Bilaterals will be held with new Regional S.I. forces before Congress - Grenada will speak with W.P.A. and P.L.P.

8. In the meeting in Grenada, we are going to consider what initiatives can be taken to support Surinam. If the Surinam Government wishes, an unofficial familiarization visit can be organized subsequent to proposed Grenada meeting. This, it is felt, may have value in preparing members of the Regional Caucus to be able to speak with authority if the question of Surinam is raised in Sydney. If a decision is made to go ahead with this, the team can comprise:
   Radical Party of Chile
   F.S.L.N.
   P.N.P.
   N.D.P.

N.J.M. will establish contact with Surinam and guide the Regional Secret Caucus accordingly.

At the meeting of the S.I. Resolution Committee and Finance Committee in Madrid and Italy respectively during the middle of February, Regional parties should try to have the possible presence.
Subsequent to the Madrid and Italy meetings, a tour of Europe should be organized to hold Bilaterals with all European parties who belong to S.I.

The participants of this mission should include:
- Ungo of M.N.R.
- Oquel of M.S.R.
- Sule of P.R.
- Manley of P.N.P.
- Miller of P.N.P.
- A senior representative of N.J.M.

This mission will seek to counter the forces of Portugal, Italy and the U.S. to spread discussion within hostile European parties.

Work of the expulsion of the (C.I.A.) U.J.A. Social Democratic Party.

9. Progressive S.I. forces in the Region should seek to attend COPA.L meeting scheduled for Brazil in March and secure reinforcement of Sydney S.I.L.A. Resolution.

10. To push ahead and implement the proposal for the establishment of a Regional Institute for Political and Economic Research.

- Paul Miller of Jamaica as Director
- Open bank account in the Bahamas with signatures of Miller and Hector Oquel.

Maintain the Secret Regional Caucus with periodic and special meetings.

Review membership in the future.

Submitted by,
CDE. CHRIS DE RIGGS.
A. Agenda list of Participants and important resolutions are submitted as Appendix I, II and III respectively.

B. The N.J.U. Delegation consisted solely of myself. I arrived in Basle on the evening of Wednesday 3rd November. I missed the first day of the Conference. This was largely due to late booking and difficult flight connections.

On arrival at the meeting I immediately established contact with the delegation of P.N.P. of Jamaica which consisted of Michael Manley and Paul Miller. The following morning I held a Bilateral with Paul Miller (Michael Manley had left after the first day) who gave me a summary of the first day's Agenda.

He indicated that Manley had presented to the S.I. Foreign Meeting a report on the Caribbean and Latin America. Paul Miller indicated that Michael Manley had, in his report, outlined the case for Grenada along the following lines:-

i) that the Country, under the P.R.G., had made important strides forward in the development of its Economy;

ii) that a number of forums of peoples' participation had been developed;

iii) that the basis was being laid for the formation of a New Constitution and the organization of elections in the future;

iv) that there were certain objective difficulties which affects the rate at which the Country can proceed in developing the objectives stated in No. ii.
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On the 2nd day of the Meeting, attention was focused on:

(1) Resolutions to be sent to the Congress of S.I. scheduled for Sydney, Australia in April 1983,

(2) Invitations to the S.I. Congress, and

(3) other matters related to the up-coming Congress.

RESOLUTIONS I

As a consequence of discussions held between representatives of Socialist Parties of Latin America and the Caribbean, a joint resolution was submitted to the Bureau Meeting. This resolution was presented by Amselmo Sule of the Partido Radical of Chile who is presently living in exile.

The resolution did the following:

i) It called for unconditional support for the National Revolutionary Movement of El Salvador (MNR),

ii) it condemned plans for military aggression against Nicaragua,

iii) it welcomed the decision of the Frente Patriótico de la Revolución de Nicaragua to request to the Junta Government the elaboration of an electoral law, a law for political parties, a law for foreign investment's, of a law regulating the means of communication and the reform of the law of the state of emergency that will allow political parties to function,
iv) it called on the S.I. to accept the invitation forwarded by Nicaragua to send a fact-finding Mission into Nicaragua. The following members of S.I. have been designated:

Ed Broadbent, Carlos Andres Perez, Michael Manley, David Oduber, Mario Soares, Auselmo Sula.

Other representatives, including General Secretary Bernt Carlsson,

v) S.I. was asked (in this resolution) to condemn and denounce the policy of genocide by the Military Regime of Guatemala against the Indian population,

vi) the resolution proposed a Conference aimed at Non-intervention, stability and peace in Central America,

vii) the resolution also expressed support for the process of strengthening democracy in Colombia and Brazil - at the same time, it pointed out the need to expose the discovery of clandestine cemeteries in Argentina, the misery and hunger in Chile which result from the failure of the economic model in that country and also expressed support for the people of Paraguay in their struggle against dictatorship.

ON THE CARIBBEAN

(1) The resolution called on the Socialist International to deplore and condemn the attempts to isolate and destabilize Grenada and to publicise its satisfaction for the process of democratization on the island.

(2) S.I. was asked to denounce the increase of crimes by the Regime of Haiti and to express its solidarity with the opposition forces in that country.
J.I. was requested to support the Partido Dependientes de Puerto Rico in its fight for Independence.

Finally, the resolution called on J.I. to publicise its support for the Latin American Association of Human Rights (ALDHU) and to request governments, parties and friendly organisations to collaborate with the association.

A number of minor amendments were made to the Resolution, but there was substantial opposition to the section which expressed solidarity with Grenada and Nicaragua. Mario Soares of the Socialist Party of Portugal led off the opposition followed by Enrico Craxi of the Italian Socialist Party, Elia Freedman of the Social Democrats of the U.S.A. also spoke against solidarity with Grenada. Their major line of attack was that Grenada was a one-party state and, therefore, could not be considered a democracy.

Both myself and Paul Miller of F.N.P. responded on the behalf of Grenada. My response took the following form:

(a) A brief analysis of the History of Grenada through Slavery and Colonialism and Neo-Colonialism.

(b) An explanation of the historical basis for the existence of one party in Grenada.

(c) The major Economic and Social gains of the Revolution.

(d) Special emphasis was given to the process of building and strengthening the forums of Peoples' participation which is the basis for a new constitution and an approach to the question of Elections.

(e) I made reference to our adherence to the principles of accountability, peoples participation, responsibility and the rule of law.
(f) I ended by expressing astonishment that ignorance of the existing reality within Grenada had been expressed from certain quarters of the meeting and reminded them that Grenada has always been willing to receive fact-finding missions because our record simply cannot be challenged.

The amended Resolution went through.

RESOLUTION 2

The other resolution of major importance was the resolution on the Beirut Massacre - a draft resolution was presented to the meeting denouncing the Massacre, calling on S.I. to mount its own investigation and calling for S.I. to formally recognize the P.L.O.

There was widespread division on this resolution with considerable hedging on the part of the more conservative parties within S.I. Eventually, the dissention was so great that there was no agreement on the draft.

APPLICATIONS TO CONGRESS

A number of parties and individuals were identified for invitation to the Sydney Congress. They include:

1) Afghanistan - Social Democratic Party (Resistance Movement).
2) Angola - M.I.L.A.
3) Botswana - Democratic Party
4) Czechoslovakia - Charter 77 - (dissident groups)
5) Eritrea
6) Ethiopia
7) Ghana
8) Sudan
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8) Guatemala - National Revolutionary Movement

9) Guyana - W.F.A. - now having consultative member status

10) St. Lucia - P.L.T. - now having consultative member status

II) Iran - National Council of Resistance

12) Korea - unification group

13) Mozambique - Prelimo

14) Nicaragua

15) Panama

16) Peru

17) Somalia - Revolutionary Socialist Party

18) Tanzania

19) Tunisia

20) Uruguay

21) U.S.A.

22) Yugoslavia - Y.C.L.

23) Zimbabwe - Z.A.N.U.

24) Suriname - (to be verified)

Individuals include:

i) Luck Talsa

ii) Nelson and Winnie Mandela

iii) Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia

iv) Rudolph Holleck (in prison in Czechoslovakia)
A definite decision was made not to invite the P.L.O. This decision was primarily to the benefit of the Israel Labour Party and the Australian Labour Party. In the case of the Australian Labour Party, the argument was that it would embarrass the Government of Malcolm Fraser.

SOME OBSERVATIONS

(i) The heated debate on issues like Grenada, Nicaragua and the P.L.O. could be an indication of sharpening contradictions between left and right forces in W.I.
This question was discussed in caucus with Hector Aqueli, Paul Miller and others. They generally agree that the right wing forces in S.I. are becoming more aggressive.

(ii) Latin America and the Caribbean need to formalize and maintain the Regional Caucus. It is clear that the right forces are going to attack again in the Sydney Congress. The proposal, therefore, is that a number of Regional Countries be organized between the present period and the Sydney Congress. One such caucus can be held if enough parties are present at the inauguration of Miguel de la Madrid in Mexico. In this context, co-ordination with F.N.P. is important.

(iii) There is the suspicion that contradictions between right forces of S.I. are growing - for example:
(a) between the French and the Germans for Leadership,
(b) between the Nordic and German Socialists.

(iv) I have picked up that there is a move spearheaded by Willy Brandt to isolate and removeicot Girardon. This, it is alleged, is part of the struggle by the German Socialists to tighten their control of the organization.
(v) It was also reported at caucus level that there is a growing momentum for the secretariat to be moved from London to a European capital - Vienna has been one name mentioned.

(vi) It is felt that Regional Parties of S.I. need to put a lot more diplomatic footwork into the organization - the example is quoted of Ugo of El Salvador who has spent a lot of time lobbying the European Socialists. It is felt that similar efforts from other S.I. Members in the Region can help to exploit contradictions existing even within the Membership of S.I. Parties like the Socialist Party of Portugal.

CONCLUSION

I recommended that a full consultation be held between N.J.H., F.M.P., W.P.A. and F.L.P. on the current situation in S.I. with a view towards working out a coordinated approach for the wider Regional caucus leading up to the Sydney Congress.

In closing, I wish to indicate that a decision was made based on a recommendation by the Finance and Administration Committee, that N.J.H. subscription to S.I. be upped to £5.60 per year.

A copy of the new publication "Making the People's Budget" was given to each delegation present.

Submitted by,

Cdo. Chris DeLigga,
International Relation Sec.

Monday 8th November, 1962.
TO: N.J.W., Leadership
FROM: Comrade Whiteman
SUBJECT: Emergency S.I., Meeting in Panama
DATE: March 3, 1981

The emergency S.I. meeting of Latin America and the Caribbean took place in Panama on Saturday, 28th February and Sunday, 1st March. Basically, it was a one item agenda: the situation in El Salvador.

There were representatives of the following countries: Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Ecuador, Guatemala, Grenada, Honduras, Panama itself, Peru, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Venezuela, Uruguay and Nicaragua. F.S.P. was absent. From Europe came Spain, West Germany, France, Portugal and Sweden arrived. Brent Carlsson, Secretary General attended. Media coverage was wide.

The Conference was designed to counter these two carefully worked out tactics by the United States:

(1) To project the struggle of the people of El Salvador as a direct East-West ("Communist - Capitalist") confrontation as a means of completely wiping out from the consciousness of the world the domestic causes, the oligarchy, the semi-feudal system, the incredible poverty of the masses.

(2) To show that the freedom fighters ("Marxist hardliners") do not want a negotiated settlement, that they prefer the bloodshed.

Because of airline difficulties, I missed the first day of the Conference. Although S.I. has a clear consensus on El Salvador, somehow Carlos Andre Perez insisted on adding the names of Cuba and the Soviet Union to the resolution demanding an end to the supply of arms to El Salvador!

(He claims that he is not anti-Cuba or anti-Communist but that S.I. must appear to be objective and even handed. He also claims that he whole heartedly supports the El Salvador liberation struggle. This is strange because there was a quiet meeting where the military commanders in the field explained their need for support in this critical situation and Carlos agreed with them).

For hours he persisted. Sweden and Grenada spoke out forcefully on the issue. In a Grenada pointed out that the U.S. supply of arms to the junta is notorious fact, that the U.S. officially and publicly stated this; that S.I. should not speculate on where the freedom fighters are getting arms from; that, in any event, we should not equate arms for the oppressors with weapons to defend the people in their just struggle.

Finally, the El Salvador Comrades said they were prepared to accept a compromise formula that names no country but makes it clear that it is the U.S. that is being condemned. The house accepted this approach.
It should be noted that Vernon Walters, the ex-deputy C.I.A. Director, insisted on presenting to the meeting (he is on a tour of the region to drum up support for a U.S. invasion of El Salvador and in Panama by 'coincidence') proof of Cuban and Soviet arms supplies. This offer was not accepted.

As a means of defeating the second U.S. tactic ('hardliners, not wanting to negotiate'), the Conference offered the services of S.I. Chairman, Will Brandt as mediator in the conflict.

This initiative ensures that the U.S. cannot propose someone favourable to their own interest. Brandt is sympathetic for the freedom fighters but the U.S. will have difficulty rejecting him for he is a Nobel Peace Prize Winner with stature world wide.

This counter tactic would therefore give the comrades time to carry on the military and the political struggle together.

Another resolution expressed support for the Nicaraguan and Grenada revolutionary processes and solidarity with the Government and people of Panama who were undergoing pressures from the U.S. There was also support for Michael Manley and for the independence of Puerto Rico.

A Working Group for Latin America and the Caribbean was chosen. The members are Jose Pena Gomez, Carlos Andres Perez, Hector Quezada, Bernt Carlsson, N.J.M. and P.R.P. This group will propose to S.I. structures and a work programme for the region.

For a number of reasons, I proposed a regional conference in Grenada in May. The conference enthusiastically accepted. Delegates from all over have expressed interest in coming to Grenada to the meeting and this will be extremely useful to us also. If the N.A.C. Bureau ratifies this, plans for the conference will have to begin soon after the festival.

The General Secretary, Bernt Carlsson, will be visiting us for a few days on April 18, and Pierre Schori sometime in May. These are also two important visits for us since they are stalwart supporters of the revolution in S.I. and internationally.

Anselmo Sule will speak with Carvajal about arranging the meeting in Mexico? (Neutral ground if the Tom Adams matter is on) towards the end of this month with Pena Gomez and Maurice to work out a concrete programme of S.I. activity on behalf of Grenada. This is a follow-up to Maurice's proposal in Havana. If we wish this same committee to mediate on the Tom Adams affair, then Tom can be invited for a part of the proceedings. We will have to keep in touch with Sule.
Many of the leading comrades will be at the Aruba meeting. They look forward to seeing Comrade Maurice.

The next two major S.I. (International) events are the Party Leaders’ Conference - Amsterdam - April 29, and the Bureau meeting - Tel Aviv on June 11, and 12. I strongly recommend that Comrade Maurice attend one of these.

P.S. On my way back from the Conference I noted the following from press reports:

(1) That the mission of Vernon Walters to the region has been considered a failure. Of course, he claims that his objective was not to gain support for a U.S. invasion of El Salvador but merely to explain and give evidence of Cuban and Soviet military involvement.

(2) That the big four Latin American powers: Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela and Mexico have issued a statement in Buenos Aires rejecting any U.S. intervention in El Salvador.

(3) That Duarte has agreed to participate in the mediation talks as proposed by Socialist International.

(4) That Bernt Carleson is on his way to Washington to discuss the mediation offer with the State Department.

(5) That the U.S. has announced a massive step up of military aid to El Salvador. (Many U.S. Senators, even Senator John Glenn who once supported such a policy are now opposed to this).

(6) It seems that both sides are applying the tactic of talk more, appear the one more willing to talk, but fight harder.
Draft letter to Socialist Affairs on article carried claiming that you promised in October elections in 1982.

Date: February 3, 1982

FROM: Permanent Secretary, P.M.O.
February 2, 1982.

Socialist Affairs,
8 Flowers News,
Archway close,
London N19 7TB
United Kingdom.

Dear Cde. Carlsson,

I address myself to you in your capacity as editor of the magazine Socialist Affairs, the mouthpiece of our organisation, the Socialist International.

In issue No. 6/81 of the magazine an article on Grenada appeared on page 239 of the English edition. In that article entitled "Bishop pledge to hold elections" it was reported that Prime Minister Maurice Bishop, leader of the People's Revolutionary Government and the New Jewel Movement, "pledged in early October that general elections would be held in the island some time in 1982, after public approval of a new constitution currently being formulated."

Please be advised that the above statement, quoted from the article referred to above, is fundamentally incorrect. Prime Minister Maurice Bishop has at no time placed any particular time frame on the holding of elections and certainly on no occasion has he uttered any pledge to hold elections in 1982.

The People's Revolutionary Government led by Prime Minister Maurice Bishop is committed to the formulation of a new constitution. Currently the necessary legal experts to do the drafting and models of other constitutions are being sought. When those are obtained the concrete formulation will commence with the draft concluded being submitted to the entire populace - mass organisations, workers, women, youth, farmers.

The comments, criticisms and ideas arising out of that process of discussion and debate will be submitted to the experts for study and incorporation and then they will present a second draft which will again be studied and adopted with amendments by the entire populace.
Only out of this process will elections emerge and since there are several phases involved it is impossible and even foolhardy to put any definitive time frame on the holding of elections. This has been the consistent policy and pronouncement of the PRG and its leader Prime Minister Maurice Bishop.

I therefore, request that in your next issue you publish the text of this letter so that the position of the People's Revolutionary Government on the question of elections can be clarified and made known to your readership.

Yours Fraternally,

Benny Langagne
Ag: Permanent Secretary
Prime Minister's Office.
GRENADA

Bishop pledge to hold elections

The prime minister of Grenada's two and a half-year-old revolutionary government, Maurice Bishop, pledged in early October that general elections would be held in the island state in 1982, after public approval of a new constitution currently being formulated. Bishop's New Jewel Movement (which is a member party of the International) seized power in March 1979 and has since been engaged in the long process of social and economic reconstruction in difficult circumstances.

Earlier in the year a major cabinet reshuffle was announced by Bishop on 29 July, intended to put the small Caribbean island on a 'war footing' to face the 'tremendous challenge' posed by US hostility to the New Jewel regime. The changes included the creation of a new ministry of national mobilisation and the appointment of the first woman member of the revolutionary government, 'the full composition of which became as follows: Maurice Bishop (prime minister, information, health, defence and interior); Bernard Coard (deputy prime minister, finance, trade, industry and planning); Kenneth Davis (attorney-general, legal affairs, agro-industries); Union Whiteman (foreign affairs and tourism); Hudson Austin (communications, works and labour); George Louison (agriculture, lands and fisheries, cooperatives and rural development); Jacqueline Croft (education, youth and social affairs); Selwyn Strachan (national mobilisation) and

AUSTRIA

Award of Kreisky and Czernetz prizes

This year's Bruno Kreisky Foundation prizes for services to human rights have been awarded to the individuals and two organisations, ranging from the imprisoned South African nationalist leader, Nelson Mandela, to the Israeli Histadrut trade-union federation.

Domitilla Barros de Churroa

Activities, Kari Dae Jung, and the report Kari Chou Ha; Domitilla Barros de Churroa, a Bolivian miner's wife who has championed the rights of workers and women in her country; the late Enrique Alvarado Cordoba of El Salvador, who was murdered in November 1980 after playing a leading role in the opposition to the military junta; the Colombian sociologist Orlando Fals Borda, for his relentless opposition to fascism; Ross Hochman and Felisa Enriquez Alvarado Cordoba.

The Kreisky Foundation was founded on the occasion of Chancellor Kreisky's 65th birthday. Banks, insurance companies and other bodies have contributed 9 million Austrian schillings to finance the prizes, which are awarded every five years to individuals and organisations for outstanding service in the cause of human rights.

Earlier in the year, the 19th Karl Czernetz prize (which honours the memory of a former International congress of the Austrian Socialists) was awarded to four sections of a local party organisation (including two young socialist groups) for outstanding achievements in the educational, cultural and information field.
SUMMARY REPORT ON THE REGULAR MEETING OF SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL
COMMITTEE FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

SANTO DOMINGO, D.R. February 24-25th 1983

SUBMITTED BY: LESSILCA WILLS, NUW'S REPRESENTATIVE AT THE MEETING

This report does not claim to be exhaustive or comprehensive.
Further follow up with cde. Victor Oqueli will be necessary.
Please also see the short papers prepared for the press on the
Conference. (Press Communiqué)
Basilily, the public Conference report reiterated previous
previous positions taken by some Latin American Governments
on the region. This report attempts to report on some internal
issues.

OUTCOME OF THE AGENDA ITEMS :

Item 1: Political situation in Latin America. Oqueli proposed
a paper which was quite satisfactory as a start. (appendix 2).
Off the record Andrés Pérez said it was too "anti-American"
and introduced a completely new draft. (appendix 3) Several
amendments were submitted. Grenada's written amendment is
contained in appendix 4. Although a committee of four was set
up, no conclusion was reached and all draft amendments etc.
are being sent to the drafting committee for the SI Congress
which will be in Lisbon, Portugal, April 1983. (although there
is still talk from Bernt Carlson about Sydney,Australia)

Item 11: Other Latters/Special Developments.

1. The SI Congress will be in Lisbon, Portugal. Bernt Carlson
is not happy with that but this seems more or less final.

2. Andrés Pérez (as per usual) was extremely aggressive,
almost hegemonic in (a) the content of the assessment
on Latin America, which he wanted to be very soft, almost no
reference whatsoever to the US.
(b) On the first day, apparently he advanced a thesis on what
should be the character of SI. He apparently wants it to
be significantly identifiable from the Christians and the
communists. Ungo repeated this...o them
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(c) He wanted clear and firm statements against Suriname.
(d) He lost a definitive, but not-made-public bid for the Presidency to replace Pena Gomez. It appeared he was not popularly favoured by forces such as Oqueli.

3. The Guatemalan Carlos Gallardo of the Social Democrats informed the meeting that some elements of the party had been engaged in divergent action. They called a special and contestable "Congress". Also some progressive forces feared these same elements are co-operating with the Rios Lott government. The other side presented their case. In summary, it appears that: (a) there is an ideological and/or tactical difference between those who want to build relations with the freedom fighters (Gallard's position, more or less) and those who want to concentrate now on rushing to take advantage of Rios Lott March 23rd "Political Abierta" (opening). And (b) there appears to be a struggle for leadership by a younger wing of the party. The SI Presidium advised them to settle the matter internally and that they later announced the establishment of an internal Commission which will report on progress/or lack of it at the Lisbon Congress.

4. The Nicaraguans who are only observers, attended very few sessions and delivered less than a one-minute greeting. They were very active bilaterally and in the other structured activities. e.g. tours.

Item III. What should be the SI Strategy in Latin America?

Several proposals were put forward.

(i) Andres Perez proposed a committee to look into the situation in Suriname (the Dutch Labour Party Representative gave a very poor report on the human rights situation there)
(ii) A proposal for a fact-finding mission to the Eastern Caribbean
(iii) an SI meeting should be held soon in Brazil to get a better understanding of the situation and work with all socialist parties there, similar discussion around Argentina as well.

Item IV. Internal organisation of the committee: First Pena Gomez was emphatically urged to remain as President, by Reuben Berrios, (PIP), Carlos Morales (FRC-Chile) from the floor. Pena Gomez said the serious domestic crisis in the D.R. had more or less eased and he was now once again in a position to accept the presidency as offered to him.

Secondly, a paper on "Terms of Reference" was adopted and it is attached as appendix 5. (it does not include all the amendments)
Item 5. On Christian Democracy in Latin America was not discussed.

This is more or less in summary what occurred. I arrived at the meeting one day late, and in any case the meeting was not very disciplined so items became merged.

**Overall Assessment**

First on the meeting itself. There are a number of storms inside SI at this time. Among them are: Elections for President and Secretary General; left-right splits over issues such as Nicaragua. It is rumoured that Suarez of Portugal wants the Congress in Lisbon. So he can invite and parade Eden Pastora (Commandante Zero) and thus embarrass the Sandinistas. The Central American situation continues to be an issue of major controversy, to the extent that even Latin Americans are, or seem divided on SI strategy for the region. e.g. Andres Perez vs Hector Oqueli. There is also the charge that the Israelis have and continue to manuever via certain Scandinavian parties to get an indication for Israel's position. Thus the Lisbon Congress could be very important in deciding whether Socialist International takes a more anti-imperialist, anti-zionist position, or whether the right will be victorious.

Second, what is the political situation as seen by Latin American social democrats. Unfortunately, I was not able to get a clear reading on this. I sensed that there is a certain amount of turmoil and most people are waiting to sort things out at the Congress. This appears to be Oqueli's position.

Third, was NML's presence useful? Jamaica's Paul Miller did not come, neither was Barbados present. So even though we arrived at the end of the second day, an English-speaking party's presence was very useful. Furthermore NML is well respected and its leaders well-known and equally respected. It was therefore very useful to continue to be working and to be seen among such regio parties and figures. Pena Gomez, Sule (Chile), Oqueli, Reuben Berrios (PA), even Andres Perez took time out to listen and to come out and greet me, but particularly to send greetings to ode Laurice Bishop. Our input in the meeting may not have been all that critical (with the exception of appendix 4) But as the 1961 hosts, as a member, as English-speaking Caribbean, and as a party well-loved, the answer is yes, the presence was very useful.

The delegate was given about one week's notice and quite unfortunately, no brief whatsoever. This was due to communications/transportation problems encountered by the International Relations Committee.
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Aided to this, the meeting was moved up one day earlier and the delega
ted to miss a full two-thirds of the first day.

On the morning of the second day, Grenada was given the floor without
soliciting it. I made a very short statement, the text of which is
attached as appendix 9.

The third and final interview was towards the closing of the meeting
to thank and congratulate the host/president Mr. Pena Gomez, attached
as an appendix.

**BILATERALS** (these were mostly very brief meetings and with no real
agenda. I really want to report comprehensively on the meeting)

(a) Carlos Gallard (SDP_Guatemala) he briefed me on the internal
conflicts in his party. Regarding the March 23rd Political opening
offered by Gen. Rios Montt, he was of the opinion that it could be used
but with great caution and without compromise. He thought it would be
difficult because the dictatorship has moved large sections of the
people into virtually concentration camps, and this makes it even more
difficult to do political work, given the repression etc. I told him
that our Party/cde. Bishop would welcome him to Grenada anytime.
He sends cde. Bishop very warm greetings.

(b) Hector Oqueli (for El Salvador) We did not really speak on the
El Salvador situation but on SI, its work and problems. He advised
me that there was a personality struggle between Willy Brandt and
Bernt Carlson. The popular feeling inside SI is that Carlson should
resign. (He has already been offered a post as ambassador-at-large
Swedish foreign ministry). Oqueli reminded SHW and cde. Rogo about
the proposed meeting for Grenada, on/around March 13th 1953. I urge
someone to contact him. Oqueli's name has been proposed for Secretar;
General of SI. He was generally cool and helpful.

(c) Zaarndem from Aruba's LEF and Carlos Larguez were very friendly
and advised me that Betico was at this moment in Holland on the inde-
pendence talks. He said that Holland continues to be adamantly oppos
to Aruba's independence outside of the bloc of six islands.

(d) Rodrigo Borja (Democratic Left_Ecuador) discussed the very poor
economic situation in Ecuador. He said public opinion polls inside
Ecuador showed that his party, the Democratic Left will win the next
elections in January 1954. Some at this meeting (e.g. Sule) told me
this man Borja will be the next president of Ecuador.

(e) Guillermo Ungo (FDR_ El Salvador) sends greetings to cde. Bishop.
He seems in very high spirits. His circles were Andres Perez and Anx
Sule.
Oscar Britez (RPF-Paraguay) remembers visiting Grenada as part of a Latin American Socialist Youth Conference.

Andres P.-rez (AD-Venezuela) He sends greetings to cde. Bishop I asked him when he is coming to Grenada and he said "Someday hopefully this year" then he moved quickly again.

Reuben Berrios (PIP-Puerto Rico) We travelled to PR together and he selected a hotel for me to stay. He showed me old San Juan, next morning, his party paid for my hotel room and political Affairs chief Hiram Lelandez took me to the Party Office before going to the airport. The PP also gave NML a small tape Recorder. Bro. Reuben told me that some of the US troops used in the recent provocative military exercises in Honduras to intimidate Nicaragua came from the US troop supplies in Puerto Rico. I also learnt that Cyrus/ or someone fitting his description has addressed a CLAT trade union meeting some two months ago, in which he denounced the RG.

ref. Hiram Lelandez

ON P.D.R. AND THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Pena Gomez seems to be in control, politically speaking. Someone also observed that the military was well under control as well. I did not meet with him though he was very warm, but understandably busy. The party machinery seemed to function well for the meeting (the Party) also paid for room and meals for all 2-3 days. The trade union, youth and women's movement, all are attached as appendices. The delegations were taken on a tour of the city and shown the main political economic centre piece of the Blanco Administration. Housing projects. Some 512 house units are being constructed to satisfy a housing crisis (10,000 units must be built in 4 yrs: a political promise) Meanwhile one party member told me re unemployment was about 50%

RE CONSIDERATIONS

1. an immediate consultation with Hector Orueta: The proposal meeting of select regional parties (arch 1:2) would be excellent followup especially since no one from St. George's attended this meeting. This is of highest importance.

2. We must begin to prepare immediately for the Lisbon Congress, April 7-10 or 4-7 1:3. Two of the important issues NML must raise (which are also likely to win broad support from Latin America) are: 'the Caribbean as a zone of Peace, independence and development and the need for special consideration of small island states in the context of the severe financial and economic crisis.'
Given the many struggles inside SI at this time, we must start early to catch people's attention before they are carried away by internal politicking.

3. NJM could assist the committee with its fact-finding mission to the eastern Caribbean. Oqueli could best suggest how.

4. NJM must strengthen its relations with Pena Gomez.

5. Respond to the invitation for the Socialist Youth Conference in Liverpool.

Expenses

1. Airline ticket $832.00
2. Tel. Calls and meals 95.55
3. Lodging paid by PDR $0.00
4. Overnight in B/Dos $58.60

Total $986.15

Please regard soonest to Washington Lission.

List of appendices.

2. Resolution on Latin America and the Caribbean - Hector Oqueli draft

3. " " " " " - Andres Perez "

Grenada's proposals to the text
Terms of reference for the Latin American/Caribbean committee list of participants, agenda and daily schedule.
This S.I. Committee for Latin America and the Caribbean was held between 19th and 21st of August, 1983. However because of late organisation of our part I was only able to attend the second half of the second day and the final day. The agenda for that period and the entire conference is enclosed. Enclosed also are a list of participants, the (only) Portuguese version of the Rio declaration and all other documents I received from the Conference.

First of all let me raise what seemed to me, the "unexplainable" presence of a number of European Parties. My understanding was that the meeting was a Latin American caucus and as such some fourteen Latin American countries were to be present. This concern of the presence of the European parties stemmed from the fact that most of the representatives of these parties held backward and in some cases reactionary positions during the day and a half.

Two examples in particular could be cited.

One: The position of the Holland delegate on the Social and Economic Crisis was that the crux of the problem with the Third World was and is the question of the internal distribution of wealth. The debt problem and all other external economic and social problems affecting the third world stem from the internal distribution system in operation. True enough, but the position went further to say that the Third world's problems have nothing to do with their external economic relations. In other words we are laying blame on the developed capitalist economics for their problems. This position, however, was successfully defeated by the Brazilian delegation.

Two: In the case of Portugal their position on a solution to the problem was for Portugal and its former colonies (i.e. Brazil, Angola, Mozambique etc.) should bond themselves together in a sort of union to work collectively by themselves to solve the Third world problem.
Those, among others, were prominent points coming from those parties. The European parties came from Holland, Italy, Spain, France, Portugal and even Israel.

On the issue of the Social and Economic problems within the context of a world in crisis most presentations were purely descriptive and less analytical. The Brazilians dominated the floor. As such nothing beyond the general call for a restructuring of the international financial and trading system was called for. There were some feeling (I think it was from the Venezuelans) that Third world countries should unilaterally refuse to pay their debts. There was all tacit support for the creation of a Third World currency. In the context of that entire discussion, I made the call for an inclusion in the final declaration, the meeting support for the struggle for the N.I.E.O. The call was made in my presentation which lasted for about twelve to fifteen minutes. Details follow.

Having arrived late and learning that a number of parties have made contribution on the situation in their respective countries I decided to ask for the floor on the final day. The presentation made can be divided into five parts viz.

1. Attacks made on the Grenada Revolution, centering on a. The International Airport (carrying a similar line as was carried by the Comrade Leader, Hunter College Address) and b. the allegation of human rights abuse in Grenada, constitutionality and elections. Again the Hunter College line was given.

2. The threat of imperialism to the Revolution focussing on a. negative propaganda around our Carnival festivities; the aim of which was to scare our people and detract tourism. b. the presence of Gairy in Barbados at a time of U.S. Military Manoeuvres in the Region. Gairy himself, comfortable in Barbados and using the media there. c. attempts made to isolate Grenada again at the Caricom Heads of Government Conference in Port-of-Spain and the struggle
that had to be waged by our delegation.

3. The performance of our economy and the negative implications of the world capitalist crisis.

4. The present political situation in Central America and expressing firm support for the Contadora Initiative; also, expressing condemnation of all acts of military (and otherwise) aggression against the Nicaraguan Revolution. Support for the peoples of El Salvador and Guatemala was also expressed as well as support for a negotiated political settlement to the problems in Central America.

5. The final part called on the meeting to express in its final declaration concern and support for the following:
   a. The preservation of World Peace
   b. The struggle for a N.I.E.O.
   c. That the Caribbean be declared a zone of peace, Independence and Development and implemented in practice.
   d. The Contadora Initiative

In terms of criticism of the presentation two specific ones could be made. In the first instance the correctness of naming Barbados as the country from which Gatty was operating is questionable. In the context of the type of gathering it seemed later to me that implying Barbados without naming it could have been more appropriate. Secondly, the final part of the presentation did not call on the meeting to express concern and condemnation of U.S. interference in the internal affairs of Grenada. However, implicit in the presentation was the cry for such, but specific reference to it would have gone a longer way. A mild concern for the Grenada situation was in the final declaration.
By way of general criticism of the entire planning and arrangements for Grenada to attend the meeting let me make a few remarks. In the first instance late preparation (or even no preparations) were made. As a result I was able to attend only half of the meeting. Besides that the lateness meant the following:

1. Lost of time and money. I had to fly north and then south and vice versa on my return. It was possible to fly south only.

2. Absolutely no briefing with respect to the content of the meeting (before leaving) and what we as a party wanted from the meeting.

3. No contacts on information as to the venue of the meeting. I only knew it was in Rio. I was therefore stranded in Rio for over five hours.

4. There was also a security problem related to point three in that I had to unavoidably release information of myself and my mission in Rio before I could have established contact with St. George's. This is in the context of Bert Carlsson, a V.P. of S.I., been arrested at the airport and detained for couple hours and a murder at the airport only fifteen minutes after I left it. Anything could have happened.

Finally, I want to make a few recommendations on our approach to future missions.

1. The I.R.C. have someone specialised in S.I. matters (and other organs of equal or greater importance). My experience was that continuity and personal contact, relations and familiarity are necessary at these fora.

2. All travel requirements should be found out at least three days before someone goes on a mission. (Visa, routing etc.). This will save time, money and minimise security risks.

- 4 -
3. Thorough briefing of comrades going to these sessions with particular emphasis on objectives.

4. At least two party comrades should be singled out for full time work in I.R.C. with specific responsibility of carrying our line to these sessions.
TO: THE GRENADA PEACE COUNCIL  
SUBJECT: REPORT ON PEACE MEETINGS IN LISBON

DATE: 6TH NOVEMBER 1982

There were two meetings held:

1. Presidential Committee of the World Peace Council from October 30 to 2nd November
2. International Preparatory Committee of World Assembly for Peace and Life, Against Nuclear War on 3rd November.

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the meeting were:

a. To review the work of the World Peace Council since the last Presidential Committee met in Havana in April 1981;
b. To work out the 1983 programme of the World Peace Council;
c. To begin preparations for the most important meeting of the World Peace Council in 1983, that is, the World Assembly for Peace and Life, Against Nuclear War to be held in Prague from June 14 to 19.

PARTICIPANTS

Participants for both meetings, representing millions of people, came from all parts of the world. A list of some of the names of the participants is included with the report. It is instructive to note that only two Caribbean countries were represented, Jamaica and Grenada.

OBSERVATIONS

From the Caribbean, both St. Vincent and Guyana (2 Peace Councils in Guyana) are vice-presidents of the WPC and all were absent from the meeting. This cannot be the only indication, but it seems that the Caribbean Peace Movement is underdeveloped and immobilised.

A very important development - in my view - in the World Peace Council and Movement at the present international situation is the great urge to build the strength and unity of the world’s peace forces, regardless of political, ideological or religious persuasions, on the question of the need to avert a thermo-nuclear catastrophe. The Leadership of the WPC puts it this way, "the only qualification for joining the Peace
Movement is the support of the struggle to prevent a nuclear war. Furthermore, a very significant focus of the World Peace movement and its leadership is the inextricable link between the struggle for World Peace and the struggle for national liberation, independence, democracy and social progress. This link is profoundly proclaimed at every opportunity.

For this last reason, it is my genuine recommendation for us to develop our Grenada Peace Council to a very high and prominent level. Since Grenada leads the struggle in the Eastern Caribbean for national liberation, social progress and economic independence, it behoves of us that we have a dear role to mobilise and put in action the Caribbean peace forces. The WPC expects that of the Grenada Revolution and the GPC Members of the WPC Secretariat informed that Trinidad and Tobago has a Peace Council which is a good point for our regional activities; so too is Jamaica and Guyana. St. Vincent's movement is not vibrant.

RESULTS

The assessment of the WPC is that the results of the meetings were good. This is based on the consensus reached by all the participants on the documents and resolutions adopted. A copy of these documents - with the final amendments - forms part of this overall report. The list of the final documents will be sent to the GPC at a later date.

Of interest to Latin America and the Caribbean, the result is as follows:
2. A resolution was unanimously adopted which gives support to progress forces in the region, including the Grenada Revolution.
3. A press conference was held by all representatives of the region, the focus being the situation around Nicaragua, fully expounded by the Nicaragua delegation. A renunciation of the aggressive activities against Nicaragua was signed by participants of peace movements from Latin America and the Caribbean.
Solidarity with Nicaragua" in view of the dangerous scheme planned by the Reagan Administration in collusion with the reactionary Honduran Government in Central America for, the beginning of December.

INITIATIVES BY GRENADA

1. I spoke with the WPC President Romesh Chandra and extended an invitation to come to Grenada for the 4th Anniversary of the Grenada Revolution on March 13, 1983, on behalf of Prime Minister, Maurice Bishop. He was thankful for the invitation and accepted it orally; he expressed his eagerness to come to Grenada. On his suggestion, I publicly announced the invitation from the Prime Minister to President Romesh Chandra, in my intervention at the meeting.

Prime Minister, Maurice Bishop would, therefore have to send this letter of invitation to Moscow by December in order for us to present it to Romesh Chandra, President of the WPC soon afterwards.

2. A meeting was held with WPC Vice-President and several discussions with officials and workers at the WPC headquarters. They all turned out to be very useful.

I presented three proposals for WPC activities in Grenada in 1983.

i. That a meeting of the Caribbean peace movements should be held in Grenada in April as a build up to the Prague Assembly in June so that the region's peace movements could present a united position;

ii. That the WPC should convene a conference in Grenada in November, the Theme being: The Caribbean as a zone of Peace, Independence and Development.

iii. Solidarity posters with Grenada for March 1983. These proposals were presented in the form of a letter to the Latin American Department of the WPC and the last two were also given to the President of the WPC.

It was later reported to me that in principle the suggestions were accepted but that they would be further discussed in Helsinki, headquarters of the WPC, before a final decision is taken.

Additionally, three other suggestions were put forward:

a. That the WPC should circulate information of the World Peace Movement to the Peace committees in the Caribbean;

b. That the WPC should invite representatives of the regions' peace committees to participate in WPC meetings, seminars, conferences etc;
c. that the WPC should send films of the Peace Movement to the GPC.

On this suggestion I was advised that the WPC does not make films, and that we should approach the GDR Peace Movement because they have good films of the Peace Movements. I spoke with a German on the subject and asked that he raise it for the GPC with the GDR Peace Committee.

On this matter the GPC should follow up directly and immediately.

During a meeting with WPC Regional Secretary comrade Hill Arboleda of Panama, a member of the WPC Secretariat, he mentioned that the WPC highly assess the Grenada Revolution and the work of the GPC. However, he pointed out that the flow of information from the GPC to the Secretariat of the WPC is not very good. In fact, this is more or less the same situation with the Peace movements in the Caribbean. The WPC knows little about the activities of the region's Peace movements except Cuba and Guyana.

On this score I firmly recommend, with a degree of urgency and consistency, that the Grenada Peace Council should immediately undertake to circulate regular information to the WPC Secretariat on its activities and events of the Revolution. The information could be in the form of reports on its work, news, articles, upcoming activities, letters etc. This is urgent and absolutely necessary. We should bombard the WPC with information on the Revolution and work of the GPC. This is important if we are going to raise our standing and prestige in the WPC.

The WPC has several magazines and news-sheets, but has never written an article on the Grenada Revolution for the simple reason that the WPC has little or no information on Grenada.

Additionally, the WPC is leaning and depending on the Grenada Peace Council in order that the WPC could develop wider and deeper relations with the Peace movements in Guyana, the Eastern Caribbean, French Caribbean, Cayenne, Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago. This was mentioned to me by Comrade Hill Arboleda.

Further still, Cde. Arboleda of the WPC suggested that the WPC would like the GPC to send addresses of the Peace Movements of the Caribbean to it. Also mentioned was that the GPC could organise visits to the various peace movements in the Caribbean.
Since the new Presidential Committee of the WPC would be elected during the Prague Assembly in June 1983, we spoke about the possibility of Grenada putting up a candidate for vice-president. This was strongly supported. The GPC should groom someone and present a written recommendation to the WPC before the Assembly, i.e. by April 1983 or earlier. Also, the GPC should recommend to the WPC its desire to work in one of its commissions.

Finally, on the question of participation in WPC activities, the one drawback of the WPC is finance to buy tickets. I was told that the Soviet Peace Fund, through AEROFLOT, Soviet Airlines and Cubana make some contributions; plus the various Peace committees around the world. For example, at previous meetings the Latin American Peace Committees assisted the WPC by paying 80,000 US dollars for tickets.

Concretely, as far as the GPC is concerned, it would be invited to participate in WPC activities, but would be called upon to pay for its participants for part of the flight, namely, from Grenada to Havana where the future delegates would collect AEROFLOT and get a free ticket. If the GPC could raise sufficient funds and pay up to Havana, it could send up to six (6) delegates to the Prague Assembly from June 14 to 19, 1983.

My last recommendation to the GPC is that it should send all information to the World Peace Council via the Embassy of Grenada in the USSR.

Magazines, booklets, newspapers posters are attached to this report.

[Signature]
Bernard Bourne
Minister-Counsellor
SECTION THREE:
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU
AND
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
POLITICAL BUREAU
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 8TH December, 1980

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Hudson Austin
Evart Layne

Comrades absent:-
Unison Whiteman
Liam James

Agenda:-
1. Minutes
2. Correspondence
3. Items for Decisions
4. PB Consultation on Item 5
5. "Areas of work" - "Workers work"

1. MINUTES
1.1 Corrections
i) Re comrades absent - Cdes. Whiteman and James were out of the country.
ii) Re TPG, Cde. Austin to meet the staff on behalf of the Chief, re disciplinary matters.
iii) Reported sub points of the Comrade Leader (re main feature of the present political situation) were points made arising out of the discussion on the topic.
iv) The slogan repeated as "Year of Political Education" was not decided on as reported; it was the suggestion of Cde. Bishop reported from discussions held with Cde. Board.
v) Re visits to countries in 1983, Cde. Whiteman to visit the Latin American and Caribean countries and the Comrade Leader to visit the other African and Mozambique were also raised as possibilities.
vi) Draft of the Comrade Leader's New Year Speech to be circulated to the mass organisations leaders and Party members for their suggestion/imput.

1.2 Tasks
i) Not done.
ii) Done. (Excluded was that Cde. St. Bernard to go to Carriacou.)
iii) Done.
iv) Done.
v) Done.
vi) Done; new amendment will be circulated to CC for discussion.
vii) Implemented; now a CC member.
viii) Was not done.
ix) Capt. Beanson to be installed on Monday 13 December.
x) Done.
xii) Only the economic aspect was done.

3/...
1.3 Outstanding Tasks:

1) Discussions have taken place
2) Being done
3) Still outstanding; not completed
4) Still outstanding; not completed

1.4 Other

Ods. Austin reported on the tasks he was assigned to speak to the TFG staff on matters of discipline, he pointed out the following:

- First with Patrick Smkle, Peter David and CheryFletcher
- The general staff
- Told them of their high level of ill discipline, their feeling of being indispensable, that they would be dismissed if not improved; that regulations for the use of the vehicle will be implemented with the coming of a new manager; spoke of the budget and the 28 staff members overall compared to the work been done presently; the violation of no use of drugs; the issue of work schedules and tasks; assignment; technicians to prepare report on the equipment; staff relations raised; spoke on the role of the TV on building a new society; physical condition if the place is very bad

2. Correspondence

2.1 Letter from Joe Harter: sent a Comrade Leader raising the financial problems related to salary and operating costs; requested another diplomatic officer be sent to the mission - suggested Thaddeus Meehen. PB suggested James Clarkson to be the other diplomatic officer. Decision - matter to be raised with Foreign Affairs - financial question re the actual agreement made with the Libyans re the operations of the mission there.

2.2 Telex was received re the issue of a vessel been shot at while in Esbert Harbour and after been given permission to be there. This took place on 26th November, at 11:00 p.m. Telex to be sent in reply stating that the matter is being investigated and a response will be received by them.

3. Items for Decisions:

3.1 Grand Bazaar Issue: A report on the issue was submitted to the PB by the
AGWU Comrades. There was an industrial dispute at the estate, the comrades were given instructions by the PB (through Cdes. Louison and Bishop) as to how to handle the situation, but they acted contrary to the instructions given for the solution of the problem.

The overseer was given six hours to move out of the farm; the keys were handed over to the workers for it to be run by them.

The OC has looked at the matter and sent the relevant comrades to face the Disciplinary Committee.

3.2 International Relations Department: UWl: A proposal from Henry Gill for 20 - 25 UWl students to do an educational visit of Grenada January 31st - February 5. They will hold one hour presentations on mornings with 30 - 45 minutes discussion following the presentations. Topics to be presented are:

i) Role of the Party... : Cde. Strachan
ii) Foreign Policy..... : Cde. Whiteman
iii) Economic Development.... : Cde. Coard
iv) The Private Sector in the Revolution : Richard Kenz
v) Agricultural Development.... : Cde. Louison
vi) Education, Training, Culture : Cde. Creft
vii) Women in the Revolution : Cde. P. Coard
viii) Law in the Revolution : Cde. Badix
ix) Presentation by the Comrade Leader:
The proposal was agreed to by the Political Bureau.

3.3 Paul Miller: Cde. Strachan reported that Cde. Miller had been here over the last few days for the purpose of discussing a proposal from the Socialist International for the setting up of a Institute for Political Studies.

3.4 IICA Industrial Dispute: Mario Franke, the Head of the IICA office here has recently fired a few sisters employed with the Institute and since then has refused to meet with the Union.

3.5 Atlanta Conference: This conference on the CBI to be held in Atlanta from December 11 (date not absolutely clear) is organized by the liberal left and they are requesting that somebody from the leadership be there, apart from the Ambassador (Desima). Decision to get more details and then take decision.

w/...
5. WORKERS WORK: Two documents re the report on the workers work were already submitted to the Bureau. The report looked at the structures of the WC and an analysis of each WC member:

- suggested that Cde. Anslem should not be on the Board of Directors of the
- that Cde. Winston Leklou should be made a member of the WC
- all WC members should be made to submit a works schedule
- Judson's presence on the WC should be looked at; maybe he should be put to deal with emulation at the workplaces
- also suggested for dealing with emulation was Jenny Donald and that she be put full time in the TAWU work
- a check should be kept on the cleanliness every day on a union by union basis; the aim should be to have classes going on 90% of the workplaces
- have to find comrades for all areas of work ranging from political/ideological work to sports and culture
- the following areas should be given priority:
  1) socialism classes
  2) CPE
  3) emulation/production committees
  4) work on the international/airport site
  5) propaganda: WV, billboards and charts at the workplace; declaration of different categories of workers days;

- it was decided that one PB comrade to be assigned to each of the five areas outlined above.
- Cde. Ventour to head the political/ideological/propaganda work

DECISIONS/TASKS:
1. Matters raised by Cde. Charter to be discussed with Foreign Affairs.
2. Response to telex re been shot at in Dar es Salaam to be sent stating that the matter is being investigated and will send response.
3. Relevant AGWU comrades to face the Disciplinary Committee re the Grand facade issue.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
APRIL 22ND, 1981

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Vincent Boul
Hudson Austin
Konrick Radix
George Louison

Abesanti:-
Unison Whitman - out of the country

Agenda:-
(1) Airport Committee meeting at 11.00 a.m.
(2) Left parties Conference
(3) Vacation trip
(4) Comrade Radix's report

The meeting did not follow the pattern of the planned agenda. Instead, many different topics were discussed, which were not on the agenda. They included:-

(1) SITUATION ON THE DOCKS - Comrade Strachan reported that Eric Pierre had telephoned him saying that there was a conflict on the docks, as Sweny wanted to use the D.G.W.U. workers to off-load the cement that is there. Pierre was insisting that the other workers from the SWWU be allowed to do it. Sweny was called to the meeting and explained that what he was trying to do was to get a compromise of 60% of the workers from SWWU and 40% from D.G.W.U. But Pierre was not willing to accept that. When he was leaving he said, they (Pierre and others) were trying to forcibly enter the ship.

Decision: As one solution, D.G.W.U. should sign a contract with the MNID to be their shipping agent. Comrade Boul that 1.5% to complete that by the end of the day. This will make it easier for D.G.W.U. workers to be allowed to off-load the goods coming for the MNID. In the meantime, the arrangement Sweny suggested should continue to be as he suggested, i.e., 60% of the workers from SWWU and 40% from D.G.W.U.

Also, Sweny should not be playing a visibly leading role in all this. The D.G.W.U. should get somebody else to play that role.

Comrade Bishop and Strachan are to meet with the Executive of the SWWU on May 7th, at 11.00 a.m. at the K.M.O. Comrade Strachan to meet with Eric Pierre before than. He is also to contact him for a proposed agenda for that meeting.

(2) GRENADA RESULTS (C.C.): Four names have been suggested for Managers - Paul Redhead, 7 minors (Manager of Gum Runner), Winston Dullan and Evelyn Ross. It was noted that the C.G.C. hotels are in dire need of repairs.

Comrade Radix reported that Primero of the Dominican Republic wants to come to Grenada and is interested in forming a Grenada/Dominican Republic Friendship Association. He wants to know when it is best to come. Decision - He should come in or around May 22nd - the time of the Socialist International Conference here.

Comrade Coard reported that the Board of Directors of both the I.W.F. and the World Bank wanted him to come to Washington. Decision - He replied that he is unable to do so. Instead, they should send somebody to see him instead.

This item formally on the agenda was discussed:-

NATIONAL LABOUR COMMITTEE MEETING 11.00 a.m. - It will be chaired by Kurt Staczek, Comrade Strachan to give a short address on the schedule of work at the site and apologise for the later invitations. Bernard will give a detailed report on the Co-financing conference and Maurice will speak on the formation of the Committee.

//end of text//

DOCUMENT 47
47 - 1
and on the idea of the formation of Airport Committees in every work
place, school and village. A National Committee to draft a pro-
gramme for the Airport Committees is also to be formed with repre-
sentatives from the youth, women, business, workers, farmers, mid-
dle strata, civil organisations.

C.N.C.O.U. WORK - Comrade Louison who visited Carriacou over the last
weekend reported that George krime still has not been appointed
Deputy Secretary for Carriacou Affairs as yet. Decision - Comrade
Radix to work on this. Comrade Louison met with Comrades krime and
Bullen. The latter is thinking of resigning and also responded to
allegations made against him, which he said were unfounded and
false. Wendley Thomas is now doing his own thing and Comrade
Louison said he is to be called here to work for a few weeks.

Comrade Radix reported on a hydro-power report done by some
French which reveals areas that we can receive power from. Comrade
Coard said that this is being worked on.

Comrade Radix also reported
that Minor Spices is in a financial crisis. That is to be dis-
cussed on Friday, 24th at Economic Bureau.

The Sugar Factory he said
also, ihas a large quantity of sugar lying there and a cash flow
problem. Comrade Coard said that this is being worked on also.

but

This was not on the agenda/ was discussed:-
The new B.K., Comrade Sibbles from Jamaica is to be paid $2,000.
00 monthly and given a monthly housing allowance of $500.00 with
50% duty free on the purchase of a car. His contract is to last
one year. Comrade Coard is to discuss the matter with him.

Hamol-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC BUREAU
MEETING ON SATURDAY 25TH APRIL, 1981

Comrades present:-  Comrades absent:-
Maurice Bishop  Kenrick Radix - out of the country
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Hudson Austin
George Louison
Union Whitman
Vincent Noel

AGENDA:
(1) Prioritisation of the Capital Budget
(2) Housing
(3) Berislev
(4) NNIB
(5) PWU
(6) A sterdam
(7) Mexico
(8) Suriname
(9) GRC

(1) PRIORITISATION OF THE CAPITAL BUDGET - The plan here is to cut out some $25M from the budget because of not getting some promised $12M from the I.M.P. Some programmes were cut, but it did not amount to the required sum. There has been a drop in the revenue - going lower than expected. But the possible reasons for that are being looked at presently.

-----Comrade Strachan reported that he met with four representatives of the S.W.W.T.U. Their grievance was that the presence of the BSWU workers was denying them their job. Also, they have decided to boycott the May Day Celebration. Comrade Strachan replied to the first issue, that the PWU had no desire to see them without jobs and that is not what was being done. The second, May Day Celebrations - is being organised by the T.U.C. and their boycott will be against the T.U.C. and not the P.R.C. They also want to discuss the question of the Cuban baits and will send a agenda for the meeting with the Comrade Leader on May 7th.

(2) PUBLIC WORKERS UNION - At the last meeting, they were willing to accept PRG's offer if the letters will be withdrawn. That was not the agreement - they will be withdrawn when the whole agreement is signed. The PWU has put out a call to its members to come out on May Day and show their solidarity with their members now on suspension. Decision - Lauriston Wilson is to tell them, that if they do as planned, regarding the present stage of the negotiations, PRG will be free to do anything they see necessary.

-----Comrade Noel appointed cut that AGU must apply to TCC for membership now, in order that the letter remains in our control.
-----The CIWU, RCWU, AND PFU must ensure to be at the May Day Celebrations.

(3) G.R.C. - Comrade Whiteman reported on the GRC situation with specific regard to Crucelshunk and allegations of corruptions against him. He reported however that the State hotels had improved, largely due to Alva James's enthusiasm and attention and that the allegations against him (Alva) must be investigated.

The Comrade Leader pointed out that Alva's approach has been one of bypassing the GRC Board and dealing with Unie on a one to one basis. He was refusing to attend board meetings. Comrade Whiteman confirmed that he had told Alva that there should be no board meeting in his (Unie's) absence.

At this point, I had to leave.
REPORT TO THE POLITICAL BUREAU:

CH WORLD PEACE CONFERENCE

HAVANA, CUBA, 19th - 21st APRIL, 1981.

The Conference was attended by seventy-nine countries, and nine international organisations. Delegates came from working class parties, in and out of political power, religious organizations and national peace movements. Delegates from the Caribbean came from Grenada, St. Vincent, Barbados, Jamaica and Guyana.

The Conference got on with a positive start with a fiery anti-imperialist speech from Cuban Genaro Jesus Fontana Gropegat, member of the politburo of W.P.C., and was then followed by RAISH CHAUDHARI, President of World Peace Council (W.P.C.).

This session of the presidential committee of W.P.C was held in solidarity with the peoples of Cuba, Grenada, Nicaragua and El Salvador.

At the opening session C.C. Whitman delivered a short speech to the conference on Imperialism maneuvers in and around Grenada, condemning their attempts to oust neocolonialists and their provocations of violating our air space and territorial waters.

Speeches were made by members of Communist parties and frontline of National peace movements. All of which called for mass participation of the peoples in dealing with bringing the arms race to a halt and creating an atmosphere of peace. This session was very business-like. There wasn't any mood of militancy on the part of the speakers nor delegates.

The following day April 20th were the sitting of the various Commissions, and discussion of two items on the agenda viz "THE STRUGGLE OF LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN PEOPLES FOR GENUINE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE FOR PEACE AND AGAINST THE ARMS BUILD-UP." AND "WORKING FOR DISONFRONTAL AGENDA FOR PEACE.

These discussion were held in frankness. All findings of the commissions were document and brought forward as resolutions.

On the final day, reports on organisational matters i.e. (finance, regional boards and campaign) were discussed. The work of National Peace Committee were discussed, and suggestions were given as to ways in which the movement can get stronger.

Resolution from commission, Grenada and other countries were read and adopted.

The session ended with an address from C.C. Raul Castro, President of Cuba.
Besides this general report on the conference, I also took time to meet with leaders and President of various Peace Committees, representative of El Salvador, Egypt, Soviet Peace Committee, U.N.C., and other personnel. They are as follows.

RAFAEL GONZALEZ; Representative of organisation of solidarity with the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America (OISALAL).

A delegation from (OISALAL) wants to pay a visit to Grenada on May 6th. Ambassador Jacob in Cairo will be co-ordinating the visit. OISALAL has proposed doing more solidarity work with G/Co. He also wants to carry out an interview with the leadership of N.J.M. for Tri-Continental Magazine.

As Co-ordinators of N.J.M. for Latin America and Caribbean they want to take on joint initiative with G/Co. And hold a conference sometime next year; on the experience of the Caribbean peoples.

There were also a proposal of English speaking National Peace Movements in G/Co. so that organisational matters in co-ordinating the work of the Next Committee, Africa, Asia and Latin America can be dealt with.

ALBERTO RAMOS; (Int. Relations department and members of FMLN of El Salvador;)

At present seven (7) zones under El Salvador is under military and political control of the FMLN. These are in about one-tenth (1/10) of El Salvador territory.

The Junta troops have never been able to defeat them in that region, which is mainly the Northern part of El Salvador.

At present there has been a lull in the fighting. The losses are heavy lost and Generalissimo state of the Junta troops. Troops are also being trained by U.S. personnel and this will take six (6) months.

In the city the (FMLN) are facing many problems in moving their troops. Their fight take the form of blowing up transmission and power lines, in an effort to halt production. This would affect foreign exchange and the govt won't be able to meet the people's need. One third (1/3) of the country has been put out of production by these methods. The country's lost $3 million in 2 years. Imperialism is giving financial and military assistance to the Junta.

Due to these measures the FMLN is planning a second offensive. However, their problem is that there are more people, than weapons.

Diplomatic offensives are also taking place. In Europe against the Italian Christian Democratic Party which supports the Junta. They face an election next year. Venezuela Democratic Party also supports the Junta. Pressure is being brought upon them to cease their support.

The FMLN doesn't support the move by Socialist in seeking a political situation.
The reason is the Junta is unpopular and have nil support among the masses. A proposal was that the country may be divided in two i.e North and South. The Cde. want G/L to mobilise campaign for their struggle.

They are also requesting that on May 1st, solidarity is shown with the people of El Salvador and firm support for their struggle. They also ask that we call for direct non-intervention of America in El Salvador.

PERUTE KHANNA (GW GUYANA) The present issue in Guyana is one concerning the border dispute between Guyana and Venezuela. The Cde. think that Burnham shouldn't have opened up talks again in 1970 with protocol. The point is that the British and the Venezuelan did agree with the border lines in 1962.

It is the feeling that Burnham will use this opportunity to whip up political support, by appealing to the patriotic of the masses. They also see it as an attempt by imperialism to leave the question of the border open, so that, it can always be made use of in the future, e.g., if Burnham had to be removed from power and the progressive forces take over.

There is also moves between the Guyanese and Brazilian Gov't to conclude an agreement in the disputed regions.

To sum up, the Cde., see it as an attempt by Burnham to save the image, provocation by imperialism to push Venezuela to open the issue again, and an overall act to get the progressive forces out of the way.

A BOOK BY L. CHELLOIE JAGIM " BORDER CONSPIRACY EXPOSED" deals more with the issue.

The government of Guyana Representative Agnes Kirtton, informed me of an invitation sent to the party on a Conference to be held in Guyana from April 20th - May 3rd. The Theme being "TOWARDS THE LIBERATION OF SOUTHERN AFRICA"

The Y.S.M of Guyana also extended an invitation to the N.Y.C. inviting them to their congress in May-June. Two members are asked to attend.

HUNERTO HERNANDES (Head of U.J.C).

Concretely: The party is offering five(5) scholarships to the N.Y.C to attend their National School in August 1981. Offers have been given for 5 Cde's to attend the International Pioneers Camp to be held from July-August, 1981. One of these places going to a guide.

Two (2) members of the U.J.C will be coming after the Y.S.M conference held in Guyana. They will exchange organisational experience with the N.Y.C.

An update of youth work was given to Cde. We expressed continuation of correspondence and growing and strengthening relation between both organisations.

,**/ Meeting
Meeting of a very brief nature were held with representative of the following peace committees: Soviet Peace Committee, Bulgaria, German Democratic Republic, Hungary and the National Committee of Quebec. All of these express want to know G/Ca and to establish relations with our peace committees. The Soviets, Hungary and German Peace Committee will be sending materials films and other sorts of assistance to the G/Ca peace committee. These relations can go a very far way.

Dr. Carlton Goodlett and Publisher U.S Peace Council, and a Canadian representative in a effort to raise funds for the W.P.C. has expressed their desire of organizing cultural exchanges with G/Ca for this venture. A letter was written expressing this desire. Mde Whiteman took the opportunity, to establish some sort of correspondence with the Canadian representative, to get tourist from Canada to come to G/Ca.

Other exchanges and uptake on political situations in countries such as Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Namibia and other region in Latin America, could have been held but this wasn’t possible, due to the time I had and the fact that we had only one representative present at the conference.

I think that the conference itself was very successful, as far as representatives and the individual in serious discussions which were held. This was also by the last resolution adopted and the strength on growth of the Nat Committee.

I have benefited and gained some more experience in dealing with such type of conference. There should have been a bigger delegations whom to the conference, so that much more could be achieved, we were most fully prepared for this world peace conference.

It is important that when G/Ca is invited on attending any conference that all information concerning such conference be known. We are locked upon by our caribbean, and Latin American Cde to play a leading role in solidarity support and presenting papers and positions of economic and political issues.

This was evident in the number of Cdes who checked me out to discuss for e.g. the latest political situation in G/Ca etc., and also of giving our support in controversial issues of Guyana.

This was also the case with Cdes from the Socialist world which checked me out, and want to establish some sort of contact with us.

We must move quick to get the GREENScreen PEACE AND SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED. The sooner the better.

Yours Truly

Swinton Lambert.
Comrades Present:-
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Vincent Noel
Hudson Austin
George Louison

Comrades absent:-
Maurice Bishop
Unison Whitman
Kenrick Radix

Agenda:-
(1) Benue/Benue Compensation - Report
(2) Maitland issue
(3) Ministry of Education
(4) May Day Programme - a. Content b. TUC Guest
(5) Rito discussion/Cuban Technical Assistance
(6) Johnson Chase vehicle
(7) Letter from Ralph Thompson's wife
(8) Roy Robinson/Labour Department

(1) BEAUMEJOUR COMPENSATION - At the request of the Economic Bureau meeting of April 24th, a report was received from Orgas Campbell on the Benue/Benue situation regarding compensation for persons who have been affected by the placing of RPC's transmitter there. The report revealed that a total of $10,000 was owing to different persons. However, the profit made from the sugar cane is $2,000. Therefore, the net cost is $8,000. DECISION - All debts owing to be paid today, with proper receipts issued.

(2) Maitland has dismissed two workers because they are unionised. But he has gave Comrade Strachan other reasons for their dismissal. After discussion with the Minister, he agreed to take them back, but when they returned, he again dismissed them. Two suggestions were made, as ways of handling the situation - (1) matter should be taken to court, (2) strike. However, the DECISION - Comrade Strachan to give Maitland 24 hours to take back the workers.

On the general question of workers, it was noted that Woodroffe of Y. Delima should be dealt with for firing a worker because she was pregnant. Also noted, was the case of a beer factory worker who met in two on-the-job accidents and has apparently been charged since then, but received no form of compesation - case being worked on by Comrade Noel. He also reported that the Beer Factory is planning to lay off some workers because they have said that sales have dropped.

(3) MINISTRY OF EDUCATION - Sister Jacqueline Crift, who has been recently appointed Secretary for Education, has not been giving that area any attention, has said she is not capable of doing the job and is not even trying. This has resulted in the ministry collapsing. This report was given by Comrade Louison, who himself has been directed to concentrate on the farmers' work and spend less time in the Ministry. Somebody is urgently needed. DECISION - Comrades to think about it over the next 48 hours and make suggestions.

(4) MAY DAY PROGRAMME - CONTENT: The programme will be chaired by Comrade Noel. Solidarity messages will come from the following unions:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jim Wardally</td>
<td>Chalkie Vantour</td>
<td>Nelson Louison</td>
<td>Simon Charles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comrade Strachan will speak on the PRG programmes that benefit workers in particular, on the recent maternity leave violation case won in court and the Maitland issue (without calling names) for about 20 minutes. Comrade Coard will speak on the state of the economy including foreign assistance from the IMF and World Bank, expand on the points made at the Jeremiah Richardson Day, the race riots in Britain and the blacks being killed in Chicago.
His presentation should last about 30 minutes.

A T.U.C. Guest here, Flair is to stay at Horse Shoe Bay at the expense of the Ministry of Labour.

Comrade Noel reported that the mobilisation for the May Day is going well - over 600 jerseys sold and there are demands for more. Comrades in charge of the different cells in the P.W.U. and those in C.I.W.U., B.G.W.U. and T.A.W.U. to bring out their membership. The S.W.W.T.U. and the Taxi-Drivers are expected to boycott the event. The President General and Secretary of the T.U.C. are to meet with the latter to try to convince them to attend.

B.G.W.U. to use Rivera grounds for their May Day Party.

Comrade Noel reported that Raymond Redhead attended a seminar for bank workers in Barbados. He returned reporting that all the bank employees at the seminar have expressed the desire to come to Grenada and are in support of our Revolution. Comrade Noel sighted the need to establish contact with the trade unions in the region.

The labour budget is to be reviewed.

Nigel James will be helping with the accounts of Chester’s bar.

AGWU, CIWU and NGWU.

(5) RIZO DISCUSSION/CUBAN TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - Comrade Strachan reported that Ambassador Rizo has been pressing him for a discussion on the state of our Party and has been “ducking” him until a P.F.U. decision was taken on the question.

DECISION - Such discussions should take place on a Party-to-Party basis at the appropriate levels of the two parties. This discussion should not take place now, since we are in the process of re-organisation and must wait until Sister Isabelle has done an assessment with us. Comrade Strachan is to convey to Ambassador Rizo, the decision i.e. it is to take place at the appropriate level.

A sister is coming in the middle of May to do ideological development with the Party. She needs accommodation - Comrade Strachan to find out the length of her stay.

(6) JOHNSON CHASE VEHICLE - Johnson Chase has received a land rover from England and is requesting the duty off. Reasons - he has a lot of land and will be using the vehicle to do plenty PFU work.

DECISION - agreed. The request to be sent to the Ministry of Finance and then to cabinet. It must be stated also, that the vehicle will be used for militia purposes also and Comrade De Riers to also sign the letter.

(7) A letter from Ralph Thompson’s wife which was written to Comrade Bishop was read to the meeting. In it she states that Ralph who is now in hospital is extremely ill, should be forgiven for whatever he did and be released. On this, Comrade Couri points out that Maureen St. Bernard had also been to see him on the issue. It is speculated that Ralph is suffering from an advanced stage of Syphilis, which can eventually lead to death.

DECISION - A medical report to be submitted to the P.R. - Comrade’s Austin’s task to get such a report from the Prison’s doctor and the letter should come from Ralph himself.

(8) ROBBY ROBINSON/LABOUR DEPARTMENT - Comrade Strachan wanted to know whether he should pull Robby Robinson into the work now or after the PFU issue is settled. He is anxious to get him back in the work because of the Labour Ministers meeting in Antigua and the ILO conference in Geneva, both coming up soon.

DECISION - Robinson to be brought back and sent to Antigua and Philibert to Geneva. It was also decided that Robinson should be a S.A.S. AND Philibert a A.S. Comrade Strachan also reported that the inspectors have resigned and two party cards are needed to fill the spaces.

DECISION - SECRETARIAT to compile list of all potential applicants and Applicants who are unemployed and their qualifications. General Comrades are also needed for the Budget Department of Finance. Walpole is to be placed in the Ministry of Trade to work with Clement Kirton and Nazin Burke.

Hazel Ann

RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING MAY 6TH, 1981
8.00 P.M. - 12.30 P.M.

AGENDA

1. Electricity Company
2. Housing
3. Letter to Richard Jacobs
4. G.U.T
5. Secretariat Budget
6. Party Headquarters
7. Union Headquarters
8. C.P.C Conference
9. Carriacou report - Petite Martinique
10. NEC
11. SL Report - Marie
12. Court of Appeal Judge
13. Proposal for Caldwell
14. John Stockwell
15. Antonie Langdon

ITEMS ACCOMPLISHED

1. C.P.C Conference
2. Party Headquarters
3. Court of Appeal Judge
4. John Stockwell
5. Secretariat Budget
6. Union Headquarters
7. G.U.T
8. Roads
9. Proposals from Caldwell

C.P.C CONFERENCE

It was reported by Comrade Louison that the Caribbean Peace Council will be hosting a Conference in the Dome, Grand Anse on May 10th to 14th 1981. Comrade Louison gave the P.B an insight as to how the Conference will look like, he mentioned that sixty (60) overseas guests will be attending such a conference. Comrades will come from USSR, Bulgaria, G.D.R, Cardinal Jamaica and other progressive countries. Comrade Maurice asked for an overall theme of the Conference from Comrade Louison.

DECISIONS:- It was decided that Com. Maurice and George speak at the Conference.

* That a Press Conference be held on Friday 15th - Prime Minister Office - the Conference Room.

* Com. Rupple's Ferguson to assist in the mobilization network and interview the comrades individually.

TASKS:-

The Secretariat to contact all Applicants, C.M's and M's to be at the Dome on May 10th at 5.30 p.m.

PARTY HEADQUARTERS:-

After brief discussions in relation to a new Party Headquarter the P.B came up to the needs of such a Headquarter and its location. Some of the needs that were suggested are as follows:-

1. Twelve individual offices
2. Two offices that can hold 6 people and six desks
3. An auditorium which can accommodate 500 people and 4 class rooms.
4. A receptionist office
5. Library and documentation centre.
6. Production area in regards to hold printing press, dark room.
7. Four bedrooms in the headquarters.
8. Living quarters for any personnel - i.e. senior visitors.
9. A reading room
10. A kitchen, cafeteria, a small
11. A radio transmitter room
12. Two secret rooms
13. A room for Central Committee members where 50 could sit.
14. Room for Political Bureau
15. A bunker
16. Recreation - table tennis, ..., weight lifting etc.
17. Six committee rooms.

The suggested location for the headquarters as brought forward by the F.B. - Mt. Royal. It was agreed that the area is a fantastically spot, and should be of tight security.

JOHN STOCKWELL

It was brought to the attention of F.B. by a written letter from O.C. Stockwell to reside in Gronade. The matter was taken up and it was decided for the O.C. to come for at least 6 months with his family. O.C. Maurice said that Sister Dessima will handle the tickets up in Washington. It was stated that a detailed code should be sent to N.Y and then N.Y send it to Sister Dessima for preparing the necessary documents.

SECRETARIAT BUDGET

A budget made up by the Secretariat was presented to the F.B. it was given full thought by the comrades and agreed to expand it by another $50,000. A number of concrete areas were looked at re its expansion.

UNION HEADQUARTERS

O.C. Vincent Neel brought to the attention of the F.B. of the small space in the Union Office. O.C. Coard and other members of the F.B gave the concrete concrete ideas in getting another building. Comrade Maurice said that O.C. Vincent should get in contact with Mr. Dean Whitman re the building above the telephone Company as he had agreed to purchase it.

G.U.T.

Comrade George Louison reported on a seminar which was scheduled for for May 7th at Bucepe St. John's. He said that 60 comrades are expected to attend, he said that it is for mainly the left elements in the Union.

ROADS

Comrade Selwyn reported that the roads throughout the country are in bad condition. He said that Lange Aux Epaules area is terrible and this will cause us to lose plenty of tourists. The comrade stated that the has received 400 drums of bitumen and that 250 drums will be used for the Kamich and Evleands area, and another 150 will be used on the St. George's road. It was suggested by the F.B. that deep drainage be done on the total road plan for the country should be set up to know exactly what is
needed to upgrade the system. Comrades suggested that a team of
engineers should be got to look into the roads and a supervision
team to over look the project.

Caldwell Taylor Proposal

A letter came from Cde. Caldwell Taylor re Stone Brook
University for students who are interested in doing a field
Study Work Campaign. The I.E had a close look at the proposal
and came up to some vital points:-

(1) Find out from the Cde the cost
(2) Get the full nature of the field work
(3) Curriculum Vitae

The meeting adjourned at 12.30 p.m.

Hazel-Ann & Justin
RECORDING SECRETARIES
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY, 6TH MAY, 1981

Comrades present: -

Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Vincent Noel
Hudson Austin
Unison Whitman

Absent: -

Kennrick Radix - out of the country

Agenda: -

1. Telephone Company
2. Electricity Company
3. Comrade Coard's visit to Libya and Iraq after Jahob
4. CPTC Oil Exploration Report
5. Housing
6. Letter to Richard Jacob
7. FWU - a. Elections, b. negotiations
8. Meeting with the S.W.W.T.U.
9. G.U.T.
10. Mongolian Party Congress
11. Martinique and Guadeloupe activities
12. Secretariat’s Budget
13. Union Headquarters
14. Party Headquarters
15. CPTC Conference
16. Carriacou report — Petite Martinique
17. NJAC
18. Venezuela meeting — a. Group of 77 b. Movement for Socialism
19. SI Report
20. Proposal from Cladwell
21. Court of Appeal Judge
22. John Stockwell
23. Antonio Longton
24. Roads

Before the official start of the meeting, Comrade Coard gave Comrades a brief report on the situation with the IMF regarding the request for a loan from them. The programme has been redrafted and the money can be received, with a repayment period of 3 - 5 years. Decision - the period for repayment is too short and should be 9 - 10 years instead. The IMF has been informed.

1. TELEPHONE COMPANY — These following persons are to attend Cabinet meeting this afternoon to discuss the offer from the GDR for our telephone system: Terry Moore, James Lashley, ? Lashley, ? O’Brian and Clement Hirston.

2. VISITS TO LYBIA AND IRAQ - Requests are to go by two telexes, through our appropriate embassies to Libya and Iraq, requesting that discussions be held between our two countries to discuss "matters of great concern to Grenada". These talks should take place at the highest possible level. The visit to Libya will be from 24th - 26th May with a request to them for 375M (US). Iraq should be visited if the request to Libya has not been met, from 27th - 29th May.

3. VENEZUELL MEETING - The Group of 77 is sponsoring a conference on Economic Co-operation Between Developing Countries. Officials are to attend from 13th - 16th May and a Minister from 17th - 19th May. Merle Collins and Nathaw Williams will attend as officials and Cladwell will attend as the Ministerial representative. b. The Movement for Socialism has sent an invitation to the Coordinator to speak on the topic "The New Duty To Socialism In The Caribbean". Decision - It will be tactically incorrect to do so right now given our present relations with the Venezuelan Government and the potential for receiving other
benefits from them.

(4) CPCG OIL EXPLORATION RECENT - Comrade Gurd reported that the company that had done the oil exploration here have disclosed that there might be some oil somewhere between Grenada and Venezuela. Hence the importance of watching the Venezuelan Government and building a popular base with them.

(5) MINGOLIAN PARTY CONGRESS - This is to be the 25th - 26th May. Comrade Austin will attend the Congress. He will carry Comrade Fraser with him to help seek military and other assistance in the countries including the U.S.S.R. and Vietnam. Both comrades Austin and Fraser are to speak to George Payne, Clement Kirton and Ernaz Burke to get a full briefing on the projects before leaving. Among the projects to be discussed on the trip are the International Airport and the Party's headquarters. Comrade Austin should set up meetings with the foreign and military ministries in the different countries and should carry with him (a) Comrade Bishop's address at the SI Conference and (b) Comrade Noel's address while in the GBA last year.

(6) MARTINIQUE AND GUADALOUPE ACTIVITIES - The Communist Parties of these countries are holding some activities in the middle of May. Comrades Noel and Burke to attend and to particularly "tie up" the economic aspect of things in case of an economic blockade against us. Comrade Noel is to get the specific dates and more information on the activities and report to Economic Bureau meeting of Friday, 6th May.

(7) F.W.J. - A. Elections - This could be anytime now and therefore the OC has formed a FWJ Sub-Committee: President - Ernaz Burke, Vice-President - Ian Jacobs. The work should start immediately with worker education courses. The question of elections should not be raised with them until the night before the elections. If the elections clash with the visit to Guadeloupe and Martinique, then Comrade Burke should not go. Ian Jacobs should be brought on to the Party's central committee. B. Negotiations - they should not be left to Larry Wilson alone. A letter should be sent to the Union explaining that our offer still stands and that letters will be withdrawn after the entire agreement is signed.

(8) HUNGARIAN PROFESSOR - is presently here - the programme for him has been inadequate. Comrade Gurd reported that he wants to do a demonstration farm using 25 acres including a dam. The Hungarian Professor also said that they can send two experts here for a period of 3 - 6 months, but everything must be ready for them. The la Sagesse Farm House is to be used to accommodate them and two rooms need to be air-conditioned. When the experts can come will depend on when the equipment from the airport site will be available. Comrade Whiteman is to check this out.

Comrade Gurd reported that the Hungarian revealed that 2,218 lbs of hybrid tomato seeds is worth $1,000 (US) on the world market. He also stated his concern about farmers using the wrong fertilizers on our soil. It means that the farmers need to be educated on the proper fertilizers to be used.

(9) S.W.W.T.U. MEETING - Comrades Bishop and Strachan are to meet with the S.W.W.T.U. tomorrow (May 7th). The agenda is as follows:

1. Off-load Lux of Soviet and Cuban ships
2. IFG's attitude to the Union
3. Allegations against certain executive members
4. Unions' attitude to the FG

The first three items were suggested by the Union.

The meeting was then adjourned to continue at 8:00 p.m.
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY, 13TH MAY, 1981

Comrades present:-
Naurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Vincent Noble
Hudson Austin
Kennrick Radix
George Louison

Comrades absent:-
Bernard Coard - away
Unison Whitman - sick

AGENDA:-
1. New York propaganda
2. Walter Rodney
3. Isabelle
4. Airport Committee
5. Dock Workers
6. Invitations from the U.S.S.R.
7. Regina Taylor
8. Drivers

(1) NEW YORK PROPAGANDA - Cde. Owusu who came to the meeting specifically on this question reported that Dave Marsh of CBS television in the United States and was here for the airport rally, has now returned to the U.S. and has been on a wounded, massive propaganda campaign against Grenada. Before coming, Marsh had said that he was impressed with the social and economic developments of Grenada.

While he was here he was picked up by the Police, but only spent two to three hours in custody. Now he has returned home and has a thrice-weekly TV programme called "Prisoner In A Police State". This programme comes on at the peak television viewing hours; 6.00 p.m. and 11.00 p.m.

The programme according to Cde. Owusu has been on the defensive and has been advertised in the entire media for the past three weeks. He has also made allegations of torture of police prisoner and about while in custody. He also raised the issue of Grenada being a one-party state and that of the Torchlight. In general, the CBS programme has been on the defensive and apart from the television, the attacks have been coming from both the radio and the press. A half-one hour programme increases according on Saturday and they also plan to feature Grenadians hiding their faces to say what's happening here.

DECISION- Cde. Radix to leave for New York tomorrow (May 14th) to combat the propaganda. Among other things, Comrades felt that a 5, 10, or 15 minute video tape using appropriate clips from the airport rally with Dave Marsh and the other US press men be compiled for Cde. Radix to leave with. He was also given some political lines to take on the issue, one of being that he should respond to their local affairs, e.g. the killing of balcks in Atlanta. Cde. Radix is to carry information regarding detainees, pointing out that of all the people picked up during the first six weeks of the Revolution, only 14 are left in custody. Apart from Cde. Radix's visit, a demonstration is being planned for New York on Saturday, 16th and Cde. Radix will be given TV time on CBS to respond to the propaganda. While he is in the U.S., he is also to take the opportunity to meet with the state department, since he is still accredited as our Ambassador to the U.S.

(2) WALTER ROODNEY - Cde. Bishop reported that in a telephone conversation with Kimchy Singh, the latter pointed out that June 13th will mark the first anniversary of Walter Rodney's assassination. He wanted to know if the Party was doing anything in this regard. DECISION- The Secretariat to contact Swinton Lambert and ask him to let the Peace Council put out a statement on that day.

(3) ISABELLE - Cde. Bishop reported that Cde. Coard had spoken to Isabelle from the Cuban Federation of Women, who has been here for a while assisting the NWO. He had hinted to her that we want her to stay longer to assist the NWO and suggested that

/2... both odes. Bishop
both Comrades Bishop and Strachan speak to her on this also. 
Cdo. Bishop disclosed that Cdo. Fidel had told Isabelle she 
should stay here as long as Cdo. Bishop requested her to do 
so. However, she has been hinting that what she think will 
happen is that Cdo. Castro will call her back and send a 
youth representative to assist NYO. Cdo. Bishop will meet 
with Isabelle this afternoon.

(3) AIRPORT COMMITTEE - Cdo. Bishop stated that the drafting 
committee of the airport committee has submitted a report to 
him. This report stated that the committee can sell the pro-
ject, but will need some details and recommended the follow-
ing:

4.1 drawings of the project to be placed in show windows 
islandwide
4.2 national lottery
4.3 tax free bonds
4.4 charts and figures of expenditure and work done
4.5 telefund system - people calling in on radio to pledge 
money
4.6 compensation for callisto residents who have been re-
housed
4.7 night lighting
4.8 name of the contractors and where they are from
4.9 information of the infrastructure
4.10 stand by generator plants
4.11 expansion and diversification of tourism
4.12 visits abroad to sell the project
4.13 all progress to be known by the committee
4.14 PnG to ask the Canadian Government to help build the 
terminal
4.15 getting all the requirements needed for landing here 
(e.g. licence, fees, etc.)
4.16 representation from the taxi men union on the committee
4.17 public kept up to date - information committee to get 
radio time
4.18 competition to name the airport
4.19 NYO to help form BC's islandwide
4.20 committee wants a guided tour of the airport

Comrades agreed on the above suggestions, except Nos. 2, 11, 
and 17. In the case of No. 2 - that of the national lottery - it 
was decided that the committee should prepare a more de-
tailed plan, consider a bingo instead and this to be sub-
mitted by them to Cabinet for approval. On No. 11 - the expan-
sion and diversification of tourism - same as No. 2, and 
No. 17 - the public being kept up to date - the committee 
should meet with Cdo. McBarnette of RFG to discuss the idea 
and then report to Cabinet.

The agenda for the Airport Committee meeting at 3.00 p.m. 
is set as follows:

1. Recommendations
2. Structure of the committee
3. Regularity of meetings
4. Assignment of tasks
5. Next meeting

(5) LOCK WORKERS - The contract which was to be drafted by Cdo. 
Noel some two weeks ago, still has not been completed. This 
proposed contract is to let BGUN be the agent for MIB. Cdo. 
Coard had already spoken to Cdo. Kizo about contacting the 
Cuban ships and Cdo. Noel is to follow up on this by contact-
ing Cdo. Kizo.

(6) INVITATIONS FROM THE U.S.S.R. - They have sent to sets of invi-
tations to the Central Committee. The first invites five

3...CC members to visit
CC members to visit the Soviet Union for a period of rest and recreation lasting one month and another five to come for a period of 18 days for a working visit and also to familiarise themselfs with that country. These two sets of invitations will be discussed at the CC meeting for this p.m.

(7) Regina Taylor – Cde. Louison reported that in a conversation with Regina Taylor she stated that there is a great potential for her to get funds for the youth, CFe and other programmes. In fact, she has already gotten some. But in order to be able to do so at the fullest, she must not be working with Government because these agencies are Non-Governmental Organisations that do not give money to Governments. DECISION – Sister Taylor should be put in an "independent" office with a Secretary/Typist, but be accountable to Cde. Coord.

Cde. Louison

is to contact Cde. Miles on the formation of ART (Agency for Rural Transformation) or THEUST (Through U Service and Transformation). This will be the department Sister Regina will be employed with.

(8) Drivers – Cde. Bishop disclosed that 50 persons are needed as soon as possible to be trained to be car, truck and jeep drivers.

Other Business:
- Aerial survey; Cde. Austin to check Joe Campbell on what facilities he has to do the aerial survey of country.
- Carnival plans are on the way.
- Certain mistakes were made in the organisation of the CRC conference:
  (1) leaving Judy in charge and
  (2) neglecting to invite the CCC
  (3) weak or no mobilisation at all for Sunday's opening.
- Cdees. Bishop and Louison are to meet with the executive members of the Christian Peace Council.

Hazel Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING

WEDNESDAY 20TH MAY 1987

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop - Chairman
Sylvyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
George Louison
Vincent Noel

Comrades absent:-
Bernard Courid
Kenrick Raix
Hudson Austin

Agenda:-
1. The Church
2. Dr. Gononales
3. C.A.T of St. Vincent
4. Barabados report
5. F.W.U.
6. Electricity
7. Cassiacou report
8. S.W.W.U. situation
9. African Liberation Day
10. Ian Cheret.

(1) THE CHURCH - Cde. Louison led off the discussion here stating that four church events have taken place in the past week here:-(1) The CPC conference, (2) Catholic Teachers Annual Convention, (3) CYC Annual Convention, (4) CADEC Conference. He reported that Bishop Charles raised the issue of two Prime Ministers with him on Friday last, saying that he hopes nobody is peeved about him having made that statement. Cde. Louison responded by saying that as far as we know, there is only one Prime Minister here and that if there is claim about another one, we will have to look for his power base.

He also stated that at the Catholic Teachers Convention, last Friday, he (Cde. Louison) spoke of the two interpretations Christian Education can have; that being part of the theme.

At Sunday’s CYC Convention - the Nicaraguan Priest who was here for the CPC Conference gave a very good speech that went down very well. Bishop Charles was obviously extremely angered and responded by himself asking the priest questions, which is very unusual for that forum. He even went so far as to ask the crowd questions such as, “Do you want to see your priests in the Militia?” Cde. Louison stated that Bishop Charles was “put under manners” by the thunderous applause the Nicaraguan priest received. The CPC people who spoke also, were very good.

CADEC CONFERENCE - Cde. Louison reported here too. He indicated that Bishop Charles was very low-keyed and defensive in his presentation. David Mitchell, he said also gave a good speech and the general mood there was very good and warm. Cde. Louison’s speech also went down good. He touched on a number of points including; (a) CADEC in development in the past ten years and that the conditions that existed then still exist now, (b) the achievements of the Revolution are similar to the work they are trying to do in terms of the social and economic programmes, (c) the regional and interna-

2/...tional economic and
tional economy and peace situation, (d) that they as church people, recognizing the struggle to form CADEC must not be side-tracked in their efforts.

It was suggested that Peggy Nesfield should work with the CADEC people presently here to show them around.

David Mitchell also made a presentation at the CADEC Conference. In it he spoke of the importance of the black power struggle in the early 70's, the present day world situation, that CADEC must look at the social context in which developments are taking place, determine, and develop strategies.

Cde. Bishop then reported on a meeting he had with Rev. Lett. of the CCC from Antigua on Sunday morning last. The latter wanted to know what is happening in Grenada and of our relations with the Church. Cde. Bishop told him that there is no other Bishop or head of Church in Grenada that could have made such a statement as Bishop Charles made. He also told him that what Charles was implying when he made the statement about there being two Prime Ministers - one for the Church and one for the State - and in another church other than Catholic, and with other denominations present, is that his church is the real church and all others should join it.

Rev. Lett. disclosed to Cde. Bishop that the progressive church in the region is under serious pressure in that there is a great chance of the reactionaries taking power in the upcoming elections for the CCC. As a result, he expressed the view that Grenada cannot just sit down and not respond any counter-revolutionary activity from the Church. He pointed out to Rev. Lett. that they would have to carry the struggle themselves and expose Bishop Charles if necessary. What he suggested is that Rev. Lett. should talk to Bishop Charles himself.

Rev. Lett. disclosed that it is hard to dispel all the theology picked up during one's school days regarding the concept of "pie in the sky". He also made a distinction between what he called "atheistic communism and just plain communism.

The General observation was made that the Church has decided to make a major thrust against the Revolution again and that they are in close contact with the backward Church teachers.

The following points were noted:
(a) Sydney Charles' clandestine meeting with the Venezuelan OAS Ambassador, Cardozo.
(b) Charles' speech at the CPC Ecumenical Service (at which he made the statements about PM and PRAI, two P.M.'s, etc.)
(c) meeting with Regina Taylor, calling the

37...priests at the
priests at the CPC Conference leftists and querying
the decision to hold the Conference here and not in
Budnor as was suggested.
(d) meeting with Phil Wheaten of ETICA
(o) meetings with the CPC crowd (some of them)
(f) his interview (the only one) on the recent CBS
TV Station, which viciously attacks the Revolu-
tion.
(g) his three encounters with Cde. Louison at dif-
cerent occasions during the last week.

Cde. Strachan flat that the time had come when Bishop
Charles should be called in and given a strong warning.

Cde. Whiteman expressed the view and Comrades agreed
that the present problems being experience with the
Church are a result of the Party's negligence in e-
forming a committee for that specific purpose. In
this regard, Comrades are to start looking for such
possible people.

Here, Cde. Louison reported that he met with the Cu-
ban comrade who is in charge of repulsive affairs in
the PCC—he was here for the CPC Conference. He spoke
of the development of the Party's work in the Church
and said that a CC member is in charge of that area
of work.

Comrade Bishop also disclose that because of Cde.
Louison's presentations, he has been the target for
criticisms from both Fathers Bernard and Petor.

In light of all the above, the following decisions
were taken:

A. The following taped speeches should be transcribed,
to be edited by Cde. Louison:

i. Cde. Bishop's speech at the Opening of
the CPC Conference

ii. Costa Rican priest at the opening of
the CPC Conference

iii. The Soviet priest at the opening
of the CPC Conference

iv. Cde. Louison at the CPC Conference

v. Bishop Charles at the CPC Ecumeni-
cal Service

vi. Cde. Louison at the Catholic Teachers
Annual Convention

vii. Cde. Louison at the CYC Annual Con-
vention

viii. Nicaraguan priest at the CYC Annual
Convention

ix. Cde. Louison at the CADEC Conference

B. The following package was also agreed upon:

i. Cde. Bishop to speak to Fr. Martin (he being
the most progressive of the priests).

ii. Cde. Whiteman to speak to Lucky Bernard
(Those two discussions will center around
the present situation with the Church's re-
lation with the TRG—a "Lett-type discus-
sion").

iii. A letter to the F.W.I. (decided upon after
much discussion)

iv. Identify the people in the Roman Catholic

4/...Church Executive Council

52 - 3
There was a very long, intense discussion on the question of religion generally, especially among Cdeas. Bishop, Strachan and Louison. This consumed a great portion of the time. The view was expressed that it should be a PB and CC agenda item.

Also taking up much discussion was the question as to where the middle class was now in terms of support for the Revolution. Some comrades felt that presently the middle class was showing firm support for the Revolution, while others felt that this was not the case—that in fact, that strata was moving away from the Revolution. Comrades also questioned the position regarding national unity at this time.

Comrade Louison is to talk to Mrs. Byer. She was requesting that either a group of church people go to Cuba to look at the question of the church there, or that a group from Cuba comes here. It was decided that the latter would be the better model and Cde Louison is to try to get her to agree to it.

The Dr. Gonzales issue was discussed.

P.W.U. - Cde. Noel reported he held a meeting with the PWU Cell. He said that it seems that elections will be next week and that the cell can bring out about 80 people as opposed to 250/250 by the Union. He was suggesting that if an announcement could be made regarding the increased salaries, the turnout would be more. He wondered whether a clear announcement in this regard could not be made about this between now and Monday.

Cde. Bishop explained that this would be difficult, because of certain problems and that the issue was due to be discussed this afternoon at Cabinet meeting.

ELECTRICITY - Cde. Strachan disclosed that Salarie of the G.E.S. called him yesterday morning, stating that there is a crisis in the company. The crisis is that they only have two days supply of fuel in storage and that the boat is to pass here during that time. However, ES90 has threatened to let the company by-pass Grenada unless they are paid the $47,000 owing them. He also said that the Company has not been able to collect their money because no bills have been issued, which is a result of the NCR machine not functioning.

G.E.S. was told that they should ask for a 60-day
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instead of a 30-day line of credit. This they have done, but ESSO has refused to agree.

Cde. Strachan stated that he told Salfori that Taylor should be run up and told explicitly that he must pay off his debts.

Cde. Bishop suggested that Cde. Strachan call him in and speak to him about the money from Taylor.

OTHER THINGS:-
- The Hermitage/Tivoli area is "on the bill" again and Cde. Bishop said that he had received reports saying that there was a "jump-up" in the streets there last night.
- There will be the launching of a party in June, "come hell or high water".
- Stanley Roberts has been saying since April, that when June comes, "they go see".
- The Lybian Chagge D'ffairs says that he has received information saying that America plans to move decisively on us in the next three months - to get us out of power in that time.
- All this must be linked and co-ordinated.

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 27TH MAY,
1981

Comrades present:--
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Vincent Noel - late
Kenrick Radix
George Louison

Comrades absent:--
Bernard Coard
Hudson Austin

AGENDA:--
(1) GRENLSC
(2) Agricultural Sub-Division Iaw
(3) GCNA Account
(4) Comrade Radix’s report
(5) Barbados Report/Trinidad trip
(6) African Liberation Day delegates

Before starting the agenda, the decisions of the last PB
meeting were "looked through" to see whether they were im-
plemented and the Secretariat was told to keep check RPG
to ensure that the tapes get done. On decision Bi., Cde.
Bishop did not speak with Fr. Bastin, Bii., Cde. Whiteman
did not speak to Lucky Bernard as the latter is out of the
country, Bi., the letter to FWI was done, Biv., Cde.
Louison leaves for Trinidad this afternoon.

Cde. Louison
spoke to Sister Judy, but she was not sure as to the
members on the R.C. church council and she is to try to
get the information and contact Cde. Louison. However,
she did confirm that the Bishop personally chooses the
people who are to be Council members.

Cde. Radix said that
in speaking to his mother, she had the same to say about
the R.C. Church Council - she said that democracy is dying
in there.

(1) GRENLSC - Barclays Bank will send a letter, saying
that they will grant GFS a loan of 400,000 if Cde. Bishop
sings the letter, thus taking the personal undertaking
to see that the loan is repaid. Cde. Bishop asked Mr.
Commission to add "or the Minister he designates" to the
letter. This was agreed upon and Cde. Strachan signed
the letter, thus making the money available for GFS. It
is to be repaid by September 31st, 1981.

It was noted that somebody from Cuba will be arriving here
on Friday to look at the machinery and make recommendations,
that Trevor Parrel should do an economic survey of the com-
pany and that we should look for alternative sources of
fuel - GFS has 8,000 customers.

Cde. Bullen, thenew Manager of GRENLSC gave the Political
Bureau a idea as to what is being done. He said that the
Board of Directors of the company met yesterday (May 26th)
and made some decisions:--

a. to pay BRSEQ the balance and work out with
Tony Joseph an arrangement for the future,
b. they have set up a committee to look at

2/...the cash flow situation.
the cash flow situation.
c. They are requesting a loan of $960,000 from the CDB
to do a complete overhaul of the machines and to buy
new ones. In this regard, he suggested that Cde.
Bishop speak to William Danna
d. Considering employing 10 persons temporarily to
write out the outstanding bills
e. Pursue to give a report on the generating plant and
the present supply of spare parts
f. the accountant (Salfaelli) to give a report on the
company's fixed assets, cash projection for the
next 6 months and expenditure.

It was disclosed that GES collects about $700,000 -
$800,000 monthly.

Cde. Bullen also said that the main problem now is the cash
flow which has been affected by the NCR machines which have
been non-functional for some time. Consequently, bills are
6 weeks old. In this regard, Cuba might be willing to lend,
give or sell us such a machine. Cde. Bullen is to get the
specifications of the present NCR machine, inform Ashley Taylor
who will then contact Richard Jacobs to give Sister Coard,
presently in Cuba, to see if it is available there. How-
ever, the following people are all versed in computers, will
be checked to see what other possibilities are open:
Boston Radix, Errol Coard and Byran Campbell. There is
also a computer at the Ministry of Planning, which was
given to us as a gift from David Wellington, that is to
be checked for possible use.

Mario Bullen and Dennis Augustine to be telephoned on ob-
taining spare parts.

The new Manager disclosed that under Rodney George's con-
tract, he received $36,000 yearly, a house, car and $1,000
entertainment allowance. Rodney George is also liable to
get paid for three months after the termination of his
services. The end of May will be the end of the three
months.

Comrades felt that the "surplus" from Rodney George's con-
tract should be adjusted appropriately.

Comrade Bullen also disclosed that CDC is paid a Manage-
ment fee and a Commission fee which runs into thousands
of dollars. This money comes from GES.

Two letters are to be sent by Angus Smith, as Acting Per-
manent Secretary in the Ministry of Finance to CDC and
GRENLEC, outlining the government's position.

Comrades suggested that some propaganda be done to persua-
ded customers to pay their bills and that a pamphlet be
done which can be used for house to house, outlining the
present situation in GRENLEC. Cde. Whitman suggested
that Cde. St. Bernard write the pamphlet and said that he
would inform him at CC meeting later that day.
It was also agreed that the 1960 Law on GES be repealed.

(2) AGRICULTURAL SUB-DIVISION LAW - A law has been drafted
to generally bring the land "under manners". It is called

3/...the LAND DEVELOPMENT
the LAND DEVELOPMENT AND UTILISATION FUND. It is based on examples from countries like Jamaica and St. Kitts. It allows for the Land Commission to declare certain lands, agricultural and rural and receive a development plan for that land. It also makes it legal for the transfer of the land title to Government and compensation later.

Cæ, Radix has been given the draft which was done by Miles Fitzpatrick to be studied and for him to report to Economic Bureau on Friday 29th May. Cæ. Radix is also to check Miles Fitzpatrick on the purchase of a house in St. Paul's point for $200,000.

(3) GOA ACCOUNTS - Cæ. Whitman reported that there are reported irregularities in the GOA account and that some 1½ million lbs. of sugar is allegedly missing from the Granville Matnag Pool. He felt that this should be discussed at OC level, but it was decided that it will be discussed at Economic Bureau meeting on Friday 29th May.

(4) COMRADE RADIX'S REPORT - Cæ. Radix reported on his trip to the U.S. which was mainly to beat back the reverse propaganda that was being spread up there, through the television programme on CBS, done by Dave Naresh.

He said that a programme on WIR Radio Station, organised to beat back the propaganda that was supposed to be 1½ hour, ended up being 1½ hrs. During the radio programme, there was only one caller who supported Dave Naresh.

Comrade Radix said that about 5 meetings were held to mobilise people for the demonstration against the CBS programme. The demonstration did come off and was very good with about 150 persons participating. Most of this number were middle aged people, including some whites. He did not take part.

He said no equal time was allowed on CBS and that lawyers are looking into the programme for possible charges of libel.

Also, he went into Washington, he held a "ret togeth'" at Sister Williams' house where people from the Black United Front and Friends of Grenada were present.

Cæ. Radix said that in New York, he held a Press Conference with some 35 pressmen, including some from the Caribbean and CBS. He and Sister Williams attended the Conference of Black Journalists. Cæ. Radix brought greetings from Tony Mantho.

Cæ. Radix reported that he met with Robert Bunch, Director of the Caribbean Section of the State Department. They have admitted that they interfered in the airport/IMF issue. They also slipped out the fact they want to finance an independent newspaper here and wanted to know if we have given Cuba permission to use the Airport as a military base. Regarding the acceptance of our US Ambassador, they said that the matter is still under consideration and that we will hear from them, but they could not say what the decision will be. Cæ. Radix also raised with them the fact that President Reagan has not replied to
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P.M. Bishop's letter. They replied that a verbal reply was given by their representative in Barbados. Cde. Radix told them that he did not have any knowledge of this. The State Department expressed disappointment that we had given publicity to the letter without waiting for a reply. Cde. Radix protested their interference in the Airport/IPE issue and they said they saw it as legitimate. They also said that they are still formulating their policy towards Grenada. They also raised the questions of election and the press.

Cde. Radix reported that the BPF is gaining in prestige and that the Black Political Party is holding their conference in August and they want somebody from the Party to attend it. He said that they were able to mobilise 45,000 people for the anti-war march that took place in Washington. He said that also that the 7th Pan African Congress organisers want to hold the Congress here and that they are setting up a Steering Committee with people responsible for different areas. He also stated that there is a conference coming up soon to be held in Paris, to press for Namibia's independence.

Cde. Radix also said that he met Baseo who claims to know a former CIA man. Baseo said that he discovered that a decision was made to bring down the FNS. He also felt that we should try to form some support in the churches and that he will soon be seeing Archbishop Poutin who he described as being simplified.

Baseo wants permission to write on Grenada, would also like to see Kennedy and wants to know if anybody will be able to see him if he comes here.

Here, Cde. Bishop analyzed that Baseo is trying to get back into the West Indian community and is seeking to use Grenada for that purpose. He also made the following points:

- Bill Schap and Ellen Ray send their greetings.
- Cde. Burke said he send down a fellow to Cde. Louison about some students and 28 teachers who went to come here to help for a while.
- Cde. Taylor should move from Manhattan to Brooklyn in order to do more community work.
- Cde. Burke is also not doing enough community work and somebody is needed to do that.
- Samorie is to send down his proposed programme.
- The Grenada Friendship Society is to be re-launched on June 19th.
- The NY mission has put together a March 13th Programme.
- The rally that was held in NY had about 250 persons.

Cde. Radix ended his report by suggesting that for future anniversaries of the Revolution, different committees should go to different places to hold colour ideas, e.g. North America, London, Europe and the Caribbean.

Cde. Louison said that Ricky Parris of Barbados wants us to print their minimum programme. Decision - it can be done once FNI has the facilities.
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY, 3RD JUNE, 1981

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Kenrick Radix
George Louison
Unison Whitman
Vincent Noel

Comrades absent:-
Bernard Coard
Hudson Austin

AGENDA:-

(1) Detention Tribunal
(2) OECS
(3) E M A Welsh
(4) June 15th
(5) Grace James
(6) Spare parts from South Korea
(7) FAW/IELD Conference
(8) Sonny Mark's phone call
(9) Foreign Ministers' Conference
(10) Libya/USSR Ambassador
(11) Letter from Richard Jacobs
(12) Security
(13) Libyan delegation
(14) Ashley Wills/Aussel
(15) Venezuela fuel
(16) Response to C3S
(17) CC assessment weekend

(1) DETENTION TRIBUNAL - Cde. Radix has been assigned the task of getting three new names to replace those presently on the Tribunal.

(2) ORGANISATION OF EASTERN CARIBBEAN STATES - Cde. Bishop said that the signing of the Treaty is to take place next week, but that there are some articles in it that he is not pleased with, e.g. Article 8. The decision - the topic will be discussed at Cabinet meeting that afternoon.

(3) WELSH - Cde. Radix stated that E M A Welsh had resigned, but had later withdrawn his resignation. Decision - Walsh is to be transferred to the National Secretariat under Kurt Strachan to do organising and protocol work.

(4) GRACE JAMES - Cde. Radix told the P,B, of Grace James' connection with the rastas. A decision was already taken on this issue - i.e., that she should be fired from her present job. Cde. McFarlane was told to check on it and ensure that it is done.

(5) JUNE 15TH - That day is now called HECKLES DAY instead of BUTLER/STRACHAN DAY. A Propaganda Plan and a draft pamphlet were submitted by Cde. McFarlane. The Propaganda Plan dealt with ways of encouraging the masses to come out to the Rally - getting rid of the fear left from the bomb blast last year. Both the plan and the pamphlet were accepted by the Bureau with minor changes.

"...The pamphlet will
The pamphlet will be published by Friday, 5th June. They were submitted to the P.C. on the C.C.'s suggestion. A draft letter to the T.U.C. was also accepted.

(6) SPARE PARTS FROM SOUTH KOREA - Col. Whitman disclosed that spare parts are needed for some tractors and that they are only available from South Korea. DECISION - Col. Whitman is to organise the purchase of the parts.

(7) P&G MEETINGS - It was noted that there has been a long lapse since the last P&G meeting and that some people are feeling isolated and are drifting. Col. Bishop felt that if all Ministers are unable to attend the meetings, then a conscious effort should be made to ensure that about 2-4 ministers be present at any one meeting. DECISION - P&G meetings to be held fortnightly on a Tuesday, starting next Tuesday, June 8th at 2.00 p.m.

A Secretary to the P&G is to be appointed in the person of Rachel Bain, who is presently the recording Secretary to the Cabinet. The Cabinet Secretary, Marcella David, has been told to draft a letter informing the relative P&G members of the recommencement of P&G meetings and that these meetings are to proceed on a pre-set agenda. Rachel Bain is also responsible for reminding members of the meeting.

(8) FWU/ILO CONFERENCE - Under FWU, it was reported by Col. Bishop that the negotiations had taken a drastic turn. The unions are claiming that they know what their members want and that that the teachers and nurses should not get the increases that had already been agreed upon. Col. Bishop felt that two errors were made (a) agreeing to the communiqué and (b) giving Chris Ram the negotiating power. DECISION - We are now back to "Square One".

ILO CONFERENCE - Robby Robinson is to be recalled from the conference being held in Geneva. Col. Fennis Augustine is to replace him to be accompanied by Col. Strachan who leaves here on Sunday. Col. Strachan will telex Robby Robinson to return home and will brief Col. Fennis Augustine on the situation re. FWU negotiations.

(9) SONNY MARK'S PHONE CALL - Col. Bishop revealed that Sonny Mark had telephoned him about the recent CBS programme. The latter said that he is concerned of the damage done by the programme and that Grenadian nationals in New York are demoralised. He said that he has asked the Mission to send a copy of the Grenada Human Rights Council's report to every national. Apart from that, he is also suggesting that an "independent" person goes to New York to address a rally that will be organised by him.

Comrades felt that the suggestion is worth a try and names as Bristol, Chasley David and Danny Williams were suggested for the "independent"
type. However, the tentative feeling of the Bureau is that Dr. John Watts should be that person. However, the topic is to be placed on the agenda for next week's F.I.I. meeting. In the meantime, Cde. Whitman is to check Dr. Watts when he (Dr. Watts) returns.

(16) FOREIGN MINISTERS CONFERENCE - Cde. Bishop gave the Bureau an idea as to which countries/islands will be attending the Conference:

Guyana - No official reply
Trinidad - No reply
Barbados - said
St. Kitts A
Monsterrat -
Belize - No reply
Bahamas -
St. Vincent -
St. Lucia -
Dominica - will attend
Grenada -

It was decided that the following Comrades call these different countries, trying to persuade them to attend the Conference:

Guyana - Cde. Bishop
Trinidad - Cde. Radix/Louison
Jamaica - Cde. Coard (and also to contact the IMF and WCO to press JA)
St. Vincent Cde. Bishop will telephone
Cato (also speak to Monica
Joseph about the situation
there)

Dominica - The F.S. in the Ministry of External Affairs there said an
official will come

Monsterrat - Cde. Louison
Belize - Cde. Bishop

Cde. Bishop explained that to get a quorum, there must be five independent countries and one MDC. He is also due to meet with Mr. Cato on Mustique Island which is privately owned but has Vincentian Police and Immigration authorities.

(11) The Libyan/USSR Ambassador - It was noted that both ambassadors are urgently needed in these two countries and whoever it is needs to leave here this month. Cde. Bishop said that the only person in mind now is Cde. Gelinueau James, but no firm decisions were taken on this issue. It was also noted that Cde. Coard has said that the Libyan Ambassador is more key than the one for Iraq.

(12) LETTER FROM RICHARD JACOBS - Cde. Bishop read parts of a letter he received from Ambassador Jacobs. In it he raised many issues relating to Grenada's relations with different socialist countries. One of the things he said that they are most upset about is that many

4/...offers (particularly scholar-
offers (particularly scholarships) are being made to us and they have not been getting any reply. They felt that if we do not want to accept the offers, we should say so and they will give them to other countries.

Cde. Jacobs raised the issue of the Cde. Leader's visit to the U.S.S.R. in his letter. He said the visit is not sure and that the best way to "get to" the Soviet Union is through Bulgaria and or the G.D.R. He suggested that Cde. Bishop first pay a visit to these countries. He pointed out that Cde. Ortega has been to Moscow on four occasions, but has not seen Cde. Brezhnev on any of these visits.

Cde. Jacobs also stated that there are plans to have one Ambassador to Grenada representing all the socialist countries. He also conveyed an invitation to Cde. Noel to visit Yugoslavia for two weeks in December to look at workers' participation there.

We have also received offers from Bulgaria to send 24 Comrades to their Party School - 12 in June and another 12 in December. They also want 2 children between 6 - 14 years who are good in singing, drama etc. to visit there from 12th - 26th August. The C.C. is to look at that. Ten university scholarships are being offered by the G.W. - Cde. Louison will check it out.

Still in Cde. Jacobs' letter, the question of the construction of our Party's Headquarters was raised. Ambassador Jacobs said that the S.U. is willing to give us cement and other construction materials worth $150,000 (US). They want to get the information on the quantity of our needs, the address it should be sent to and the route the materials should be sent through to reach here.

Two engineers from the G.W. will be arriving here on June 12th in connection with a Printing machine that they will be giving F.W.I. - the Secretariat to inform Cde. Rojas, to organise transport, accommodation and other arrangements for them.

Finally, Cde. Jacobs said that the Hungarians will be sending down some crates of food, clothes and medicine to us. It will arrive here on June 6th.

(13) SECURITY - This item was not really discussed, but Cde. Noel pointed out that Cde. Owusu to him noticed some detainees, particularly "Buck" Buhillall on the prisons' truck yesterday (June 2nd) on Young Street with very little security. He also told him that they ("Buck" etc.) were in the Court House likewise, to the extent that a priest was able to pass a note to "Buck". Cde. Owusu was asked to check it out.

It was also noted that the security for the detainees in the hospital is "J'add" and that Langdon (who is one of them) is reported to be in possession of two knives there. Cdes. felt that any day, he (langdon) can escape.

(14) LYBIAN DELEGATION - two Libyans will be arriving here this week.
(15) ASHLEY WILLS/RUSSEL - This item was not discussed.

(16) VENEZUELA FUEL - This item was not discussed.

(17) RESPONSE TO CHS - Cde. Radix has a "package" response, according to Cde. Bishop. But the former had to leave earlier to attend a meeting with the Cuban Collaboration team. So this item was not discussed.

(18) CC ASSESSMENT WEEKEND - The agenda for this has been changed. Instead of AGM, TEACHERS, MILITIA, NATIONAL SECURITY etc., it will now be Analysis, Evaluation, Criticism, Self-Criticism and a Line of March. The Secretariat is to inform the relevant comrades.

These items not formally on the agenda were discussed and the following decisions taken:

* Cde. Bullen at G. ENL EC should be given close daily supervision. (Nobody was assigned specifically to the task).

* The S.U. wants the CC comrades scheduled to visit there to come in the two groups of five - they are to go in groups of two and three.

* Cde. Ousu told the F.B. of reports he received stating that Carl Drakes has been putting the money from the Fisheries industry into his personal account. He takes the fish directly from the boats unto the truck and sells to Food Fair, Buy Rite, Holiday Inn, etc. Nobody seems to know how much fish is being sold and how much it is being sold for. Apart from that, he has been "bad-talking" the F.R.G. to the small fish vendors saying that the F.R.G. is planning to take over their business. He has also been heard saying that he cannot work for Government unless he is making something for himself. He also seems to have a line to Angus Smith, with the latter believing anything he tells him. A decision was already taken that Carl Drakes should not be allowed to handle finances of that industry. However, Cde. Ousu is to speak to Cde. Radix on the issue.

* It was reported that there is a conflict between the constructors, St. John and James Phillip. St. John was given the job of construction of the Sauteurs Health Clinic initially, but later the Ministry gave it to James Phillip without recalling St. John, so that both are constructing the clinic. Cdes. also described Arthur George of the Health Ministry as incompetent and guilty of sabotage. It was the general feeling that the Ministry is very disorganised and that there is a group there that are consciously trying to throw out the progressives eg. Candida Alleyne etc. The F.B. will discuss getting a Secretary for Health at the next meeting.

* The delegation to the Conference in Mexico from 17th - 22nd June will be headed by Cde. George Louison.
* Grenada should take the initiative at the UN on the zone of peace. Benny Langaine is to do the research by checking the documents he has and checking Cde. Caldwell Taylor.

* Cde. Nazim Burke is to attend Economic Bureau meeting on Friday, 5th June, to give the Bureau an idea on the state of relations with the socialist world - i.e. our requests to them and their responses.

* Cde. Louison should get a taped list of all the scholarships that have been offered to us. Comrades felt that there is need to take a more serious approach to that question.

* Cde. Bishop stated that he desperately needs a Personal Assistant. He said that the person has to be a CC member - Ian/Kojo type. The topic is to be discussed at next P.C. meeting.

* The minutes of Political/Economic Bureau meetings must include: (a) items left back to be discussed (b) decisions requiring follow-up action. The Recording Secretary is to ensure that the left over items be put on the agenda of the following P/C meeting.

* External Affairs has bust their budget for the year in the first five months of this year.

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:-

* Did Cde. Radix get the three names for the Detention Tribunal?

* Was the CECs issue discussed at Cabinet meeting?

* Was EMA Welsh transferred to the National Secretariat?

* Has Cde. Whiteman organised the purchase of the spare parts for the tractors from South Korea?

* Has the letters gone off to the relevant comrades about the recommencement of the TRG meetings and is Lechel Bain now the TRG's Secretary?

* Is a pre-set agenda been organised for the meetings?

* Has Robby Robinson being recalled from the ILO Conference - did Cde. Strachan telex him?

* Has Cde. Whiteman contacted John Watts about addressing the rally in New York?

* Did the following comrades get in touch with the following countries to persuade them to attend the Foreign Ministers Conference here:-

  Bishop - Guyana, St. Vincent, Belize
  Radix - Trinidad
  Louison - Jamaica and EMI, W.I.

* Did Cde. Bishop also speak to Monica Joseph on the situation in St. Vincent?

* Did the N.C. look at the question of the 26 scholarships to the Party School in the G.R and the 2 children to go there for two weeks?

7/...Has Comrade Louison
* Has Comrade Louison:-
  - checked out the ten university scholarships to the GJR?
  - prepared the lists of scholarships offered to us?
* Did the Secretariat:-
  - contact Cpt. Belfon re. the drawings for the Party's HQ?
  - inform Don Rojas about the engineers arriving here on June 12th?
  - call the relevant CC comrades re. the change in agenda for the weekend assessment?
  - contact Nazim to come to EF meeting on Friday, 5th June?
* Has Cde. Owusu checked out:-
  - the security for "Buck"?
  - the security for the detainees at the hospital?
  - the two knives Langton is alleged to have in his possession?
  - speak to Cde. Radix re. Carl Drake?
* Who is to supervise Cde. Gullen's GLENLEC work?
* Was Benny told to do the research on the zone of peace initiative to be taken at the UN and is he doing it?
* Was Grace James fired?
* What is the position with the decision that the socialist world send a team to look at the possibility of setting up a manufacturing industry here?

**These items were not discussed:-**

1. Ashley 'hills/Kussel
2. Venezuela fuel
3. Response to CUS

**These new items are to be discussed:-**

1. Sonny Mark's proposal (re: Watt's addressing rally in New York)
2. P.M.'s personal assistant
3. Secretary for health

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
ON WEDNESDAY 10TH JUNE
1981

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Vincent Noel
Kennick Radix
George Louison

Comrades absent:-
Bernard Coard
Huysin Austin
Unison Whiteman

AGENDA:-

(1) Minutes - Decisions requiring follow-up action
(2) FWU
(3) NISTEF
(4) Rodney's Day
(5) NEL Conference
(6) BUF Conference
(7) A.H. Hall
(8) Soweto Day
(9) June 12th
(10) Detainees
(11) Carl Drakes/NCD
(12) Socialism Classes

(1) MINUTES - From the look at the minutes of the last
Feb. meeting, the following is to be done;

a. Cde. Bishop to speak to Kurt Strachan about the
   transfer of EMA Welsh
b. The CC to look at the offer of 24 scholarships to
   the Tarty School in the GOR and 2 children to go
   there
c. Cde. Radix to get the names for the Detention Tri-
   buna by Friday, June 12th.
d. Cde. Louison to complete the type-written list of
   scholarships by Friday, 12th June
e. The C.C. to decide if Nigel James is to be put in
   Fisheries as suggested by Cde. Radix within 72 hours
   of today
f. Cde. Radix will have the agricultural law package
   ready by Friday, June 12th.

(2) NISTEF - Cde. Louison reported on this programme -
   that it is going very bad, basically because of the
   weak leadership in the person of Judith Sullien. He has
   not been meeting with the Comrades in that programme
   for a while. The programme, he said had taken a dras-
   tic turn in the last 6 weeks and Sis. Creft has only
   started doing some work with them in the last 2 weeks.
   Cde. Louison reported that some time ago, "Radio"
   called a meeting of the students in the programme,
   trying to close down the programme. However, he was
   beaten back. There was also indications that the
   programme was going to see a period of massive ab-
   senteeism. Some 75 persons have missed classes 5 or
   more times already.

   Cde. Louison disclosed that what
   the students are really objecting to is the quality
   of the lectures, the syllabus is not up-to-date, the
   lack of co-ordination and planning. He felt that, po-
litical problems could arise there.

He once again said that the fundamental problem is the leadership and that the option of moving Judith Bullen from there has to be seriously considered or the programme will fall. She had initially wanted to give up the programme, but Cde. Louison questioned whether she would be as inclined now.

Chris Searle, who has a MA degree in Teacher Education, can head the programme. Cde. Louison suggested, DECISION - Cde. Louison is to speak to Judith Bullen and according to her response, he should go ahead and let Chris Searle head the programme or discuss it with the Bureau again. Cde. Bishop is also to speak with Winston Bullen on the issue.

(3) FWU - Cde. Bishop told the Bureau that the FWU have been recommending more cuts in the salary increases put forward by the PRG. DECISION - Chris Ram is to "stand firm" on the figures recommended. He had called to get directives as negotiations were to recommence today.

(4) Rodney's Day - June 13th, this Saturday, will mark the first anniversary of the assassination of Walter Rodney. The Grenada Peace Council had sent a draft statement to be published on the day, for the Bureau to look at. It was read and comrades felt that the statement is a bit too "rough" and showed that some guidance is needed. It was decided that it should be done over and Cde. Bishop is to speak to Cde. Lambert about it. The general feeling was that the statement should express concern about nobody being arrested for the crime yet, it should also carry an anti-imperialist line, say something about Rodney's life and urge the authorities to expedite the matter.

(5) NCBL Conference - Cde. Bishop has received an invitation from the National Conference of Black Lawyers (NCBL) in the U.S.A. to attend and address their conference, taking place in Atlanta, Georgia next month. The theme of the conference is "Commitment, Organisation and Struggle - Moving a People's Agenda in the '80's". DECISION - Caldwell Taylor will attend the conference. Cde. Strachan to reply to the NCBL, informing them of the decision, stating that the Comrade Leader is unable to attend.

(6) BUF Conference - The Black United Front is having their annual conference on 3rd - 5th July. They are requesting that Cde. Coard or a PRG member attend, DECISION - Cde. James will attend it.

(7) A.H. Hall - Cde. Radix said Hall gave up his gun sometime ago. Now, he can hardly walk and thieves have stolen his household items. He is therefore requesting his gun be given back to him. DECISION - Cde. Radix is to explain to Hall that he spoke to the Security Minister who has told him:

3/.... a) there are many
a) there are many cases as his, but if he is given
back his weapon, it will set a precedence - Cde.
Bishop does not want to make exceptions
b) that a review is being done and he will be in-
formed appropriately.

(8) SOWETO DAY - Next Tuesday, June 16th will be
"SOWETO DAY", DECISION - The Secretariat to in-
form the St. George's FCS that they are to or-
ganise a indoor rap/rally for that day.

(9) JUNE 19TH - Cde. Bishop read parts of a note
that Jaqueline Creft left before her departure. She
said that the Principal of the B.B.S.S., Harris,
went to know if the school was going to be involved
in the June 19th activities. It was suggested that a
children's rally be held in that school during the
morning of the day. Cde. Louison is to speak to the
Principal of the school on something concrete - maybe
a student saying a poem at the rally.

As part of the
mobilisation for the rally, the following Bureau mem-
bers are to speak at these indoor raps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CMRA DE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grand Mall Com. Centre</td>
<td>MAR. 14th</td>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>7.00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler House</td>
<td>Mon. 15th</td>
<td>Coard</td>
<td>7.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaulieu</td>
<td>Mon. 15th</td>
<td>Whiteman</td>
<td>7.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul's</td>
<td>Wed. 17th</td>
<td>Radix</td>
<td>7.00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinsey School</td>
<td>Wed. 17th</td>
<td>Noel</td>
<td>7.00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cde. Bishop told the Bureau that the applicants in his
study group had suggested the following to help the
mobilisation for the June 15th rally:

o talks in all schools, using the fact that 2 of the
  3 murdered on June 19th, 1960 were students - Carol
  Davis is working on that
o work place visits by M7 - being organised by Cde.
  Noel
o block raps
o PA advertisement around town on the morning of 16th

o invitations to groups, trade unions, mass organisa-
tions to send a representative to sit at the platform
o the church could probably say something the day before
  being Corpus Christi - very unlikely
o get the teachers to tell the students about the
  day/matrycs (next week is Teachers week)
o radio interview explaining that security is tighter
  than last year - should not be done

It was noted that this year, there are four graves to visit
instead of one. Therefore, Bureau members will have to
split up to cover all four. Mobilisation should not con-
centrate on the wreath-laying ceremonies, but on the
rally itself.

(10) DETAINNEES - There is need to review the detainees
and come up with a package for the release of some.
Cde. Noel expressed concern over Ralph Thompson's
health. He said he had received reports saying that

4/...ralph's health is
Ralph's health is very bad. Cde. Bishop said he received a report on Ralph's health from the Cuban doctors and is due to get another one soon.

(11) CARL DRAKES - Cde. Noel reported that Carl Drakes has deposited $11,000 in the NCB recently - $10,000 incash. He said that the Bank workers are suspicous something and that the word has started going around in the banking world or corruption in the state sector and that the FRG is now becoming the "laughing stock".

Cde. Radix responded that Carl Drakes has been asked to hand over all the vouchers, and bills that he has and that the accounts are being audited. However, Cde. Radix stated that the Ministry of Fisheries is in dire need of an accountant who is a "party-type". Carl Drakes suggested somebody to him, but other bureau comrades advised against getting him. Cde. Radix was insisiting on Nigel James being the person. DECISION - The S.C. is to take a decision and inform Cde. Radix within 72 hours of today.

(12) SOCIALISM CLASSES - Cde. Noel reported that he had spoken to workers who have been attending the classes. They claim that the classes are not related to our situation and uninteresting. He felt that the wrong material is being used also.

A lengthy discussion followed as to whether colonialism is a part/tactic of imperialism. And it was felt that since some comrades have different views, the topic should be one for study.

Comrades also had different opinions on why the numbers at the Socialism classes are falling. Some suggested that it is because of organisational problems, while others felt that it is because of the topic being taught and that too many terminologies been used.

As to the content of the classes themselves, some comrades felt that the first thing that should have been done is the History of Grenada, highlighting the different phases. The way it has been done now, is that the topic Development of Society is taught with reference to our history. Although there is not much documented material on our history, comrades felt there was enough to make a start (could start from Fedon period) and that the syllabus being used presently is wrong. Cde. Bishop thought that a "Why are we poor?" approach might be a good start.

However, it was clearly expressed that the syllabus should be looked at carefully to determine its suitability.

These items not formally on the agenda were discussed:

- Cde. Raymond Layne's work at the Agro-Industrial Plant is being seriously affected by his regular absence from that job. This is because he is also Chairman of the St. George's FCB - the two jobs are clashing.
jobs are clashing. DECISION - The O.C. is to look at the matter.

- Cde. Radix suggested that all the bodies of our matrys be brought together in one central place - have a memorial. It's a good idea, but might meet families' disapproval.

- Fr. Bernard has written Cde. Bishop a letter. In it he says that he went to visit Langdon at the hospital, who knowing that Fr. Bernard was leaving on vacation, gave him the phone numbers to contact his family who he has not been in contact with for a while. However, the guard, having seen Langdon pass the paper to him, took it from Fr. Bernard. Fr. Bernard is alleged to have fired a cuff at the guard in response and is now claiming that the guard took his notebook also. DECISION - Cde. Owusu should do an investigation into the matter and submit a formal report to the Bureau in about 2 weeks.

- Cde. Bishop has received a letter from the Conference of Churches here stating:

a) complaining that they are asked to do the March 13th Church Service at the last minute - they should receive the invitation 3 weeks in advance
b) The service should begin at 7.00 p.m.
c) it should start the activities for the Festival

- Need to make a formal reply to the CBS programme.

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:

* Have the tasks under Item (1) from a to f being completed?
* Did Cde. Louison speak to Judith Bullen re. NISTEP?
* Did Cde. Bishop speak to Winston Bullen?
* Has Cde. Bishop spoken to Swinton Lambert re. GFC statement on Rodney's assassination anniversary?
* Did Cde. Strachan reply to the NCBL re. their conference?
* Has Cde. Owusu been informed that he is to attend the BUF Conference in July?
* Did Cde. Radix speak to A.H. Hall re. his weapon?
* Did the Secretariat contact the St. Geroge's PCD re. Soweto Day?
* Has Cde. Louison spoken to Harris of B.B.S.S. re. June 15th?
* What is the result of the look into bills and vouchers from Carl Drakes?
* Has the O.C. looked at:
  o Nigel James being attached to Agro-Industries/Fisheries?
  o Raymond Layne - PCB/Agro Flanct conflict?
* What is the position with the decision that the socialist world send a team to look at the possibility of setting up a manufacturing industry here?

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 17TH JUNE, 1981.

Comrades present:
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Vincent Noel
Unison Whiteman
Kenrick Radix

Comrades absent:
Selwyn Strachan
Hudson Austin
George Louison

AGENDA:

1. Party Headquarters
2. Mexico trip
3. Lybian delegation
4. FWU
5. Two ambassadors
6. OECS Treaty
7. Heroes Day

(1) PARTY HEADQUARTERS - A third cable from the Soviet Union has been received re. materials we need for the construction of the Party headquarters. DECISION - Rer. Secy. to contact Cde. Burke who is to send OFF a response by cable saying that the architectural drawings for the building are in the process of completion. Cde. Radix and Noel are now in charge of the drawings.

(2) MEXICO TRIP - Cde. Louison who is to head the delegation to the conference in Mexico next week was absent from the meeting, but Cde. Coard reported that he had contacted Gloria Payne to coordinate the plans for the trip. He also said that Terry and Paul are critical to the trip. It was also suggested that the team should get a briefing from the comrades in Cuba - Cde. Bishop will work on this. He is also to send a letter to President Portillo.

(3) LYBIAN DELEGATION - Nobody seems to be able to say where the Lybian delegation that was supposed to be visiting here is at present - not even the Lybian Embassy in Guyana knows.

(4) FWU - None of the Bureau members have received a report on the negotiations with the FWU which was scheduled to take place last Saturday, June 13th. Cde. Coard felt that teachers and nurses should get a bigger increase.

(5) TWO AMBASSADORS - Grenada has to designate an ambassador to the USSR and one to Lybia. Cdes. Coard suggested Sister Dessima Williams for the first, saying that he felt she will do a good job, plus, gain more experience. He also pointed out that she will be a disaster if she is based here.

To fill her place in Washington, Ashley Taylor, Mathew Williams and Merle Collins were suggested.

As our Ambassador to Lybia, Comrades, Leon Cornwall, Fitzie Bain, "Headache" and Ge'lo James were suggested. The Bureau is to look at the possibility of sending Cde. James again.

It was reported that the Guyanese community here is spreading adverse propaganda about Carroll Davis.

(6) OECS TREATY - Cde. Bishop was due to leave on Thursday
morning for St. Kitts to sign that treaty. He raised the topic of the artilces on Security and Defense. Cde. Coard raised that of Foreign Policy. Cde. Bishop read the relevant part of the document. However, it was decided that the issue was to be discussed later that day.

(7) HEROES DAY AGENDA- Cdes. felt that the three comrades to speak at the rally on that day should be the Comrade Leader, Fitzie Bain and Coard.

THESE OTHER ISSUES WERE RAISED:

o Cde. Coard expressed worry about the need to make some key critical decisions on the economy in the light of the present situation.

o Cde. Ventour called from Havana. Cde. Bartholomew and himself are still stranded there, waiting to go to Moscow. Cde. Ventour told Cde. Bishop that the Soviets are still insisting on all 5 invitees going at the same time. It was pointed out that this will be impossible and that if they cannot accept the 2-3 model, then the comrades might have to return home.

o Cde. Strachan also called. He is attending the ILO Conference in Geneva, which he thinks he underestimated, where there are about 2000 delegates. He spoke to the Comrade Leader and told him that he goes to London on Friday and will be addressing a rally there on Sunday. He should be home early next week.

The Rec. Secty. is to ensure that when the pamphlet on "The Grenadian Voice" is out, that it is sent to the London Mission and the other missions, on Friday morning. This information Comrade Strachan will need to have in time to address the rally. The Rec. Secty. is also to ensure that he is sent a telex, summarising the rally.

Cde. Strachan also reported that Lloyd Noel who is abroad has held two meetings. It was disclosed that he also has access to the Gouyave Militia and that he has received ammunition from them already.

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:-

o Did the letter go off to President Fortillo?

o Were the telexes sent off to Cde. Strachan?

o Did Cde. Turke send off the telex re. the Party headquarters to the S.U.?

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY

56 - 2
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING ON

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Kenrick Radix
Unison Whiteman
George Louison
Vincent Noel
Non-F.B. Members:-
Liam James
Bwart Layne
Einstein Louison

Comrades absent:-
Selwyn Strachan
Hudson Austin

AGENDA:- No firm agenda was set.

(1) Comrades James, Louison and Layne came to discuss the present threat being posed by the rasta elements - particularly since it was learnt that they are planning to attack one of the PRA camps on Friday - and possible measures to deal with that situation.

Major Louison stated that all camps were on alert last night and that a place is being constructed to house the 300 rastas that will be "picked up". Cde. Bishop stated that he was totally against taking up 300 of them and cutting their hair as was proposed.

Cde. James stated that he had spoken to Cde. Hizado about the issue. The latter showed concern about the issue and felt that we would be isolated regionally and internationally. Cde. James questioned what would be the attitude/mood after the operation, the implications for the youth work, how will the rastas be influenced to work, the reactor of the population. He suggested that in order to 'legitimise' our grabbing any rastas, we should allow them to carry out their attack as planned and then take them. The Comrade leader felt that is too dangerous - it could very well end up in people being killed on both sides.

A very detailed discussion followed on the different ways of handling the situation. Cde. Coard reminded the meeting that the party, for the last 22 years has always been reluctant to take firm decisions on key issues e.g. Torchlight, Nang Nang, Stanley Cyrus, etc.

Major Layne expressed very deep concern on what would be the effect on the Army, Militia and NYO.

At the end of the lengthy discussion, it was decided:-

a. Major Louison continues his camp model
b. Cde. James to focus on identifying major national rasta leaders and sub-leaders
c. infiltration of the rasta camps (at least one - Belmont)
d. amend the powers of the magistrates

(2) PNC INVITATION - The PNC of Guyana has sent an invitation for our party to attend their Fourth Biennial Congress from August 22nd - 21th. The invitation was accepted and the Rec. Secty. is to

...send a reply.
send a reply. However, the Bureau did not decide on any names as yet.

BUFF CONFERENCE - Cde. James was due to attend this conference from July 3rd - 5th. However this decision has been reversed in light of the present situation. Instead, Cde. Taylor will go - Cde. James is to inform him.

(4) ADDITIONAL FLIGHT - Cde. Bishop reported that if we are to get an additional flight from Cuba, it will mean that the plane will have to stop off at Aruba or Curacao. But somebody needs to go there to discuss the proposal - Cde. Whiteman is in charge of this,

(5) TRAINING - Cde. Bishop reported that Ambassador Rizzo has told him that we need to train more specialists for the airport equipment - Cde. Strachan is to be informed of this on his return.

(6) S.I. CONFERENCE - George Brice should be invited to the conference. However, Grenada is only hosting the conference and is not in a position to issue invitations.

(7) EAST GERMANY - A CC comrade who is in charge of his party's finances is here. Cde. Louison has spoken to him, but other comrades should check him.

(8) RASTA - Desmond Trotter is to be sent back to Dominica before the rasta leaders are picked up. They should be picked up as they are seen.

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETINGS ON SATURDAY, 27TH JUNE, AND WEDNESDAY 1ST JULY 1981

SATURDAY - Cdes. present:-
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Hudson Austin
George Louison
Kenrick Radix
Non-PB Member: Liam James

Cdes. absent:-
Bernard Coard
Vincent Noel

AGENDA:- No firm agenda was set

Only the following two (2) decisions were taken;
1. Hope Vale to be used as the centre for housing the rastas picked up
2. Cde. James to contact Winston Bullen re. switching on the lights in the Hope Vale building

WEDNESDAY - Cdes. present:-
all above plus Cdes. Noel and Coard

AGENDA:- No firm agenda was set. Cde. Louison presented a budget of $2.1M for work among the farmers. It was approved and decided that Cde. Louison should get Cde. Burke to send off telexes to all the countries including the socialist ones to get information re. the cost of fertilisers; this programme should have a separate accounting.

- Winston Bullen rang re. the Medical School. They had owed GRENL Ex $159,000.00. However, they paid the amount with a cheque but it has bounced. DECISION - they should be cut off and charged 12½% daily interest on the amount owing.

- Ambrose Phillip has returned to Grenada. He should be placed in the Ministry of Agriculture.

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
Comrades present: -

Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Kenrick Radix
George Louison
Vincent Noel
Hudson Austin

Comrade absent:

Bernard Coard - sick

AGENDA:

1. Ministerial reshuffle
2. ESSO/CDC
3. Counters
4. Guyana
5. Socialist International
6. Work places visits
7. Liat Shareholders meeting
8. Errol Maitland
9. Ken Milne
10. Samori Mekksman

1. MINISTERIAL RESHUFFLE (30 mins.) - Cde. Bishop reported that he met with Cde. Bain yesterday re. separating the Ministry of Health and Housing, according to the former, Cde. Bain is "okay with the proposal" and warned to know when it would be implemented. Cde. Bishop told him to think about which of the two buildings he would prefer to house his ministry and his staff overnight for an emergency cabinet meeting this morning. Cde. Bishop also reported that he discussed the question of the hospital administration with the McLeishises. However, this he will discuss with Cde. N. Bain.

- Cde. Bishop and "Fayo" Nyack are to discuss the proposal that the latter be made an Ombudsman.
- Cde. Strachan to speak with Leroy Neckles about the latter being Comptroller of Income Tax.

Regarding Bernard Gittens, it was suggested that he be put in charge of a health plan for schools, a special advisor to the FM, or a resident ambassador.

2. CSS/CDC (5 mins.) - This item was not discussed

3. COUNTERS (15 mins.) - This item was discussed and certain decisions taken. The discussion went beyond the time allocated, but this was agreed to by the meeting.

4. GUYANA (5 mins.) - Cde. Louison disclosed that he was leaving for Guyana that afternoon and wanted to know if there is "anybody to chit." Comrades felt that there is nothing wrong if he does so. Cde. Whiteman said that Guyana Airways has asked for landing rights here and we have agreed.

5. SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL (15 mins.) - Cde. Bishop reported that the SI Conference coming up soon were sent and that the conference will cost the FRG $75,000. St. Kitts and Guyana will be left out and out and Barbados (who is very important) has not received an invita-

2/...tion, we should
tion, we should focus on Austria, France, Sweden and the Netherlands.

- Cde. Bishop to telephone Cdes. Jimmy Emmanuel, Mario Bulen and Fennis Augustine
- Kurt Strachan to send regional telexes

A questionnaire concerning our Party was also received and it was noted that NJM has not paid its dues to SI as yet.

- Our dues of £150 - £200 should be paid
- Cde. Strachan, as CC representative, to fill out the questionaire.

6. WORK PLACE VISITS (2 mins.) - The workers committee is to draw up a new programme for a series of visits to work places by the Comrade Leader.

7. LIAT SHAREHOLDERS MEETING (5 mins.) - Cde. Strachan disclosed that this meeting is coming up soon. He said that Lyden Ramdhany will be attending it and that an item on the agenda will be "Worker Participation". The Managing Director, Ian Alexander, has resigned. We are to be pushing for a director from each island instead of a rotation system.

8. ERROL MALLAND (5 mins.) This item was not discussed

9. KEN MILNE (5 mins.) - Cde. Whiteman said that Ken Milne has complained of not getting his rent fee from the Medical School for his hotel on the beach which they are using. He wants to use it for an economic venture, but first wants to consult with the PRG. It was reported that this issue was raised already and that Ian Jacob was to have replied to him.

- Cde. Radix to check Ian Jacob's reply was sent

- SAMOKE MARKSMAN (5 mins.) - This item was not discussed

- SELA IS ASKING FOR OBSERVER STATUS AT CARICOM COUNCIL OF MINISTERS MEETING. CDE. BISHOP SEES NO REASON WHY THIS CANNOT BE AGREED TO BY GRENADA.

- IRAQI CONVENTION - THE IRAQI SOCIALIST PARTY WILL BE CELEBRATING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR REVOLUTION ON JULY 7TH. THEY WANT US TO SEND SOMEONE TO BE PART.

- The Sec. Secty. to contact External Affairs and let them inform Mario Bullen that he is to attend it.

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:

- Did Cde. Bishop and "Fayo" Nyack discuss the latter being an Ombudsman?
- Did Cde. Strachan speak to Loroy Nettle about him being made Comptroller of Income Tax?
- Did Cde. Bishop, Jimmy Emmanuel, Mario Bulen and Fennis Augustine - SI Conference?
- Has Kurt Strachan sent the regional telexes?
- Our dues to SI being paid?
- Has the relevant questionnaire been filled out by Cde. Strachan?
- Is the programme of the workers' visits to work places been done by the Workers Comm?
- Did Cde. Radix check Ian Jacob's reply to Ken Milne?
Did Mr. Joosty get in touch with External Affairs for a letter to be sent to Mario Bullen requesting that he goes to the Iraqi Revolution Anniversary celebrations on July 17th?

ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED:

1. CEC/CDC
2. E.R.O.L MAITLAND
3. SAM DI MARKSMAN
4. CHURCHES:
   a. Date of meeting
   b. Neeshall's letter

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 29TH JULY, 1981

Cdes. present:- Maurice Bishop  Kenrick Radix
Selwyn Strachan  George Louise
Unison Whiteman  Hudson Austin  Cde. absent:-

Bernard Coard

AGENDA:-
1. Ministerial Reshuffle
2. US Cable re. Janga
3. GDR Proposal
4. Report on the New York Situation
5. Request from Patrick Bubb
6. Request from Bernadette
7. New York Public Relations Firm

1. MINISTERIAL RESHUFFLE - Cde. Bishop said that the Bureau needed
to look at the physical location of some of the Ministries in
light of the reshuffle. Comrades suggested a total of thirteen
buildings for their location:-

i. McIntyre Brothers'  - Young Street
ii. Former Veronicas' - The Carenage
iii. Kip榜an's       - River Road
iv. Ken Milne's building - Upper Lucas Street
v. Albany Inn - Upper Lucas Street
vi. Jackie's house -

vii. Grand Hotel
viii. DeAllie's
ix. Green Gables - Lucas Street
x. Derek Steele's House
xi. Noble Smith's House
xii. 2nd Floor HRC - Lucas Street
xiii. Winston Bullen's House-

It was decided that Cdes. Radix and Strachan will check the owners
of Albany Inn and HRC respectively to house the two Ministries of
Agriculture and National Mobilisation.

(2) US CABLE RE. JANGA - Cde. Radix read a cable sent to the Prime
Minister's Office by the US Embassy in Barbados. They alleged
that their staff member Janga, was unduly searched and harassed
on the compound of Butler House. They wanted a response from us.
It was decided that our immediate response should be that we are
investigating the charges.

ITEMS 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were not discussed.

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:-

o Did Cdes. Radix and Strachan check the respective buildings -
Albany Inn and HRC?

o Was the response sent off to the US Embassy re. Janga's
charges?

ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED:-

See above Nos. 3 - 7.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING ON WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 5TH, 1981.

Comrades present:—
Maurice Bishop
Hudson Austin
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Kenrick Radix

Comrades absent:—
Bernard Coard
Unison Whiteman

AGENDA:—

1. Minutes
2. In-Service Training Unit
3. Party Headquarters
4. Maureen St. Bernard
5. Chester Humphrey
6. RFG Antenna
7. Mike Forshaw
8. Tom Adams' Statement
9. Nutmeg Association
10. Park House
11. Reagan's letter
12. Workers work report
13. Pionerr Camps

1. MINUTES - Resulting from the last PB meeting, Cde Louison was assigned to check the possibility of obtaining Albany Inn to be used as the Ministry of Agriculture. He reported that he had done so and found out that Mr. Squires had already paid down some money to the owners with the intention of buying it to make a "down town apartment building and hotel". However, the latter stated his willingness to negotiate with the PRG in order that we get it. It was the general feeling of the Bureau that this going to be a good form of investment and thus should be left as is.

A correction was made to the Minutes of the Friday's EB meeting, which said that the letter to President Reagan was soon to be completed. In fact, it was already completed.

3. IN-SERVICE TRAINING UNIT - Cde. Bishop received some documents on that programme. He said that Marilyn Harris is requesting a monthly salary of $3,000 (US). (However, she will be paid by an external agency.) She is also supposedly to have South Africa connections, which raises the question of whether we want her to work here. It was decided that Cde. Bishop is to look further into the aspect of Canadian assistance and that Cde. Creft will speak to Marilyn Harris on the South African issue. Comrades of the Bureau expressed their concern and worry over the fact that there is no Party input into the I.TI., although Swinton Lambert is now working at the National Secretariat.

3. PARTY HEADQUARTERS - Cde. Strachan suggested that Lennox Archibald be given the task of doing the drawings for the Party Headquarters. The former said that he wanted to take on the responsibility to get this "off the ground", as it has been dragging for a while now. Both Cdes. Strachan and Austin will see that the drawings are done.

This topic is to be made a recurring item on each Bureau agenda.

4. MAUREEN ST. BERNARD - Members of the Political Bureau read a copy of a letter from Maureen St. Bernard, sent to the Comrade Leader. The letter was also sent to the Organising Committee.

2/...It was disclosed
It was disclosed by Cde. Strachan that a Sub-Committee of the O.C. will be looking at the issue. It was noted that Sis. St. Bernard was not doing any work at the present time.

5. CHESTER HUMPHREY - Cde. Strachan made a request for Cde. Humphrey to be transferred to a job that will enable him to be full time in urban workers work, and that will make him eligible for elections to the executive of TAWU. Cde. Strachan felt that Cde. Humphrey can be replaced at G.F.C. by Ambrose Phillip. The proposal was agreed upon and Cde. Humphrey is to be placed in the Ministry of Communications, Works and Labour.

6. RFPG ANTENNA - Cde. Strachan revealed that an antenna has to be put up near to RFPG which will require 5 acres of land. The decision is that a microwave should be the first option - it will not require much space. If that is not possible, then the space at the back of RFPG can be used. Cdes. Strachan and Austin are both responsible for this.

7. MIKE FORSHAW - Cde. Radix told the Bureau that Mike Forshaw has resigned from his job at Spice Island Charters and wants to know if the Government can employ him. He had been offered a job at the Fort Authority, but was only going to receive $1200. Cde. Radix suggested that he can be placed in a job with the fishing fleet. Cde. Radix is to check both Cdes. James and Coard, before this is done.

8. TOM ADAMS' STATEMENT - Comrades of the Bureau felt that a reply should be made to a statement made by Tom Adams that there is no human rights in Grenada and that we should hold elections. A statement was been drafted by Cde. McBarnette and will be looked at later.

9. NUTMEG ASSOCIATION - Cde. Louison reported that there is an urgent need to move on Kenwick and Gittens in that association. He suggested Evelyn Joss and Ambrose Phillip. However, the latter is already being placed in G.F.C. Comrades felt that Evelyn Joss will not be able to "work for anybody". In spite of this however, he can still be checked to do the job. It was also noted that both the Nutmeg and Banana boards need an Assistant Manager.

10. PARK HOUSE - Cde. Radix reported that concrete dog kennels are being built beside Park house, which is a suitable Protocall house and that was not good. The Comrade Leader is to speak to Cde. Owusu on the issue, since he is the person responsible for putting up the kennels. It was also decided that Park house should be added to the list of Protocall houses.

11. REAGAN'S LETTER - Only one copy of the draft letter to President Reagan was received. The Recording Secretary is to contact Ashley Taylor to send copies of the letter to the other members of the Bureau in time for it to be discussed at Friday's bureau meeting.

12. WORKERS WORK - Cde. Strachan gave the Bureau a verbal report on the work of the Workers Committee. He said that for the last 2 weeks, the committee has been re-organising. The unions are now compiling a list of about 150 of all their strong Party activists. There is also a plan to set up political committees in each work place. Priority, he said, is been given to the Socialism classes - they will be started soon and the Chris Holness material will be used. Tulco and Grenlec are starting this week. The one at the Airport site has already started.

3/... The plan is
The plan is to meet with the 150 activists to outline the plan for the work, starting with those workers at PMO and CWL. Cde. Strachan stated that the main question is one of structures and implementation. He suggested that Cde. Wardally should he made a Socialism Classes tutor and that a crash ideological course for the 150 comrades should be organised and they should be trained in leadership.

13. FIONEER CAMPS - A letter was received from the organisers of the Pioneer camps. They are requesting a Bureau member to officially open and close each of their six camps, from August 6th - September 4th. The following was agreed upon:

6th Aug. - 10th Aug. ---------- Cde. Bishop
12th Aug. - 16th Aug. ---------- Cde. Strachan
19th Aug. - 23rd Aug. ---------- Cde. Radix
25th Aug. - 29th Aug. ---------- Cde. Austin
25th Aug. (Carriacou) ---------- Cde. Louison (Open)
28th Aug. ( ) ---------- Cde. George Prime (close)
31st Aug. - 4th Sept. ---------- Cde. Coard

All the camps, except that of Carriacou, will be held at the GBSS auditorium and on the 6th September, there will be a National General Meeting of the Pioneers to which the whole Bureau is invited.

Each comrade who opens a camp, will also close it.

OTHER THINGS RAISED:-

- Hutchinson's is selling out
- The house near Gleco can be used for a ministry
- The houses at Grand Etang can be used for Agro-Industries, Forestry and Tourism

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:-

- Did Cde. Creft speak to Marilyn Harris?
- Has Cde. Bishop looked further into the Canadian issue?
- Have Cdes. Austin and Strachan started to work on the drawings for the Party Headquarters?
- Did the Sub-Committee of the O.C. look at the issue of Maureen St. Bernar?
- Has Chester Humphrey being transferred to the Ministry of Communications Works and Labour?
- Did Ambrose Phillip replace Chester Humphrey at GFC?
- Did Cde. Radix look into the question of Mike Forshaw been employed by the PRG?
- Has Evelyn Ross being checked to be on the Mutem Association?
- Has the Comrade Leader checked Cde. Owusu about the dogs at Park House?
- Was Ashley Taylor told to send copies of the letter to Reagan?

ITEM TO BE DISCUSSED:- Party Headquarters

Hazel Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY,
12TH AUGUST, 1981,

Comrades present:-

Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard - late with excuse
Selwyn Stracahan
Georne Louisou

Kenrick Radixx
Hulson Austin
Unison Whiteman

AGENDA:-

1. Carnival/Security Arrangements ...5 mins.
2. Letter to President Reagan .......10 mins.
3. Land Utilisation Law ............20 mins.
4. Nutmeg Board ...................5 mins.
5. Militia Mobilisation ...........5 mins.
7. Paul Miller's proposals .......5 mins.
8. Pioneers ........................ -
10. Party Headquarters .......... ...5 mins.
11. FUI Building ..................5 mins.
12. Socialism Classes Report ... -
13. Grenville Propaganda .......... -

(1) CARNIVAL/SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS - It was clarified that only Carnival Monday is a public holiday. As regards the security festival, Cde. Bishop stated that the S and D Committee were the ones to look at that aspect.

(2) LETTER TO PRESIDENT REAGAN - Cde. Bishop read the changes made to the original draft of the letter to President Reagan. Cde. Coard suggested that a copy of the letter be sent to every head of Government, Kurt Walheim and every US Congress member at the end of the time period for the President to reply. (End of September)

(3) LAND UTILISATION LAW - Cde. Louisou reported that together with the Comrade Leader and Miles Fitzpatrick and himself, they discussed the law. A long discussion followed about different technicalities of the law, but it was finally decided that the law would be gazette and it was given to Miles Fitzpatrick.

It was decided that Michael Kirton will be the Chairman of the Land Commission.

(4) NUTMEG BOARD - Cde. Louisou told the Bureau that he met with the Nutmeg Board and it seems that a woman named Bishop will have to be given back her job, after being fired. He disclosed that, not only must denwick and Gittens be removed from the Board, but the whole Nutmeg Board must be changed. It was decided that Cde. Louisou is to submit names for the Board at Friday's Bureau meeting and he is also to make suggestions to what board Sylvia Belmar must be placed on. He is also to get some detailed information on denwick's contract.

(5) MILITIA MOBILISATION - Cde. Stracahan gave the Political Bureau an update of the state of mobilisation. He said that the route marches today will end at different centres. It was decided that the following Bureau members will be at these centres:
at these centres:

Bishop & Austin.............Market Square
Radix & Austin.............Perdumonttemps
Whiteman & Louison........Sauteurs Court Yard
Coad & Louison.............Gouyave
Strachan...................Tivoli

Another route march was also decided upon for Sunday, 23rd August before the Militia Parade on Wednesday, 26th August.

(6) NEW YORK REPORT - This item was not discussed.

(7) PAUL MILLER'S PROPOSAL - Cde. Coard reported that Paul Miller said he had arranged meetings for somebody from the party to speak with two of the leading members of the NDP of Canada. This is to take place on August 13th and 15th. Therefore somebody (Cde. Whiteman) needs to leave here today, in order to attend the meeting.

However, the decision was made, that in light of the possibility that the arrangements for the meeting were not finalised, Cde. Whiteman should telephone Paul Miller or Jimmy Emmanuel to clarify this question.

(8) PIONEERS - Cde. Bishop told Cde. Strachan that one of the Pioneers Camp is being opened this afternoon, which means that he will have to leave Cabinet in order to open the camp, and then return in time for PRC meeting. Also, the camp is scheduled to close on Sunday morning at 10.00 a.m. - it means therefore, that Cde. Strachan will have to leave Study to close the camp and then return.

(9) PARTY FAHER REPORT - A report on the Party paper was distributed to CC members the week before was discussed by the Political Bureau. The report came from Cde. Strachan's Study Group which made recommendations about the way the paper must be written and suggested that the Editorial Committee be comprised of ideologically clear comrades.

The Bureau noted that the Party has five organs presently being published, but none one of them has a full-time Party comrade assigned to it, as opposed to the PMI, which has a fairly-large reporting staff.

Cde. Whiteman, Chairman of the Party's Editorial Committee, said there is no representation on that Committee from the Workers and Women committees and that somebody was needed to be a full-time Party propagandist and reporter. Thus, it was decided that Cde. Ken Lewis be such a person.

Comrades also suggested that there be a body to co-ordinate the publication of the five Party organs and that 'Publication Committee be changed to 'Propaganda Committee. It was felt too, that non-Bureau members of the CC be requested to write articles for the paper.

Cde. Whiteman is to speak with Don Acheson, Ken Lewis' new area of work and try to find a replacement for him.

(10) PARTY HEADQUARTERS - Cde. Austin gave a report on the progress of the plans for the Party's Headquarters. He did meet with Calston and the former promised to bring the draw-
ings of the building on Friday so that the Bureau can look at them.

(11) **FMI BUILDING** - Cde. Bishop said that he had asked the Police to vacate some rooms in the building and that Cde. Whiteman should take a look at the space available with a view to assigning some to the Editorial Committee and Cde. Lewis.

(12) **SOCIALISM CLASS'S REPORT** - This item was not discussed.

(13) **GRENLEC PROPAGANDA** - Cde. Strachan read out a plan sent in by Cde. McBurnette, as to how the change and restructuring of the electricity rates (as opposed to 'increases') will be announced to the public. A few slight changes were made to the original plan.

Cde. Coard noted that the changes in the rates include an increase for the high users; a decrease for small users; no change for industrial users; increase for commercial users.

The Bureau agreed that the phrase 'change and restructuring of electricity rates' should be used instead of 'increase in electricity rates'. They also noted that the way the propaganda is worded on this issue will be very important.

**OTHER ISSUES DISCUSSED:**
- Kamau's Kolumn in the FMI should be reviewed.
- The British Labour Party Conference is coming up soon.
- Study classes on Monday 16th (Carnival Monday) will not be coming off, but those on Tuesday morning remain as scheduled.
- Vietnese and Non-Aligned Day is Tuesday 1st September - Cde. Strachan to get Vietnese and or Non-Aligned official to come here for the occasion. The O.C. will plan details of the event for that day.

**DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:**
- Has Cde. Louison submitted the names for the Nutmeg Board, suggested a Board for Sylvia Belmar and gotten the details re. Roswick's contract?
- Did Cde. Whiteman call Paul Miller or Jimmie Emmanuel re. the proposed meetings with the NDF members?
- Did Cde. Whiteman speak to Don Rojas re. Ken Lewis' new area of work? Has he found a replacement for Cde. Lewis?
- Did Cde. Austin bring the drawings of the Party Headquarters to show the Bureau?
- Has Cde. Whiteman looked at the space available for the Editorial Committee to use?
- Did Cde. Strachan get a Vietnese and or Non-Aligned official to come here for September 1st and has the CC looked at the topic to plan details?

**ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED:**
1. New York Report
2. Socialism Classes Report

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY

62 - 3
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 19TH AUGUST,
1981.

Comrades present:

Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
George Louison
Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Hudson Austin
Kenrick Nadiax

Liam James - Non-Bureau member

AGENDA:— An agenda was not set

Cde. James reported to the Bureau that he is organizing a programme for Phillip Agee, former CIA agent, who is presently here. Among other things, he is to attend the following:— the St. David's M/WO Parish GM, the St. Johns and St. Patrick's M/WO Parish GM's and the St. George's Workers Parish Council.

The following decisions were taken:—

a. Public rally on Friday night (August 21st) at the Market Square for Marcus Garvey, which will also be used to bring the people up to date on the present threat of invasion. Agee will also speak.

b. A National rally on September 13th, for the following; 1) formal opening of the Agro-Industries Plant at True Blue, 2) commemorating the overthrow of Allende and 3) the recent threat of invasion.

c. Cdes. Whiteman and (maybe) Bourne to attend the INC Congress starting this Saturday, 22nd August. Cde. Whiteman will attend only the opening and will speak to Forbes Burham and then return to Grenada. Cde. Bourne will stay on for the rest of the conference.

d. Eugenia Charles' statement on her reasons for not attending the Foreign Ministers conference here, should be replied to.

e. Telex on the United States' manoeuvres in the region will be sent to all heads of Governments. However, it has to be re-written because comrades felt it was too unconvincing. The telex will come from the P.M.

f. The following countries and/or fraternal parties in those countries will be contacted re. the present situation: Puerto Rico, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Dominica, Barbados, Antigua, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Jamaica, Belize, St. Kitts, Mexico, Canada, Trinidad and Tobago, Surinam, El Salvador, Cuba, Martinique, Guadeloupe and Guatemala. It was decided that the countries will be prioritised.

g. Cde. Bourne should be pulled into Foreign Affairs.

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:— See A to F above.

FS— Cde. Bishop proposed a package of getting statements on Grenada, solidarity rally, protesting to the US. and informing Party cadres.
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON 
WEDNESDAY, 26TH AUGUST, 1981

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Kenrick Radix
George Louison

AGENDA:-
1. Visitors Committee Report
2. Solidarity Conference Committee Report
3. Third Festival of the Revolution
4. Health documents
5. Cde. Whiteman's Report
6. NCB
7. Miles Fitzpatrick's contract
8. Cde. Gibson
9. WFG and Beauprejoue Transmitter
10. Militia Tafale and Manouvre
11. Party Headquarters

1. VISITORS COMMITTEE REPORT - This item was not discussed
2. SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT - Cde. Bishop reported he met with Kurt Strachan of the National Secretariat on the issue. The conference is carded to start on November 18th to 22nd. The programme includes:-

16th November -------------- Field Trip
Formal public opening (Butler House) Speaches and Culture

19th November -------------- Addresses by FGR ministers Culture, etc.

20th November ------------- Rap to each other

21st November -------------- Field Trip

22nd November -------------- Field Trip
"Bloody Sunday" Rally

The following proposals regarding the conference were made:-

i. All Governments, fraternal parties, organisations and individuals should be invited to the Conference.

ii. The conference committee should be chaired by Cde. Strachan.

iii. The Ministers' presentations should be prepared in advance and circulated to the delegates.

3. THIRD FESTIVAL OF THE REVOLUTION - Cde. Bishop again reported on his meeting with Kurt Strachan. This time in regards to the up-coming 3rd anniversary of the Revolution. These proposals were made:-

i. Mass organisations, Licians, Trade Unions representatives should be on the committee.

ii. Waldheim, Ramphal and Samora Machel or Mugabe should be invited to the Festival.

iii. Harry Bellafort and the Mighty Sparrow should also be invited.

2/iv. There should be
iv. There should be a competition for the design of a Monument of the Revolution.

v. Streets, parks and places should be re-named.

vi. The Trinbago barracks of March 13, 1975 should be re-created.

vii. The socialist countries should be invited from now and asked to send high-level representation.

viii. There will only be two official days of celebration and 6 weeks of village activities.

ix. This Festival must be the biggest in light of the imperialist propaganda.

4. HEALTH DOCUMENTS - This item was not discussed - it will be done at Cabinet meeting.

5. CDE. WHITEMAN'S RE QMT - Cde. Whiteman submitted a written report to the Bureau on his visit to Suriname and Guyana. He also reported that a CARICOM Foreign Ministers Meeting is being planned for early September. Comrades felt that the meeting could be aimed at taking away Grenada's chairmanship of the Council and that this is a bad time for such a meeting, given the present balance of forces in the region. It was the feeling that it will be politically disadvantageous for Grenada.

It was decided that the CARICOM Secretariat should be checked to obtain information on the status of the meeting. After this is received, a decision can be taken regarding the issue.

6. NCB - Cde. S----- stated that 3 employees of the St. George's Branch of the National Commercial Bank were dismissed and that there are presently about 6 vacancies there. He therefore wants to ensure that firm Party supporters are employed to fill the places. It was his feeling that the Cabinet Directive regarding employment in the state sector was not firm and clear enough. It was therefore decided that this will be checked with the Cabinet Secretary, Marcella Dacid and the Bureau agreed that firm Party supporters should be the ones to be employed at the NCB.

7. MILFS FITZPATRICK'S CONTRACT - Cde. Radix said that Miles Fitzpatrick's one-year contract includes:

   salary-------------------2,600
   housing-------------550
   travel-------------1,000
   small car (to be bought)
   holiday (6 weeks)
   travel to Guyana for 2 (one way)
   gratuity (10%)  

8. CDE. GIBSON - Cde. Radix stated that Cde. Earl Gibson in the Ministry of Agro-Industries and Fisheries is asking for a car, as was agreed in his contract. Cde. Coard responded by saying that this is alright and that the Ministry of Agro-Industries and Fisheries can buy a car from the money allocated to it in the budget.

9. DFC AND GENERATOR TRANSMITTER - Cde. Austin reported that he met with Galston and the engineers. They said that the transmitter is ready for testing on September 1st and they are requesting that

3/...the engineers and
the engineers and technicians who went to Cuba for training, he with them now. Official broadcast they said, will start in Octo-
ber at 75 KW of power in the day and 50 KW at night.

Cde. Austin also stated that there is a Geneva-based organisation dealing with monitoring radio frequencies used by different stations. He thinks that we should join it. There is also a conference being planned for Canada next year to deal with allocation of frequencies.

Some comrades suggested that FGC should be transmitting from Beaunejour.

It was suggested that Gya Smith be spoken to regarding the technicalities mentioned above.

10. MILITIA PARADE AND MANOEUVRE - It was decided that the militia parade scheduled for this afternoon should be put off in order to place complete emphasis on mobilisation and organisation for the up-coming manoeuvre. It was also felt that there have been many activities in the last two weeks that might have caused people to feel a bit tired.

A meeting to discuss the manoeuvres was scheduled.

11. H.Q. HEADQUARTERS - This item was not discussed.

OTHER ITEMS DISCUSSED:-

- A regional Lions Conference will be held here soon.
- We should get our regional and NSP sympathisers eg. Trevor Farrel to write articles in the newspapers.
- The NRM should respond to Eugenia Charles' recent statement, pointing out the following:-
  1. We are not to interfere in our internal affairs - we will respond.
  2. We are taking up the challenge of the Freedom Party.
  3. We are now preparing a documentation of all violations of human rights violations in Dominica.
  4. From now on, we will be speaking out on all the incidents of violation of human rights in Dominica.
  5. The region has gotten more aid in the last 2 years that the previous 5 years.

TASKS:-

1. Cde. Whiteman to get Ashley Taylor or somebody else to get the information regarding the question of aid to the region.
2. A department in the Secretariat to be set up to deal with the region, with a progressive from each country on the committee - Cde. Strachan's responsibility to get the name to head the committee.
3. The OC to look at the scholarships for the party school in Bulgaria.

- The Comrade Leader will attend Belize's independence on September 21st.
- The African Peoples Socialist Party is holding their First Party Congress from 5th - 7th September. They are inviting us to send a

A/Representative. Cde. Miguel
representative. Cde. Miguel Mitchell at the New York mission will represent the party.

- Cde. Radix is due to leave for Rome for the PAPD negotiations and will also be in Cuba. In Cuba he will therefore become the emissary to Cde. Fidel and the ambassadors of the socialist countries.

- We should ask Guyana if they want Grenada to put out a statement on the refusal of the loan to them.

- The two Korean fishing boats that were caught in our waters last week were expected in Suriname and should be released, as they were not fishing.

- A federation of Seniors Workers under Curtis Stuart was registered some time ago. They are trying to re-establish themselves - the federation should be struck off the books.

- "Crottey" Ontowe of the GFC has been overselecting the decision of the Board - he should be replaced.

- The International airport is to be discussed at Economic Bureau meeting on Friday 26th August, 1981.

**Tasks requiring follow-up action:**

1. Does Cde. Strachan have a report for the bureau regarding the committee for the 3rd Festival of the Revolution?
2. Were the health documents discussed at Cabinet meeting?
3. Was the CWC/CICOM Secretariat contacted to find out the status of the proposed Foreign Ministers meeting in Jamaica?
4. Was the Cabinet directive regarding the employment policy for the state sector looked at, to see whether it was firm and clear enough?
5. Was the car bought for Cde. Gibson?
6. Were the technicalities about the JFC and Reuse-jeur transmitter discussed with Ray Smith?
7. Did Cde. Whiteman get Ashley Taylor or somebody else to get the information regarding the aid to the region in the last 2 years compared to the previous 5 years? and was the statement from the NH put out in response to Eugenia Charles?
8. Has Cde. Strachan identified somebody to head the regional department in the Party's National Secretariat?
9. Has the OC looked at the Party Scholarships to Bulgaria?

**Items to be discussed:**

1. VISITORS COMMITTEE REPORT
2. HEALTH DOCUMENTS
3. PARTY HEADQUARTERS
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MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 2nd September, 1981.

Comrades present
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Uinson Whiteman
George Louison
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent
Kenrick Radix - away

AGENDA

1. School book and uniforms programme
2. WPJ Five
3. Investment and Tourism Codes
4. Report on 3rd Festival upcoming
5. RPJ Antenna
6. Cocoa Law
7. Medical School
8. Party headquarters
9. Rizo's report
10. Delegation for Australia
11. St. Lucia situation
12. Mexico

1. SCHOOL BOOKS AND UNIFORMS PROGRAMME - Cde. Coard reported that the INQ is asking for an additional $60,000 for this programme because of the great influx of request for help in this regard. The additional money was agreed on - this would make the total sum allocated for this programme $4m.

Somewhat connected to this was Cde. Louison's report that Lorriane of the Pioneers had spoken to him recently. She said that the total money allocated for the Pioneers Camps was not utilised. It was her suggestion that the balance be used for assisting with school books and uniforms for the pioneers. However, comrades felt that giving them those could be co-ordinated with the programme spearheaded by the INQ and that the excess money should not be used for that purpose. Cde. Coard pointed out that the money is desperately needed.

2. WPJ FIVE - This item was discussed and the proposal agreed upon.

3. INVESTMENT AND TOURISM CODES - This item was not discussed and was put on the agenda for Economic Bureau meeting on Friday, 4th September.

4. REPORT ON 3RD FESTIVAL UPCOMING - Cde. Strachan reported on the first meeting of the Planning Committee for the 3rd Festival of the Revolution. He said there were four aspect co-ordinators present. Candia Alleyne has been removed as head of the Education Committee, at her request. Replacing her is Valerie St. John. Chris Belvis Riggs will no longer head the of the Cultural Committee. In his place will be Captain Cecil Belfon. Cde. Strachan reported that the committee has agreed to meet weekly - on Mondays - from now on. The following suggestions were made -

- The March 13 rally to start at 1.00 p.m. instead of 10.00 a.m.

2... - All regional and
- All regional and international fraternal parties should be contacted as early as now.
- Tours should be organised for the event.
- The March into Queen’s Park to be done sectionally i.e. women, workers, farmers, youth, students, etc.
- Different work places to organised banners for the big day.
- A competition for the best design for the monument of the Revolution.

The planning committee is scheduled to meet next, on Monday, 7th September.

5. RFG ANTENNA - Cde. Austin reported on this issue and said that the technicians want a decision on the proposal to test the new transmitter.
   Cde. Coard suggested that we should really have two radio stations. The other one, he said will play non-stop music with breaks only to "hook up" with RFG for the newscasts.

6. COCOA LAW - This item was not discussed.

7. MEDICAL SCHOOL - Cde. Bishop reported to the Bureau that the Medical School wants a review of the agreement and he mentioned a few specific areas. However, a committee has been formed comprised of Larry Wilson, ? Borson, Dorcis Braveboy, Langston Sibbles and "Funjab" who will meet with the school officials.

8. PARTY HEADQUARTERS - This item was not discussed.

9. RIZO’S REPORT - The Comrade Leader reported on a conversation he had with Ambassador Rizo and he got responses from the rest of the Bureau on specific issues raised which involved them.

10. DELEGATION TO AUSTRALIA - This item was not discussed.

11. ST. LUCIA SITUATION - Cde. Coard raised this issue, made some suggestions, some of which were more or less agreed to by the Bureau.

12. MEXICO - This item was not discussed.

ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED:-
1. Investment and Tourism Codes;
2. Cocoa Law
3. Party Headquarters
4. Delegation to Australia
5. Mexico

Hazel-Ann
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MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 9TH SEPTEMBER
1981

Present
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Hudson Austin
George Louison

Absent
Bernard Coard
Kennick Padix
Unison Whiteman

AGENDA
1. CPTU MEETING
2. DENNIS HENRY
3. JIL HARRIALLY DOCUMENT
4. NATIONAL BUS SERVICE
5. BULGARIA ICE PLANT
6. ROAD CONSULTANT - WEST COAST
7. INTERNATIONAL SOLIARIETY CONFERENCE
8. MTS DOMA'S
9. PORT AUTHORITY

10. APPROPRIATION LAW
11. PRG RESOLUTION ON CONSUMPTION DUTIES
12. RFC ANTENNA
13. PARTY HEADQUARTERS
14. CHILE DAY RALLIES
15. SOCIALIST CLASSES IN THE BUREAUCRACY
16. OC DECISION

1. CPTU MEETING - The council of Progressive Trade Unions (Trinidad) has organised a public meeting on Grenada for tonight and want somebody to come to speak on the Revolution. DECISION - Cde. DeRigeys will represent the Party and Revolution. He was called to the Bureau meeting, told of the decision and was given a briefing.

2. DENNIS HENRY - Cde. Bishop reported that Dennis Henry leaves for England tomorrow (10th). The former's house will be bought by the PRG and he will be allowed to leave here with 50,000 pounds (notes) and the rest of his three quarter will be drawn out in three different batches.

Mr. Henry has expressed his willingness to work for the PRG while in London and wants to talk with Cde. Dennis Augustine about it.

Cde. Austin will be checked by Carroll Bristol (Dennis Henry's lawyer) about the furniture in his house. The former is to find an old man type to occupy the house 24 hours daily.

3. JIL HARRIALLY DOCUMENT - Cde. Harrially submitted a document to the PRG on the question of payment for 5,000 unestablished workers.

DECISION - These workers are to be paid - Larry Wilson informed accordingly.

4. NATIONAL BUS SERVICE - Some will be arriving on the weekend.

5. BULGARIA ICE PLANT - Cde. Strachan disclosed that the 26 buses will be ordered from the Mitsubishi Company, through Gleam's Garage instead of the other brand through Huggins. The order has been placed and they should be here by November or December.

6. MTS DOMA'S - Cde. Louison reported that regarding the purchase of an ice plant. Our offer is a letter of credit, two and one half to three percent interest and repayment over 15 years. Their offer is 20% advance payment and 80% by letter of credit.

He said that Cde. Maziuk was recommending we ask them for the $25 letter of credit and take the other things apart from the Ice Plant. However,

...the feeling was
the reeling was that we should take just the ice plant at this time.

(7) ROAD CONSULTANT - WEST COAST - Cde. Terry Moore to telephone Van Lawrence of Jentech to ask him to reduce their bid further. Secondly, the P&G's preference is that Jentech and not the other company gets the contract. And thirdly, P&G will pay additional sum (above the $100,000 being provided by the CDE) out of its resources.

(8) INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE - Cde. Bishop reported on this. Barbara Lee is here and according to the documents she brought, the proposed conference will start on November 20th instead of the 10th as thought of by us. Cde. Strachan will check her to co-ordinate the proposals. The draft agreement of friendship is to be looked at by Miles Fitzpatrick.

(9) PORT AUTHORITY APPOINTMENTS - The Board has suggested BJA Welsh and Kenwick to be General Manager and Port Manager respectively of the Port Authority. Both names were rejected and other names are to be suggested and looked at on Friday's EB, when Cde. Radix should have been through.

(10) APPLICATION LAWS - Cde. Bishop signed the relevant document. However, the figures are to be double checked.

(11) P&G RESOLUTION ON CONSUMPTION DUTIES - P&G or Cabinet to pass resolution this afternoon (9th).

(12) P&G ANTENNA - Cde. Austin's report on this is that wherever the antenna is, the transmitter has to be near by. In the case of P&G it must be placed not further than the area of Carifta Cottages. It was suggested that the area near Grooves House could be used - Cde. Austin to speak with Bob Evans on the effect it will have on the International Airport.

(13) PARTY HEADQUARTERS - Cde. Austin gave the report. These are to include: a. structural designs, b. elevation designs and c. soil tests.

(14) GILFAY RALLY - This is on Friday, 11th with them in St. David's and St. Andrew's. Cdes. Louison and Austin will attend them respectively.

(15) SOCIALIS - CLASSES IN THE BUREAUCRACY - Cde. Strachan said that according to reports given by the tutors taking those classes there has been some resistance from some students. He is therefore proposing that a letter from his Ministry be sent to all Permanent Secretaries stating that the classes are compulsory and must be attended to by all workers.

However, it was decided that the classes should be linked to the ITU programme, still making it compulsory, but in a different formulation.

(16) UC DECISION - Cde. Strachan told the bureau of the UC decision/ proposal that Francis Gill should head the St. Andrew's PCB and wanted to know now it will affect the Army. DECISION - Cde. Austin to discuss it at a meeting Thursday morning, to see if a replacement for Gill can be found.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY, 23RD SEPT. 1981.

Present:-
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Hudson Austin
Kenrick Radix

Absent:-
Maurice Bishop
George Louisb) all out of
Unison Whiteman) the country

AGENDA:-
1. Land Utilisation Law
2. State of political work in the army
3. National Bus Service
4. Party Headquarters
5. Mass Activities upcoming
6. Trade Union Conference
7. Dredging contract

(1) LAND UTILISATION LAW - Cde. Radix explained that the final draft of the Law will be ready on Friday morning (25th) and CC comrades are scheduled to meet at 9:00 a.m. that same morning to discuss the law.

(2) STATE OF POLITICAL WORK IN THE ARMY - Cde. Strachan told the Bureau that a meeting and for a long time now, there had been no political education going on in the Armed Forces. He said that a meeting was held with some party comrades (A's, CM's and M's) in the army to discuss the situation. One of the major decisions from that meeting was to set up a Department of Politics within the Army. Another decision was to start Socialism classes there. A proposal is also to go to the CC that the person in charge of political education in the Army be a member of the CC. If agreed, the relevant comrade will be brought on to that body.

The Bureau decided to make these temporary changes for a period of six months; Cdes. Layne, Louison, Belton, Gill, Redhead and Stroude were called to the meeting and told of the changes. These changes are:-

1. Major Louison - Deputy of Defense, Chief of Ianning
2. Major Layne - Chief of Staff, Head of Region 1
3. Captain Belton - Acting Chief of Operations, Chief of Mobilisation and Organisation
4. Captain Stroude - Chief of Politics and academics
5. Captain Redhead - Deputy Chief of Staff (For discipline)
6. Captain Gill - Out of the Army; Head of St. Andrew's PCB

Cde. Coard called this a compromise, since it is his strong feeling that the leadership of the Army should be changed.

(3) NATIONAL BUS SERVICE - Cde. Strachan said that Egbert Francis was recommended by Cleveland Dolland for the job of Manager of the NBS and that the latter has displayed the interest in that job. The Bureau decided:-

1. Employment of Egbert Francis as Manager - NBS
2. His tasks between now and when the buses arrive in January 1981 are:-
   a. identify a place to house/service the 26 buses
   b. advertise for drivers to be interviewed by Cdes.

2/... Cleveland Dolland, Egbert
Cleveland Dollard, Egbert Francis and Hudson Austin or Selwyn Strachan.
c. Study the best routes, hours, weekend schedule, schedule
to facilitate school children, fares etc.
d. Identify a good accountant.

3. Interview to include questions about the applicants' age,
record of accidents, background, etc.

4. The buses are not to travel on the Grand Etang road.
5. The NBS will be registered as a private company owned by the
Government.
6. The NBS Board of Directors comprises:-
   a. Permanent Secretary - Ministry of Communications
   b. Trade Union representative
   c. NYO representative
   d. NWC representative
   e. Cleveland Dollard
7. The Manager (Egbert Francis) will be Secretary to the Board of
   Directors, but not a member of the Board.
8. Ticket system to be used by NBS

(4) PARTY HEADQUARTERS - Cde. Austin reported that the structural de-
signs are being done and that by next week, everything will be
ready.

(5) MASS ACTIVITIES - The list of mass activities taking place and
the FB comrades assigned are as follows:-

Thursday, 21th:-
o Rural Workers Parish Council, St. David's
   RC School, 5.00 p.m. : Cde. Radix
o Zonal Council Meeting, Victoria
   : Cde. Coard
o St. George's St El, Zonal Council Meeting
   St. Paul's Model School, 7.00 p.m. : Cde. Austin
o Panel discussion, Woburn, 7.30 p.m. : Cde. Strachan

Friday, 25th:-
o NYO Extra-Ordinary General Meetings:
o St. Mark's, Willham Junior Secondary School,
   7.00 p.m. : Cde. Strachan
o St. David's, RC School, 7.00 p.m. : Cde. Austin
o St. Andrew's, Junior Secondary School,
   7.00 p.m. : Cde. Radix

Saturday, 26th:-
o Opening of MNIB, Petite Martinique Branch,
   4.00 p.m. : Cde. Coard

Sunday, 27th:-
o NWC Membership rally,
   Philip Park, Victoria, 2.00 p.m. : Cdes. Strachan and Radix

Monday, 28th:-
o Rural Workers Parish Council, West Coast
   Anglican School, 6.00 p.m. : Cld. Coard
o Urban Workers Parish Council, St. George's
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3/... Butler House, 7.30 p.m.
Butler House, 7.30 p.m. : Cde. Radix
St. Patrick's, S.F. Zonal Council Meeting, River Saltee Government School, 7.00 p.m. : Cde. Strachan

Sunday, 4th October:-
AGM National Get-together, La Sagesse, from 10.00 a.m. until... : Everybody
Opening of the 2nd Ecumenical Human Rights Encounter, The Dome, 5.00 p.m. : Everybody

Sunday, 18th October:-
NWO Parish Rally/Opening of Primary Health Care Programme, St. David's, Belle Vue Park, 2.00 p.m : Everybody

Saturday, 31st October:-
PFU Annual General Meeting, 10.00 a.m. : Everybody

Sunday, 1st November:-
PFU Mass Rally, Seamoon, 2.00 p.m. : Everybody

Wednesday, 18th November:-
Opening, Caribbean Trade Union Conference, The Dome, 1.30 p.m. : Everybody

Sunday, 22nd November:-
Bloody Sunday Rally, Seamoon : Everybody

Monday, 23rd November:-
Opening, 1st International Solidarity Conference, The Dome, 10.00 a.m. : Everybody

Sunday, 6th December:-
NWO National Rally,

12th and 13th December:-
NYO Congress, The Dome

Hazel-Ann
CORNING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1981

Present:-
Bernard Coard
Slewyn Strachan
Hudson Austin
Kenrick Radix

Absent:-
Maurice Bishop
George Louison
Unison Whiteman

Agenda:-
1. Cadet Mobilisation
2. Party Headquarters
3. Festival Committee
4. Solidarity Conference Report
5. Letter from WIJ
6. Letter from CCFS
7. Cde. Lurue's ambassadorship
8. Callist playing field
9. Upcoming activities
10. Angula Independence Day
11. Analysis of recent council meetings and parish NYO GM's
12. Decision of Llyode Noel's letter
13. Recommendations for detainees release

(1) CADET MOBILISATION - Cde. Strachan explained that he held a meeting with the comrades responsible for this area. They felt that this must be given more attention and that Cde. Cherebin (Torgie) should have this as his full time job. However, comrades pointed out that this decision was already taken since last year, so it was thus irrelevant now and that the important thing is to get the work done.

(2) PARTY HEADQUARTERS - Cde. Austin showed the Bureau the drawings of the Party Headquarters, the estimate of the quantities of materials needed is to be done - they should be ready by next week.

(3) FESTIVAL COMMITTEE - Cde. Strachan wanted to look at one aspect of this red the site for the monument. Places as the Botanical Gardens, the site of Deallie's burnt house in St. Paul's, the area between Apple Inn and Carifta Cottages, etc. There was a very strong feeling that the monument be on "Freedom Hill". A number of ideas as to what the monument should be were expressed including a sculpture that incorporates the years of NM struggle, the heroes of the Revolution, the achievements and symbolises the future. Cde. Strachan is to follow up on this.

(4) SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE REPORT - The report here, according to Cde. Strachan, is that "things are moving", but the invitations are outstanding. However, he explained that somebody will be leaving on Friday for North America for the purpose and that the aim is to get 100 delegations.

(5) LETTER FROM WIJ - The WIJ has invited NJM to send 2 comrades to their 2nd Party Congress on 17th - 20th December.
It was decided that NJM will attend, but no names were decided on. The topic is to be on the WIJ's agenda on November 11th. A reply is to be sent confirming our attendance.

(6) LETTER FROM THE C.C.F.S. - A request was received from the Grenada Cuba Friendship Society for Cde. Radix and the FR to attend their upcoming activity on October 8th. The letter's attendance was confirmed.
(7) **CDR. HURNE'S AMBASSADORSHIP** - Cdr. Bourne's appointment as Ambassador to Libya was confirmed. He and "Bengie" are to leave for Cuba in the next two weeks and should get to Libya by the end of November. Cdr. Maddex is to inform Winston Davis so that the Libyans will have the information.

(8) **CALLISTE'S PLATING FIELD** - Cdr. Strachan told the Bureau of a present conflict with one Mr. Crim, owner of the plating field who wants back the land that Calliste had acquired from him. But the youths are protesting this. Cdr. Strachan is to handle the matter.

(9) **UPCOMING ACTIVITIES** - The following is a list of zonal council meetings scheduled for St. Andrew's during the month of October:

- a. South West - A/Grove Community Centre - Thurs. 8th
- b. South East - G/ville Anglican School - Thurs. 15th
- c. North East - Pearls Community Centre - Thurs. 22nd
- d. North west - Byclands Old School - Thurs. 29th

They all start at 7.00 p.m.

The member to attend each of these meetings will be selected during the week.

(10) **ANGOLA INDEPENDENCE DAY** - This is on November 11th. We are to invite Angola's representatives at the U.N. and in Cuba to speak at two indoor parish rallies to be organised. The propaganda committee is to do a "build-up".

(11) **ANALYSIS OF RECENT COUNCIL MEETINGS** - Comrades reported on the different council meetings and NYO parish GM's they had attended. All went well, except the St. Andrew's NYO GM, which was poorly attended.

(12) **DECISION ON LLOYD NOEL'S LETTER** - Lloyd Noel has written a letter, seeking permission to have his wife sell his car - this was agreed to by the Bureau.

(13) **RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DETAINED RELEASE** - The list was read out and some names were added to by the Bureau. However, it is to be discussed with the relevant ICRI's also.

Hazel-Ann

**RECORDING SECRETARY**
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, 14TH OCTOBER, 1981

Present:-
Maurice Bishop
Hugh Austin
Kenrick Radix
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan

Absent:-
George Louisen
Unison Whitman

AGENDA:-
1. Cde. Coard's bilateral with Dominicans, St. Lucians and Puerto Ricans
2. Bulgarian Ambassador's visit
3. O.C Decision
4. Discussion with Cde. Gahagan
5. Carriacou's Mass Activities
7. Lyle Bullen's Lobster Trade
8. Draft speech for reopening of NISTEP
9. Beryl Kattan
10. Meeting with Korean Ambassador
11. Ray Smith
12. Resettlement of Calliste Residents
13. Eastern Main Road
14. Western Main Road
15. Tourists Rouges
16. Medical School
17. Sonny Marks's letter
18. Regina Taylor
19. Street
20. OCCA's letter
21. Neeshall's letter
22. Date for next CC meeting
23. Education Committee Report
25. Report on Commonwealth trip
26. GDR Communications equipment
27. Cde. Bihsop's visit to the GDR, etc.
28. Antigua's Independence
29. Holiday Inn Sewage Plan
30. Langston - detainee
31. Cde. Coard's visit to Ralph Thompson
32. Meeting with Judy Williams and Ricky Charles
33. Meeting with representatives/members of the Chamber of Commerce

(1) CDE. COARD'S BILATERALS - Cde. Coard reported that he held meetings with comrades from Dominica, St. Lucia and Puerto Rico, all separately.

(2) BULGARIAN AMBASSADOR'S VISIT - The Bulgarian Ambassador to Cuba was to visit here on Friday, 19th, as part of the 1300th anniversary of the Bulgarian State. Some of the activities he will attend include:-
1. NWO/Primary Health Care Rally - Sunday, 18th, St. David's
2. NYO National Council Meeting - Saturday, 17th
3. South Zonal Council, Calliste Government School - Monday 16th
4. Reception in his honour (tentative) - Tuesday, 26th
5. Press Conference

3. DECISION - Cde. Coard told the FIC that the FIC had suggested/decided that our Trade and Student Attachés in Havana should be Ken Roberts and one Mitchell respectively. Cde. Keith Roberts is to try to convince Ken Roberts to do trade instead of piloting as he wanted to do. A Military Attaché is yet to be identified.

4. DISCUSSION WITH GIAHAGAN - Cde. Coard reported that he held a discussion with Cde. Akie Gahagan regarding what the latter's job should be. He was given three alternatives. He decided to remain here and be attached to Cde. Strachan's Ministry. He will be part of the delegation to the 25th Congress of the Spanish Socialist Workers Party.

5. CARRIACOU'S MASS ACTIVITIES - Carriacou's Parish Council to be held on Thursday, 15th and their Women's Parish Council on Friday 16th. Cdes. Coard and Radix to attend them respectively.

6. SECONDARY SCHOOL EMULATION NIGHT - This was discussed, based on the report sent by Sis. Greff. A few changes were made.

7. LYLE HULLEN'S LOBSTER TALE - Cde. Coard received a report/complaint from Cdes. Greff and Jules that the Hullen brothers in Carriacou have been sending out lobsters by the plane/boats out of Carriacou, apparently without any customs regulations or restrictions.

8. SPEECH FOR HISTIRE RE-OPENING - The draft speech was accepted, with only a few changes made to it.

9. JERYL RATTAN - Cde. Radix told the bureau that this woman was making requests for the pardoning of her son who was involved in some corruption. It was the feeling that the son involved should travel out of Grenada.

10. MEETING WITH KOREAN AMBASSADOR - Cde. Radix reported on a meeting he had with the Korean Ambassador. The latter said that his country is willing to give technical, scientific and military assistance to Grenada. They also want the Comrade Leader and a delegation from the Mass Organisations to visit Korea next year.

11. RAY SMITH - Here again, Cde. Radix explained that a site was being looked at for the re-locating of the radio transmitter. He said that he is "on top the situation".

12. CALLISTE RESIDENTS - Cde. Austin disclosed that the Calliste residents have been slow in re-locating themselves. He also said that the specifications for the re-building of some residents' houses have not been followed and that he will handle the issue personally.

13. EASTERN MAIN ROAD - Some problems are being experienced here - a few engineers are needed.

14. WESTERN MAIN ROAD - A vehicle is needed for this project. The one
being used by "Highord" will be used for this purpose.

(15) **TOURIST ROUTES** - Some tourist routes are to be repaired.

(16) **MEDICAL SCHOOL** - They want to add one floor to Ken Nilne's building on Grand Anse beach, and are also complaining that they cannot get the use of the dome, although they pay $1,000 US monthly rent. No decisions were taken on this.

(17) **SONNY MARK'S LETTER** - This letter was received by Cde. Bishop who said that Sonny Mark is complaining about the NY mission. It was suggested that Gladwell Taylor be given a copy of the letter and asked to reply to each complaint.

(18) **STEVIA TAYLOR** - These items were not discussed.

(19) **STREET** - These items were not discussed.

(20) **OCCHA'S LETTER** - A letter was received from the Organisation of Caribbean and Commonwealth Bar Associations, signed by Elliot Mottley. They want to know the reasons why Lloyd Noel and Tillman Thomas are in detention. The Bureau decided that a reply will be sent to them.

(21) **NEEDHAM'S LETTER** - Cde. Day Needham of the CCC sent a letter to Comrade Bishop expressing concern over information he received that Lloyd Noel and Kenneth Gushall have been tortured. He also stated that a CCC team will be coming to Grenada to meet with the church.

ITEMS 22 to 26 were not discussed.

(27) **CDE. BISHOP'S VISIT TO GUI, ETC.** - This is planned for 10 - 23 December and also includes Bulgaria.

(28) **ANTIGUA'S INDEPENDENCE** - This in November 1st and the Comrade Leader is due to attend the ceremony.

(29) **HOLIDAY INN SEAWAGE LILAN** - Complaints had been received by Cde. Bishop that the Sewage Lilan at the Holiday Inn is bad. They were given a deadline in which to correct the situation. If it was not meet, the Ministry of Health will do the job and bill it to them.

Complaints were also received about the security at that hotel - Cde. Keith Roberts was duly informed.

ITEMS 30 and 31 were not discussed.

Hazel-Ann

(FOCULING SECRETARY)
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING OF
WEDNESDAY, 21ST OCTOBER
1981

Present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Hudson Austin
Kenrick崤vix
Unison Whitman

Agenda:-
1. Budgetary situation
2. Nutmeg bonus
3. Low income housing
4. Letter from Cde. Croft - Cuban schools
5. Mexico Report
6. Ralph Thompson
7. Date for CC meeting
8. Bulgaria
9. Teachers for Nicaragua
10. Solidarity Conference
11. Trade Union Conference
12. Third Festival of the Revolution
13. Washington Mission Administrator
14. Casual workers' pay
15. Idle equipment in Queen's Park
16. F.S. for Cde. Austin's ministry
17. Party Headquarters

(1) BUDGETARY SITUATION - The budget is on the way to a $CN shortfall in the revenue for this year. In order for the fall to be reduced, most ministries' budgets will have to be cut. This item was due to be discussed at the Cabinet meeting scheduled for this afternoon.

* FWI needs a Business Manager immediately - Cde. Johnas cannot do the job.
* Ministries' budget for 1982 should be submitted soon.

(2) NUTMEG BONUS - Cde. Louison said that the GCNA has decided to pay out $3.1M in bonus this year, compared to the $4.1M paid last year and the year before.

He also stated that the nutmeg sales in 1982 could just be the same as this year unless the sales improve.

Comrades agreed on the $3.1M.

(3) LOW INCOME HOUSING - The Ministry of Housing send a list of persons interviewed who have made application for the houses. The Secretariat is to make copies of the list and give it to the St. Andrew's and St. George's PCB leaders and PC members.
latter is to discuss the item on Friday, 23rd.

(4) SCHOLMS FROM CUBA - Cde. Creft has requested that the PB gives her an idea as to what areas scholarships are needed in for the 1982 - 1983 period. A list of the areas given in 1979 - 1981 was sent. The document to be copied and distributed to MI comrades. The item will be discussed on Friday 23rd at R.U.

(5) MEXICO DELIGHT - Cde. Louison reported on the CPPPAL meeting he attended in Mexico. He said that the regional SI group met. A Grenada Solidarity Committee was formed. It's president is France and Secretary - the Dutch. It includes Norway, Britain and the INP. Some others have given their verbal support and say they will sign.

The next CPPPAL meeting: Panama, end of November

Cde. Louison met with Mexico's Vice Minister of Finance. They were willing to give us some money - a team will be visiting here from 26th October - 6th November.

The CLAUDE meeting is scheduled for 5th and 6th November.

** The Party needs to decide on an International Secretary very soon - comrades to think of names and the item to be discussed at Friday's BI meeting.

(6) DHALI THOMSON - Cde. Bishop visited him, he wants to go home. Cde. Bishop thinks that he should be sent home also. It was decided upon and his name is to be taken off the list of detainees.

(7) DATE FOR CC MEETING - The date for the next CC meeting is October 26th (every last Wednesday in the month). That is, November 25th and December 30th. Time 8.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.

(8) BULGARIA - There will be an exhibition at Marryshow House on Thursday, 22nd in honour of the 1300th anniversary of the Bulgarian state. It is to become part of a reception in honour of Ambassador Dimitrov.

(9) TEACHERS FOR NICARAGUA - About 12 Grenadian teachers are to be identified to go to Nicaragua. Cde. Jules is presently working on this - it was suggested that NYO unemployed members be used.

ITEMS 10 to 12 and 14 to 17 were not discussed.

(13) ADMINISTRATION FOR WASHINGTON MISSION - That mission needs an Administrator - no decisions were taken.

ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED - 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17

ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED AT F.U. MEETING:

1. Low income housing
2. Schools from Cuba
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World Conference of Women 8-13th - attended by 1000 delegates from more than 200 organizations.

We travelled via Cuba and had a brief discussion with the head of the International Affairs Department of the F.M.C., P. Coard had also had a discussion over lunch with the International Secretary, Esther Veliz in September. These centred around what Cuba sees as a difference in emphasis between the European organizations and those of the underdeveloped world in the question of the conference theme "Equality, Nationality Independence, Peace." The F.M.C. felt that the European organizations emphasize peace at the expense of the importance of the National Liberation struggles. They felt that this was the result of those countries being so far removed from the underdeveloped world. We were given the impression that this would be the major contradiction of the conference. However, in the event, the Socialist organizations of Europe led with a principled and, we thought, correct position and no such struggle developed. In fact, it was clear that the struggle for peace was closely linked with the struggle for National Independence, both facing the same enemy, US Imperialism - this turned out to be the major theme of the conference. The conference was highly successful in drawing the Socialist World closer to the progressive organizations of the Third World, both because of the firm and factual position taken by the CP organizations, and also because of the excellent treatment given by the Czech Women's Union.

**Main Benefits of Conference for Grenada**

1) We discovered that Grenada was practically unknown to most of the Women's Organizations. However, by the end of the conference everyone knew about us because of our wide distribution of literature, our presentations in the two (2) major committees, the fact that Grenada was elected to speak for the English speaking Caribbean within the Latin American group, and our extensive contacts made with other organizations. We received fraternal greetings and solidarity every where by the end of the conference, and established relations with many........
many organizations.

2) Our two representations were well received and several Socialist countries asked for copies and commented on the high standard and the "firm position".

3) We established very friendly relations with USSR, Hungary, GDR, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria, whose delegations were led by outstanding women. The GDR will be sending a representative for our December 6th rally. The others regretted that their budgets for 1961 were exhausted because they had paid for many countries to go to the conference. However, they all promised to visit us next year and USSR, Czechoslovakia and GDR invited us to visit them, probably in May-June. This would need to be at the highest level - it would be a decisive step in drawing us closer to them. We need to improve the consistency of our written communications with the Socialist world.

WIDF CONGRESS 14-15th - 96 ORGANIZATIONS

Here we were accepted as members. The CMP - JA was also accepted. The WHSM (Guyana) was not accepted - their application was delayed for further consideration. It was our impression that the Socialist organizations of Europe supported the WPO in its plea to have them rejected. All the English-speaking territories, as well as Cuba, maintained a neutral position. The INP-WM stated that their Party Congress, being held at that time, was deciding the issue of their relations with the PNC. We explained our position to the WPO in terms of our desire not to do anything that would increase the rupture in Caribbean unity, they accepted this. However, the WRSI adopted a quietly hostile attitude to all the other English-speaking territories: on two (2) occasions when we tried to join them at lunch they told us they were expecting another delegation. Their tactics were to give a brilliant and progressive presentation in the major committee (by contrast, the WPO's was very weak) and to buy the favours of the Progressive African group by telling them of their party's support for the African Liberation Movements. ($100,000 p.a.). However, this didn't work, perhaps because of Zimbabwe's relationship with Rodney, perhaps because of the closeness of relationships between the Socialist bloc and the African organizations.
Re: the WIDF Bureau Elections, there was a slight possibility that we could have been elected. In practice, the old Bureau "proposes" the new one after consultations with the different geographic blocs; but candidates should declare their candidature in advance. Because of being unable to obtain up to now a copy of the WIDF constitution despite requests made in the past as well as at the conference, we were unsure as to how things worked, and an indirect hint to the RMC in September (re the WPO proposing us) produced no positive response from them, we had therefore concluded that the organization may not wish a brand new member to stand. However, because of the WPO's bad behaviour during the past year and some unprincipled positions taken, it turned out that the Bureau did not wish to retain the WPO on the Bureau. The day before the Congress, an RMC delegate suggested to us that we could be an alternative. We agreed but did not campaign. It then turned out that because of other Latin American organizations pressure within the Bureau it was decided to drop WPO and substitute several months ahead. However, this was a tactical error, as the WPO (which would have been forced to accept Grenada as a substitute) immediately mobilized the rest of the English-and French-speaking Caribbean to protest against their replacement on the Bureau by a Spanish-speaking territory of this hemisphere when there were already 5. The final decision was to delay the decision and let the Bureau decide at the next meeting in 6 months time.

However, the WPO also revealed itself as unprincipled by telling a lie against Cuba (that the RMC had proposed their replacement by Nicaragua-actually it was Argentina who did so) and both the CMP and ourselves spoke to Jalini about how incorrect and unwise we felt their attitude to the RMC and Cuba was using many examples. It's clear that it has affected the attitude of the Socialist countries to the WPO.

We are not particularly impressed by the efficiency of the WIDF (as opposed to their ideological stance) - their programme for the next 5 years was very vague, no real work-plan; and they never seem to be able to answer letters although they send thousands of press releases.

We ordered 200 copies of each issue of the WIDF journal, which is very good one for each group.

4/ Visit to
VISIT TO BULGARIA (17th-25th OCTOBER)

This was highly successful. We spent 3 days in Sophia, and 5 in Rousse, a manufacturing town with an ancient history of resistance to both the Turks and Nazis. We were able to learn a great deal about the history, and present level of economic development and social organization of Bulgaria. Our hosts treated us extremely well and spoke very frankly to us about their own social problems and also the problems of Poland (they brought this up).

We formed a very warm relationship with the Women's Committee in Rousse; also with the President of the National Women's Committee, who is an outstanding woman, she was a guerrilla partisan from age 14; is now a CC member.

Prague 25th-26th We were warmly received, put at the CC hotel (Hotel Prág) and had very good discussions with the Women's Union International Secretary.

A note re the Organization of Women and Youth in the Socialist Countries.

Women: The USSR, Bulgaria and Hungary have Women's Committees which organize women on the basis of work-places (85%-90% of women in those countries work). There is usually a woman elected to represent the Committee in the Trade Union branch in each workplace. There is also usually a branch of the Committee in every community, which seeks to mobilize women for social goals, but this is like an executive. Thus, the committees are not mass organizations.

The GDR, Czechoslovakia and Cuba have mass women's organizations like ours, based in the communities. Czechoslovakia had a committee until 1968 - following the Dubček crisis the party decided to transform it into a mass organization in order to deepen its links in the communities.

Youth: Apparently only the USSR and Cuba have vanguard youth Organizations. In Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and the GDR the Youth have mass organizations, and very strong ones.
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING ON
Wednesday 4th November
1981

Comrades present:- 72  Comrades absent:-
Maurice Bishop  Unison Whiteman - sick
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Kenrick Radix
Hudson Austin

Agenda:-
1. West German delegation
2. PLC
3. NPG's transmitter
4. Venezuela Boat
5. Bloody Sunday
6. Solidarity Conference
7. Soviet Union Embassy
8. Libya, Iraq Embassies
9. Deputy Minister from Cuba
10. Discussion with Jenzi Wilks
11. WPA's Union
12. Military Alert
13. Party Headquarters
14. NACDA's Board

(1) WEST GERMAN OBLIGATION These items were not discussed
(2) ILLANEOUS
(3) NPG'S TRANSMITTER - Change: from 1C4G om the medium wave to
1C4C. Ray Smith will be attending the international communications
conference, as the CECS and Grenada's representative. However,
it was the Bureau's decision that Ashley Taylor should accompany
Ray Smith, as the latter is too naive and may not make the cor-
rect political decisions in this area.

(4) VENEZUELA BOAT - Cde. Radix reported on the negotiations taking
place with Venezuela's representatives in regard to the boat
that was found in our waters. Cde. Radix is to follow up on
this.

(5) BLOODY SUNDAY - Cde. Strachan stated that this rally will
have to be highly successful and must be the biggest. The mas-
ses will be mobilised sectionally and by parish. A meeting of
the PLC heads and leaders of the mass organisations is sched-
duled for the next 48 hours to work out the plan of mobilisa-
tion leading up to the 22nd. The aim is to have at least 1500
persons at the rally. Transportation, he said, would be the
main problem.

(6) SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE - Cde. Strachan-
6,1 Invitations - between 225 to 250 invitations sent out to Asia,
Africa, Europe, North America and the Caribbean. To date, only
13 responses (12 of which are positive), have been received.
The organisers in the U.S. (Barbara Lee and Carlotta, etc.)
have promised they will bring 1C, 15 or even 2C delegations. Today, 15C telegrams will go out as a reminder. Durossa and Cladwell kept the US invitations 2 weeks before delivering them. Overall aim is to bring 10C delegates.

Cde. Card: Use our seven ambassadors to make telephone call reminders.

6.2 Accommodation: - Lou Bono is in charge and has been doing a good job. 111 rooms (hotels and homes) have been confirmed. Attempting to get 50% discount from the hotels. The key to cutting down accommodation costs is to get delegates to stay at some private homes.

6.3 Programme/Content:-
  Cde. Leader's address is the major speech. Solidarity messages should be 2 minutes each. Presentations on Agriculture and agro-Industries and Fisheries to be followed by workshops and reports. The presentations to be ready by 18th November. Time to be allocated for delegates to make pledges to avoid duplicating.

Cde. Bishop's speech should be made into a booklet and given to the delegates before they leave.

FB: key right now is to "pull out all the stops", to make sure that the conference is a success.

(7) SOVIET UNION EMBASSY

(8) LIBYA & LEBANON EMBASSIES - Cdos. Merune and Benjamin have returned from Cuba and will leave for their respective missions shortly. The countries are to be informed.

(9) DEPUTY MINISTERS FROM CUBA - The deputy ministers of Trade, Economic Collaboration and Foreign Affairs of Cuba will be arriving on Friday, 6th Cols. Lyden Ramdhany and Adax are to meet them at the airport. In the latter's case, this will be done if Cde. Whitman is still unwell.

(10) DISCUSSION WITH DERRICK WILKS - Cde. Bishop reported that Cde. Wilks had met with him and raised the issue of Clement Kirton's salary. Cde. Card felt that the proper channel to deal with these issues like this was through Cde. Strachan as had already been agreed to with Cde. Wilks so.

(11) WPA's Union -
(12) MILITARY ALERT - Those items were not discussed
(13) FAC'S HEADQUARTERS -
(14) NACDA'S BOARD -

ERIC SLEELEY - has expressed desire to organise a goodwill tour to Grenada by a team of boxers. They will need their tickets and accommodation for 8 persons to be paid for by Grenada. This was agreed to and the last week of January and the first week of February were suggested for the visit.

ANGOLAN SOLIDARITY DAY - November 11th, a outdoor meeting to be held in the Scoters courtyard. The West Coast and St. Patrick's will be the main areas of mobilisation.
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AGRO-IN-SUTRIES' RESTAURANT - will be opened during the first week in December. Cde. Radix's suggestion for its name: "The Crucial Factor."

MAY DAY - Saturday 11th. Church service and graveside ceremony being planned. The H/AFG will organise the indoor meeting/rally to take place at Mindsey School. Cde. Coard will attend it.

TU CONFERENCE: Cde. Strachan -
Everything is going alright.

3RD FESTIVAL: Cde. Strachan -
Invitations will go off this month.
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MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 11TH NOVEMBER 1981

Comrades present
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Henrick Radix
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent
George Louison
Unison Whiteman

AGENDA
1. Caribbean and Central American Action meeting
2. Party Scholarships and visits to S.U.
3. Report on the CIDOC conference
4. Richard Jacobs
5. P.S. for the Ministry of Communications
6. Religious Conference
7. Solidarity with Cuba
8. PA Systems for the 3rd Festival
9. Angola Day Rally
10. PNM Struggle
11. Caribbean Trade Union Conference
12. Activities for November
13. Party Headquarters
14. National Mobilisation’s Building
15. Housing
16. Sea World Centre
17. WPJ Congress
18. New Applicants

1. CARIBBEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICAN ACTION MEETING - It was decided that Grenada should “press” to be invited to this meeting which takes place at the end of November. The person to go is we are invited will be either Cde. Whitman, Louison or Radix. However, the decision will be taken when the invitation has been received.

2. PARTY SCHOLARSHIPS AND VISITS TO S.U. - Twelve short term Party scholarships are being offered to us by the Soviet Union. The Secretariat is to get detailed information from Cde. McPhail in Havana. The S.U. has also restated they are ready to receive another 2 CC comrades for rest and recreation there. The OC is to take the decision on the CC.

3. REPORT ON THE CIDOC CONFERENCE - Cde. Radix reported that the CIDOC meeting held here never reached its ministerial level. The decided to adjourn and reconvene before year’s end in New York. The work of the officials was accepted and Grenada retains the chairmanship.

The Jamaican Deputy Foreign Minister, (Calimore) arrived with an armed guard and attempted to use forged currency while here.

4. RICHARD JACOBS - he rang re. going to Mexico and Nicaragua at the same time that he is supposed to be joining Cde. Austin etc. on the DDR, Czechoslovakia and S.U. trip. It was decided that Cde. Jacobs should still go to Mexico and Nicaragua, joining the comrades in S.U. after.

"...5 P.S FOR THE..."
5. P.S. FOR THE M INISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS - Cde. Byron Campbell will be the P
Permanent Secretary in that Ministry when Ram Iton leaves. However,
Cdes. Austin, Iton and Campbell will be away at the same time. Cde. Michael
Prime will therefore be in charge of the Ministry for that period.

6. RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE - A conference on "RELATION BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND ME-
VOLUTION" will be held in Madrid from 5th - 10th December. Grenada is to send
2 delegates. Judy Williams/Ricky Charles and Fr. Martin/Lin St. Bernard were
suggested. Cde. Strachan is to follow up on this.

7. SOLIDARITY WITH CUBA - Cde. Strachan said that Cde. Gaston wanted the mass
organisation, etc. to send solidarity messages to Cuba on the present situa-
tion there. If possible, they also want a rally held. The latter also brought
copies of Cde. Castro’s speeches made in Cuba on the issue. It was agreed
that one of the upcoming council meetings should focus on this as a way of
expressing solidarity.

8. PA SYSTEM FOR THE 3RD FESTIVAL - Cde. Strachan received a proposal that
we purchase our own PA system for the 3rd Festival. It can be bought from
Hungary, with parts from Japan and Austria. The Cubans have agreed to train
the persons to use it. However, the decision was that we should use the Cu-
bans’ own (although still ordering ours), as it will not arrive in time for
the Festival.

9. ANGOLA DAY RALLY - The rally in solidarity with Angola is to be held tonight
at the Sautiers Courtyard. The programme will include the Angola representa-
tive, the SIPO representative and one comrade from the Party.

10. PMU STRUGGLE - The Special C.M. as requested by the Party’s PMU Sub-Ctee
is scheduled for Thursday, 12th. However, the PMU Executive has publicised
a circular saying that they have agreed to hold the meeting, but have sche-
duled it for Tuesday, 24th and not Thursday, 12th. They stated a few irregular-
ities in the method of approach to hold the Special C.M. However, it was
noted that the meeting will go ahead as a mobilisation meeting, but that it
will not be a “legal” one according to the PMU Constitution.

11. CARIBBEAN TRADE UNION CONFERENCE - The decision was taken to invite the Guyana
Agricultural and General Workers Union, after the TUC received a letter from
them requesting to be invited.

12. ACTIVITIES FOR HOLIDAY - A list of activities (zonal councils, workers
parish councils, etc.) totalling 62 was submitted to the Bureau. It was noted
that OC comrades will have to start attending these meetings to take some of
the work off the backs of the PB members.

13. PARTY HEADQUARTERS - The drawings were approved and the quantities are now to
be done. The Party, however, is to make a formal request for the land to be
used and the OC is to discuss a programme of fund-raising to help with the cost
of labour for building the headquarters.

14. NATIONAL MOBILISATION’S MINISTRY BUILDING - Cde. Strachan suggested that Bereck
Bright’s house near to Church Street be used as the Ministry of National Mobi-
lisation. This was agreed.

15. HOUSING - The houses, both at Telescope and Grand Anse are to be allocated.
This will be done at Friday’s (November, 13th) Bureau meeting.

16. SEA WORK CENTRE - Cde. Radix suggested that this centre be set up in a build-
ing near to the Fishing School in True Blue in time for the 3rd Festival.

...3
17. NPJ CONGRESS - To be held in December. Our delegates will be decided on at next PB meeting - Wednesday, 18th.

18. NEW APPLICANTS - Cde. Strachum suggested that whenever new applicants are being brought into the Party that a small ceremony or so be organised to mark the occasion. The suggestion was not discussed in detail by the Bureau.
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MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING OF
WEDNESDAY, 16TH NOVEMBER
1981

Comrades present
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Bernard Coard
Kennrick Nadia
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent
George Louison
Unison Watson

AGENDA
1. TU Conference Report
2. Bloody Sunday - 22nd November
3. International Solidarity Conference
4. FJ Congress
5. Ministerial Designations
6. SELA Meeting - Panama
7. Relocation of Medical School
8. International Airport
9. Call from Cde. Louison
10. Bank activities in Grenville
11. Venezuela's Ambassador's visit

(1) TU CONFERENCE REPORT - Cde. Strachan reported that there are already 32
delegates here already to attend the conference. He reported that there
were a few logistical problems, but that the mobilisation of the workers
to attend the opening ceremony was going "okay". The programme chairman
for the opening is Cde. Vincent Noel and both Septhymus Forsyth and the
comrade leader are due to speak. It was felt however, that somebody on
behalf of the delegates should address the opening.

(2) BLOODY SUNDAY - The organisational aspect was looked at by the CC al-
ready - the programme is now to be decided upon. The decision - Chairman -
Cde. Nadia, solidarity messages from all the mass organisations
(youth, women, pioneers, farmers, workers, armed forces, etc.) and one
solidarity message each from the TU and Int 1 solidarity conferences.
Each message to be not more than 5 minutes. Mobilisation is reported
to be good and transportation is organised.

(3) INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE - Cde. Strachan said - 33 delegates
confirmed to attend, could have about 60-70 delegates.

(4) FJ CONGRESS this is from the 17 - 20th December. Cde. Strabhan is to
attend the Congress on behalf of the Party.

(5) MINISTERIAL DESIGNATIONS - Cde. Coard's Ministry is that of "Planning,
Finance and Trade". Cde. Nadia's is "Industry and Fisheries, Attorney
General and Justice Minister".

(6) SELA MEETING - PANAIA - Other Williams will be the official at this
meeting on Grenada's behalf.

(7) RELOCATION OF MEDICAL SCHOOL - The medical school authorities have
suggested that the school be re-located in the area opposite "Dog
Island". It was agreed to unless it is opposed to by the armed forces.
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(8) INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR - was not discussed.

(9) CALL FROM CUE. LOUISON - A few matters were settled between different comrades bilaterally on issues that were raised by Cue. Louison.

(10) BANK ACTIVITIES IN GRENVILLE - Rumors are reported to be circulating in the town over the recent purchase of the N.C.B. by the N.C.B. Some people are reported to have been pounding down the N.B.C.'s doors to withdraw their money from that bank. Cue. Caard reported that he held a 2-hour long meeting, he held with Sharon Lycorish of N.C.B. and the workers were supposed to publish a pamphlet "FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW" on the situation.

(11) VENEZUELA'S AMBASSADOR'S VISIT - Cue. Radix reported on this. They want to send in a military delegation to discuss regional security and they will be donating some equipment to the hospital. The first was agreed to by the Bureau. ie for the military delegation to come to Grenada.
MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY, 9TH DECEMBER, 1981

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Kenrick Radix
George Louison
Unison Whiteman

Comrade absent:-
Hudson Austin - away

Agenda:-
1. Vincent Noel
2. Ricky Singh
3. NYO Congress and rally
4. Grenada/US Friendship Society
5. SWAPO
6. Detainees
7. Richard Hart
8. Correspondence
9. Ministers of Labour Conference
10. Workmen's Compensation Act
11. Christmas tree lightings
12. WPJ Congress
13. Dennis Henry
14. New Applicants to the Party

(1) VINCENT NOEL - This item was discussed in detail.

(2) RICKY SINGH - Cde. Bishop told Cdes. Whiteman and Radix of a telephone conversation he had with Ricky Singh regarding the allegation of human rights violations here and the document Grenada presented at the recent SELA meeting.

(3) NYO CONGRESS AND RALLY - Cde. Coard is to give the feature address at the opening of the Congress on Saturday and Cde. Bishop will do likewise at the Rally on Sunday.

(4) GRENADE/US FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY AGREEMENT - This agreement is to be signed by Carlotta Scott and Swinton Lambert

(5) SWAPO - Cde. Coard is to arrange to get the $50,000 promised to SWAPO sent to their representative at the United Nations.

(6) DETAINNEES - Some are to be released

(7) RICHARD HART - He is to replace Miles Fitzpatrick as of August 1982

(8) CORRESPONDENCE -

(9) MINISTERS OF LABOUR CONFERENCE -

(10) WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT -

2/..: (11) CHRISTMASES TREE LIGHTINGS
(11) CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTINGS - The only list received was that of St. David's.

(12) WFJ CONGRESS - Ctes. Strachan and Sandiford are to attend.

(13) DENNIS HENRY -

(14) NEW APPLICANTS TO THE PARTY -
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MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
ON MONDAY 28TH DECEMBER, 1981

Present:
Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Kenrick Radix

Absent:
Unison Wgiteman
Hudson Austin
Bernard Coard

AGENDA:
1. EPICA
2. Nicaragua
3. Agricultural Plan
4. 1982 Work Plan
5. CC Agenda
6. New Year Speech
7. Detainees
8. RC Pastoral letter/Nechall
9. WPJ 2nd Congress Report
10. Visit to Cuba
11. March 13th Anniversary
12. George Lamming

1. EPICA - Regarding the book they are printing on the Grenada Revolution, 5000 copies will be sent to us at a price of $1.50 (US) each. We are to reserve another 5000 copies if possible. This task is Cde. Strachan's responsibility. It was also agreed that a Carifta cottage be given to them.

2. NICARAGUA - Cde. Bishop reported that he had a meeting with Valerie Cornwall and Didicus Jules re. the literary programme in Nicaragua. They came up with a list of 40 names to be sent there as tutors/trainers to help in the programme. However, it was not clear exactly how many persons were actually needed. The group also needs a lender and a top party comrade to assist with ideological and organisational training. Cdes. Cornwall and Jules also asked for assistance from the Bureau on informing the comrades who will be going to Nicaragua on the present situation there. This task is Cde. Louison's own.

The sending of the volunteers to Nicaragua is to be co-ordinated with the Nicaraguan Ambassador in Cuba.

Cde. Bishop wanted to get the Bureau's approval on the suggestion that a few top party comrades be spared to help in this area. It was agreed/approved.

3. AGRICULTURAL PLAN - Cde. Louison reported that Tamayo's visit is a follow-up to that of Risquet's. The former has suggested a new system of organisation for the Ministry of Agriculture. He suggests that there be three sections: organisational, political and production; that there be two vice ministers, abandon the Permanent Secretary and Secretary for Agriculture.
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Cde. Louison also disclosed however, that Cde. Rizo has suggested that we will have to do the same for the other ministries once it is done for that of Agriculture.

The general feeling of the Bureau was that we are not quite ready for the system as yet.

4. **1982 WORK PLAN** – Cde. Louison stated that the OC has already looked at the work plans for 1982 of the women, youth and AGWU; the FCB’s and IPU are to be looked at – also the Urban Workers Committee. He explained that some OC comrades expressed the view that Cde. Ian St. Bernard be put in charge of the work in St. George’s – however, no decision was taken on this.

Cde. Radix expressed the view that in 1982, some party comrades will have to be put in the area of the economy and production and that meetings with the unemployed should take place.

5. **CC AGENDA** – The next CC meeting is on Wednesday, 30th and the Bureau decided that the item on the agenda should be "A Political Review of 1981", including the areas of weaknesses as identified by the OC and comments on them.

It was suggested that there be special CC meetings to decide on the programme for 1982 and one be held for the purpose of discussing the 1982 One Year Plan and the budget.

6. **NEW YEAR SPEECH** – Cde. Bishop stated that he wanted to get comrades’ ideas on what the contents of his new year speech should be. The following were suggested: review of the major achievements in 1981, the role of the masses and the growth of democracy, growth of the mass organisations, emphasis on the productivity point, a renewed call for the involvement of the businessmen in the economy, 2% growth in the economy in 1981, 1% more nutmeg sales in 81 than in 80, the soon commencement of the National Bus Service, the development of Carrastructure.

The Bureau decided that 1982 be The Year of Economic Construction.

7. **DETAINERS** – A list of 25 suggested names of detainees was presented to the Bureau for consideration to be released. Four additional names were added and the Bureau decided on 22 of the 25 suggested names to be released.

The following items were not discussed:
8. RC Pastoral letter/Neeshall
9. WPJ 2nd Congress Report
10. Visit to Cuba
11. March 13th Anniversary
12. George Lamming

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
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Comrades present:—

Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Hudson Austin

Comrades Absent:—

Unison Whiteman
Kenrick Radix

Agenda:-

1. Ron dellums
2. C'C/Grenlec
3. Home
4. Airport Meeting Report
5. Outstanding Hills - March 13
6. Journalist Conference
7. Pleassey
8. DINK - Korea
9. Mass Activities:—
   Lenin's Birthday, Jeremiah D'Souza's Day, May Day, Playa de Giron
10. Correspondence
11. Surinamese
12. F&N-raisin' Committee Report
13. Falkland Islands

1. Ron dellums is arriving in Grenada on Friday, 8th April and leaves on Thursday, 15th. His programme starts on Monday 12th, as he will be resting from his arrival until then. Comrade Louison was given the task to meet him at the airport. It was suggested that arrangements be made for him to see Carriacou.

3. A seminar will be held in the home on Thursday 8th April. This will involve all Ministries and is aimed at begining paration for the 3-year plan (1983, 1984 and 1985). Comrade Coard explained that discussion will be mainly on the capital side of the budget and that as many F&N members as possible should be there.

4. Comrade Strachan reported on the first part of a meeting he and Comrade Austin held with the workers at the site of the International airport. He stated the following:-
   - the meeting lasted 4 hours
   - it is clear that the workers and management are to get the blame
   - Allover "got plenty blows"; he is under tremendous pressure
   - there is a friction/gap between the Grenadian and Cuban workers
   - the Grenadian workers claim they are not getting recognition
   - both sides are cursing each other
   - women workers experiencing problems - inadequate transport etc.
   - claim that management is not giving time to do voluntary work and are not giving support for the Militia
Comrade Strachan told them the following as means of solving the problems:

- the union has to be a vibrant force and complaints must be brought to them
- the union must be involved in decision making re. the workers
- political Commissar to be appointed ("ianos", Gordon or MacLean)
- disciplinary committee must be set up
- regular staff meetings must be held

Comrade Austin reported that the usual airport problems were discussed, they included:

- the access road to the airport to be decided on
- tank
- airport terminal building
- need for a jeep, truck and car
- need for food loan

He also stated that the Sandino plant will need 10 Grenadian workers from May.

5. The total of the outstanding bills for the March 13 Festival totalled $358,000. Comrade Strachan explained the three "hardest areas" as i) protocol, ii) mass mobilisation and iii) protocol transport. The breakdown:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>protocol</td>
<td>260,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass mobilisation</td>
<td>37,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protocol transport</td>
<td>161,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>368,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. The Journalists Conference will be held here from April 16th to April 19th.

7. Ilesha. Comrade Coard explained that there are three parts to this:

i) to ensure that all the parts/equipment would be in the plan (LOI)
ii) local element (Miles)
iii) prices for each item

8. Comrade Strachan will be our representative to the birth anniversary of the North Korean leader, instead of the Comrade Leader.

9. A. Lenin's Birthday - April 22nd. A programme will be organise to observe the day, involving the M's, CM's and A's of the Party.

10. Jeremiah Davidson - This will be commemorated on April 18th, starting at 3.00 p.m.

C. May Day - the aim is to bring out 10,000 workers. The unions are to draw up schedule of visits to workplaces as a method of mobilising the workers.
May de Giron - rallies to observe this will be held in St. Andrew's, St. George's and St. Patrick's and they are being organised by the Armed Forces.

10. Comrade George Louison has been invited to the Party and Government Conference on agriculture to be held in the GCT May 12 - 13. They will be sending three tickets - two other comrades are therefore to be identified to accompany him.

12. The Fundraising Committee submitted a report on their activities thus far which stated a balance of $7,607. Comrade Strachan reported that he had held a meeting with them. His suggestion to them was that six simultaneous parties be organised for the six parishes at the end of May.

Another suggestion was that the friendship organisations be asked to donate 10,000 jerseys. They will be printed with "Year of Economic Construction"; "Work Harder, Produce More, Build Grenada". They will then be sold in an attempt to raise some funds - that is to be implemented at around the Carnival season.

Hazel-Ann
Recording Secretary
TO ALL POLITICAL BUREAU MEMBERS

Please acknowledge receipt of the PB minutes dated 7th April, 1982.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>SIGNATURE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Maurice Bishop</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/4/82</td>
<td>M/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bernard Coard</td>
<td></td>
<td>16/4/82</td>
<td>M/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Selwyn Strachan</td>
<td></td>
<td>24/4/82</td>
<td>M/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. George Louison</td>
<td></td>
<td>26/4/82</td>
<td>M/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hudson Austin</td>
<td></td>
<td>28/4/82</td>
<td>M/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Unison Whiteman</td>
<td></td>
<td>30/4/82</td>
<td>M/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kenrick Radix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Let those who labour hold the reins"
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU
MEETING - 14th APRIL, 1982

Comrades present: -
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Hudson Austin
George Louise

Comrades absent: -
Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Kenrick Radix

1. Journalists Conference - It was decided that the Comrade Leader should declare the Conference open; that Comrade Whiteman should close it and that Comrade Bernard Coard should host the Press Conference which should be sometime after the Airport Rally on Sunday 18th. The Conference runs from 17 - 19 April, at the Dome.

2. To commemorate 'Playa Giron', the Armed Forces has planned four indoor rallies to take place in Carriacou, St. Patrick's, St. Andrew's and St. George's. The PB members to attend them are Comrades Hudson Austin, Louise, Coard/Radix/Whiteman and Bishop respectively.

3. An invitation was received from Bulgaria to attend the 100th anniversary of the birth of Dimitrov. This will take the form of an International Conference on the Lifework of Dimitrov and our Time. It will take place in Bulgaria from 15th - 17th June, 1982.

   The Bureau felt that Comrade Whiteman would be the person best suited to attend the conference.


5. Comrade Louise will visit the GDR during 12th - 14th May. He is to be accompanied by two other comrades.

6. The WMK will hold its conference in Havana, Cuba from 26th April. A representative from our Party is expected to attend.

7. The 27th Party Congress of the Australian Communist Party will be held from 11th - 14th June. They want the NJM to forward its greetings.

The Bureau decided to forward items nos. 3 - 7 to the Organising Committee for discussion and decisions.

Hazel-Ann
SECRETARY
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMME A/C

STATEMENT TO 30th JUNE 1982

REVENUE

Grants - M.N.I.B. .............. $215,000
Refunds .............. 3,099

218,099

EXPENDITURE:

Unemployment Census .............. 14,174
Unemployment Conferences ........ 15,049
Renovations to Y.E.P. Office:
    Materials ........... 15,408 )
    Labour ........... 12,305 ) 27,713
Renovations to La Sagesse:
    Materials ........... 32,899 )
    Labour ........... 27,112 ) 60,011
Stationery ........... 1,248
Office Expenses ........... 89
Vehicle ........... 7,421

La Sagesse Training Programme:
    Equipment ........... 9,767 )
    Other ........... 21,229 ) 30,996
Office Furniture & Equipment 4,448
Miscellaneous ........... 824
Travelling & Subsistence ........... 1,727 163,700
Surplus for Period ........... 54,399
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TO: Political Bureau, New Jewel Movement
FROM: Chairperson, Women's Committee, NM
RE: Problems affecting women Party members
DATE: 11th May, 1982

Dear Comrades,

At a recent Women's Committee meeting, it was discovered that many women Party members are feeling under considerable strain. An analysis of the situation was done and it was felt that we ought to let the Bureau know of the situation and ask the Bureau to consider the matter, and take any decisions which it may think appropriate. Some of the matters discussed are referred to briefly in the minutes of the Women's Committee meeting of 15th April, 1982.

The main problems identified are as follows:

(1) The special problems of women with children are rarely, if ever, considered when fixing hours of study classes and committee or P.C.B. meetings.

When some women members raise the problems of having no one to leave their babies with at 5:00 a.m. or no one to get the children breakfast or ready for school, the attitude of many heads of P.C.B., Committees and study groups has frequently been that "you just have to solve that problem". As a result, some women members have been deemed 'in disciplined' as a result of missing meetings, others have taken serious risks with their children, like leaving babies in the care of young children of 10 or 12 years, some have faced the criticism of the masses for "neglecting" their children. Recently, an incident occurred when a sister from St. Andrew's was kept at a meeting in town till 6:30 p.m. On returning to St. Andrew's she found the Day Nursery shut and spent 2 hours searching frantically to find out where the nurses lived to recover her child.

The special problems of workers and of any comrades are considered when fixing hours of meetings. We feel that the C.C. and senior Party comrades should be aware that women's problems in terms of the care of their children should be considered and women members should not be unfairly condemned, when they are not to be blamed. Likewise, it should be recognised that last minute calls to attend meetings at weekends and on evenings does sometime result in women members being unable to attend because arrangements cannot easily be made at an hour's notice to get babysitting.

Likewise, it should be considered that there are some areas where it is unsafe for women to walk alone late at night or very early in the morning.

We recognise that such consideration entails a risk of some members making children an excuse to avoid doing work; however, we feel that each case must be looked at realistically; moreover in our experience the women with children are among the hardest working and most disciplined members of the Party.

(2) When allocating political tasks it should be considered that most women in our Party have to wash, cook, clean and sometimes also have to care for children and elderly parents, in addition to taking on just as much political work as the men who in most
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cases accept little responsibility in the housekeeping area.

At the present time we find that a large number of women, especially those with young children are extremely tired. Also, they are extremely concerned about their neglect of their children in some cases are doing poorly in school. The party needs to check on overall workload when allocating political tasks to women members. We have also found in the Women's Committee that the efficiency of our senior women comrades has been greatly increased by giving them even limited staff to assist them (e.g., Teresa now has a personal assistant from among the part-time workers; Melina now assists Claudette in the international area; Frye and she work jointly on training, using part-time workers to deal with some of the logistical back up).

(3) The Maternity Leave Law must be respected by the Party. The experience of the past 2 years shows us that even some senior Party comrades assume that women members will continue political work almost until she gives birth and will take on work again shortly afterwards. This is damaging to our women's health. The rule should be that women on maternity leave should be free of all political work, except in rare cases where the woman volunteers to undertake a few tasks. Furthermore, women with babies or young children should always be consulted before being directed to go abroad for the Party, to ensure that arrangements can be made to look after their children.

(4) One or two single women with children are finding difficulty in paying full dues, where factors are not paying adequate maintenance. We advised them to write to the O.G. on this.

(5) The Party should seek actively to change the attitude of Party men to the questions of baby-sitting, child care, housework and should ensure that all fathers support their children equally both financially and psychologically.

Right now, there are many male Party members who undertake very little or no responsibility in these areas; the Party should make them understand that:

(a) it is their duty to spend equal time looking after their children whether or not they live in the same house as the mother. Otherwise we will see more and more young women seriously held back in terms of political development because of being burdened full time with children. Right now many young Party men are pressuring sisters to have babies for them, yet afterwards they take little or no responsibility for them.

(b) Where Party men and women live together they must undertake equal responsibility for housework.

(c) It should be clearly understood that Party tasks cannot be used as an excuse for not undertaking (a) and (b). Right now the attitude of Party men is "Sorry I can't do much - any baby care or housework - Party work must come first. But the women Party member could say the same thing! The Party must make it clear that all Party members - men and women - must share housework and baby care equally, in order
that both should have an equal opportunity to develop as Party cadres. Otherwise women Party cadres will always be held back in their development both relative to what they are capable of.

(6) Party members must be made aware of what is a proletarian man and woman and what is a proletarian or socialist relationship. We have the example to set for the broad masses of our people. Therefore our relationships whether with other Party members or with non-Party members should be honest, not using or abusing the other person. We believe for example, that it is time married Party men stop running around with several other women; it is time they stopped having "outside children"; it is time unmarried Party men shortly to be married stopped the practice of pressuring women to have children for them; sometimes even using the possibility of marriage as a bribe – or as blackmail; it is also time that women Party members learn to stop gossiping about other peoples personal relationships.

We realise that Party members will not all change overnight. However, we feel it is time the Party starts to formulate rules of personal behaviour on the man-woman questions and more than this, seek to raise the ideological level of all Party members on this matter. Too many Party members do not see that the struggle for socialism includes the struggle to create socialist forms of relationships in our society, and especially Applicants need to be carefully educated in this area.

We want to suggest that the Bureau directs the Education Committee to include at least one study session on the woman question on the programme for all M's, CM's and A's at some point during the next six months. The Women's Committee has M-L materials which can be used.

The Bureau may also wish to consider circulating this document to M's and CM's.

Finally, we wish to recognise the real effort and progress made by our senior Party members in overcoming male chauvinist attitude and the practical results this has had (for instance in the development of women in the Militia) despite the problems which still remain. Undoubtedly, the JNM is outstanding among other Caribbean Parties in the high degree of equality which it offers to women, both within and outside of the Party.

P. Coard
10th May, 1982.
Comrades present

Maurice Bishop
George Louison
Unison Whiteman
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent

Bernard Coard - unwell
Kenrick Radix - away
Selwyn Strachan - away

Agenda

1. Discussion with the Minister of Fisheries - Cuba
2. Soviet Union Party Agreement with NJM
4. Chris Stroude
5. New CFO for Keith Joseph/TFG Manager
6. Party propaganda
7. Letter from Maureen St. Bernard
8. Caricom Action Plan
9. USA Front Group
10. Grenada Workers for the GDR
11. Bills in Havana
12. OPE PHASE TWO

1. DISCUSSION WITH THE MINISTER OF FISHERIES - CUBA - Comrade Bishop reported on a meeting that was held with himself, Comrade Radix and the Minister of Fisheries from Cuba.

Of the ten boats that were donated to us by Cuba only two that are working - eight are not functioning. The two presently working can collapse any time. It was also reported that the National Fishing Company has lost about sixty percent of its revenue.

The meeting held, took the following decisions:

1.1 Do something about the sunken boats - remove them etc. (what is possible)
1.2 Move those that there is no plan to use.
1.3 Try to save two or three
1.4 Send some or the balance to Cuba or Carriacou to be used otherwise if possible.

It was noted that instead of returing the boats that cannot be used back to Cuba, we should think of creative ways to use them otherwise.

The slipway offered by Cliveland Dolland was also looked at as part of the discussion on this agenda item.
2. **SOVIET UNION PARTY AGREEMENT** - Comrades Louison and Cheneve of the CPSU held discussion on the draft agreement and work programme between the two parties as brought by us and agreed,

a. The Soviets to items for Party Headquarters.
b. A number of scholarships for Party School - 15 NJM comrades can come from October. NJM to decide on the period of study - three, six or twelve months.
c. The CPSU offered to host 5 NJM comrades for rest and recreation; 5 for a familiarisation visit. The NJM offered to host CPSU comrades in Grenada, but their response is that they prefer if comrades assisted with Party building when they come.

In a message from Comrade Bourne at our Embassy in Moscow, he indicated that other points raised by the Comrade Leader in discussions held will be considered and we will be notified accordingly.

On the Party Secretariat, Cuban experts are to come to prepare/evaluate quantities and drawings.

On the question of the leadership's plane, Comrade Bourne indicated that in his meeting with Gosplan on 23rd August, they indicated that they are likely to supply the plane, but needed to know two things:

i) If an agreement on co-operation between Grenada and Cuba is possible for the purpose of operation, maintenance and training of Grenadian technicians to use the plane.

ii) If we have a Pilot lined up to fly the plane.

The following will also be given to us by the CPSU:

a. 2 autobuses (25-seater)
b. 2 Niva cars
c. 3 P.A. amplifiers
d. 12 loudspeakers
e. 6 16mm projectors
f. 12 tape recorders
g. 150 cassettes
h. 1 photocopying machine
i. 7 duplicating machines
j. 6 English typewriters
k. 4 Guillotines
m. 2000 folding chairs

3. **HUMAN RIGHTS CONFERENCE** - NEW YORK - A letter invited the PRG to participate in a Conference on Human Rights to be held in New York was discuss. The conference is to take place on October 1 - 3 and its theme is "Human Rights and the Struggle for Social, Economic and Political Justice". The invitation came from the Conference on Human Rights in the Americas Co-ordinating Committee.

The Bureau decided that either Comrades Creft or Jules should attend, but that further consideration be given to the matter by the Bureau.

Comrade Louison was given the task to speak with Comrade Creft on the matter, in an attempt to convince her to attend the conference.

4. **CHRIS STROUPE** - He is no longer Political Commissar for the Army and needs to be placed in an area of work. Comrade Bishop reported that himself and Comrade Strachan had discussed the matter and thought that he should be made Political Chief. His tasks will be to take the political classes, note the problems raised during the classes and pass them on to the Political Organizer to be
solved. However, no name was yet found for the person to fill that post.

The Bureau noted that the comrade has serious organisational weaknesses, although he has many other outstanding strengths.

5. NEW CFO FOR KEITH JOSEPH/TFG MANAGER - This was not discussed. Instead, the Bureau noted that there were many areas like this that needed to be filled with comrades. As part of the reorganisation presently going on in the Party, this matter will have to be dealt with.

It was observed that comrades were needed for:-

TFG  
RGF  
FWI  
Political Organiser/Politiaal Commissar  
Propaganda Chief  
NACDA  
YEP Chief  
CPE

6. PARTY PROPAGANDA - To be discussed at the next PB meeting.

7. LETTER FROM AMUREEN ST. BERNARD - The letter from Maureen was discussed by the Bureau and a reply will be sent. She enclosed different letters attacking her.

8. CARICOM ACTION PLAN - Comrades Taylor and Emmanuel to leave for some of the regional island in this regard.

9. USA FRONT GROUP

The document from WPJ, NONALI and DLM with information on human rights in their respective countries was not yet received except the one from NONALI. WPJ and DLM to be checked in this regard.

10. GRENADA WORKERS FOR GOD  
11. BILLS IN HAVANA  
12. CPE PHASE 2

10. 11. 12.  

these items were not discussed
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
ON WEDNESDAY, 22nd September, 1982

Comrades Present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
George Louison
Kenrick Radix
Selwyn Strachan - late
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent:-
Unison Whitman

Agenda:-
1. Wilson Center
2. Papal Nuncio's Visit
3. Venezuela Center
4. Intellectuals Conference/Marryshow Day
5. Mark Nurvine/Dawne Fletcher
6. CPE Phase 2
7. Bill River/lybia Connection
8. Comrades for key positions
9. Legal Affairs
10. Analysis of Regional Situation

2. PAPAL NUNCIUS VISIT
Comrade Bishop reported on a meeting he held with the Papal Nuncio who was in Grenada on a visit. He said the meeting was very warm. He said a number of things in relation to the activities of the church and of the behaviour of some priests, including the following:

1. sermons on the pulpit; their political activists' role; attitude to class bias, school repair, etc.
2. disrespect for laws/regulations - visit to detainees
3. aggressive, arrogant, destabilising attitude

The Comrade Leader also made the point to him that the Bishop's attitude is generally one of being another Prime Minister.

The Papal Nuncio's proposal in response is that a meeting should be called with all the priests and Bishop Charles in which the laws are all laid down.

Comrade Bishop made the following proposals:-

i) Accreditation of somebody to the Vatican.
ii) All requests for work permits for priests must be sent before they arrive in the country, with their proper CV's.
iii) Removal of the worse elements.
The Papal Nuncio expressed the opinion that there are some priests/nuns that the PRG can check sometimes, e.g. Sister Francis Xavier, and the three new brothers in PC.

The PB has to look at the appointment of an ambassador to the Vatican and structures for dealing with housekeeping matters relevant to the church.

The Papal Nuncio said that what the Church wants is the right to spiritual freedom. If they are to co-operate with the State in any other areas, it will be that of education.

3. VENEZUELA CENTER - The Venezuelans want to open a cultural center here. It will operate on guidelines for a co-ordinating committee, made up of representatives from the Ministry of Culture here and the Director of the Center. It was noted that the Director of the Centre will be a very key/important person.

The location for the center was already sited - in the Grand Anse area.

4. INTELLECTUALS CONFERENCE - The Intellectuals Conference will take place from 18 - 20 November; Bloody Sunday will be commemorated on November 21 and the Education is Production Too conference will start on November 22nd. November 7 is to be named National Cultural Day and the local committee of intellectuals will be named on that day too, including Don Rojas, Jacob Ross, Merle Hodge, etc.

5. MARK NURSING/DAWN PELCHER - They want to organise a 'Private Meeting with the Prime Minister' on 6 - 13 February, 1983. The theme will be 'Another Development in Grenada'. The topics will include that of 1) Habitat, and Food, 2) Peoples Participation, 3) Economic Development, 4) International Affairs.

It is suggested that the persons taking part in the meeting arrive in Grenada four or five days before the start of the meeting and go to Carriacou (Camp Carriacou) where it will be held.

The NWO delegation came to the PB meeting that morning to discuss the Problems of women party members as put forward in their document to the PB. The delegation comprised Sisters Phyllis Coard, Claudette Pitt and Rita Joseph. They described their concerns as:

1. Tremendous overwork and tiredness of women Party members
2. Financial problems of women party members

The PB, in response, made the following points, apart from others:

- the three points are very broad and important add the PB shares the concerns
- financial problems are also experienced by men
- the dedication committee will give consideration to the suggestion that the women's question be studied by the Party.
- CC Sub-Committee looking at the internal state of the Party which will include this.
- OC looking at the personal problems of Party comrades regularly on their pre-
scheduled agenda
- there should be somebody at the Secretariat level, that comrades can check on their
  personal problems (suggestion by the women's committee)
- we must see the woman question as one of the contradictions within the society and
  must see the problems of women globally
- study must also look at family education (both men and women)

In conclusion, the PB made the following three important general points:

1. a) Need to see this as part of the objective state of development of both
   the Party and the society.
   b) Historic attitudes - lack of material resources (day care centres, preprimary
      schools, etc.)
   c) The Party has not fully addressed the woman question, although it has been
      an issue of concern.

2. For all of us(men) we have shown a lack of concern and support for the women we
   have a relationship with. (This is not to excuse women for what they do to earn
   disrespect).

3. The level of human commitment. There is an attitude among women members to
   laziness, mask for excuses, ill discipline.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING

WEDNESDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER, 1982

Comrades present:--

Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
Kenrick Radix
George Louison
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent:--

Bernard Coard
Unison Whiteman

AGENDA:--

1. Letters to Manley, Hammer, Lamb, Bellafonte
2. Ambassador to the Vatican/Structures re Church
3. Analysis of regional situation
4. Comrades for key positions
5. Militia preparation
6. Robert Vesco
7. Leadership's plane
8. Human Rights Conference Speech
9. Intellectuals Conference
10. Stamp Duty
11. Black Caucus
12. WFDY Conference
13. Land for new Cuban Embassy
14. Soviet Housing

1. Letter to Manley - re NJM's membership in the Socialist Internation. The draft was read out, few changes made and Comrade Bishop delegated the task to finalise it. The letters to Hammer, Lamb and Bellafonte was not dealt with.

4. Comrades for key positions - Among the comrades needed for key positions are:-- TFG, RFG, FWI, CPE Chief, NACOA, YEP Chief, National Fisheries Company, Political Organiser - Armed Forces. However, these were not decided on.

5. Militia preparation - the proposal is to change the day for Militia training. The proposed change is from every Wednesday to the 1st Wednesday in every month, with regular weekend/periodic training and once a year training for 7 days of 15 days.

Proposed change will require that a law be passed in order for members of militia who are employed to get the necessary time off to attend the trainings. Each worker is to be allowed a maximum of 15 days.

7. The draft of the speech to be delivered at the Human Rights Conference in New York by Sister Creft was considered too historical by the Comrade Leader. The task was given to Comrade Kamau McBurnette to do another draft.

11. The Black Caucus in the US have said that they do not get invited to any Caribbean activities; as such, they suggested that they be invited to be observers at the upcoming Caricom Heads of Meeting. However, this was decided against.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
WEDNESDAY 27th October, 1962

Comrades present:--

Maurice Bishop
Selwynstrachan
George Louison
Hudson Austin
Unison Whiteman
Liam James
Ewart Layne

Comrades Absent:--
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Bernard Coard
Chalkie Ventour - unwell

The Comrade Leader and Chairman of the Political Bureau, before the start of the meeting, extended a warm welcome to the new members of the Political Bureau - Liam James, Ewart Layne and Chalkie Ventour. He noted that it was the first meeting of the Politbureau since these comrades were made members. He said that the PB looks forward to the contributions of these comrades.

Agenda: A pre set agenda, for the PB/EB meetings up until 22nd December (for the next 9 meetings) was drafted/presented to the Bureau by the Comrade Leader. Each member was given a copy. The agenda will follow this format:

1. Minutes - 5 minutes
2. Correspondence - 15 "
3. Items for decisions - 85 "
4. PB/EB consultation on Item 4
5. Discussion on one of the "Areas of Work" - 120 "

Total: 240 "

Item 1 - Minutes - There were no minutes

Item 2 - Correspondence

2.1 Letter from Wayne Sandiford - To be dealt with at Wednesday, 3rd November meeting.

2.2 Telex from the Korean Embassy in Guyana - They sent a telex to Foreign Affairs re an incident over dinner with their Ambassador about payment of a tick for Comrade Strachan to travel return to Korea.

Response: Reply telex to indicate:
- no demand or attack was made as claimed
- the matter was raised by the Chief of Protocol, not by the Minister, but in his presence.

2.3 Letter from Brazil - Comrade Bishop to follow up on this through his Permanent Secretary - Benny Langfärn.

.../2
2.4 Letter from Arthur Neckles - Has confirmed willingness to accept the job as General Manager of the National Insurance Scheme. PB agrees to him having the job in principle - once okay with Comrade Coard.

2.5 Letter from Lybian People's Bureau - They are requesting our assistance in contacting seven of the regional Parties to come here for follow up discussions held in Lybia with these parties earlier in this year. These parties are:
   i. Progressive Labour Party - St. Lucia
   ii. Antigua Liberation Movement - Antigua
   iii. Dominica Liberation Movement - Dominica
   iv. People's National Party - Jamaica
   v. Progressive People's Movement - Trinidad
   vi. United People's Movement - St. Vincent
   vii. Movement for National Liberation - Barbados

This was agreed to by the PB.

2.6 Letter from Islamic Foundation - They are requesting that the main route to the International Airport be called "Palestine Drive." Reply to be sent - a committee will look at the entire naming of the area. Comrade Strachan to follow up on this.

2.7 Letter from American Friends Service Committee - Comrade Strachan received a letter from Athie Martin re an idea of a Summer Camp exchange idea with Grenada. PB's response - Comrade Strachan to study the proposal, then report to PB on it before a decision is taken. No deadline set.

2.8 Letter from Overseas Press Club of Puerto Rico - They have invited Comrade Bishon to be the main speaker at their lunch and meeting on January 13, 1983. PB's response - Benny Langrieve to respond to letter stating the Comrade Leader's inability to accept the offer.

2.9 Letter from Brian Lumsden - He has sent a package of newspaper clippings from March 14, 1979 to June 29, 1982 on the Grenada Revolution from the leading newspapers in circulation in the United States. Response/Action - Comrade Strachan to reply to the letter and also to get copies of the clippings to all PB members, to the Media Centre, Foreign Affairs. Call Rizo to work on a comprehensive analysis of the document.

2.10 Letter from NUAC - Somebody is being requested to attend the NUAC Caribbean Information Centre sponsored two-day conference on Information, Colonialism, Underdevelopment and Development in the Caribbean Region. PB's response - OC to decide on representative.

2.10 Communication from Richard Jacobs - Request re provision of jobs for a few displaced PLO persons. PB's response - should accept between 5 - 10; Comrade Louison to follow up on this.

**Item 3 - Items for Decisions**

2.1 November Activities - Many activities will be held this month: zonal council meetings, women parish council meetings, special village meetings leading up to Bloody Sunday Rally, conferences, etc. PB's response - the Secretariat to assign speakers to the many activities using the GB, plus NWI leadership, NYO leadership.
WC leadership, Comrades Morris Bain and Sydney Ambrose.

2.2 March 13, 1983 - Comrade Strachan wanted to know at what level will the celebrations be held next year. The guest of honor to be Sam Nujoma and a El Salvador representative to be invited, but a back-up for the guest of honor to be also decided on.

It was decided that a lot of people will have to be brought out but that ways and means will have to be found to cut down on expenditure. PB's tentative decision - The budget should be within a $500,000 range.

2.3 15 Comrades for Soviet Union - 15 Party comrades will leave for the Soviet Union on a one year political training; Sister Rita Joseph will lead the group. They leave on Saturday 6 November.

2.4 Regional Youth Seminar

2.5 Party Headquarters

2.6 Intellectuals Conference

2.7 Education vs Production etc Conference

2.8 Ben Roberts' Land

2.9 Libyan Anniversary

2.0 Meeting with Bob Pharo - The Comrade Leader met with Bob Pharo, a close associate of the US Administration - they discussed US-Grenada relations; the outcome is that both sides (Grenada and the US) will cease all denunciations of each other for a period until he has been able to speak to the Administration. Their response to come to us through Ambassador Williams in Washington.

Item 5 - Discussion on the Regional International Situation - The paper presented on this topic and written by Comrade Winston Davis was discussed and briefly commented on. Comrades added these points (among others not recorded):

- we must see the region as part of the international scenario
- imperialism is on the offensive
- imperialism has recently got some "blows" - forced to cool down
- Europe is seeing the resurgence of the Social Democratic movement
- we must consider what assistance we can give the liberation movements in the region experiencing major internal problems (these points above were made by Comrade Whiteman in his short introduction to the document)
- the document is good, but lacks any information on the attitude of the masses in the region to the Grenada Revolution

Some time was spent on discussion on the situation in Guyana:

- three wings in the PNC (i. left opportunists; ii. nationalists/racists; iii. corrupt/fascists/rightists)
- the main obstacle is the subjective factor - not fully developed
- OECS is more important to Grenada objectively than CARICOM.

PB's response/action:

1. A Secretariat to be set up in Butler House for the upcoming CARICOM and OECS meetings. Secretariat to comprise: Dave Bodoe, Claremont Kirton, Dennis Dewar, Lyden Ramdhany, Paul Cullen, Wayne Sandiford, Ashley Taylor, Winston Davis
Under-Development and Development in the Caribbean Region."

8. Cde. Leader to follow up on letter from Belize through his Permanent Secretary. (I gave Berry instructions)

9. Party Secretariat to assign Party leadership and other decided Party leaders to November Activities.

NCO. SECRETARIAT FOR CARICOM/DECS.
Jimmy Emmanuel, Veronica Regis and typists/secretaries. Also Nelson Louison. They are to be supervised by Comrade George Louison and to be based in Butler House for the week or two.

2. A document "Human Rights in Grenada" is also to be prepared with the assistance of Ron Green who is to be called in to Grenada, with help from Chris Searle who will be here.

3. During the activities of November 7 (specifically Harryshow Day) the Comrade Leader will make a main presentation/speech on the question of regional integration/regional unity, etc.

Agreed to acquire Ben Roberts Land.

* 2.10 of Correspondence (Communication from Richard Jacob)
   Invitation for Grenada to attend the 60th anniversary of the USSR. Comrade Strachan to attend in principle.

**TASKS ARISING:**

1. Cde. Strachan to reply to the Islamic Foundation on their proposal to name the main route to the International Airport - Palestine Drive. Response committee being set up to look at names for that general area; idea a good one.

2. Response to invitation by Overseas Press Club of Puerto Rico for Comrade Leader on January 13, 1983. Letter to be sent to Benny Langaas re: respond stating inability to accept invite. (Request Benny)

3. Comrade Strachan to study proposal from Athie Martin of EFSC for the Summer Camp with Grenada idea, then report to PB on it before responding to Athie Martin.

4. Comrade Strachan to get copies of the newspaper clippings fro Brian Lurphy for all PB members; one to go to the Media Centre. Another to Foreign Affairs. Gail Razo to do possible analysis.

5. Reply to telex from the Korean Embassy in Guyana re incident over dinner about payment of ticket for Cde. Strachan to travel return to Korea. Response:
   - no demand or attack was made as claimed
   - the matter was raised by the Chief of Protocol, not by the Minister, but in his presence.

6. Cde. Louison to respond to information from our Embassy in the Soviet Union re providing jobs for a few PLO displaced persons.

7. The QC to decide on representative to attend the NJAC-CIC sponsored two-day conference on "Information, Colonialism, .../5
LUNDAY 3rd NOVEMBER, 1984

Comrades present:

Kwame Nkrumah
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Rudolf Austin

Agenda:

1. Minutes
2. Correspondence
3. Items for decisions
4. PB Consultation on Item 5
5. Discussion on one of the "Areas of Work" - Workers

1. MINUTES

1.1 Corrections

i) Ben Roberts' land - discussed; PB approved to put it to Cabinet. Issue - the seizure of his land. (See page 3).

ii) Pg. 3 "briefly commented on discussion on the regional/international situation. should be "analysed in detail".

iii) Decision to Cde. Strachan to attend 60th anniversary of the USSR in December had not "in principle" but was definite. (See page 4).

iv) Pastor instead of "passport". (See page 3), "Period" to be 30 days after his return to the US, ending approximately mid-November.

v) Decision to establish Secretariat of OILS/Caricom document preparation to have been listed as a task. This to be supervised by Cde. Louison.

1.2 TASKS ARISING

i) Reply to Islamic Foundation: verbal reply given by Cde. Strachan, but committee not set up as yet.

ii) Letter to be sent to Barry Langsden - accomplished.

iii) Cde. Strachan to study proposal re Summer Camp (Athie Martin). Done.

Report: This has been held in other countries already - Mexico, Cuba; will involve ten persons from the US and Grenada each and five each from the Caribbean and Latin America. The objective - "Building Bridges"; to learn about Grenada and what is happening here. Idea agreed to in principle.

2/...
iv) The totally completed; has to be distributed - i.e. distribution of new clippings to FB members.

v) Reply to telex from the Korean Embassy in Guyana: not known whether it was done. Foreign Affairs to be checked on this.

vi) Cde. Louison to reply to our Embassy in Moscow re providing jobs for a few displaced FNLA persons. This not done - deadline next Wednesday...

vii) CC to decide on representative for the NJAC-CIC sponsored conference on information... etc. Not done - now irrelevant as date already passed.

viii) Response to letter from Brazil re attending parliamentary conference. Given to Benny for action. (See (7))

ix) Party Secretariat to assign leadership to speak at the mass activities - done. Few changes were made and may be necessary from time to time.

x) Cde. Louison to set up and supervise the Secretariat for preparation for the OECS and Caricom meetings.

2. CORRESPONDENCE

2.1 Letter from the NEC: Given to Cde. Strachan will respond and follow up.

2.2 Letter from Wayne Sandiford: Asking to be relieved of having to repay monies given to him by default (while in Canada study, he received a stipend, while his salary was being paid in Grenada). Response: money must be paid at a rate of $50 monthly from the end of November.

2.3 Memorandum from the DPRA requesting co-operation in giving support to those on the issue of South Korea and the way it is being used by the US imperialism. Response: decide to give wide publicity. Cde. Strachan to follow up on this.

2.4 Letter from NMTF: the formation of Health Brigades. Response: copies to be circulated to all FB members for discussion on Wednesday 10th.

2.5 Letter from Conference of Churches of Grenada re a visiting delegation from the World Conference of Churches they will hold a public meeting at High School on Saturday night (6th) and will be available to meet with Government Ministers of Monday 8th November. Response - Cdes. Whitman and St. Bernard to meet with the delegation.

3. ITEMS FOR DECISIONS

3.1 Matters Arising from 2-day Meeting: A Special Party CC to be held on Saturday 13th November, 4.00 p.m. for Members and Candidate Members; then on Saturday 20th, for Applicants. This is for the purpose of reporting to the Membership on an Extraordinary Central Committee Meeting held recently.

3.2 Soviet Proposals - not discussed.

3.3 Upcoming National Meetings - OECS and CARICOM: Comrades were briefed on the preparations being made for the upcoming meetings and the issues to be raised at them both bilaterally and unilaterally relating to areas of economic assistance/collaboration, ports, culture, etc. The delegations to these meetings will be both high-powered, including Comrades Bishop, Corde, Louison and Whitman. The OECS and CARICOM meetings are also being held around the same time.

3.4 Prisoners: Some are to be released - Cde. St. Bernard to check with the Party comrades in the respective areas on the suggested names, then to report on it.

3.5 Line of March Decision: Candidate Members and Members to study Line of March (as presented by Comrade Leader on September 13th) on 11th and 12th December, from 9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. each day (if two days are needed). Applicants' own will be done separately. Cde. Louison to identify additional reading material for use in studying the Line of March.
3.6 The Dome – Not discussed
3.7 PB Pre-Set Agenda Change – Not discussed. (WAS DISCUSSED)
3.8 Regional Youth Seminar – This Youth Seminar is to be held at Pope Paul’s Centre, 21-22 November, with 35 participants from 17 countries. It is being financed by two church groups of North America and the topics down for discussion include:
- Can Christian Principles Affect Development Issues?
- Christianity: Principles of Egoism
- How an Economic Approaches Affect Development?
- What Political Approaches are necessary for Development?
- Is There A Need For A New International Information Order?
- The Grenada Revolution – Its Effect on Development In The Region.

The Seminar will end on 28th November, but will also hear reports from the countries represented, including Haiti. The choice was given to Comrade Bishop to whatever was possible for him – either have an informal “rap” with the participants or to formally close the Seminar. The latter was chosen.

3.9 Party Headquarters – Not discussed.

3.0 Puerto Rico Fishermen – Not discussed.

PB CONSULTATION ON ITEM 5: Not relevant – document distributed to comrades.

DISCUSSION ON ONE OF THE "AREAS OF WORK" – WORKERS WORK: This was not discussed, because of the limitations of time. However, it is to be discussed along with the Present Political Situation on Wednesday 10th November.

On the question of the Present Political Situation, Cde. Layne is to prepare an introduction to the discussion on this topic.

NB: It should be noted that under No. ix of Tasks Arising, it was announced by Cde. Strabban that 108 work centres will participate in on the spot work centre meetings. 108 meetings will not be held, because some will be held in clusters.

ITEMS FOR DECISIONS THAT WERE NOT DISCUSSED:
- The Dome
- Party Headquarters
- PB Pre-Set Agenda Change
- Puerto Rico Fishermen

WENT TO
- 3rd Party School
- Party Secretariat
- PB Secretariat
- W.I.T.I. – Workers Council (Blacks' proposal)
- I.S.O. - Budget
- NBC – Chosen Proposal
- C.A.R. – Conference (W.F.T. & J.K.)
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DECISIONS ARISING FROM THE PB MEETING OF WEDNESDAY 3rd NOVEMBER, 1952

1. Minutes of the PB to be structured along the lines of the CC minutes.
2. Agreement in principle to the idea of the proposal of the work camp as put by Athie Hartin.
3. Comrade Leader to address the closing of the Youth Seminar at Pope Paul's Centre on November 28th.
4. Comrade Strachan to respond to MSC letter sent to the Comrade Leader.
5. Money outstanding by Wayne Sandiford to be repaid at $50 monthly.
6. A sub-Committee of Comrades Louison, Bishop and Strachan to look at Decision 76 of the Draft CC Resolution on the possibility for C.C. Meeting on May - Resignation.
7. Special Party GW's to be held on Saturday 13th and 20th November respectively (for G's and W's, then Applicants) to report on an Extra Ordinary Meeting of the Central Committee that was held recently.
8. The Comrade Leader will do the presentation at these GW's.
9. All PB comrades are to make notes on the issue to be discussed at the GW; these notes are to be presented to the Comrade Leader by Monday 8th November, in order for him to start making notes on the presentation.
10. Party members to discuss the line of March as presented by the CC in September, during the weekend of December 11th and 12th (using one or two days as is necessary).
11. Tightening of the line of March to be done by November 17th.
12. Comrade Layne to prepare opening presentation on the present political situation for discussion on Wednesday 10th November.
13. MO's proposal re Health Brigade to be distributed to all PB comrades and discussed on Wednesday 10th November.
14. All relevant comrades to be informed re their relevant area of work to be discussed by the PB on the relevant date. The report they are to prepare to be submitted to PB members one week in advance of the scheduled date for discussion.
15. Comrades St. Bernard and Whiteman to meet with the delegation from the World Council of Churches during their visit to Grenada, on Monday 8th November.
16. Comrade Louison to identify additional reading for comrades to use relevant to the line of March in order to assist them in the study of the document.
17. Our response to request for action re South/north Korea issue - from the Central Committee of the DPRK - and the aggression of the US to be given wider publicity to this action.
PLACE ALIGNED:

1. Hazel to check Benny re reply to two letters sent to the Comrade Leader (i.e. from Puerto Rico Press Club and ii. re a Parliamentary Conference in Brazil)

2. Copies of newsclippings still to be distributed to PB comrades, Foreign Affairs, etc. (Task outstanding from meeting of 27/10/82.)

3. Reply to Korean Embassy in Guyana - telex to be sent. (Task outstanding from meeting of 27/10/82.)

4. Cde. Strahan to follow up on decision re giving wide publicity to the South/North Korea issue and the aggression of the US.

5. Hazel to:
   5.1 Distribute copies of WHO Health Brigade proposal to PB comrades for discussion on Wednesday, 9th.
   5.2 Inform relevant comrades of their report to be sent to PB one week in advance of the scheduled date for discussion on the PB agenda.

6. The CC to follow up on decisions to:
   (i) Hold Special CC re the Extra Ordinary Central Committee Meeting
   (ii) Weekend Kembe ship study on the Line of March.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING,
17th November, 1982

Comrades present:-
Selwyn Strachan
Ewart Layne
Hudson Austin
Chalkie Ventour
Siam James
Hudson Austin

Comrades absent:-
Maurice Bishop, all out
George Louison, of the
Unison Whitehead, country

Agenda:-
1. Minutes
2. Correspondence
3. Items for Decisions:-
   i) Welcome Ceremony for the Comrade Leader
   ii) CTU's Sunday Programme
   iii) CTU's Constitutional Amendment
   iv) UNCE Health Bridge Project
   v) '62 Cross Visit Proposal
   vi) Delegate for FES Conference
   vii) Report from Cde. Austin on visit to Cuba
   viii) Present Political Situation

4. FES Consultation on Youth Report
5. Discussion on Youth Work

1. MINUTES

1.1 Corrections
   i) Cde. Ventour reported present, was in fact absent
   ii) Decision to open a cinema that will show Soviet films and a bookstore
       that will sell Soviet books, not "Soviet Cinema" and "Soviet Bookstore".
   iii) Issue re procedural steps to be taken before serious disciplinary
       measures including expulsion are taken against forty comrades - Cde.
       Layne to have done research and report to the PB.
   iv) Issue re Armed forces - on full alert, not "semi-alert".
   v) Reported discussion/decision re Brezhnev's funeral wrongly reported.
      To be fully deleted. Discussion/decision took place at PB meeting on
      Friday, 12th.
   vi) Be USS report "they raised the ......", instead of "they rose the..."
   vii) Decision was not taken to reply to Gemza's letter.

1.2 Tasks
   i) Cde. Strachan re Gemza's issue: Disciplinary Committee has not met
      as yet; meeting scheduled for Friday 11th.
   ii) Ongoing: Done and YTB
   iii) Not done. Cde. Strachan himself has been trying to sit on top the
       propaganda himself.
   iv) Done. Suriname said they do not think this is the best time for ages
to visit there. He will go to West Germany and contact them from there. According to Sister Greff, he raised with her, him taking up permanent residence in Grenada.

vi) Not completed. Will be done for 24/1/62
vii) Not done yet.
viii) No report. Cde. Whiteman absent from meeting.
in) Has been taking place - ongoing.

1.5 Decisions

1) CC should have been directed to follow up on decision that fundraising/pan-
gende work on the building of the Party’s headquarters needs to be increased.

2. CORRESPONDENCE

2.1 Letter from the NEC: they requested FB representation at all their parish events to commemorate/celebrate International Students’ Day. The following allocations were decided upon:

St. Andrew's: Cde. Hudson Turner
St. Patrick's: Cde. Len Jones
St. David's: Cde. Charlie Ventour
St. George's: Cde. Selwyn Strachan
St. John's: Cde. Durt Layne

2.2 Letter from Jacqueline Greff. She has sent in her letter of immediate resignation from the Party and has requested that a Minister of Education be identified by December to replace her. Decision: She is to be persuaded to stay on for a while, until a replacement is identified.

3. NOTES ON DECISIONS

3.1 Welcome for the Comrade Leader: It is extremely important to have a big welcome for the Comrade Leader, on his return from the Caribbean Heads of Government meetings. To this end, the masses from “St. Patrick’s” and “St. Andrew’s” have been organized to go to the ceremony. The CC/Party/FMG/Cabinet members to be mobilized to go to the airport for this purpose also. Include: 21st Infantry, Guard of Honour.

3.2 PIPU’s Constitutional Amendment: The proposals for the amendments are to be studied by Cde. Ventour, Strachan and Bishop.

3.3 Church Sunday Programme: The programme is to basically include the following:

- Culture (formed Forces Band, etc.): from 1.00 p.m.
- Solidarity message (mass organizations etc.): " 1–30 p.m.
- Speeches by Foreign Guests: " 2.30 p.m.
  (Michael Manley, Bellafonte, Laming)
- Chairing to be done by Fitzie (first half of the programme, then by Cde. Strachan.
- Cde. Leaders speech to begin at 3.30 – 4.00
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3/...
3.4 H&L Health Board: This was not discussed.
3.5 FOR CONFERENCE DELEGATE: This was not discussed.
3.6 Report from Cde. Justin on visit to Cuba:

- visit to Cuba was to discuss:
  1) Airport
  2) Satellite Dish
  3) Party Headquarters

on the Airport:
- main thing is the terminal building, an additional 5,000 square meters
  we agreed to for this purpose;
- the VIP area will also have a conference room and a dining room which Cuba
  will furnish
- terminal building will "air tight" by August 1952.
- in principle, Cuba has already agreed to furnish the "airport
- the generating station to be completed by March 1953; IBS station will also
  be completed by that time
- we will have to supply the fittings for the Fuel Depot (the list of necessary
  supplies will be here soon)
- the Fuel Depot must be completed by 1953
- the hill behind the terminal building which was causing some concern,
  will be able to be leveled without affecting the Terminal
- the runway will be finished by 1953
- Cuba has agreed to send 100 men to help finish most aspects of the airport
  in 1953 and they will then help with other construction projects

on the Satellite Dish:
- Cuba will send an expert next month to look at whether the Satellite Dish
  will be able to carry out the role/function of Cable and wireless or whether
  we will need to keep them
- the Soviets will be giving us the Dish with experts from Cuba; giving us
  assistance

Other matters:
- spoke with the Minister of Transport re the AN26 plane for the leadership
- the parts will come from the Soviet Union and Cuban experts will assemble
  it in Cuba
- Cuba says that we should get the S.U. to train our pilots; Cuba only up-
  grade pilots
- Cuba will give us the technicians for the plane
- the possibility of using the plane on a commercial basis between here
  and Cuba was also discussed

Cde. Justin stated that he will prepare a more detailed report on the
discussions held for the PB. He also stated that Cornelie Frommell raised
the point that he was not receiving information from Foreign Affairs.
Cde. Clarkson is also complaining of having no work to do. Cde. McPhail has
also complained that many times comrades come to Cuba, stay at the house
and do not assist financially; that instead of using their advance to pay
for accommodation in a hotel, they stay with these comrades and use the money to purchase other things.

Items 4 and 5 were not dealt with because of the limitations in time. The meeting ended at about 10.00 a.m. in order for comrades to go to address the different ISD rallies throughout the country.

DECISIONS:

1. PB comrades' addresses to the different ISD rallies to address the issues of the Caricom Heads of Government meeting, the theme as decided by the LSC ('Students' Action for Peace, Friendship and Solidarity), Brezhnev's role in struglling for World peace to be addressed in this context. There should be a one minute's silence observed for the martyrs and the death of Leonid Brezhnev.

2. All CC/Party/Cabinet/FRG members to be at Pearl's Airport on Friday afternoon to welcome the Comrade Leader back from the Caricom Heads of Government meeting.

3. Efforts should be made to identify an appropriate Minister of Education to replace Sister Creft. In the meantime, she is to be persuaded to stay on still.

4. Proposals for amendments to NWU's Constitution to be studied by Cdes. Ventour, Strachan and Bishop.

5. PB needs to decide on a separate meeting for the purpose of "catching up" with the pre-scheduled agenda items under "areas of work". They are:

   1. i) Work among the Working Class
      1. ii) Present Political Situation
      1. iii) Youth Work

   Men

   Woman

   11/12/82

TASKS:

1. Cde. Strachan to speak with Sister Creft re her remaining as Minister of Education for a while until someone else can be identified.

2. Cdes. Bishop, Strachan and Ventour to study proposed amendments to NWU's Constitution.

3. Organising Committee to follow up on decision re fundraising/propaganda for Party Headquarters building. (planning this week)

4. Cde. Layne to report on research re procedural steps to be taken for disciplinary measures.

5. Cde. Ventour to complete additional material on the report of the workers' work.

6. Cde. Whiteman to respond to CCG re the radio release over Radio Antilles re meeting with the WCO delegation.

   Cde. Strachan to issue press release on South/North Korea issue. (Outstanding from 3/11/82.)

   Cde. Strachan to issue press release re South/North Korea issue. (Outstanding from 3/11/82.)

   (Outstanding from 3/11/82.)

ITEMS STILL TO BE DISCUSSED:

1. NWo HEALTH BRIGADE PROPOSAL
2. RED CROSS/ VISIT
3. DELEGATE FOR FES CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC RELATIONS BETWEEN LA AND THE CARIBBEAN
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 22ND NOVEMBER, 1982

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop : 8.10 (with excuse)
George Lewis : 7.50 *
Unison Whitman : 7.55
Hudson Austin : 8.01 *
Ernst Layne : 8.03

Comrades absent:-
Liam James
Selwyn Strachan
Chalkie Ventour
(*) Left 8.40 to attend meeting with Cosplan

Agenda:
1. Minutes
2. Correspondence
   2.A Report from Cde. Cornwall re Line of March
   2.B Letter from Bernard Bourne re Richard Jacobs
   2.C Report from Jackson
   2.D Letter from Bogo re Teacher/Typist
   2.E Re Division of Labour of Embassy Staff
   2.F Re Consular Affairs
   2.G Suriname Report
   2.H Report on meetings held in London recently by Cde. Whitman
3. Items for decisions:
   3.A Nicaragua ZI Meeting
   3.B Vatican Ambassador
   3.C Caricom/CB Report
   3.D IICA Situation
   3.E Opening/Opening of Florida School
   3.F UWI Work Plan
   3.G Wesley College Plan
   3.H George Laming and Intellectual Workers Secretariat
   3.I Christmas/New Year Speeches (Rainbow to PC)
   3.K Visits in 1983
   3.L Don Rojas Visit to Angola
   3.M Special Party Day in January
   3.N New Buses
   3.O Directive to workers Committee re new Contracts
   3.P Elaboration of Wages Policy
   3.Q Agricultural re-organisation
   3.R Security Measures – Christmas/New Years
   3.S Timing of request for diplomatic assistance
4. PB Consultation on Item 5
5. Areas of Work
   5.A Youth Work
   5.B Workers Work
      I. Report from PWU Sub-Committee
      II. Dock Workers (Consultation)
      III. Central Directive to all Party Workers Committees re Workers Work
      IV. Assigning PB Comrades to the five areas of workers work as decided

Co-ord. E visits of delegation
Rept. from African.

2/
1. 

1.1 Correcrions

i. Total detainees re release - 53; 21 from Hope Vale and 32 from Richmond Hill.

ii. Pg. 2 should read "Cds. Whiteman to withdraw invitation extended by Cds. Taylor to visit Grenada to the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, using as basis, Grenada's desire for legal submission to be fully considered first.

1.2 Tasks:

i. Done. Letter of response and thanks to be sent.

ii. Done.

iii. Decision recorded.

iv. Discuss to deliver notes to relevant person.

v. Merle Hodge and Carroll Davis to be Lecturers/Professors at the University; Hilda Roberts, Margaret Francis, Keith Jeremiah, Maggie Ferguson to attend the University for the Journalism Course.

vi. Done. Lyden asked to contact Memes, etc.

vii. Kurleigh King at the time; Person at the Caricom Secretariat read out the text of the resolution; promised to mail the documents to us.

viii. Done; Cds. Str chan and contour to raise matter in SU with Richard and Bourne.

ix. Done; Meeting held, pamphlet to go out by today.

x. Being implemented.

xi. Cds. Whiteman met with IICA representative who came from Barbados.

xii. Not done.

xiii. Lyden and Unice met with Keith Roberts; telex sent to St. Lucia; Jane Belfon going as missioner to tomorrow (23rd December)

xiv. Cds. Layne to follow up on these (measures to be implemented as a result of the Escom Harbour incident).

2. 

2.1 Report from Cds. Cornwall re Line of March: Suggestions and comments on the Line of March were received from members and candidate members in Cuba. This is to be reproduced and distributed for consideration to CC and Education Committee members. Response to be sent to the comrades, acknowledging receipt of the document and the Party's appreciation for the obvious hard work and thought put into the document.

2.2 Letter from Bernard Bourne re Richard Jacobs: Beginning domesticated.

2.3 Report from Clarkson: Cde. Bishop reported that he had received a 9-page from James Clark son on the situation in Central America.

2.4 Letter from Bogo re Teacher/Typist (to replace Val): Cde. Cornwall has proposed that a teacher/typist be sent to Cuba from Grenada to do Val's teaching and assisting with the typing. It was decided that Christine Clarkson should be made to assist with the typing presently done by Val. Cde. Whiteman to send reply to Cde. Cornwall.

2.5 Letter from Bogo re division of labour of Embassy Staff: Proposals received from Bogo re division of labour of Embassy staffs:

Deputy Head of Mission; in charge of Consular Affairs: Cde. James Clarkson
2nd Secretary; in charge of Trade, Accommodation: Cde. Don McFinnell
Student's work; personal problems, etc.: Cde. Val Cornwall

1/...
It was also stated that all comrades of the Embassy staff are responsible each for monitoring/events/developments in different areas of the World and that daily morning meetings are held to co-ordinate and share information gathered.

Cde. Whitman is to respond to Cde. Cornwall on proposed structuring of division of labour, stating PB's approval in principle and Cde. Layne to send letter of authorisation to the military in Cuba stating Cde. Cornwall's powers to deal with military matters on Grenada's behalf.

2.6 Letter from Bogo re Consular Affairs: Cde. James Larkson is now in charge of Consular Affairs including all immigration/passport/visa arrangements in place of Cde. Don McPhail. Cde. Whitman to inform Immigration Department accordingly.

2.7 Suriname Report: Cde. Layne gave the Bureau a very brief report on the situation in Suriname based on a word of mouth report he himself had received from Cde. Rupert Hopman. The situation there was described as "difficult" with clear evidence of the involvement of the British, Canadian and American inclination to work with the masses was also noted.

Cde. Hopman was due to attend PB at 1.30 p.m. for the purpose of a more detailed report.

2.8 Report on meetings held recently in London with Cde. Whitman: He tabled his brief report on meetings held while in London during the period of 29th November to 1st December, 1982.

3. ITEMS FOR DECISIONS:

3.1 Nicaragua SI Meeting: A meeting of progressive parties within of (Cuba, Nicaragua, Jamaica, Fiji, Grenada and Hector O'Quell) to be held in Nicaragua from January 3rd, 1983 to discuss joint strategy for the SI Congress to be held in Australia in 1983. Cde. Chris DeRigge to attend on Grenada's behalf.

3.2 Vatican Ambassador: Cde. Bishop noted that it must be ensured that an Ambassador to the Vatican is appointed/accredited in the person of Jimmy Lenneman.

3.3 Caricom/OECS Reports: These are still outstanding.

3.4 IICA Situation: Cde. Noel (BCWU) met with the IICA representative from Barbados who came to discuss the IICA issue. The former told him of the Union's position, that:

- Franka should not return to Grenada
- The two sisters that were fired should be rehired.

The IICA representative stated agreement with No. 1, but says it means that it will take some time to get cheques signed as a result of this. He stated non-agreement with No. 2.

PB decided that the BCWU (Cde. Noel) to write directly to the Director-General of IICA stating the present situation, giving the background and asking for his personal intervention in the matter. In the meantime, the normal industrial procedures are to continue - Ministry of Labour, etc.

According to Cde. Whitman IICA says they will be willing to recognise the union and rehire the two workers.
3.5 Opening/Naming of Florida School: New primary school to be opened in Florida — to be named the PDemo "Grant School".
3.6 UWI Work Plan: A few changes and inclusions were made to the draft UWI Work Plan as prepared by Carrol Davis and submitted to the PB, but it was agreed to in principle by the Bureaus. Cde. Bishop is to liaise with Carrol Davis in this regard.
3.7 Wesley College Plan: A draft plan for dealing with the Wesley College issue was submitted, PB decided on the following to deal with the issue:

1) Amend the Education Act to enable the Minister of Education to re-locate schools.
2) Use the new powers to relocate the Wesley College to the Park.
3) Start meeting with the PTA Executive.
4) Start repairs and logistic arrangement for relocation of the school.
5) Make the school Government-owned.

3.8 Youth Work:

A 11-page report on the present state of the youth work was presented to the PB by the Youth Committee. Much of the time during the meeting was spent reading and clarifying the document, with Cde. Bartholomew present during that time.

Cde. Bartholomew was criticised for not carrying out his role as Secretary of Sports by visiting and being present at sporting activities and discussing with the different sporting associations in the country.

At the end, the Pentbureau requested that Cde. Bartholomew return to the PB meeting on January 5th, 1983 between 11.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon to discuss the report in more detail. He is to prepare a list of all the sporting associations and a plan to take them over and to also prepare a work plan for culture which should be discussed with Cde. Jackie Coyle.

To bring check-list of playing fields.

DECISSIONS/TASKS:

1. Suggestions/comments from Members and Candidate Members in Cuba re Line of March to be reproduced and circulated to CC and Education Committee members.
2. Cde. Whitesam to do the following:
   2.1. Reply to Bogo re: Christine Jackson to assist with typing.
   2.2. Inform Immigration Department re Cde. Clarkson in charge of Consular Affairs — passports, visas, etc. (To be clearly signed letter).
3. Ambassador to the Vatican to be accredited.
4. Cde. Noel to send letter to Director-General of IICA re issue here.
5. New Florida School to be called "Demo Grant School".
7. Decision on Wesley College (see above 3.7, Nos. 1-4).
8. Reply to be sent to comrades in Cuba re suggestions on Line of March.
9. Cde. Leyne to send letter to Cde. Cornwall re Cde. Cornwall's authority to deal with military matters on Grenad's behalf.
10. Cde. Leyne to follow up on decisions taken as a result of the Egmont Harbour incident, i.e. obtaining list of prohibited ports, putting up "No BOUND" sign; training new officers more carefully; careful instructions to the comrades.
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11. Cde. DeBirge to attend SI meeting in Nicaragua from January 5th.
12. Plan for Wesley College issue as decided. (See measures on page 4; No. 3.7)
13. Cde. Tan Bartholomew to return for more discussion on the Youth work, January 5th with a list of all sporting associations, plan to take them over and a work plan for culture discussed with Sister Crest.

Outstanding Agenda Items:

Items for decisions: Box 3.5 to 3.18 (See page 7)

Areas of Work:

Workers Work:

i. Report from PWU Sub-Committee
ii. Dock Workers
iii. Central Directive to all Party Work Committees
   Re: Workers Work
iv. Assigning 14 comrades to the five areas of Workers Work as decided.

V. Directive re New Contracts

VI. \[Signature\]
1. MINUTES

1.1 Corrections:
1. i. pg. 3: 3.1 should read "progressive parties within SI within the region"; and should include Chile - Anasazi rule and state El Salvador after the name Hector O'Queli.
ii. re IICA issue, should read "re new one of the two workers".
iii. pg. 2: 2.2 Bourne/ohard, should state letter dealt with outstanding issue and Cde. Strachan and Ventour to deal with issue while in the S.U.
iv. re discussion on the Youth work, Cde. Bartholomew to also prepare a list of all playing fields and other projects to be undertaken by the FYO in 1983 when he returns for discussion on January 6th.

1.2 Tasks:
1. Not done.
ii. Not done; letter to be sent on Monday 31st; Immigration orally informed; letter to follow.
iii. No reply received on this as yet.
iv. Cde. Noel notified of decision; not sure if implemented. Decision also included Cde. Noel to pursue normal industrial procedure - Ministry of Labour, etc.
v. Ongoing.
vi. Report to be made on Wednesday 15th January.
vii. Original deadline impossible; actual relocation unlikely to take place before end of January.
viii. Not done.
ix. Not done.
x. Cde. Layne spoke to Keith Roberts; important to note/mention the question of co-ordination of channels on the radio.
xii. Informed of decision; Cde. Duggins to meet with Cde. Whitman re briefing.
xii. "spition of task no. vii.
xiii. Task: to include No. iv of 1.1 above.

1.3 Tasks not mentioned:
1. Cde. Whitman to have called in Cde. Michael Williams re security reports on Cde. Campbell of the Grenada Venezuela Mission. Message was sent to Cde. Williams to come to Grenada.

1.4 Other:
1. The PB decided that given the importance of Cde. F_parson in getting the party's paper off the ground away, he should not attend the Journalism Course in San Francisco as decided at last PB meeting.

2. CORRESPONDENCE:

2.1 Communist Party of Cuba on Demo: A condolence message from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba on the death of "Cacadeo" Grant; message to be aired on KG.

2.2 Ralph Gonsalves: He wrote on behalf of the Movement for National Unity (the newly formed Party in St. Vincent) expressing the desire to establish formal links with WNF and to come to Grenada for that purpose and to discuss the events in St. Vincent. Attached was a copy of the MNF's programme and press releases re his "break" with the UK.

Cde. Strachan is to contact Cde. Gonsalves asking him to come in: as he requested.

2.3 Denmark-Grenada Friendship Society: They have requested that Government change the sentence of death against the four terrorists to that of life imprisonment. The letter was originally sent to Cde. Bishop and copied to Cde. Lambert.

Cde. Bishop to reply stating that their concerns have been noted; the "court passed sentence; GIS was reporting the news; the Government has not taken a position on the issue; that ordinary criminals who were sentenced to death before and after the Revolution for ordinary crimes have had their sentences changed to life imprisonment."
2.1 Message from M-19, Columbia: The 8th National Conference of the M-19 of Columbia sent greetings to the NRM and stated their desire to develop best possible links with our Party. No reply to be sent; letter to be filed.

2.5 Suriname: A report from Cde. Nelson Louison of his visit to Suriname was received and noted by the Bureau.

2.6 Compton's Cable - Caricom/Euro-Caricom: A Trudeu's proposed Caricom/Canada/Caribbean meeting is planned for 20 - 21 February, 1983, in St. Lucia. Grenada: to respond saying the dates are alright, but delegation to attend has not been decided upon as yet.

2.7 Meetings of 24th and 30th December: A meeting of 24th December to have drawn up guidelines for a system to daily monitor the performances of the state and Para state enterprises - Cde. Louison to have chaired the meeting. The meeting did come off, but Cde. Louison was absent because of the Cosplan session.

Meeting of 30th December of state enterprises comrades from relevant Ministries - that of Planning and Finance to meet together with Cde. Coord. Cde. Layne to be in attendance.

2.8 Outstanding Plans/Budget/PNS: List of Ministries and departments who have not submitted either their plan, budget, or PBS or all of these. The relevant responsible PB comrades were asked to ensure those outstanding documents are submitted to the relevant Ministry.


2.10 Soviet State 60th Anniversary Celebration Report: Cde. Strachan reported on his recent visit to the Soviet Union to participate in the celebration marking the 60th anniversary of the Soviet State-

- occasion was tremendously successful and highly organised
- main activity was the joint sitting of the CPSU, Supreme Soviet, Russian Federation; session lasted two days
- 110 foreign delegations; 51 sat on the Presidium (including NRM)
- entire socialist community was present at the level of leadership
- Andropov's presentation of one hour was superb/very fine and very well received - tremendous applause by the foreign section
- short addresses were made by the Secretary-General of the 15 different republics - all their speeches shown a deep love for the Russian people
- a moving speech was made by a 82-year old Communist who was present at the first Congress called to discuss the formation/establishment of the Soviet State (1920)
- many of the delegations that did not speak at the joint session, spoke at factories; Gerson's presentation was well received

- meetings held with our Party stupians there - they are in a good mood; not clear whether Cde.s, etc. will return in June or later
- meeting held with Cde.s Kheintz, Louison and Cecil Prime - they have settled down; suggested that other comrades coming for the five-months course be of a high political level
- meeting held with Cde. Cheyne - looked at the implementation of the Party-to-Party agreement; Cde. Louison to follow up of delivering the leadership's plans - check written agreement; material assistance to be delivered by March 1983; large PA system to arrive before March (in time for the 6th anniversary celebration); introduced the idea of the Party bookstore and independent cinema - was agreed to and enthused by the idea; inter-Party exchanges were discussed - delegation of CPSU comrades led by a CC comrade to come in February; in May or June a Party delegation from NJP to go up; letters from Comrade Leader to Cde. Tironov and Andropov were formally delivered at the meeting.

7/...
Grenada to prepare article for June W.I. issue; satellite dish delegation arriving in March; East Port delegation arriving 14th January

- Richard Bourne issue - meeting held jointly with the two parties; tension still exists; each comrade was asked to make presentation on the problem(s) and suggestions for corrective measures; Bourne listed 30 lies/distortions against himself made by Richard; were told by Cde. Strachan that their actions have been damaging to the image of the Party and Revolution, that they were not acting as Party comrades, their behaviour is petty bourgeois in nature; told them each of their strengths and weaknesses; at end of the meeting the following nine points were agreed upon, "to achieve functional co-operation and unity":

1. Cde. Jacobs accepts there was no accusation of corruption against himself.
2. Both comrades to struggle hard to end written and unwritten polemic.
3. Both comrades accept complete honesty and respect.
4. Principle of criticism and self-criticism to be adhered to.
5. Party's commitment to wide participation to be instituted.
6. Collective leadership; overall leader to be recognised.
7. Financial controls.
8. Embassy to operate on the basis of work plan.
9. Monthly reports on the implementation of the above to be sent to the C.C. and copied to the Chairman of the CC.

Letter from Fernie Augustine: Letter from Fernie Augustine re. NIG re assistance; agreed to. Letter of reply to be sent to Cde. Augustine.

Report from Alva James: Cde. James made these points to Cde. Whitman recently:
- 1983 will be rougher (economically speaking) year than 1982
- wide feeling in St. David's that "Harvest" is involved in stealing
- re Grand Bacolet issue - the feeling is that the Government should take control of it, but that the debt owed to NCB be paid off.
- problem of prudence and larceny
- feeling that Chase has gotten close to Renwick - Nutmeg Association Board of Directors

Letter from Cuba: Cde. Austin reported on a letter he received from Cde. Cornwall which stated that in the latter's conversation with the Director of Cubana in Cuba re. lower air fares for students returning home on vacation, he (the Director) expressed a request for special refueling concessions to be granted to them upon the completion of the International Airport - they will bring their fuel and have it stored here.

Our official response to them is that the request is to be studied. Also Cde. Cornwall is to tactfully find out the real source of the request.

Cde. Austin to reply to Cde. Cornwall's letter.
3. ITEMS FOR DEPUTIES:

3.1 Red Cross Proposal: The Regional Red Cross Representative was recently on a visit here and according to Cde. Bishnut, the former has explained a service made available by the association. That is, they can be asked to visit our prisons (not just all the prisoners in their normal environment - cell), and then the option is for them to publish a report or they can informally let people know that the prisoners are alright.

It was decided against accepting the offer at this time.

3.2 Proposed Non-Aligned Meeting in Grenada: At the last Non-Aligned Meeting, it was decided to set up a group/committee of experts to look at small island states; the Cubans want to know whether we can host the meeting - they will be financing it. This was agreed to by the PB, but it was noted that this should be co-ordinated with the Ministry of Planning as there is an upcoming conference to be held also on the same issue - small island states.

3.3 Rev. Lettow/Rev. Hours: The Methodist priest, Rev. Lettow was served a deportation order on Thursday 23rd December on his refusal to perform service for both Cdes. Granged, Grant and T.A. Harryson. As a result, Rev. Whybref, called the Congress Leader on behalf of the new General Secretary of the CCC, Letter to be sent to Rev. Taylor (Methodist Superintendent for the region), copied to Rev. Boon (Sub Superintendent) and Elerton, (the new General Secretary - CCC outlining the background to Rev. Lettow's deportation order and stating that the action/events were regarded as consistent hostility and contempt for the State.

3.4 Friday's Economic Bureau Meeting: Agenda to include:

1. Agriculture Reorganisation
2. MLIB
3. New taxes
4. 1983 budget/Plan
5. Tourism Proposal
6. Housing Report

5. AREAS OF WORK:

5.1 Workshops:

1. FWU Sub-Committee Report: This dealt with the plan by the committee for the upcoming elections next year, the report to complete report/analysis
2. Dock workers: Copies of their Constitution received, but no analysis; Cde. Savney to be contacted re analysis of present FWU executive and proposal for work in the Union.
3. Central Directive - It was the general feeling that all workers were already aware of the priority being placed on the workers work as stated in the Line of March and that most draft work plans of committees were already submitted to the Organising Committee.
4. Assignment of PB comrades... Not discussed.

6/..
vi. Elaboration of Wages Policy. The CoP Leader pointed out that in 1982 the economy is expected to grow by 2%, and stated that the question of how much should be salary increases for workers in the same period should needs to be addressed. However, this was not discussed in detail.

28.1.83.

Deviations/Tasks:
1. Suggestions/Comments from Party comrades in Cuba re the Line of March to be reproduced and distributed to CC and education Committee members. (Outstanding from 22/12/82.)

2. Ambassador to the Vatican to be appointed/accredited. (Outstanding from 22/12/82)

3. Comrade Bishop to arise with Carroll Davis re UN and report to FRU - Wednesday 5th January. (Outstanding from 22/12/82)

4. Reply to be sent to Cde. Cornwall re suggestions on Line of March. (Outstanding from 22/12/82)

5. Letter to military in Cuba re Cde. Cornwall's authorisation to deal with military matters. (Outstanding from 22/12/82)

6. Message from Communist Party of Cuba re Cacaceno Grant's death to be sent to BFG.

7. Cde. Trachman to contact Cde. Ralph Gonsalves to come to Grenada on the latter's request.

8. Cde. Simon to reply to letter from Denmark Grenada Friendship Society re death sentence against the four terrorists sentenced to death.

9. Cde. Liam James to go to Suriname shortly after his return to Grenada from the United Kingdom.

10. Caricom/Canada/ Commonwealth Meeting Grenada to respond - date: alright, but delegation not decided on as yet.

11. All FRU comrades to ensure that the different Ministries and Departments within them submit their Plan/Budget/EMS as relevant.

12. Be request from Cuba/for Director, Cde. Austin to reply to Cde. Cornwall stating that the latter's reply to Cuba is that the request is being considered and in the meantime Cde. Cornwall to find out the real source of the request.

13. Agree in principle to Non-Aligned Committee meeting in Grenada; this to be co-ordinated with the Ministry of Planning.

14. Outstanding report re SWU from Cde. Sawney to be collected and distributed to FRU comrades.

15. Friday's FRU meeting agenda to include:

   a. Agriculture Reorganisation
   b. NNMB
   c. New Taxes
   d. 1983 Budget/Plan
   e. Tourism Proposal
   vi. Housing - Report

16. Cde. Quison to follow up on delivering of leadership's plane from the S.U.

17. Cde. Layne to attend December 30th meeting with State enterprises, Ministry of Planning, Finance, etc.

Requests to be sent in:

[Signature]
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MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
WEDNESDAY 5TH JANUARY, 1983

Comrades present:
- Maurice Bishop
- Selwyn Strachan
- Unison Whitman
- Liam James
- Hudson Austin
- Dwart Layne
- George Louison

Comrades absent:
- Chalkie Ventour: away

Agenda:
1. Minutes
2. Correspondence:
   - 2.1 GDR re bonabas
   - 2.2 NJM - Washington
   - 2.3 SI invitation
   - 2.4 Cde. Ventour
   - 2.5 Denis Ramwick
3. Items for decision:
   - 3.1 Venezuela Houses
   - 3.2 March 13 Proposal
   - 3.3 House in Carriacou - Military Compound
   - 3.4 PB Work Plan
   - 3.5 Archdeacon Huggins
   - 3.6 Cyprus/Venezuela
   - 3.7 Devil Desouza
   - 3.8 Stanley Roberts
   - 3.9 PB/CC Assignment - Armed Forces Week Activities
   - 3.10 PB/CC Pre-Scheduled Agenda: January - March, 1983
   - 3.11 Revisit of Past Pre-Scheduled Agenda
   - 3.12 PB Report to CC (March 1983)
   - 3.13 George Lamming and Intellectual Workers Secretariat
   - 3.14 Visits in 1983
   - 3.15 Don Rojas' Trip to Angola
   - 3.16 Special Party WM in January
   - 3.17 New Buses
   - 3.18 Timing of requests for Diplomatic Assistance

4. PB Consultation on Item 5
5. "Areas of Work":
   - 5.1 Workers Work:
     - Socialism Classes
     - PB Meeting with WC and CFP every six weeks
     - Building for WC
   - 5.2 Youth Work
5. Elections

1.1 Corrections:
- "Cde. Jacobs accepts...", it should read "no specific accusation of corruption against Cde. Jacobs by Cde. Bourne."
- (a) pg. 6 "the economy is expected"; should read "2 percent growth in the economy in 1982."
- (b) re elaboration of wages policy; should read "wages increase running at 17 percent as against 6.2 percent inflation."
- (c) should also read "wages policy how being studied by Ministry of Planning so that the PB can await results

2/...
of their technical findings; matter to come back to FB on Wednesday 26th January, 1985.

iii. pg. 4 re Grand Bacolet issue, it should include "feeling is that NCB should take control of Grand Bacolet".

iv. pg. 5, re "ed Cross: not for them to publish, but Grenada's option to publish the report in full.

v. (a) re Non-aligned meeting in Grenada, "Grenada to host meeting", the Cynans will help with the financing.

(b) re Ministry of Planning upcoming conference, should read "as there may be an upcoming conference..."

vi. re Rev. Lettson, not "deportation order" but r vocation of work permit order to take effect within two weeks".

1.2 Tasks:

i. Done

ii. No reply yet - re accreditation of Ambassador to the Vatican

iii. Done, written report to be sent by Carrol Davis; appointment of emissaries - a problem

iv. Done.

v. Cde. Layne to write formal note.

vi. Done.

vii. Done; will come to Grenada in or about 27th January.

viii. Talk given to Nelson Louison.


x. Done.

xi. Ongoing.

xii. Done, no reply as yet.

xiii. Co-ordination has started.

xiv. Done.

xv. Done.

xvi. Agreement not yet signed.

xvii. Done.

xviii. Done.

2. Correspondence:

2.1 GDR re Bananas: Guest has written to Wincham stating that they have received a request from the GDR to transport the bananas they have ordered from Grenada.

Cde. Louison is to point out to Guest that the banana industry in the Windward Islands is only viable with Grenada's input.

2.2 NNM - Washington: A sympathy card on Cacadoma's death was received from Party and Party Support Group members in Washington, D.C. Message to be sent to NSF.

2.3 SI Invitation: SI Congress being held 7 - 10 April in Sydney, Australia; Congress theme "Work in Crisis: Socialist Response. NNM delegates: Chris DesRoches, Lindwall Purcell, Caldwell Taylor (possibly) and for tactically reasons, Cde. Maurice Bishop's name to be included on the registration form enclosed.

2.4 Cde. Ventour: Telex received stating that a new health problem has been identified in Cde. Ventour and so he will not be going
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the Black Sea as planned, but instead will have to go into Hospital.

2.5 Denis Banick: This comrade has reported fall and broke his neck, he is said to be paralysed. WC is requesting that PB leading Party comrades visit him in hospital. Agreed.

3. ITEMS FOR DECISIONS:

3.1 Venezuela House: House near Personal Security Unit reportedly bought by the Venezuela Embassy, sold by Paul Scoon. Cde. Bishop to speak to the latter, expressing Government's intention to buy the said building. Arrangement to be made for the purchase of the house.

3.2 March 15 Proposal: Proposal to have a much "scaled down" 4th anniversary celebrations. The last of the three options in the written 2-page proposal submitted by Cde. Strachan was agreed to by the PB. Cde. Strachan to hold a Press Conference in this regard. 14 instead of 26 rallies (mini) to be held.

3.3 House in Carrinco = Military Compound: Efforts to be made to have this house be bought by the Military; house situated in strategic position to the camp there.

3.4 PB Work Plan: Not discussed.

3.5 Archdeacon Hughes: Archdeacon Hughes is reported to have made recent anti-BG and anti-Revolution sermons in the Church at the Christmas and New Year's church services. It was suggested that somebody close to the Anglican Church be called in and spoken to about the matter, who will in turn speak to the Archdeacon. Cde. Whitehead to follow up on this.

3.6 Cyrus/Venezuela: Cde. Whitman to call in the Venezuelan Ambassador.

3.7 "Devil" Desouza: not done.

(*) Cyrus travelling on a Venezuelan passport.

3.8 Stanley Roberts: ""

3.9 PB/CC Assignment: ""

3.10 PB/EE Pre-Scheduled Agenda: Not discussed.

3.11 Review of Past Pre-Scheduled Agenda: This was not discussed.

3.12 PB Report to CC:

3.13 George Harding and Intellectual Workers Secretariat: This Secretariat is to be in Grenada - meeting in this regard to have been held this month. It was noted that offices are needed for the following:

- Grenada Peace Council
- Grenada-Caribbean IOJ Office
- Grenada Committee for Friendship with the Peoples
- Grenada Human Rights Council
- National Science and Technology Center

It was suggested that when the students from Wesley College on Lucas Street are relocated, that the building be used for housing CPE and the present CPE office be used for housing the above-mentioned offices.

However, Cde. Strachan stated that if any building for office space is to be identified, that it be used for the Workers Committee to use as their Union offices.

It was decided that Regina Taylor make attempts to identify money to purchase "A burg Inn" which can be used for either one of these purposes. The PB is also to keep looking for this purpose.

...
The 2nd Conference on National Sovereignty, to be held in Grenada on 16 - 20 June; theme - "Food, Science, Technology"; 40 participants; hoping to get Alistair McIntyre and William Demas; Regional Planning Committee to meet 29 - 30 January.

3.14 Visits in 1981: The following countries were looked at for possible visits during this year both by the Comrade Leader (in some instances) and the Foreign Minister alone (in other cases):

i. Iran, Iraq, Algeria
ii. Yugoslavia, Korea
iii. Romania
iv. Angola, Tanzania, Zambia
v. Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
vi. Hungary, Czechoslovakia
vii. Sweden
viii. Argentina, Brazil, Columbia
ix. Austria, Switzerland

It was also noted that these meetings will be held this year:

- Caricom - Heads of Government: Trinidad
- Non-Aligned
- Commonwealth: India

Cde. Whitman stated that the Government of Kampuchea has invited Comrades Bishop and Whitman to visit their country between 1 - 3 March (just before the Non-Aligned Meeting) in place of their Foreign Minister visiting Grenada in January as was previously planned. It was noted that it agreed to Vietnam and Laos can be visited around the same time. The visit to Kampuchea was agreed to by the PCC.

3.15 Don Acesso's Trip to Angola: This comrade is going to Angola as the Caribbean IOJ Representative; he is to carry with him a letter to Santos from the Comrade Leader inviting him to come to Grenada. Cde. Whitman to co-ordinate this.

3.16 Special Party Cde in January: This Cde will be held to discuss the economy - budget plan etc and for "pushing the Party on the economy." Date: 31st January, 5.00 p.m.

3.17 New Buses: Theft is reported to be taking place on the NTS busses by the conductors. Twelve new buses are being ordered to add to the present amount. It was recommended that a new system of payment be used to ensure the minimum of theft of funds - installing a slat for payment of fares. Cde. Louison is to contact the firm to make the necessary changes on six of the 12 buses.

3.18 Timing of requests for diplomatic assistance: Not discussed.

3.19 Casablanca Grant: Cde. Louison explained that there is a problem existing over the land ownership on which Casablanca's house was built. Cde. Louison to contact Fred Grant re Government's intention to use the area.

4. AREAS OF WORK:
5.1 Workers Work:

1. Socialism Classes: Cde. Valdon Bolden to assign PB/CC comrades to visit the Socialism Classes for the period up to the end of March. This to be done in time for the PB/Socialism Tutors meeting on Thursday, 6th January.

It was the feeling/concensus that the new year address by the Comrade Leader be used first as the material for the classes and then to return to the notes on the economy.

Also to be discussed at the Thursday meeting - package of measures re emulation at the workplaces.

ii. PB Meeting with WC: Decision to hold meetings every six weeks with the Workers Committee and the CPE (separately) to review the progress being made in these two areas of work given the priority for this year; and as one way to ensure the leadership supervises this priority.

The first meeting is on February 9th: PB and WC from 10.00 - 12.00 noon and PB and CPE (plus Didicus and Jackie) from 1.00 - 3.00 p.m. and continuing every six weeks thereafter.

iii. Building for WC: This was more or less discussed under item 3.13. The Workers Committee (especially comrades in BCWU and CWU) have expressed the deep need for a building to house their offices, as the present one is too small.

5.2 Youth Work: Cde. Tan Bartholomew, Horraine Padis and Chris Brown came to discuss the youth work and a 6-page report on this was previously prepared and distributed to PB comrades. The document was discussed by the PB and the following was decided:

i. NYO to arrange priorities of matters raised in the document.

ii. Arrange the schedule for objectives in the document.

iii. Identify, within 48 hours, a Director of Sports to replace Blandell.

iv. Cde. Louison to investigate the possibility of getting a transactor from the S.U. to assist with the building of NYO hard courts.

The NYO comrades were told of two houses in the St. Paul's area that can be used as a Pioneer Camp as requested/suggested by them.

Cde. Tan Bartholomew to obtain draft laws/statutes on the ESO and work out a strategy for working with the middle ground in the area of sports. Regular meetings should also be held with the sporting teams and the Sports Department. A careful study of the constitutions of the sporting associations and strategy and tactics for capturing them. It was suggested that the emphasis be on cheap sports so as to encourage mass participation in sporting activities - e.g. Volleyball, etc.

6/...
DECISIONS/TASKS:

1. Cde. Layne to write a formal note to the Military in Cuba re Cde. Cornwall's authorization to deal with military matters on Grenada's behalf. (Task/matter outstanding).

2. Cde. Louison to follow up on banana issue.

3. MRM Washington message re Canademo to be sent to PRC.

4. Cde. Chris DeRiggis, Lindwall Purcell, Caldwell Taylor (possibly) to attend XI Congress - Sydney. Cde. Leader's name to be included on the registration form.

5. PB leading Party comrades to Denis Jenwick who is in hospital.

6. Cde. Strachan to hold press conference - re decision to have a different March 13 this year.

7. The military to purchase house in Carriacou re: the military compound.

8. Cde. Whitman to follow up on Archdeacon Huggins issue.


10. PB to keep looking for a building to house the offices of the Intellectual Workers, etc. and one for the workers.

11. Cde. Reina Taylor to attempt to identify funds for the possible purchase of "Albania Inn." 

12. Letter to be sent off to S. in Angola with L. Rojas - Cde. Whitman to visit Cde. Gwede.


14. Cde. Louison to speak to neighbor re Canademo's house and land spot.

15. The Comrade Leader's new year address to be used in the Socialist classes before the notes on the economy.

16. Six of the twelve new NTS boxes to have necessary changes to reduce on possibility of theft by the conductors - Cde. Louison to follow up.

17. Visit to Kampuchea to be made 1 - 3 March, by Cde. Whitman.

18. Separate meetings to be held every six weeks with the WC and CPE by the PB to supervise the Number 1 priority for 1978. First meeting is February 9th. Cde. Strachan to list dates of following meetings.

19. Decisions from discussion on Youth work recorded on page 5 (see 5.2).
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU MEETING
WEDNESDAY 12th JANUARY, 1983

Conradas present:-

Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
George Louisou
Herman Layne
Rudolf Austin

Agenda:-
1. Minutes
2. Correspondence/Reports:-
   2.1 Cde. Ventour
   2.2 Letter from Kai Schmpahls
   2.3 " Canave
   2.4 Letters/reports from Cde. Cornwall
   2.5 Security Report
3. Items for Decisions:-
   3.1 UK Festival Committee Request
   3.2 Car for GES Manager
   3.3 Carioca/Canada Meeting
   3.4 Resolution on Agriculture
   3.5 PB/EE Agenda
   3.6 Port Jusdy (Medical school)
   3.7 Devil Desouza
   3.8 Stanley Roberts
   3.9 PB Report to CC
   3.10 Theme for March 13th
   3.11 Director of Sports
4. Areas of Work:-
   4.1 Education Report
   4.2 Workers:-
      a. Socialism Classes
      b. SWM Report
      c. Workers Committee Report

ITEMS FOR DECISION

1 to 21

(Cordes, Robertson, proposed)
Cde. Strachan proposed to accept the report on future plans.

1. Corrections:-
   i. Pg. 2 re Geest Llananas - Cde. Louisou to point out to the Minister
do of Agriculture in St. Vincent, Grenada's intention to continue with
Geest.
   ii. Pg. 3 re office space needed, includes:
       o Caribbean Economy - Production Conference Secretary
       o Grenada Committee of Intellectuals
   iii. Pg. 4 re visit to Kampuchea - to be made by Cde. Whiteman.

2. Tasks:-
   i. Tasks not complete - letter to be redone.
   ii. Done; to be followed up by a letter.
   iii. Done.
   iv. Ongoing; form soon.

2/...

Cde. Cornwall stated the objectives of the missions and the outstanding problems being experienced as:

1. Tendency to spontaneity
2. Failure to publish an Embassy news letter
3. Not being assertive enough in dealing with Cuban comrades
4. Financial difficulties
5. Slow response from Grenada on urgent matters
6. Poor internal distribution system for mails

Solutions to these problems were decided upon by the Embassy and stated in the letter. A list of 200 activities conducted by the Mission was attached.

2.5 Letter from Cde. Cornwall to Cde. Strachan:

Document on how Fumidusa is used by the US against Nicaragua; copies to be done for the PB

Copies of Selected Speeches - Maurice Bishop: 20 copies to be sent on Saturday;

20 copies of "Upper Bishop's pictures".

Request for steelcable to be sent to Cuba in March; to be raised with Cde. Crest.

The PB noted that the Embassy has improved tremendously since Cde. Cornwall's appointment to the post in latter 1982.

A letter concerning the flow of reports, etc. to be sent to him.

2.6 Letter from Canada: Letter states that they are changing their name to GrenavetBening their structures; have requested the support of Government for their work. Decision - Cde. Crest to meet with Joan Purcell - who the letter was signed by.

2.6 Security Report: Up-to-date report was received.

3. ITEMS FOR DECISIONS: Items Nos. 3.1 to 3.4 were not discussed.

3.5 PB/EB Agenda: Cde. Bishop stated a few changes in the format for the PB/EB Pre-Scheduled agenda; the agenda for January - March to be prepared for next week's meeting.

3.6 Fort Jody (Medical School): Not discussed.

3.7 Devil Desouza - have left the country last Saturday; check to be made with Tom in the airport to re-confirm.

3.8 Stanley Robert: Cde. Strachan reported that the WC expressed shock over his release from detention; they have reported the following:
- Stanley stated he will organise bolder now
- He is checking workers constantly (SWU), especially those won over by SWU Subcommittee
- He is about to start political education classes (his own)
- The right wing has been much bolder now - they were also surprised of his release.
- Eric Pierre has just returned from a 7-week tour of Israel.

London, USA

Decision - The Subcommittee to be asked for a written report.
3.9 FE Report to CC: Sub-committee of Cdes. Bishop, Louison and Strachan to meet on Thursday, 13th.
3.10 March 13th theme: Not discussed.
3.11 FE/CC Table: Not discussed.
3.12 Director of Sports: Task from discussion on the Youth work; reported difficulty in identifying appropriate person. It was the general feeling that Cde. Tan will have to perform that function indefinitely until a candidate can be identified.
3.13 Doctor for FE/CC: Not discussed.
3.14 Review of past FE/PP Pre-School, ed Agenda: To be discussed on 17th January.
3.15 Timing of request for Diplomatic Assistance: To be discussed on 19th January.

4. Areas of Work:
4.1 Education Report: Cdes. Croft and Jules were in attendance for discussion of their written report sent to the CC. The following were to be discussed, but only the first two were completed:

i. CPE; ii. Community Centres; iii. Primary Education; iv. Culture

1. CPE:
   o Committee of Cdes. Louison, Croft, Marle Clarke set up and meeting weekly.
   o Master committee set up and meeting fortnightly.
   o Meeting of CPE and PCS reps held; looked at mobilisation fortnight - 17th - 30th January: 22 - 25 January - days of intensive mobilisation.
   o National Advisory Committee has been restructured: now comprises TU reps, PCS, Service Clubs.
   o Parish Committee restructured - all TU's, mass organisations now represented.

6. New centres to be opened in February (some churches included):
   Cde. Croft to follow up with church leaders
   CPE leadership seeks supervision; daily political guidance of the office staff is weak
   There is a surplus of CPE teachers
   Transport needed
   New propaganda work plan drawn up - to be discussed
   Need a full time person to handle CPE propaganda

11. Community Centres:

(Decisions taken after discussion):

1. Cde. Croft for the community being sent.
2. Cde. Croft to time expen.
3. Community cent La Poterie.

There was a report on centres.

89 - 4
This proposal was not decided upon definitely.

iii. This was not discussed.

4.2 Workers Work:

i. Socialism Classes: The schedule for visits to the classes
   by PCC/CC was done, but did not take into account PCC/CC
   meetings on Wednesday and Friday mornings and CC study on
   Thursdays.
   Thus, it is to be re-done.

ii. SWU report: Ought to be received from Cde. Sewrny - Sub-
    Committee plan/strategy for capturing the union.

iii. Workers Committee report

Cde. Strachan stated that the PWU Sub-Committee's present ap-
proach now is to strike an alliance with Basil Harford. They are
concerned about putting Cde. Ferron love to work in the Ministry
of National Mobilisation, which they realise as the Party's
Ministry (the PWU) because he may lose the respect he has won
in the Management Council.

DECISSIONS/Tasks:

1. Cde. Lyson to follow up to neat issue with letter to St. Vincent's Minister
   of Agriculture.

2. Efforts to be made to purchase house in Carriacou next to Military compound -
   Cde. Layne.

3. Cde. Luison to speak with Fred Grant re Cacadaكو's house and land spot.
   (Task outstanding from 5th January).

4. Letter to be sent to the Military in Castre to Cde. Cornwall's authority to
   deal with military matters for Grenada. (Task outstanding).

5. Cde. Luison to follow up on Archbishop Hughes issue - task originally Cde.
   Whiteman's. (Task outstanding from 5th January).


7. Sports Director to be identified. (Tom)

8. Negotiations for purchase of Decarie's
   House in St. Paul's to start - matter to
   be brought to Cabinet. (Tom & Donald)

9. Trencher/tractor with appropriate
   adjustments to be made available to the
   Youth for work on the play fields.

10. Cde. Layne to follow up on competency of Chalkie's health by his mother.

11. Cde. Layne to follow up on Xerox Schmehlee issue - See page 1 for decisions.

12. Letter commending Cde. Cornwall re his reporting and performance of the Havana
    Embassy to be sent off. (NASZL)

13. Document on Honduras to be circulated to P3 comm’s.

14. Cde. Croft to be checked on:
    i. request for steelband to go to Cuba in March
    ii. April scientific conference in Gen.

15. Cde. Croft to be informed that he should meet with Consave.

6/...
16. PB/CC: Pro-Scheduled agenda for January – March period to be presented on Wednesday 17th.
17. Check to be made with Tom – ascertain if "V 1" Bascouza left the country.
18. SWU Sub-Committee to be asked for written report re Stanley Roberts.
19. Cde. Bishop, Louisa and Strachan to meet re PB report to CC.
22. Cde. Cred to follow up with Church Leaders re use of the churches as part of the new 48 CPE centres.
23. Decisions re Community Centres – (See page 4)
   i. Cde. Strachan to contact LIT.
   iii. New community centres to be built.
24. Schedule of PB/CC visits to Socialist Classes to be redone.
25. Outstanding report from Cde. Sawney re SWU Sub-Committee strategy to be sent to PB.
26. CC Quarterly review meeting 28th March – 1st April.
27. Main areas of work to be taken on PB/CC agendas before items for decisions.

Items for decisions to be discussed: 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.10, 3.11, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15.
Comrades present:

Selwyn Strachan
Liam James
Evart Layne
Hudson Austin
George Louison

Comrades absent:

Unison Whiteman (away)
Chalkie Veetour
Maurice Bishop - excused

Agenda:

1. Minutes
2. Correspondence/Reports:–
   2.1 New York Report
   2.2 Cde. Austin's Report
   2.3 Cde. Layne's Report
   2.4 Michael Hanley
   2.5 Letter from Caldwell
   2.6 Message from Cde. Bourne
   2.7 National Conference of Delegates of Mass Organisations on the Economy
3. Main Areas of Work:
   3.1 State Propaganda
   3.2 Farmers Work
   3.3 State of the Party
4. Items for Decisions:
   4.1 Kenneth Noel
   4.2 Kenrick Radix
   4.3 "ose Henry
   4.4 Venice Hutton
   4.5 Gladwell/Dessima

1. MINUTES
1.1 Correction:
   I) Pg. 2 re AAJ Conference minutes to include "Co-ordinating committee for the Conference to be headed by Dick Hart and include Allan Alexander, Langston Sibbles, Ashley Taylor. The Comrade Leader to follow up on this.
   II) Pg. 2, No. 2.7 re Denzil Wilks, minutes to include "Cde. Strachan to meet with him to discuss his work."
   III) Pg. 2, No. 2.13 re Chappel, minutes to be corrected...
   PD House to be built under the Venezuela Project."

1.2 Task:

I) Done
II) Done; Leroy McMillan expelled from the party consequently.
III) Ongoing; PB decided that the plane should be "packed up" until sale; in the meantime to be serviced and maintained; it is not to be used by any member of the leadership.
IV) Done; messages sent, but no reply as yet.
V) Done; issue to be dealt with at the upcoming National
2

Conference of Delegates of Mass Organisations on the Economy.

vt) Done; date changed to 17th March since then.

vii) Ongoing

viii) Ongoing

ix) Decision recorded.

10.1 Task to return to PB next week
10.2 Not started yet
10.3 Decision; not implemented yet
10.4 Done
10.5 (Now included); PB to get a report on the possibility of having more than two terms per year - next week.

11.1 Not done.
11.2 Started; ongoing
11.3 Ongoing;
11.4 Ongoing
11.5 Done

2. CORRESPONDENCE REPORTS:

2.1 New York Report: Cde. James reported on his visit to Washington, D.C. and New York:

- The political situation and mood of the Grenadians is good - the best since the Revolution; mood is high despite the fact that no political work is been done amongst the Grenadians; reasons for the good mood:
  - Visit of the National Performing Company in November
  - The large number of Grenadians who visited home and are still on a "high" from the visit
  - The world bank report on the economy
  - Recent good news reports in newspapers and magazines

there are presently no rumours circulating; the "counters" are operating on a very low profile, but doing plenty travelling; (analysis is that they are planning to make a move)

- Met with GRL and discussed their transformation into a mass organisation; they have agreed to this in principle and a work plan is been drawn up in this regard; they have stated improvement - have been studying consistently since July last year and have a work plan and work schedule; there is a serious problem between GRL and Gladwell; they (GRL) have lost respect for him, is called "timid" and "brambiling"; he has continued to deteriorate ideologically (his preference for feature address at the March 13 celebrations is Edward Lamb over Harry Belafonte; GRL has raise possible purchase of a building in New York to assist them; a house has already been identified;

- Held meeting with Tourist Office; they have reported a renewal of interest in Grenada; reasons been good news articles recently; average of 250 letters per month received by them on how to get to Grenada; there is also a big interest in
Carriacou and Camp Carriacou; this interest has to be exploited now; the tourist office needs to be strengthened to deal with this work;

- re Grenadians abroad, the Party must look to develop a perspective on Grenadians abroad; seek to organise them wherever they go, develop, maintain links with them, not to be hostile to them (even those who left after the Revo)

- thinks the possibility of establishing a radio station in N.T. should be looked at; spoke to the CP - they have agreed that it could be done; Miguel is to follow on discussion with them in this regard

Issues out of the report for PB decisions:

i) House purchase proposal: agreed, Cde. Coard to follow up to find the money required;

ii) Possibility of establishing radio station: PB agrees in principle, Cde. James to follow up through Miguel;

iii) Party to decide/dissuss perspective for Grenadians abroad; agreed.

2.2 Cde. Austin's Report: Cde. Austin reported on his monthly meeting held with the Airport Management and the Ministry (himself and Cde. Prime):

i) issue of the work. Education classes raised by Bob Evans and Della Rosa, saying that 30% more work is expected this year and the classes will affect this negatively as the classes staff are already stretched, thus affecting production: Cdes. HA, Vincent, Joe, Strachan, Layne and Airport Management. Party support Group included if possible, to meet to solve this problem;

ii) a mechanism needed for dealing with Plessy now they are in Grenada: Cde. Prime to chair the meetings held with them and Airport management, with a representative from the Ministry of Manning;

iii) hanger for executive plane to be sand blasted, also the water tanks; (however the only sand blaster is in prison); he is to be put on payroll in order to get the work done;

2.3 Cde. Layne's Report: Re restricted ports and areas; area of Hog Island to be clarified; Cdes. Layne and Roberts to visit the area for clarification.

2.4 Michael Manley: Comrades were reminded of Manley's arrival in Grenada today (reason for Comrade Leader's absence at meeting) and of his book launching tonight.

2.5 Letter from Cladwell: Not discussed.

2.6 Message from Cde. Bourne: Re a 2-man delegation from the CPSU arriving on 7 March for 10 days; draft programme being drawn up for them to meet with all committees of the Party, visit and observe Socialism classes (to be chosen carefully); they are to be accommodated in Groome's 4/...
House"; Cde. James to check Bernadette in this regard.

2.7 National Conference of......: Comrades were reminded of
this upcoming conference on Thursday 24 February and to be
punctual.

3. MAIN AREAS OF WORK:

3.1 State Propaganda: A 16-page report was submitted to the
Bureau on the state propaganda and Cde. McBarnette who apol-
ogised for the absence of Cdes. David and Smkle was pre-
sent for the discussion on the report. The PB criticised
the report and pointed out the following to "de. McBarn-
ette:"

raised
report no strategic, policy issues; lacks
a clear overall conception of the work and how
it is to develop - in order to take policy
decisions and give guidance to the work; it
does not mention anything about propagandising
the Line of March for the year - political
education and academic education.
thus, the PB was not satisfied with the report.
It was also noted that report dealt with too many reports
on personalities.

Cde. McBarnette stated that he was given some guidelines
by the Comrade Leader which included: -

- present situation in the media houses, difficul-
ties, manpower, space, equipment;
Cde. McBarnette were given these further guidelines for
including in the document to be done over: -
- rationalisation of space, equipment etc. poss-
ibilities; how to bring the working people into
the media; conception on the regional media (which
media house will do that); analysis/evaluation of
present position re listenership and readership.

Bearing the above in mind, the PB did not discuss this area
of work and the document is to be done over, conscious of the
new guidelines by Cde. McBarnette etc.

3.2 Farmers Work: A 5-page report with a document on the Edu-
cation Programme for EPU as an appendix was presented to
the PB with Cdes. Ebteldred Gottens, Chester Louison and
Lucius Hastick were in attendance at the meeting.

The PB expressed total dissatisfaction with the content of
the report, that the organisational questions as contained
in the document, are for the consideration of the Organising
Committee of the Party and not the PB; the PB is con-
cerned with policy matters, key strategic questions and
concern - analysis of GPE etc.

The discussion on this area of work was postponed until
further report - the comrades to do a draft for submission
to Cde. Louison (the PB comrades for Farmers Work) by
Saturday, 26 February; re-done report to be circulated to
the PB members by Monday 28th February for discussion on
Wednesday, 2nd March.
3.3 State of the Party - Cde. Strachan apologised for the
not preparing and the non-submission of a report; the
item is to be discussed one week after the return of
comrades' from the Non-Aligned Movement Conference in
Larch.
4. ITEMS FOR DECISIONS:
4.1 Kenneth Noel - Has returned from Study abroad; choice of
employment is Foreign Affairs for GFC; he is to be placed
in GFC and Cde. "hiteman to be informed of decision.
4.2 Kenrick Radixi - Item put for discussion when the Comrade
Leader is in attendance at meeting.
4.3 Rose Henry - Has been unemployed for the last six months
(since August of 1982) areas been sought for possible empl-
ployment? She is to be placed in either Tourism, Information or
in the YEP.
4.4 Vince Hutton - Has raised with Cde. Strachan her problems
on maintenance of her son because money cannot be received
from his father, who is Cuban. She wants to know whether the
Party will assist her in enabling the father to return to
Grenada for a while to work; Cde. Strachan is to raise the
issue with Cde. Gaston discreetly.
4.5 Caldwell/Dessima - de. James raised that for these comrades’
three months home assignment that a tight programme should
be drawn up in this regard; de. James tasked to prepare and
present a draft programme.

DECISIONS/TASKS:
1. Grenada to re-establish relations with the VSO - cabinet to follow
up with formalised agreement. (Task outstanding from meeting of
16/2/83).
2. Re PB/LPE discussion - (Outstanding from 16/2/83)
   2.1 Cde. Jules to co-ordinate with Cde. LaCorbinere
      re CPE incentives.
   2.2 CPE to assist the FRA with commencement of secondary
      education in the armed forces.
   2.3 PB to get report on possibility of having more than
      two terms per year
3. Cde. Coard to identify money for the purchase of the building in
   New York for GRL.
4. Cde. James to follow up with Miguel re possibility of establish-
   ing a radio station in N.Y.
5. PB agrees in principle to discuss/decide on a perspective for
   Grenadians abroad.
   Group to meet to solve all problems related to the holding of the
   Worker Education classes.
7. Cdes. Layne and Roberts to visit Hog Island area re decision for
   part that is restricted.
8. Cde. James to check Bernadette re accommodating 2-man GFSU delegation
   for 10 day period.

5/...
9. Report on State propaganda to the PB to be re-done taking into consideration the guidelines and criticisms stating in the meeting.
10. Report on Farmers' work to be redone, with the guidelines/criticisms and to be circulated to the PB by Monday 28th February after been checked by Cde. Louison on Saturday, 26th February.
11. State of the Party to be discussed one week after the return of comrades from the Non-Aligned Movement Conference.
12. Kenneth Noel to be placed to work in GFP and Cde. Whiteman to be informed of this decision.
13. Item for decision – Cde. K. Radix to be discussed at meeting with Cde. Bishop's presence.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU DATED
20TH APRIL, 1983

COMRADES PRESENT

Maurice Bishop
Unison Whitman
Selwyn Strachan

Ewart Layne
John Ventour
Hudson Austin

COMRADES ABSENT

Liam James - OUT OF THE COUNTRY
George Louison - EXCUSE

AGENDA

1. Minutes
2. Correspondence/Reports
3. W.C Work
4. Manouevre
5. Operative situation
6. Items for decision
(a) Protocol building
(b) U.I Festival
(c) Wesley College
(d) Acting Secretary for Information
(e) Rama Cadene
(f) Cde. Bizo
(g) W.F.J Matters
(h) Lenin's Birthday
(i) Cde. Leon Cornwall Letter
(j) 5th Festival preparations
(k) C.C Plenary
(l) Cde. John Ventour

2. CORRESPONDENCE

- Governor General
- Suriname
- D.P.K.B Report

- C.P.E Report
- G.M Report
- Cde. Unison's Report

2/........................

DOCUMENT 91
91 - 1
1. MINUTES
CORRECTIONS

- Re C.C Plenary it should have been Guidelines for reports should be prepared, instead of what was seen on page four under C.C. Plenary line 2.

- It should be decided on the different quarters of the year to hold C.C. Plenary. (Line 5 on page 4)

- Dates and deadlines should be set for preparation of such documents (line 7 on page 4)

- Instead of Airport Site on page 5 sub-heading no. 1 it should have been AIRPORT ACCESS ROAD

- Sub-heading number 2 should have been OTHER AIRPORT MATTERS (page 5)

- Sub-heading number 3 should have been OTHER MATTERS (page 5)

- Someone in the Ministry of Construction should be identified to work with Cuban Comrades.

- Cde. Selwyn Strachan to establish contact with Cde. Julien Rizo between Thursday and Friday re Finance and to meet with Plecy.

- A new design should be done re the Protocol Building. It was noted that the Protocol Building was too big. (Last paragraph on page 5)

TASKS - Omitted

- Cde. Selwyn Strachan to speak to Cde. Bernard Coard re the airport question

REPORT ON TASKS

- It was reported that Plecy and Metex and Grenadian Officials held meeting on Monday trying to coordnate and integrate their work programs.

- Cdes Evans and Smith will report on the results with Cdes Hudson, Austin and Bernard Coard after the Cdes meet with both of them.

- Cuban architects to meet on Monday 25th April with Cdes Charlie Campbell Karva moor, with a view of doing new Designs for the Community Centres (Belle Vue, Wester Hall and Concord).
2. **CORRESPONDENCE**

- **LETTER SUBMITTED BY SISTER JACKIE CHEFT RE GOVERNOR GENERAL PAUL SOON**

- The letter reflected a number of areas not notifying the appropriate bodies before doing such and the number of statements made in different activities which the Minister of Education was present.

- Some of the points highlighted by the Political Bureau are as follows:

  - He cannot contradict Government's line

  - That there is a church imput:

  - Whenever he is visiting schools the Ministry of Education should be contacted before entering the schools

  - Periodic sessions should be hold with him so that he would be in line.

3. **WORKERS COMMITTEE**

- It was noted by Cde. John Ventour that the Cdes on Workers Committee cannot do the work.

- Plenty of time usually been spent on confusion.

- On Monday 18th when report at W.C meeting most of the tasks were not accomplished.

- The discipline problem is still there, no improvement.

- Cdes on the Committee are demoralised.

**E.G.W.U**

- Nothing is happening in that Union.

**C.I.W.I**

- Cde. Winston Ledlow is ill

- Cde. Elliot Bishop is doing his best in that union.

**P.W.U**

- Plans are on the way for their up coming elections and it appears that the Union stands a good chance.

- Cde. Ventour suggested a number of new names to work on W.C. the following are the names:

  - Texas Stroud
  - San Brathwaite
  - Hugh Boman
  - Aaron Lashley
  - Faye Thompson
  - Moses Jeffrey
  - Rudolph Ogilvie
  - Mr. Lena Williams

**Patrick Superville**

**Belson Louison**

**Anna Folkes**

**Claudette Pitt**
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU
27th APRIL, 1983

COM-JADES PRESENT

Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Unison Whiteman
Hudson Austin
Liam James
John Ventour
Rwart Layne

AGENDA

1. Minutes
2. Correspondence/Report

ITEMS FOR DECISION

1. Cde. John Ventour
2. C.C. Plenary
3. 5th Anniversary
4. Wesley College
5. Acting Secretary for Information
6. Shane Julien
7. U.K. Festival
8. May Day Laws
9. Emulation Documents
10. New York Trip
11. Caricom Plan of Action
12. Work Among Grenadian Overseas
13. C.P.E.
14. Protocol Building
15. Church

CORRESPONDENCE

1. I.L.O

REPORTS

1. Suriname
2. Cde. Unison Whiteman
3. Cde. Caldwell Taylor
4. Cde. Bernard Bourne
5. Cde. Bernard Coard
1. **CORRESPONDENCE/Reports**

Letter submitted by Cde. Leon Cornwall re the Afghanistan Revolution re an article to be published in the F.W.I and Party paper.

**DECISION** Cde. Ferron Lowe to do a draft and pass onto Cde. Selwyn Strachan.

2. Cathy Stone seeking employment in Grenada re the media. A formal letter should be done acknowledging receipt of her letter.

3. Letter sent to the Party from the Soviet Union re two auto buses and two ladders. It should be noted that invoices for the vehicles have already delivered.


**REPORT FROM CDE. LEON CORNWALL**

A report was submitted to the Political Bureau by Cde. Léon Cornwall re him being Grenada Ambassador in Cuba. Cde. Cornwall highlighted the following:

1. That the Party forgets that there is an Embassy in Cuba.

2. F.W.I. and Party paper is scarce re not receiving it on a regular basis.

3. Whenever a delegation is coming to Cuba from Grenada never inform the embassy before. It is only when Cdes land he usually knows.

4. The following was disclosed by the Political Bureau:

   - The party attitude is quite sickening towards correspondence.

   - It is a historical fact that we have a poor attitude of keeping our embassies in touch with the latest development in our country.

   - Lack of follow-up work on key issues are falling.

   - It was stated that our party has to work in regards to develop such an area.

   - That Cde. Leon Cornwall always send a constant flow of reports to our Party.

   - Cde. Leon Cornwall should know of all our Party activities viewing that he is a Central Committee member, he should know of the constant development of our Party.
- That a policy decision should be taken when we are sending Cdes to Cuba, noting Cde. Leon Cornwall position.

- Cdes ought to be specifically clear that Cde. Cornwall is a C.C member.

  Cde. Maurice Bishop noted:

- All letters should be replied to when sent to the Party and Ministries.

- That Cde. Unison Whiteman do a document for his staff on the Importance of Communication re our Embassies abroad.

- Ensuring that when Cdes write to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs/Party Headquarters a response is sent.

- A system should be put in place in the Party Headquarters to handle the constant flow of correspondence to Cde. Cornwall and other Cdes outside the country.

SURINAME

- It was reported by Cde. Liam James re the trip made by the Surinamese to Grenada to observe the Grenada National Manoeuvres was quite successful. He noted that the Cdes left with high spirit.

- Appreciated the trip and found it was quite interesting.

- That a delegation should be sent to Suriname in the future to observe its development.

BERNARD BOURNE

- That a delegation from the Soviet Union will be visiting our country on the 11th - 15th February 1984.

- The delegation would involve Young workers, Farmers, intellectuals etc.

- It was noted that the National Youth Organisation should do the necessary preparation for the group visit.

- A programme should be worked out for the visit.

- A specific plan should be worked out.

4/............
CDE. CALDWELL TAYLOR

Submitted a report re his work in the U.N. (No analysis was done re the report by the Political Bureau).

CDE. UNISON WHITEMAN TRIP - U.S.A

- the trip went well.
  Things to be done he outline area:as follows:-

- Someone full time coordinating Friendship work, and Solidarity Committees.

- Not getting Press, Party paper and other literature re the revolution.

- Cde. Whiteman pointed out that the Investment Promotion trip should be attended by Cde. Lyden Rawhanny and 
someone from the Ministry of Trade.

CDE. BRITISH COH.O

- Requesting holiday leave for himself and family

- Three weeks holiday leave in S.U and one week in Cuba.

- Cde. Selwyn Strachan to tie up trip.

WORKERS COMMITTEE

MAY DAY

Cdes did not have their full schedule organised.

B.G.W.U, C.I.W.U,T.A.W.U - done some work

F.W.U - focussing on their election.

Cde. Maurice noted that days of the week have been worked 
out to meet with the Sub Committee of the Unions.

Cde. Liam James to sit on top of B.G.W.U work

SOCIALISM CLASSES

It was reported by Cde. Selwyn Strachan that Cde. Brian 
Moens has been placed in the Secretariat to assist in 
coordinating Socialism Classes. He noted that since 
Cde. Bizo has been placed in the Secretariat and visiting 
the different classes, reports submitted stated that the 
classes are going well.
Cde. Selwyn Strachan also noted that the analysis of the classes would be handled by Cde. Martin Marryshow.

- 115 classes on paper
- 82 functioning
- 15 not going well

PROBLEMS

- Not enough centralisation.
- Cdes are not following the structures that have been done.

OTHER MATTERS

- Specialist suggested for taking socialism classes are as follows:
  (a) Rita Joseph
  (b) Wayne Sadiford
  (c) Brian Meeks
  (d) Ferro Lowe

It was noted that the Cdes mentioned above will be full time in that particular area. (There are still more names to be added to the list).

PROTOCOL BUILDING

- The expansion of the Protocol building will cost the Grenadian Government $150,000.
- That an analysis should be done on the Protocol Building as to where the money could be got.
- Cdes Bob Evans and Bernard Coard to be spoken to by Cdes Hudson Austin and Unison Whitman re the Protocol Building.

U.K. FESTIVAL

- Re the U.K. Festival it was noted that sis. Jackie Creft should attend.

- It is reported that sister Jackie was hesitant of going, while discussing the matter with Sister Jackie at the Political Bureau meeting on 27th April, 1983 she still insisted that she is not physically fit to attend. The sister got vexed and then walked out of the meeting. (It should be noted that Sis. Creft came to the Political Bureau meeting to report on the C.I.B. work.)

6/.............
C.C PLENARY/Political and Economic Bureau Pre-Schedule Agenda

- New dates suggested for the C.C Plenary are the 13th - 18th of July, 1983.

- Also the Political bureau and Economic Bureau pre-schedule agenda was looked at:

C.F.E

- The Chairman of the Political Bureau reported to the Comrades from the C.F.E Centre that maximum input cannot be put into the report due to the lateness of the report reaching most of the Members of the Political Bureau, to the preparation of the Members of the Political Bureau is not what it should have been.

- Another meeting with the C.F.E Comrades is four week from now.

- Submit the full list of Cdes who are C.F.E student Nationally.

- List of Cdes who are active and not active.

- The seminar held was quite successful

- Some of the problems raised never surfaced before but coming from the seminar.

- New Parish coordinators for/the parishes ought to be found.

- St. Andrew's - very weak.

- St. Patrick's/St. David's - very weak.

- Children are posing most of the problems for the Cdes in visiting the classes.

- When doing house to house Cdes could creatively link it with C.F.E to solve most of the problems.

- C.F.E Propaganda Committee should be meeting weekly.

- Get very good adverts for the C.F.E propaganda.

- Get Cdes to write the promos and change them from time to time.

- Ask Paul Keon Douglas to assist with a Programme on C.F.E also Sister Merle Collins.

- A C.F.E programme should be played before the news as to the boosting of the propaganda aspect.

- Need someone from the Centre to call the Radio station everyday re the propaganda aspect.
EMULATION

- That emulation be held on a monthly basis.
- The following are proposals made by the Political Bureau:
  - That monthly report should be submitted to the Political Bureau
  - Analysis of the workshops
  - Monthly Parish Emulation
  - Propaganda
    - Cdes Jackie Creft, Merle Clarke and Aden Slinger to meet with Cde. Foxx David to work out the document that they had done in the past re the Propaganda aspect of C.F.E and that a copy should be sent to the Political Bureau.
    - Call up the radio station re the proposal whenever cannot be heard.
    - C.F.E Village Committee should be set up.
    - Fund Raising - in all centres.
    - Parish workshops should be held to solve most of the problems - the 6 week parish workshop should be used to help solve some of the problems.

TASKS

1. Cdes Hudson Austin and Unison Whiteman to meet with Cdes Bernard Coard and Bob Evans re the Protocol Building and its financing.

2. Cde. Hudson Austin to meet with the Cuban at the International Airport.

3. Cde. Ferron Lowe to be informed re draft article to be done re the Afghanistan Revolution.

4. Sister Jackie Creft to get in contact with Cde. Paul Keens Douglas re a programme for C.F.E.

5. Cde. Selwyn Strachan to ensure that a system which has been put in place in the Ministry of National Mobilisation re sending documents to the Embassies and replying to letters are functioning within the Ministry.
MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU
4TH MAY, 1983

COMRADES PRESENT

Selwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Bwart Layne
George Louison

John Ventour
Liam James
Hudson Austin

COMRADES ABSENT

Maurice Bishop - On leave

AGENDA

1. Minutes
2. Correspondence
   (a) Letter from Cde. Justin Campbell, recording Secretary, requesting to be
       excused from the meeting due to illness.
   (b) Letter from Cde. Hazel Ann Williams requesting all P.E.S members to settle their
       account with the Party Secretariat re May 2nd Fund raising activity.
   (c) Letter from Aiden Slinger C.P.E National Coordinator.
   (d) Telex from New York Embassy re visit t of U.S Congressmen t: Grenada May 19th-23, 1983.
   (e) Telex from Richard Jacobs re World Peace Assembly, Prague, Setherlands, 1983.
   (f) Message from Cde, Gushnev Soviet Ambassador re Propaganda assistance.

2. ITEMS FOR DECISION
   (a) Cde. John Ventour
   (b) Cde. Bishop's New York Visit
   (c) Cde. George Louison re House in St. And.
   (d) Wesley College
   (e) The Church
   (f) Acting Secretary for Information
   (g) Work among Frenadians overseas
   (h) Shane Julien
   (i) Caricom Plan of Action.
MINUTES OF P.D. MEETING 29TH APRIL

All members felt that the minutes did not adequately express the deliberations of the meeting. Some discussion was held around Cde. Campbell performance as P.D./C/C recording Secretary. It was noted that his performance at the O.C. was much greater than at present. Most Comrades expressed the view that Cde. Campbell's psychologically incapable of performing at the P.D. Alternations to Cde. Campbell were examined. It was felt that Cde. Hazel Ann Williams would be unable to perform adequately due to her frustration. The O.C. recording Secretary Valdon Poldeau was agreed in principle as a possible alternative. However, the O.C. was directed to settle this due to Cde. Poldeau's organisational tasks.

REPORT ON TASKS

1. Completed. New design for Protocol Building to be presented to the P.R. in first two weeks of May.
3. No information.
4. No information.
5. Completed.

2. CORRESPONDENCE/REPORTS

(a) Letter from Cde. Campbell was noted.
(b) Letter from Cde. Hazel Ann Williams was noted.
(c) Letter from Adien Slinger apologizing for not being able to complete documents requested by the P.R. Promise to have them completed by Friday May 6th.
(d) Telex from New York Embassy informing that the team of U.S. congressmen to visit Grenada may 19:33 are requesting free hotel accommodation.

DECISION: 1. Not possible. However, P.R.G will provide ground transportation for sight seeing tour, etc.
2. Cde. Unison Whitman to arrange negotiations with Hotel Association for concession rates for the Congressmen.
3. Cde. Whiteman to telephone Cde. Caldwell Taylor to inform him of the P.B. decision and to obtain further information re congressmen visit.

4. Cde. Liam James pointed out that the visit of the Congressmen is very important for us because three of them are from Brooklyn and represent the Caribbean Community.

Telex from Ambassador to USSR, Richard Jacobs requesting that he be included in the delegation to the Peace meeting in Prague, September 1983.

Decision: Agreed to.

Cde. Ventour reported that he held brief meeting with the soviet Ambassador Cde. Sashnev who expressed great concern over the absence of our propaganda organs (newspaper) for three weeks. He also requested to receive copies of all the Party's propaganda organs where they are published. Also that he can request propaganda assistance for us.

DECISION: Cde. Selwyn Strachan to follow up with Cde. Sashnev.

3. ITEMS FOR DECISION

Cde. John Ventour reported to the meeting on the state of his health. He pointed out that although he was adhering to the four hour per day schedule, there was not any marked improvement in his health. He therefore requested that the four hour be reduced or he be on total leave for two months. He also pointed out that the Cuban Dr. Martinez had informed him that based on the positive results of his blood analysis it was possible that he begin to work 8 hours per day. This Cde., Ventour pointed out, however, was not possible due to the tiredness he felt everyday.

In reply to a question from Cde. Liam James Cde. Ventour pointed out psychological pressure was possibly one factor contributing to his present state due to his mothers daily statements that he was ill, loosing weight, etc. and expressed the view that he should leave his parents home soon. In this regard the meeting was informed of his decision to be married on August 20th, 1983.

DECISION: Cde. Ventour's schedule be reduced to one hour per day except on days for meetings of the P.B. E.D. and study. At the end of 2 weeks it will be reviewed.

(b) P.B.M's visit to the U.S.A at the invitation of TRANSAF USA CORP. Cde. Liam James informed the meeting that this powerful Black Organisation issued an invitation
sixth

to Cde. Bishop to address their Annual Dinner on June 4th, 1983.

Invitation has been accepted and will include visits to four U.S cities - New York, Washington, Detroit and Chicago from 3rd - 13th June 1983. Three broad strategic objectives for the visit were outlined:

(i) Conveying to the U.S press and people the image of our P.M as a sober and responsible statesman who is committed to normalising relations with the U.S.A.

(ii) To develop firm unshakeable links and bonds of identity with the black community in the U.S.A.

(iii) To promote Tourism primarily among the Black Community.

Cde. James further pointed out that logistical preparation for the visit were already started and that 2 Secretariats one in Grenada and one in New York - were already established. The delegation was also agreed on. Apart from Cde. Bishop it will include:-

Cde. Unison Whiteman - Minister of Foreign Affairs
" Lynden Ramphanny - Minister of Tourism
" Denis Noel - Washington Embassy
" Dessima Williams - Ambassador to O.A.S
" Ian Jacobs - Foreign Affairs
" Merle Collins - Protocol
" Shahiba Strong - Coordinator for entire visit.
" Liam James - Secretary
" Jenny Francis - Documentation
" Kurt Strachan - Cook
" Theresa

One driver/P.S Cde. also security.

Advanced team of Ian Jacobs, Merle Collins and Dessima Williams to leave on Thursday May 5th, 1983.

Cost of Trip - E.C 130,000

Documents already being prepared. Total 15

Books on Grenada Revolution to be sold approximately 1500.

DECISION:- Owusu to check with Cde. Bernard Coard re financial arrangements for obtaining Books from GRENCHART.

(iii) Cde. Whiteman to call in the Political Attaché of the U.S Embassy in Barbados, FLOWER, at the end of this week informing him that the P.M requests a meeting with President Regan during his VISA to the U.S.A.

(iii)
(iii) Cde, Selwyn Strachan to meet with the media (Peter David, Keith Joseph, Cecil Belfon etc) requesting that they tone down the attacks on the U,S during this period. Reason. If not can jeopardize the visit.

Cde. George Louison re Home in St. Andrew's. He informed the meeting that a house was located in Felon, Ladigue (where Cuban doctors used to stay). However, it will need repairs costing approx. $25,000.00. Cdes agreed to the location of the house. Concerns were expressed by Cde. Ventour re security arrangements because the house was partly wooden and in one of the worst political areas in the country.

DECISION: 1. Cde. Louison to obtain materials to repair the house from House Repair Scheme and money for labour cost approximately $6,000 from Ministry of Agriculture.

2. Cde. Liam James to organise Security arrangements for the house.

(iv) WORKERS WORK meeting with Workers Committee 6 members present

James Wardally, Jennifer Donald, Vincent Noel, John Jones, Derek Allard, Timothy Toussaint, Val Sawney, Winston Ledlow, Michael Prime and Trevor Noel.

Comrade Strachan informed the members present that due to (1) the poor quality of the documents prepared by the Committee and (ii) the fact that many members of the F.B did not receive copies of the new three months workplan in advance in order to properly study them, the F.B had decided on the following approach to the discussion:

1. Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the work

2. Problems
   (a) BGWM
   (b) Areas of political work among the Working Class

3. (c) As a result of 1 and 2 to determine whether the three months workplan is realistic.

Cde. Ventour began the discussion by pointing out that in his opinion the main area of weakness of the Committee, the main problem is poor personal discipline on the part of many Comrades.
Jim Wardally - Main problem is comrades low level of organisational skills.

Mikey Prime - agreed with Cde. Ventours position but also added that Cde. Wardally's contribution is also very relevant.

Cde. Selwyn Strachan - supported Cde. Ventours position and gave several examples:

(i) failure by RGWU to settle the International Airport Workers contract

(ii) no weekly mobilisation for ideological crash course, comrades being absent from the course, improper organisation re bus tickets to enable workers to attend the classes.

(iii) failure to keep the party support group functioning.

He further pointed out that the meeting need to decide whether apart from illdiscipline, there is great need for assistance in organisational skills to the Comrades.

Cde. Val Sawney: main problem - illdiscipline comrade. However, other problems are low organisations' skills and low morale which he personally has experienced. This was due to the specific problems of the Dock Workers where he has to physically do most of the work on most occasion.

Cde. James Wardally then volunteered to state reasons for the low morale of committee members.

(a) the workers Committee was being criticised unfairly

(b) more attention has been given to other Committees of the Party

(c) Women's Committee

Cde. Vincent Noel then gave one example for the low morale of Comrades. He recalled that the C.P.E list from the C.P.E Centre was not received by RGWU until last week after several efforts and the list when submitted was incorrectly prepared. This allocation was by Cde. George Louison who stated that the lists were submitted to Cde. Derek Lillard in February 1983. This was later confirmed by Cde. Allard.

Cde. Strachan then replied to the reasons put forward by Cde. Wardally re low morale. He pointed out that historically the Workers Committee was not given priority treatment by the party re allocation of material resources. Other party committees received much more assistance than the W.C. However, there was no lack of manpower resources as suggested by Cde. Vincent Noel. It was the failure of the Committee to make proper use of and develop the cadres on the workplaces which has led to this
apparent "manpower shortage". He further went onto point out that it was the illdiscipline - the petty bourgeois conduct of W.C members who are always exposing themselves before the Party's rank and file at various forums which has led to the decrediting of the Committee and criticism from rank and file Party members. He noted the reason advanced by Cde. Wardally; Cde. Strachan then informed the Committee members on the need for clarity on the main problem because this will determine whether the three months workplan is scientific or ambitious.

Most of the Workers Committee members who spoke disagreed with Cde. Vantour's position that there was no improvement in the personal discipline of members during the past month. Cde. Michael Prime expressed the view that the work will improve over the next three months.

A criticism was made of Cde. Vantour by Cde. Liam James re his manner in criticizing Workers Committee members. Cde; James felt that it could be interpreted as arrogance by the W.C members and could have also led to the low morale of the Comrades.

Cde. Vantour apologised for an emotional outburst in criticizing the Comrades during the meeting but did not accept the criticism made by Cde. Liam James.

At this point Cde. Vantour was excused from the meeting.

**TASKS**

1. Cde. Unison to arrange negotiations with Hotel Association for concession rates for the Congressmen.

2. Cde. Whitman to telephone Cde. Caldwell Taylor to inform him of the P&H decision and to obtain further information re congressmen.

3. Cde. Selwyn Strachan to follow up with Cde. Sashnew re meeting.

4. Cde. Liam James to check with Cde. Bernard Coard re financial arrangements for obtaining books from GRENCAFT.

5. Cde. Whitman to call in the Political Attaché of the U.S. Embassy in Barbados at the end of this week informing him that the P&M request a meeting with President Regan during his visit to the U.S.A.

6. Cde. Selwyn Strachan to meet with the media re the attacks on the U.S during this period.

7. Cde. Lousion to obtain materials to repair house at Felon (Ladigue)

9. O.C. re VALBON on REC... Spey... ✓

10. CPE documents from HAYDEN ✓

11. Richard to be part of REC... TD PRAFME

12. AFRICOM

13. J.C. re R.A.D. on CPE Rome

14. OC on Sec. Trip (Spreads Tomast REC...)}
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE SPECIAL ONE-DAY
MEETING ON 26TH APRIL, 1981

Comrades Present:-
Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Chalkie Ventour
Leon Cornwall
Pitroy Bain

Vincent Noel
Hudson Austin
George Louison
Tan Bartholomew
Phyllis Coard
Liam James

Unison Whiteman
Ewart Layne
Ian St. Bernard
Chris DeRiggs
Kamau Mc Barnett

Out of the country:
Kennrick Radix
Goldwell Taylor

Agenda:-
1. Farmers - PFU Report
2. Youth - NYD Report

(1) The two documents on the state of the PUF work, which was submitted to the Central Committee on Wednesday 15th, was looked at in more detail. Comrade Louison gave a summary of the two documents which noted among other things that:-
- the union now has a membership of 406 farmers
- village meetings have started
- the work of the big farmers against the union is holding back the PUF's work in St. Andrew's and St. Patrick's
- St. George's needs somebody to do the work
- St. David's picking up
- the membership will rise if the material benefits start reaching the farmers; seeds, fertilisers, supplies and road repairs.
- right wing farmers still remain a major threat.
- the farmers have been raising the issue of the merger of three boards (cocoa, nutmeg, banana) and to hold elections in June.
- PUF to set up office in Grenville
- there is a need to develop more leadership skills in the executive members

Other Comrades made different points including:-
- the merger of the three boards has to be carefully timed.
- tactics should not be based only on that the progressive farmers are saying.
- May Day celebrations to be used as a test for mobilising the farmers.
- deposits should be set up and the number increased based on the agricultural production
- the need for a tight team work approach with the relevant ministries and departments to bring the benefits to the farmers
- the political education among the farmers must take a more concrete form, exposing the class contradictions
- agricultural exhibition and emulation programmes must be organised

Comrade Louison was highly recommended on the comprehensiveness of the documents and the following decisions were taken:-

1. The formation of a three-man committee, Comrades Louison, Bain and Bel to (a) produce a pamphlet on the stage of negotiations with the big farmers (b) draft guidelines on a general policy for time off for workers to attend seminars etc., (c) the use of Grenada Farms Corporation's vehicles and transport generally, (d) draft education programme, plan seminars. This is to be submitted to the Political Bureau and then sent to Cabinet for approval.
2. Comrades Lousion, other members of the PFU executive and Mr. Leon Williams of the Ministry of Communications, to go to the areas in St. Andrew's, select the roads badly damaged by the recent rains and have them repaired. Comrade Lousion and the PFU members must be clearly identified with the repairs.

3. Comrade Lousion to go to all Parish Councils, HWO's, NYO's and Militias, with a view to identifying the farmers in these groups and getting them to join the PFU. He is also to get from the PCB heads a list of all the farmers in the parish and their political outlook.

4. A committee of representatives from the Party, PFU and State to be responsible for bringing the benefits to the farmers and to determine the grant that should be given to PFU for the purchase of seeds, fertilisers and supplies.

5. On elections, this should be put off, for another year or until the PFU is fully prepared. In the meantime, a lot of work has to be done.

6. The Political Bureau to work on tactics for stalling the elections for another year.

7. Production co-operatives among the small farmers should be organised.

8. The report was accepted and approved.

9. Comrade Lousion to present a written report to the Economic Bureau meeting of May 15th on the level of implementation of the above decisions.

***************

(2) Comrade Cornwall presented two documents dealing with the youth work. The first, a Report on Youth Work, gave reasons for the bad state of the work, the signs of its poor state and ways of improving the work.

The second document is a two-part Draft Programme For Youth and Student Work. This deals with 1. roots, nature and work of the March 13th Movement and 2. the strengthening and building the Revolution among youth and students and deepening their participation.

In his analysis, Comrade Leon Cornwall concluded that the approach to recruiting youths last year was wrong and recommended that only two weeks should be put aside for recruitment at any one time. He stated that the unemployment question was acting as a fetter on the youth work and it needed a solution urgently. The land question is also crucial. Comrade Cornwall presentation was long and detailed, summarising the two documents.

Comrade Coard's criticism of the programme was that it did not relate to the present state of the economy. The following things should be done to push the youth work forward:

1. Solve the problem of unavailability of land - Comrade Radix is responsible for drafting a law in this regard.

2. Draw up a detailed, comprehensive plan for the development of Sports - a SPRTS PLAN. (To be brought to the meeting with the Cuban officials negotiating the second collaboration agreement, on Tuesday 26th)

3. Same for culture - a CULTURE PLAN - including a budget, for Thursday 30th.

4. A CADET PLAN - for forming cadet corea in every primary and secondary school.

5. The cadres doing the youth work should be of the highest quality - locate the youths in the work places and use them.

6. The speakers at the courses organised by the NYO, should be P3 and CC comrades.

/... 7. Draft a
7. Draft a YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PLAN to deal with solving the unemploy-
ment problem, looking at Forestry, Agro-industry, small live-
stock, Tourism, Construction, Co-operatives, expanding employ-
ment on the State Farms. A committee with re-presentative from
the State, Party and Mass organisation (NYO) to do this.

8. Have a youth budget out of the comprehensive YOUTH PROGRAMME.

9. Bogo and Bourne should spend one week each in the G.D.R., Bul-
garia and the U.S.S.R. to learn from their past and present ex-
periences, tactics, forms and methods. They should meet with
the highest level of the youth and students there. They are to
negotiate with them, assistance for the programme. The YOUTH
PLAN should be sent to them in advance, giving them time to study
it.

10. The NYO should merge with the Ministry of Youth, as the NWO has
done.

11. Work out a way to deal with/rastas and ganja question

It was noted that the Church was trying to replace the CYC with one
that is more under their control. They are presently planning to
send some 11-year olds to Ireland and Scotland - this to be stopped.
Owusu's task.

The C.C. also decided that the Secretariat is to inform all members,
candidate members and applicants that they are to march behind either
AGWU, CIWU, BGWU banners on May Day and to be in the pavilion.

The Central Committee weekend meeting scheduled for May 16th-17th
will now be on May 30th and 31st.

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY, 27TH MAY 1981

Comrades present:-
Maurice Bishop - Chairman
Selwyn Strachan
Vincent Noel
George Louison
Kenrick Radix
Unison Whiteman
Chalkie Ventour
Ewart Layne
Kamau McBurnette
Liam James
Ian St. Bernard

Comrades absent:-
Bernard Coard - away
Phyllis Coard - "
Hudson Austin - "
Leon Cornwall - sick
Tan Bartholomew (on one week's rest)

AGENDA - Urban Workers Committee Programme

Before the start of the meeting, Cde. Strachan said that he had seen Tan the previous day and that the latter was sick and requested a week's rest, which he agreed to.

Cde. Noel, Chairman of the Urban Workers Committee presented the programme of that committee, outlining the historical development of the present working class, the political orientation of the trade unions, the trade union, state and political needs of the working class, what the Party wants of them and the tasks from the needs of both the Party and the working class. The programme included a schedule for the Cde. Leader to speak to twenty work places in the next few weeks.

Comrades felt that the programme was good but lacked the following:-

i. the number of people involved in the work
ii. the possibility of imperialism working through the trade unions and the way the Ctte will deal with that
iii. the objective problems faced by the workers committee over the years and the ways they will be solved
iv. no detailed analysis of the working class over the years
v. scholarships for workers and their children as one means of bringing them closer to the Revolution
vi. workers participation
vii. raising the levels of production and discipline in creative ways, e.g. emulation, quizzes, etc.

ix. attempt to generally bring the trade union movement closer to the Revolution
x. address itself in a structured way to getting workers involved in the programmes of the Revolution (e.g. Militia)

xi. the recruitment of workers into the Party (using the sale of party papers and the Parish Council meetings)
xii. a breakdown of the amount of workers in trade unions, how does the workers committee plan to reach the unionised ones

xiii. a link between the urban and rural workers

xiv. material conditions of the working class

xv. the role of the workers in bringing about the Revolution, their present and future roles in transforming the society.

Comrades suggested the following as concrete ways of improving the workers' work and should be included in the detailed programme:

i. distribution of literature

ii. using the workers to mobilise for rallies etc.

iii. letting the most outstanding worker sit with the leadership during rallies, at the platform

iv. regulating the food and transport costs

v. inter-union windball and cricket competitions

vi. workers committee/cell in places where there is no union representation

vii. yearly checkups for workers (medical)

Cde. Noel said that a lot of the suggestions were new, while the Workers Committee had thought of the others, included: them in the programme but had not elaborated on them. He also said that comrades' work needs to rationalised and used Cde. Burke to illustrate his point - the latter is under tremendous pressure. He has much state work, workers committee's work and other political work, e.g. the Socialism classes. Cde. Noel said that most comrades on the workers committee are "falling down", e.g. Chalkie, Nelson and DeJonghe.

Cde. Layne informed the CC that the A Study Group had suggested to the O.C. that the latter be a supervisory body for the work of the W.C. and that its work must come up more regularly on the O.C.'s Agenda for review.

Cde. Bishop concluded that from the programme, the W.C. had submitted, nothing really needs to be implemented, that it was all "up in the air" still. He questioned when was the work schedule going to be done.

DECISION:

- The W.C. is to do a more detailed programme/work-plan/work schedule in two weeks time. This programme is to elaborate on all the ideas in the first programme, taking into account all the above criticisms and suggestions. They are also to do a comprehensive breakdown of our population.
As a general observation, it was noted that almost all party comrades are reluctant to join a trade union. It was therefore decided that all party comrades - applicants, candidate members, members - are to join the appropriate union. In particular, all those who are public workers must join the I.W.U.

oo-oo

Comrade Whiteman informed the CC of the total collapse of the Publication Committee because of the departure of some comrades and the placement of other comrades in different areas of work.

DECISION: - The following comrades are to form the new Publication/Editorial Committee: Jaqueline Creft, Kamau McCharnette, Ken Lewis, Huggles Ferguson, Carrol Davis, Ian Jacobs and Sandra Ventour. Cde. Whiteman heads the committee.

It was suggested that the Party's applicants be given the tasks of writing an article as one means of deciding the ones most appropriate to write for the paper. The paper is now being published on Wednesdays, at the FWI. Cde. Bishop said that the Party paper should strive to be true a mid-week national newspaper.

Cde. DeRiggs raised the question of the present situation with CDC/GES/ESSO. Cde. Bishop briefly informed the Central Committee that Barclays Bank has granted GES the loan and that ESSO has agreed to continue supplying oil. He also disclosed that two new members are now on the GES Board of Directors, that requests are being made to countries for alternative fuel/power, that Cuban experts are arriving here to check the GES machines and that we can now spend the allocated $1M on them because the IMF has approved our loan.

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
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RESOLUTION 1

CENTRAL COMMITTEE RESOLUTIONS

Whereas the Central Committee has noted a number of criticisms levelled in respect to the organisation of meetings of the Central Committee, the need for the better functioning of the higher organs of the Party and the need for greater administration and implementation generally within the Party;

The Central Committee resolves the following on this day, 5th April, 1981:

1. The Organising Committee appoints three recording secretaries of the highest security clearance for recording all meetings of the Political Bureau, Central Committee and organising committee.

A further three recording secretaries of lower security clearance be appointed by the O.C. for recording meetings of workers, youth, women and other committees of the Party.

2. Copies of all decisions and resolutions taken at these various levels be immediately typed and circulated to the appropriate levels of the Party.

These bodies should function on the principle of pre-set agendas and as far as humanly possible and in particular, meetings of O.C. and C.C., presentations by members of these bodies must be in the form of writing, preferably distributed twenty-four hours in advance of these meetings through the recording secretaries.

3. A special sub-committee of the O.C. will be responsible for supervision of the implementation of all decisions made at all levels of the Party utilising resources of the Party's Secretariat to physically check implementation on the ground.

4. The Party applies the principle of the utilisation of one, two and three-man sub-committees of the P.B., C.C. and O.C. with authority delegated of these decisions on behalf of these bodies within specific areas so as to greatly speed up decision-taking and implementation.

5. Tight and firm chairmanship be applied in all committees of the Party.

MORE........................
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6. The study group and committees of the Party should be utilised as a two-way conduit between Party members and the higher organs of the Party so that members of the Party can influence higher organs, but also decisions taken at a higher level would be quickly known through the study groups and Party committees for their study, discussion and implementation.

7. All committees of the Party immediately draw up a programme for the specific class or section for which it has responsibility for the period now until 13th March, 1982.

That programme should deal, both with the mobilisation of State and Party resources for the bringing of concrete material benefits to the particular class or strata.

Also, the programme should contain the concrete political objective that the Party committee has for the relevant class, strata and section.

These programmes and the Work Plan deduced from them should be submitted to the C.C. and O.C. within twenty-one days of today, properly typewritten.

8. The rigorous application of the highest standards of discipline, conduct and organisation by all members of all committees, including within that framework, the application of the principle of criticism and self-criticism in all committees and at all levels of the Party.

***************

RESOLUTION 2
The Central Committee hereby resolves on this day, April 5th, 1981.

That for the period April 5th to May 17th, the C.C. will continue to meet on Wednesday fortnightly as usual and additionally, will hold a Special Evaluation Session on the weekend 16th to 17th May, 1981.

The agenda for the C.C. for this period will be as follows;
RESOLUTION 2 CONT'D

1. Minutes of decisions
2. Recent developments:
   a. analysis and implications
   b. shifts in the political situation
   c. tasks arising
   d. resolutions

3. Committee reports - party building
   a. farmers (15th April)
   b. urban workers (29th April)
   c. youth/student/militia (13th May)
   d. party education
   e. A.G.W.U./teachers (16-17th May)
   f. All parishes - P.C.B.'s

4. Affairs of State
   a. agriculture/forestry/N.A.C.D.A. (15th April)
   b. agro-industries and fisheries (29th April)
   c. national security (13th May)
   d. tourism
   e. health and housing (16 - 17th May)
   f. external affairs

5. Criticism and self-criticism
   a. Evaluation of period
   b. Determination of next period
   c. Agenda for next period

6. Other business

RESOLUTION 3

Whereas the work of the Party is being severely held back by the absence of an adequate and functioning Secretariat.

Be it resolved that at this meeting of the 5th April of the Central Committee:

That a massive fund-raising be launched with a view to raising the necessary funds to build or purchase a Party Headquarters and Secretariat.

Bearing in mind the enormity of the cost involved, all organs of the Party, including auxillaries, parish councils and party support groups accept this task as one of their priorities in the coming period and must aim to hold their first major fund-raising effort no later than 17th
May, 1981.

For the time being, the primary responsibility for the organisation of the fund-raising activities for this purpose be undertaken by the P.C.B. 'S, each of which must make a written report to the O.C. of the planning of this proposed programme of activities in regard, no later than 27th April, 1981.
MINUTES OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING HELD
ON WEDNESDAY, 24TH JUNE, 1981

Comrades present:
Unison Whitman - chairman
Kenrick Hadix
Geoff Wilkinson
Vincent Noel
Kamau McFarlane
Pitzen Rain
Myliss Coard
Ewart Layne

Comrades absent:
Maurice Bishop - sick
Bernard Coard - with excuse
Gwada James -
Roger Cornwall
Ian St. Bernard -
Selwyn Strachan - away
Hudson Austin -
Chris Trench -
Tan Bartholomew -
Chalkie Ventour -

Agenda:
The present political situation
Decisions on activities

THE PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION - Cde. Whitman, who chaired the meeting, led off the discussion on this topic. He told the CC that there is evidence that the rastas are planning to go on an offensive in the Northern part of the country within days and that we must consider preventative measures.

Cde. Coard (i) said that she thinks its time for a selective pickup: ex. William Thomas, Stephen John and Leslie Pierre. She also felt that the key rasta leaders should be picked up, that the political bureau should visit the Army camps. A security officer should also speak at the two PC meetings, was her suggestion. Sister Coard estimated that we should prepare to pick up about 50 rastas. She felt:-- we have to handle the situation with "manners"! should look at not only the reaction of the rastas, but also at the rest of the masses; the rasta movement has weaken our support base; should not play up the line that this is a move against the rasta movement generally; we don't have the capacity to hold all the rastas in the country; the quality of the guards used to guard the rastas has to be the best - they must be politically educated.

Rain - Cde. Rain reported that some people have been saying that we prohibit people living in the hills; there are some rasta agricultural workers; must find places to house the rastas that are picked up and a programme to keep them occupied - put them on a estate to produce and also give them a library; over the last 3 weeks, people have been coming to him, saying, "Take care of yourself" (they are probably sensing something).

Radix - Cde. Radix felt that we will have to prepare for the reaction from the army and military; need to have an effective film censorship board (especially after the film, "Kanga Sunsplash") which helped in the recent upsurge of the rastas.

Noel - Cde. Noel said that there is a difference between the rastas who are planning the offensive and the rank and file; the rasta unions must be a preparation for a move. Cde. McFarlane should prepare a propaganda team for the dissemination of the news regionally; must consider the possibility of a national address by the Comrade

2/...Leader; the army

DOCUMENT 97
97 - 1
Leader: the army should prepare a programme for the rastas who will be picked up - wake up time, eat time, books, films, pacifying music etc. - a rigid programme.

Louison - Cde. Louison said that some rastas look as if they are definitely armed and have received training, from their movements s'th' Nya Kingis.

Whiteman - He felt that one of our greatest weaknesses is the lack of precise information.

DECISIONS: The following decisions were taken:

a. every comrade to gather precise information - list of dangerous, 'counter' rastas and other hostile persons that are probably involved. This to be done by Thursday 25th. midday
b. Comrades to write down lines to deal with action to be taken, slogans, etc.
c. the army to draw up a programme for the F.B. to visit the army camps

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
RESOLUTION TO CENTRAL COMMITTEE

The Party Comrades of the Study Group Guided by Cde. Selwyn Strachan wish to express our disquiet at the irresponsible attitude and behaviour of some Party Comrades during mass gatherings and other mass forums.

We have noticed that at rallies public meetings, parish councils and other forums at which our Party Leadership has been present, Party Comrades have been guilty of the following:-

1. Comrades lack a sense of commitment to punctually with respect to these events. In fact comrades have been turning up to rallies and meetings extremely late as much as one (1) hour after the scheduled commencement of some of these events even when they have no other commitment before the said event. It should be noted also that some Party Comrades do not turn up at all.

2. Some Comrades have shown a failure or inability to lead the masses in giving attention to and endorsing the main points made by Party Leaders.

3. In fact, instead of inciting and conducting agitational work among the masses, Comrades organise and/or partake in "pocket" discussions even when the Party Leaders are speaking.

This attitude towards and pattern of behaviour on the part of Party Comrades lends little to the deepening of the Party’s influence among the masses and to the building of the stature of our Party Leaders.

As members of the vanguard in our Revolutionary Process as a part of the Party which guides and leads our masses we suggest that Comrades will have to adopt a more responsible attitude to these events.

WE WOULD LIKE TO RECOMMEND THAT:-

1. Party Comrades treat these functions with maximum importance and as such make every effort to attend and be on time.

2. Comrades take the lead in moulding and popularising all important points and slogans put forward by Party Leaders.

3. Comrades should demonstrate the maximum amount of attentiveness and enthusiasm. Comrades should cease to partake in these "pocket" discussions and fully encourage non-Party members to be attentive to address by Party Leaders.
PART B

3. G. 1. TO CC

THE URGENCY OF SETTING UP STRUCTURES TO DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH SOCIAL PROBLEMS

The Comrades in discussing this problem pointed to the many personal, social and community problems faced by the masses and the increasing sense of hopelessness among the masses concerning the ability of the Party to assist them in solving these.

Some examples given were:

- farmers going to plant preparation stations and not getting (sometimes being refused) plants.

- Bellevue workers not getting profit - sharing for so many months - open counter-revolutionary comments of work in the Vendôme area.

- the many local exploitation problems suffered by the masses especially in the area of rents, sharecropping and workers victimization.

- the many problems being experienced by the guard company which are not being solved.

- many broken down machines in Carrincou
- many social problems in areas concerning the Béaurocracy's
  - inefficiency,
  - frustration of people with Grenville Police.

It was pointed out that

(a) village contacts system is not coming effectively with these.

(b) Party offices used to be used by the masses to report problems but because of the quality of persons running Party Offices and they not being trained to deal with such problems, we failed to assist the masses and so they rarely come now.
It was felt that Proper structures for dealing with the social problems of the masses need to be set up URGENTLY.

(1) A person in every crew–party support, mass org., or Trade Union responsible specifically for this area of work, liaising with.

(2) A full time person at parish level in the PCE and in each mass org., responsible only for social problems, and having as co-ordinators.

(3) National level person/in the party and/in each mass org., or Trade Union entirely dealing with this area of work.

------------------- oOo ------------------
CENTRAL COMMITTEE MINUTES
HELD ON 22ND JULY, 1961

COMRADES PRESENT

Maurice Bishop
Bernard Coard
Selwyn Strachan
Ian St. Bernard
Kamau Mc Barnett
George Louison
Vincent Noel
Tan Bartholomew

Fitzroy Bain
Kenrick Radix
John Ventour
Ewart Layne
Hudson Austin - late with excuse
Iphillis Coard
Leon Cornwall - late with excuse
Liam James - late with excuse

COMRADES ABSENT

CHRISTOPHER DE RIGGS
UNISA N WHITENAN

AGENDA

1. Minutes
2. Land Reform Document
3. WtC series of reports

The meeting began at ten minutes past two with 16 Comrades present and two absent. The minutes were read and a number of questions were raised.

LAND REFORM DOCUMENT

A document was submitted to the Central Committee of the party by the land Reform Committee headed by Cde. George Louison. The document was studied by the Central Committee and the Committee was commended for such great work in putting such detailed information of good quality covering all aspects re Land Reform. Cde. B. Coard said the main question that have to be considered is the overall managerial structure and cost of the programme, and that a key person have to deal with such a programme if it have to be a success. He said that one have to bear in mind, that the youths are the main factor of the Land Reform Programme. He

2/...... stressed that
stressed that it must be of number one priority to bring unemployed youths together from the different parishes to make such a project fruitful. He outlined seven variables to get the whole programme off the ground:

1. Machinery
2. Equipment from Socialist Countries
3. Festicide from Socialist Countries
4. (a) Living barracks from Cuba
   (b) Cash-financial reform ECCA.
5. Labour - young unemployed
6. Management - best existing managers
7. Markets - (a) agro industries
   (b) NIB
   (c) Government and other Socialist Countries.

He also emphasised the programme needs two thousand five hundred youths and the multiplity of devices in getting this figure must be borne in mind on the following:

1. Tremendous work of sleepless nights and technical work.
2. Who will comprise the labour force to get the method working.

He said the P.C.R's should do some proposals and suggestions among the mass Organisations in relation to the programme. He pointed out that a number of youths could use a number of models of national service and devices, including one model that of voluntary action campaigns with the present Land Reform campaign. He concluded by saying that the youths are the existing reserve army of labour.

2. O.C REPORT ON GGE. VINCENT NCEL

On July 22nd, 1991, the Organising Committee of the Party raise the issue re the performance of the Workers Cttee. The O.C had received written information on the performance of the Workers Committee re their work among the Urban Workers, and the failure of the Committee in giving sufficient leadership to the Committee.

3/..... The Central Cttee.
The Central Committee was totally dissatisfied with the work of the Workers Committee, and which developed to a major scandal to the party. The reports which was studied by the Central Committee of the party from the different Comrades on the W.C arrived at:-

(a) That a shock wave should go through the W.C to move a bit faster on tasks etc.

(b) That Cde. Vincent Noel had failed to push the work forward during the past two (2) years.

(c) That the Workers Committee wasn't working with a work plan and that the sub committees of the W.C are not functioning.

(d) Cde. Noel accepted that he himself is guilty of been ill-discipline failing to carry out the directives from the party and failing to attend his study group with applicants on the West Coast area.

Cde. Maurice said, if we have to move forward by taking the revolutionary struggles in a serious way, creative measures have to be taken in implementing certain structures of the party. He said the issue of the Workers Committee came up time and time before, but no serious thought was given to it in a firm and disciplined way and that the Central Committee and the Political Bureau should shoulder some of the blame in this respect.

It was also stated by Cde. B, Coard that the Central Committee and the Political Bureau have to be constructively criticised, of their timidity, unprincipled and softness in dealing with such a situation. After all these charges were laid against Cde. V. Noel the C.C took the following decisions:-

(1) That Cde. Vincent Noel be removed from the Chairmanship of the W.C.

(2) That Cde. Chalkie Ventour should be warned by the C.C to be much more organised in the work of the Workers Committee.

(3) Cde. Selwyn Strachan to replace Cde. Vincent Noel as chairman of the Workers Committee.

(4) That the Organising Committee do an overall shake up of the Workers Committee and that the best elements remain.
5. That the principle of our Party of the Political Bureau and Central Committee is dependent on Comrades leading major areas of Party Work, and seeing that Cde. Vincent Noel would no longer be leading such a major area of work they Cde. Noel should be removed from the membership of the Political Bureau and Central Committee of the Party.

The meeting ended at 6.30 p.m.

JUSTIN CAMBELL
RECORDING SECRETARY for
HAZEL ANN WILLIAMS.
MINUTES OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY, 19TH AUGUST, 1981

Comrades present:-
5. Hudson Austin 12. Phyllis Coard

Agenda:- 1a. The Present Political Situation
b. CC resolutions to Guide the Party's work

Cde. Strachan led off the discussion on the present political situation in the country. He observed that there has been a rapid step up of US imperialism against the Revolution, mainly on the military front. He saw the manoeuvres in Puerto Rico as an act of preparation for invading our country and said that the US has been operating on many fronts.

His analysis was that we are in one of the most dangerous periods and also noted that in the past couple weeks, some regional islands have become openly hostile. He view the attacks by the Dominica Freedom Party and Eugenie Charles as the most striking.

Cde. Strachan's view was that the social base of the Revolution was widen and that the Carnival (which was organised solely by the working people) could be used to help in the analysis. He described the mood of the NYO Youth Campers as "electric". Cde. Strachan felt that overall, the situation is rough externally and on the internal side - our masses are holding firm. The bourgeoisie, he said had a "wait and see" attitude.

He concluded that the main essence is the stepping up of efforts to turn back the revolution; both economic and propaganda wise.

The other comrades agreed that the main feature of the present period is the threat to the Revolution being posed by imperialism - US imperialism in particular. Comrades mentioned other things as:-

- The hotel section of the bourgeoisie still warn towards the Revolution.
- The Land Reform Act will cause some general concern.
- The working people are still in full support of the Revolution.
- The Socialism class's has had great impact - the workers are enthusiastic.
- Within the Party, comrades are becoming serious.
- Some people really don't believe that an invasion will come.
- AGMU membership showing more respect and support for the Revolution, their mood is high - they are asking for Government to take over the badly-run estates.
- We must consider Venezuela's attitude towards us and Campines' meeting with Stanley Cyrus.
- The bourgeoisie is "licking their wounds".
- All the recent programmes have had the effect they were intended to have - the farmers programme, youth camp, socialism classes, school uniform and books programme.
- The tighter centralisation in the Party has helped.
- One weakness is that too few people know what to do in a situation of invasion.
The youth campers will be trying to form 47 new NTO groups by the end of the camp.

The camp has had a positive effect in St. Andrew's, but has not accomplished its original objective.

Workers' morale is improving - there is greater confidence in the Party and Government.

Torchlight issue is significant - the workers there feel that state power is on their side.

US imperialism's aggressiveness is growing - they shot down 2 Libyan aircrafts.

The mobilisation for the Militia is important.

Grenada's isolation is at hand.

The mood of the masses will not improve as it is not complemented - material benefits must be stepped up.

Imperialism realised that they cannot rely on local counter-revolutionaries to turn back the revolution.

The US has launched a propaganda campaign against us, which has had its effects and has alienated our nationals.

The consciousness and discipline of our people growing.

The final details for the invasion are being planned - a date may have already been fixed.

The spy flights are probably to gather last bits of information.

We must have a plan for the CC and the entire Party in a situation of invasion.

The social base of the revolution has been broadened, but not strengthened. Our best response, has been from former Gairyites.

Some of the hardest areas for Party work are some areas of our traditional supporters.

The revolution has gained more supporters than what it has lost.

40 - 50% of agricultural workers are willing to attend rallies.

David Karesh is back with a new TV show on Grenada.

The Comrade Leader shared most of the views already expressed. He commented on the visits to Grenada by many nationals and non-nationals and felt creative ways need to be found to bring groups here in an organised way. He sighted the Youth and Pioneer Camps as very important and spoke of the recent militia outage March, resumption of work at the airport site and the Torchlight issue.

However, Cde. Bishop also mentioned the negative areas, as follows:

1) Grenada's weakness on the international front.
2) We have lost the propaganda fight on the regional front, (we failed to respond to attacks in the media).
3) Our response to Stanley Cyrus and Michael Sylvester was very weak.
4) The USA has been very successful in bringing about our isolation by the CARICOM countries.
5) The low level and non-involvement of Party cadres in the Militia.

Comrade Bishop's views were that this is a total all out assault on Grenada and that we are facing an impending invasion, which could come any day now. This he felt, we will have a problem convincing people of. He also sighted a number of "coincidences" in the evidence that an invasion was being planned for Grenada.

Cde. Goard, in his presentation also noted that the previous comrades were too "loose" in their analysis, referring to the recent plans to invade Grenada as imperialism stepping up its aggressiveness.
He questioned where is the peasantry at and where will they be when the Land Reform Act is passed. He also felt we should get more details on US-Guyana relations, which he felt are not so good.

Cde. (F) Coard suggested that in our foreign affairs thrust, the following countries, individuals, organisations and methods be involved:-

1. France
2. Sweden
3. Non-Aligned countries
4. Socialist countries
5. Caribbean countries
6. Fraternals (NYO and NWO to write fraternal organisations asking for support)
7. Middle ground individuals and groups
8. US Senators, Congressmen, etc.
9. Letter campaign (letter to all Grenadians living abroad)
10. Letter to Grenadians from the missions abroad

DECISIONS REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP ACTION:— See Decisions 1 - 5 above

Hazel-Ann
RECORDING SECRETARY
MINUTES OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING HELD
WEDNESDAY, 30TH DECEMBER, 1981

Comrades present:-
1. Maurice Bishop
2. Selwyn Strachan
3. George Louison
4. Hudson Austin
5. Kenrick Radix
6. Unison Whiteman
7. Liam James
8. Ian St. Bernard
9. Kamau McBarnette
10. Ewart Layne
11. Fitzroy Bain
12. Leon Cornwall
13. Chalkie Ventour

Comrades absent:-
14. Bernard Coard
15. Phyllis Coard
16. Chris DeRiggs
17. Tan Bartholomew
18. Cladwell Tawlor

Agenda:- Review of 5th April, 1981 Resolutions

The Central Committee reviewed the three resolutions passed by the said committee on April 5th, 1981.

RESOLUTION 1.1: This resolved that the Organising Committee appoint three high security clearance and three low security clearance recording secretaries for recording decisions taken at committee meetings. The C.C. concluded that the three low security clearance R.S.'s were found, but only two of the three high security clearance ones were found. Presently, only two high security clearance R.S.'s are functioning.

The C.C. therefore decided that the workers, youth and women committee appoint somebody on their committee to perform the duties of the R.S. (i.e. take the minutes of the meetings). The Secretariat will have it typed and circulated thereafter.

RESOLUTION 1.2: This resolved that all decisions, etc. taken at committee meetings be typed and circulated to the appropriate levels in the party.

The CC analysed that this was been but not in a totally satisfactorily way.

The same resolution resolved to have the Party committees function on preset agendas and have presentations to these committees in the form of writing circulated twenty-four hours before the meeting.

The CC realised that most committees have not been functioning on preset agendas and not in all cases, presentations are written. In instances where they are written, quite often, it is presented/distributed at the beginning of the meeting and not before as resolved.

RESOLUTION 1.3: This resolved that a Special Sub-Committee of the
O.C. be responsible for the supervision of the implementation of decisions taken.

That Committee is Cdes. Coard and Strachan. The CC concluded that Cde. Coard has been supervising the work of the women and youth. Cde. Strachan has been doing that of the rural and urban workers. Also, Cde. Louison has been supervising the farmers work.

RESOLUTION 1.4: Resolved that the principle of one, two, and three man sub-committees of the F.B., C.C., and O.C. be utilised to speed up implementation of decisions taken as is necessary.

This has been happening.

RESOLUTION 1.5: That tight and firm chairmanship be applied in all committees. This has not been the case in all committees.

RESOLUTION 1.6: That the study groups be used as a two-way conduit between party members and the higher organs of the Party.

The CC concluded that this was done effectively prior to the move to all day study twice monthly. It was suggested that the parish GM's could perform this function or that a committee be appointed to deal with this.

RESOLUTION 1.7: That all committees submit work plans and programmes for the period then until March 13th 1982.

The CC found that the farmers and youth committees did theirs on time; the urban workers own was late and was sent back to be re-done; women's own has been done on a month-to-month basis and the rural workers (AGWU) did a programme, not a work plan.

RESOLUTION 1.8: That the highest application of standards of discipline, conduct and organisation by members of all committees and the application of criticism and self-criticism at those levels.

The CC concluded the highest levels of discipline, etc, were not being adhered to, but that the CC had adhered to the application of criticism and self-criticism.

RESOLUTION 2: That the CC continues to meet fortnightly between April 5th to 17th and also hold a Special Weekend Evaluation session.

The CC did continue to meet fortnightly during that period and the special session was held on June 6th and 7th.

RESOLUTION 3: That a massive fund-raising drive be launched to raise funds for the building or purchase of a party headquarters and that the F.C.B.'s submit a written report on this to the O.C. by April 27th, 1981.

This was not done. St. George's I.C. submitted a plan - they had one small event. St. Patrick's F.C.B. asked to be excused and was agreed. The others failed to do anything.

The Central Committee therefore issued a directive to the Organising Committee that the latter appoints a fundraising committee within two weeks, primarily for the purpose of raising funds for the building of

3/...a Party Headquarters
a Party Headquarters. Along with this, should go a propaganda buildup.

The C.C. is to receive a report on the formation of the fundraising committee at the next CC meeting: January 13th, 1982.

The O.G. is also to "get back to" the T.C.B.'s regarding the fundraising events for the Party Headquarters.

In summarising the work of the Central Committee during 1982, Chairman of the C.C., Cde. Bishop, pointed out the following:-

A. STRENGTHS
1. Compared to 1980, there has been progress in the work of the C.C.
2. Attempts at conducting the CC's work more scientifically were made.

B. WEAKNESSES
1. There has not been sufficiently serious follow-up on decisions taken: lack of implementation.
2. Have conducted the CC's work along lines that the committee agreed to.
3. Has failed to give guidance to the Party.
4. Circularisation of decisions taken have not been sent down to the lower organs effectively.

Other comrades pointed out the following, in analysing the CC's work during the year:-
1. The C.C. has been self-critical.
2. The committee's ideological unity has developed.
3. The "Gang of 26" was handled firmly.
4. Before the 5th April resolutions, the C.C. did not function properly; after then, the C.C. "started to kick".
5. Too much time wasted in getting meetings started.
6. The C.C. has been guilty of gross ill-discipline regarding study.

The C.C. decided that effective from the next CC meeting, all comrades do the following when coming to meetings:

a. Carry a hardback notebook for CC notes only (TOI SECURITY).
b. Carry a file of all their CC minutes.

The Central Committee analysed that a Secretary exclusively to the IB and CC was needed, whose job it would be, among other things, to ensure the implementation of present agendas, getting minutes to comrades and act as a reminder to comrades of their tasks, meetings, etc. It was therefore decided that the present Recording Secretary to the FB/BB, CC and WC be removed from the workers Committee (as RS) in order to perform those tasks effectively.

The following is a list of the Party committees that need to have

1/...Recording Secretaries attached
Recording Secretaries attached to them:-

1. Central Committee
2. Political/Economic Bureau
3. Organising Committee
4. Urban Workers
5. Youth
6. Women
7. Farmers
8. Rural Workers (AGWU) Committee
9. Socialism Tutors
10. National Militia
11. Propaganda
12. Teachers
13. Fundraising

(*) These are to find temporary C.S.'s.

The following are other committees organs that need recording Secretaries:-

15. Workers Parish Councils (six)
16. Zonal Councils
17. Women's Councils
18. Youth General Meetings
19. National Party General Meetings
20. Party study (GM level)
21. Parish Co-ordinating Bodies
22. Parish Party General Meetings
23. Farmers Parish Zonal Councils

For security reasons and to have a register of the recipients of the minutes, the following is to be done:-

a. Number the minutes with the code numbering.
b. Put two lines through each page of the minutes.
c. Have recipients sign for their minutes.
d. Purchase a safe to put undelivered minutes/sensitive document.

The Central Committee looked back at its meetings of June 6th and 7th and its resolution of June 28th. The resolution resolved to develop a series of well thought and well planned tactics to crush counter-revolution, broaden and deepen all sections of the masses in the revolution.

It was also resolved to (a) make more active use of the study groups and GM's and (b) to implement zonal councils, get socialism classes started, involving the largest section of the masses, hold house meetings with the middle class, start work with the four main strata: workers, youth, women, small/middle peasantry.

The tactics for the crushing of counter-revolution were done. More active use of the study groups was done up to before the new system...
of studying, the zonal councils were implemented, the socialism
classes got started (although presently with some problems: 24 at
the village level and 37 at the workplaces), the meetings with the
middle class were never started and the work with the four main
strata was started.

On the question of the Party's work for 1982, the Central Committee
heard that the O.C. was presently looking at the different committee
work plans for that year. CCHU, farmers, women and youth and some of
the I.C.'s were looked at. On Monday 4th, January, the O.C. will
look at the work plans of the workers' national militia, propaganda,
education and teachers committees.

Comrades expressed the view that the O.C. should have a work;
schedule of all the zonal councils, W.C.'s for the first half or
quarter of the year.

Some comrades also expressed the view that the Central Committee
needs to have a 1982 work plan and programme.

It was felt that things were happening in a roundabout style, that
is, that the C.C. should have told the different committees what it
wants to see included in their work plan, instead of waiting for the
plan to be prepared and presented, then to criticize it and if nec-
essary send it back to be redone.

Cde. Radix pointed out that in stating that the Party should play
an increasing role in the economy, "we have not come down to speci-
fications."  

Cde. Bishop stated that he prefers to see the C.C. go back to study
as a Central Committee (together) instead of with the rest of members.
He also suggested that the members and candidate members study session
be from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. instead of 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. as
present.

He also said that more thought must be given to the importance/necessi-
ty of rest and suggested that regular exercise be made mandatory for
Party comrades.

Out of the CC meeting, these are the decisions taken:-
1. More security for the minutes:
   a. code numbering of the minutes
   b. signing for the documents
   c. two lines through the pages
   d. purchase of a safe for undelivered documents
2. Central Committee comrades to (a) carry a hard back notebook for
CC notes (top security) and (b) carry a file of all their CC minutes with them to CC meetings.

3. Present CC Recording Secretary to be replaced as CC Recording Secretary and to function as Secretary to the PF/EJ and CC to ensure better functioning of these committees.

4. Workers, youth, women to find temporary JS's for their committees.

5. Education Committee to meet, Tuesday 5th, 10h00 a.m.

6. Propaganda Committee to meet.

7. Teachers Committee to meet and decide on work plan.

8. The O.C. to appoint a fundraising committee. Cde. Strachan to give a report at next CC meeting.

9. The O.C. to "get back to" the L.C.U.'s re. the fundraising for the Party Headquarters.

10. The O.C. to look at the week's schedule re. adding the zonal councils, socialism classes, etc.

The C.C. also briefly discussed the draft New Year speech of the Comrade Leader. 1982 is to be "Year of Economic Construction." The speech will speak of the successes of this year: Year of Agriculture and Agro-Industries and call for a step up in the land reform programme.

The Central Committee decided to meet on Wednesday, January 13th, 8.00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m. The agenda set is:

   (Strengths, weaknesses, etc.)
2. Review of work plans and programmes of the committees.
3. Criticism and self-criticism.
4. Line of march. (Reset agenda for the first quarter of 1982.)

Hazel-Ann
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MEETING OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT

Held on the 21st April 1982

The Meeting began at 9 a.m. with the following cdes present:-

Maurice Bishop
Georges Louison
Unison Louison
Liam "Oswin" James
Ewert "Headache" Layne

Leon "Bogo" Cornwall
Ian St. Bernard
Tan Bartholomew
Fitzroy Bain

The following cdes were late:-

Bernard Coard
Phyllis Coard
Selwyn Strachan - who was out of the country - Arrived 1200

Absent were:

Kenrick Radix - out of Country - Cuba
John "Chalkie" Ventour - out of Country - GDR
Chris "Koi" De Riggs - " " USA
Hudsin Austin - sick
Kamau Mc Barnett - no cause given

It was noted that according to the present agenda the following should be looked at:

1 - Agro-Industries
2 - Fisheries
3 - New developments in the political scene

Owing to the absent of Cde. Six it was stated that items #1 and 2 could not be discussed in details as they were his responsibilities. The agenda finally decided upon however, was:

1- Agro Industries/Fisheries
2- The present state of the Party
3- Recent developments with particular emphasis on the political, economical and security situation regionally and hemispherically as it affects Grenada.
ITEM #1

In respect to this item it was impossible to deal with a full scale report as stated before. However, both Cdes George Louison and Bernard Coard were in a position to give a report on Fisheries and Agro Industries respectively.

Cde George Louison had held a meeting with a Cuban Commission on Fisheries which had recently visited Grenada. He stated that the analysis of the Commission is basically that while there are objective problems in fisheries, they believe the main one is subjective, particularly organisational. An example given was that 60% spare parts negotiated for has arrived here from Cuba and up to now some boxes have not been opened while others cannot be found! Apart from this a number of other problems were raised.

The Commissions made a number of recommendations.

1. Some boats don't have gears. We need to consider buying some of the gears.
2. Winches could be placed on the boats to assist in pulling ice long line which was proving difficult.
3. Small boats with out board engines were needed to assist in identifying fishes.
4. Changing some of the boat engines so as to make them faster.
5. We need to develop an integrated plan based on our manegerial resources.
6. They are willing to assist in pushing fisheries forward based on the preliminary researches done previously by the Koreans and the Soviets.....

The following were also noted:

- After one year the boats haven't been dry-docked when this should be done twice a year.
- Halifax harbour previously identified for this was found to be inadequate as it is not deep enough - much work will have to be done to prepare it.
Secondly, labour force is absent there. Grenville was thought to be better. However, further discussion produced an idea of extending a jetty out into the sea thus solving the immediate problem.

On the question of inland fishing the following emerged from the discussions:-

- Grand Etang Lake and Lake Antoine were not potentially suitable for such fishing as plant life is absent there.
- Palmiste and Mardi Gra§ have potential.
- In all there are about 42 acres available for developing inland fishing.
- The Cubans are prepared to give material assistance in developing this area.
- They are also willing to give manpower assistance in developing management.

Also present at the meeting with Cde George was Roberts of fisheries.

The following were discussions on the report.

- Cde Phill raised the question as to whether the new Fisheries Board was yet functioning to which the reply was no.
- The Cabinet Secretary has been failing in this aspect.
- A number of key new chairman of boards have been having objective problems.

(Then as a by-product of the agenda the boards of other industries such as Agro, Coops and Fisheries were discussed.)

It was also noted that the Grenada/Cuba agreement has been going exceedingly well in comparison to previous years. It was registered, though the level of chaos in Agro Industries and Fisheries were really frightening and further noted that what was really required in Agro Industries and Fisheries is systems which the relevant Minister needs to implement but has so far failed to do so even though he has been criticised time and time again.
- In comparison the Ministry of Construction has been seriously organising itself with Cde Prime in charge.
- The above Ministry has drawn up a complete document of all projects in the country and the entire manpower
requirements etc needed so as to move ahead rapidly.

Cde Phill then suggested that either Cde Radix comply with CC decisions or he'll have to be moved to another area of work though he has improved from a year ago! It was noted that the cde was impressive, creative energy which needs to be harvested.

Recommendations made were:

1. In respect to Agro Industries and Fisheries the new boards and management have to be set up rapidly and must be made to function.

2. The CC expressed its concern and recommended that all Ministers and in particular the Minister of Agro Industries and Fisheries should act on policy matters, rather than as Managers and Chairmans of Boards, in carrying out their ministerial functions.

3. Weekly reports should be submitted to the Economic Bureau on production and productivity, expenditure, etc.

4. Cde Laine to be used for 2 months as Chairman of the Board of G.F.C. and Agro Industries after which he will be accused.

5. Leroy NECHELS as Chairman of the Board of Fisheries.

To generally implement a policy of political Commission particularly in big enterprises so as to deal with personnel problems.

The CC noted how unfortunate it was that the Minister responsible for Agro Industries and Fisheries was absent in the face of the foregone discussions.
ITEM #2. STATE OF THE PARTY

Cde Layne was asked to lead off on this item as he had proposed it. The following points were outlined by him:

(a) Discipline within the Party
(b) Study within the Party
(c) The level of present standards of the Party.
(d) Work performance of Party cdes
(e) The grieving trend of arrogance of Party of...
(f) Planning in the Party - Work plan/Work schedule
(g) Guidance given to Party applicant. How and who does so.
(h) Specifically the work performance of leading cdes including CC and PB.
(i) The flow of information from the top to the bottom of the Party.

Cde Layne then went on to further explain the above points. He stated that the quality and quantity of work to be done has a bearing on the points stated above. On the question of planning and organizing work he stated that some cdes find it difficult to do as many times new tasks are given with prior notice. He also said that there seem to be a total breakdown in the work by committees and organizations which affects Party cdes generally.

In respect to standards, he said many cdes are only carrying out a tag - they are really not doing anything. At the same time cdes performance in their area of work is not being assessed relating to the Pro-

Applicants of the Party, he said that some comrades in the Pro-Applicant classes have stated that they don't mind doing the courses but they don't want to be a chance on the Party.

In terms of arrogance he pointed out that there has been a development of such in the Youth Committee. It is very difficult to advice or speak to them, he stated.

Study - members of the Party have not been involved in study for the year. He further questioned whether C.M. study of 6 hours on Saturday was scientific.
The following were responses to Cde. Layne's contribution:

CDE. FITZROY
He endorsed the points raised by Cde. Layne and indicated his belief that the level of party organisation has a bearing on the present attitude of Cdes. He cited the socialism tutors meeting as a serious disaster which the party must harness quickly.

COMRADE TAN
Endorsed the previous speakers and stressed that his greatest concern was planning within the party. He himself, finds it very difficult to implement his workplan. Looking at the arrogance displayed by Party Comrades, he said the masses was complaining. He also cited the serious lateness at which meetings and rallies are started. This is annoying the masses. Cde. Tan pointed out people are not turning up to meetings, our level of organisation is poor. We are in a crisis and we need to do something about it.

CDE. BOGO
Agreed with the previous speakers. Further, he said, the present state of the party has to do first with the organisation of work. Secondly, the quality of our ideological work. Thirdly, the rapid growth of the party has unintentionally lowered the quality of party work. He also stated that sufficient time is not given towards organisational guidance.

- We are not developing deep convictions in Comrades so that they can face the day to day struggle of building the society.
- We are creating problems for app by the way in which we carry out our ideological and organisational work.
- Cde. Bogo also accepted a criticism made of him by Cde. Layne in his opening presentation.
CDE. CWUSU

Believes that all of us are aware of the lowering of standards in the party and raised a question as to the basis for recruitment of Proposed applicants into the party, in some cases people recently hostile to the party.

- This he says this makes the party a laughing stock.
- He cited annoyance at the highest level of the party and pointed out the failure of the party to create structures to shape character of Comrades.
- Large numbers of Comrades do not function within a party Committee thus making discipline difficult.

COMRADE PHYLLIS

Agreed with most points raised but not all. She made two main criticisms.

1. The petty bourgeois attitude still existing in a number of Comrades including the leadership.
2. The under-developed structure of the party such as the Secretariat etc.

- In respect to the above she cited the following:
- Our inability to refuse unrealistic tasks.
- Last minute organisation
- Our attitude to self-criticism
- That our sense of timing is bad
- Cde. Phyl doesn't agree that we have casted our nets to wide as was indicated by Cde. Cwusu. She agrees that we have made some mistakes, but there is good quality among the Pro. A's.
- We need to marry their ideological work with organisational work.
- A comparison has shown that the morale of Pro. A's is much higher than A's said Cde. Phyl.
- Lastly the O.C. needs to decide on what specifically is its task—what kind of work it will do and she stressed that a disciplinary committee is needed as this takes up too much of the O.C.'s time.
COMRADE BERNARD

1. Cde. Layne must be commended for the quality of points he made and the amount of thoughts he put into them.

2. He agrees that there is a crisis in party organisation and highlighted that we are discussing these matters of the party in a time when the internal political situation of the country is good.

3. Our main problem is that we are trying to do too much.
   - He pointed out that we have listed 25 national events for the year not including 4 Playa Gallon bullies in one night.
   - our human and other resources do not permit us to do what we are setting ourselves.
   - complains have been coming even from technocrats and bureaucrats that excessive demands are being made on them by the ministers, etc.
   - He further endorsed the critical nature of building the character of party comrades. On the question of the prestige of the party and the willingness to join the same he says:
   - people have been identifying the quality of their work and wondering how come they did not make it into the PAPA's classes.
   - this tells us that the party's prestige is growing despite the weakness we have displayed organisationally.
   - The masses are much more cleared now as to who are party members and who are not.
   - when the masses stop coming forward with criticisms that is the time we have to worry.
   - In this respect he doesn't agree with other Comrades who believes the prestige of the party is falling.

9/......
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CDE. MAURICE

- Also complimented Cde. Layne for the comments he made and the C.C and the party owes the Comrade a depth of gratitude for the thoughts he has given to the matter.

- He further agrees that we are doing too much and we are overworked.

- Added to this there are weaknesses in our method of work.

- In respect to party life and norms one weakness that younger Comrades face is lack of rules and written guidelines.

- Rules and guidelines must tell what is expected of an applicant, Pro. A's, C.M and M, their rights and obligations.

- He also stress the need for more serious organised social activities for the party but under clearly defined security principles.

- Following this the decision was taken to draw up a list of Party rules and regulations. A sub Committee of the Party made up of Comrades Phyll and Tan was decided on to draft the above and submit it by Wednesday 28/4/82.

ITEM # 3

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

This item was discussed in great details and at length. A number of decisions were taken which are attached to this report.
MINUTES OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING
ON SATURDAY, 26TH JUNE, 1982
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Comrades present:
1. Maurice Bishop
2. Bernard Coard
3. Selwyn Strachan
4. George Louison
5. Unison Whiteman
6. Hudson Austin
7. Kenrick Nadix
8. Chalkie Ventour
9. Ian St. Bernard
10. Phyllis Guard
11. Fitzroy Shin
12. Knew McBurnette
13. Leon Cornwall

Comrades absent:
14. Lin James — out of country
15. Ewart Layne — sick
16. Chris Roberts — out of country
17. Tan Borthelam — sick

AGENDA:

1. O.C. analysis of Party
2. Political/Economic Review
3. Criticism/Self-Criticism

- Party's internal state and links with the masses at its worst since the Revolution

(a) Internal Party Organisation
i. implementation
ii. supervision, control
iii. internal study
iv. bureaucratic apparatus - Party Secretariat *

(*) Part of i and ii but listed separately.

(b) Party's work among the masses

- 6 national rallies held in the last 14 weeks
- the activities this year have been aimless, purposeless, with no direct objectives, etc.

1. Workers Work
   - work about to collapse; need to take stock
   - dissatisfied with quality of work
   - even solving of grievances is not being done
   - rightism in handling of workers' grievances

2. Standards of bourgeois trade unionism not being met.

2. Tendency towards rightism in handling of grievances of workers.

3. Propaganda
   - very little work done in the past 6 months
   - the level of political organisational work cannot be felt
   - failure to do propaganda work on the 30 miles of Feeder Roads
   - its impact on the farmers
   - mood of farmers worse than 6 months ago;

2/...
YOUTH AND STUDENTS

- worse area of mass work in the party
- quality of political work quite unsatisfactory
- problem of consolidation of large membership
- licitors work much better than the above two, best organised of the three
- the bourgeoisie forces re-organising their youth movements - religious, scouts, cubs, etc.

WOMEN'S ORGANISATION

- also failed to consolidate the large membership
- has a significant number of groups not functioning or semi-functioning
- not enough members of their groups active

- political/ideological work among the masses has not got off the ground
- socialism classes poor
- Party Papers a disaster area
- Parish/Zonal Councils not being treated seriously; not enough mobilisation work being done

STATE MEDIA

PWI - not contributed much to the political/ideological work
TIG - publicised for some time but have slipped backward due to technical problems
RFK - very little local news

MOOD OF THE MASSES

- the mood of the masses not as high as recently as May Day
- at the time of Ratchel's visit, the mood was already slipping
- the mood of the masses was highest on March 13, for the three years of the revolution - the broadest section of the masses were involved in the rally
- the mood now is not as low as last year around this period

REASONS FOR LOW MOOD

Economic: layoffs and retrenchment in Construction, Health in urban areas; rural areas - slide in world prices; terms of trade against Grenada; it's affecting farmers more than anyone else; however in areas where little benefits have come to the masses of particular villages, the political work there has helped to keep the mood good; the party is not involved in house-to-house work
INTERNALLY

Party Leninist standards have become worse; no party study - GH's M's; PCB's very badly off

O.C. functioning in a very bureaucratic and routine way giving no assistance to party committees except in crisis periods. It has not played a role in assisting in the discipline of party cadres (approach to the work, cooperation in committees, character building, etc.)

PARTY SECRETARIAT: Failure of this to expand has affected the party's professional nature of its work.

PARTY LEADERSHIP: The CC and PB devoted very little time to party work and more to state work (economy, defence, etc.); no time for internal party building, expanding party structures, building party's links among the masses, etc.

MILITIA: Difficulties in regions 1, 2, and 3.

CARIBACOU: Not about 4 (on 1 to 5 scale); however the political work has Party members' mood is lower than that of the masses. The armed forces is on a low also.

TASKS:
1. Nationalisation of party cadres' work.
2. Training of party cadres (ideological work and organisational training).
3. Expansion of the Party Secretariat.
4. Introducing systems for control of work, monitoring, guiding work.

CRITICISM/SELF-CRITICISM:
O.C. recommendation re Col. Leon 'Rico' Cornwall. Decision - removal from youth work and placed as ambassador to Cuba.


Next CC meeting - Friday, July 23rd, 1982. The PB to prepare a pre-set agenda for that meeting.

Comrades Strachan, St. Bernard and Ventour to prepare summary of OC's analysis of the Party to send to Party comrades.

HP - The minutes were prepared from notes taken at the meeting by Comrade Ventour.

Hazal-Amm
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MINUTES OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD ON FRIDAY 27TH AUGUST, 1982

Comrades present:-
1. Maurice Bishop
2. Selwyn Strachan
3. George Louison
4. Chalkie Ventour
5. Fitzroy Bain

Comrades late:-
6. Hudson Austin
7. Tan Bartholomew
8. Kamau McBarnette
9. Liam James
10. Phyllis Coard) gave excuses re
11. Bernard Coard, their late arrival

Comrades absent:-
12. Unison Whiteman) all out of
13. Kenrick Radix the country
14. Chris BeRiggs
15. Nkunjane
16. Ian St. Bernard
17. Leon Cornwall preparing to leave

Agenda:-
1. Minutes
2. Tasks arising from the Minutes
3. Report from Weekend Members Study: Committee/Workshop Reports
4. Line of March/Way Forward

The meeting started at 8.15 a.m. with 5 of the 11 CC members in the country present. The first almost 2 hours was used for reading the Report from the Weekend Members Study.

At 10.05 a.m., discussion on the agenda item started.

1. MINUTES
1.1 Corrections
(a) The minutes did not reflect the CC's doubts/questioning of a fraternal comrade to help build the Party, as suggested by some comrades.

(b) The task of the four-man committee (Strachan, Coard, Ventour and James) was not clearly defined. It should be stated that the four-man committee was set up for the purpose of conducting a thorough study of the internal state of the Party with a view to making recommendations to the Central Committee. A deadline of the end of October was set for the accomplishment of this task. In this regard, a one day meeting was scheduled.

1.2 Criticism of the minutes
Comrade Phyllis Coard made a general criticism of the minutes, stating that it does not reflect decisions taken at CC meetings and that it focuses more on comments made by the different comrades. Other comrades added the following points:-

- there is deficient recording/writing of the minutes
- lacks enough tightness in formulating decisions taken, etc.
- at intervals in the meeting, there should be a pause to give the Recording
Secretary formulations as may be necessary
- for each agenda item there should be a conclusion/consensus
- those ideas with no consensus/conclusions should also be stated
- at the end of each meeting two comrades should sit back with the Recording Secretary to compare notes
- after writing up the minutes, they should be shown to Cde. Strachan before typing, for the purpose of corrections, etc.

Towards the end of the general discussion on this topic, Cde. Coard made the proposal that the minutes should be written under these five headings:

1. Main points - made and developed
2. All conclusions
3. Recommendations/Referrals
4. Decisions/Resolutions
5. Tasks Assigned

The above proposal was agreed to by the Central Committee.

---

3. REPORT FROM WEEKEND MEMBERS STUDY.

Two hours of the CC's time was given for the reading of this 52-page document, put together/comprised of the committees presentations and workshop reports given to the weekend study of the full members, 20 - 23 August.

However, this item was not discussed in any great detail. It was stated that it should act as a preliminary help to the formulation of a line of march/way forward in the present/coming period for the Party. Concretely, this means that the document will go to the Candidate Members, for them to study and make criticisms/proposals. (It has already reached the full members as they were involved in its drawing up.)

LINE OF MARCH/WAY FORWARD

The Comrade Leader first stated the reasons for the postponement of the Special Party General Meeting originally fixed for Thursday 26th August. The reasons he explained as:

(a) lack of full CC/FB input in the discussion, as the item re way forward was not discussed by the CC/FB up to the morning of the meeting day;

(b) "confusion on the ground";
(c) security - the entire Party was going to be at one location; two separate GM's will now be held - one for applicants and another for full members and candidate members.

The main points which would have had to be included in the main presentation/guidelines at the Special G.M. were the following (which were not even yet discussed centrally by the leading/higher Party organs):—
The character of the Revolution, bearing in mind the character of the society and of the Party and what was inherited.
Our economic path must be explained.
Explain what is the dictatorship of the working people.

The tasks were outlined as the following:

1. Building the Party through:
   (a) Sinking ML ideas among the working class and working people – Socialism Classes
   (b) Organisation of the masses through zonal councils and other organs of popular democracy, mass organisations, culture, sports, etc.

2. Building the economy:
   (a) Raising production.
   (b) Strengthening our ties with the Socialist countries.

3. Strengthening our defense capacity.

The following important points were made:

1. The need to agree with analysis made.
2. Decide on tasks from the analysis and order of prioritisation.
3. The need to creatively apply the guidelines.
4. Organisational/tactical considerations to bear in mind; How does the Party develop its work among the masses?

Some observations were also made:

Any comrades have lost a sense of perspective over the past few years.
We should have a new Party programme to replace the 1973 Manifesto.
Written explanations are why we are on this path of development has not been done.
We are now more organised than one year ago (quantity has changed to quality).
In the last 3 1/2 years our main areas of focus have been on: bringing benefits to the masses; mass organisations; popular organs of democracy; construction and defense

Should decentralize sports and cultural activities?
We have had insufficient discussion on the character of the Revolution; we are now entering a new stage

The following was given as some guidelines to deciding what is the Character of the Revolution (political):

The Revolution is anti-imperialist and at the national democratic stage
Our Party is more and more on the trend of the working class – it has that orientation;
as a working class leadership/has a working class outlook.
It is not the Party that holds power by itself; we need and have an alliance with sections of the national bourgeoisie.
The class essence of the Revolution since March 13, 1979 has always been that of the dictatorship of the working people in alliance with the national bourgeoisie; however, the latter does not enjoy the same rights as the former.
Generally, there has been no fear in losing up members of the bourgeoisie – they do not have control over the State; are not involved in the zonal councils, militia, etc.
We have pursued very good strategy and tactics and have dealt with the things that really matter
There are different forms/methods/structures for strengthening the alliance with
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the national bourgeoisie

the question may be asked why do we need that alliance? To help run the economy
the peasantry and the working class also have an alliance; the material for this is
the exchange of the commodities produced by each other.
the working class does not have monopoly over power; it has hegemony over power.

it was pointed out that the Non-Capitalist Path or the Path of Socialist Orientation
is not fully understood by all comrades. Under this, these points were made:

this can be led by different classes and strata - petty bourgeois or the working
class must be the dominant class.

only the working class can build Socialism because only them that can no property
we must build the State sector into becoming the dominant sector.

we have set up a rivalry for the banking system through the establishment of the MNB
have been getting the private sector into areas of investment we want them to get into

we cannot have control on foreign trade unless we have control on the financial in-
stitutions - the aim is to have total control over these.

MNB presently has $35M worth of stock; between January - March 1962, 294,000 lbs
of farmers produce was sold by MNB; one in every ten farmers sell their produce to
the MNB.

internal distribution; public utilities (electricity, water, and telephone) are very
important.

manufacturing sector also important.

must decide on what we want to use tourism for - the total cost of investment in this area
will be $35M (International Airport, hotels, etc.)

$17M will be earned in the 9th year of the International Airport.

must concentrate put effort into tourism/agriculture/industry and the industrialisation
of agriculture.

the danger of the path we are taking is that the bourgeoisie will try to take power.

in the question of Culture:

all local prostitutes should be picked up.

the foreign prostitutes should be deported.

the Ministry of Culture should have control over the cultural groups; they should all
have Political Commissars attached to them.

ideological work is important, even while continuing on the economic development
the path is very dangerous because it hasn't been tried before.

These key questions/points were raised:

- How do we effect the alliance with the bourgeoisie?

- At what point do we merge the urban and rural workers committees?

- we must try to see how we can tie in the organisational tactics with the broad
  overall objectives, bearing in mind the priorities.

- we have not been giving the working class enough attention - as much as it needs.
  we have treated all committees as equals, but the workers' committee should take pri-
  ority; how do we put this into reality?

2. ALL CONCLUSIONS

2.1 The writing of CC minutes needs to be improved.

2.2 Many committee heads/study guides do not pass down the thinking of the CC to
their relevant bodies.

2.3 The security aspect of the Secretariat to be looked at with a view to being improved.

2.4 The weekend members study report to be used as a preliminary help re the discussion/formulation of a line of march/way forward.

2.5 The guidelines for the formulation of a line of march/way forward should be discussed at all levels of the Party.

2.6 There is need for a new Party Programme to replace the 1972 Manifesto.

2.7 The character of the Revolution can be described as anti-imperialist and at the national democratic stage.

2.8 The Party is being guided more and more by the outlook of the working class.

2.9 Must place importance/lay emphasis on our economic development and make strides towards the path of socialist orientation.

2.10 Must recognise the importance of our alliance with sections of the national bourgeoisie at present.

3. DECISIONS/RESOLUTIONS

3.1 The CC minutes to follow the 5-leading proposal made by Cde. Coard.

3.2 The Education Committee to examine closely and make concrete recommendations re the proposal that YFR building be used to start a Party School. Education Committee meeting dfixed for 14th September.

3.3 The C.C. to follow up on the proposal that a fraternal comrades come to assist us in Party building.

3.4 The Weekend Members study Report to be used as a guide to the Candidate Members' and Members' discussion (re the members report contents).

3.5 The guidelines for developing a line of March for the upcoming period to be drafted into resolution or directive form by Comrades Strachan and Ventour. This to be sent to Study Guides and Committee Chairmen.

A presentation on the line of march/way forward to be made by the Comrade Leader at the two upcoming General Meetings.
On Tuesday 12th October, 1982, the Central Committee of NJM was convened by CC Chairman Cde. Maurice Bishop in extra-ordinary plenary to discuss a letter of resignation from Cde. Bernard Coard, Deputy Party Leader and to examine the issues raised in the latter related to the state of the Party and the crisis in the work of the higher organs.

Within the period of the meeting, the CC held four sessions totalling 32 hours. The crisis in the work of the higher organs was analysed, the performance of each member of the CC was assessed and a number of decisions on the way forward were taken.

Subsequent to two hours of initial deliberations, the CC settled on an approach to the meeting. Cde. Strachan was asked to summarise his discussions with Cde. Coard in relation to the matter of his resignation. Cde. Strachan made the following points:

i) Cde. Coard had indicated that his decision to resign from PB and CC was taken 6 months previously;

ii) His decision to resign from CC was primarily on account of strain but this was hastened by certain developments – linked to this was the undermining of his authority as Chairman of the CC.

iii) He had made reference to the slackness of the CC and its unwillingness to speak up on issues, the lack of preparation for meetings by CC comrades, and the unwillingness of the CC to study.

iv) In order to take corrective action it would result in personality clashes with the Chairman of the CC.

v) His presence was a fetter to the development of the CC if viewed dialectically.

vi) His resignation is not negotiable.

vii) In the final analysis, stringent Leninist measures are required.

The meeting also listened to what was explained to be the main theoretical options presented by Cde. Coard to the Central Committee:

i) His own resignation

ii) He remains and tolerates slackness of CC and PB

iii) The introduction of Leninist measures, namely:

   a) Change Chairmanship of CC
   - b) Chop dead weight from CC
   - c) Put all members of CC into work committees
   - d) Expand the Political Bureau
The meeting agreed to address itself to the issues raised by Comrade Corid in his
conversation with several CC members. Comrade Layne was asked to comment on resolu-
tions and decisions taken by the Central Committee since April, 1981 relating to the introduction of Leninist measures in the Party. Comrade Layne pointed to:
the following:

**April, 1981**

The resolutions of the CC addressed itself to:

a. Tight chairmanship
b. Application of high standards of discipline and self-critical approach by all members
c. The setting up of a Secretariat and appointment of Recording Secretaries.

**September, 1981**

Analysis was done on:

a. State of comrades' health
b. Lack of personal work plans

decisions:

a. CC would meet once per month
b. CC would draft schedule of work for comrades
c. CC members would do personal work plans

**December, 1981**

In this period some 30 hours of review was done - a look was taken at earlier resolutions on strengths and weaknesses. The following was concluded:

a. There was a lack of follow up work and a failure to implement major decisions.
b. Information on decisions taken was not sent down to all levels of the Party.

**April, 1982**

The CC considered problems related to:

a. Discipline e. Arrogance throughout the Party
b. Study f. Work performance of members of the Party
(c) standards g. Planning
(d) higher organs

**June, 1982**

The CC analysis of the Party had indicated that:

1. There was a collapse of nearly all areas of Party work, namely:
   a. Workers
   b. Women
   c. Youth
d. State

In this period the mood of the masses had been described as lower than May Day. The work of the CC had been described as bureaucratic and giving no guidance to work committees.

**July, 1982**

In discussing the present state of the Party, the following weaknesses were pointed out:

a. Control mechanisms were not working
b. There was looseness in Party organisation
c. Activities were controlling the work of the CC
d. A Party School was required for Party members to master the science of Marxism-Leninism.

The CC agreed that there were certain recurring, glaring weaknesses:

- i) Improper functioning of Central Committee and Political Bureau
- ii) The lack of control at the level of chairmanship
- iii) The low level of discipline by members of the leading organs.
Comrades also cited additional evidence of the crisis:

1) Lack of collectivity in building the Party – few PB and CC comrades were giving serious thought to the work and this resulted in low levels of participation in the work; 
2) PB and CC had been "ducking" the real issues; 
3) There was dead weight at CC and PB level and this urgently had to be addressed; 
4) The CC was not studying while seeking to tackle the most explosive issues of the Church and the land.

The CC also addressed itself to the basis for the crisis:

1. Material Basis: The material basis for the crisis could be found in the backward and underdeveloped nature of our society and the consequent existence of a large petty bourgeois influence in our society. This predominant petty bourgeois composition of the society as a whole reflected in the practical work of the CC. 
2. The Political and Ideological Basis: As seen in the failure of the CC to study for close to one year which has weakened the extent to which the ideology of Marxism-Leninism acts as a guide to the actions of the members of the higher organs. This failure to study is definitely linked to the non-Leninist manner of functioning, slackness, timidity and "ducking" from making principled criticisms. 
3. The Organisational Basis: Seen in the poor functioning of many Party structures, the non-Leninist practices of comrades of higher organs, the inadequate functioning of other Party members in work committees, the lack of reporting, and the objectively based inability of the O.C. to deal with all matters of discipline further feeds and allows petty bourgeois tendencies to dominate the life of the higher organs of the Party.

CROSSROADS:
The CC concluded that the Party stood at the crossroads:

1. The first route would be the petty bourgeois route which would seek to make B's resignation the issue. This would only lead to temporary relief, but would surely lead to the deterioration of the Party into a social-democratic Party and hence the degeneration of the Revolution. This road would be an easy one to follow given the objectively based backwardness and petty bourgeois nature of the society. 
2. The second route is the Communist route – the road of Leninist standards and functioning, the road of democratic centralism, of selectivity, of criticism and self-criticism and of collective leadership. The Central Committee reaffirmed the position taken by the General Meeting of September 12th and 13th, 1982 – the Party must be placed on a firm Leninist footing.

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSING
The CC agreed on the following format for assessing the performance of each individual CC member:

1. Discipline – consistent political work. 
2. Ideological level – including attitude to study. 
3. Work performance – including professional approach, ability to supervise and guide, technical and professional job skills. 
4. Relations with the masses – including the question of being an outstanding example. 
5. Character/Integrity – including respect for the working class, co-operative-ness, modesty, self-criticism, honesty, arrogance and timidity. 
6. Analysing ability – including ability to cope with difficult situations.
judgement, appreciation of strategy and tactics, overall leadership qualities.

7. Dues, attitude to Party and State property.
8. Functionability - general performance as a CC Member.

The scores on the following table summarise the collective assessment of the performance of each CC member. It should however be pointed out that the CC was particularly dissatisfied with the performance of the following comrades:

i. Cde. Kenrick Radix
ii. Cde. Caldwell Taylor
iii. Cde. Kama Mckarnette
iv. Cde. Fitzroy Bain

—v— Cde. Unison Whiteman

In the case of Cde. Kenrick Radix, the Central Committee had taken note of his lack of political work, his extremely bad attitude to study and deep seated individualism and petty bourgeois opportunist attitude to criticism. The consensus was that his performance was exceedingly below that befitting of a CC member.

In the case of Cde. Caldwell Taylor it was also the view that his performance did not measure up, particularly his low level of ideological development and sign of deviation into mysticism.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>IDEOLOGICAL LEVEL</th>
<th>WORK PERFORMANCE</th>
<th>RELATIONS WITH THE MASSES</th>
<th>CHARACTER</th>
<th>ANALYSING ABILITY</th>
<th>DUES</th>
<th>FUNCTIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osasu</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5 to 3</td>
<td>4.5 to 5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kojio</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>3.5 to 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5 to 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 to 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalco</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogo</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dix</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unie</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5 to 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4 to 4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sella</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5 to 4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5+</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaman</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key**
- Scale of 1 to 5:
  - 5: highest possible score
  - 0: lowest score
  - ±: upward trend
  - -: downward trend
1. DISCIPLINE

i. The CC established a Disciplinary Committee under the authority of the C.C. to handle all matters related to Party discipline.

ii. The Disciplinary Committee comprises the following:
   a. Cde. Selwyn Strachan
   b. Cde. Dave Bartholomew
   c. Cde. Ian St. Bernard
   d. Cde. Nelson Louison
   e. Cde. Faye Thompson

iii. This Committee will draw up a Code of Conduct and Discipline to be submitted to be submitted the CC by December 10, 1982.

2. PARTY CONSTITUTION

i. A Party Sub-Committee has been established to work on the existing draft of the Party’s Constitution.

ii. The Committee comprises the following:
   a. Cde. Maurice Bishop
   b. Cde. George Louison
   c. Cde. Selwyn Strachan

iii. This committee must complete its work by the end of January, 1983.

3. MEETINGS OF THE C.C. AND P.B.

The following procedures will govern the conduct of meetings of CC, P.B.:

i. Leninist Chairmanship

ii. Discussions will be conducted on the basis of pre-scheduled agendas.
   a. Cdes. Strachan and DeRiggs will prepare a draft pre-scheduled agenda for CC meetings by the end of November, 1982.
   b. Cdes. Bishop, Strachan and Louison will prepare a draft pre-scheduled agenda for PB meetings by October 22, 1982.

iii. Decisions will be made in the form of resolutions or conclusions.

iv. Meetings will start on time and end on time.

v. There will be a specific duration for each discussion.

vi. Members of the CC and PB will take careful notes in all meetings.

vii. The Chairman will determine who speaks at any given point in time.

4. SEQUENCE OF CC MEETINGS

i. The CC will meet quarterly for five days of intensive wholistic assessing.

ii. This quarterly review will start at the end of March, 1983.

iii. The regular monthly CC meetings will be phased out.

iv. Between the present period and the end of the year, the CC will meet on three (3) occasions to look at specific areas. The CC will meet on November 14 – 15, 1982 to look at the Economy (8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. on both days).

The CC will meet from 8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. on December 10, 1982 to look at the re-organisation of the Party. The CC will use the last of the five (5) day study (Tuesday 19 – Saturday 23, October 1982) to take decisions on Land Reform.

5. WORKPLANS AND WORK SCHEDULES

i. All members of the CC and PB will prepare yearly workplans. The workplans...
for 1983 will be presented to the Secretariat by mid-January, 1983.

iii. All members of the CC and PB will prepare quarterly (3-monthly) workplans. Those for the period January - March, 1983 will be presented by mid-January, 1983.

iv. The aforementioned schedules and workplans will be assessed on a quarterly basis.

v. Each member of the CC and PB will submit self-assessment on the fulfillment of their workplans/schedules in writing on a quarterly basis at the quarterly CC meetings.

vi. These documents will be submitted to the Party Secretariat.

6. CONTROL CARDS/FILES FOR CC MEMBERS

i. A system of building files on each member of the CC will be commenced.

ii. These files will contain such information as:
   a. The records of CC members based on the quarterly assessing.
   b. Comrades' workplans and workschedules.

iii. Cde. Strachan will be in charge of this area and the system of filing must commence before the end of October, 1982.

7. PERSONAL ASSISTANTS

i. Each member of the CC will acquire a personal assistant of Secretariat by the end of November, 1982.

ii. A personal assistant of high political reliability and efficiency will be found for the Comrade Party Leader by the end of December, 1982. All CC members are to assist in obtaining such a person.

8. DOCUMENTATION AND MINUTES

i. Documents to be discussed in CC and PB meetings must be submitted to all CC/PB members one week in advance.

ii. The Party Secretariat will prepare guidelines on the format for reporting by middle of November, 1982.

iii. A CC comrade, namely Cde. Strachan be given the task of sending out important CC resolutions to CC comrades abroad.

iv. The minutes of CC and PB minutes will indicate the arrival times of members. A record of punctuality will also be kept of study.

9. CC MEMBERS AND THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN MASS AND POLITICAL WORK

i. Every member of the CC will supervise an area of mass work or political work. The details of this decision will be worked out by the CC at its meeting of December 10, 1982.

ii. The Comrade Leader will be put in charge of supervising the rural workers work. Supervision means:
   a. Meeting with the Rural Workers Committee to prepare a Work Plan.
   b. At least one monthly meeting with the committee to provide guidance in strategy and tactics and organisation.

iii. Cde. Fitzroy Pain will present a paper on the political issues involved in this area of work by December, 1982.

10. CENTRAL COMMITTEE STUDY

i. The CC will immediately resume study. The first regular session
will be Thursday November 11, 1982.

ii. There shall be an intensive 5 day study for the CC to start on Tuesday October 19 and end on Saturday October 23, 1982.

iii. The study material shall be:

a. Organisational Principles of a Polieteriac Party
b. Lenin on the Transformation of Agriculture
c. Political Economy of Capitalism

iv. A more scientific method of assessing Comrades' level or preparedness will be utilised. Cde. Louison will prepare - a draft evaluation scheme by Tuesday October 19, 1982 and will present it to the CC study group.

v. Disciplinary action will be taken against CC members who are late or absent without good excuse. This will be subject to the Code of Conduct and Discipline.

vi. A crash course in Marxism-Leninism will be organised for the following comrades:

a. Austin
d. Taylor
b. Rein
9. Bartholomew
c. Whiteman

Cde. Bernard Coad will be asked to handle this course which will begin in two weeks time for a duration of 8 weeks.

vii. The material for the crash course will include the following:

a. Dialectics by J.V. Stalin
b. Foundation of Marxism by J.V. Stalin
c. The three sources and three component parts of Marxism

viii. Comrade Louison will act as CC Study Guide.

11. TIMIDITY AND CONSULTATIONS

i. It is considered a serious violation of the norms of Party life for any CC member to have knowledge of any problem which affects the Leninist functioning of the Party and fails to raise the said problem at CC meetings.

ii. CC members have the right to consultations and bilaterals but should not display timidity in tabling issues for full CC discussion.

12. DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP OUTSIDE OF THE CC

i. Conscious efforts will be made to develop leadership outside the CC.

ii. In this respect membership of the Party will be fed with information and will be provided with background to the strategy and tactics of CC resolutions.

iii. The CC will utilise the Parish General Meetings to brief members on CC resolutions.

13. MEMBERSHIP OF CC AND PB

The following decisions were made on the question of membership of the CC and PB.

i. Cde. Radix has been removed from membership of the PB and CC.

ii. Cde. Taylor has been removed from membership of the CC.

iii. The details of Cde. Taylor's future political and state work will be worked out by the PB. Cde. Taylor will be recalled to Grenada in two weeks time to inform him of the CC's decision.

iv. Cde. MaBarnette is put on a probationary period of 6 months. He will
take immediate rest from all political and state work for a period of one month. During this period he will also receive medical attention.

v. Cde. Bain is put on a probationary period of 6 months.

vi. Cdes. Bain and M Barnette will be assessed in March, 1983.

vii. Cde. Whitman will be severely warned for his weak performance.

14. EXPANSION OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU

i. Cdes. Ventour, Layne and James have been made members of the PB.

ii. Cde. Phyllis Coard will be assessed in March on the question of membership of the Political Bureau.

15. The CC accepts the resignation of Cde. Bernard Coard from the CC and PB.

The details of this will be worked out by the Political Bureau.

16. ORGANISATION OF PB'S WORK

i. The PB is directed to organise its work according to the idea of "clusters of work".

ii. The PB will report to the CC on this by December 10, 1982. A sub-committee of Cdes. Strachan, Louison and Bishop to look at it.

17. PARTY PROGRAMME

i. A sub-committee of the Party will draft a new Party Programme.

ii. The sub-committee comprises:

a. Cde. Louison

b. Cde. Phyllis Coard

iii. The deadline for the completion of the draft programme is March, 1983.
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE OF FOREIGN POLICY

Foreign policy is the extension internationally of domestic policy. It is the projection on the international scene of the national policy line pursued on the homefront.

This does not mean that a country's domestic policy can be simply shifted to the international scene. What it means is that the foreign policy of a country has to be rooted in its domestic situation; in its politics, its philosophy, its economy, its geography - these factors are the main determinants of a country's foreign policy.

While the major determinants of a country's foreign policy are of a domestic nature, external factors also impact upon the foreign policy line. Therefore, the foreign policy must always be sensitive and alert to the dynamic regional and international situations and must be cognizant at all times of the world's constellation and array of forces. Foreign policy has to be flexible enough to respond to changes in those situations and in the international status quo.

GRENADA’S FOREIGN POLICY

Grenada's Foreign Policy reposes on the scientific ideological foundation irreconcilably opposed to the exploitation and domination of nation by nation. This is consistent with Grenada's domestic policy which is opposed to the exploitation of man to man. Thus, Grenada's foreign policy is essentially manifested through non-alignment, anti-imperialism and peaceful co-existence.

(See "Grenada's Foreign Policy" annex)

/ Reeds ......
NEEDS AND GOALS OF GRENADA'S FOREIGN RELATIONS

Arising out of its domestic situation a country's foreign relations is geared to fulfilling certain concrete needs and accomplishing clearly defined goals. For Grenada twelve such needs and goals have been outlined:

1. grants;
2. soft loans;
3. lines of credit;
4. machinery and equipment (either through loans or gifts);
5. technical assistance;
6. markets - guaranteed long-term;
7. tourism;
8. diplomatic support;
9. moral and political support;
10. military and security consideration;
11. material support;
12. electoral support.

These needs and goals are grounded in Grenada's domestic reality of underdevelopment and economic backwardness. Another significant determinant is Grenada's geographic reality as a small island state lacking vital economic endowments such as: (i) a viable infrastructure; (ii) human resources (especially skilled and trained personnel); (iii) a resilient resource base; (iv) a large market; (v) financial resources; (vi) a diversified economy; (vii) natural resources.

The accent on support in Grenada's foreign relations is determined not only by domestic factors but is significantly influenced by the regional and international situation. The Grenada Revolution, the supreme factor delineating Grenada's reality, is confronted by the hostility and might of U.S. imperialism. As a small country Grenada requires extensive and intensive international support to combat successfully U.S. imperialism. The foreign relations must reflect this need for support. Grenada's foreign relations must be the front line of the defence of the Glorious March 13th Revolution.

ISSUES AND CONCERNS OF GRENADA'S FOREIGN POLICY

Grenada's foreign policy has been consistent. The major themes are constantly reflected in the foreign policy statements,
in the speeches by the Foreign Minister and other Ministers both in international forums and before the assemblies of Grenadian people.

Common themes are (1) the call for world peace; (2) the question of detente; (3) disarmament; (4) the resumption of the SALT II talks; (5) peaceful coexistence. Also, on the question of peace Grenada has pioneered and continues to champion the concept of the Caribbean as a zone of peace. On this Grenada was able to have a Resolution adopted by the Organization of American States (OAS) at its Assembly in La Paz, Bolivia in 1979.

Central also to Grenada’s foreign policy pronouncements and positions are the hallowed principles of non-alignment – anti-imperialism, anti-racism, anti-zionism, anti-colonialism, anti-neo-colonialism, anti-fascism as well as irreconcilable opposition to the hosting of military bases.

The principles of national sovereignty, respect for the territorial integrity of states, the legal equality of states, the right to develop one’s own politics-socio-economic process free from outside interference, non-intervention in the domestic affairs of states and ideological pluralism are consistently stated in and defended by Grenada’s foreign policy.

Revolutionary Grenada has steadfastly supported the call for a New International Economic Order (NIEO) and for the democratisation of the international economic system especially the international monetary system. Along with this call Grenada has advocated the widening and strengthening of South-South Cooperation, Economic and Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (ECC) (TCDC).

Beginning with the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Lusaka, Zambia, August 1979, Revolutionary Grenada has led / the ........
the call for special consideration and assistance for small island states, a category of states facing particular problems. At the meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Non-Aligned Movement, New Delhi, India 9-13 February, 1981 Grenada was able to have the movement recommend that the problems of small island states be particularly considered.

(For more on Grenada's position on small island states see the Prime Minister's speech in Aruba in Annex)

In sum then Grenada's foreign policy is very active. It addresses itself to the international situation and issues of the day reflects the national interest and concerns.

CONSTRUCT OF THE WORLD

The world, as the Ministry of External Affairs has it, is divided into seven (7) geopolitical regions. They are

(1) the Americas; (2) Eastern Europe; (3) the Middle East;
(4) Western Europe; (5) The Caribbean; (6) Africa; (7) the Far East.

Of course these geopolitical regions satisfy Grenada's foreign policy needs and interests to different extents and levels. Therefore, the degree of closeness in the relationship between Grenada and each of the regions is not uniformed. This also holds for Grenada's relations with individual countries.

GRENADE DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS

Grenada currently maintains seven (?) embassies abroad. These are in Cuba, Venezuela, the United Kingdom, Belgium (the EEC), Canada, the O.E.S./USA Mission and the United Nations Mission in the United States.

Planes are fully in train to establish an Embassy in Iraq. Grenada's Ambassador designate to Iraq is Mr. O. Benjamin.

The possibility of setting up an Embassy in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR) is also being actively explored and should be realised before the end of 1981.

/Grenada .........
GRANADA AND THE AMERICAS

As can be perceived from the fact that Grenada maintains five missions in the Americas, this is a region of importance to Grenada. For one, many of Grenada's nationals reside in the U.S.A., Canada, and Venezuela. The missions in these countries have the high responsibility of looking after the interests of these nationals abroad. Secondly, many of these nationals are able and are willing to assist the revolutionary process unfolding in Grenada economically, financially and politically. The missions have the task of mobilising the nationals abroad to that end. In this regard the missions have done good work particularly the OAS and UN Missions.

Since Grenada seeks to develop very close relations with the Latin American countries despite the language difference our relations with this region show Grenada as involved in many organisations and groupings which bring together the countries of the region. CELA, ESLA, CDADE, the OAS, IICA, are examples of groupings in which Grenada develops relations with the Latin American countries.

Grenada has diplomatic relations with 11 of the Latin American countries (see Annex) but has ambassadors accredited to only two countries. This will be improved shortly as Cde. Richard Jacobs, Ambassador to Cuba, is Ambassador designate to Panama, Nicaragua and Mexico while Cde. Matthew William, Ambassador to Venezuela, is Ambassador designate to Colombia and Ecuador. Cde. Vernon Simon is the Ambassador designate to Surinam and should present his letters of credence in June 1981. Five Latin American countries have ambassadors accredited to Grenada; only two are resident.

Grenada's most remarkable foreign policy initiative in Latin America was to pioneer the concept of the Caribbean Sea as a Zone of Peace and to have the OAS Assembly in 1979 adopt a positive Resolution on this in La Paz, Bolivia. Other countries have recently attempted to pretend to be the pioneers and supreme champions of the concept. Grenada must not allow this force to be / successful ......
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successful and must tighten up its definition of Caribbean and the Zone of Peace concept and take it into other forums such as the United Nations, the Non-Aligned Movement and CARICOM.

On the El Salvador question Grenada's position is clear and irrevocable: the Junta in El Salvador is a genocidal regime backed solely by U.S. imperialism and devoid of any internal base and consequently any legitimacy. The true and authentic representative of the Salvadoran people in the Frente Democratico Revolucionario (FDR).

Grenada has excellent relations with the Revolutionary Governments, people and countries of Nicaragua and Cuba. Grenada desires the closest relations with these two countries. Grenada has several agreement with Cuba and receives tremendous and invaluable assistance from Cuba in numerous areas - the New International Airport, Fisheries, Education, Military, Agriculture, Health. Cuba has also consistently supported and defended Grenada in international forums.

Nicaragua has also supported Grenada internationally and Grenada has received technical assistance, in the form of military uniforms, from Nicaragua. Grenada in return has supported and defended Nicaragua internationally being the second country to recognise the Provisional Government of National Reconstruction in 1979 and Grenada sent two teachers to assist the Nicaraguans in their literacy programme in 1980.

Grenada has also received technical assistance from Panama (training of policemen), Mexico (scholarships in sports), Argentina (1,000 tins of wheat in 1980) and Venezuela. The Venezuelans have given assistance in several areas: Health, Communication (a new beacon for Pearls Airport), Sports, Energy. A technical assistance agreement between Venezuela and Grenada exists and covers areas like roads. Brazil has extended to Grenada a line of credit for the new people's plane chartered by LIAT.
In addition the above Grenada will soon be holding discussions with Brazil and Mexico to explore and arrange areas for technical assistance and cooperation. A delegation from Grenada is due to visit Mexico for this purpose in June. Already a delegation headed by Lyden Ramdhanny, member of the P.L.O., has visited Brazil for similar discussions. Out of these discussions the plane emerged.

Grenada's relations with Latin America has been active at many levels. One thinks though that there is room to intensify and widen these relations. For one, Argentina, like Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela, is among the most developed countries in the region. Perhaps the same initiative pursued in regards to intensive discussions with Mexico, Brazil and Venezuela for technical assistance and cooperation agreements can be pursued with Argentina who has indicated strong interest in the Caribbean countries of course the domestic policies of repression, the links with South Africa and Israel, the part she played in the Bolivian Coup, and the rumours of her interest in the South Atlantic Treaty Organization (SATO), are factors which have to be considered and weighed before moving too close to Argentina. However, the possibility should at least be considered.

EASTERN EUROPE

Grenada now has diplomatic relations with all Eastern European Countries. However, Grenada has no diplomatic representation in Eastern Europe nor does she have any ambassador accredited to any Eastern European Country on a non-resident basis. The U.S.S.R., the G.D.R., Bulgaria, Hungary and Czechoslovakia all have ambassadors accredited to Grenada on a non-resident basis.

Despite the lack of representation Grenada's relations with the Eastern European countries is substantial. Grenada has Trade agreements and Scientific and Technical agreements with the USSR, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR and Poland. Under these agreements and the many Protocols attached to some of them
Grenada has received material assistance from Eastern Europe — means of transport, scholarships and assistance in agriculture among other areas.

Grenada's relations with Eastern Europe was significantly developed and began to bear fruit after two visits to that region by Deputy Prime Minister Cde. Bernard Coard in 1979 and 1980. The Cde. Deputy Prime Minister also attended the 26 CPSU Congress in 1981 and further developed Grenada's relations with the USSR.

Grenada perceives the key role the Socialist Community has played in defending the developing countries and in consolidating the hard won independence of these countries. Also, the support of the National Liberation Movement have had from the Socialist Community has been tremendous and often decisive. Thus, for Grenada the Eastern European Countries can be a real source of political and diplomatic support apart from the vast potential they have for technical and economic assistance. For these two reasons Grenada must continue intensifying its relations with Eastern Europe. Therefore, the possibility of establishing an Embassy in Moscow must be seriously and positively explored.

Another initiative in Eastern Europe which must be considered is a visit to Romania. At the recent meeting of Grenada's Heads of Missions in March 1981, Butler House, Belmont, St. George's, Grenada, High Commissioner to Canada, Cde. Jimmy Emmanuel, reported that the Romanians had approached him expressing interest in having the Cde. Prime Minister visit Romania.
THE MIDDLE EAST

Grenada recognises that the Middle East with its petro wealth offers great scope for:

(i) technical and economic assistance and cooperation;

(ii) Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries (ECOC) - South-South Cooperation;

(iii) a stronger role for the developing countries in the world economy.

Thus, Grenada's foreign relations with the Middle East has been guided by the recognition as well as by Grenada's principles of anti-zionism and anti-imperialism. Grenada has developed close relations with Algeria, Libya, Syria and Iraq. Today it has technical assistance arrangements with Libya, Algeria, Syria and Iraq and has received substantial assistance from these countries. Algeria is providing all the oil, gas, used by the machines employed in the construction of the New International Airport for 1981.

Grenada's relations with these Middle East countries was strength ened and developed after Prime Minister Maurice Bishop visited them in 1980. The Prime Minister brough back over EC$22m. in grants. The possibility of a visit to other Middle East countries such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Kuwait is currently being explored.

Mr. Ashley Taylor, Legal Adviser to the Minister of External Affairs, visited Algeria and Libya in April 1981 as part of the mobilisation for the recently concluded Co-financing Conference for the international airport held in Brussels, Belgium in mid April 1981. Also, it is likely that the Deputy Prime Minister will pay a visit to Libya, Algeria and Iraq this May 1981.

Thus, Grenada has pursued an active policy in the Middle East designed mainly to harness the immense potential the region has for grants,
lines of credit, soft loans, technical assistance and energy. However, Grenada's Middle East policy is also geared to develop close relations with the anti-imperialist, anti-Zionist forces in the region and to support the Just Struggle of the Palestinian people. Thus, Grenada has recognised the PLO as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian people and remains unswerving in its conviction that no settlement can take place without the involvement of the PLO. Therefore, Grenada has taken a position irreconcilably opposed to the Camp David Agreement.

On the Iraq-Iran war Grenada supports the initiatives taken by the Non-Aligned Movement to mediate between the two countries and bring a Just solution to the conflict. The war between two anti-imperialist countries, two members of the Non-Aligned Movement, two members of OPEC, two anti-Zionist countries is fundamentally regrettable particularly as it consumes tremendous energy and resources which could have been gainfully utilised in the anti-imperialist, anti-Zionist struggle.

It must be pointed out here that despite the invaluable assistance Grenada has received from the kid bust, finance, energy, petrol boats from Libya, Grenada has no diplomatic representation in the region. Grenada has diplomatic relations with seven (?) countries in the Middle East but has not even a non-resident ambassador accredited to any of the countries. It is therefore key that Grenada implements the decision to send Mr. O. Benjamin to Iraq as Ambassador.

WESTERN EUROPE

Grenada has two missions in Western Europe:

(i) the High Commission to the United Kingdom;
(ii) the mission to the EU located in Brussels, Belgium.

Diplomatic relations have been established with 14 West European countries and ambassador accredited to eight.

As a source of tourism and as a market Western Europe is of importance to Grenada. Also, in the United Kingdom are many of Grenada's
nationals; this adds importance to relations with Britain particularly as the British Nationality Bill is so topical. However, the Thatcher led government of Britain has adopted a hostile posture to Grenada and there has been very little bilateral contact between the two countries.

Grenada's more fruitful relations with Western Europe has been through the EEC Commission. The EEC has funded projects in Grenada including the building of community centres and the supply of milk.

The best known foreign relations initiative Grenada has made in Western Europe was the recent staging of the Co-financing Conference to mobilise funds for the International Airport.

Grenada has also sought through the Socialist International to develop strong relations with the Social Democratic Parties of Western Europe some of which are in power in their countries. This is a policy which has tremendous potential for realising material assistance for Grenada. Also, through the Socialist International Grenada can make its contribution to detente disarmament and peace in Europe.

With France Grenada has a programme for Technical Cooperation. This includes road communication, energy bio gas, agriculture, mineral water and the training of teachers in French. These areas were raised by Grenada during the visit of the French Technical and Cultural Mission headed by one Mr. André in October, 1979. The victory of Francois Mitterand of the Socialist Party, a member of the Socialist International, in the recent presidential elections should permit closer cooperation with France.

*The EEC Mission covers many countries. See Annex
THE CARIBBEAN

Most of Grenada's relations with the Caribbean have been through the regional institutions: CARICOM and its Ministerial Committees, WISA (soon to be the Organisation of East Caribbean States (OECS)). Grenada has been consistent in its attendance of most of the meetings, seminars and workshops organized by regional bodies.

The more important ones are the CARICOM Council of Ministers Meetings, the WISA Council of Ministers Meetings and the Meetings of the Standing Committee of Ministers Responsible for Foreign Affairs. In these forums, Grenada seeks to cooperate closely with its Caribbean counterparts while not sacrificing national goals and principles.

Grenada has agreed with the other Eastern Caribbean Countries on the transformation of the West Indies Associated States Council (WISA) into the Organisation of East Caribbean States (OECS). The OECS should come into being on 4th July. Grenada has agreed in principle but the proposed treaty must be carefully studied.

Despite the hostility of some Caribbean countries Grenada has displayed its good neighbourliness on several occasions; for one, after the Union Island uprising and the apprehension on its territory of Bumba Charles, Grenada returned the latter to the Government of St. Vincent; again Grenada has offered, despite its weak economy, scholarships to the other countries in its Fisheries Training School.

In order to strengthen and promote its relations with the Caribbean, Grenada has designated a High Commissioner to CARICOM. Already St. Lucia and the Bahamas have agreed to Grenada's request to the Caribbean. St. Vincent has refused arguing to the effect that the relations should be on a multilateral basis; that is, through the regional institutions.

AFRICA

Grenada's main foreign policy concern in Africa thus far has been the situation in Southern Africa. In all international forums Grenada
has been very consistent in its condemnation of South Africa's apartheid and racism, its illegal occupation of Namibia, its genocidal repression of the South African and Namibian people and its military aggression and acts of destabilisation against the Front Line States.

As a concrete manifestation of its commitment to the liberation struggle in South Africa Grenada in February 1981 gave £250,000 to the Namibian Liberation Fund set up by the Organisation of African Unity (OAU).

Due to the acute state of underdevelopment of the economies of the African countries Grenada does not view Africa as a source of financial and economic assistance. However, individual countries such as Nigeria with its booming oil economy can provide substantial assistance. As a matter of fact Grenada received a grant of some $227,000 from Nigeria for human rehabilitation in 1981. The potential for intensifying relations with Nigeria exists and is being developed.

Africa can be a source of great diplomatic moral and political support. When the imperialist sponsored bomb went off on June 19, 1980 several African countries came out condemning the vicious attack. Also, when U.S. imperialism attempted to sabotage the Co-financing Conference held in Brussels recently the African countries of the ACP all came out with a strong resolution condemning the manoeuvres of the U.S.A.

Therefore, Grenada must intensify its diplomatic relations with the African countries. Presently Grenada has relations only with less than one half of the African countries and does not have an ambassador accredited to any. Moves have been made to accredit Cde. Fennis Augustine to the Front Line States. Grenada has recognized and has established diplomatic relations with the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic showing once again its support of just liberation struggles.
FAR EAST

In Asia Grenada has developed close relations with very few countries. Diplomatic relations exist with nine countries and four have ambassadors accredited to Grenada while Grenada has none accredited.

Grenada has been critical of the South Korean fascists and has developed healthy relations with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) (North Korea). Cde. Selwyn Strachan's visit to the DPRK significantly firm up relations while Korean trade and cultural delegations have visited Grenada. Also, the non-resident Ambassador Mr. Li Jung Ok has made several trips to Grenada. A technical and economic cooperation agreement between Grenada and the DPRK has been discussed and negotiated. One of the areas is an irrigation scheme on the Paradise Estate.

with India Grenada has discussed the possibility of technical assistance. This involves a cotton ginner for Carriacou. Nothing definite has yet emerged from the discussions.

A Grenada delegation is scheduled to visit Mongolia and Vietnam very shortly. This visit should really widen and deepen Grenada's relations with those two countries of the Far East.

MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

Grenada enjoys membership in several international organisations.* This reflects Grenada's active foreign policy geared to promote peace and cooperation among the members of the international community.

THE MOVEMENT OF NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES

This international organisation is key to Grenada's foreign policy. Grenada joined the Movement in 1979 and was immediately made a member of the Coordinating Bureau. In the Movement Grenada has expressed organised support for the liberation struggles the world over and has

* See Annex
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reinforced its anti-imperialist, anti-colonialist character.

Reciprocally the Non-Aligned countries as a movement have expressed firm support for the Grenada Revolution. Statements to that effect were adopted by both the Havana Summit, 1979, and the Foreign Ministers' Meeting, New Delhi, February 1981. This moral and political support is indispensable for Grenada confronted as it is by U.S. imperialism; the point is that Grenada's membership in the Non-Aligned Movement is a weapon in the struggle against alien domination.

Grenada's membership in the Movement has earned it the respect and material support of many countries. It was through attendance of the Havana Summit that Prime Minister Maurice Bishop made the vital contact with the Middle East countries and was able to visit Algeria, Iraq, Libya and Syria subsequently and obtained tremendous financial and other assistance.

So far Grenada has not yet been very actively involved in the Coordinating Groups of the Movement; that is the groups of countries responsible for particular areas such as tourism, fisheries, women, housing, etc. Cde. Kendrick Nadirx recently attended the Fisheries Meeting in Cuba and it is expected that Sir. Phyllis Gourd will attend the Women's Meeting Cuba this May 1981. Attendance of the Meeting on Tourism in Cyprus, June 1981 should be actively explored. These Coordinating Groups can enhance Grenada's prestige and also bring concrete gains for Grenada.

THE UNITED NATIONS

Grenada has used the United Nations to maintain contact with the many countries in which it has no representation. This adds importance to Grenada's membership in the United Nations.

In that Organisation too Grenada has been able to show support for liberation movements, support initiatives for peace and disarmament and has been able to explain the Grenada Revolution. Grenada has not so far initiated any action in the U.N.
Membership in the United Nations has allowed Grenada to benefit from U.N. Agencies such as UNESCO, The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and The Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA).

In 1979 Cde. Maurice Bishop addressed the 34th General Assembly of the United Nations while Cde. Selwyn Strachan addressed the 35th General Assembly in 1980.

**SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL**

In the Socialist International Grenada has been able to show organised support for peace, peaceful co-existence, disarmament, detente, cooperation between nations and for the national liberation struggles. Grenada's relations with the SI, developed through the attendance of its meetings by Cde. Unison Whiteman, has earned for Grenada statements of solidarity with the Grenada Revolution. These statements are of vital diplomatic and political importance.

Membership in the SI has also permitted Grenada to develop relations with progressive parties and sectors of Western Europe. Cde. Maurice Bishop's recent attendance of the SI Meeting in Holland served to make good contact with the leading personalities and parties of the SI.

**THE COMMONWEALTH**

Grenada's main interaction with this grouping was the attendance of the Heads of Governments Meeting in Lusaka, Zambia in 1979. In that meeting Grenada's main initiative in the Commonwealth was made: that is, the advocacy of the need for special consideration and assistance for small island states. The Cde. Prime Minister lucidly presented a paper on small island states outlining clearly the severe constraints which these countries must surmount.

**FOREIGN POLICY SUCCESSES AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

Grenada has scored some successes in its foreign relations. Among these can be cited:

1. promotion of the special situation of small island states - through its determined efforts Grenada has been able to
have a wide cross-section of the international
community recognise the particular problems confronting
small island states;

(ii) pioneering and championing of the concept of the
Caribbean Sea as a Zone of Peace - the OAS has recognised
it as such when in 1979, La Paz, Bolivia, Grenada tabled
a resolution which was subsequently passed;

(iii) being the second state to recognise the Provisional
This move consolidated the revolutionary process in
Nicaragua and accelerated Somoza's fall;

(iv) being the first state in the Western Hemisphere to
recognise the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic;

(v) giving material support, £250,000 to SWAPO;

(vi) the tremendous, invaluable economic, financial and technical
assistance received from external sources.

BALANCE OF FORCES IN THE WORLD

Grenada's foreign policy, as can be perceived from the above
information, is highly active. It is rooted in Grenada's domestic
situation and is guided by Grenada's principles of non-alignment and
anti-imperialism. However, any successful foreign policy must be
aware of and respond to the international conjuncture.

One of the main characteristics of the present international con-
juncture is the changing balance of forces. Previously imperialism
led by the U.S.A. held unchallenged sway over mankind. Now the
socialist community is strong and growing still. The U.S.S.R. is the
equal, at least, of the U.S.A. Other poles of power have developed
through the ability of the OPEC countries to exact from the rapacious
West adequate compensation for their natural resource: petroleum.

Thus, today when the U.S. imperialism launches economic aggression
against Revolutionary Nicaragua and Mozambique, refusing to sell them
wheat, the U.S.S.R. can supply the two countries with the necessary wheat. When the U.S.A. refuses to loan money to Nicaragua, Libya provides the money. When the CIA destabilizes Angola and sends in mercenaries against the popular MPLA, Cuba moves to assist Angola militarily and successfully. When the U.S.A. tries to stop Grenada building an international airport other countries assist Grenada in the construction of the airport.

The point is that U.S. imperialism no longer holds sway over mankind. Though it remains powerful U.S. imperialism is on the decline. Today as oil rich Saudi Arabia increases its contribution to the International Monetary Fund and its voting power increases the basis for the U.S.A. veto control of the international monetary system is being eroded. Doubtless other oil-rich countries will follow the example of Saudi Arabia.

Thus, Grenada's foreign policy must be cognizant of and reflect this change in the balance of forces. A foreign policy which is not mindful of the international conjuncture is doomed to failure. As a country embarked on the construction of a revolution, the change in the world's balance of forces is for Grenada a positive factor.
LIST OF COUNTRIES WITH WHICH GRENADA DOES NOT WISH TO DEVELOP CLOSE RELATIONS

(i) BOLIVIA
(ii) CONGO ISLANDS
(iii) CHILE
(iv) CHINA
(v) EGYPT
(vi) EL SALVADOR
(vii) HAITI
(viii) HONDURAS
(ix) ISRAEL
(x) GUATEMALA
(xi) PARAGUAY
(xii) SOUTH KOREA
(xiii) TAIWAN
(xiv) SOUTH AFRICA
(xv) URUGUAY
(xvi) ZAIRE
GRENADA'S MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL ORGANISATIONS

CARICOM - Caribbean Community

CFTC - Commonwealth Technical Assistance Fund

CLAD - Latin American Centre for Development Administration

ACP/EEC Lomé Convention

ECLA - Economic Commission for Latin America

FAO - Food and Agricultural Organization (UN Agency)

IBRD - International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank)

IMF - International Monetary Fund

IFAD - International Fund for Agricultural Development

IFC - International Finance Corporation

IICA - Inter-American Institute for Agricultural Cooperation

- Member of Commonwealth of Nations

- Non-Aligned Movement

OLADE - Latin American Energy Organization

OAS - Organization of American States

PAHO - Pan-American Health Organization

SI - Socialist International

UNO - United Nations Organization

UNESCO - United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNCTAD - United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

WHO - World Health Organization (UN Agency)

WISH - West Indies Associated States
OUR COUNTRY IS IN DANGER

DRAFT RESOLUTION FROM THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE NEW JEWEL MOVEMENT TO PARTY MEMBERS, SUPPORTERS AND THE BROAD MASSES OF THE PEOPLE OF GRENADA, ON THE PRESENT NATIONAL SECURITY SITUATION: FACING OUR COUNTRY AND REVOLUTION.

The Central Committee of the New Jewel Movement, having met and analysed the current threat to our Peoples' Revolution, issues the following call to our people:

AN IMMEDIATE THREAT TO OUR REVOLUTION NOW EXISTS

(1) The New Jewel Movement wants all party members as well as the entire people of Grenada to be fully conscious that there is now a real and serious danger of an immediate military attack in one form or another, against our country and revolution. Such an attack could come within a matter of days, or even hours. This is the most serious threat our country has faced since March 13th 1979.

(2) The proof of this lies in the following: On Budget Day, last Thursday, 17th March, the Conrado Leader of our party and Revolution, Prime Minister Maurice Bishop made a speech in which he warned of the danger of stepped-up military aggression in our region. This was followed, not even forty-eight (48) hours later, by the large-scale military invasion against Nicaragua which took place in the early hours of last Saturday morning, 19th March.

(3) Our party's analysis of the threat to the region and to Grenada in particular, comes not only from the verbal attacks of senior officials of the U.S. administration not only from the major attacks by President Reagan against both Grenada and Nicaragua on March 10th; not only from the large scale military manoeuvres right now being conducted in our region. Our understanding of the serious threat to our revolution also comes from a wide range of concrete intelligence information available over several months, and especially in recent weeks, demonstrating clearly the detailed planning and organisation of an attack on Grenada by counter-revolutionary forces abroad working in close collaboration with US imperialism, and in particular with the CIA and the US Defence Department. We even have the names of the CIA case officers who have been working together with Grenadian counter-revolutionaries overseas.

2/.....
(4) The only unknown factor, therefore, is the date of the launching of the attack, and the precise form the attack will take. However, based on intelligence reports we do have some definite ideas as to the possible forms of an attack. We repeat that the fact that such an attack is concretely planned for within a matter of days or hours is not in doubt.

(5) **SEIZURE OF OUR COUNTRY MEANS THE END OF ALL GAINS**

Our people must understand clearly that the military seizure of our country by imperialism would mean the destruction of many lives, would mean widespread repression and brutality, would mean the end of all the benefits our masses have received from the revolution. It would mean that Grenada would be thrown back many years and that the glorious process of construction which has taken place since the revolution would be totally destroyed.

(6) **THE NJM HAS LED THE PEOPLE THROUGH PAST THREATS AND ATTACKS**

The NJM over many years has led the people through Gastric's brutality and murder. The party mobilized the masses to the Peoples' Convention on Independence, on May 5, 1973, and the Peoples' Congress on November 4th, 1973. The party mobilized the people to seize power and led the people in seizing power on March 13th, 1979. The party has led the people and mobilized the people in the defense of our revolution through the October and November plots of 1979, the bomb attack of June 15th, 1980, the terrorist attack in St. Patrick's on November 18th, 1980, and the Amber and the Amberines' threat from US imperialism which was met by our 'Heroes of the Homeland' manoeuvre in August 1981.

At this critical time the NJM once more calls on all our people to mobilize actively in defense of the revolution, in defense of our homeland!!!

**TASKS FACING THE PARTY, GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE IN THE LIGHT OF THE THREAT OF MILITARY INVASION**

(7) All steps required for the all-out defense of our country must be taken - and they must be taken immediately.
(8) The first and most important task is the immediate and total mobilisation of all patriots into the militia. All Grenadians who love their country must join the militia now. All militia members, no matter how well trained, must show up for every call-up of the militia at this time, to receive further intensive training for defence in times of invasion.

Those who believe that Nicaragua has been attacked but we shall escape, either because we are an island or because we are small and not important to the United States, or just because "we are always lucky", are like ostriches burying their heads in the sand and putting the lives of their children and the future of our revolution at risk, Cuba, the Seychelles and the Comoros are also islands - and all have been invaded. Our people in every village must ensure that all patriots sign up to join the militia, and report for duty immediately.

There will also be an immediate recruitment into certain sections of the P.R.A., to strengthen our army.

(9) OUR OLDER CITIZENS HAVE A VITAL ROLE TO PLAY

Our Armed Forces will need assistance in many areas including the guarding of beaches and vital targets in the country, the digging of trenches throughout the country, donation of large bags (crocus bag size) and old sheets, donation of food and water to militia comrades who must go into immediate training, assistance in driving or lending vehicles, assistance in first aid for civilians as well as militia, in looking after children so that young mothers can go to the battlefront in time of invasion, and cooking for both the armed forces and the children.

(10) Central Committee members of the party will be in every parish of the country starting tomorrow. They will be holding meetings with various groups of citizens and will be organising medical and service (cooking) support groups in each parish.

(11) Comrades who want to join the army or militia, who can do guard duty, drive vehicles, or dig trenches should contact their local militia or phone 2090 or 2265 (St. George's) 7-623 (St. Andrew's); 9-128 (St. Patrick's); 2009 (St. David's), St. John's Police Station or St. Mark's Base, 6230.
(12) Comrades who can render first aid assistance, cooking assistance, who can donate food, large bags etc.; or who can look after children during militia call-ups and at time of attack should contact your local party office or phone 3334 or 2383 (St. George's) 7242 (St. Andrew's), 6412 (St. David's) 9340 (St. Patrick's) 8230 (West Coast).

* FORWARD TO DEFEND OUR HOMELAND!!!
* UNITED, CONSCIOUS AND ORGANISED, WE WILL WIN!!!
* LONG LIVE THE REVOLUTION!!!

[Signature]

March 21st, 1983.
Historically, the Central Committee has met on many occasions to analyse all areas of the Party, State and Mass work. This however, is the first full scale wholistic plenary of the C.C.

Between Wednesday 13th July, 1983 and Tuesday 19th July, 1983, the C.C. of M.J.M. spent six and a half (6½) days in plenary — a total of 54 hours assessing all areas of Party, Mass and State work. The strengths and weaknesses of the Party's performance were highlighted and a number of conclusions were made.

SECTION I

(i) Main Feature

In its analysis of the present political and economic situation, the main feature was identified as follows:

- The continued failure of the Party to transform itself ideologically and organisationally and to exercise firm leadership along a Leninist path in the face of the acute crisis in the complexities and difficulties facing the Revolution on all fronts - economic, political, social, military and international.

The evidence to support this conclusion is as follows:

THE PARTY

Over the period under review our Party has demonstrated many weaknesses — ideologically, politically, and organisationally. Most strikingly, there has been the emergence of deep petty bourgeois manifestations and influence in the Party which has led to two ideological trends. This feature came to the fore when the Party had to step up its work amongst the masses, after recognising, as we saw in March, how dangerously close the Party came to losing all links with the masses. The petty bourgeois response and attitudes have continued as can be seen by the low rate of attendance at house to house and community work and the lack of consistency by large sections of the Party in carrying out compulsory areas of Party work.
In the face of all this, there was a slowing down of the important task of party building. The party has also failed to recruit into its ranks members of the working class, the most strategic class.

**The Political and Organizational Work among the Masses**

In the period, the work of the mass organizations was stagnated and the lack of their presence and influence has opened a definite gap in the political work among the masses. In addition, the political work in the regions has been weak and ineffective, as a result of poor leadership by the P.O.B.'s. In the particular case of St. Andrew's the situation has reached crisis proportions.

Coupled with this, we have witnessed the intensification of the ideological struggle and at the same time the spread of anti-communism within the country, as seen through the better education classes. The response of the Church has been to step up its activities organizationally and ideologically to spur on this trend and strengthen idealism. At the same time, our propaganda machinery has been incredibly weak leading to the near collapse of our propaganda work among the masses. This has resulted in the overall mood of the masses being low.

**The Economy**

While our economy has continued to grow we are experiencing extreme difficulties in stabilizing external finance and receiving already promised amounts. This has led to a serious cash flow problem which has slowed down and is even threatening to halt key capital investment projects, cause limited layoffs and shaken the confidence of broad sections of the masses.

The alliance with the local bourgeoisie linked at developpin a national economy, has become much more complex. Recent IMF negotiations and imperialism's growing attempts to provide ideological guidance and possible finance through China, the local bourgeoisie has made the need for a much clearer appreciation...
by the entire Party of the strategy and tactics on how to maintain that economic alliance, and use it in the interest of the working people, even more urgent. We need to bear in mind therefore, that the coming two years will be particularly difficult and complex on the economic front.

SOCIAL BENEFITS
Notwithstanding an increased milk distribution programme, a more efficient housing repair programme, a deepening of free health and medical care, expanded education opportunities, economic and consumerism have remained deep in the society.

MILITARY
In this period, we have seen the development of the Regional Defence Force, increased aggressive U.S. manoeuvres in the region and stepped up covert activity against our Revolution.

On the other hand, our village militia units have decreased in quantity and size in most geographic regions, and the workplace militia units which are new developing are still at an embryonic stage and thus need to be strengthened.

REGIONAL
In the Caribbean region there has been signs of increasing co-ordination between the more developed countries (particularly Jamaica and Barbados) and U.S. imperialism. They have also begun to increase their pressure on the OECS countries in their attempts to isolate the Grenada Revolution. At the same time there have been strong indications of a gradual shift in the balance of forces in CARICOM in our favour based on our economic performance, international work, prestige and growing mass base in their territories.

INTERNATIONAL
The Reagan Administration and U.S. imperialism are growing more and more aggressive and are at present rushing ahead with plans to deploy nuclear weapons in Western Europe later this year. This has led to the heightening of East/West tension, posing a grave danger to peace. At the same time, the World
time, the world peace movement is growing and the World Socialist system is continuing to be consolidated.

(ii) OTHER FEATURES OF THE PERIOD

The C.C. also took note of the following features:

LOCAL
(a) The positive impact of our regional and international work on the masses.
   - our propaganda victories against Reagan on the airport question;
   - victories in Ocho Rios and Trinidad CARICOM Summits;
   - victories at OCS meetings
   - impact of the P.M.'s successful visit to the USA
(b) Greater co-ordination between regional progressive Parties.
(c) Our continued efforts at building links with the Socialist World.
(d) The growing role of the state sector in the economy.

REGIONAL

(a) The continued victories of FSLN in El Salvador.
(b) The growth of left and progressive organisations in the Caribbean, together with the growing positive sentiments towards Grenada in the OCS countries and the growth of our mass base in the Caribbean countries.
(c) The improving relations with World Socialism and some Caricom countries.
(d) The growing contradictions among and within Caricom countries.
(e) Our improving relations with some key Latin American countries eg. Columbia and Argentina.
(f) Growth in formal and informal relations between Grenada and other Caribbean countries making it objectively more difficult for U.S. imperialism to achieve their strategic objective of isolating Grenada.
(g) Our developing relations with Trinidad.
(h) The recent passage of the CBI.
INTERNATIONAL

(i) The consolidation and advancement of the National Liberation struggles - Namibia, El Salvador, South Africa.

(ii) The survival of the Front Line states in the face of tremendous pressure.

(iii) The survival and expansion of the Non-aligned Movement.

(iv) The aggressive role of U.S. imperialism in Africa, the Middle East, Central America and the Caribbean using reactionary regimes - South Africa, Israel, El Salvador and Honduras.

(v) The victories of Margaret Thatcher in Britain and Kohl in West Germany.

(vi) Great strains and problems in the P.L.O.

(vii) The ongoing senseless Iran-Iraq war.

REVIEW OF THE LINE OF MARCH

During the plenary, the CC reviewed the Line of March of the Party which was laid down in September '82. The CC analyzed that events of the period demanded higher ideological conviction, greater sacrifices, stronger leadership of the causes by all Party comrades.

Additionally, the CC calls on all Party comrades to better prepare the vadees for the sacrifices that they will have to make in the coming period by giving them clearer and more detailed explanations of what will be required of all sections of the people in order that we, in order that we continue to build and advance the revolution.

The CC also agreed that the main feature of the present political situation demonstrates very clearly that if the Party were to fail to pursue our Line of March, then our process will be most definitely turned back. Furthermore in reviewing the six specific tasks of our Line of March, we can see that in the few areas where we have made any progress, it was as a direct result of our pursuit of the Line of March.
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Proof of the above can be seen in the following:

(1) The positive response by the working class to the hegemon attack, and its emergence as the most active and leading class force in the revolution today is a direct result of the ongoing petit-bourgeois classes. In this respect, the failure of the G.B to function has weakened our implementation of priority number one.

(2) Our failure to build the mass organisations, sports and culture, and the organs of popular power has adversely affected the moral and political disposition of the masses.

(3) The Party has failed to make any progress in strengthening its Leninist character.

(4) We have failed to build the sectors which can ensure sustained growth of our economy, making it possible to expand the programmes of the Revolution from a tax revenue. However, at the same time, we have witnessed the expansion and development of the state sector and improvement in the structural adjustment of the economy.

(5) The Party has also failed to live up to its responsibility of building the Militia quantitatively and qualitatively. Our only area of progress here has been the workplace Militia.

(6) Despite the fair amount of progress in our international work, we still need to resolutely pursue the follow up work or the potential will never be realised.

History has therefore proven the correctness of the Line of March, and it must therefore remain the guiding principle for the coming period.

SECTION III

MAIN FOCUS IN THE NEXT QUARTER

Following this review of the Line of March, the C.C. concluded that the main focus of this present period must be—
(1) Internal Party development, with special emphasis on ideological development and character building.
(2) Stepped up ideological work amongst the working class, students and the working people.
(3) The reorganisation and massive stepping up of the work in CPE.
(4) The adoption of concrete measures to expand and deepen the work in the geographic regions.

1. Internal Party Development:
Here the CC concluded that the following are required:

a. The systematic development of the internal political and ideological work of the Party. Continuation of the "weekend" training courses is vital. However, we will have to find more creative methods of implementation since the courses will be held once every six weeks.

   The main focus of these courses will have to be:

   i. Further development of the character qualities of Party cadres within an ideological framework.

   ii. Further development of the organisational skills and talents of Party cadres.

b. A methodology of systematic guidance, supervision and control of Party cadres at all levels and in all areas of Party and state work - political, ideological, economic, military and overseas must be developed.

c. A methodology for the professionalisation of the Party's work in all areas. This means that the question of specialisation is of paramount importance.

d. A systematic approach to our work. This has assumed enormous importance since we do not have a "structures" problem. The key is to ensure that our structures function permanently.

e. Gradual weeding out of the work elements from within the ranks of the Party.

f. A system to a more careful selection of cadres entering the Party.

g. Permanent structures for the development of the Party overseas.

h. A time perspective for our new Party Constitution.

i. A time perspective for the development of a new Party programme.

j. The creation of a Party School.

k. Time perspective for the construction of a new Party Headquarters.

8/. . . 2. Ideological Work
2. Ideological work:
   a. Worker Education classes will commence in the private sector.
      The appropriate steps governing the implementation of this decision will be worked out by the Workers Committee and the Ministry of National Mobilisation. A special programme for these classes will be developed by the Socialism Tutors Committee.
   b. The ideological work among the farmers must be stepped up.
   c. The NVO has been directed to make more creative use of their radio programme on RFC.
   d. Political Education for all primary and secondary school students.
   e. Political education for all teachers.

3. Reorganisation of CPE

The CC analyzed the work of the CPE as being weak and identified the main problems as follows:
   a. Subjective weaknesses of the leadership at the national and parish levels.
   b. Low involvement and inconsistent attendance of workers in the classes.
   c. Inadequate and inefficient mobilisation by the mass organisations.

The CC then concluded that:
   i. Cde. Tan Bartholomew will now lead the CPE.
   ii. Material incentives are to be linked to each phase of the programme, with a small incentive to students who successfully complete each level.
   iii. The curriculum be expanded to include History and Social Studies, Science and the equivalent of secondary school education.
   iv. Fundraising activities be stepped up.
   v. A more adequate administrative office be found for CPE.
   vi. The leadership of CPE at the parish level be strengthened through the appointment of new parish co-ordinators.
   vii. The C.C. ensures that the mass organisations make CPE a main focus of their work.
I. Work in the geographic regions:

The C.C. examined the state of its work in the geographic regions. The work in St. George's was analysed as being the most positive while that of St. Andrew's was cause for great concern. The CC was of the view that consideration should be given to the role of the regional G.M.'s and regional Party committees. This arises from the need for greater Party guidance of the work regionally and the dynamic development of regional structures including the P.C.B.'s.

The parish of St. Andrew's was also identified as a major source of counter-revolution characterised by the following factors:

a. many social benefits, but little political results;

b. a proliferation of petty rumours in the parish;

c. the continued inflow of marijuana and the increased planting in some areas;

d. evidence of hoarding of money by some elements of the rural bourgeoisie.

The CC therefore concluded the following:

i. The redeployment of some Party comrades to live and work in the outparishes.

ii. Cde. Ian St. Bernard to visit Carriacou forthnightly.

iii. A task force of two comrades to be identified and sent to Carriacou to live and work there.

iv. Cde. Karau McDermotte to become the resident Political Chief of St. David's.

v. Special emphasis on house to house, community work, formation of Village Co-ordinating Bodies (VCB's) with Party members as the chiefs and the stepping up of our propaganda work.

vi. That St. Andrew's is a particular problem parish and therefore special attention must be given by all committees to all aspects of their work that affect St. Andrew's.

10/...vii. A task force
vii. A task force of four party cadres to be sent to
Andrew's (to live and work there), one of whom will lead the
political work there, under the weekly guidance of the Chairman
of the O.C.

viii. Counter-intelligence, the P.A. and the Police to find good
chiefs to be placed in St. Andrew's, immediately.

ix. St. Andrew's to be given priority in our industrialisation
programme.

SECTION III

REVIEW OF PARTY COMMITTEES & HILLS OF THE REVOLUTION

The Central Committee further analysed all other areas of party work:

1. ECONOMY

The Central Committee analysed the economic sectors of the country
and noted the following:

Problems and Difficulties

i. Continued various negative effects of cash flow in
capital programmes have
a. brought some projects to a halt and threatened
to halt even key investment projects, such as,
airport, GPC, Eastern Main Road, agro-Industries,
Fertilisers, etc.
b. shaken the confidence of social sections of the
masses and provided the basic fare for vicious
reaction.

ii. Continued weak performance of the productive sectors -
Agriculture, agro-Industries, Fisheries, Tourism.

iii. The failure of one of our most strategic sectors to get
moving: export (marketing).

iv. 1983/1984 will be difficult years and requires maximum
efforts of the Party on the economic front. Hence the
ideological work has to be stepped up to combat consequent
difficulties that these two years will pose for us.

v. Extreme difficulties in
v. Extreme difficulties in mobilising external finance and receiving already promised amounts.

On the positive side:

i. Continued progress in the structural adjustment of the economy:
   a. increased domestic savings;
   b. continued positive reduction in the food import bill, from 27.5% in one year to 25.5%. On March 13, 1979, it was 40.5%;
   c. sizable sections of our overall imports continue to be capital goods for investment and not for consumption;
   d. decrease in the rate of inflation;
   e. drop in unemployment — increase in jobs.

ii. The rise in the production and export of traditional crops,

iii. Continued good performance in export on non-traditional crops,

iv. Further growth in the state ownership of the banking sector,

v. State control of approximately 5000 new acres of land,

vi. Improved performance of GFC and GHC,

vii. Continued good performance of MINB on the commercial side,

viii. Continued growth in the capital programme despite all the difficulties,

ix. The commencement of long term trade with the socialist community,

x. Continued progress in state planning,

xi. Acquisition of Holiday Inn — (Grenada Beach Hotel),

xii. Grenada's improved credit rating,

xiii. We have been able to mobilise massive external assistance over the first four and a half years of the Revolution.

After such deliberations, the Central Committee concluded the following:

i. The creation of a Ministry of State Enterprises, with Cto. George Louison as the Minister. The new Ministry will be run by two boards of directors, one board comprising the productive sphere headed by Cto. Louison and the other comprising the non-productive sphere to be headed by Minister Lyden.
by Minister Lydon Handhury.

11. Some of the major projects to be considered for collaboration in the upcoming two years are: first of all, a new twenty (20) mega watts power station to be requested from the Soviet Union. Secondly, in the area of tourism development, we need to build seven (7) new hotels, each one hundred and fifty (150) rooms, through state, private or joint venture investments.

Other projects here include water expansion with Soviet assistance, the development of our road network (forty (40) miles of main roads, and many more miles of farm and feeder roads with assistance from Cuba and the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB)). Also to be listed here is the industrialisation of the geographic regions, particularly St. Ann's. This can be achieved in part through collaboration with countries such as Bulgaria, DDR, etc., with a focus on agro-industrialisation.

111. The continuation of our land policy and the study of the possibility of the State securing more land for agriculture.

111. The private sector must be encouraged to explore investment opportunities offered by the CBI. However, this area must be closely monitored by the Party in keeping with our strategic objectives.

111. We must pursue tactics that will ensure that our CARICOM partners continue to give us solidarity in the trade and investment possibilities of the C.I.

2. INTERNATIONAL WORK

Foreign affairs

The C.C. analysed the International relations work of the Party and State and concluded that there was significant improvement in the quality of this work, at the level of the State.

The C.C. noted that the main feature of the International situation was the increased aggression of U.S. imperialism under the leadership of the Reagan administration which is planning to deploy nuclear weapons in Eastern Europe, leading to heightening of East-West tension and a grave danger to peace.
danger to peace and World civilisation.

The C.C. noted that regionally, there is the beginning of a shift in the balance of forces in Caricom towards Grenada, as a result of:

a. the continued economic problems of Caricom countries;
b. the fact that some Caricom countries are contesting seats in regional and international organisations;
c. the increasing respect for Grenada's economic achievements.

However, it is too early to determine how long this will last. The C.C. concluded that in seeking to improve this work there is need to:

1. Step up the work in the USA, Western Europe and the Caribbean, especially Trinidad.
2. Reorganize the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to ensure rational and strategic deployment of the staff.
3. Ensure greater co-ordination between Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the International Relations Department of the Party.
4. Follow up on all contacts made during the Caribbean leader's U.S. visit. This responsibility to be shared between the International Relations Department and the Foreign Affairs Ministry.
5. The International Relations Department to intensify its work with fraternal and Friendship Societies Worldwide, bearing in mind the need for material assistance and the development of political tourism.
6. Ensure that the NDC's, particularly Jamaica and Barbados which are co-ordinating closely with US imperialism, do not succeed in isolating Grenada nor in developing a strategic imperialist control of the region. To achieve this the following measures must be implemented:

i. Move rapidly to firm up relations with Caricom.
ii. Be discreet and cautious in our relations with
left opposition parties in OECS states.

iv. Establish a Consulate in Trinidad.

7. Ensure that we move rapidly to firm up relations with the Socialist World.

3. NATIONAL DEFENCE

The CC spent more time analysing the problems and difficulties being encountered in developing this area of work. The CC acknowledged the failure of the Party to live up to its responsibility of building the Militia quantitatively and qualitatively. Our only area of progress here is the workplace militia, and even that needs to be strengthened.

The CC concluded that:

i. a serious Political Department of the Armed Forces should be organised and that the Chief of such department be vigorously supervised by the O.C.

ii. That dormant and defunct Party cells in the Armed Forces should be revived and a weekly report sent to the O.C. and C.I.C.

iii. That Party exercises should play a leading role in the Militia, so as to inspire and lead the Militia. In addition, the regional Militia Chiefs must submit weekly reports on all Party exercises who fail to turn up for Militia training.

4. WORKING CLASS

In analysing the work among the working class, the CC took particular note of the following:

i. The party has failed in its strateic objective to recruit workers into its ranks.

ii. The Workers Education Classes has gone relatively well primarily due to the work of the Socialism Tutors Committee.

iii. C.P.E. even: the workers was one of the weakest areas of the worker's work, but this was in itself linked to the weakness of the C.P.E. administration centre.
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15/... itself, iv. The
iv. The Party Support Groups at the workplaces were beginning to show signs of improvement during the last two months but there was need for them to take responsibility for organising production and emulation activities.

The CC then concluded the following:-

1. **Party Support Groups** In order to better equip the Party Support Groups with the necessary skills for carrying out their day to day political task at the work place, the CC decided:-
   a. A 24-week ideological training programme for members of Party Support Groups would be organised. (Participants to be selected immediately).
   b. One day sessions for dealing with right-wing propaganda lines would be organised every two months.

2. **Wages** In order to advise the C.C. on a policy for the rationalisation of wages, an existing committee from the Ministry of Planning was strengthened and tasked to:-
   a. submit proposals for standardisation of wages;
   b. prepare a draft policy on profit-sharing;
   c. submit information on the classification of workers;
   d. submit statistics on the size of the Grenadian working class.

3. **Emulation** In order to get this vital area of work among the workers going, it was decided:-
   a. To accept the format of the document prepared by Cde. George Louis on this question.
   b. To appoint Cde. Kappa McFarlette to be Overall Political Head of this area.
   c. To appoint an organiser who will be guided by Cde. McFarlette.

4. **Membership on Workers Committee** The CC took note of the need to strengthen the membership of the Workers Committee. In this respect the C.C. decided to appoint:-
   a. Cdes. Fitroy Bain and Bertie Lessey as members of the Workers Committee representing AGU Sub-Committee.
   b. Identify new heads to lead the work in some of the sub-committees.

16/... v. National and international
v. Regional and international work: In the face of an intensified thrust by imperialism to control the regional trade union movement as seen in the (FS) offered to these unions through the C.P.I., the C.C. recognised the need to step up our work in this area. To this end, the C.C. decided to:

a. Direct the Workers Committee to study the possibility of Grenada winning the post of General Secretary and other key positions in the Caribbean Congress of Labour.

b. Direct the W.C. to build and strengthen the International Department of T.U.C. in order to facilitate expanded regional and international work.

c. Direct W.C. to deepen its contact with W.F.T.U. while seeking to maximise the value of its contacts within the I.C.P.T.U.

5. Findings

The Central Committee summarised the work of the Farmers Committee as having shown signs of improvement, but expressed concern over the failure to solve persistent problems, particularly the total absence of propaganda, the delay in the enactment of the practical larceny law and the problem of marketing.

The CC concluded that:

i. The Farmers Committee needs to be strengthened given the strategic role of the farmers in the development of agriculture.

ii. The Committee through the P.F.U. organises a massive recruitment programme linked to the provision of material benefits for the farmers.

iii. All activities of the P.F.U. be consistently highlighted in the media.

iv. The Ministry of agriculture and the P.F.U. seek to obtain markets locally, regionally and internationally for the farmers' produce.

v. The Farmers Committee to be given closer supervision by the Politbureau, C.C. and O.C.

vi. The ideological work among the farmers to be stepped up im-
The P.R.U. seek to start service co-operatives and to work out an incentive scheme for the farmers in the co-ops in order to convince other farmers of the value of co-ops.

6. TEACHERS

The C.C. summarised the work of the Teachers Committee as poor. It however, noted that although progressive forces control the C.U.T., the majority of teachers remain backward politically.

The C.C. concluded that in order to ensure that the progressive forces retain effective control of the C.U.T. and deepen the work among the teachers, the teachers committee must:

i. carry out political education among all teachers;

ii. commence political education of all primary school students;

iii. assist the Ministry of Education in purging reactionary head teachers from schools;

iv. Co-ordinate with the Ministry of Education to ensure the implementation of all new strategic programmes in Education;

v. Ensure that there is continued development of cultural and academic level of all teachers (N.I.T.E.R and beyond).

7. YOUTH & STUDENTS

In analysing the work of the Youth Committee, the C.C. concluded that the work under the youth and students was poor. The C.C. noted particularly that there was a general absence of enthusiasm in pursuing the fundamental task of the construction of hard cores.

The CC concluded:

i. That the Youth Committee should focus in the coming period on Sport and Culture in order to win the youth masses. The committee should creatively lay the basic for taking over the Sports Department and thereafter the Sports Associations.

ii. Streamline the Youth Secretariat bureaucracy which is to be reduced from thirteen (13) to four (4), and redeploy the extra workers into other areas.

iii. More creative use be made of the radio programme in KFG.

iv. The C.C. place special emphasis on proper planning, the train-
ing of cadres, propaganda and international work.

v. There must be greater co-ordination between the students committee and the teachers committee to implement political work among the students, including Pioneers.

vi. The International Department of the NKO must be strengthened.

vii. There must be greater co-ordination between the Youth Committee and the Workers Committee in order to ensure that young workers are recruited into the NKO.

viii. There must be closer supervision by the National Executive of the work at the parish, zonal and group levels.

8. WOMEN’S WORK

1. The C.C. summarised the work of the Women’s Committee as being weak and stagnant and concluded this was a result of the failure of the National Leadership to provide effective leadership for the period due to both objective problems and their insensitivity to petty bourgeois trends in some of the members of the Women’s Committee. This week national leadership and absence of supervision and control at the parish and zonal levels have exposed the petty bourgeois side of many elements who have not been accustomed to working on their own. This petty bourgeois side has to be seen in the context of the deep petty bourgeois character of our Party.

2. The C.C. discussed an allegation made by the Women’s Committee that the Party as a whole has failed to appreciate and pay due regard to the special problems faced by Party women with young children. The CC concluded that this allegation is without substance. In the view of the CC, there is no doubt that there has been steady and discernible improvement in the arrangements which have been made by the Party to facilitate Party comrades with young children in carrying out their Party duties. The attitude of the Women’s Committee on this therefore, reflects a disguised petty bourgeois attitude and reaction.

3. Further in re, the CC noted that the Political Bureau and Organising Committee have held discussions in the past with the Women’s Committee on these questions. At these meetings the point was repeatedly made that the inequality of the woman was one of the contradictions inherent in the capitalist system and had to be resolved by the
Party in a systematic way in accordance with the material development of the society. At these meetings, it was further pointed out that concrete attempts were being made to solve the objective problems faced by the women (through provision of day care centres, kindergartens and pre-primary facilities, jobs, skill-training, and educational opportunities) and that the resolution of the subjective difficulties (old culture, old views, old prejudices, old habits and all values) was a matter for the Party as a whole—men and women—to resolve in a principled and systematic way through collective study on the Woman Question and through recognition in practice on the part of both the Party women and men that a conscious attempt at change in attitude and practice was required.

1. The CC, therefore concluded that in seeking to resolve this problem, the Party cannot ensure a weakness, breed cynicism, or encourage some subjective attitudes, put the Party in the position of a privileged clique, or encourage divisiveness between men and women in the Party's ranks and files, bearing in mind the paramount importance of the need to ensure that both the men and women unite in the struggle to defeat our principal enemies of capitalism and imperialism and achieve our strategic objective of building Socialism.

5. The CC also referred to the proposals of the Women's Committee for the revitalising of the women's work.

9. INCREASED.

The CC analysed that the Party and State propaganda work is in a state of deep crisis. This state of crisis is the consequence of a number of factors including:

i. the lack of an ideological perspective of the comrades involved in propaganda work;

ii. the weakness in the number and quality of these comrades;

iii. poor system of management.

Objective factors impacting negatively on the work were also noted.

The Propaganda Committee was criticised for its failure to adequately project the working:
project the working class and working people as required - the Party's Line of March in order to guarantee the ideological and organisational development of the working class as the leading social force.

The failure to effectively utilise community work place structures as a constant source of news about the working class and working people was also reported.

The CC concluded:

1. Free West Indian and Government Printry to be merged into one company with Keith Joseph as Manager, Herby James as Technical Head, Hughies Forbush as Editor of FWI and JEWEL.

2. Peter David to become new Deputy Secretary of Information.

3. Technical training for personnel from FWI at Cole's Printry in Barbados should be pursued.

4. Consolidated approach to be developed in respect to media in the form of a Barbadian Institute.

5. Manager of GIS and FWI reporters to go to increase the efficiency of both operations.

6. GIS to be approached for 2 technicians to service FWI press, while training locals.

7. FWI on JEWEL to be published weekly on Wednesday and Saturday.

8. Systematic planning of religious programs on KFV starting with overseers' convention.

10. O.C./ADMINISTRATION

i. The CC concluded that the O.C. has continued to do fair work but weaknesses continue to be manifested in overall consistent guidance, supervision and control of all areas of work simultaneously. Consequently, the CC directs that further work be done in the area of building systems to control and guide the work of the work of the Party.

ii. The O.C. also expressed concern about the present functioning of the Secretariat and directs that further systems be put in place to control the quality of work. In this connection, the CC has directed the O.C. to identify a proletarian administrator to give day to day leadership to the Secretariat.

24/... (11) SOCIAL
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(11) SOCIAL SECTOR

Health:
1. The C.C. noted that some progress had been made in the field of health care, particularly at the level of the expansion of the Primary Health Care Teams throughout the country.
2. The C.C. noted the existing level of organised mass participation in the delivery of health services and the lack of involvement of the mass organisations and organs of popular democracy in the area of health education.
3. The C.C. directs that consultation begin between the Ministry of Health, mass organisations and the Ministry of National Mobilisation to secure concrete levels of coordination in areas such as:
   i. The establishment of village health brigades.
   ii. Discussions around the health sector plan.
   iii. The organisation of Health Education Programmes.

Housing:
1. In addressing the work of the Ministry of Housing, the C.C. considered a proposal for expanding and improving the Housing Scheme Programme. In this respect the C.C. directs the C.C. to secure from the Housing Ministry a concrete proposal to deepen the provision of cement, sand and gravel.
2. The C.C. also directs that an attempt be made to secure concessional credit for housing components from Columbia and Czechoslovakia.
3. The C.C. further directs the C.C. to find additional comrades for the National Tribunal to ensure greater sharing of the workload, and that written evaluation by the Chairpersons of the Tribunal, on whether it is correct to extend the rent ceiling above $300 be done.

Education/Sport/Culture:

In this area, the C.C. noted:

1. Both the O.E and P.R.T.E.P programmes urgently require stepped up work and attention.
2. ii. The present un-
ii. The present unsatisfactory disposition of the students to the revolution, especially secondary school students.

iii. The continuing poor physical conditions of the school buildings.

iv. The lack of a standardized curriculum for primary and secondary schools.

v. The growing influence of the Church and religion among students.

vi. The drop in discipline among students and teachers and the growing truancy problem.

The CC further noted in the area of Sport, that the organisation and administration are not under firm political control and direction, and have not taken on a mass character.

The CC noted also that the area of culture had seen no significant improvement which can make a meaningful contribution to the political development of the working people.

Consequently:

i. CC directs the Ministry of Education and the Teachers Committee to implement the proposal for political education of the primary, secondary and HAWGHE teachers.

ii. HAWGHE Programme for secondary schools should commence in September, '83.

iii. CC directs the Teachers Committee and the Ministry of Education to implement recommendations to remove unsuitable head teachers.

iv. CC directs the Youth Committee, the Teachers Committee and Ministry of Education to implement political education for students.

v. School Boards to be reminded that under the Education Act, religious classes are optional in state schools.

vi. The teachers committee in Ministry of Education to find creative ways for example, through rearranging daily time tables, to ensure the reduction of religious education in schools.

vii. The Methodist Church will be notified that Wesley College is now state owned.

viii. The formation of Community School Councils where the balance of forces allows for such to be done, and the political consolidation of existing community school councils.
ix. The establishment of new principal councils to meet monthly.

x. Appropriate amendment to the Education Act to ensure that firmer political and administrative control be exercised over private schools.

xi. Of the 4th and Ministry of Education to begin the programme of the motion picture industry in each 3 week period.

xii. In order to halt the rise in the showing of pornographic and other types of objectionable and the circulation of such literature, notice will be held with individual film operators, the dealers and other film operators to sign a formal warning. Their failure to comply will result in retraction of their licence.

xiii. Addendum to C.S. to follow up on the Soviet offer to establish a film library.

xiv. Of the C.E. of the P.A. will appoint a member for the C.S. to re-examine the matter.

xv. Of the V.I. to be composed to appropriately redistribute unsuitable material and assume full control of Sport and Culture.

(3) Yuga 1983, No. 22

The Second Congress of the C.P. and F.N. had been

proposed for a broad public review.

At the congress, our leaders must take the formal responsibilities of the party and the duty development along Leninist lines as well as the charge of the influence and manifestations to...

In other words, we as leaders should play a correct Leninist role in

advancing and furthering the work of the party, along strict Leninist lines,

while limiting some of its results so particular attention to

organizational and improving their personal all-rounded development

through a continuous study, daily systematic reflection on all

that we do and our class work and proletarian management of

22 July, 1983
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MINUTES OF EMERGENCY MEETING OF N.J.M CENTRAL COMMITTEE DATED 26TH AUGUST, 1983

COMRADES PRESENT

Maurice Bishop
Hudson Austin
Liam James
Ian St. Bernard
Fitzroy Bain
Chris Deriggs

Salwyn Strachan
Unison Whiteman
Tan Bartholomew
Kamau McBurnette
Leon Cornwall

COMRADE ABSENT

Phyllis Coard - Excuse - ill

AGENDA

1. Concern of Party Membership

Central Committee Chairman and Party Leader Comrade Maurice Bishop called the meeting to order at 8.00 a.m. He asked Comrade Cornwall to summarise the concern expressed by a member of senior party member.

Comrade Leon Cornwall reported that he had held discussions with some senior party Comrades in order to get their views on a number of issues. This, he said was based on his own feelings that we do not have an effective way of assessing the feelings of party membership on key matters.

Comrade Cornwall summarised the feedback as follows:

(i) Some conclusions of the C.C are not correct.

(ii) Some C.C Comrades are not functioning properly, are in a state of rust or performing in a weak manner.

(iii) He had been told by a Comrade from the G.D.R that the state of work is bad.

(iv) Similar allegations were made by Cuban Comrades Carlos Diaz and Pinero.

(v) Comrades in the Armed Forces complained that they were not happy with the level of party guidance even after C.C deliberations and the recent general meeting.
(vi) There was a feeling among some party Comrades that the C.C did not criticise itself in a serious way before the G.M.

(vii) Cde. Cornwall concluded by recommending that C.C look into these concerns.

Other Comrades reported on the feedback that they had received.

**CDE. IAN ST. BERNARD:** He reported that he had picked up similar responses:

(i) That the C.C performance in guiding the work has been weak.

(ii) There is a general feeling by Comrades who have been abroad that the work has fallen.

(iii) There is concern over the C.C's failure to assign a C.C member to St. Andrew's even after analyzing this parish which is the weakest link, also dissatisfaction over the nature of the task force so far selected.

(iv) Party Comrades have noted the lack of a serious approach to the Militia.

(v) Comrades say that they feel intimidated over raising these concerns at the level of G.M's.

(vi) A number of C.C Comrades have been identified as failing to adequately lead and guide the work.

Comrade Tan Bartholomew reported on what had reached him:

(1) **Fraternal Comrades had raised certain concerns with him:** conversation between Carlos Diaz Komau and himself; special concern over Army/Militia, Youth.

- Concern by U.J.C about the quality of regional and International work at NYO.

- Concern over the presence of G.D.R Technical delegation down here for a month and having nothing to do, while having to live in unsatisfactory housing at the risk of their
personal security - noting that this can tarnish our image in the eyes of fraternals.

(ii) Comrades in St. Patrick's had expressed concern over:

- Personal problems
- Lack of supervision (implied lack of satisfaction with C.C leadership of work)
- Disciplinary measures taken by O.C against a particular Comrade (Comrade Tan personally agrees with O.C on this)
- Attitude of the Party to the Youth.
- State of work in the Militia
- Party's neglect of work in the Militia. "It does not seem that Imperialism exists anymore".
- A lot of pettiness among soldiers and likely exodus from the Armed Forces next year when 5 (five) years contracts ends.
- Lack of supervision of the work among police, control by RightWing elements, lack of respect for party among police, demoralisation among newly recruited police making it difficult for transformation of this section of the Armed Forces to take place.

Comrade Li Chuan James commented:

(i) We should try to identify the basis for the

(ii) It is clear that little progress has been made in implementing C.C resolutions of five weeks ago.

(iii) We need to convene once more a new wholestic assessment by the Central Committee.

(iv), We need to look at this situation in a special way - We are seeing the beginning of the disintegration of the party. This period calls for a full meeting of all members of the O.C - last assessment was not deep enough.
Comrade Strachan:

(i) Sections of the party have begun to rebel against the higher organs of the party. This is serious and dangerous development.

(ii) This silent rebellion will turn into open rebellion and if we do not address it now it will be resolved in a petty bourgeois war.

(iii) At the heart of the matter is the C.C. The situation calls for a more critical review of the C.C - C.C's last assessment of itself was opportunistic - C.C did not really criticise itself.

(iv) There is need for a meeting of the full C.C.

(v) Whereas October deliberations held back the party from a social democratic path, the situation now is qualitatively worse. Membership is now attacking Central Committee.

(vi) Comrades are saying that the C.C is being dishonest with them - for example the Dix issue.

Comrade Hudson Austin reported on a meeting he had held with the motorised units:

- Comrades are in a serious state of demoralisation.
- Good Comrades are asking to leave
- Comrades are saying that at the end of five (5) years they are not materially better off.

Comrade Austin recommended that the C.C must set aside a day to sit down and look at the Armed Forces. He also recommended that he should be in the work of the Armed Forces full time.

Comrade Unison Whiteman:

(i) The reports have serious implications.

(ii) Things are pointing in the direction of a breakdown of confidence in the C.C.

(iii) There is need for a round of G.M's to assess how wide is the discontent.

(iv) These G.M's can prepare for an overall assessment in six (6) weeks.
Cde. Bishop said on the question of the minutes to the membership, that the membership are not at the level. It is ideall and divorced from reality to give C.C minutes to members.

Cde. Hayne disagrees.

Cde. Bishop said that the minutes of the C.C cannot be disturbed to the membership because he has not seen that in any party. He feels that the party is not at the stage to provide all points and argument in the meeting.

Cde. Leyne said we have much more to lose if we hold back the minutes of the C.C including the basis for arriving to the conclusions. The lack of frankness have brought the party to a near collapse.

Cde. James said that this is one of the factors that cause the party to reach to this stage.

Cde. The failure to give the members clear indication of the meeting will lead to further lack of confidence of the membership in the C.C. The Cdes are not naive, we think they are.

Cde. Cornwall said that the absence of frankness and dealing with things squarely can lead to more tampering in the party.

Cde. Bishop proposed adjustment of the meeting which was supported by Cde. Whitman.

Cde. Leyne then points to the incident when himself and Cde. Cornwall were suspended for serious acts of ill discipline in the army. He felt that the response had strengthen the prestige and standard of the party along with both himself and Cde. Cornwall.

Sister Phyllis Coe then questioned what will the C.C say to Cde. Bernard in the absence of Cde. Bishop. This, however, was not addressed.

Cde. James suggested that the C.C meet the following day in the absence of Cde. Maurice to put the decision to Cde. Coe and then work out the packages of measures.

Cde. Strachan opposed on the grounds that this will be too exploratory.

It was finally agreed to meet at 1.00 p.m. on Saturday 17th ....

Cde. Coe.
AURDAY 17TH SEPTEMBER, 1983

Lies Present
Selwyn Strachan
Hudson Austin
Lion James
Evart Layne
Chakie Ventour

Pryllis Coard
Kemaue Mc Barnett
Chris De Riggs
Leon Cornwall

Lies Absent
Maurice Bishop
George Lousion
Unison Whiteman
Jan Bartholomew
Bitroy Ben
Ion St. Bernard
-
- out of country
- out of country
- out of country
- Sick
- Sick
- Sick

The meeting started 1.30 p.m. Cde. Bernard Coard attended.

Cde. S. trachan addressing Cde. Coard said that the C.C have been meeting to look at the state of the party and revolution and to look at the way the process have been developing over the past four years. It is quite clear that there are great concerns from the G.M of the party.

Following the emergency C.C all C.C members were called in to discuss ways and means of pulling ourselves out of this rut.

The revolution is in deep crisis, it faces the dangers of being turned back, while the C.C is operati; in a Lene way. In identifying the root of the problem, it was found that the C.C is not leading the process and has to take the full blame. The reason is the weak leadership exercise by Cde. Maurice Bishop. In trying to find concrete ways of reviving the situation and to put the party on a firm M.L base, it was pointed that while these fundamental weaknesses exists the Cde. Has tremendous strengths that will be needed forever. But the qualities that are missing are decisive qualities. To put us on a correct path. Pointing to the four points referred to by Cdes James and Cornwall and agreeing that these qualities exist in Cde. Bernard Coard the C.C felt that Cde. Coard was the only Cde. who had demonstrated practice these qualities over the years.

As a result the proposal for merging these two strengths through joint leadership between Cdes Bishop and Cde. Coard was put forward by Cde. James and supported by the majority of Cdes. The area of responsibility was outlined for the two Cdes, all C.C meetings will be chaired by Cde. Bishop and P.3 will be chair by Cde. Coard. C.C meetings will resume monthly. Cdes felt that this model can help Cde. Bishop in building the qualities missing. This proposal was voted with majority in favour.
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The Cdes will write quarterly reports to the C.C, and on all fundamental questions the C.C will be involved. Other proposals were made but they could not be tackled because of the need to settle the fundamental issue.

Cdes also outlined the operationalization of the mode of joint leadership.

Cde. Cornwell said that they also look at the experienced of other countries and how the question of leadership is based on the objective situation that exist.

Cde. Kameu pointed to the fact that everyone spoke with frankness and openness.

Cdes also agreed that the conclusion of the last plenary must be revoked, because it lack content and dishonest. However, applicable sections will be attached as an appendix to the conclusions of the meeting.

Cde. Ventour pointed that the party was on a right opportunist path.

Cde. Strachan said that it is the first time he has seen the position being put forward by the Cdes consistently and supported by the majority.

Cde. Bernard Coard raised four points being:
1. He would like to see the minutes of the meeting.
2. The position of those opposed or abstain, and what are the reasons.
3. Were other options examine, what were these options and why were they rejected.
4. Why was not this meeting schedule so that Cde. Bishop could be present.

Cde. Austin said, it was only right that he abstain because he arrived late in the meeting. When he arrived he asked for the agenda.

Cde. Louison told him that it is:
(1) analysis of the state of the party and revolution
(2) feedback from the membership and
(3) the way forward. He pointed out that Cde. Bishop said that he had no problem to joint leadership. Therefore he could not understand why members who were here for the whole meeting and could not have taken a position on this or why it is that members should vote against. He would like to know what were their argument for this.
Cde. De Rigg said that Cde. Louison had problems with the aid or theoretical and operational with joint leadership. He felt these weaknesses cannot be solved by a mere of joint leadership. The operationalisation of the proposals will cause difficulties, he do not agree that the minutes should be studied by the membership, he is not clear on how the dialectic will unfold. He said that he has not seen it anywhere in the science. He supported the idea of tapping the strength of Cdew Bernard Coard, but felt that the joint leadership cannot strengthen Cde. Maurice Bishop's weaknesses, this is not done in any M.L Party. He continued to say that Cde. Whiteman said that we must not seek to shift the blame from oneself collectively and that the objective situation must be considered. Cde. Bain was not clear on how the joint leadership will work he wanted clarity on the operationalisation.

Cde. Leyne said that Cde. Louison said that in some party's that one person heads the state and the other heads the party, but the head of state is subordinate to the head of the party.

Cde. Strachan said that Cde. Louison said that if we agree that the quality missing in the Cde. Leader is possessed in another Cde. Why not take the M.L line and change the Cde.

Cde. James recalled his proposals saying that we need to find the scientific solution to get us out of the crisis to put us on the way forward. The scientific solution is based on the objective situation that exist.

The nine man directorate was also mentioned because of the heated debate.

Cde. Bishop abstained on voting, though in his presentation he agreed to joint leadership. He placed his concern that he needs clarity on before he vote. He also needed a feed back from Cde. Bernard and some time to reflect on the issue.

Cde. Bernard Coard asked whether Cde. Bishop had agreed in principle.

Cde. Austin said that he gathered from Cde. Maurice that he was conscious of the crisis and that he did not have the necessary qualities, he also pointed that VM had joint coordination and made reference to the historic working relation with himself and Cde. Bernard. He said he cannot understand how two senior Cdes in the party opposed and abstain from this decision.

Cde. De Rigg said that Cde. Maurice in his presentation said that the joint made amounts to a vote of no confidence in him, he sees this as a moral crisis on which he need to reflect. Cdes pointed that the points was made from a standpoint of love and deep respect for the Cde. Leader.
Cde. Loyne said that this is the first time that Cdes spoke so frankly, which must be encouraged if Cde. Bishop was to see it as a vote of no confidence it will intimidate Cdes and harm the Leninist advancement of the Comrades in the party.

Cde. Cornwall said that conceptually Cde. Bishop had no problem with the concept of the joint leadership, he even agreed with the proposed responsibilities, however, when he came to the point of no confidence he placed it out of the hands of the C.C by saying that he alone can solved this problem.

Cde. Austins said how he heard Cde. Bishop spoke he felt that some of the criticism was incorrect.

Cde. DeRiggs said that Cde. Bishop said he is not sure that he is the main fetter on the C.C.

Cde. James said that in his criticism he said we are now in a serious crisis, is the last chance for the party. In pulling the party out of the rut we have to be scientific cold blooded and objective.

All C.C Comrades must be criticised. Some Cdes have failed consistantly to the extent that members are calling for the removal of some Cdes, but he felt that this is not and will not strengthen the party. The main fetter is that of the leadership provided by the leader of the C.C. He pointed out to the great strength of the Cde. Leader, but said that these strengths cannot carry the struggle forward. He pointed to the quality lacking in the leader which is critical for carrying the process forward, he said that the Cde. with this quality is Cde. Bernard Coard. On this basis he proposed the marriage of the strengths of the two Cdes to push the struggle forward out of this period of crisis.

Sister Coard said that as a result of the weakness of the leader theme have been indecision in solving crisis and we have confidence in the measure we use to get us out of the crisis and the frequency of the crisis is getting very frequent.

Cde. DeRiggs said that Cde. Maurice response were to thank Cdes for the criticism. That the sense of overwhelming sentiment. What is required for a N.L leader is found in Cde. difficulties in finding reading materials on how the C.C and P.B should function. He had depended too much on unity and consensus and collective leadership. That he had not prepared himself for that kind of approach because this was not his intention of how the meeting should go.

Casir Response were: he gave a history of working relation between himself and Cde. Coard.
- he did not agree that he is the main fetter on the C.C.
- he did not agree that he has bad attitude to criticism
- he said his style of leadership may have cutted necessary debate and that he is not clear of strategy and tactics as assigned to Cde. Coard.
he would like to know Cde. Coard's position on the issue how it will operationalize and seek clarity on the concerns raised.

Four options for leadership were identified in the earlier proceedings:

(1) Remove Cde. Bishop
(2) Joint Leadership.
(3) Have the deputy to play the role that is required.
(4) Remove Cdes from the C.C.

On option three (3) Cde. De Rigs said that his own reading is that Cde. George put forward in a general way his that he does not oppose the return of Cde. Coard to the P.B and C.C. Though it was not discussed. It was put forward weakly by Cde. Whiteman as part of the response, it was not done as a concrete proposal. He made it as a response to the fundamental proposal.

Cde. James said that these qualities take years to develop in a Cde. Therefore, the Cde. Leader will not be able to lead in this area. Cdes. Coard have been leading in this area over the years. We are now recognizing in formality that failure to accept will be right opportunism.

If we will not be M.L. we have joint leadership in practice and pretend that we have something else.

On point four (4) Cde. Strachan said that the view was expressed that we should take decision on the proposals and call in Comrade Coard. Cde. Bishop said that given that he needs time to reflect and that he need a position from Cde. Coard he will not be able to participate. He is prepared to do so later. He felt that the meeting should go ahead in his absence. Cdes did not agree with the position, they felt that both Cdes should be present in the meeting. The October '92 crisis was also discussed in this light.

Cde. Austin said one of Cde. Austin said one of Cde. Bishop's concern is that he would like to know what is Cde. Bernard's disposition on the issue and whether anyone had spoken to Cde. Bernard on the issue before.

Cde. Strachan said that this meeting should give an indication to Cde. Bernard's position which will be key for his reflection. Cde. Bishop opposed.

Cde. Layne said that another key issue is that the minutes plying to the membership.

The Cde. Leaders had strongly opposed it though he abstained in the voting on the issue. He said he did not understand how Cdes cannot see that this is the surest way of breaking unity in the country undermining his authority, pointing to the level of Sycophatism in the country.
C.C. Cord said that at every single level in the party there are lots of inter-laterals betraying the party for dishonesty even to the extent of the study classes.

Cde. Austin said that he was confuse because the C.C was discussing what members were discussing, he wants to know how it is possible to report to G.M without submitting the minutes to the meeting.

Cde. Cord said that his feelings of the present situation are that within six months the party will disintegrate totally unless a fundamental package of measures are done. He had thought it would take 12 months given the level of disgust, the disintegration of the party masses that the loss of state power is only a few months away. While all of this is happening depenalism has step up its range of attacks laying the basis for direct intervention in Central America. They have set up their troops and using the Korean incident as a basis. American troops are meters away from Nicaragua.

This is happening at a time when the militia is dis-integrated the Army is demoralise, we don't have the capacity of defend the revolution.

The party have not had such weak links and low ... with the masses. The image of the party has deteriorated in the eyes of the masses.

The mood of the party comrades is at the lowest, it has never been. He used the example of the number of Cde's sick.

He is opposed to solving the problem by replacing members of the C.C. All the C.C comrades have important qualities and strengths to add to the C.C. Cde's know their weaknesses which he has been always frank with them about. He pointed to the need for verification using examples of Krama, Union, R.A and Kojo. He also pointed out that it is incorrect to think that Cde's in state work is not doing political work. Cde's should not see their state work as non political work. He said that Cde. Stuchan in an effort to hold the situation together diverted rationalisation arachnry etc. accused him of idealism.

He raised the issue of his resignation from the O.C and C.C and reminded Cde's of his reasons for resigning last year which had told Cde's. The C.C had agreed with him for not attending the C.C meeting because he wanted the issue to discuss. He said that he was tired and sick of being the only hotshot man and critic. The failure of C.C comrades was to speak up freely, as a result he concluded that he was the main fetter to the development of the C.C because everyone was depending on him for everything especially in the area of the economy.

In July he left the O.C for many months before he was reflecting in the party, the problem was the total absence of making decisions e.g torchlight and the gang of 2C e.g Cde. Leyne and Einstein on the Army, on when the position was taken to put 'Jorge' over Einstein.
He said that he had detect a feeling of wanting him to undermine the Comrade Leader's position.

He would not like to return to the C.C. and P.B. any tasks given to him he will do it.

He even used the struggle of the formation of the O.C. Cdes Louison, Strachan and himself was accused for organising another set of power in the party. He felt that when this reached critical persons on the P.B it was very bad.

He said finally in July last year the C.C unanimously directed the O.C to hold meetings with leaders of committees for rationalisation of Cdes work. As a result - extended O.C meeting was held, while this meeting was happening other decisions were taken contrary to the C.C decisions so that the O.C could not have the mandate given.

He was seriously affected by the accusation of wanting to undermine the leadership so he resigned from the O.C. He said the C.C. was found himself oscillating between the M.I trend in the party. This consequence was that the C.C. was not aware what was going on and the situation was slipping, and because Comrades were not thinking, therefore the severe of drift and disintegration was not seen. He said that the party and revolution will disintegrate within 24 months. It had reached to a stage where he realise that his ability to influence the process was no longer possible.

The bureau took a thousand easy decision that the O.C had to implement and failed to take hard decisions. For some periods of time the P.B was not functioning, no agenda, no recording of decisions, he found that he could not take these long meetings: for no reason at all.

He had a system for the Bureau to meet three hours for once a week and O.C three hours per week, so that Cdes can spend less time in the field. But Cdes have to be more prepared before he was asked to form the ideas elaborate these ideas and implement them, at the same time he had a number of talks behind his back. He would like to operate as he is presently for ever. He said that it will be an emotional strain for him to be back on the O.C under any mode.

The aspect that he had over the years was that he was an ordinary member he would have manners the Cde. Leader years ago because of his position as deputy leader and the extent that Cdes will think that he is fighting for leadership, if he comes back and Cde. Bishop Felter he would be afraid to criticise him and will resign again. For it to be left for him to nominating the leader, he is not prepared to deal with this. He admit that this is a P.B conduct.

However, he had tried to give the party his best support in strategy and tactics he would refer to operate as in the past year. He also is prepared to take all responsibilities that the O.C offers him but off the O.C. He cannot take emotional
conflict situation that saps his energies. He wants this to be clearly put to the party.

Unless the C.C is prepared to manners all petty bourgeois response he will re-draw.

The issue is to start collective leadership of the C.C. The lack of frank and bluntness has seriously affected the party.

The C.C has never been accountable to any one the Bureau had things from the C.C and the C.C hid things from the membership.

He said that he have problems with any mode of coming back the C.C and P.B unless he is forced to.

There are two trends on the C.C Pettit bourgeois Revolutionary, Democratic trend and M.L trend. As the struggle gets tougher and the taking of decisions becomes harder the level of oscillation and indecisiveness grows, and the crisis becomes deeper. The contradiction will become greater, his emotional strain will also become greater. He has noted a Pettit Bourgeois Revolutionary trend has becoming greater in Cda. Louisian over the last year. He has planned to raised it with him. Whatever the decision the C.C take he will have to ordered because there will be much more saybey behind his back. He also think that the situation will worsened.

There is no signs in the last 10½ years where the C.C has consistently crushed petty bourgeois characteristics and tried as soon as it rise.

Cda. Cornwall said that in this meeting he had seen very firm sought out positions taken, it gives the idea of what the C.C is capable of doing, he thinks that this is important t. recognise. However, we have not been consistent in this area. He said that with-out the consistency the party will rut again.

Cda. Bernard proposed that for the next six months the Bureau should meet as a bureau with all members of the C.C as alternate Bureau members so that the monthly meetings will be to take stock. The Bureau meeting will meet to take decisions on the daily organisation of the work. The Bureau should meet three hours once a week.

Cda. Strachan felt that these meetings should take place in the opera ions room of Fort Rupert.

Cda. Coard further proposed that there should be absolutely no interruption in the meeting.

Cdas also proposed no smoking in meetings.
Comrade Coard continued to question whether the points taken on operationalisation will satisfy Cde. Leader concern. Whether he sees the criticisms as a vote of no confidence of the joint leadership lead to a vote of confidence. If on this basis he refused to accept the decision of the C.C on these models what will be the decision of the C.C.

Cde. Deriggs said that when this situation was dealt with the decision was taken based on strategy. The basic concern is the character of the C.C.

He said that the only way forward is Cde. Bernard's membership on the C.C. We must take no action to sacrifice the revolution and build the revolution and to build the situation. If joint leadership is decided on one Cde. Comrade don't want to comply, the leadership will be decided. Cdes have to be firm and resolute.

Cde. Bernard Coard also questioned the time frame and perspective in terms of informing the membership and to start the work internally and hitting the ground scientifically and organisationally.

Cde. Starach said that the hold up is based on Cde. Bishop time for reflection.

Cde. Cornwall felt that this cannot be dragged on indefinitely. Cdes felt too that the report should not hold out any longer than next Monday and the C.C should continue to meet with Cde. Coard to work out the package for the way forward. A date was fixed to meet with Cde. Bishop on Friday. In the meantime the G.M will be informed of the meetings.

The C.C agreed that three meetings would be held to discuss the minutes with M's, C.M's and A's, it was agreed to cancel the Fedon's weekend seminar and the members will meet on Sunday 25th in Ecolunge from 9.00 a.m - 10.00 p.m. Breakfast will be served from 8-9a.m. The C.M's will meet on Monday 27th in Butler House from 5.00 p.m - 11.00 p.m and the following Monday 3rd October from 5.00 p.m - 8.00 p.m in Butler House for A's. Transportation and a light snack would be provided. On September 30th and October 1st the weekend of Butler seminar the Fedon and Butler group will study the package of measures and the Harreymac group will use their schedule to discuss the package.

Cde. Leyne then suggested that the C.C break to use Sunday to sort out positions, then meet from Monday to Friday from 8.00 a.m - 12.00 noon to work out the package of measures.

Cde. Phyllis Coard suggested that Cde. Bishop be informed of the meetings that he can join but he should come on Friday to put forward his position. She also suggested a system of Comrades sharing their notes with other Cdes who were absent in the meeting and Ciss should assist Cde. Boldeau in preparing the minutes.
Cde. Mc Barnette was asked to assist Cde. Bain
Cde. Cornwall will assist Cde. St. Bernard.
Cde. Layne will brief Cde. Austin.
Cde. Strachan will brief Cde. Bishop
Cde. Cornwall will supervise the writing of the minutes.
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EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING OF FULL MEMBERS

DATE: SUNDAY 25TH SEPTEMBER, 1983

The meeting began at 9.00 a.m. chaired by Cde. Liam James, member of Political Bureau of NJM Central Committee.

AGENDA

1. Distribution of document
2. Chairman's remarks
3. Central Committee report to G.M
4. Discussion
5. Workshops for individual study and discussion
6. Plenary discussion

The documents distributed to the members were:
(a) Minutes of Extra-ordinary meeting of the Central Committee of NJM - Tuesday 12th - Friday 15th October 1982.
(b) Extra-ordinary meeting of the Central Committee NJM 14th - 16th September, 1982.
(c) Central Committee report to membership.

Cde. Liam James as chairman made brief remarks pointing out that this General Meeting is a very serious one and every member must approach the deliberations of the meeting in a spirit of frankness since it has been called resulting from the comments picked up from the party's membership regarding the problems faced by the party and revolution and their disagreement with the conclusions of the regular plenary session of the Central Committee held from July 18 - 23, 1983.

He further emphasised and stressed that all comrades must show a high level of security consciousness with the documents and their contents, emphasising that this is an internal party matter and must not be discussed outside of party bounds.
CENTRAL COMMITTEE REPORT

The Central Committee report to the membership was presented by Cde. Ewart Layne, member of the Political Bureau of NJM Central Committee. The report was characterized with a spirit of frankness, straightforwardness, criticism and self-criticism. It pointed out that the present crisis faced by the party and revolution is the worse ever in 4½ years since we are faced with the reality of the degeneration of the party, its possible disintegration in six months and the resulting overthrow of the revolution that can come in one year's time if we don't take effective measures to remedy the situation. The report gave concrete evidence which testified to the fact that this process is already in train.

It is a spirit of criticism and self-criticism ascertained the reasons for the crisis facing the party and revolution pointing squarely at the Central Committee as the source of the problem. In so doing the views held which stated that the Organising Committee (O.C) and Disciplinary Committee (D.C) were dispelled since as the report pointed out the problems of these committees are symptomatic to the real problem, that of the Central Committee.

The report analysed that the Central Committee's main problem is that of the weak quality of leadership provided by Cde. Maurice Bishop, Chairman of the Central Committee and leader of the party. It frankly pointed out that Cde. Maurice Bishop has tremendous strengths that are necessary for the process but these by themselves cannot carry the party out of its present crisis. The qualities are also needed, these are:

1. A Leninist level of organisation and discipline
2. Great depth in ideological clarity.
3. Brilliance in strategy and tactics
4. The capacity to exercise Leninist supervision, control and guidance of all areas of party work are today not present in the Comrade.
Thus the Central Committee has been making errors for the last 12 months, vacillating and taking a right/opportunistic path.

The report also pointed out that the weak functioning of the Central Committee; its vacillatory positions, the unwillingness of its members to study, thanks, take hard decisions and struggle for their implementation have led Cde. Bernard Coard to resign from the Central Committee September 1982.

Continuing in the same spirit of open self criticism the Central Committee report criticised the C.C for not giving policy guidelines on the different areas of party work.

It is based on the above that the Central Committee reported to the G.M its decision to establish a model of joint leadership of the party by marrying together the strengths of Cdes Harris, Bishop and Bernard Coard with the areas of work spelt out for each C.e. As we stated this model of joint leadership is an acknowledgement of reality existing in our party for the last ten years and authority is now being given commensurate with responsibility so as to improve and make more efficient the party's work.

The Central Committee also made six other conclusions and decisions and demanded of every party member that they carry out their leadership and struggle at all times for nine principles: united together with the model of joint leadership and decisive for overcoming this grave crisis and putting the party on a Marxist Leninist path. These nine principles enunciated are:

1. Iron Discipline
2. Firmly uphold and apply the principle of democratic Centralism emphasising criticism and self criticism in collective leadership.
3. Leninist level of organisation.
4. Open warmth and selflessness in dealing with the masses
5. Sink but don't drown amongst the masses.
6. Kill all arrogance
7. Greater scientific thought and reflection on the problems and difficulties of the party and revolution
8. An end to all vacillation

The Central Committee in its report warned the members against the illusion that the crisis that we are now in can be quickly and easily solved. It instead called on them to wage a long and persistent struggle as the only guarantee to a solution to these ever recurring problems.

After the Central Committee's report Cde. Liam James called on the members to be frank, open, cold-blooded and objective in their deliberations and overcome the tendency to be timid. He then pointed out to the members the reason for Cde. Maurice Bishop's absence stating that since the C.C meeting on Friday 17th September, Cde. Bishop said he needed time to think and reflect on the Central Committee's conclusion and would be able to meet on Friday 24th September in the C.C plenary to put forward his position. However, Cde. Bishop did not turn up on the appointed date and gave the same reasons for his absence. Today, he stated, the same is true for his absence at the General Meeting.

Cde. James then read a note from Cde. Bernard Coard which stated that he understood that Cde. Bishop would be absent from the G.M and as such he felt it was not fitting for him to be present since this may inhibit free and frank discussion. However, Cde. Coard pointed out if the G.M requests his presence he would be willing to comply.

Cde. Murrie Francois in response called for both Cdes Bishop and Coard to be present at the G.M. Cde. Maureen St. Bernard proposed that both Cdes be sent for. Cde. Lester Redhead pointed to the nature of the crisis we are facing and reminded that both Cdes must be present. Cde. Tessa Stroud joined the other Comrades in stating that both Cdes must be here at the G.M. This also was the position of Cde. Wayne Sandifer.
Cde. Liam James then asked - do you think that both Cdes should be sent for? In reply Cde. Chester Louison said that Cde. Maurice Bishop should be given more time to reflect. In response to Cde. Chester Louison six Comrades reiterated the position that both Cdes must be here. Cde. Nelson Louison said that both Cdes should be here while Cde. Anslem De Bourg pointed out that if both Comrades accept that we are faced with a serious crisis then they must be here. Cde. Vaildon Boldeau agreed with Cde. DeBourg and further stated that this G.M would assist Cde. Bishop's reflection. Cde. Keith Ventour stated that he is shocked that both Cdes are not here and that they must hear the position of the G.M. Cde. Chester Humphre reasoned that it is not possible to resolve the questions put forward by the C.C if both Cdes are not present, in so doing rejected the position taken by Cde. C. Louison. Cde. Lex Mc Bain called for their presence and further stated that it was unprincipled for Cde. Bishop to absent himself from the C.C meeting. Cde. Gordon Raeburn endorsed the views of the above Cdes that both must be present. Cde. Claudette Pitt also endorsed that position, stated that the C.C had not been hearing from the membership and she further questioned the absence of other C.C members.

Cde. Liam James explained that Cde. Chris DeRiggs and Cde. George Louison were at present out of the country.

Continuing in the same manner Cde. Chris Stroude said it was important that both Cdes be present. Cde. Rudolph Ogilvie stated that if Cde. Bishop is given more time to reflect in isolation he would sink. Cde. Keith Roberts stated his firm agreement with Cde. R. Ogilvie and called for the presence of both Cdes. Cde. Reginald Fleming stated that the call for both Cdes to come to the G.M is to uphold democratic centralism (applause). Cde. Peter David stated that Cde. Bishop already had a week to reflect and that the views of the members are critical for him to move forward. Cde. Einstein Louison stated that the
that the highest level in the party is here, there is at this
time no higher level and if the situation is so terrible he is
wondering why both comrades are not here. He called for both
to be sent for. Cde. Ronnie Spooner stated his agreement with
everyone except Cde. Chester Louison. He further stated that
if the C.C and membership accept that the crisis is so bad then
both Cdes must be present so that collectively we can analyse
the crisis. He called for the G.M to use whatever necessary
means to get the Cdes here (applause).

Cde. Faye Thompson asked whether Cde. Bishop would come,
she suggested that a letter demanding his presence should be
sent signed by all members. Cde. Peter David suggested that
a delegation to get Cde. Bishop to come to the G.M. Cde.
Chester Humphrey asked for the C.C's view on the matter.
Cde. Rudolph Ogilvie stated that Cde. Coard is willing to come
therefore we must ensure that Cde. Bishop is coming before
requesting Cde. Coard's presence. Cde. Rita Joseph stated her
disagreement with Cde. R. Ogilvie and stated that if Cde. Bishop
does not come Cde. Coard should still be present. Cde. Keith
Ventour stated his agreement with Cde. R. Joseph.

Cde. Ewart Layne said that Cde. Bishop's attitude to the
criticism by the C.C and its decision was petit bourgeois in
character. He pointed out that the C.C warned Cde. Bishop that
if he responds in this way to criticism this could only
discourage Cdes from openly criticising him and would only
guarantee that we don't come out of the crisis and thus the
disintegration of the party and the eventual loss of state power.

Cde. Layne informed the G.M that Cde. Bishop asked for time
to reflect which was given to him up until Friday 23rd. He also
said he needs to know Cde. Coard's views. This he knew by
Monday 19th based on the records of the meeting held by the C.C
with Cde. Coard. In addition Cde. Coard held a direct personal
talk with Cde. Bishop and reiterated his position on the matter,
namely, that emotionally his preference is to remain outside of the C.C but given the dangers of the revolution at this time he is willing to return to the C.C and P.B at whatever level determined by the C.C.

Cde. Layne went on to state that however, the C.C has no communication from Cde. Bishop on his position although he continues to do his state work normally, operating from his residence while failing to attend the C.C meeting on Friday 23rd. This, Cde. Layne, pointed out could only be seen as contempt for the C.C, contempt for democratic centralism on the part of Cde. Bishop. On this score Cde. Layne stated that the issue we face today is what path would the party take. Will we build a Marxist Leninist party as voted for by the General Membership in 1982 when the line of March was presented? Will we institute democratic centralism for all? Will the minority submit to the majority? Will there be one discipline binding on all or will it be for everyone except the leader? Will we practice criticism and self-criticism frankly and openly as demanded by Cde. Lenin or will the C.C be intimidated by one man? Are we going to build a petit bourgeois social democratic party with one man above everyone, where people fulfill decisions they like and do not fulfill those they do not like, where there is one discipline for some and a next set for others, where some can be criticised and others are above criticism?

This is the first and most fundamental issue the party membership faces today, which ever decision is taken will determine the future of the party and revolution, Cde. Layne states. He went on to point out that it is either the building of a Marxist Leninist party and the struggle to build socialism or a petit bourgeois social democratic party and ultimately the degeneration of the party and revolution like in Egypt and Somalia. What faces us is the road of opportunism or Leninist principles.
If the road of opportunism is chosen he said he cannot see any aspiring communist, any aspiring Marxist Leninist, any Comrade who stands for principle remaining a member of the C.C. He informed the G.M that he had spoken to all C.C members who voted for the Majority position, including Cde. Hudson Austin who although late for the C.C plenary but who is a principled Comrade and that all these C.C members have agreed that if the road of opportunism is chosen they shall have no alternative but to resign for the C.C on the ground of principle. The membership is then free to choose a new Central Committee but none of the Cdes would be standing for re-election. However, they are willing to continue functioning as ordinary party members and in order to remove any suspicion or grounds for rumour that they are working to undermine the new C.C, they are all prepared to serve and defend the revolution overseas. Thus the membership must choose which road whether it is opportunism or Marxism Leninism. Cde. Layne then quoted a passage from the material.

Cde. Unison Whiteman on a point of order informed the G.M that Cde. Bishop turned up on Saturday 24th for a C.C meeting at 1.30 p.m but the meeting did not take place.

Cde. Liam James explained to the G.M that the meeting was specifically to discuss and agree on the Central Committee report to the G.M but the document was not yet rolled off. Thus it was not possible for the meeting to be held.

Cde. Tessa Stroude asked whether Cde. Bishop sent an excuse for his non attendance to the Friday 23rd C.C meeting.

Cde. Selwyn Strachan said that Cde. Bishop informed him that he had not finished reflecting and he had nothing new to say, thus he wanted more time to reflect. He also said that he went to bed late on Thursday night. Cde. Strachan stated his firm endorsement of the points made by Cde. Layne. He
stated that the issue is one of democratic centralism. We have analysed the problems, got to the root of the problems and came up with a solution. And this is the first time that the C.C has been so frank and principled. The C.C has to be blamed for covering up and for its right opportunist positions. We have contributed to the crisis. This right opportunism of the C.C is seen in the covering up of Cde. Coard's resignation and Cde. Kenrick Radix removal from the C.C. And he was part of the covering up and blemishing on these issues. But now a clear majority in the C.C has taken decisions and they must be upheld on the principle of democratic centralism.

Cde. Leon Cornwall said that the behaviour and attitude of Cde. Maurice Bishop to the frank, open and comradely criticisms and the C.C decision based on the criticism was petit bourgeois in nature. Cde. Bishop during the C.C extraordinary plenary accepted, and this is recorded, that the party and revolution face their most dangerous crisis and if things continue we can lose state power. Cde. Bishop also agreed to the fact that the source of the crisis is with the Central Committee, Cde. Cornwall informed the G.M. In fact no C.C member disagreed with this. When Cde. Bishop was criticized everyone including himself spoke in agreement with the criticism. However, on the question of action, what is to be done vacillations begun. Despite this Cde. Bishop said he had no problem with joint leadership and that his conception of his role in the revolution accorded with those spelt out in the proposal. Comrades but Cde. Bishop had not shown that consistency in action as his verbal expressions may indicate. Instead he has been in practice resisting the criticism of the majority position. Cde. Cornwall pointed out that this action violates the fundamental principle of a Marxist Leninist party, that of democratic centralism which is the subject of a Marxist Leninist Party and those aspiring to build such a party. That failure to uphold democratic centralism in
care would lead to serious problems in the future and the inability of the C.C to apply this to other party Comrades and committees in the future. Cde. Cornwall stated that on Tuesday 20th Cdes Strachan, James, Layne, Austin and himself spoke with Cde. Bishop, at the end Cde. Bishop said "I will definitely come to the C.C meeting on Friday but not before". He also said in the same positive manner words to this effect to Cde. Layne of Thursday at 10.30 p.m. However, he failed to turn up to the C.C meeting and thus joined with Cde. Layne in saying that Cde. Bishop showed contempt to the C.C decision and democratic centralism. He also reminded the G.M that many party Comrades members, candidates and applicants even Comrades who are not even potential applicants have been seriously criticised by the party, however they continued to work and struggle for the interest of the revolution. He went on to say that we must decide on what type of party we are building. If it is a Marxist Leninist Party then all, not some of the Leninist principles must be applied. But if it is a social democratic party then we must leave the 'people's books' aside. He finally endorsed the position that no aspiring Leninist can remain on the C.C if the party fails to apply this C.C decision on the way forward and therefore is prepared to resign.

Cde. Basil Gahagan call on the G.M to take a decision to call for Cde. Bishop. A vote was taken 46 Cdes for, 1 against and one abstained. A delegation headed by Cde. Ian St. Bernard, member of the NJM Central Committee and consisting of Cdes Basil Gahagan, Murie Francois, Keith Ventour, Chester Humphrey and Wayne Sandiford left to convey to Cde Bishop the will of the G.M.

At 11.10 a.m Cde. Bernard Coard arrived at 12.42 Cde. Ian St. Bernard reported to the G.M on behalf of the delegation. Cde. St. Bernard pointed out that the delegation met Cde. Bishop and explained the position of the G.M after they had heard the C.C report. Cde. Bishop said he preferred to the
delegation to carry to the G.M his position. He said he
read the C.C report and had not yet formulated his position
on it. He outlined his position on joining leadership saying
he has always accepted this and referred to the joint coor-dinat-ing
secretaries established in March 1973 when NIM was
formed. He stated that as leader of the party and revolution he
accepts the blame for the weakness of the C.C. When asked
to come to the G.M to explain his position he was not favorably
to this, however, after some insisting by the delegation he
said he would reach at 12.30 p.m. Cde. St. Bernard said that
in his opinion Cde. Bishop would come.

Cde. Keith Ventour added that the atmosphere in the meeting
with Cde. Bishop was emotional. He pointed out that Cde. Bishop
said that he got the C.C report late and didn't agree with some
aspects in it. Cde. Chester Humphrey added that Cde. Bishop said
that there were many things he was trying to think out and do
such contribute to the meeting. Cde. Wayne Sandiford added
that Cde. Bishop said that there were some concerns he had and
wants to raise but does not thing it is wise to raise them in
the G.M. Cde. Layne interpreted all these as manifestations
of violation of democratic centralism by Cde. Bishop.

At 12.52 p.m Cde. Bishop arrived.

Cde. Fitzroy Bain said that one member of the delegation said
Cde. Bishop said that there were things in the C.C report he was
not in agreement with what were they?

Cde. Murie Francois asked Cde. Unison Whiteman for an
explanation about his abstention in the voting. Cde. White
man said that Cde. Bishop had some concerns some of which
have not been addressed, thus deeming that he comes here is not
correct. Cde. Spooner asked — "What were those concerns?"
Cde. Whiteman responded that one concern is that he needs to
adjust psychologically and secondly there were certain important
points not reflected in the minutes. Cde. Peter Davis said that
the G.M was concern about Cde. Bishop's absence and thus he should explain.

Cde. Bishop in response said that he assumed that the C.C would explain his position to the G.M. He added that the discussions in the C.C Plenary has raised concerns to him. When stripped bare and until he has completed his reflections then he can face the G.M with a clean conscience. He is now relatively confused and emotional. There are several things that concern him and thus require a lot of mature reflection. He said that he shared the basic C.C conclusion on the crisis in the country, and party and that the source of the crisis lies in the C.C. He added that he firmly believes that the more authority and power one has then the greater the responsibility for failures belongs to that person. He pointed out that the concept of joint leadership does not bother him because of his history of struggle especially from the 1973 merger which gave rise to NNP. He said that many Comrades had criticised him in relation to his acceptance of joint leadership in the past in the form of joint coordinating secretaries. However, the masses have their own conception and perception that may not be necessarily like ours who study the science. Our history shows that the masses build up a personality cult around an individual. He admitted that his style of leadership has led to vacillation, indecisiveness in many cases. He confessed that maybe his conception of leadership is idealistic because of the historical cause of power and one day leadership. He and his contemporaries have distance for one man leadership and he has a strong position on this. He further pointed out that his style of leadership is an error since it calls for consensus, unity at all cost and this cause vacillation. And he is not sure that he has overcome this.

Secondly he said that he feels strongly that the party must have a clear position on areas of demarcation of responsibilities and systems of accountability. He is of the view that some Comrades held strong reservations and they should have raised then in an open and principled way. He said that if they held then for long and then sudden spring then then there must be need for reflection.
then in an open and principle way. He said that if they held them for long and then suddenly spring them then there must be need for reflection.

He informed the G.M that in the JULY C.C. plenary there was assessment held and that many points that are now being made about him that were not made then. He stated that he is always open to criticism but he should have been approached first before the meeting so he would be able to work out a clear and cogent response. He went on to say that there is a fine line separating a petit bourgeois and a scientific response. He felt that if he had those conclusions on a member he would have concurred then before although this may not be a scientific position.

He also said that he is concern about the minutes being given to the G.M. If minutes are given which show what each member of the C.C has said it can develop ideas of groupings and factions and vacillations in the C.C. He is afraid that it would eventually reach the masses and reaction and would thus undermine the revolution and give rise to suspicions that there is a power struggle in the C.C. He said that if they are to rebuild links with the masses then by solving the problems by being frank it would undermine the confidence of the leadership. He sees this clearly and does not understand why other C.C members cannot see this. He pointed out that in the past the C.C has decided on not communicating sensitive matters and in defence. He said that at the emergency C.C meeting a large part of the meeting was spent discussing whether Comrade Boldeau, the C.C recording secretary should be present at the extra-ordinary C.C plenary. At the emergency C.C meeting some Comrdes had apprehension but now 2 weeks later they have no apprehension in giving the minutes to the G.M.
He then said that he is concerned about what is the real meaning of the C.C.'s position. He is having horrors. If it is what he is thinking of then he does not see himself as being on the C.C or on the C.C as a leader. He said that the C.C pointed out that his strengths were the ability to agitate the masses, to articulate the position of the party and government to the masses and to hold high the banner of the revolution in the region and internationally and his weaknesses were lack of Leninist level of organisation and discipline, brilliance in strategy and tactics and all that have been said. But the C.C. said that precisely those qualities he lacks are those required to carry the revolution forward because those he has can't take it further. Thus the strengths of two C.C.s are to be married together. He is suspicious that Comrades have concluded that the party must be transformed into a Marxist Leninist party and thus he is the wrong person for the leader. He can't accept this compromise, it is unprincipled. He explained that for him to put out his strengths it must be on a result of deep conviction, love for the poor and working people and out of a feeling of confidence from the C.C. He is not satisfied because the totality of points made is pointing him in a direction he is trying to run from. It is not join leadership but a compromise in the interim. "What is the genuine substantial preference of the Comrades he asked?

Cde. Bishop went on to say that only he can solve the problem he is now facing because any assistance and talk about this not being a case of no confidence will be seen by him as tactical. He further said that he is considering the option of withdrawing from the P.B. and C.C. but has not yet resolved this. Therefore the C.C as the vanguard of the vanguard has a duty to meet in his absence and come up with clear conclusions on how to come out of the crisis. He stated that the C.C should not wait for him because supposing after his reflection he decides to withdraw, then many vital weeks would have been lost. His only concern he stated is about certain areas in the report that concerns him about his role
in the future but the C.C should go ahead and meet and whichever line is taken can be communicated to him.

Cde. James stated that in his view Cde. Bishop must remain in the G.M and hear from the members. He went on to say that we must distinguish between emotional and psychological reactions from decisions of the C.C. The C.C is the highest body and its decisions are binding on all - this is a fundamental Leninist principle. It must not be for some but for all. He stated that what is at stake given the depth of the crisis is the future of the revolution. The number one priority for every one must be the interest of the party and revolution. Our whole approach to this question must always be totally cold blooded, honest and objective. We must ask ourselves what is the correct solution, what is the way forward.

On the question of raising it with him before Cde. James said that there is no Leninist rule that demands this, that party rule requires this. If a comrade choses to do this it is out of that comrade's own liking. Cde. James informed the G.M that the C.C has removed Comrades from the P.B and C.C before and no such approach as Cde. Bishop desired in his case was used.

On the question of the minutes going to the G.M Cde. James said that the heart, the essence of the minutes is the position taken on joint leadership and the criticisms of Cde. Bishop. The C.C can't lie anymore unless we decide we are not building a Marxist Leninist party. It is therefore critical that the G.M see the positions taken by everyone since it would help in them assessing C.C members.

Cde. Francis Gill stated that it is necessary for Cde. Bishop to be here and stay at the G.M. He needs to hear the discussions of all the members. Cde. Gill said that the emotionalist Cde.
not surprise him because of the petit bourgeois nature of the party. He further stated that the criticisms he has read in the minutes have been frank and he does not see any petit bourgeois manifestations in them. The main issue is that of settling the leadership question. He agrees that Cde. Bishop does not have the ideological clarity. At first many members thought that the problem rested with the Organising Committee but now he has realised that the Organising Committee cannot have problems if the C.C does not have. Cde. Gill stated that all of us have the weakness of not frankly raising criticisms and Cde. Bishop should appreciate that now comrades are willing to do so. This is a sign of the growing maturity of the C.C and G.M.

Cde. Gill said that he appreciated Cde. Bishop's concern on the minutes going to the G.M but failure to give information holds back the party. For too long the majority of the party has been operating in ignorance. Cde. Gill said that he has always seen leadership in the party as being joint. He had serious concerns when Cde. Coard resigned. He further stated that it is necessary for Cde. Bishop to have bilateral and collective discussions with the membership. He said that in his view there is no other way forward except a qualitative change taking place in the C.C. Cde. Gill then read out a quotation from Karl Marx, "We have chosen a path in which we can accomplish the most for mankind, then nobody can how us because they are only sacrifice for everyone. Then we enjoy no poor limited egoistic joy for our happiness belongs to thousands. Our deeds will live on working eternally."

Cde. Anselm Débouz said that there is a crisis in the party. The C.C is the highest organ, once it is split then no party and no revolution. He said that the question of collective leadership is a fundamental principle of Marxist-Leninism. That collective leadership could only advance and push the revolution forward. He referred to Cde. Bishop's statement on page 10 in the minutes where Cde. Bishop said, "he is struck

17/.............
by the levels of thought and preparation of Cdes as evident in their various contributions”. Cde. Deboung said that this is a hint to there being a conspiracy in the C.C. Cde. Deboung said that he does not think that Cde. Coard’s resignation was correct and criticised him for this.

Cde. Laminne Lewis said that in the past the C.C has not been frankly criticising each other now out of the blues it has been done with Cde. Bishop and if we are to put the party on a Marxist Leninist footing we must not suddenly jump to crisisise. He also asked how would we bring the question of joint leadership to the masses since there are many people who would not like to see Cde. Coard as leader?!

Cde. Liam Jones answered that joint leadership is an internal party matter and is not to be brought to the masses. Cde. Bishop would remain a Prime Minister and Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces. He said that the key to defeating rumour mongering is the proletarian acceptance, attitude and disposition of the two comrades. In the past imperialism and reaction spread rumours about power struggle in the party but this made no headway because the closeness of the two comrades.

Cde. Ewart Layne said that if we strip things of personal feelings and ground then on the organisational principles of a proletarian party and the concrete situation in our country then the C.C conclusions are correct. He said that no Marxist Leninist principle says that you must first privately raise criticism. Cde. Layne referred to the resolution of the C.C plenary of April 1981 when there was a unanimous call for tight chairmanship. He also said that came up in December 1981, October 1982 and July 1983 all being critical of Cde. Bishop’s leadership. He also said that the C.C resolution of October 1982 said that there was nothing wrong with Cdes holding bilate als and consultations on party matters however, these matters must then be eventually brought before the party C.C.
On the minutes Cde. Layne said that we are not fooling anyone. The members know what is going on. We must be frank and honest. He then quoted a passage from the material, 'Democracy and centralism' which all members studied a few weeks ago.

"Lenin considered the development of criticism and self-criticism in every way among the indispensable conditions for strengthening the party and for improving its work. The party of communists criticised itself, and by criticising inevitably strengthens itself. Principled, open criticism was considered by Lenin to be the duty of a revolutionary. He pointed out that it had a place in the arsenal of every party organisation. Lenin warned that the party must critically examine the results of its activity, and should not hide from the party members and the people the shortcomings in its work.

"The party cannot fulfil its role of leader of the working class and all working people if it fails to notice its own shortcomings; if it is unable to expose the negative aspects in its work, if it is afraid to openly and honestly acknowledge mistakes and cannot correct them in time."

"Lenin wrote in this connection: 'A political party's attitude towards its own mistakes is one of the most important and surest ways of judging how earnest the party is and how it fulfills in practice its obligations towards its class and the working people. Frankly acknowledging a mistake, ascertaining the reasons for it, analysing the conditions that have led up to it, and thrashing out the means of its rectification - that is the hallmark of a serious party; that is how it should perform its duties; and how it should educate and train its 'class and union the masses'."

"Open criticism of its own defects is not a sign of the weakness but of the great strength of a Marxist party, and a means of strengthening it further. Lenin insisted that a party could learn to win and succeed only when it could face the truth, even the worst, squarely."

19/......

113 - 19
Cde. Layne further stated that Cde. Bishop is of the opinion that there is a plot and conspiracy to remove him but at this time for tactical reasons we are going half way. This Cde. Layne considers to be gross contempt for the intelligence of the C.C. For him to feel that under every chair, in every window there is a conspiracy going on is nothing but contempt.

Cde. Lex Mc Bain said that since April 1981 the resolutions of the C.C has been pointing to weak leadership given the C.C but nothing was being done. Therefore if we met and taken another such resolution and do nothing then soon the party would disintegrate and the revolution overthrown.

Cde. Ronnie Spooner said that since April '81 with all the resolutions it can be said that the C.C has been a talk shop. Information was not being sent down. The C.C was not taking firm measures. He said that a weekend seminar the party membership identified 19 features of a social Democratic Party and it's clear that they all are applicable to our own party. The failure of the C.C to pass on information to the membership shows that the C.C was operating as a clique and did not trust the membership. He stated that Cde. Bishop as the leader of the party should be the first person to abide by and uphold democratic centralism. His failure to do so is nothing but a petty bourgeois manifestation. He further pointed out that Marxism Leninism is not a dogma but a guide to creative action and in this regard cited the nine man joint leadership in Nicaragua. He firmly stated that he supports joint leadership in the party, and further went on to say that it is because of the C.C and party's vacillation we are in this situation. As the old people say 'what happens in the dark must come out to light'. He however, confidently said that today shows that the party is prepared to come forward. Referring to Cde. Bishop he said that one never knows his strengths if he does not know his weaknesses.
Cde. Nelson Louison endorsed Cdes. Layne and Gill's position. He said that this is the first time that the C.C. is telling the membership the truth. He noted that many Comrades have been seeing the problems and not saying anything. We must decide whether we are building a Marxist Leninist party or a social democratic one. He noted that many National Liberation Movements have failed because of this failure to build a Marxist Leninist party. He pointed out his disagreement with Cde. Bishop's position when he earlier said that the opinions of the members cannot help him and that he alone can help himself. This Cde. N. Louison said is a petit bourgeois position. He then quoted from the document 'Supreme Principle of Party Leadership' which was recently studied by the whole party. "Lenin severely condemned any attempt to ignore the opinions of ordinary party members, to look upon them as merely the executors of the will of leading personalities. For him, a party member was an active, conscientious, political fighter, a master of his party, prepared to bear complete responsibility for its work."

Cde. Wayne Sandiford said that he criticises Cde. Bernard Cahl for resigning from the C.C. and that he is worried how Cde. Bishop is seeing the criticisms of the C.C. and G.M. as some kind of conspiracy. He said that he does not want to be part of any conspiracy. He then pointed out that many Comrades have been moved from their original areas of work and placed in others. He gave himself as an example of this saying that one morning he was told that he is moved from the Ministry of Trade and is now a full time Worker Education Tutor. This change although abrupt he tired to take in a proletarian way and has been making his best efforts. He further stated that in Cde. Bishop's speech he sited four concerns, namely a worry approach, the minutes going to the membership, he needs to reflect and that this maybe a conspiracy. Cde. Sandiford said that these four concerns are not concerns of principle they instead reflect Cde. Bishop's petit bourgeois side.

21/.............
Cde. Liam James then suggested that the workshops should begin. Cde. Mikey Prime then said that the G.M must decide whether Cde. Bishop leaves the G.M or not.

A vote was taken on the matter 51 Cdes were for Cde. Bishop attending and one (1) abstained (Chester Louison)

Then the Workshop begun.

At 4.00 p.m the plenary session of the G.M begun with workshops reports. Please see the appendix for the composition and reports of work shops.

After the workshops reports Cde. Liam James said that the workshops in their reports sited three (3) areas which need clarification. They are Cde. George Louison's attitude at the C.C plenary; what is Cde. Austin's role in the Armed Forces and what problems Cde. Leon Cornwall experienced as ambassador to Cuba.

Cde. Liam James informed the G.M that Cde. George Louison's behaviour and position at the C.C plenary was right opportunism. He was vulgar and referred to the position taken by one Comrade as 'a load of shit'. He also tried to disrupt the meeting when the majority of the Central Committee was not supportive of his position by taking up his bag and threatening to walk out of the meeting. Cde. James however, said that Cde. Louison should further explain his behaviour to the G.M when he returns from abroad. He then called Cde. L. Cornwall to explain the problems he experienced.

Cde. Cornwall said that when the issue of all C.C members being based in Grenada came up at the C.C plenary there were some Cdes who did not favour this especially on the question of Cde. Layne and himself remaining. Thus he informed the C.C that there were some problems he experienced in Cuba mainly caused by the way in which the party was operating that made it
The test was designed to determine the potential of a new chemical as a nerve agent. The test was conducted under controlled conditions to ensure the results were valid.

The test was performed on a group of volunteers who were exposed to the chemical at varying concentrations. The volunteers were monitored for signs of toxicity and the effects on their nervous system were recorded.

The results of the test showed that the chemical was highly toxic and had a significant effect on the volunteers' nervous system. Further research is needed to determine the long-term effects of the chemical on human health.

The data collected from this test will be used to inform future research and development efforts in the field of chemical defenses.
Cde. Hudson Austin pointed out that for more than a year he had been concentrating all of his efforts as Minister of Construction on the duty of construction projects that have been given to the armed forces. He explained that in the Ministry of Construction he works closely with Cde. Mikey Prince who is the permanent secretary. He said that there is a clear division of labor between himself and Cde. Mikey Prince and that it has been going on for some time. He explained that he is the head of the Ministry of Construction and Cde. Mikey Prince is the permanent secretary. However, he said all this has not been to the expense of the armed forces and he is very concerned about this. He said that the armed forces and Cde. Prince both pointed to the provision of the armed forces. The provision of the armed forces can be seen in the detail of the troops and the provision of the forces. He said that he is concerned with the provision of the forces and the provision of the troops. He said that Cde. Prince was greatly concerned with the provision of the troops and there was a situation in the party and society that was only the armed forces that were able to rescue the situation.

Cde. Unison Witman explained to the G.A.I. that he had a number of reservations on the question of joint leadership for the move towards a more concrete and practical revolutionary leadership. He said that whenever a leader is missing qualities collective leadership and not joint leadership solves the problem. On the question of making a comprehensive report highlighting all the arguments, Cde. Chester Louis said that he abstained from the voting this morning because he was concerned about Cde. Bishop's emotional state. Cde. Fitzroy Bain said that there is a split in views in the G.A.I. on the proposals and that whatever the results it must be for the party's survival. He said that he was sure...
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must struggle to be always frank and call a spade a spade. He said that Cde. F. Bain cannot seek to blame others. Comrades have been struggling to raise their ideological level, but he must not feel intimidated, he should make all efforts to raise his. He went on to say that we have always been good at making quick decisions on small issues but vacillate on taking decisions on fundamental issues. He reminded Cde. F. Bain that he himself said that the C.C. Comrades who voted for joint leadership and well though out positions yet he is hinting that there is a conspiracy and this decision can smash up the revolution. Cde. David said that if there were a conspiracy it was a conspiracy to build the party and revolution.

Cde. L. Cornwall said that he was happy to see the level of discussion of the members and it is being carried out at a high ideological level grounded in the theory of Marxism Leninism. He said that this shows that the party is maturing. In relation to the position taken by Cde. F. Bain he said that Cde. Bain pointed out that he had problems with the report given by Cde. Loyne, however, when the C.C net to consider the report before it was presented the G.M. Cde. Bain voted in favor of the report but in favor of the points made by Cde. Loyne in relation to the decision that the majority of C.C members would resign from the C.C if the party membership fails to demand that the Leninist principle of democratic centralism be upheld and adhered to. Cde. Cornwall said that the decision of the majority is one of principle. He said that for too long our C.C has been vacillating and is taking decisions when one or two C.C members oppose such. He said that he is not responsible for the party's weak and ineffective and is responsible for the deep crisis we now face. He pointed out that failure to take this decision and uphold democratic centralism has grave consequences for the party and revolution. That is to fail to apply democratic centralism, which is the heart and soul of a Marxist Leninist party or any party aspiring to be transformed into such, on this is we that we now face. Then on other matters ordinary party members would reject C.C decisions that they do not
like. This he claims would march up the party. He went on to say that we have always spoken about the importance of democratic centralism in the party; that on the morning of March 13th 1979 if democratic centralism was not upheld when the political bureau took the decision for the attack on True Blue barracks, if at that critical moment the party members said that they needed time to reflect then there would have been no revolution and the party leadership would have been wiped out since Gairy left orders to exterminate the entire leadership. This is why if we fail to stand by principles but bend them for one man it would be unprincipled for C.C members who have any respect for principles to remain on the C.C.

He went on to say that he finds it very strange that Cde Bain never raised the issue of postponing the G.M before because Cde. George Browne is out of the country. He stated that the C.C took this decision to hold the G.M since Saturday 17th but between that time and today Cde. Bain never even raised the matter of postponing the G.M, in fact he did not raise it this morning and now it is almost 10:00 p.m. Why is he now raising the GM? He also said that no one must feel intimidated because of the differences in ideological level, instead it is the duty of every C.C member, every party member to struggle hard and stand hard so that the ideological level of the entire C.C and party can be raised in order to work out the correct solutions to problems we face now and the even more complex ones we would face in the future.

He went on to say that when the C.C criticised Cde. Bishop it was not done from a position of self righteousness. We all have weaknesses but it was the opinion of every single one of the C.C that the weaknesses of Cde. Bishop as leader of the C.P. in the party were persisting for a long time and causing vacillations in the C.C thus seriously affecting the party work. He then stated that on Cde. B. Coard's resignation the C.C pointed out in October that given the problems in the C.C that it was correct to do so. He informed the G.M that a great decision...
syndrome had developed in the C.C because everybody was expecting Cde. Coard to do all the thinking and preparations for C.C meetings and to ensure that whatever decisions were implemented. This he said only held back the development of the C.C and jeopardised collective leadership. Since Cde. Coard's resignation many C.C members have realised that they must take on their responsibility as C.C member to think and prepare for meetings. It is this long struggle to take on their responsibilities since Cde. Coard's resignation that has made it possible for the ordinary party members themselves to now boldly speaking up. In the past this never happened but now everyone has sensed that they must now shoulder their responsibility. This is the positive effect of Cde. Coard's resignation.

Cde. F. Bain then spoke repeating his position on the statement made by the majority of C.C members to resign if the C.C decision is not carried through. He further said that he got the C.C report late and that he did not see any conspiracy by the C.C.

Cde. F. Gill said he does not see any conspiracy but instead we are breaking new grounds. He said that we all have petit bourgeois weaknesses which can be seen in our style of work. He called for the party to embark on serious ideological training and said that Cde. F. Bain's position reflects a low ideological level and understanding. He said that this issue is one of principle will we stand by principles we speak of or would we cast them aside for Cde. Bishop's sake? He further said that the things in the minutes were already known by most party members and that the bringing of the minutes to the membership was forced on the C.C because the members would not have accepted anything without seeing the minutes.

Cde. Einstein Louison said that some Comrades are trying to justify a serious kind of complacency that frightens him. This matter is one of life or death of the revolution. It was the members who forced this on to the C.C. On Cde. Bishop's concerns he said that what is clear is that Cde. Bishop lost
touch with the reality around him. He also said that this is true for Cde. F. Bain. He pointed out that Cde. Bishop had been failing to supervise the work and thus he criticises him for this sloppiness. He said that we are at a point when we must struggle hard to build a Marxist Leninist party which is the only guarantee that we will build socialism. He said that the matters raised concerning Cde. George Louison's position is not a personal attack on him, his position at the C.C meeting was definitely right opportunist. He went on to say that the C.C comm. who did not vote for the decision but instead previously agreed to all the analyses of the crisis and problems reminds him of what Karl Marx said about some philosophers. He quoted, "The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point, however, is to change it."

Cde. U. Whitman said that his position is clear that Cde. P. Coard should be on the C.C and P.B but he has never heard or read about joint leadership. He said that may be he is not being active but his is his position. He said that someone told him that the General Hospital is having problems because there is no clearly defined head of the hospital.

Cde. Keith Roberts said he is surprised to hear of the positions of certain C.C members especially those of Cde. Bishop who hint that this is a conspiracy. He said that Cde. Bishop must truly accept the criticism in a principled way. He quoted from another document studied by the entire party 'Communist - a title of honour' which said, "Lenin considered the conscientious carrying out of collectively taken decisions to be the highest manifestation of unity. He wrote: 'Discussing the problem, expressing and hearing different opinions ascertaining the views of the majority of the organized Marxist, expressing these views in the form of decisions adopted by delegates and carrying out conscientiously - this is what reasonble people all over the world call unity.'

29/..................
"After a decision has been taken by the relevant bodies Lenin pointed out, all party members must act as one man. A communist's devotion to the party is tested by his ability to uphold the common cause and the way he implements party decisions. To be a communist means, above all, to merge one's own desires and actions with the desires and actions of the party."

Cde. K. Roberts went on to say that Cde. Bishop has by his words and action shown great mistrust in the comrades around him. He had a high and unbelievable level of individualism. Cde. Roberts stated that we all get wisdom from the collective wisdom of the party and we must all struggle to raise our ideological level in the interest of the revolution.

Cde. Valdon Boldeau said that he is happy with the C.C discussions and conclusions. For sometime now he has been unhappy with how the party was operating. He is now happy to see the C.C openly and frankly discussing its problems and is prepared to solve them. He further stated that the criticism of Cde. Bishop at the C.C plenary was honest and made from the standpoint of genuine respect and to pull the party out of the crisis. He said that he supports the model of joint leadership. He reminded Cde. Bishop that C.C decisions are binding on every party member and as leader he must be more willing to stand firm with the C.C decision. Cde. Boldeau stated that if Cde. Bishop does not fulfill the decision this would lead to disrespect for the C.C and for himself.

Cde. Chris Stroude said that since the formation of AJM the party's policy was one of taking state power and to build socialism and communism even if we ourselves would not be around to see communism. Therefore we can't afford to reach part of the way and back time. He pointed out that we have to deeply study Marxism-Leninism and Lenin's teachings on democratic centralism. He said he was shocked to hear about and to personally hear Cde. Bishop position. He reminded Cde. Bishop that at the first weekend seminar of the party a few weeks ago he himself addressed this and explained the Leninist principles of party building and action.
on all to always uphold them. Ode. Strowbe pointed out that he agrees with joint leadership and that this is a reality in the party that must be recognised. He said that if the revolution is turned back it would have regional and international implications. He said that he is surprised that Ode. Bishop is trying to hide the truth from the members by withholding the minutes. He said that there is nothing wrong in calling the position taken by someone as being opportunist. When someone is taking a counter revolutionary position we say it is a counter revolutionary position. He said that if opportunism is not struggled against it would stifle the party.

Ode. Basil Cahagan said that we must be critical of positions that are opportunist. He said that he is shocked with Ode. Bishop's position. It reveals a low ideological level and understanding. He further went on to say that the party has lost contact with the masses and the C.C. has lost contact with the party membership. It is this loss of contact that is now causing this paranoia of power struggle and conspiracy.

Ode. Ireda Ismahal commended the C.C. for its frankness and stated that he is dissatisfied with Ode. Bishop's position. He said that the Comrade lacks these leadership qualities which Ode. Craig has therefore he supports joint leadership. He said that last year many committees bound away because of lack of C.C. guidance. He said that the party members were not united. He further stated that Ode. Bishop has not taken the criticism in a frank, wholehearted manner and if we are to build a Marxist Leninist party it must be based on all the Leninist principles of party building. He further stated that many party members are developing because they have a positive and proletarian attitude to the criticisms that the C.C. always give them. Thus Ode. Bishop must see these criticisms for his own good and the party.

Ode. Chester Humphrey said that what is taking place reminds him of what Ode. Coard said even the party celebrated Lenin's birthday. What Ode. Coard said referred to how different comrades respond to criticism i.e. either in a proletarian or a petit bourgeois way. He said that Ode. Coard said on that
there are those who accept criticism and attempt to correct their way.

(b) there are those who refuse criticism and make no attempt to change.

(c) there are those who accept or say they accept but don't do anything to change.

The latter category he said was by far the most dangerous. He said that Cde. Bishop pointed out both to the C.C and G.N that these two bodies can't do anything to help him and only he himself can help himself. This Cde. Humphrey criticised as petit bourgeois individualism and attempts to find solution for his problem outside of the party. Cde. Humphrey asked what is the main issue? He answered we are trying to rescue a dangerous situation. He asked what is necessary to rescue the situation? He answered that one necessary ingredient is that of strengthening the C.C and party leadership and this is why he firmly supports joint leadership of the party between Cde. Bishop and Cde. Coard, the two most outstanding comrades of the party with different necessary strengths. He further stated that no textbook on Marxism would give you this. We must be creative and always take into account our reality.

Cde. Keith Venotour stated that he firmly agrees with joint leadership. He said that both Cdes. Bishop and Coard must act in a proletarian way always in the interest of the party. He said however, in his view the problem is with Cde. Bishop and his petit bourgeois attitude to the revolution. He said that the only way to solve this is for Cde. Bishop to genuinely accept the criticism. He further stated that no one is president for life. He then quoted at length from the document studied by the whole party 'Supreme Principle of Party Leadership' which said, "The Leninist way of presenting the question of the relation between the masses and their leaders, between the leaders and the led deserves attention. Lenin stressed that if is the masses themselves who throw up worthy leaders from their ranks. The masses follow their leaders, but at the
same time they guide the latter, and correct them whenever necessary. Genuine leaders of the people not only teach the masses but learn from them, too.

'And for this very reason,' Lenin wrote, 'the whole party must constantly, steadily and systematically train suitable persons for the Central bodies, must see clearly, as in the palm of its hand, all the activities of every candidate for these high posts, must come to know even their personal characteristics, their strong and weak points, their victories and defeats. In this way, and in this way alone, shall we enable the whole body of influential party workers (and not the chance assortment of persons in a circle or grouplet), to know their leaders and to put each of them in his proper category.!

"Drawing in large circles of people in the elaboration and implementation of decisions, assessing the opinion of the majority and expressing its will these are the Leninist principles of party life. They guarantee the all-sidedness and correctness of party decisions. Forgetting or violating these principles inevitably brings with it the isolation of the leaders from the masses, and the adoption of thoughtless, erroneous decisions.

"A genuinely scientific, Marxist Leninist approach to the problem of collective leadership presupposes a correct solution of the question of the authority of the leaders of the revolutionary working class movement.

"Marxism Leninism does not deny the important role of the leaders of the working class. While acknowledging the decisive role of the people in the development of society, Marx, Engels and Lenin considered that a leading personality, although he cannot change the course of history to his liking, does nevertheless play an important role in it. A leader can, by his activity accelerate the pace of events, indicate a less difficult path towards a goal, or, on the contrary, slow down the movement forward and make it more difficult. Leading personalities are those who have understood, earlier, more clearly and more deeply than others, a new situation and the needs of social development, and have headed a mass movement."
Cde. Keith Ventour went on to say that the C.C must manners all forms of opportunism. He then stated that Cde. Bishop now seems more relaxed than this morning (applause). He said that this morning Cde. Bishop seemed to be confused, contemptuous and mistrustful of the party membership. Now he has a more relaxed look and he hopes that it is a good sign which shows his willingness to genuinely accept the C.C and G.M criticisms and the decision of the C.C (applause).

Cde. Moses Jeffrey stated his firm agreement with the C.C analysis and resolution. He said that this is one more vital day in the life of the party because of the frankness and honesty with which the vast majority of comrades are carrying on the discussion. As a result his confidence in the party is growing and the C.C is showing maturity. He said that Cde. Bishop's position is based on deep jolted emotions, lack of confidence in the ability of the party to assist his non acceptance of the practical application of democratic centralism. He said that there has been for too long a clear link between the C.C and the members. That the continuous failure of the C.C to give the members accurate information has not prepared them to struggle with deep conviction. He said that many members were not convinced of the many lines the C.C gave as to the problems of the party work thus he asked - how can we convince the masses when we ourselves are not convinced? If the C.C has not confidence in the party members how can we effectively work among the masses. He said that the only conspiracy that exists in the party is the conspiracy of the C.C against democratic centralism and taking the party rank and file members. He noted that now the masses are maturing and understanding in a better way Marxism Leninism and that the foetus of a Marxist Leninist party is developing. He said that he hopes that Cde. Bishop has learnt the lesson that there are no untouchables in the party.

Cde. Ruggles Ferguson said he endorses the views of other comrades. He said that we must not lose sight of imperialism as our main enemy. That imperialism is becoming more dangerous in several parts of the world-peace is at stake in the world because of imperialism. Therefore we must build a Marxist Leninist Party. He said he is surprised with Cde. Bishop's position. That frankness and openness must remain a main feature in party life. He therefore appeals to
reason and proletarian instincts of Cde. Bishop.

Cde. Gellineau James stated that this was a historic meeting and it shows that the party is developing and maturing along a Marxist Leninist path. He said that he is disturbed by Cde. Bishop, Bain and G. Louison's positions. He then referred to the day when he was removed from the party's Central Committee. He said that he had to wage a stout struggle with himself to accept the C.C decision in a proletarian manner. He asked to send a letter to the C.C which he wrote on the day that showed what was his attitude to the C.C decision. He also referred to the early days of the revolution when he was removed as commander of the militia unit but again made all efforts to accept this in the best spirit. He therefore said that Cde. Bishop has no other alternative than to show he is capable of accepting criticism and moving forward.

Cde. Bertrand Lessey said that he supported the C.C resolution. The frankness here in the G.M and at the C.C meeting shows that the party wants to make a decisive break with the past. Thus all efforts must be made to ensure that we move forward united only on the principles of Marxism Leninism.

Cde. Mikey Prime said he strongly endorses the C.C resolution—it is one of frankness, firmness and decisiveness. He said that he spoke to some C.C members, those who are closer to the membership, just before the extra-ordinary C.C meeting and he told them that if the C.C does not move away from all 'dilly-dallying' there won't be any positive change in the conditions of the country. He said that we must learn the lesson of today that decisiveness is always keep in building a Marxist Leninist party.

Cde. Edlyn Lambert said that if the women of the party did not speak the meeting would not have ended. She said that she is shocked and disappointed with Cde. Bishop's attitude at the decisions of the C.C and to democratic centralism and free frank and honest criticism. She said that if Cde. Bishop sees the party and C.C as of no help to him then he does not have a party political problem. She said that the matters in the C.C minutes are of no threat to the revolution since it...
majority of the party members know of the problems and the risks of the C.C. The threat to the revolution she said is the continuous failure of the C.C to tell the members the truth and to act to overcome weaknesses and shortcomings. She told Cde. Bishop that in May he called on every party member to walk the extra mile. She then asked how we can walk the extra mile if you do not set the pace for us? She asked him to tell of the many lives that would be lost if the party does not come out of this crisis so the revolution can move forward. She then said that it is fitting for Cde. Bishop to now tell us what he intends to do.

Cde. Claudette Pitt said that she is proud to be a member of the NJM. She said that she is happy to see that the lower members of the C.C are standing up for firm Leninist principles. She reminded Cde. Bishop that in a weekend seminar of the C.C he said that democratic centralism is a norm of party life. She said she is shocked to hear his position today and the unwillingness in practice to accept the C.C decision on C.C leadership. She reminded him that in the years before the revolution he always singled out the excellent hard work of Cde. Coard and that he said in those days he did not believe in tremendous hard work energy and foresight of Cde. Coard but of them including himself would have given up the struggle. She said that she strongly supports the C.C decisions.

Cde. Lorianne Lewis stated that on many occasions we feel hot then cold. She sited the March threat as an example. She said that many Comrades have called for firmness in theory but don't do so in practice. She asked how far have we gone in drafting the new party programme and the constitution?

Cde. Peter David said that he was wondering that when Cde. Bernard Coard is back on the C.C and P.B whether Cde. will then go back in a rut. However, he said that he can see the development of quite a number of C.C Comrades and as a result feels confident that this won't be so. He said that because by the C.C to the membership must be constant. He then said that is quite sure that the reflection that Cde. Bishop was doing in isolation would have led to nothing. He then called on Cde. Bishop to make sure that all his reflections and ideas to be reflections on how we will be marching along the path to build socialism with the full knowledge that only the Leninist party can lead guide and direct the people to successfully undertake this task.
Cde. Faye Thompson said that Cde. Bishop's behavior was unexpected and rude. From now on he must reflect on his words. The revolution will be moving forward.

Cde. Rudolph Ogilvie said he firmly supported the C.C. report. He said that the session is a firm step towards uniting the party. He is now more confident in the party because it shows the willingness of the party to solve its problems to build socialism according to the time tested principles of scientific socialism. He rejects Cde. Bishop's position that this is a conspiracy and criticizes him for taking such a stand which is the stand of the petit bourgeois.

Cde. Maureen St. Bernard said that Cde. Bishop must deal more with the party membership he is too isolated from the party's rank and file this is why he can't understand the changes taking place in the party.

Cde. Murrie Francois said that Cde. Bishop should accept the criticism. She said she is not surprised at Cde. Bishop's position because this is the same petit bourgeois position he has been taking for a long time on the Rural Workers' Committee of the Party.

At this point Cde. Peter David read a resolution which was unanimously voted for by everyone at the C.M.

The members then called on Cdes Coard and Bishop to speak.

Cde. Bernard Coard said that today is indeed a historic day in the life of the party (applause). He said that at the C.C meetings he attended from Monday 19th September onwards he felt at home because unlike the past every C.C member was putting forward well thought out, clear and reasoned positions. He was looking forward for building the party and transforming it into a genuine Marxist Leninist party. He said that in the past most C.C members would be silent in C.C meetings and were happy to have ideas on how the party and revolution is to be built. However, now he witnessed a qualitative difference. He also said that the C.M. showed quality and though. He said in his conversations with Cde. Jorge Risseto, member of the Political Bureau of the PCC Central Committee, Cde. Risseto shared that some people come to socialism by their head, others by their heart and still others by ..................
(1) We cannot wait. We need to urgently address the question.

(ii) G.M's can follow the C.C's deliberations where Cdes can be given frank explanations.

Cde Fitzroy Bain:

(1) We need clarification as regards the depth of the criticism of the C.C.

(ii) There is division between party and masses—Concern over the image of the party before the masses.

(iii) Some responses are genuine while others are petty-bourgeois.

Comrade Kojo commented as follows:

(i) It is clear the C.C is facing a confidence crisis.

(ii) The reports tell us that there is grave danger of open rebellion and disintegration of our party.

(iii) The heart of the crisis is the Central Committee.
- at the level of its composition.
- at the level of the assignment of duties both in the party and state.

(iv) We need to do an assessment based on identified priorities, areas of concern rather than a wholistic.

(v) There is need for full membership of C.C to address these issues.

Comrade Leon Cornwall:

(i) We need to begin to think more strategically than tactically—C.C tends to think more tactically.

(ii) We need to decide on measures for arresting the situation now and for looking down the road.

Cde. Kemau Mc Barnett commented on the lack of critical responses to the C.C's conclusions at the G.M. He said we need to ask ourselves to what extent do we provide rank and file party members with the opportunity to speak out and do so frankly?
Other Comrades commented on the need for C.C. Comrades to lead discussions at Workshops level in future.

COMRADE OWUSU maintained that the basis for timidity in membership is the attitude of some C.C. Comrades to criticism and the fear of membership if being labelled revisionist.

DECISION:  
(i) The full C.C. of NJM will meet on the 13th, 14th and 15th of September to examine the issues raised in this meeting and to come up with appropriate steps.

(ii) Cde. Walson Boldeau will be the recording Secretary for this meeting.

SUMMARY REMARKS BY CDE. MAURICE BISHOP

(i) The meeting, in spite of its short duration, has been useful.

(ii) In agreement with Owusu that we are faced with the threat of disintegration.

(iii) Agrees also with analysis that Comrades of the party are afraid to raise criticisms.

(iv) Agrees with the postponement because of the need for C.C. members to adequately prepare themselves.

(v) By way of preparation C.C. members should do the following:

(a) Rap with party members; particularly senior party members on all the critical issues.

(b) Rap with key section of the masses with the following in mind:

- the increasing disrespect for the party among certain sections of the masses.

(c) Rap with leading mass orgs. activists, leading militia types, 'consistent participants in zonal councils, leaders of party support groups.'

(vi) July C.C. resolution should be discussed in work committees and study groups.

(vii) C.C. members should research on the history of the party during the last five or six years. Minutes and conclusions will be useful to look at.
(viii) There is reasonable basis to share the concern that many key decisions of the party, if not the majority have been made informally outside of higher organs.

(ix) We should study the history of the C.P.S.U.

(x) We should re-read Standards of Party Life by Fronin.

(xi) We should reflect on the individual strengths and weaknesses of all C.C members. We should also think about the specific responsibilities of C.C Comrades both at the party and state levels - This should be in writing.

The meeting ended around 10.00 a.m.

Minutes taken by
Cde. Chris DeRiggs.
EXTRAORDINARY MEETING OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE NUM

14 - 16 SEPTEMBER, 1983

MEETING STARTED 1.00 P.M

COMRADES PRESENT

Maurice Bishop
Selwyn Strachan
George Louison
Unison Whiteman
Liam James
Chalkie. Ventour
Ewart Layne

Phyllis Coard
Leon Cornwall
Kamau Mc Barnett
Tan Bartholomew
Fitzroy Bain
Chris Deriggs

COMRADES ABSENT

Hudson Austin - (out of country)
Ian St. Bernard - (sick)

The proposed agenda by Cde. Maurice Bishop was circulated to Cdes for comments.

PROPOSED AGENDA

14TH SEPTEMBER

1. Minutes - (7.00 - 1.10 p.m)
2. Levels of preparation - (1.10 - 1.20 p.m)
3. Feed back from members, work Committees and masses - (1.20 - 2.30 p.m)
4. Evaluation of Feed back - (2.30 - 2.45 p.m)
5. Evaluation of C.C (i) Collective role/collective work - (2.45 - 6.00 p.m)
Break at - (4.00 - 4.15 p.m)
SEPTEMBER 15TH:

5. Evaluation of C.C
   (ii) Individual assessment (8.00 a.m - 6.00 p.m)
   Break (10.30 a.m - 10.45 a.m)
   Lunch (1.00 p.m - 2.00 p.m)
   Break (4.00 p.m - 4.15 p.m)
   Procedures - main 5 minutes
   Assessment by 13 other Cdes 13 x 2 = 26 minutes
   15 Cdes at 31 minutes per person 465 minutes

6. Key areas of implementation of C.C conclusions
   (i) Regional work/new P.C.B chiefs (5.15 - 6.00 p.m)

SEPTEMBER 16TH:

6. Key areas of implementation of C.C Conclusions
   (i) Regional Work/PCB Chiefs (8.00 - 9.30 a.m)
   (ii) C.F.E
       Militia (9.30 - 10.30 a.m)
       Break (10.30 - 10.45 a.m)

7. (a) Proposed new responsibilities of C.C Cdes
   (b) Proposed responsibilities of C.C Secretariat
   (c) New decisions of C.C
   (d) Proposed meetings/dates and agenda of C.C
   (e) Report to the Party on this meeting
       - a,b,c,d,e (10.45 a.m - 1.00 p.m)

REPORTS AVAILABLE

1. Minutes of Last Emergency C.C.
2. Reports from St. George's P.C.B (1)
3. Report from West Coast P.C.B (1)
4. Report from St. Andrew's P.C.B (1)
5. Report from St. David's P.C.B (2)
6. Report from St. Patrick's P.C.B (2)
7. Report from Carriacou P.C.B (1)
8. Report from West Coast G.M (1)
9. Recommendations from Fedon's and Marray show seminars
10. Document on internal party development
11. Recommendations from Chris DeBriggs
    C.M Class
Worker Education class August '83 report


15. Report from Workers Committee on Socialism Classes July - August 4th 1983.

16. Workers Committee analysis of the Working Class for the Month of August.

CONTENTS ON THE AGENDA

Cde. Liam James said the proposed agenda is lacking in focus. It is not consistent with what was agreed in the emergency meeting of the C.C.

Cde. Ventour said the agenda should be:

(i) Analysis of the present state of the party and revolution

(ii) Analysis of the C.C main problems.

(iii) The way forward.

Cde. Layne said the main purpose of this meeting is to discuss the state of the party and revolution and the work of the Central Committee.

Cde. Strechan said that item number six (6) can be taken in the overall assessment of the work.

Cde. James said that he would like the meeting to assess the degree of the state of the work in the party and to look at the C.C and the way forward in that context.

Cde. Strechan said that item one, assessment of the party and revolution (2), the C.C line formulation will make the analysis look to mechanistic.

Cde. Bishop said he had no problem with charging the agenda, his main concern is the time limit of the analysis.

Cde. Layne however, felt that the C.C should take all the time necessary to do the analysis given the state of the work. When we have exhausted the discussion on the item we can move on Sister Coard agreed.

The C.C agreed to follow the approach suggested by Cde. Chalkie Ventour.

(1) Analysis of the party and revolution
(2) Analysis of the C.C (main Problem)
(3) The way forward.
(1) ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT STATE OF THE PARTY AND REVOLUTION

Cde. Erwin Layne led off in the discussion. He said that he had received minutes of the last C.C plenary, all documents and report from the P.B and C.C. Therefore his assessment is based on these reports and feedback from the ground he had picked up during his short time home.

The situation is that the revolution now faces the greatest danger since 1979. There is great mórìfiveness and dissatisfaction among the people. Though not in an open way it can be recognised. The state of the party at present is the lowest it had ever been. The international prestige of the party and revolution is compromised e.g. the C.C delegation visit to the S.U.

We are faced with the tasks of managing the state sector in great economic difficulties, to build the economy in the face of tremendous pressure from imperialism. Politically, to raise the consciousness of the working class and working people in the face of resistance from imperialism and to build the party into a Marxist Leninist vanguard in a country that is dominantly petit bourgeois and to carry the proposed constitution to the people in two years time.

Militarily, to organise the defence of the revolution in the face of a qualitatively stepped up aggression from imperialism who for years has attempted to carry out its policy of becoming more and more into a "gunboat" policy. The small Caribbean islands are being drawn into an alliance against Grenada and all the left organisations in the region.

We have to develop an army with more complicated means. Tighten our relations with the World Socialist Movement especially Cuba, S.U., G.D.R. of which relations are becoming more and more complex. To steer off isolation but not at the extent of departing from the correct path, and to carry out all tasks of social development.

In the face of all these tasks the party is crumbling, all mass organisations are in the ground, organised people's democracy is about to collapse. The internal state of the party is very dreadful. There is wide protest against the higher organs, prestige has fallen in the eyes of the party members and the masses. The C.C has proven its inability to give leadership to the process e.g. this time the C.C. cannot determine the stage the revolution is at. The style of the C.C is becoming more and more formalistic. The growth and carrying of working class elements into the party is low. The style of leadership is carried out by directives (members says that democracy is dead in the party). Decision making is characterised by spontaneity.

The C.C is on a path of right opportunism and is very dishonest to its members e.g. in the conclusions of the July plenary was reported that C.C has advanced, every single committee mass orgs were criticised except the C.C aid P.B. The failure to match up to incentives and to the participants in C.P.E was not criticised. When Cdes have failed to accomplish
tasks and accuses others for this it very serious. For soon ideological justifications will be found for these mistakes.

The C.C. criticised the NYO for their short comings, at the same time Cde. Tan Berholomew has been given additional responsibility of C.P.E and St. Patrick’s P.C.B. He said that the tasks given to the NYO in this period are giant tasks which is impossible to accomplish in this period it will only lead to the frustration of the Cdes in this area.

In his view the main problem is the C.C. The C.C has diverted from the correct path. This will lead to the total disintegration of the party and the collapse of the revolution at the same time when the work on the economic, military and international fronts becomes much more difficult.

The C.C needs to take a serious view, frankly criticise itself in order to move out of this serious dangers in the interest of the masses and the revolution.

Cde. 'Vehtur' supported the points made by Cde. Leyne. He said that the party is facing disintegration. Cdes are complaining of the amount of tasks, some are showing signs of resignation, Cdes are afraid to speak up, they show timidity and fear to express their positions. He said that this can make the C.C lose a lot of prestige. Cdes do not agree with the C.C conclusions of July. They also raised that the months have passed and there is no implementation of the conclusions. There is a serious drift away from the party by the key supporters of the revolution, the vocal Cdes are now passive, they are not prepared to fight the reactionary lines on the ground. Community work is not going as was expected, he graded it as poor to fair. The militia is non existent. In some respects the masses have gone backwards ideologically using the present positions on the Korean plane incident and comparing it with the position of the masses on the Afghanistan in the early days of the revolution. He said that people are getting their lines from VOA.

Cde. Leon Cornwall also agreed with the analysis made by Cde. Leyne. He said that the honeymoon period of the revolution is over. In the past 4½ years progress was seen in many areas and the masses were on a high, now the work is becoming much more difficult and complex. The C.C has failed to develop a perspective on how the revolution must develop. The C.C has given too much unrealistic tasks and in pushing Cdes to accomplish it they become frustrated. A striking feature in this period is the absence of the masses in the activities of the revolution because of the deep frustrations which exists. He said that there is confusion among the party masses, we do not know how we are going to come out of this situation because the party has not develop a perspective. We tend to push things down Cdes throat and frustrate them.

All areas of mass organisation work has fallen, which is related to our lack of prospective on how to implement solutions. The serious economic difficulties we face is also effecting the people.
He said that Cuba had similar problems in their development but they were able to develop a militant mass base because of the strength of the party in developing a perspective and its work.

There is a lot of confusion structurally in the party. There is no clear system of subordination. Structures are created without having a perspective in them. Too much shifting around of Cdes, we have failed to develop Cdes we also make too much mistakes in who we send to train abroad e.g. the Cdes of the Youth Organisations are bitter because training abroad is seen as a passport to transfer them into other areas of work. In some cases we send Cdes to train only to fill the places offered to us.

As a party we are not playing a leading role in the process. Inner party democracy is being down played this is a result of our style of leadership and work, also how we seek to deal with the young Cdes is damaging the dignity of the party and its membership.

He also agreed that the C.C is on a right opportunistic path referring to the conclusions of the July plenary. He continued to say that if the C.C is to gain any respect we must move away from this path. He said that this problem is an a result of the low ideological level of the C.C and the party in general. Cdes see the conclusions of July as a set of administrative measures. There is no system to ensure that Cdes understand the lines of the party. No perspective on the development of the G.M.'s. He thinks that the solution is an ideological clear and steeled C.C and party which can explain the lines of the party and can implement it in all areas.

Cde. Fitzroy Bain agreed with the position of the Cdes. He said that the strongest supporters of the resolution are demoralising the party has set too much high standards for the people, we had expected social benefits to do the work for us. Cdes who leave the army are spreading unfavourable lines which is difficult to fight back, it is affecting the credibility of the army in the eyes of the people. There is presently a very low surface mood among the masses which will soon affect their basic mood.

Party Cdes bumble the masses, a small amount of our firmest supporters are leaving the country. The mood of the party is also lower than the masses at this time, there exist a level of mistrust, resentment and frustration among party Cdes. They are not convinced on the lines given by the C.C on Cde. Coard and Cde. Redix. Cdes see double standards in the party e.g. when Cdes of the C.C do not do any house to house Cdes do not have any respect for the D.C, they also show a willingness to resign. Cds of the Workers Committee are saying that their is at stake, they attend too many meetings, they have no time to visit workplaces and given very little time to address the union work. Cdes refer to the case of Sydney Francis and Valentino Sawney who were disciplined recently in saying that Cde. Austin committed a similar offence and he was not disciplined. Party Cdes are just going through motions, they lack the spirit to fight on the ground. They criticise the supervision of the C.C, they say that communication from the C.C is weak. They refer to the July Conclusion saying that meetings were held with M's and G.M's no meetings were held with A's but at the
some time A's are expected to carry out the decisions and task from the July Plenary.

Cdes. Bartholomew agreed with all the points made so far saying that the C.C has not been giving leadership to the process. The party has been dishonest with its members on a number of issues which has shaken the confidence of the party masses. The C.C does not report frankly, the flow of information is a major problem, internal party democracy has been destroyed and decisions are handed down without involving the full members.

Timidity is a major problem in the party, Cdes are afraid to speak out frankly because when they do they are termed in different ways. Members and C.M do not understand basic norms of party life. Cdes were not consulted when the three Cdes of the C.C was brought onto the P.B. Cdes do not know the members of the Central Committee. The D.C has not played the role it had been assigned to do, it has developed a very arrogant attitude towards Cdes, it has not developed ways of assisting Cdes that come before the D.C. The masses have lost confidence in the party, irregularities takes too much time before it is solved, e.g. water and electricity problems Police and soldiers who left the army are going to Trinidad. They complain about the condition in the army. The economic problems are not explained to the people. The Church has grabbed a number of people in this situation. He also reported an incident of Mililitia Cdes guarding a Church in this period. He said that the party has not yet developed a policy for dealing with the Church. The revolution has lost its ability to manners counter who are very active. He referred to the 3CO turn out in the indoor rally in Sainteux as a very weak turnout in the context of the amount of mobilisation done. Mobilisers were actually chased in some areas.

Cdes complain of the lack of stability in the leadership of the NYO. He accused the party of bleeding the youth movement. The best Cadres are pulled out at a time when the youth movement is in problems. Leading Party Cdes have contributed to the discrediting of the youth Cdes terrorise the youth calling NYO "Not yet organise". We are not yet clear on the relation of the party and the mass organisation. He referred to occasion where the party is guilty of the above as the O.C. ordered to run all youth from the Tivoli court, Cdes of the NYO do not get enough support from the party, Cdes complain that the O.C is not giving them adequate guidance. When members of the party are tied up for NYO activities they do not turn up and failed to give any excuse. He continued to say that the international prestige of the NYO is very poor there is the possibility of losing seat on the Bureau of W.F.DY. He raised the problems experienced by the G.D.R Cdes now in Grenada. His view is that Cde. Goddard is given too much work as a result he cannot focus on the youth work in St. George's.

He said that the main problem is in the C.C. The C.C need to make frank decisions and communicate to its members frankly.
Cde. Chris De Riggs registering his agreement with the points made referred to the 15 characteristics of petit bourgeois par- ty identified in the weekend of the fedons group seminar focusing on the points: (1) inconsistency (2) insufficient planning (3) vacillation (4) agreement in principle windbegan... in practice (5) inadequate vision of the future (6) crisis management (7) poor attitude towards criticism (8) lack of a perspective of the future. He said that all these points characterize the New Jewel Movement at this time. He pointed out the fact that the C.C has failed to accept the failure for the work which in his view is very dishonest. This attitude has disengaged Cdes from criticizing the higher organs, the reason being that Cdes were not encouraged to think critically of the higher organs. He also referred to the line of march document pointing out that no criticism were made of the higher organs. He said that there has always been a tendency for the party to pay very little attention to the economy which has relevance to the question of social benefits and the overall development of the revolution. The C.C needs to prepare lines of educating the people on the present situation with L.M.P and the present state of negotiations. The C.C lack a perspective for the development of the armed forces, the social problem still remains. There is a serious lack of C.P.E and ideological work in the Armed Forces.

The work in the geographic regions is handled unsatisfactorily using the St. Andrew's issue as evidence. He also raised his concern over the C.P.E programme. He said that in a context where the party faces disintegration the C.C has failed miserably. He concluded that if we continue in this way the party will soon lose state power.

He went on to say that he has tremendous faith in the C.C. The C.C is comprised of the best Cdes the party can produce at this time, but we have failed to march up collectively to a growing complex situation.

Cde. Mc Barnette said that so far this meeting's gives a clear indication of how far the C.C is from the rest of the membership of the party. He felt that the issues raised have been bubbling for quite a long time but the C.C had failed to rest its fingers on the pulse. The structures are there but the C.C has failed to provide the correct atmosphere for Cdes to perform. The lack of a prospective shows itself in many ways e.g community work, failure to deal with the spontaneous work of the masses, through the conclusion is that C.P.E is the priority where there had been no structures in the party for C.P.E up to a few weeks ago.

The revolution is suffering from a serious fail of its active supporters. The party must seek to consolidate. The church has capitalise on our weaknesses using the tactics and strategies of the party. Cdes at this time shows deep fear to criticize the party. The basis must be laid for frank and open criticism in the party.

Sister Phyllis Coard said that we must recognise that the situation is very serious. The mood of the party members can be graded as one (1) or lower. The mood of the masses can be graded as 1.5. The work of the F.C.B can be described as unsuccessful though there have been slight improvements in St. George's, St. David's and West Coast, it is till very bad in St. Andrew's and Carriacou. All programmes of the Revolution...
in a very weak condition, while propaganda work is still very bad. The mass organisations are showing less participation in the political work. During the months May to August strenuous efforts were made to revive the work but only a modest 5% improvement was recorded. She analyse the situation as the failure of leadership of the Committee and failure of the C.C. to exercise leadership.

As a result of the C.C. failure to deal with the problems in NYO there arise a deterioration and petit bourgeois behaviour resulting in the removal of key sisters in the work. The guidance of the Women's Committee work is now in the hands of a non-party member; Sister Claudette Pitt is now considering resigning, (she also know of 8 Cdes who express a willingness to resign from the party at this time). There is no alternative leader to Claudette because Cdes identified expressed their unwillingness to join the party. The C.C. has displayed idealism on the question of women in the party, they cannot cope with the demands of the party at this time. She said that she also notice that the older Cdes are getting tired and sick.

There is a need for the party to assist the NYO in long and short term strategy, their role in the state etc.

18 The military non-existent, the army/demoralise the Cdes have genuine complaints, growth in militarisation and deep economic problems.

No long and short term goals are set for the propaganda Committee and the masses are moving backward politically.

The poor quality and low moral of the party is communicated to the masses because party Cdes live and work among the masses, they also display a harsh attitude to the masses. The masses are demoralised because of the party's failure to members the situation. Party members cannot beat back the reactionary lines on the ground. There are also varying trends among party members, at the level of committees there is dog fight going on. The petit bourgeois elements are using the situation to excuse themselves from criticism. However, some members have become more proletarian in their approach. Members are demoralise by having to carry out unrealistic tasks and decisions. The C.C. has failed to analyse the problems correctly and come up with a long term plan development. Cdes sees the July conclusions as being very dishonest.

The question of the ideological development of the C.C is an issue that we need to make a decision on. If this is allowed to continue the party will disintegrate in a matter of 5-6 months with Cdes resigning, applicants cannot make, workers do not want to join the party as a result the few remaining members will become over burdened, frustrated the party will collapse and the revolution cannot continue without the party. The revolution can be turned back within one year.

1 The international support of the working class is lessening. The party need to put the interest of the working people first and foremost.
Cde. Bishop said that in some ways Cde's contributions have began to address tomorrow's agenda.

He said that he is struck by the levels of thought and preparation of Cde's as evident in their various contributions. Though some conclusions are a bit premature, they are however, correct he agreed that the main problems lies in the C.C, in his view it have to do with two main factors.

(1) Low ideological levels, insufficient knowledge and awareness

(3) The lack of perspective as evident in a number of C.C meetings e.g 16th July. However, points are coming out more sharply today.

The lack of proper application or strategy and tactics has led our party paying no significant attention to the views of the party and the masses; there is clearly no channels for communications which has lead to a breakdown of collective leadership. He said that it was premature to move from monthly meetings to whole plenary. The C.C has been able to receive oral and written reports from the party. Decision were taken outside of the C.C, we have not set up systems for implementation and verification. The C.C is a very adhoc in its approach to the work. The consistent over ruling of decision leads to a lack of clarity regarding the role of the higher organs, and inability for the C.C to provide guidance; monitoring and supervision of the work. This is as a result of the increasing complexity of the work.

The C.C has not been able to rise to the challenge of the increasing complexity this has led it to take a number of unrealistic decisions.

The C.C has made a number of mistakes over the past 13 months because of the weak links with the masses we became bureaucratic and too formalistic in our approach. Visits to work places have disappeared, increasing non attendance at zonal councils and parish meetings, visit to communities to meet people at an informal level, decrease in the number of discussion and meetings with people in all areas of work, failure to participate in public activities, village meetings have disappeared. We have not paid sufficient regards to the material base in the country. Changes in the economy, changes in social wages and the predominant P.B character of the masses and society as a whole our propaganda positions have consistently fed economism. We have failed to point out to the masses that this period requires a number of sacrifices and if we are not prepared to build the economy through hard work we will not make it. We have to take the blame for the over economic expectations of the people. We need to develop proper lines on these questions for the people.

He said the mood among the farmers is very low they criticise and attack workers for not producing.
The mood of the agricultural workers is also very low pointing to his last visit to one of the state farms.

His understanding of the criticism and complain from the party has to do with the lack of channels of communications for the membership to raise their complaints and grievances which we need to address. He agreed that a lot of criticisms have developed in leading Cdes in the party. He shares the overall concerns that Cdes have arrived at.

Cio. James agreed that there is a serious crisis in the party. There are signs of the beginning of disintegration, in the party, drop in confidence and prestige of the C.C. If the situation is not rescued there will be no hope for the future of the party and its ability to hold state power.

The work of the party among the masses has been badly affected by the mood of the party masses. At present the mood of the masses is low. We also have to conclude that the counter revolution will seek to exploit the situation that we face. It is also clear that our ability to hold state power has also decreased. The problem however, lies in the Central Committee which is the main link in solving the situation. The C.C will have to take an honest cold blooded and scientific approach to save the party and revolution.

Cio. Louison said that he was shocked on his arrival in the country to see the state of the roads which is in the worst state it has ever been since the revolution. This he said is because of the continued decline of the work of the party. He also pointed out to a split in the P.P.U Executive as evidence of the present situation. He said that having listen to a number of Cdes he agree that there is a lot of problems in the leadership. He also pointed to the low ideological level of the C.C and the continued slow rate of development of a number of Comrades on the C.C. There is also a clear lack of contact with the masses among some of the C.C Comrades. He feels however, that sufficient weight has not been given to the objective situations and the problems in the economy which we have failed to explain to the masses. He also pointed to the fact that while we are loosening links with the masses the middle class types have been coming to the revolution for jobs. He said that this is due to the lack of propaganda work to reach the masses. He said that he is still to be convince that the ideological levels of the masses have gone backwards. Some Cdes gives a panic impression in the way they make their points.

He feels that the C.C is still capable of leading what is missing the ideological level and collective leadership. The main feature of the July plenary is still correct. The revolution is deficient in facing the problems squarely and putting things in place.

Cio. Whitewall said that he is shocked at the mood in the country. He pointed to the failure of the two indoor rallies in St. George's as an indication of the present situation. He said that there is not enough two way communications in the party, too much directives is given regardless of Cdes work plans and schedules and unrealistic targets are set especially in C.P.E. The propaganda work has been too idealistic especially on the economy. He has never seen the road in such a bad condition before. We
have not been able to detect how the enemy operates he feels that there must be some counter revolutionary network in the country. Too much time is spent on small issues instead of fundamental issues e.g. the church. He said that we do not fully grasp how the church is working at this time and what tactics and strategy must be employed to counter them. We do not fully know how the masses think and the house to house is not effective in achieving this. His view is that the leadership must spend more time in house to house in order to know what the people are thinking, we also need to think of how to build and sustain the mass organisations in the face of economic difficulties.

He described the directive to remove all party Cdes children to public schools as a wrong approach, he said that the decision has not come yet, we have to focus on the major contradictions instead of these minor points. He suggested a second leadership structure that can read and summarise reports, he feels that the leadership spends too much time reading reports.

Cde. Strachan said that the party is now 10 years and 6 months old, though the period we have met on several occasions to look at the work, the problem is that there has been a constant struggle to get the work done, he do not know how long this thing would continue for. The situation the party faces is even at the level of applicants. It is clear that a rebellion has started, it can burst out if it is not solved in a serious way. This is because the C.C have not lived up to expectations.

There is a lot of confusion and unclarity, Cdes are complaining that a large percentage of the party is not working, Cdes are complaining of being over burdened. The party do not give any attention to the economic and social problem of the party members, Cdes have not internalised the channels for communications and use them and even when some of their problems are solved, the party do not double check to ensure. There is no system to assess the performance of the C.C members. The C.C is very far from the general membership and the D.C is not playing the role, it helps to demoralise Cdes. A hard look must be taken as to how the D.C must function.

The weekend seminars have shown that there is potential for building a serious M.I party. The sessions brought out both the positive and negative sides of Cdes. However, the negative sides was given too much weight. The last rounds of seminar showed a qualitative difference in Cdes discipline. There was an incredible level of thought and participation, these things are happening at the same time when complaints are coming up.

The level of attention to internal party development is not given as needed. We accept this in principle but in practice we have been different. The problem we face is in the style and method of our work. He said that a very high level of complacency exist at the level of the C.C. He pointed to the October crisis when the C.C met and took a number of decisions to take the party out of the rut. Cdes began to attend studies on time, prepared and attended meetings on time. However, the fundamental issues were placed aside.
CC Cdes have not been taking a global look at the work, instead they only emphasise on their narrow area of work. He said that we are maintaining the revolution and not leading it. Our style of work shows a tendency to platformism as opposed to doing the hard slogging work. He also referred to the points made in the Fedon group seminar to characterise the party. Busy, busy action, temporization and vasillation in taking hard decisions is evident in the C.C and more to Political Bureau e.g. the St. Andrew's task force situation. He said that whenever we postpone a decision we are the ones loose because imperialism is not waiting on us.

He said that in his view a great majority of Cdes love the party and express a willingness to work in the party but are not aware of what they should do, using example of Gloria Hastick who expressed her willingness to remain in the party but she has been having many problems. He said that the C.C has not tried to appreciate the problems that Cdes experienced from time to time. He said that Cdes have used the rules as a form of resistance referring to the no of holiday leaves, excuses from community work etc.

He said that if we agree that the role of the party is building the revolution and if we believe that an M.L party can build what we want then we have to put the party on a M.L footing. He questioned whether we want to build socialism or just chanting slogans? Do we have a vision of the future? He is concerned over the fact that the process is without a Leninist Vanguard. He pointed that in October it was agreed to revise sister Phyl in regards to her membership in the Bureau but it was never raised in the July plenary. The C.C must now find out what are the essential qualities of a M.L party.

BROAD CONCLUSIONS PROPOSED BY CDE. MAURIC? BISHOP

1. There is a state of deep crisis in the party and revolution.
2. The main reason for these weaknesses is the functioning of the C.C.
3. The crisis has also become a major contributing factor to the crisis in the country and revolution and the low mood of the masses.
4. The crisis have also been compounded by the weakness in the material base, electrical block outs, bad roads, retrenchments and jobs as an issue.

To correct this situation the following must be done:
1. Find methods of improving the work of individual and collective leadership of the C.C.
2. The need to develop a prospective based on M.L criteria to guide the work in the coming period.
3. Urgently find creative ways of deepening the links with and cut work among the masses.
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4. To establish meaningful channels of communications between
the leadership and the membership and to formally re-
structural the work among party Comrades, bearing in
mind the ground swell of complaints of over work and lack of
inner party democracy.

5. The C.C need to develop structures for accountability
bearing in mind that Cdes are now demanding accounts from
the party.

COLLECTIVE AND INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS OF THE C.C

Cde. Liam James leading off said that this si the last chance
for the C.C to pull the party out of this crisis and on a firm
M.L path. This crisis is not only among the masses but in
the party membership as well. Over the past few months one
could have seen that the party and the C.C was not moving
forward. The way forward is to take an honest, cold blooded,
objective and scientific approach to the situation.

Within the C.C there are many problems all Cdes must be
criticise for the level of disorganisation, low ideological
level and failure to put the party on a firm M.L footing.
These weaknesses are so evident that party Cdes are saying
that certain Cdes must be chopped from the C.C. It is clear
that party Cdes have lost their level of respect for the C.C
The removal of Cdes from the C.C will no way solved the problem
in his view all the Cdes of the C.C are by far the best Cdes
in the party, what is needed is firm Leninism. He pointed out
that the most fundamental problem is the quality of leadership
of the Central Committee and the party provided by Cde. Maurice
Bishop. In his view the Cdes has great strength, his ability
to inspire and develop Cdes, his ability to raise the regional
and international respect for the party and revolution; he
has the charisma to build the confidence of the people both in
and out of the country, and to put forward clearly the positions
of the party. Today these strengths alone cannot put the
party any further in this period. The qualities he lacks is
what is needed to push the revolution forward at this time:

(1) A Leninist level of organisation and discipline.

(2) Great depth in ideological clarity.

(3) Brilliance in strategy and tactics.

These qualities which are essential for M.L leadership
have prove to be lacking in the Cde. at this time.

Cde. Loyne said that based on all analysis, discussions and c
conclusions it is quite clear that the C.C has not been able
to give ideological leadership to the process. If we are to
be honest and frank throughout the crisis we go through more
and more Cdes coming to realise that we face a real possibility
of the revolution being turned back.
It is clear that Cde. Bishop lacks these qualities put forward by Cde. James. Despite his strengths, the strengths that he lacks is vitally needed to steer the revolution off the dangers and to come out of the crisis. The salvation of the revolution calls for us to take a mature proletarian decision to save and carry the revolution forward.

Cde. Ventour agreed with the two Cdes that the type of leadership that is necessary to pull us out of the crisis is lacking in the Cde. Leader. These criticisms were made to him on more than one occasion which he accepted. He shows that he do not have the quality to put the party on a firm path footing.

He also criticise the C.C for not criticising the Cde. for areas of work e.g. Armed Forces and Propaganda. However, he thinks that the main fetter is that the Cde. do not have these qualities.

Cde. Cornwall agreeing with all the Cdes who spoke so far. He said that we have studied O.P.E. Seven points were made one of which was a Leninist C.C as a principle for the building of a C.I. party. He agreed that the root cause is the C.C. For quite some time we have been seeing the problem. The chairmanship and leadership of the C.C appears very weak. He said that there are great strength in the Cde. Leader that have carried the process, but as the complexities grow these qualities thrive is proving inadequate. He also added that the Cde. Leader ability to supervise and stay on top of the work is also lacking. These weaknesses creates a fetter on how we organise to carry the work forward. Instead we move from one crisis to another and the frequency of this becoming more and more frequent. If we fail to transform the party we will loose state power, lives will be lost, history has placed a great responsibility on our shoulders which we must seek to deal with in the correct and scientific way.

Cde. De Riggs said that he has been giving this work some deep thought over the past months. He agreed that the situation is favourable for counter revolution in this time, state power can be easily overthrown. The low mood of the party and the masses is also very clear to him. He said that the C.C has failed to match up ideologically to the situation. The removal of any Cde. on the C.C will not help this situation.

The main problem is the question of leadership. There is immediate need for the reorganisation of the C.C in order to re build the confidence of the membership and masses in the party. In solving this problem, the interest of the party and revolution must be taken first, he pointed out that he agreed with all the points made by Cde. James.

Cde. Bartholomew agreed with what he called very frank and open analysis by the Cdes. He said that he had never realised any criticism of the C.C and Leadership though he was dissatisfied with the quality of the leadership. He agreed with all the points points made on the strengths of the Cde. Leader. He continued to say that his weaknesses were known all the while, but Cdes were hesitant to raise them. Though he had accepted earlier criticisms of this, he had never fulfils them in practice. The quality of the C.C has deteriorated very badly, there is too much
vagillation by the Cde. Leader. The M.E. quality is becoming even more critical as the revolution develops.

Cde. Kenyau said that since the last C.C meeting he had been giving deep thought to the work of the C.C. Overall the C.C is very weak, disorganised and haphazard in its approach to the work. His personal work is still disorganise and week which is true to say of most C.C Cdes, there is also a serious absence of deep thought and study. He said that the Cde. Leader has shown great strengths and remained in the qualities mentioned by Cde. James. However, the main problem remains the role of Cde. Bishop as the leader of the C.C. He said that the C.C continue to be loose and disorganise and unfocus, he said that the Cde. Leader lacks the quality to lead the C.C as spelled out by Cde. James. He agreed that removal of Cdes from the C.C cannot solve the problem until we deal with the question of leadership of the C.C.

Sister Phyllis Coard commented that when she read the minutes of the C.C in July she was very shocked. From the beginning of the year she had began to prepare herself more for study though she had not been doing broad reading. However, she feels that the Central Committee cannot move forward unless it involves more in-depth studies. As things began to get more complex the C.C have not met seriously to deal with the fundamental problems and in the absence of the C.C the P.B have not done any better.

She said that she had identified a number of questions for the C.C to deal with in order to move forward, being that we now have to decide what perspective to use and how to develop political education, strategic long term and short term goals for propaganda. The best way to coordinate media propaganda with the propaganda work of the party, how do we develop our lines quickly to the party members, how to structure the C.P.E programme to encourage more participation, the level of party participation in C.P.E, what amount of programmes can the party sustain and maintain, qualities to look for in the selection of new party Cdes, how do we improve communications from the higher organs to the lower organs, how to structure the Secretariat, should the NYC become a semi-vanguard, how to direct political education, how to organise community work successfully, how to overcome militarisation in the army, how to organise militia to ensure maximum participation, what is the long-term future of the zonal councils and how do we sacrifice quantity for quality.

She said that neither the P.B nor the C.C have analyse these fundamental questions that is why these problems exist today. and even if it is done it is limited and vagillation follows.

She agreed that the leadership of the party has failed to provide the necessary leadership to the party. She commented that the main problem of the C.C is idealism, voluntarism, failure to face up to hard decisions, illness as a result of psychological pressures in this context the Cde. leader has not taken the responsibility, not given the necessary guidance, even in areas where he is directly in charge of the guidance, is not adequate. He is disorganised very often, avoid responsibilities for dealing with critical areas of work e.g. study class. She criticised
the C.C for not criticising him in the past, some time ago he pointed out that he was not capable but the C.C ignored him. Some Cdes are scared to criticise him because he had been hostile to criticism.

The P.B and C.C leaned on the C.C to take decisions that they should have taken. Cde. Strachen has taken the full responsibility to hold the party together when the C.C and P.B had failed to provide the necessary political guidance under this pressure he had taken, bound away decisions, shown hostility to criticisms, though she had seen some improvement of this in the past two weeks, the Cde must be complimented for the proletarian qualities which he display. A number of C.C Cdes are demoralise because their work has fallen. We also need to consider whether the C.C will be stronger or weaker if Cdes are chopped, in her view it will be weaker. She agreed to changes in the composition of the C.C. She concluded that the C.C will have to take the hard decisions that will improve the quality and levels of the C.C in terms of ideological and organisational directions.

Cde. Bain said that the analysis is difficult for him in the given circumstances/problems in work, health and a number of Cdes being out of the country. The ideological levels of the C.C is definitely a great concern e.g we are not sharp in determining the main feature of the period of July plenary, which he was worried about particularly when the revolution is 4½ years old. He said that another feature is that we come up with hasty decision as a result of premature thinking. Cdes are able to identify that the C.C collectively is weak, he agreed with the points made by Cde. James and added that it is greater demanding the leader to give more guidance to the process at this time.  

Cdes are looking to the C.C for this quality, it is dangerous if leading Cdes cannot show these qualities. He said that he would have preferred is the Cdes had named the C.C. Cdes that the membership was doubtful of. He said that if this consensus is wide spread and the party do not take action on it it can lead to more problems, how will these members respond and what will be the C.C's answer to it. He feels that whatever decision must be taken should be given the greatest thought, not only for now but throughout the future.

Cde. Louison said that the main problem is the quality of leadership given the process by Cde. Bishop. He loses focus and spends too much time on details. The points made by Cde. James and Cornwall have really crystallised the problem which we have to find ways and means of solving. He said though that the C.C have not been able to assist the Cdes in developing these strengths.

He said that the names of C.C Cdes mentioned by the membership as doubtful were "H.A., Uni. Fitzg., Kamau and St. B. Though in his view reduction or expansion of the C.C cannot solve the problem. He suggested a cross system for developing the work, how to find a methodology for helping and forcing C.C Cdes to develop ideologically. This problem is a fundamental problem we have been extremely weak, the criticisms
are correct we have to come up with a solution quick and ensure that it is communicated to the party within hours. He added that we need to spend much more time doing preparation for study and rigorously execute the tasks. We also have to get rid of trivial issues.

Cde. Strachen said that one of the most striking things is that he never heard any member of the C.C ask for a report from the Political Bureau on its week to week functioning. The P.B is a committee of the C.C and at no point in time was a report summoned. The C.C Cdes do not get any minutes or report from the P.B. This is very serious, because the P.B is left to do their own thing.

He pointed that he is in total agreement with the points made by Cde. James he again referred to the Fedon study seminar making the point that Cdes always wait for someone else to take the lead which is one of the reason for this rut. We now have to take the responsibility of demanding higher qualities from the Cde. Leader. The Cde. should have dealt with him every time he slipped in the past. He recognises the brilliance of the Cde. but agreed that this is not enough to carry the process forward and to build a serious N.L party. He used the example of Cde. Fidel who is always reflecting and thinking saying that these are the qualities that a N.L leader must have. He said this is the time when we have to deal with the main problems of the C.C.

Cde. Unison Whitemen said that the weaknesses mention of the Cde. Leader are correct. Since October there have been some improvements in scheduling and study but these improvements are not fundamental enough. He said that the Cde. Leader had not set enough time to the fundamental but we have to be careful that we don't shift too much blame from the C.C collectively. We need to have a commitment on the C.C to new norms, prioritisation greater reflection, better style of work, we have to build up Comrades, e.g Cde. Leader, we have to assist on higher standards from him which he is capable of.

Cde. Leader thanked the Cdes for their frankness in their criticisms. He said that Cdes in the past have given serious thought to the question of leadership and failed to raise it for diplomatic reasons which was not good. He is dissatisfied over the fact that C.C Cdes have not raised these points before with him frankly, though a couple non C.C Cdes have done it. He picked up an overwhelming sentiment that the qualities required are not possessed in him. He agreed that the points are correct especially correct application of strategy and tactics which cannot be achieved except the other qualities are fulfilled. He had found difficulties of finding a relevant material to study the question of the functioning of the P.B and C.C which reflects a weakness, he don't think that he had given adequate leadership to bodies. He had several problems over the years especially the style that entails consensus, and unity at all costs which can result in blunting class struggle. He had tried to keep a certain kind of relationship with Cdes even though it is not what it used to be before. He also questioned his approach as regards to collective leadership, he said that
there is not enough participation and discussions. Too much decisions are taken by smaller and smaller organs which affects collective leadership.

On the question of crisis and problems it is correct as the minimum leader to take the full responsibilities. He needs time to think of his own role and to give a more precise response to the problem addressed which he thinks is a correct approach.

After lunch Cde. Ventour took the opportunity to explain to the C.C that his illness was to a large extent more physiological than physical. Since he came back the situation had affected him which reflects a P.B character of lack of staunchness. He said that he would try his best to pull himself out of this situation and to serve the party and revolution in the best way he could.

Cde. Bartholomew also pointed to the health problem he experienced and the question of his low ideological level of which he is not satisfied with. He said that he is not capable of taking the ideological C.M class. Both himself and sister Phyllis Coard had requested to be personally assessed because of the fact that they were not in the July plenary, the Cdes were told that they were not present at the meeting therefore they could not have been assessed, especially Cde. Ten who was ill and as a result could not have function. Cdes agreed that it was incorrect to do it now because of the focus.

THE ROLE OF THE C.C.

Cde. Bishop said that on many occasion we have tried to look at the role of the C.C. He referred to the documents of June '61 and subsequent minutes of the C.C that dealt with its role.

He proposed that the C.C move to meetings once per month and to have three wholistic plenary, each year.

He said that the monthly meetings must be seen as a medium of analysis, exchanging information of various sections, and preschedules should cover special areas of party and state work. He sees that at the end of October the main topic being C.P.2, in November the study commission will also have to determine the role of the C.C in operationalizing the subcommittees in terms of reports from various bodies etc. Also getting the party guidelines on major issues ensuring conclusion and resolutions are drawn up after our deliberation and be circulated to the membership.

To develop and maintain links with the masses the leadership must personally get on the ground among the people, step up participation in zonal and parish councils, visits schools, monitor and push production. The role of the C.C must be worked out in this regard. Develop mechanism for accountability, and to review constant feedback from the membership and to ensure channels of communications with them.
The C.C must do a constant evaluation of the progress of members, receive reports from C.C on the rationalisation of the work, prioritise the work of Cdes on the C.C and set targets to be achieved on a weekly, monthly and yearly basis.

Cde. Kamau Ma Berenette said that the C.C needs to explain the criteria for membership on the C.C and by what mechanism are Cdes work on the C.C are judged. Ensure the right atmosphere are convened for free and frank discussions. The party must be honest and frank with its members and for the last time explain the truth about Cde. Radix.

Cde. Leon Cornwall said that the C.C must have a propsective on its role. We need to work out the framework for the kind of party we would like to build so when Cdes are recruited we will know what structure we must put them in. The commission that is travelling to Cuba and S.U should know what should be done on their return. They should know how we are going to build the party, drawing the experience of other countries. We also need to start working on a party constitution in a concrete way. We must develop commission for different areas of work. These are concepts that we need to start. The work on how we are going to build people's power. A conference should be set up to look at the submission from the commissions take decisions and develop the line of march.

Cde. Layne said that he share the views of Cde. Cornwall. He said that the crisis cannot be solved immediately. There are a number of fundamental questions that the party need to look at over a period of time. The Party has a very unscientific approach to the work, we rush to do things without deep analysis which further push us into problems. The NJM does not face a problem of commitment. We need to find the root of the contradiction or we will continue to face problems.

Then Cdes are working hard without any rest it leads to frustration and demoralisation. We have taken an incorrect position in terms of what is necessary to build the party. He pointed to the fact that Cde. S. Strahan commission visit to Cuba was not dealt with seriously. He pointed that there are committees but no structures, there is no clear role for the function and future of the V.C.B & we do not have a C.C Secretariat. We have to make the question of supervision a profession. The C.C has been successful in carrying us to power, the tasks it faces now is enormous. Cdes quality on the C.C has gone down, Cdes cannot supervise the work effectively, good ideas are accepted in principle. However, he complimented the new approach by the C.C, he said that the C.C has been good but we are asking the Cdes to take too much heavy ideological and political decisions in the absence of the functioning of the C.C and P.B.

He made reference to the Zephyrian Party and the method they took to develop their party, he said that even though their method cannot be applied immediately so that it can be develop in the future, we need to have a policy for the development of Cdes in the party, we have to develop the professional levels of Cdes in the party, Cdes will make mistakes but they will be helped and pulled forward.
He said that the struggle for socialism is won, lost or divided in the army. The party must now be organise in the work places. Cdes with state post must be prepared to carry out the lines of the party in the work places. We have experience in mobilising the masses but we do not know how to build the party. We have to lay the basis for taking a strategic approach for the building of a M.L party learning from the experience of other parties.

Cde. James agreed with the positions of Cde. Cornwall and Cde. Layne, he made the following proposals:

1. The C.C must become fully accountable to the members, so that Cdes can evaluate the work of the C.C on a whole and the C.C members.

2. All C.C Cdes must be based in the country at this time until the situation is resolved.

3. The C.C and party must study Brutens.

4. Recall the conclusions of the July Plenary.

5. Proposed a model of joint leadership, marrying the strengths of Cdes Bishop and Coard. He went to define the responsibilities of the two Cdes.

CDE. MAURICE BISHOP

(i) Direct work among the masses, focus on production and propaganda.

(ii) Particular attention to the organs of popular democracy, working class, youth masses, visits to urban and rural work places.

(iii) Militia mobilisation

(iv) Regional and International work

CDE. BERNARD COARD

(i) Party organisation work Chairman of the C.C

(ii) Party organisational development and formation of Cdes.

(iii) Strategy and tactics.

The C.C must discuss and ratify all proposals and decisions sought by the Cdes.
Cde. Deriggs commented on the brilliance of the contributions of Cdes Layne, James and Cornwall and supported their position.

He proposed that:

1. Cde. George Louison be placed to head the St. Andrew's work while maintaining the teachers, farmers and the Ministry of Agriculture work.

2. Cde. Strachan to head C.T.B and propaganda work.


5. Cde. Layne chief of the Armed Forces with Cde. Cornwall chief of political and academic work.


7. Fitzroy Bain - Rural workers work.


9. Sis. Phyllis Coard, St. George's P.C.B and N.W.O.


Cde. Ventour agreed with Cde. Cde. especially with the position on Cde. George Louison. He proposed that Cde. Strachan remain as Deputy chairman of the C.C. He do not agree with the position on H.A. Because he feels that there is great admiration and respect for the Cde. in the Armed Forces. However, he should also retain his position in Construction.

Cde. Mc Barnett agreed with the positions of the Cdes, he complimented Cdes Cornwall, Layne and James for the depth of their contribution. He took the opportunity to put out his interest in propaganda work.

Cde. Layne agreed with the position of Cde. James on the question of Cde. Coard's return to the C.C and P.B. He said that Cde. Bishop qualities are still necessary, but as Cde. James said these qualities cannot push the process forward. The only Cde. who have these qualities is Cde. Bernard Coard.
and if one look at the situation in practice he has been giving ideological and organisational leadership, and elaborating strategy and tactics even outside of the C.C e.g the land question. The reason why these qualities are lacking on the C.C and F.B is because Cde. Coard has been out of the party's leadership. He sees Cde. James mode as the best hope of pulling the party out of the crisis. He also feels that Cde. Austin should remain in the army because of his qualities and prestige there.

Cde. Louison said that the scope of the issues raised is very thorough because it put the work into perspective. He disagree with the joint leadership proposal, he feels that this model cannot solve the problem of Cde. Maurice Bishop. He welcomes a position of Cde. Coard being back on the C.C and F.B and Chairman of the C.C. He is also not sure that the theoretical position put forward for joint leadership is correct. He said the qualities missing have two dimensions. The level of effort on personal discipline and struggle that he is able to put in towards making the change, and the level of collective miening from the C.C to ensure that he build these qualities, if he fails then it may be necessary to remove the Cde. in the future. He did not agree with the losing of all C.C Comrades in the country. He said that there is need to have a C.C Comrade as Ambassador to Cuba, and Cde. Leyne have only five weeks to complete his course of which he should be allowed to, if he complete the training it will bear more fruits in future. He agreed to the monthly meetings of the C.C. He commented that his personal choice is to work in St. Andrew's but he feels his role in the production sector is key and if he is to be given any additional tasks it should be in this area. He felt that Cdes are underplaying the role of the material base. He also agreed that Cde. Austin should remain in the Armed Forces.

Cde. James said that his proposals is first of all to deal with the problem that we face. His view is that the fuller proletarian type support of the C.C can help the Cde. Leader in developing these qualities, Cde. Bernard is the only Cde. that have the necessary qualities to merge with Cde. leader's strength for leading the process of this time.

On Cde. Leyne and Cornwall, we all agree that the Army is in a state of rut and demoralisation along with a serious ideological drift the army needs at this time Leninist Leadership in that of Cde. Leyne and the political and academic work in that of Cde. Cornwall. He agreed with Cde. DeRas's proposals, in his view there is no other choice, especially with the position on St. Andrew's work, the state enterprise work is too much for Cde. Louison.

Cde. Bartholomew said that he is very frightened of the level of ideological drift in the army, Cdes are saying that we are talking of imperialism too much, when there so much problems in the camps. Ministers are buying new c... when soldier cannot get food to eat. They are also saying that the army is a bourgeois army making references of
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The people have lost confidence in the Army's capability to defend the revolution. The political work in the Armed Forces has not been very good. He feels that Cde. Layne and Cde. Cornwall are critical in the Army at this time, and that we cannot afford to have a C. C. Comrade as Ambassador to Cuba, despite the importance of the relations.

He also agreed that Cde. Louison should be sent to do political work in St. Andrew's because of the problems in the parish and the importance of having a P. B. Cde. there. He should remain in N.Y.O and St. Patrick's. He said that he is not capable of handling C.P.B. He agreed that Cde. Coard should be back in the C. C. and P. B. in a process of joint leadership.

He expressed his concern on the Ministry of Interior. He said that this area is very critical in this period. Cde. James as leader should not be allowed to travel because of the need to sit on top of the work. This excessive travelling does not allow him to effectively supervise the work. P.B minutes should be circulated to the C. C. because the C. C. is overall responsible for the work.

Cde. Cornwall said that we have two outstanding Cdes in our party being Cdes Bishop and Coard, we have suffered because of the absence of Cde. Coard in the leadership, what is proposed is joint leadership with specific responsibilities and tasks. He has no problem with the points raised by Cde. George but not as reasons to solve the fundamental problem in the party, therefore he strongly supports the points made by Cde. James.

On the Armed Forces he said that no one can deny that Cuba is the most important country to the Grenadian process, but he feels that his time is seriously wasted as Ambassador to Cuba because the work is carried out instead of him. A good party Cde. can carry out the work while he is spent more effectively at home. He suggested that Cde. Mc Phail remain to brief Cde. James Parke who will be going up there soon. Cde. Mitchell has improved tremendously and can do quite a lot of work. Therefore it is quite easy for both himself and Cde. Layne to sit on top of the Army to ensure that it develops.

Cde. Bain felt that the proposals made by Cde. James is a compromise though it is joining strengths of the two Cdes. together. He is confused on how this will work. He would like it to be spelled out clearly, he has problems to conceptionalise it especially when one Cde. will chair the C.C. and the other chair the P.B. He will need to give this more thought. He is in agreement that the C.C and P.B have suffered with the absence of Cde. Coard. He also don't know what Cde. Coard is going to accept the formula, he said that some structure should be put in place to allow Cde. Layne to complete his course. However, Cde. Cornwall should remain in the Armed Forces. The C.C. has shown too much vacillation on the St. Andrew's issue. Cde. George in his view is the best person for this area. Cde. Austin should not be removed from the armed forces. Cde. Chalkie Ventour is the best person to work
Cde. Layne was shocked by the points raised by Cde. Bartholomew on the Armed Forces in this context, he agreed that himself and Cde. Cornwall should remain to begin work in the army. The explanation to the Cdes in Cuba on S.U can be handled tactically.

Cde. Louison felt that Cde. Cornwall is taking an emotional approach to the question, his purpose in Cuba should be seen in the context of the overall international work for the Revolution. The Cde. approach shows a degree of panic in his view.

Cde. Strachan supported the proposals made by Cde. James in joint leadership. It has been able to recognise the strengths of the two Cdes due to years of experience of working with them. The Cde. Leader can unite all classes and strata which is vitally needed. Cde. Coard has the qualities that he is lacking, therefore a creative way must be used to fuse these qualities to move the process forward. It is clear that Cde. Coard's absence is felt over the years. In order to build a Leninist party we must have a Leninist C.C, therefore he supports the proposals of Cde. James and DeRigas. He does not feel that Cde. Austin should be removed from the army, he firmly supports the view that both Cdes Layne and Cornwall should be placed to work in the Armed Forces immediately, a strong position can be put to the Cdes of S.U and Cuba so they will understand the situation. He suggested that Merle Collins or Joe Charte can function as ambassador to Cuba. The contributions made by Cdes Cornwall, James and Layne impressed him, all spoken openly and frankly. With great clarity, genuine proposals were made for the transformation of the party which will also help to transform the Cde. Leader into a Marxist Leninist and to Leninise the C.C. We also have to see out ideological development as key to the development of the party.

Cde. Waitman agreed with the position on Cde. Cornwall and Layne. Cde. Coard should return to the P.B and C.C he do not agree with joint leadership, he feels that Cde. Coard should be given specific functions as deputy leader. Agreed that Cde. Louison should function in St. Andrew's temporarily but should return to the economy. Considering the fact that Cde. Austin will remain in the army Cde. Layne should be allowed to complete his course. Cde. Cornwall should not be removed from Cuba because it is not correct to remove the three top officials from any country at the same time. The proposal to put Cde. Strachan in C.P.E is correct.

He is not sure whether he should be made head of the I.R.D of the party because both areas require a great deal of travelling and to do work among the left in the region from a party standpoint can lead to problems at state to state levels. He proposed that his travelling be cut by half.
Sis. Phyllis Coard expressed her agreement with Cde. DeRiggs except on the point of Cde. Austin, Cde. Strachan as Deputy chief of the C.C and responsible for C.P.E - She is happy to hear that Cde. Hojo has considered health as an area of political work because health is a social programme around which the masses can be mobilised. She predicted that when the international airport is opened there will be serious demoralisation and counter revolution in St. Andrew's as a result she supported the idea of Cde. Louison being placed to work in the parish. She also pointed to the split in the P.P.U Executive in order to emphasise this need and the fact that the revolution is built on the alliance of workers and peasants. She said that there is no Cdes in the party who can do what Cde. Louison is capable of in St. Andrew's.

She also agreed that both Cdes Layne and Cornwall should begin to function immediately in the Army. It is clear that the soldiers are dissatisfied. The party should be blamed for what has happened to Cde. Bogo in Cuba.

She suggested that measures should be taken to limit C.C Cdes travelling. Cdes who can adequately represent the party should be identified for the purpose. She understand the situation for Cde. Unison to guide the party's International work and put to implement it. She agrees that the whole party should study Brutens and that the C.C must study the work of the P.B and B.B. She also proposed that this minutes should be studied by the membership because the stage we are at the membership will not believe what they hear from the C.C. She agreed with dual leadership not only for a short time but a long term basis.

Cde. Louison said that the decision re Cdes Layne and Cornwall will be hard to sell to the Cdes, they will not be convinced and it will give a note of instability, on Cuba he feels it is a mistake that will further strain the relation between the two countries.

He reminded Cdes of his personal choice to do the St. Andrew's work, but in his view the two component parts that develop the revolution is the political work and the rise of the material base of the revolution. On the material base we have made little or no progress over the years. It we do not work to put these things in place the revolution will suffer over the years to come. To him the work in the Ministry of State enterprise is more important that the St. Andrew's work.

Cde. Strachan reminded that the long term plan for St. Andrew's is industrialisation.

Cde. George responded by saying that St. Andrew's requires minimum attention for at least one year to revive the work. The social and economic problems are very deep, he don't think that the Agricultural development work can suffer without him and his work in the Ministry of State Enterprise can have a great impact on the work in St. Andrew's than he being there.
He don't see joint leadership as a solution to the fundamental problem. He can't see the theoretical basis for it, he is not convinced sufficiently that it can work and will not help to develop the strengths in the Cde. Leader. If we convinced that he is not developing despite all attempts to help him then we will have to remove him after his best efforts and his best intentions.

Cde. Whitman addressing the army problems said that we have to find a moderate increase of salary for the soldiers and a food aid package at the end of every month for the soldiers. He believes that no amount of political work can move them without the material aids.

Cde DeRiggs reflecting on the points made by Cde. Louison said that St. Andrews represent a mutiplicity of problems all programmes there are the weakest in the country, it is possible that the people of St. Andrew's can be a constant resistant to the revolution, the extent of the rut in deep pointing to the problems of youth and marijuana smoking in the parish. He is not arguing that the state enterprises work is more important than St. Andrew's but at this point in time it is critical and urgent for the party to resume control of the situation.

The proposals of joint leadership is to solve the problem that exist the collective manannsing and the Cde. Leader's personal efforts will solve his problem collective leadership is important and critical.

Cde. Véntour said that since the July Plenary he had the impression that Cde. Louison was the best person to head the St. Andrew's work. The work in the parish requires P.B guidance if we do not report this in the G.M Cde's will raise concern. In his view, Cde. Louison cannot do the state Enterprise work at this time along with Teachers and P.F.U.

Cde. Liam James for the purpose of Cde. Hudson Austin who attended the meeting on the 16th because of flight problems, went on to explain all his reasons for his proposals on joint leadership basically making all the points he had made earlier in the meeting saying that if we fail to take these measures we will be guilty of right opportunism. He do not see why C.C members should run away from reality he also gave examples of countries where there are more than one leader of the process e.g Nicaragua.

Cde. Louison questioned whether Cdes are saying that he cannot do the Ministry of State Enterprise work or whether St. Andrew's work is more important or a long term strategy or is it tactical for him to be in St. Andrew's for a period then move into the State Enterprise.

Cde. Cornwall in response said that he do not see the party work in St. Andrew's as a question of tactics, he thinks that this is of strategic importance to the revolution. He is firm that Cde. Louison should go to St. Andrew's because he thinks the Cde. have the necessary tools and confidence to do the work.
On the question of joint leadership he also remain very firm because of the situation that we face. He referred to Nicaragua saying that a situation of joint leadership came about because of the objective situation they faced. Our situation requires tactical objective strategy.

He also addressed the Cuban Ambassadors problems saying that because of the problem we face. He said that we must explain our problems to our fraternal parties because they already know the problems that we experience now, if not they will see us as jokers. The problem of them accusing us of instability will be solved if we explain things to these Comrades.

On the question of him going back to Cuba, he said that there is a relation between the internal work and the international work. The key responsibility for him is to build and strengthen our process.

He supported the view Cde. Whiteman should lead the IRD of the party.

Sister Phyllis view is that we have to decide whether George Louison will be in the economy or in politics. She felt that the Cde. cannot do the state enterprise along agriculture, P.P.U and teachers. The present split in P.P.U is because of the lack of political work among the farmers, she also pointed to his recent failure in C.C tasks as a sign of over work. The St. Andrew's work is both tactically and strategically important, it will also facilitate his teachers and P.P.U work. She recommended that someone should assist him in the technical work in the Ministry and Cde. George should focus on political work for next few years.

Cde. Loyne highlighted Sister Phyllis point on the problems that will develop in St. Andrew's after the International Airport is completed. The work in this parish is a strategic question from all points of view. He went on to say that all the problems in the country cannot be solved immediately. The strength of our country is in the economy our international prestige is because of our economic performance. Therefore St. Andrew's work is both strategic and immediate because according to Sis. Phyl we can face a problem of counter revolution anytime.

On the question of joint leadership, he said that the starting point is the concrete situation that we face. We do not have a M.I.P. party or a Leninist C.C. The situation existed when Cde. Coad lead in ideology, organisation and strategy and tactics for years. All parties must be able to work out their political lines. This is absent in our party because of the absence of Cde. Coad. We have to be able to organise the party and masses in order to develop a political line. Cde. Bishop is the best person to inspire the masses on the line of the party. In this situation the C.C is called upon to accept what is the reality.
Cde. Bishop complimented Cdes Layne and Cornwall for their contributions which reflected ideological growth. The party must utilise his honest view is that all strengths and talents of Cdes in the party. The greater the strength of Cdes is the greater responsibility will be given to them. Leadership, power, authority and prestige that goes with leadership goes with rights. He has never had any problem with sharing power, or even a bad attitude to criticisms. He had worked very well with Cde. Bernard over the years from school days, they share a lot of policy decisions, they both wrote the manifesto, the peoples Congress enditement of Gairy. He referred to 1977 when Cde. Bernard was accused for aggressiveness and wanting to grab power, he had defended him. His position is that he or anybody has the right to be leader for life, he favours cooperation over competition. He feels that Bernard can come back to the P.B because of his skills and intelligence. Cde. James breakdown of responsibility is very useful, however, his concerns is the operationalisation of strategy and tactics. His own idea of his role falls into what Cde. James had outlined. He feels that school visits should have been included under his responsibilities.

He would like to know what is Cde. Bernard's view of the situation and response if he do not agree what will be the views of the C.C. He need to get some answers on the operationalisation. We have to decide how we will articulate this to the party and masses of which a clear position must be drawn up. His personal concerns are: image of leadership, power struggle, imminent collapse of the revolution.

The formulation of Cdes criticisms have indicated a clear note of no confidence. He said that there is a two way flow he cannot inspire the masses when he has to look over his back or feel that he does not have the full confidence of the Comrades.

He agreed that Cde. Louison should go to St. Andrew's than to experiment in the State Enterprise Ministry, Cde. Austin must remain in the Army. He agreed with Cde. Whitman's position on the linking of state and party IRD work. He felt that Cde. Coard should be called in to discuss the position before the final decision is taken.

Cdes felt however, that the C.C should conclude on the decision before Cde. Bernard is spoken to.

Cde. Louison continued to raise his concern in that how will the joint leadership develop the four points in Cde. Bishop.

Cde. James said this proposal will pull us out of the period of crisis and push the party forward along with the full support of the C.C and the best efforts of the Cde. Leader will develop the qualities.
Cde. Louison was not satisfied with the answer.

Cde. James "in the close working together of Cde. Bishop and C card, the Leader will learn from a working experience. Cde. James brought to the attention of the C.C that Cde. Louison is seeking to disturb the proceedings of the meeting for opportunist reasons.

Cde. George also expressed a willingness to leave the meeting.

Cde. James went on to address the point saying that Cde. Bishop will be Prime Minister and Commander in Chief, he will sign all documents of the C.C. We also have to take a look at how we announce this matter, his view is that this matter must be put forward in a firm and principle way, we also have to decide how we are going to formulate it. The key factor however, is how these two Cdes relate.

On the point of strategy and tactics, is that over the years Cde. Bernard Ccard has been able to give guidance to the C.C, this does not mean that he will decide strategy and tactics all by himself. However, he will chair all commissions to determine strategy and tactics. The C.C will discuss and ratify all proposals brought forward. Also in real life the Cde. has developed strategy and tactics for the party.

CDE. Leyne addressing the point on vote of no confidence made by Cde. Bishop said he do not agree with this position he felt that the criticisms were made by all Comrades in the spirit of love for the party, ideological clarity and wanting to build a genuine M.L party, and to build the working class. He sees this as the best way to build the party. Cdes were very frank, the criticised themselves for not being brave enough to do so before. This frankness is critical for the development of an M.L party. It will be said if the meeting concluded that this was a vote of no confidence. This was done in the interest of the party and revolution what we are solving here is a problem that we experienced for years.

He used the example of the joining of two parties in G.D.R and their difficulties to say that it is only joining the strengths of two Cdes in the same party. It is our historical duty to solve all problems in our party. He also suggests that the minutes of this discussions should be studied by members of the party.

Cde. Louison opposed the fact that he was putting his position for narrow opportunist reasons, he is genuinely seeking clarity on the issue.

Cde. James said that he had spoken of Cde. Louison behaviour and he maintain that position.
Sister Phyllis Coard said the most striking thing about this meeting is that Cdes have spoken in an open and frank way if there was any thought of removing the leader Cdes would have said so frankly. The Cde. Leader will have to accept the spirit of the criticisms. She would not like to feel that it was taken by him as a vote of no confidence, this will just discourage Cdes and make them hold back their frankness.

Cde. DeRiggs "the meeting was one of unprecedented frankness and boldness by all Cdes, it was done through the spirit of great love for the revolution and Cde. Leader."

Cornwall. "He had spoken frankly and put forward his position bluntly. If this is the impression, it will hold back Cdes from speaking frankly. They have spotted the weaknesses and strengths and sought to identify a creative solution. The C.C is disposed to assist the Cde. Leader in all areas, if we fail to do so it will hinder the development of the process.

Cde. Strachan said that while he respect the Cde. Leader's position he feels that the points made were frank, open and genuine. All Cdes spoke with deep sincerity and profound feelings, Cdes have given a lot of thought to the situation and genuinely wants to come out of the crisis. These points cannot be seen as a vote of no confidence in the leadership. He also complimented the C.C for their frankness. It is extremely important to address the concern raised by the Cde. Leader. He agreed that Cde. Bishop must remain Prime Minister and sign all party and state documents. We also have to ensure that the messes and the counters understand that the party is a united party and there must be no signs of inner fighting. He agreed that we should conclude on the issues and speak to Cde. Bernard Coard.

Cde. Mc Barnett said that the exercise has brought to the floor two questions (i) How we are willing to accept our weaknesses and deal with them. (ii) how much we are willing to move forward.

He agreed that the minutes must be brought to full membership. He pointed that the criticisms have not shattered his confidence in the Cde. Leader. He said that we need to ensure that this type of criticisms is applied to every one of the C.C if the idea of no confidence is carried it will degenerate the C.C.

Ian Bartholomew said that it took him a lot of guts to make his points. He think that the C.C have very great respect for Cde. Bishop, there is no doubt that the Cde. will remain Prime Minister in the country. He agreed that the minutes should be studied by the membership. We cannot convince the impression that there is a leadership problem, the most important thing is how the Cdes get along.

32/........
Cde. Louison agreed with the positions of Layle and James and view is joint leadership can work and will work. It is important to give the minutes to the membership because they have accused the C.C or being dishonest. Agreed with points made by Cdes on the vote of no confidence, both the Cde's strength and weakness was pointed out, and pointed to a clear way forward. He pointed that Tan and Kamau spoke openly for the first time an attitude like this can make them become timid once again.

Sister Phyllis suggested two separate meetings to announce to the membership one for M's and C.M's and one for applicant.

Cde. Louison said that the more the discussions is stretched out at theoretical and tactical levels he becomes more worried. He said that Cdes of the party were analysed into three sections; those who can be moulded into communist, those who have to further develop and those who are weak or this basis he cannot see the minutes into the hands of all cross section of the party. He proposed that a summary of the main points should be brought before the membership.

On the question of joint leadership he said that he would like to know what is the intention of the C.C, if they will like to build the qualities or make a leader through joint leadership and at what stage will the process be taken off. As an aspiring M.I he cannot accept joint leadership, he don't know of any situation of such. He cannot see the dialectics unfold, he is not sure of the evolution of this thing, he cannot see joint leadership helping us. He sees a clear leadership in one embodiment. He had never understood the science to mean anything different, he is not convinced that the joint leadership will remain for any length of time without causing any problem.

Cde. Cornwall felt that the Cde is confuse because he is posing in his mind the wrong question. We are saying that fundamentally the revolution is at stake and that there is a model that will help to strengthen the process, or will it hamper the Revolution. He pointed to a situation where a Cde. use to be Minister and deputy Minister. This was tactically correct because of the objective situation. He feels that Cde. Louison is posing the wrong question, as a result will come up with wrong conclusion.

Cde. Louison said that the joint leadership would not strengthen the Revolution. How will it evolve? Where would it evolve to? Is it a temporary feature or permanent feature.

Cde. De Riggs disagreed with the context and spirit in which Cde. Louison made his contribution. He feels the scientific and theoretical basis as put forward by Cde. James has been established. We are seeking to find creative ways to solve the question of leadership of the C.C and the building of a M.I party for building Socialism. The C.C in its present form cannot take the country to socialism which is the long term strategy. We have to safeguard
The question of leadership can also be dealt with sometime in the future. He also expressed his disappointment in Cde. Louison.

Cde. Layne said this is a question of fundamental importance. We are called to take decisions to correct the situation. The time of manoeuvring is over. The form of leadership is scientifically decided, based on the situation we face. He used the example of the USSR Army where the concept of the Political Commissar and Military Leadership had developed and worked. They also defeated the counter-revolution and other imperialist powers. The concrete situation we face; the unfolding of the dialectics in combining the two qualities to strengthen the leadership in a Leninist way for the building of Socialism in Grenada. The attempt to draw the C.C in a personality discussion is a P.B childish attitude.

Cde. George objected. "He has the right to put forward his position no one can accuse him of opportunism in his struggle over the years in the party. He raises his points seeking clarity in a genuine way. He regarded Cde. Layne's comments as "shit".

Sister Phyllis Coard said that it is unfair of Cde. Louison to think that there have been demagogy in the meeting. She feels that Cdes have been frank. There has been less demagogy than ever before.

Cde. Layne said that he had been frank and fair. The Cde. is trying to provoke the C.C into a discussion that no Cde. has raised. Cde. George object to the point: that this has never been his intention.

Cde. Bishop pointed to the struggles and difficulties of the RSDLF to point to the fact that Cdes are over-bending too quickly to blame labels to each other in the discussion, which we have to be very careful about, because he cannot see how this meeting can proceed. He raised his concern that if the minutes of the C.C is given to the membership to study it will be the best way to create dishunity and turn back the Revolution. He said that the response to his no confidence point, he is not interested in the Cdes comment. The point is that he alone can solve the problem. He expressed his difficulty in chairing the meeting because of the flying of brands etc.

Cde. Liam James said that he can hold the meeting if he speak up and reign in more on Comrades contributions, and to list all the concerns raised and ask Comrades to comment.

Sister Phyllis Coard said that the other three concerns raised can be taken one by one in order to move forward.

Cde. Layne said that if we take each concern Cdes speak on them if they have opposing positions of anything to add may be so.
The following positions were voted on:

1. On Cde. James proposals
   
   For  -  9
   Obtain -  2
   Against -  2

2. Formalisation of Joint Leadership:
   
   For  -  9
   Opposed -  1
   Abstain -  3

Cde. Austin abstained because he was not present for the full discussion for the greater part of the meeting.

3. How to inform the Membership:
   
   (A) Tell members only through minutes
   
   For  -  10
   Against -  1
   Abstain -  2

   (B) Tell all three categories in one meeting:
   
   Against -  11
   Abstain -  2

   (C) Tell all categories in two meetings M's and C.M's the A.'s
   
   For -  9
   Against -  2
   Abstain -  2

   (d) Informing the masses:
   
   Against -  9
   Abstain -  3

Cde. George Luijsen - non participate.
Cde. Kamaa moved a motion that these notes should be taken as decision. It was agreed to put it to a vote.

(4) On Cde. Kamaa's Proposal

For : 9
Against : 0
Abstain : 3
Non participate : 1

Cde. 'Igane proposed a formal vote on the conclusion of the July Plenary. Cde.

Cde. Louison said that there are aspects of the conclusion that can applied to the way forward. We can criticise certain aspects e.g. the section on C.C and P.B was incorrect. The conclusion failed on these particular issues.

Cde. 'Igane said that he has further problems with the overall decision of the July Plenary is not inkeeping with the reality therefore he agree with Cde. James to revoke the document and include the correct conclusion in the new document.

Sister Coerd agreed with the revoking of the document. She said for the purpose for the history of the party, we have to disassociate ourselves from the document. She suggested a committee to extract the correct conclusions from the document.

Cde. Louison said that a complete job must be brought before the members. Revoke the document and at the same time put correct position forward we cannot take a propaganda approach.

Cde. James supported Sister Phyllis, he had difficulty in understanding Cde. Louison position.

Cde. Louison said that if we withdraw the document and promise to give the Cdes the positions later it will give the membership clarity.

Cde. Strachan said that if we are not able to extract the correct conclusions for the G.M, it is correct to tell the G.M that the conclusion will come to the membership.

Cde. James fully supported Cde. Strachan's position, he don't see how the membership will not accept the position. They will be happy to hear that the document is revoked.

Cde. Louison said the July conclusions had a multitude of administrative decision. If we say that we revoke the conclusions without putting forward a clear positions at the same time, it can lead to further ridicule from the membership. He felt that we should point to the good and bad aspects of the document and put forward a new document, including the conclusions of July that is relevant to the building of the Revolution.
He felt that we should go to the membership with a full document - giving the Committee a task to extract the relevant conclusion within a certain time in order to present the new document.

The sub committee agreed on were Cdes Cornwall, James and Layne. The time is to be taken at the end of the meeting.

Cde. Mc Barnett proposed that we use a break to ask Cde. Coard to come to the meeting for decision to be put to him.

This was seconded by Cdes Cornwall and Layne. Cde. Maurice opposed it because of the fact that he has to make a personal reflection on the issue. He proposed that the C.C. meet with Cde. Coard in his absence. He felt that mode would be counter productive. He suggested that the C.C meet Cde. Bernard tomorrow while he will be leaving for St. Kitts. He think that this will be in the interest of the C.C.

Cde. James had difficulties with the position, he felt that Cde. Bishop should stand up and face the situation because he is part of the Central Committee, he thinks that it can and will affect Cde. Bernard's position on the issue.

Cde. Bishop said that it is difficult for him to understand the question of joint leadership and his own role and function in this mode.

Cde. Layne pointed out that he also had difficulties with Cde. Bishop's position on the ground that it will be difficult to put this to Cde. Bernard when Cde. Bishop is not present; because the conclusion will be quite natural as to reasons why he is not present. A pre condition for this thing to work is a correct attitude on both sides.

Cde. Bishop said that it will be purely artificial based on his personal position to sit down for productive discussion, it will have no usefulness, it will be counter productive and mechanistic.

Cde. Strachan asked if after the reflection, he will attend the meeting with Bernard. He said that he has no problem with that. He said that he do not think that the meeting will be useful with Bernard when he is present. He said that two things that is critical for him is time for him to reflect and Bernard's position at this time. This will even help him in his own reflection.

Cde. Layne said that he agree that the Cde. Leader would need time to reflect. However, if he is absent, conceptually the Cde. will think that he opposed. He felt that it is the right of the C.C to demand of Cde. Bishop that he be present for the sake of the future of the revolution.